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RADIOACTIVE AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL
THREATS TO THE UNITED STATES AND THE
ARCTIC RESULTING FROM PAST SOVIET AC-
TIVITIES

SATURDAY, AUGUST 15, 1992

U.S. Senate,
Select Committee on Intelligence,

Fairbanks, AK.
The select committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 o'clock a.m.,

in the Fine Arts Theater, University of Alaska Fairbanks, Fair-

banks, AK, the Honorable Frank Murkowski, vice chairman of the

committee, presiding.
Present: Senator Murkowski.
Also Present: John Moseman, minority staff director, and David

Garman, select committee staff".

Proceedings

Senator Murkowski. Grood morning, ladies and gentlemen. Those
of you who are in the back, you might want to come down and be
seated.

Let me take this opportunity to welcome you to this field hearing
of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence. Let me introduce
on my left John Moseman, Chief of Staff for the Minority, and
David Garman on my right of the Senate InteUigende Committee
Staff. Mary Johnson on the far right is acting as our Committee
Reporter. We'll introduce Buff Bohlen in just a few minutes.
Let me give you some idea of what to expect. First of all, we have

at last count some 25 ladies and gentlemen from government, the
scientific community, and the indigenous community to testify

today. As we get into the panel groups I will probably limit the wit-

nesses to about six minutes each, but realistically allow them about
10.

I might add for the benefit of the groups that are testifying, I'm
told this stage is self-leveling, so if you see startled faces occasion-

ally fi-om those up here I'm told it's not an earthquake but a so-

phisticated technology. I did want you to be aware of that.

I would also like to indicate that the Chairman of this Commit-
tee, Senator Boren, extends his regrets. He's fi-om Oklahoma and
as you know, there are few direct flights to Fairbanks, Alaska fi*om

Oklahoma, but nevertheless he asked to be remembered. I want to

thank him for his efforts on behalf of this hearing today, recogniz-
ing the importance and significance of it.

(1)



The fgdl of the Soviet regime has resulted in an outpouring of in-

formation about the practices and activities of the former Soviet

Union. We've also see Congressional action on a Russian Aid Bill.

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee, which I'm a member,
adopted my amendment authorizing funds to map, monitor and
contain environmental threats to the United States or the Arctic/

SubArctic ecosystem. The accompanying Senate report makes it

clear that the Senate Foreign Relations Committee intends that

these activities be undertaken in collaboration with scientists from
the former Soviet Union. The report also specified that the resesu-ch

plan should be developed in collaboration with the National Science

Foundation, the Interagency Arctic Research Policy, and the Arctic

Research Commission, and the State of Alaska.
The full Senate adopted the bill on July 2nd. Clearly, we have

a Congressional dictate. And while it has not yet passed the House,
I'm confident that it will.

Earlier this year the Senate Intelligence Committee began to re-

ceive reports from environmental and nuclear scientists in Russia

detailing the reckless nuclear waste disposal practices, nuclear ac-

cidents and the use of nuclear detonations. We found that informa-

tion disturbing to say the least. Also troubling is the fact that 15

Chernobyl style RBMK nuclear power reactors continue to operate
in the former Soviet Union today. These reactors lack a contain-

ment structure and they're designed in such a way that nuclear re-

action can actually increase when the reactor overheats. As sci-

entists here at the University of Alaska have documented, polar air

masses and prevailing weather patterns provide a pathway for ra-

dioactive contaminants from Eastern Europe and Western Russia,
where many of these reactors are located. 'The threats presented by
those potential radioactive risks are just a part of a larger Arctic

pollution problem. Every day, industrial activities of the former So-

viet Union continue to create pollutants. I think we should face up
to the reality that in a country struggling for economic survival, en-

vironment protection isn't necessarily the highest priority. And
that could be very troubling news for the Arctic in the future.

The Arctic is the principal food source for many Alaskans. Small
amounts of heavy metsds possible from industrial pollution or Arc-
tic haze are already making their way as we know into the walrus
and other marine mammals that feed many Arctic residents. Will

radionuclides follow? We don't know. Do we have the monitoring
mechanism in place to warn us should this occur? Can we address

through bilateral and multilateral mechanisms the need to halt the

spread and promote the cleanup of these pollutants? Who has the
talent and capabiUty to do this kind of work? These are all impor-
tant questions which we hope to

ejqplore
here today.

At today's hearing, which is the first ever field hearing of the Se-

lect Committee on IntelHgence, we'll hear from a remarkable group
of witnesses in an effort to explore these issues from several dif-

ferent perspectives. Because this is an international problem, we've
asked the Assistant Secretary of State, Curtis Bohlen, to give us
the State Department's perspective. As a senior member of the

Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee, Secretary Bohlen
can also tell us what can and should be done to scientifically assess

the threats facing the Arctic from these various pollutants. We also



have the Director of Central Intelligence, Robert Gates, to provide
us with an assessment of both the nuclear activities of the former
Soviet Union and the role that the CIA can and should play in the
environmental arena. Not only in this area, but in the realm of

global change and other environmented concerns. The CIA of the

post-cold war era is forging new ground in the area of environ-
mental intelligence under the leadership of Mr. Gates. And we're

pleased that he has chosen this occasion here in Alaska to outline

some of these new initiatives.

Because many, including myself, have suggested that the sci-

entific and environmental monitoring in the Artie should be under-
taken in collaboration with Russian scientists, we have asked Dr.
Donald O'Dowd, the former president of this University and Chair-
man of the Arctic Research Commission, to provide us with some
thoughts about the opportunities and problems involved in sci-

entific cooperation with our Russian neighbor. The Commission re-

cently returned fi*om a series of meetings with their counterparts
in the Russian Academy of Sciences, so Dr. O'Dowd is uniquely
qualified to address this question.
The nation's top official for oceanic and atmospheric research, Dr.

Ned Ostenso, will outline the program that NOAA can bring to

bear on these problems. One of the Environmental Protection Agen-
cj^s top radiation and mixed waste experts. Admiral Richard

Guimond, will provide the EPA's perspective on these problems.
We'll also hear fi*om a number of scientists and health experts, in-

cluding some who have come from Russia, from Denmark, Norway
and elsewhere, to provide information based on their experience,
their research and their monitoring. We have representatives from
the environmental community, one to specifically address issues in-

volving the dumping of nuclear materials in the ocean, another to

present information gathered about a broader range of pollutants
and the mechanisms and that transport them around the Arctic.

We've invited representatives of the North Slope Borough, the Inuit

Circumpolar Conference and other representatives of the Native

community to provide their thoughts. And at the end of the day we
will hear from a panel representing an alUance between the Uni-

versity of Alaska and a national laboratory to set forth some con-

crete ideas about the course of action that should be undertaken
to address some of these problems.
A number of other agencies, governments and organizations, in-

cluding Russia, Finland, Iceland, the U.S. Department of Energy,
the Arctic Marine Resource Commission, the International Union of

Circumpolar Health, the American Society of Circumpolar Health,
the Alaska Health Project, and many others have also submitted
written testimony. I invite people in the audience to submit written

testimony, if they^re inclined to do so. The hearing record will be

kept open for two weeks for the acceptance of additional public tes-

timony.
[The documents referred to follow:]



cr^ crp WALTER J. HICKEL, GOVERNOR

DEPT. OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER / Phone:(907)465-5000
410 WILLOUGHBY AVENUE. SUITE 105 ' Fax: (907) 465-5070

JUNEAU, AK 99801-1795

August 28, 1992

The Honorable Frank H. Murkowski, Co-chairman

Senate Select Committee on Intelligence

United States Senate

ATTENTION DAVID GARMAN
Rm. 21 1 Hart Senate Building

Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Murkowski:

Thank you for holding the Select Committee on Intelligence open hearing on radiation

and environmental threats to the Arctic from the former Soviet Union on August 15.

This was truly an extraordinary hearing and the State of Alaska appreciated the

opportunity to testify.

With this letter, we wish to follow up on our suggestions for an action plan to further

identify and respond to the threats discussed at the hearing. The Alaska Department
of Environmental Conservation is one of several State agencies with responsibility for

health and the environment; we work closely with the Alaska Department of Health and

Social Services and with the Alaska Division of Emergency Services in the Department
of Military and Veterans Affairs. The Alaska Department of Rsh and Game also carries

responsibilities in this arena. All of our Departments participate in the Northern Forum,
an association of state, provincial and regional governors from Northern regions which

is chaired by Governor Walter J. Hickel with a secretariat in Anchorage. As well, each

of our agencies deal with counterpart federal agencies through a variety of cooperative

agreements.

The key points of action we suggest in follow-up to what we've learned at the hearing,
in coordinated federal and State action, are as follows:

1. The United States needs to establish a real-time radiation monitoring
- system in Alaska and, through bilateral or multilateral agreements,
Russian territory which neighbors Alaska. The State of Alaska is anxious

to cooperate in this program. Our letter to the Environmental Protection

Agency's (EPA) Rear Admiral Richard J. Guimond, describing this
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program in detail, is enclosed. We request, with this letter,

Congressional funding of $285,000 to install this monitoring effort.

2. The United States, Russia, regional governments in Russia, and the State
of Alaska need to develop appropriate prevention and response plans for
a nuclear incident, including a power-plant accident, submarine mishap
or rupture of improperly disposed nuclear waste. TTiis plan needs to be
tested with regular drills involving national and local governments.

A copy of Governor Nickel's April 20 letter to Ambassador Strauss
requesting improved notification and monitoring is also enclosed.

3. The United States and other Arctic nations need to work with national
and regional governments in Russia to fully identify, map and develop a
mitigation plan for the nuclear and other major environmental threats in
the Arctic. We understand the U.S. Arctic Research Commission has
recently discussed this issue, with the objective of producing a hazards
map for the eastern Arctic of Russia similar to the map produced by
Norway, Poland, and Russia for the western Arctic. Besides finding the
source of radionucleides in the Arctic, we must also work quickly to
identify the source of mercury, cadmium, and PCBs which are
increasingly found in the Arctic food chain. Mitigation can only beginwhen we know the source. The State of Alaska, through existing
cooperative agreements with environmental agencies in Magadan
Kamchatka, and Vladivostok, can assist in this effort. The Northern
Forum is also structured to assist in this effort. U.S. disarmament
support programs, the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy and U S
activity under the proposed aid package should help this work as well.

4. TTie United States and Alaska need to develop a coordinated action plan
to use the Russian aid package to support environment, health and keyeconomic infrastructure in the Russian Far East that affects Alaska. Parts
of the proposed aid package which support joint research, investment
and intergovernmental exchange should be used to support these goals.

By separate cover, you will receive a letter detailing the State's interest in
this goal as the aid package goes to conference.

5. The United States should, wherever possible, support the Northern
Fonjm as a means to strengthen local participation in international Arctic
affairs and as a means to strengthen the role of regional governments in
the Russian North. That support can include placement of U.S. State
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Department officials at the Secretariat in Anchorage as training in Arctic

policy. Federal research for the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy

and other goals should be coordinated with efforts of the Northern

Forum. The Northern Forum Secretariat could also serve as host

secretariat for either the ftora and fauna or the marine environmental

protection programs of the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy. We
believe the Northern Forum, as it involves regional govemments, is a

better mechanism than the Arctk: Council proposed by the Canadian

government

6. The United States needs to reverse the pattern of federal 'neglect* of

major health and environmental issues in Alaska by establishing an

Arctic/Alaska region for the Environmental Protection Agency, and

developing a better federal commitment to Alaska rural healtii and

sanitation issues.

Immediate attention must be paid to the radiation and pollution legacy of

the United States in the Arctic. Radioactive soils at Ft. Greeley from a

disabled reactor, and in northwestem Alaska from the Project Chariot

tests, should be packed and removed to safe storage at once. A sheet

detailing some of what we know of these two sites is enclosed to this

letter. As well, we are sending a draft copy of "A Commitment to

Alaskans' detailing the huge problems njral Alaskans face in

environmental health issues.

Senator, as a result of the Fairbanks hearing we believe U.S. and State policy makers

are better informed than ever tiefore on key environmental issues facing the Arctic. As

Alaskans, we are concerned for the safety of our citizens. We are also concerned that

the Soviet Union's 'lackadaiskal' practices with nuclear materials, as desoitied by

CIA Director Robert Gates, extend to other environmental practrces throughout the

former Soviet Unk>n and continue today. Alaska competes with Russia in several

bask: resource industries— oil and gas, mining, timber, fishing— and, while we welcome

the democratk: and economic reforms whk:h have made Russia a partk:ip>ant in the

world market, we want to make sure Alaska and U.S. companies are not competitively

disadvantaged because they incur the expenses necessary to protect the environment

while Russia does not

We were pleased to hear Assistant Secretary of State Curtis BoNen's testimony

commitment to push for a new U.S. Arctk: poficy, and to pay more attentkjn to

intematk}nal Arctic issues. It is interesting to note that as the Antarctic Protection

Treaty was signed to forestal energy and mineral devek)pnf>ent in the South Polar

Regkvi for SO years, the end of ttie Cokj War means that exchange, commurucatk)n
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and joint development of the Arctic is only again possible after a hiatus of 50 years.

We must use all the intelligence at our disposal to meet this opportunity safely, fairty,

and immediately.

Thank you again for holding this hearing, and keeping the record open for this

additional testimony.

Sincerely,

h-^ John A. Sandor

Commissioner

JEP/MT/bkt (h:\bettyt\comnils\murkowski.001)

Enclosures

cc: U.S. Senator Ted Stevens

U.S. Representative Donald E. Young
Curtis Bohlen, Assistant Secretary of State

U.S. Department of State

John Katz, Special Counsel

State/Federal Relations

Alaska Office of the Governor

Mead Treadwell, Deputy Commissioner/ADEC
Janice Adair, Assistant Commissioner/ADEC
James E. Povt/ell, Deputy Director

Division of Environmental Quality/ADEC
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August 25, 1992

Rear Admiral Richard J-. Guimond
Assistant Surgeon General

U.S. Public Health Service and

Deputy Assistant Administrator

Office of Solid Waste and

Emergency Response
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, DC 20460

Dear Admiral Guimond:

Thank you for sending me a copy of your testimony at the recent U.S. Senate

Intelligence Committee hearing in Fairbanks. The Department of Environmental

Conservation (DEC) appreciates your commitment in addressing the issues

surrounding radiation threats to Alaska, the Arctic environment, and the United States.

I am sorry I and my deputy, Mead Treadwell, were unable to discuss this subject with

you in greater detail.

The State of Alaska is committed to strengthening its partnerships with Russia's Arctic

regions, the Northern Forum and others to define and deal with this vital issue. The

joint efforts in upgrading radiation monitoring and response capability will be a good
start. A five-phase program is proposed beginning with upgrading air radiation

monitoring sampling equipment in the large population centers of Anchorage,
Fairbanks and Juneau. Mr. Jerry Leitch, the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA)

Region 10 Radiation Program Manager, has agreed to supply the ERAMS sampling
equipment and support through the EPA lab in Montgomery, Alabama.

The second phase of the proposed radiation monitoring and response program is to

install real time detectors. Portable Ionization Chambers (PICs) at the perimeter of the

State. This system will provide an earlier warning system for Alaska and the nation.

These monitors can be located in Barrow or Wainwright to cover the northern-most

region; Nome, Unalakleet, St. Lawrence Island, Little Diomede, or Kotzebue to cover
the central region; Bethel to cover the southern region; and one on the Aleutian Chain.
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The cost of establishing this system is estimated at $135,000 for equipment,

installation, and initial development of a reporting system to collect and coordinate the

data generated by the system. We believe, through cooperation with the military,

National Guard, Native health organizations, and others, we can operate the system
with minimal costs.

The next three phases of the radiation monitoring and response plan consist of

upgrading the Department's laboratory ($150,000). developing an emergency

response capability, and establishing a monitoring system with the Russian Far East.

We will be working to strengthen bilateral and multilateral agreements at the regional

and national level to make this happen, and will work with the Northern Forum here,

Paul Ringold at EPA and Ray Amaudo at the State Department in tiiat regard.

Please note tiie enclosed very positive editorial 'Nudear Concems' in the 8/22/92
edition of the Anchorage Daily News. Would it be possible for your office to provide

funding for Phase II and III in the current federal fiscal year? Obtaining this funding

would enable us to get off to a good start.

Your support of these programs is appreciated. Also enclosed is a copy of the five-

phase plan tiiat is proposed for Alaska.

Sincerely,

4.

"

John A. Sandor

Commissioner

JEP/MT/JAS/cg (CO-comm\fad4)

Enclosures: Editorial 'Nudear Hearings'

Rve-phase plan

cc: Paul Ringold
Environmental Protection Agency

Ray Amaudo
U.S. State Department

The Honorable Frank H. Murkowski

United States Senate
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John Katz, Special Counsel

State/Federal Relations

Alaska Office of the Governor

Washington, DC

Dana Rasmussen, Regional Administrator

U.S. EPA—Region 10

Jerry Leitch, Acting Chief

Radiation and Indoor Air Section

Air and Radiation Branch
Air and Toxics Division/USEPA—Region 10

Al Ewing, Assistant Regional Administrator

Alaska Operations Office/USEPA—Region 10
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April 20, 1992

The Honorable Robert Strauss

United States Ambassador to Russia

Moscow (El

Ulitsa Chaykovskogo 19/21/23
RUSSIA

Dear Bob,

The State of Alaska has recently learned of a radioactive release from the nuclear

power plant at Bilibino, Russia, on July 10, 1991. This facility is closer to most
communities in western Alaska than to the state capitol.

There is currently in place an international agreement that requires notification of
these types of incidents to nearby or potentially-affected countries. The state is

concerned about the lack of notification regarding this incident. I would like to

know what caused this failure to carry out provisions of the agreement and what
steps are being taken to ensure that the State of Alaska receives prompt
notification of all future incidents.

This notification is critical for several reasons. First, and most importantly, the

State of Alaska must be able to provide prompt information to protect our citizens

from potential hazards. Second, the state must have injmediate^and direct

information if we are to establish a meaningful monitoring systdrp to evaluate

possible impacts. Third, the state may be able to share resources with the Russian

agencies and communities that may be directly affected by a radiological release.

Recent information indicates that there have been 270 un'scheduled'sioppages of
nuclear reactors and five (5) releases from nuclear power plantsm Russia since

January 1, 1991. We also have a report that even as this nuclear power station
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Page 2

in Bilibino considers a second stage, more than 1 70 top specialists have
announced their intention to leave Chukotka, and there are currently no plans for

their replacement. Your prompt assistance in helping to enlighten us on these

matters will be appreciated.

With best regards.

Sincerely,

era Watter J. HIckal

Walter J. Hickel

Governor

Enclosure

cc: U.S. Senator Frank H. Murkowski
U.S. Senator Ted Stevens

U.S. Representative Donald E. Young
William Reilly, Secretary of the Environmental Protection Agency
Administrator, Nuclear Regulatory Agency
Curtis Bohlen, U.S. Department of State

John A. Sandor, Commissioner, Department of Environmental Conservation

Theodore A. Mala, Commissioner, Department of Health and Social Services

Major General Hugh Cox, Commissioner, Department of Military

and Veterans Affairs

WJH/JPH/DEC/ln 1801
DECL TR.SYM Radioactive Release

Bilibino, Russia
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Russian Fsr East Naws Is a publication of Iha Alaska Cantar tor IntamaUonal Bualnass and tha WerU Trada Cantar Alaska.
UnivarsltY el Alaska Anchortga. Russian Far East Naws Is publlshad In association with tha OWea ol Inlamalkmal Trada"Alaska Dapartmant of Conunarca and Economic Davalopment, and Inlomallon Tachnologlas Lab of Vladivostok.

Svrorda Into Sawing Uachlnas
Russian Parliamant memtjer AJexandar Granbarg

made it doar to an audianca in Anchorage last month that

Americans must help Russian relormars convert the miCta/y
industrial complex into something that win create wealth lor

the Russian people. Ifs lime to turn swords into sewing
machines, whKh is in lact happening at a former munitions

laaory near Khabarovsk.
Trouble is Americans are not enlhusiastk: about

ptovHirtg a tot of aid hght now. and poBtkaans know that in

an election year helping the former Soviet Union wont win

many voles. Alaskans, meanwhie. grow impatient with the

speed of relorms in the Russian Far East and with shady
business dealings of some Russian entrepreneurs. Deals
have soured: and a few Alaskans have taken some lumps.
What to do?

Provide more help. The U.S. spent untold baSons
winning the coW war. A will cost lar less to sustain t/w

peace. Orxa we convince ourselves ol that we need to

convince our rich friends in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, even
Japan.

Smal Alaskan and other entrepreneurs shouUnt
have 10 go It alone. The task ol teaching people how to be
good free marketers o enormous, and wont happen over-

nighL The state might conskter providing ban pack^es with
attractive interest rales lor small businesses investing in the
Russian Far East. Insunng a ponton of high risk investments
wouU also tie helphji. Japan bef/an provkJing insurance to

entrepreneurs when some of their ol refineries n Iran were
'

tiombed.

But partiaps a more appropriate role lor government
is providing asxstance in manpower devetopment Russians
need to learn how to make and manage money The good
oU fashtoned way.' Techntoal assistance should focus now
on things that wilt help Russians make money: taxing and
tax coOectan. banUng and accounting, entrepnrteurshp.
Efforts shouU focus on specXc indattries thai have earning
potential: mining, tourism, ol and gas devetopment, tunber.

Rather than beir)g swatted asHe as irrelevant,
Alaska oould be the canter for facStaUng eootwrmc transfer-
matton h the region, as federal and other funds flow through
here for technical assistance to the Russian Fat East and
beyond. Alaskan and other businesses ki ihe Pjdfc North-
west wKpton as tong term relabortships devetop between
theragkma.

More signlKantly, we're in a position to play a role
in the development of a dynanuc North Asia corridor that one
day oould extend fnjm Siberia down through Northern China,
UongoHa, the Korean peninsula, at the way id Japatu

In the future this tvil be our neighborhood. We
need to feel at home here. This is no tkne » turn our backs
on neigftbors-ineomprehensAle and dificut as they some-
times wiBbe. _ ,^

TheEdMor

Independence for the Far East?
A Ml recanily adopted by Ihe Asioaauon ol Far Eastern
Councils would give broad powers to the Far Eastern Eco-
nomic Region (FEER) and laalitaie its independence. The bill

proposes a special status lor the PEER, which includes

Pnmorsky and Khabarovsk regions. Sakhalin, Amursky.
Magadan regions and Yakutia Sakha.

The Association ol Far Eastern Councils wants to form a
coordinating committee with speatic authonty and powers,
making the commmee in many respects a government lor the
Far East This committee wouW lite to receive a portion ol
Russian stale taxes and revenues ol local enterprises, and
with them lorm a lund lor davekipment ol the regmn. The
committee would like to buy the output ol Far Eastern enter-

prises (preaous metals excluded) to lorm a special lund lor

exchange and export operations. Powers would also include
tax pnvileges. and Ihe nght to issue taittls, to determine pnces
lor mam loodstulfs. raw materials and other products, and to
determine lishing quotas in the econome zone. The bill also
stipulates thai the deasions ol the Far Eastern Coordinating
Comittee (FECC) would be mandatory lor the region.

A meeting will be held soon with Bons Yeltein ooncemmg the
FEER proposal, as well as the authority ol the region over use
ol its own natural resources, and a number ol tax. customs,
and other prrvileges. Granting these powers wouW be the lirst

important step at creating a tree economic zone in the area.

(11/24«1)

WHATS INSIDE
Economic Summary
Military I_II_ZI
Minir»g

~ ~
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. Nuclear Power • Chutkotka
Tha l«ad«n ct Iha Chulkolka Autonomous Araa have decided

to finance the construction of \ha second stage of the Bilibino

nuclear power station built here in 1 973. There is no record ol

damage to the air or water. There is a problem, however. More
than 170 lop specialists have announced their intention to

leave Chukotka. and there are currently no plans lor their

replacament. ( 1 2/ZZ/9 1
)

^FOREIGN RELATIONS/INVESTMENT^

External Relations Department In Prlmorye
An external relations department has opened in the Pnmorsky
krai administration. Its head is the former deputy of chief of ad-
ministration Valeny Lozovoy. The department has three

sections: foreign investments and foreign trade, international

cooperatkin. and protocol service. (1/26/92)

Development of Prlmorye
The ehiel of Primoryes regonal admrninstralion. V. Kusnetsov.

recently returned from a trip to organize economic ties between

Primorye and British Columbia Businessmen from Bntish

Columbia became interested in a plan proposed recently by
Japanese speoalists for development of the area. Officials

from Bntish Columbia will visit Vladivostok soon to discuss

setting up a 'link' between the two areas.

Kusnetsov is also meeting with officials from the European
Bank of Reconstrueton and Devetopment (EBRD) on whether
the bank wiU help set up market structures and economic
infrastructure. The bank is accepting the folbwing rasponsibili-
lies: to help estimate the natural resource deposits in Primorye.
10 invest in future economic devetopmeni ol Pnmorsky region
directly or to assist with k)ng-ierm loans, and to pnsvide
financial aid for inlrastruaure. (1 1/17/91)

Japan To Open Consulate In Vladivostok
A meeting was heW recently in Vladivostok to discuss the

opening of a Japanese Consulate in Vladivostok Ui Suzuki
Vaianabe. a vice-consul ol the consulate-general in Nahodka.
suted that he woukj prefer a location for the consulate in

do»mtown Vladivostok, since this summer a great number ol

tounsts and businessmen will visit the coy. (1/26/92)

Taxation ol Foreign Investors In Prlmorye
A draft decree issued by Russian President Bons Yeltsin re-

garding Pnmorye Ten-itory contained a section on taxation that

states that for foreign enterprises involved in mmmg. fishing.
and fish-processing, the proHt lax cannot exceed 20 percent.
For the enterpnses with foreign investments where the share of
a foreign partner makes up more than 30 percent, the profit
tax cannot exceed 10 percent. (12/29/91 )

Registration Costs lor Foreign Investments
Chief ol the administration ol Magadan region adopted a new
order for the regotrauon ol enterpnses with foreign invest-

ments. Registration costs will be 3.000 rubles Enterprises
with investments up to 100 millon rubles registered belore
December 1. 1991 will be registered free of charge. (2/2«2)

Vladivostok as Major Asian Trading Hub
Japans major trading corporations expect the port of Vladivos-
tok to become the major trading hub (or cities in the Russian
Far East. An official ol Mitsubishi Corp has indicated that
Vladivostok 'will become the center for most business opera-
tions involving Japan and other Asian nations.'

Russian authorities agreed to open the port cities of Vladrvos-
tok and Vostnoehny to Japanese commercial shipping. A
group ol Japanese trading companies called the Japan-
Russian Trade Association has agreed to provide devotopment
assistance (or the Port of Vanino.

But the Japanese are not the only ones getting involved. In

June, a business delegation from Tacoma, Washington (lew to
Vladivostok and signed agreements establishing barking and
port ties between Vladivostok and Taooma. Under the banking
agreement, Puget Sound Bank will pay for training and
education costs for Vladivostok bankers who come to the
Pacific Northwest to leam about U.S. banking methods.

Although Vladivostok lacks loreign exchange banks and
customs olfKes, the massive hart>or laalities give great
potential to the city's luture as a trading hub. The Mitsubishi
offcial said Vladivostok is bound to become tha most important
outlet lor Russian Far Eastern steel, fishery resources, oil,

natural gas, and forest products.

A mission o( representatives of major Japanese commerea)
banks, trading corporations, and other private sector indusuies
toured six cities of the Russian Far East recently. The purpose
of the tour was to sunrey port and other infrastruaure facilities

to find out Russian plans lor improving the ability to handle a
substantial increase m port aaivrty. Another moson will teach
Russian authories how to turn Vladivostok into a commercially
viable hub.

(Journal of CommereB Intematinnal Prtitmn December 1991)

Ctransportation^

Shipping Insurance In Far East
Dalrosso. a Far East Russian insurance joint stock company, is

the first non-state company of its kind in the country. The
company was registered in Vladivostok, and its founders
inckide the Far Eastern, Primorye, and Sakhalin shipping
oempanias. Vostokrybkhotodftot fishing assoaatxjn, Kraip-.

otrabsoyur. and city executive committee Ingostrakh.

Dalrosso has insured more than a thousand ships. It insures

cargoes (both in hart currency and rulJles), eonstructkjn, as-

sembly, adjustment and start-up risks, after-sun-up guaran-
tees, property interests of the pint ventures, state, cooperative,
and public organizatkins, cars, fixed and current asssals, and
other aspects of shipping. Dalrosso is reportedly different from
other Russian insurance companies in its guarantee - a policy
with the company ensures recoupment ol bsses.

Dalrosso has represenutives in Vladivostok, Nakhodka. Khab-
arovsk, Vanino. Vostochnyi, Ittagadan, Petropavtovsk-
Kamchatski. Yakuts. Ulan-Ude, Novosibirsk. Scrutsk. and
Moscow. An agreement has been reached with several
Japanese companies (or Dalrosso to insure their companies in

Russia, while the Japanese insure the Russian company in

Japan. (12/29/91)
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EUHOPg

of(he nlaatdam wis not tecoaon, but a
new idaoomfaip with Russia, it does not
ymu to be gowcmed by the Russian con-
jQiuiion. Insead. it would like to sign a sep-
aiatt noty with Russia, which wouid give
ooza ptwui TO (he local govcnunent.

In phncipie, theic is no reason why Rus-
sia should not give mote powen to some of
Its tennones than to otheo. The author of
the new draft Russian constitution has sug-
gested makijig Tataistan a *&eely associ-
ated state- (something Mikhail Gorbachev
once suggested (brihe Baltic republics). Mr
Vdisin says ifaac Tataotan could have a sep-
arate status once it signs Russia's "fialetal

tiemy-, which lays down the basic division
ofptmca between the counny's central and
local govcnunens.

Tatarstan, hosvrver, refuses to have any-
thing to do with this treaty. The faieral gov-
onment feais that, if it r><)f^ special exira-

oeaty status to Tatantan, then other regions
of Rusna will want the same. After much
arm-twisting, ifae government has per-
suaded 18 of the 20 autonomous lepublia

Nudear pow«r

Alarming

AT
2J7 on the morning of March 24th ta-

..dioacove noble gases and iodine es-

caped into the amiasphere from reactor
"fffag ihree in the nudear power plant at

SosnovyBor, 100 kiloineiRs (60 miles) west
of Si Foeobirg. It was a small accident.
maotisg only two on the scale of seven
laed by the Intemaoonal Atomic Energy
Agency (iaiaX But it v»as a leminder that
nucleardisuux in the former Soviet Union
is distressingly likely.

Tlie acddent happened when contami-
nated steam escaped £pom one of the 1.490
fuel channels irt the reactor^ cxjre. ei*er be-
cause (he channel rtiptured. or, more likely,
beOBse a seal oo the channel gave way.
Even though the level of radioactivity in the
tmbine hall iok to 60 micro-roentgen an
hour, ihree times itinonnal level, according
ID the mayor of Scoiovy Bor, there was
neveranydangerofa raeh-down like that at

Oionobyi The reactor^ safety systems
waked as designed and (]uickly quenched
ifie midear reaoioa.

Fwill its hami^nes. the incident il-

hisnairs the afflicaoia bedevilling the nu-
clear indusoy. Last January a group of
Swedish safcry inspeuuts vuiied Sosnovy
Bor and recommended a raft of improve-
ineno. Less ttian a month later the number
of Russian safety mspeetots was halved, be-
cause of lack of money. Acoonling to Vladi-
mir Sukhomehkin of the Kurchaiov Nu-
clear Research Insstute in Moscow, the fuel
thannd at Sooiovy Bor failed because of

Here's to lovmiguiy

and regions in Russia to initial its treaty. But
the oeaty still has to be ratified by the local

parliaments in tfwse areas. Ifgiving special
stanis to ihe Tatars encouraged tJie 18 othc
areas to back out, that would cause an evot
bigger bust-up than simply allowing
Tataistan to take Its leave.

poor manuficture or lesnng.
A similar acddent could have ocoined

almost anywhere aotss the former Soviet
Umocu Poor manufacturing was to blame
form ofthe U9 urudieduled stoppage at

nuclear-power reactors in I99a Western oc-

fAcddefits will hapM?^ ^

1=— —^^
ac0nnk«waD -S^£^=r*.

-,
H^irwCfcMM) ^ 4. railtt-. .(nIM -1,

4S —
270 -.nisEaav^^

pots say that, although nudor tedtniciaos
n«ve plenty of skill, safety standards are
h
gnarai

d. Like every other part of Russian
offiaaldom, the midear inspeuuiatc
(calledGosatomnadior) is in diaos and
strapped for cash. In a counny where mak-

J°8
'^

^^^ty
hasalways come before saiiay,

"einspectorate has never been properly in-
deperident ofthe energy minisizy.

• If it were merelyamanet ufttaining and
otgamsanon, putting nuclear power tight
ooukl proceed apace. The otxible is that So-
viet-built leaaoo are as flawed aithe orga-
nisation that nms them. Since the Chemo-
byl madent in 1986, lots of efibn has gone
Wwaids correcting the faults that led to the
doaster. Even so the teaoon like that at
Sosnovy Bor-called umk reaaors-«-
mam unaaepcaUe by western standards

becauseoftheirftindamentaldoign. meant
originally for making weapons-grade plutn-mum rather than

etaaricity. Ofthe five nu-
dear incidents that have taken place since
1991 (see table), all but one have taken place
"onde UMK reactors. Moreover, none of*em IS sheathed in the huge CDnnete
domes that oniain radioactive material if
there IS an aeddem.
-

Ideally, these reactors (like the oldest So-
yiet-built machines, the vviii-230 ptasur-
neri-waterieaaots.which werecondemnaim a tepon by the ia£a ather this year)
would be shut down for good rather than
patched up. Western goveniraems have
been uigmg the Russians todojmt that. Yet
then-Soviet Union needs midearpows- Since the Cbenobyl dmsB. 60 mt-
'''"po'ww pn>ieos ofvarious kinds (both
new reacsoo and eatnsiops of oid ones)
have bem abandoned.inwWauhe k»i of
a total of I6ft000 mtgawaus ofgmetatittg
opaory. IfaU UMKand vvia.-230 reactorsWTO closed, that would diminaie ne»ty
halfofthe remaining nudear-power gener-
King capwity and 6X ofthe fbrtoer Soviet
Union's dennaty. fa Artnona. which is

^ering
an energy bkxkade by Aserbaijan.me atomic-energy ministerwants to reopoime most dangevDus of ail Soviet-built

piaoB. a vvEK-a3o in an eattfaauakezone fitw» closed in 1989).
•

Recognising tlm it will ake time to re-
place thew reaano with safer ones, western
counmes are ttying to do what they can to
prevent disasieis. Rusiaii tedmicians are
vBiang the West to witness finKhaad the
«>daids ofwestern midear opesaiors.An
mtemaoooal tam fiom Eatope and Can-
ada wiU soon make asmdyofthe ««»k re-
actors that will besimilarto the iaia's studyofthe wia-ijo reacats. Each wnt-ajo le-
"OTwJl cost JSOOm to put ngbL Refitting
reactors tiuoughout the fbrnw axnmunist
counmescouWCOR tTJbillion.on one esti-
mate. Given the scale of the problem, die
•ens of millions of dollars available to car-
rent western effotts are meagre mdeeil.

** teD«>0«l«T MAAOi ttTH i«va
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Background Information on Formerly Used
Defense Sites Containing Radiation

in Alaska

August 25, 1992

PROJECT CHARIOT/CAPE THOMPSON

Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation, Federal Facilities/Contaminated
Sites section, received a report this week from Cook Inlet Vigil which contained several

memos from 1962 and 1963. The memos descritje and discuss the burial of

approximately 43 pounds of radioactive isotopes, including fallout from nuclear testing

in Nevada at Cape Thompson during Project Chariot. The isotopes were placed in 10

experimental plots and water applied in order to conduct a hydrological study by the

United States Geological Survey agency for the Atomic Energy Commission. After the

study the contaminated soil was buried under four feet of soil in the Snowbank Creek

drainage in an area which appears to be approximately 3000 feet from the Chuckchi

Sea. The area is used as a subsistence area for the villages of Point Hope and

Kivalina.

The site is classified as a DERP-FUD (formally used defense site) and as such is the

responsibility of the Army Corps of Engineers. The Corps has been contacted and

they will contact ADEC regarding their plans for removal. ADEC has informally

expressed their desire for an emergency removal. Further research will center on the

degree of risk posed by the isotopes and more specific information regarding the

location of the burial. For more information contact Laura Noland (907) 451-2139.

FORT GREELY

The repair to the building attached to the SMI -A nuclear reactor commenced the week
of August 17. The contractor has begun the excavating process to remove part of the

existing slab in preparation for pouring the new cantilevered retaining wall. According
to John Davis, the radiation monitoring contractor, slightly elevated levels of

radioactivity were recorded in the excavated soil. This may incur storage and

shipment of over 300 drums of radioactive waste to the Lower 48. For more
information contact Ron Short (907) 451-2156.

(CO<omm\d«<sitM.51 )
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A Commionent to Alaskans Iniroduction

"AConunitment to Alaskans" is a working document meant to lay
the foundation for a more refined plan in the future. As such, the

Departmentwould like to solicit public andagency input regarding
information contained in this draft as well as any additional

information or ideas which couldbe ofassistance in this planning
effort.

Additionally, an Interagency Task Force is being formed to act as

a catalyst for advancing and refining the goals, strategies and

objectives outlined on the following pages. If you are interested

in participating in one ofthe Task Force's working groups, please
let us know.

Please address all comments/ideas to:

John Sandor, Commissioner
AlaskaDepartment ofEnvironmental Conservation
410 Willoughby Avenue
Juneau. AK 99801

Phone: 465-5050
Fax: 465-5070
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ACOmmiimcottoAiaslans
tanoductioo

As Alaska looks to the fatxun and agrowing pdpolatidn»
It is essential that we strive to provide sanitation
serviceswhich protect thepublic health ofourresidents
and provide a foundation for economic development
opportuziities.

It is the goal of this AdmlnlstraUon that no Alaskan be
deprived of the quaUty of life afforded by the provision
of water, sewerage, and solid waste services.

DRAFT: JANUARY 7. 1992
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A Commitment to Alaskans Introduction

OVERVIEW

Without adequate water, sewerage, and solid waste
facilities, the vitality of Alaska's communities is

hampered, public health threatened, and opportu-
nities for economic development severely restricted.

As the State looks towards the twenty-first century,
it is critical that we commit to an efficient, well

planned approach to providing these public services
to all Alaska.

This document offers a strategy for formulating a

systematic approach to addressing the water, sew-

erage, and solid waste needs of Alaska's conmiuni-
ties. It presents recommendations for maximizing
the efficiency of current sanitation systems and
optimizing future capital project investments. As a

long-term management proposal, goals are outlined
and action strategies presented for review.

This is a working policy document meant to lay the
foundation for a more refined implementation plan.
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A Commioneni to Alaskans Introduction

A BLUE PRINT FOR SOLVING ALASKA'S
SANITATION NEEDS

FUNDAMENTAL GOAL:

It is the goal of this administration that no Alaskan be deprived of the

quality of life afforded by the provision of adequate water, sewerage,

and solid waste services.

STRATEGY:

To achieve this goal, a five point management strategy is recommended.

Develop a Comprehensive Interagency Approach to Problem

Solving.

Adhere to a Stable Six Year Funding Commitment.

Six Year Capitalization of the Alaska Qean Water Fund.

Promote a Solid State/Federal/Community Partnership.

Enhance the State's "Insurance Policy" Programs (Training &
Technical Assistance).

TIME FRAME:

If the recommendations outlined in this plan are effectively implemented,

water, sewerage, and solid waste services will be provided in every Alaskan

community by the year 2010. Intermediate steps may be required to

achieve the final level of service.
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A Commionenl to Alaskans Introduction

Due to the distinct demographic and economic conditions as well as

the diverse sanitation needs of Alaska's urban and rural communi-
ties, two separate plans for implementing the State's overall sanita-

tion management strategy are required.

The first plan, outlined on pages
**

through **. is a strategy for

addressing the sanitation needs of the State's urban communities.
The second plan, which begins on page **, presents recommendations
for solving the water, sewerage, and solid waste problems in rural

areas. These plans are intended to stand alone and may, therefore,
contain some redundancy.

Under each plan, management goals are presented followed by action

strategies for goal advancement.

3.
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GOALS AND STRATEGIES FOR
SOLVING THE

SANITATION NEEDS
OF

URBAN ALASKA
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A Commionent to Alaskans Urban Scraiegy

The Sanitation Needs of Urban Communities are Dramatic.

AGING
FACILmES

POPULATION
GROWTH

The immediate and long term need for increasing the availability of funds for urban

water, sewer, and soUd waste management projects is dramatic. During the next

twenty years, it is estimated that a minimum of $1 billion will be needed to plan,

design, construct, expand, upgrade, replace, and rehabilitate sanitation systems in

the State's incorporated municipalities.

The majority of urban water, sewerage, and solid waste facilities in place today

were constructed between 1973 and 1985 at a cost which exceeded $750 million.

Since the average useful life of these facilities is 15-20 years, it is projected that

there will be a major demand for system replacement between 1992-2005. The

exact extent of these replacement costs is not yet known, however, due to inflation

and a variety of other economic factors, costs will exceed the first round invest-

ment

Alaska is the second fastest growing State in the nation and it's highest growth rates

have traditionally been concentrated in incorporated communities. The population

in many of these communities has already increased beyond the design capacity of

their sanitation systems and system overload has become a serious problem. This

increased burden on a treatment facility shortens its useful life and can result in

inadequate treatment, recurring system malfunctions, or a complete system break-

down. New facilities need to be constructed or old facilities expanded to

accommodate the growing population of these communities.

In addition to replacing aging systems and accommodating population growth,

local governments will soon be faced with meeting new federal drinking water and

solid waste standards. Complying with these new standards will require a major
investment in extensive system upgrades for many communities.

NEW
DRINKING WATER ^^ federal government has recentiy redefined safe drinking water requirements.

REQUIREMENTS ^^ fiscal impact of the new standards is currcntiy under review. It is known,

however, that a major investment will be required to bring systems into compliance
with new surface water filtration and lead/copper rules.

NEW
SOLID WASTE
REQUIREMENTS

Due to the expense of upgrading landfills to meet new federal requirements, many
cities will likely opt to close their landfills and build new ones. This will not be

cheap. A recent study for the Juneau landfill, for example, estimated closure costs

ofapproximately SlOmillion. When constructing new facilities, communities will

be required to meet federal design standards which will necessitate a substantial

expenditure.
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A Commitmenc (o AJaskans Urban Strategy

GOALS
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The following goals have been identified as cornerstones to

addressing the sanitation needs of urban Alaska:

• Maximize limited State revenues through an equitable
division of State and local flnancing alternatives.

Promote a State/Community partnership approach to

problem solving.

Assist communities protect public health and attain/

maintain compliance with State and federal requirements.

Develop a systematic approach to meeting community
facility rehabilitation and replacement needs.

Formulate an effective strategy for meeting population
growth needs and ensuring adequate sanitation services
are provided throughout urban Alaska.

Four Action Strategies are recommended as solid practical steps
toward achieving these goals:

Stabilize funding for sanitation infrastructure.

Optimize the State's investment in sanitation facilities.

Promote State/Community partnerships

Develop a planning database.
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A Commitment to Alaskans Urban Strategy

ACTION STRATEGY:
Stabilize funding for sanitation

infrastructure .

A stable and predictable funding commitment for the construction of sanitation

facilities is necessary to achieve the goal of adequate sanitation services in every

Alaskan cooununity.

As shown in the graph below. State funding of community sanitation facilities has

been sporadic at best When State revenues were high, it was relatively easy for local

governments to obtain grants. However, as oil revenues declined so did the State's

investment in these projects. The unpredictable nature of this "boom and bust"

funding cycle has made planning for long term capital improvements virtually

impossible for local governments. In fact, there have been instances where commu-
nities were successful in receiving State funding for the planning, design and the first

construction phase of a project, but have not received financial assistance for the

phases necessary to complete the project

SUIc Funding History of Sanitation Projects*
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$140,000,000

S120.000.000

$100,000,000
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*
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By committing to a stable Municipal Matching Grants budget, the State and local

governments would be able to plan for and finance public sanitation projects in a more

effective and efficient manner.

Likewise, by capitalizing the Alaska Clean Water Fund loan programs, the State

would provide Alaska's urban communities with a predictable, perpetual and, even-

tually, self-sustaining flnancial resource (as describe in objective 2 of the next Action

Strategy.

6.
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A Comoiiimem to Alaskans Urt>an Strategy

Objective 2 Capitalize the State Construction Loan Program.

For the next six years, the Depamnent plans to request an appropriation to the State

Construction Loan Program as pan of its capital budget submission. Due to the large
demand for financial assistance from this loan program Oast year alone, community
requests exceeded $95 million), a minimum capitalization of $ 1 million per year for six

years is recommended. At this level, over $177.7 million in sanitation projects could be

financed over twenty years.

If revenues are available, a more aggressive six year capitalization commitment is

recommended.

AN ENDOWMENT FOR THE FUTURE,

The graph below compares the value ofnew projects which could be financed through the

State Construction Loan Program over a twenty year period under four capitalization

scenarios, where $10, $15, $20 and $25 million are appropriated each year for six years.

$444,159,125

S355.327.300

S266.495.475

$177,663,650

$450,000,000-r—
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A Commionent to Alaskans Urban Strategy

Objective 3 Promote an equitable solution to capital project

financing.

Addressing the water, sewerage, and solid waste needs of the State's urban communities

is estimated to cost in excess of $1 billion over the next 20 years. Unfortunately, local

governments and the State have limited financial resources. So the question arises ... how
will the planning, design and construction of these projects be financed?

The State can notdo it alone. Revenues are declining anddemands on budgets are already

burdensome. Neither can conmiunities afford to finance multi-million dollar projects.

There are few revenue streams which local governments can dedicate to sanitation

facility construction. Residential user fees are already steep in most communities and are

earmarked for system operation, maintenance, and replacement costs.

The Department recommends an equitable division of financial responsibility between

the State and local governments. The graph below compares the costs to communities

and the State to construct $1 billion in projects over the next twenty years under five

financing mechanisms: State Direct Grants, State Construction Loans; Municipal Bonds;

Municipal Grants combined with State Construction Loans; and a 50/50 Municipal

Grant/community bond combination.

Comparison of cost to communities and the State to Construct 1 Biilion

in projects over the next 20 years under 5 financing alternatives.

CofttoSuie

Cost lo CotnmunKy

As shown above, the most equitable division of financial responsibility between the

State and local governments would be provided by combining Municipal Grants and

State Construction Loans. The grant/loan ratio could be changed based upon a

community's financial capabilities. This approach is used in many States throughout
the U.S. where grant/loan blends for water and sewer projects are based upon what is

called an ability to pay index.

10.
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A Commitment to Alaskans Urban Strategy

ACTION STRATEGY:
Promote a State/community partnership.
It is essential thatcommunity participation in a project go beyond signing a grant offer orpassing a resolution.

It is equally vital that the State's role transcends simply disbursing payments. Experience has shown that

communities who actively work with the State and participate in the solution to their sanitation problems are

more likely to adequately operate and maintain their facilities.

Objective 1 Local commitment to participate in funding.

Requiring a local funding commitment not only ensures that projects are a community

priority, it also increases community interest in operating and maintaining projects in which

they have made a financial investment Historically, the matching requirement of the

Municipal Grants program has been the catalyst for this commitment in urban communities.

Now, the Alaska Clean Water Fund loan programs are also available to assist all urban

communities participate in project costs.

Objective 2 Cooperative planning.

A successful project requires adequate and cooperative planning. Without planning, re-

sources may not be available to complete construction; a community may get a project which

is different from what they wanted; the facility constructed may not be feasible, practical, or

the most cost effective alternative available; and the cost of operating and maintaining the

system may be too expensive for the community. It is, therefore, vital that both local residents

and individuals with experience and expertise are part of the planning team. Project cost

estimates must be accurate or construction could be halted prior to completion. Public

hearings should be held frequently during planning to ensure the community gets what it wants

and has the information necessary to choose the most cost effective, feasible, and practical

project alternative.

Cooperative Planning between communities and the Department is an integral part of

successful projects. It is a requirement of Municipal Grants, Federal Wastewater Loans, and

State Construction Loans.

Objective 3 Operation and maintenance.

In addition to a commitment to properly operate and maintain their facilities, funding for

sanitation projects should be conditioned upon a local commitment to (a) hire operators
certified at a level commensurate with the technical complexity of the facility, and (b) require

operator participation in refresher courses and skill advancement training.

The Department will provide assistance for addressing these requirements by (a) ensuring
communities are aware of operation and maintenance costs associated with a project prior to

construction, (b) assisting communities to calculate user fees sufficient to finance operation
and maintenance costs, and (c) by offering training, technical assistance, and certification

programs for system operators.

12.
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A Commionent to Alaskans Rural Strategy

Providing Adequate Sanitation Services is

Crucial to the VitaUty, Public Health, and
Ek^onomic Growth of Rural Alaska.

PUBLIC
HEALTH

As Alaska looks to the future and a growing population, it is essential that we strive to

provide services which protect the public health of our rural residents and lay a

foundation for economic development opportunities.

Adequate water, sewerage, and solid waste services are cornerstones to realizing these

goals.

As the twenty-first century nears, citizens in over half of the State's rural communities

do not have piped water or flush toilets. Over ninety percent of the sewerage facilities

in rural Alaska have been assessed by the federal government as inadequate. State and

federal agencies have estimated the costs of providing acceptable sanitation facilities

in every rural community to be $1.2 to $1.3 billion. These are startling statistics and

they highlight the magnitude of the problem.

Without adequate water and sewerage facilities, personal hygiene is difficult, if not

impossible. The lack of facilities to properly dispose of human waste, combined with

insufficient quantities of safe water often result in threats to public health. Village

residents experience a number of waterbome and communicable diseases which could

be avoided ifmeans to support improved personal hygiene and safe drinking water were

available.

The provision of acceptable sanitation services is often a prerequisite to economic

development and growth. However, many villages lack these basic facilities. Numer-

ous nual communities, for example, are unable to attract the seafood processing

industry because their water and sewerage facilities do not meet standards required to

FrONOMir suppon the industry. Likewise, the full potential of the tourism business may not be

j^P^p. (-)p»«ir]vji'
realized in rural Alaska since even the most seasoned traveler would prefer to visit an

area where safe drinking water and flush toilets are available and refuse is consolidated

out of sight. Another example of an economic development opportunity which

demands sanitation infrastructure is port development. To attract shoreline businesses,

not only do our ports and harbors need adequate docks and breakwaters^ but adequate

water and sewer are also critical. Under MARPOL, coastal communities must also

provide solid waste facilities in order to engage in marine commerce, yet adequate

facilities are not available in many of our more promising rural ports.

One of the indicators often used to measure the quality of life in a community is the

public service infrastructure provided to residents. Carrying a sloshing bucket of

QUALITY human waste to pitch in a pond or hauling water from a watering point would not be

OF LIFE acceptable to the vast majority of Americans, yet many rural Alaskans contend with

I

these hardships daily. Providing water, sewerage, and solid waste services to every

community by the year 2010 will allow all Alaskans to experience the quality of life

taken for granted throughout the rest of the nation and much of the world.

14.
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A QMnmionent to Alaskans Rural Strategy

A CALL TO ACTION.

After twenty years of trying to address the sanitation needsofrural Alaska, it is clear there

are no quick fix solutions.

The problem is multifaceted. First, our current selection process for detennining which

projects will receive grant assistance is short-sighted. Too often the State's annual

sanitation funding plan is thrown together during the closing days of the legislative

session based upon political criteria rather than need. A long term, stable funding

approach has not been available.

Second, it has become clear that technology alone will not address the water, sewerage,
and solid waste needs in rural Alaska. Competent operators , adequate user fees, proper

accounting, and the support of a well managed community government are equally vital

components to solving sanitation problems.

Third, demographic, economic, and climatic conditions make sanitation system con-

struction and operation in rural Alaska among the most expensive and technically

challenging in the world. Yet litde research has been conducted to develop alternatives

to expensive and complex piped systems capable of providing an equal level of service.

Finally, a long term strategic approach to solving rural sanitation needs has never been

formulated. Rather, planning has been limited to a one year period and has been based

solely upon the outcome of the State capital budget process. This process has proven
ineffective.

As the first step toward addressing these and other related issues and instituting a

more unified approach to solving the sanitation problems of rural Alaska, the

Department recommends the formation ofan InteragencyTask Force. This group
would act as the catalyst for advancing and refming the goals, strategies and

objectives outlined on the following pages.

16.
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A Commilment to Alaskans Rural Strategy

ACTION STRATEGY;
Form an Interagency Task Force.

Due to the magnitude of sanitation needs in rural Alaska, a unified, multiagency approach to problem

solving is necessary. An Interagency Task Force will be established to review, analyze, andrecommend

policies, standards, and solutions for formulating a federal/State/community twenty year rural sanitation

strategy. The Task Force will consist of individuals, groups, and agencies representing a variety of

interests and disciplines. Representation will include State and federal agencies, local officials, the

Legislature, the University of Alaska, Health Corporations and rural leaders. Participation, input and

recommendations from experts in the areas of engineering, housing, finance, business, health and

education will provide the Task Force with the policy direction necessary to develop a comprehensive

twenty year strategy for meeting the water, sewerage, and solid waste needs in rural Alaska.

Because of the complexity and number of issues at hand, the Task Force will work more efficiently if

divided into several subgroups. Each subgroup will be assigned specific issues to analyze and will be

responsible for reporting recommendations to the full Task Force for inclusion in the States rural

sanitation strategy. During the furst year of the strategy, the Department will concentrate on obtaining

program direction from Task Force recommendations on the following:

Objective 1 Establish uniform standards for federal and

State housing

The existing minimum water and sewerage service standards of State and federal housing

programs will be reviewed by the Task Force. Current standards will be examined for

compatibility widi the State's overall goal of providing water, sewerage, and solid waste

services to every Alaskan community. Where cuirent standards are inadequate, specific

parameters will be recommended as minimum health requirements.

If adopted, these parameters would be required in every new home constructed in Alaska

by federal and State housing authorities. Additionally, methods for modifying plumbing

in existing homes which do not meet the minimum code will be explored.

Objective 2 Develop a policy for subsidizing the operation

and maintenance of village owned facilities.

The Task Force will review the feasibility of providing a subsidy program for operation

and maintenance of village sanitation facilities. Many villages do not have the population

or economic base to adequately budget for operation , maintenance and replacement costs

related to providing sanitation services. These costs will be reviewed and compared to

the average household income in each rural region of the State to determine an equitable

solution to O&M budgeting. The cost of subsidized O&M will then be compared to the

cost and benefits achieved though expansion of the Remote Maintenance Worker

Program.
20.
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A Commiinieiit to Alaskans Rural Strategy

Objective 5 Develop and institute a sanitation education

curriculum.

Breaking the cycle of water borne disease in remote communities takes more than capital

projects
- a health education program is needed to augment ongoing construction activities.

The Task Force will explore working with the Department of Education, the U.S. Public

Health Service, and local school districts to develop and implement a complete "health

education kit" including videos, posters, and text books. These materials would be made

available to teachers in remote locations to educate children of the importance of personal

hygiene, safe drinking water, proper sewage disposal, and adequate solid waste manage-
ment.

It is suggested that health education become an integral part of all sanitation construction

projects in rural Alaska. The whys and hows of properly using new facilities as well as

information regarding communicable diseases (what they are, how they are spread, and

how to prevent contacting them); the water cycle; the iniportance of boiling non-treated

drinking water, and the importance of separation distances between places where water is

obtained and where sewage or solid waste is hauled would be among the topics explored.

Objective 6 Iniprove roads in communities where haul sys-

tems are the selected alternative.

Geographic, climatic, and economic conditions in many rural communities make piped
utilities impractical or infeasible. In such cases, residents frequently select water and

sewer haul systems as preferred project alternatives. Haul systems require roads with

bearing capacity adequate to handle large water and sewage transportation vehicles.

Unfortunately, many of the communities who desire haul systems, either do not have

roads or have roads which do not now have adequate bearing capacity.

The Task Force will explore coordinating funding and resources with the U.S Public

Health Service, the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Department of Transportation in

order to construct new gravel roads or improve the bearing capacity of existing roads in

communities where haul systems are the preferred alternative to piped systems.

Objective 7 Develop utilities for joint use by villages apd schools.

In many villages, two separate water and sewer systems are operated. One provides service

to the community and the other to the school. As a result there are two treatment plants,

two wastewater collection and disposal systems and dual plumbing, hearing and electrical

systems to support them.

Based upon the recommendations ofthe Interagency Task Force, the Department proposes

identifying those communities where dual systems exist; examining the requirements of

each; and determining where joint utilities are cost effective and practical. It is funher

recommended that a joint utilities pilot study be conducted by REAA's prior to applying
the "joint utilities" approach in several areas.

22.
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A ConuniDnent to Alaskans Rural Strategy

ACTION STRATEGY:
Stabilize funding for rural water, sewer, and solid

waste projects.

It is virtually impossible for the S tate to enter the twenty-first century with hopes ofproviding every

Alaskan community with adequate sanitation services without a stable funding commitment for the

construction of necessary facilities.

As shown in the graph below. State and federal funding of rural sanitation facilities has been

sporadic at best When State revenues were high, it was relatively easy for local governments to

obtain grants. However, as oil revenues declined so did the State's investment in water, sewerage,

and solid waste projects. The unpredictable nature of this "boom and bust
"

funding cycle has made

long term capital improvement planning virtually impossible for local governments. Likewise it

does not allow for a systematic, long term Statewide approach to address community sanitation

needs.

History of State Funding for Rural Sanitation 1983- 1990
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By committing to a stable Village Safe Water capital budget, the State, federal, and local

governments will be better able to plan for and finance public sanitation projects.

24.
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A Cbmmitment to Alaskans Rural Strategy

ACTION STRATEGY:
Assist communities increase operation and
maintenance capabilities.

The construction of rural sanitation facilities represents a multi-million dollar investment by the State

in public health protection forvillage residents. Increasedcommitment to the operation and maintenance

of these facilities is necessary if rural public health and the State's large investment in sanitation facilities

are to be safeguarded. Weaknesses in planning, staffing, and budgeting lead to sanitation system failures

as surely as equipment and mechanical breakdowns. Unless this trend is reversed, additional system
failures are predicted and a tremendous financial burden will be placed on the State. The Department

proposes the following multi-disciplinaiy approach to help deal with these problems.

Objective 1 Deflne operation & maintenance capabilities

and needs in each community.

Using data obtained from Remote Maintenance Workers, Village Safe Water Engineers,

Public Health Service Engineers, Native Health Corporations and community leaders,

the Department will assess the operation and maintenance capabilities and needs in each

rural community. The Operations Assistance program within the Department will use

this information to target training efforts in communities lacking sufficient expertise for

operating and maintaining their systems.

Objective 2 Work with State agencies and authorities to
'

develop and implement a utility management
training program.

The Department recommends working with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
and the Department of Community and Regional Affairs, and the Alaska Energy

Authority to develop and institute a management training program to assist rural

commimities in implementing basic financial, accounting, bookkeeping and manage-
ment systems necessary to properly manage public utilities. Through the program, local

officials would learn to compare revenues to actual costs and adjust user fees accord-

ingly; investigate alternative sources of system revenues; develop utility billing proce-

dures and policies; and institute proper accounting and solid business management

practices.

26.
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A Commionent to Alaskans Rural Strategy

Objective 4 Expand the Remote Maintenance Worker

Program.

Most of the State's rural communities lack a public works depanment, a full time

professional water/sewer operator, and in many cases an electrician orplumber. Systems

arc frequently left in the handsofvolunteers who, with limited resources and knowledge,
face a wide array of mechanical, environmental, and public health related problems. In

areas where climatic, economic, and demographic conditions make operation and

maintenance of facilities arduous, technical expertise is of great importance. However,
the remote location ofmost villages makes it economically infeasiblc for outside services

to be obtained when technical assistance is most needed. The Remote Maintenance

Worker Program offers a partial solution to this problem.

Currcndy, the programconsistsofeight Remote Maintenance Workers (RMWs) who are

mechanical experts as well as trainers. Each RMW is assigned a circuit of 1 0- 1 5 villages

and resides in a hub conununity within dieir area. Through the efforts of these RMWs,
the program employs a two-fold approach to protecting costiy facilities and public
health.

1. Technical Assistance . Due to the remoteness and climatic conditions found in most

villages, even minor operational problems can result in malfunctions that can lead to

catastrophic system failure. As technical expcru, RMWs are available to villages 24

hours a day throughout the year for advice and emergency repairs.

2. Operator Training. As educators, RMWs provide operators with emergency and

routine on-the-job training. Operators are trained at theirown speed ata levelcommensurate

with their individual requirenKnts.

The solid commitment and ongoing cooperation of the legislature, the Department of

Environmental Conservation, several Native Health Corporations, and rural villages

throughout the State is positively reflected in the success of the RMW program.

Unfortunately, less than half of the State's rural communities are serviced by a

Remote Maintenance Worker (refer to exhibit *)

The Interagency Task Force will evaluate expanding the RMW program so that

within the next five years, all rural communities are served by a Remote Mainte-

nance Worker. This will ensure the protection of rural public health and the State's

capital investment in rural sanitation Infrastructure. RMW assistance will only
be provided until a community has obtained the competence to operate its system
without State assistance.

28.
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A Commionent to Alaskans Rural Strategy

ACTION STRATEGY:
New technology- research & development projects.

The Department proposes active investigation and promotion of innovative and alterative

technology for the delivery of rural sanitation services. Demographic, economic, and

climatic conditions make sanitation construction and operation in rural Alaska among the

most expensive and technically challenging in the nation. A research and development

program needs to be instituted to develop alternatives to expensive and complex piped

systems capable of providing an equal level of service.

Research and development activities should represent a community. State, federal.

University and private sector cooperative effort both in funding and design. A multi-

tiered approach to investigating and developing new sanitation technologies is suggested.

As the first step in this cooperative effort, the Department advocates sponsoring annual

technology seminars where promoters of innovative and alternative sanitation technolo-

gies can present their concepts to the engineering community. This would encourage new

ideas from manufacturers and designers and would introduce sanitation engineers to

nontraditional technologies.

It is suggested that the Interagency Task Force include a research and development

subcomminee to review new technologies including those presented during annual

technology seminars to determine which merit further study .

As funding allows, those technologies recommended by the subcommittee as showing
the most promise would undergo field testing which would consist of three phases. The

first phase would include targeting a receptive village to host the demonstration project,

a project inception briefing during a council meeting of the hosting community, and (if

necessary) fabrication of prototype units. During phase two, prototypes would be

installed in the homes of four to ten volunteer families. Phase 3 would consist of project

evaluation. If the project is a success and well received by the village, expansion of the

technology into the rest of the community would be recommended through the capital

budget process.

This phased approach would allow communities to participate in and assess each step

ofa demonstration project before continuing on to the next phase. Further, it would allow

communities to observe and evaluate technologies prior to deciding whether to adopt the

new technology on a community-wide basis.

All studies, evaluations, and reports regarding the successes or failures of new sanitation

technologies in village Alaska would be made available to interested parties.

30.
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Written testiinony for the hearing of the Senate Select Conunittee on Intelligence on

Radioactive and other Environmental Threats to the Arctic resulting from past Soviet

activities, Saturday, August 15, 1992, Fairbanks, Alaska, Thomas C. Royer

An Action Plan for Arctic Pollution Studies

Past pollution of the Arctic by the Former Soviet Union and the continuing
contamination from the existing sites and practices in Russia pose potentially serious threats

to the Arctic environments and its inhabitants as discussed in the oral testimony of IS

August 1992. The University of Alaska has expertise that can be brought to bear on this

problem and the faculty of the University of Alaska have a direct interest in protecting the

well-being of their families and neighbors; they are willing to respond with vigor to this

problem.
The problem is an interdisciplinary and international one. It cannot be solved by

one agency or country. It requires a very long duration commitment. It also requires the

utilization of resources in what is considered by many as a remote region of the world,

though not remote to those of us who live here. The use of existing organizations,

cooperative agreements and facilities to address this problem would provide the most rapid
and least expensive approach to this complex problem.

As mentioned in oral testimony of this hearing, the problem can be broken down
into four tasks, 1) identification of sources of pollution, 2) monitoring for that pollution at a

network of sites, 3) investigation of pathways for that pollution and 4) mitigation of the

hazard. The potential sources include radionuclides, heavy metals, pesticides,

hydrocarbons, and PCBs. How do we proceed?
We need both a long-term plan and immediate action. Immediate action should take

advantage of existing programs in the Arctic nations. For example, air monitoring sites

should be added to existing networks. Sampling opportunities in the Arctic marine

environment are available in the upcoming months and they should be utilized. Within the

next several weeks, at least two research vessels will be in the Chukchi Sea in both the

Russian and US EEZ and could carry out some limited, initial sampling. These studies

involve both University of Alaska Fairbanks and Russian scientists. Similar opportunities

might exist in other areas such as wildlife ecology and public health that can be identified as

helping with the problem. There currently exists a cooperative agreement on the Beringia

Heritage Park that could be used to sample terrestrial systems on either side of the Bering
Sea.

A long-term plan for Arctic Pollution Studies should be developed by an international

group of science and engineering experts. This interdisciplinary group should develop a

long-term action plan for the four tasks soon, beginning with an identification of existing
data and information on Arctic pollution that expands on the information provided in these

Senate Hearings. I propose that the University of Alaska host such a meeting and
coordinate it with interested universities and other organizations including federal and state

agencies. After a plan is established, requests for specific proposals can be made and the

work begun,
A critical facet of this work will be the cooperation of Russian and other circum-

Arctic scientists. While the faculty at the University of Alaska Fairbanks already have

many collaborative agreements with Russian colleagues, it is important that ties between
Arctic researchers be strengthened and ties established where they do not exist. The new
International Arctic Science Committee (lASC) can play a major role here. A University of
Alaska Fairbanks faculty member presently chairs the LASC Working Group on Global

Change, which is concerned with environmental changes in the Arctic. Also, AMAP, the

international Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program is now devising a strategy for

monitoring Arctic pollution, and University of Alaska Fairbanks faculty members are

helping to write the US contribution to this strategy. Both of these activities will be

brought into our proposed long-term planning.
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The University of Alaska is prepared to organize this planning meeting and to serve

as a clearinghouse to coordinate an immediate response using existing expertise from

universities and state, federal, and international agencies. UAF has ties with most of the

federal funding agencies that might have interest in this problem; NSF, DOE, NASA,
NOAA, Coast Guard, USFWS, EPA, NIH, CDC, Public Health and the Corps of

Engineers.

ARCnC RESEARCH VESSEL

It is recognized that the U.S. presently has a limited capability to sample the Arctic

Ocean. U.S. Coast Guard icebreakers. Polar Star and Polar Sea, are available when not on
other missions. Major expeditions have been carried out on these vessels but the sampling
of frequently repeated stations is much more difficult. Russian ice breakers are another

logical platfonn to use especially in the next few years. However, the long-term solution is

for the U.S. to rely on its own ^ctic research vessel.

The National Science Foundation has funded a conceptual desi^ and is now
funding a preliminary design of such a vessel with input from the scientists of the Arctic

community. The final design is expected in 1993 with construction beginning in 1994. It

should be available in 1996 and will be capable of addressing many of the Arctic pollution

problems for die fnrst quarter of the next century. This will be an important capabihty since

it will allow the U.S. research community to have control over its ability to sample in the

Arctic. It will pennit sampling (xi the Alaska and Siberian shelves unaided by escort for

about six months of die year. Endorsement firom the State Department and other federal

agencies is appropriate to ensure that the design and construction of this vessel progresses
in an orderiy fashion.

Thomas C Royer
Chancellor's Faculty Associate for Research

University of Alaska Fairbanks

Fairbanks. Alaska 9977S
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Office of the Director of Libraries ^SKKS^l '^^^ 474-7224

University of Alaska Fairbanks

The Elmer E. Rasmuson Library
Fairbanks. Alaska 99775-1000

August 27, 1992

Honorable Frank Murkowskl
United States Senate
709 Hart Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Murkowski,

This is just a very brief follow-up on the hearings you held
recently in Fairbanks with the Select Committee on Intelligence of
the U.S. Senate relating to nuclear pollution in the Arctic.

While I know there is obviously a great deal of research to be
accomplished identifying, profiling, and tracing the effects of
nuclear pollution in the Arctic, particularly emanating from the
former Soviet Union, I would like to stress two points.

The great volume of research done in the former Soviet Union is
available at the various scientific institutes, but not easily
accessible because of language barriers. There should be, as part
of this effort and others, an attempt to work with scientists and
information scientists in the former Soviet Union to assess the
breath, depth, and accuracy of much of the scientific research
which is in the form of gray report literature now largely
inaccessible to the West. Soviet information scientists are eager
to work and colleiborate with others, particularly U.S. librarians
and information scientists, who may assist them in translating and
making these many scientific studies more readily available to the
world scientific cosmunity.

Also, as much of the scientific work proceeds, there is a need,
often identified in the hearings you held, to make sure that the
peoples in the North know the results of the various scientific
endeavors in a relatively timely fashion, and in a format readily
understood by indigenous peoples and local populations who may not
necessarily be scientifically sophisticated. Libraries, both at
the local level and in higher education, have a role to play in
the dissemination of these research results. They should be
integral to my effort to make the research results and prospective
impacts available to the public.
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Honorable FranX Murkowskl
August 27, 1992
Page -2-

I found the hearings extremely Interesting and was very pleased
that you took the opportunity to hold them in Fairbanks,
particularly on the UAF campus.

Sincerely yours,

i-aul H. McCarthy
Director of Libraries
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(ilaitHMan '^mba^eir %9^gnSr ,AmtmB0air? im (Qmra^a

501 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

August 13, 1992

The Honourable David L. Boren
Chairman
The Honourable Frank H. Murkowski
Vice Chairman
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
211 Senate Hart Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-6475

Dear Senator Boren and Senator Murkowski,

Further to Ambassador Burney's letter of July 14,
I am pleased to provide a written statement for inclusion in
the record of your August 15 hearing on radioactive and other
environmental threats in the Arctic.

Please do not hesitate to contact me or my staff if we
can provide additional information.

Yours sincerely.irs sine

11
Michael Kergin
Charge d' Affaires, a.i.

c.c. David Garman
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Radioactive and other Environmental Threats to the
United States and the Arctic

Resulting from Past Soviet Activities

Field Hearing Conducted by the
Select Committee on Intelligence

United States Senate

University of Alaska, Fairbanks
August IS, 1992

Statement of the Government of Canada
CZRCUMFOLAR ARCTIC ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Over the past few years, Canada has shared in the
growing appreciation of the importance of the Arctic ecosystem
and its vulnerability to global sources of pollution. This
subject is of great concern to the Government of Canada. We
welcome this opportunity to share our views.

Threats to the integrity of the Arctic ecosystem arise
from a number of sources, including anthropogenic radioactivity
(1) . Many are hemispheric in origin and can only be resolved
through international cooperation. The eight Arctic countries —
Canada, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden and the
United States — have recognised their responsibility as joint
custodians of the Arctic environment and in 1989 embarked on the
Finnish Initiative, a common strategy to address the threats.

Contaminants in Northern Canadian Ecosystems

Canada's initial involvement in the Finnish Initiative
followed a period of focused attention on emerging problems
relating to Arctic environmental pollution, beginning in 1985 with
the establishment of an inter-agency Working Group on Contaminants
in Northern Ecosystems and Native Diets. A baseline literature
review commissioned by the Working Group underscored the need for
a comprehensive assessment of wildlife contamination in northern
Canada (2) . In response, the Working Group undertook a
co-operative program of studies based on an integrated ecosystem
approach. The program of studies linked atmospheric,
oceanographic and limnological transportation processes and '

pathways with biotic accumulation, human dietary patterns and
possible health implications. Scientists and indigenous peoples
worked together to design and conduct the project, the first
comprehensive review of which took place at an international
workshop in Ottawa in February, 1989 (3).

. . ./2
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The review, which has recently been published (4) ,

considered four families of pollutants: heavy metals,
organochlorines, acid precipitation, and radionuclides. The
primary focus with regard to radionuclides was on long-lived
fission products that have entered the Arctic terrestrial
ecosystem, primarily through atmospheric fall-out from nuclear
weapons testing between 1952 and 1980 and as a result of the
Chernobyl incident in 1986. Monitoring programs to assess the
impact of radionuclides on Arctic biota and humans were carried
out. Although the slow biological turnover rates in the Arctic
have prolonged the natural dissipative processes, a steady decline
in cesium-137 levels was observed. The results suggest that the
consumption of caribou meat from Arctic Canada does not pose a

significant cancer risk. This trend can be seen as evidence of
the environment's ability to recover in response to corrective
actions such as the atmospheric Nuclear Test Ban treaties.

The review also concluded that while acidic
precipitation is not responsible for significant ecosystem stress
in Arctic Canada, certain heavy metals (particularly cadmium,
mercury and lead) and a variety of organochlorine compounds are
found in surprisingly elevated concentrations in Arctic biota at
the top of the food chain. In the case of organochlorines (e.g.
PCBs, chlorinated dioxins, and DDT) and other persistent organics,
the concentrations are the result of a combination of atmospheric
pathway and chemical characteristics and the high affinity of
these substances for fats. This has resulted in the significant
biomagnif ication of the chemicals in many of the favoured dietary
items of indigenous peoples (e.g. fish and marine mammals) . The
fact that some of the most ubiquitous substances in the Canadian
Arctic (e.g. the pesticide toxaphene) have never been used in
Canada on a regular basis indicates that the Arctic pollution
issue is global in nature and cannot be addressed by ourselves
alone.

The Finnish Initiative

Recognition that environmental degradation of the Arctic
rec[uires a joint response underlies the Finnish Initiative.
Delegates to the initial meeting in September, 1989, agreed that a
series of reports on the state of the Arctic environment be
prepared with respect to the following contaminants: Acids
(drafted by Finland), Heavy Metals (U.S.S.R.), Noise (Denmark),
Oil (Norway) , Organic Contaminants (Canada) and Radioactivity
(Finland). It was determined as well that Norway and the U.S.S.R.
would lead a review of national and international monitoring

. . ./3
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systems operating in the Arctic and develop proposals for future
action in this field. Finally, it was agreed that Canada and
Sweden would begin work on the elaboration of an Arctic
Sustainable Development Strategy. Draft reports on these subjects
were reviewed at the second meeting on the Finnish Initiative, in
Yellowknife, in Canada's Northwest Territories, in April, 1990,
and were subsequently published (5) .

Several important developments occurred at the
Yellowknife meeting. The first was the participation for the
first time of Arctic non-governmental organisations — the Inuit
Circumpolar Conference, the (U.S.S.R.) Association of Small
Peoples of the North, and the Nordic Saami Council — as formal
observers. Second, the structure of the Declaration on the
Protection of the Arctic Environment and the companion Arctic
Environmental Protection Strategy began to take shape (6) . The
Declaration and Strategy were further developed at a preparatory
meeting in Kiruna, Sweden, in January, 1991, and the Declaration
was signed by all eight circumpolar countries in Rovaniemi,
Finland, in June, 1991 (7) .

The Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy

The Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy (AEPS)
establishes objectives and defines a set of common principles to
guide the Arctic countries in taking action to protect ecosystems
and promote the sustainable utilisation of resources. The
Strategy contains a review of the problems posed by persistent
contamination by organic substances, oil, heavy metals, noise,
radioactivity and acidification, and a program of action to
respond to environmental degradation resulting from these six
issues. The proposed actions take advantage of existing
international tools and mechanisms, where possible. For example,
the eight Arctic countries agreed to utilise the Task Force led by
Canada and Sweden under the United Nations Economic Commission for

Europe (ECE) to develop proposals for international control of

persistent organic compounds under the Convention on Long-Range
Transboundary Air Pollution (LRTAP) by 1994.

The Strategy also outlines specific commitments related
to Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment, Emergency
Prevention, Preparedness and Response, Conservation of Arctic
Flora and Fauna, and the establishment of an Arctic Monitoring and
Assessment Program (AMAP) . The latter is at present being
developed by a circumpolar task force and its content is expected
to be finalised at a meeting scheduled to take place in Toronto in
December 1992 (8) .

. . ./4
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The Strategy is a living document. The eight Arctic
countries have agreed to hold regular meetings to assess progress
and to further develop the plan, and are to meet next at
ministerial level in Greenland in September 1993. A practical
instrument has thus been created through which the circumpolar
nations can work together to address the type of issues of concern
to the Senate Select Committee.

Canadian Initiatives

The Government of Canada developed its own Green Plan in
parallel with the development of the AEPS. Although this
six-year, $3 billion comprehensive national environmental plan
includes components which relate to the Arctic only indirectly, it
also includes a comprehensive plan of action exclusively devoted
to the Arctic region — the Arctic Environmental Strategy (AES) ,

unveiled in April, 1991 (9) . The AES is a six-year, $100 million
program which sets out specific programs to address four key
environmental challenges in the North: contaminants, water, the
clean-up and disposal of waste, and the integration of economic
and environmental considerations. The components of this plan of
action were developed in partnership with local and national
organisations of indigenous peoples, who are now also
participating in its implementation. Through the Green Plan
Arctic Environmental Strategy, Canada is acting upon its share of
the ministerial commitments made in the Rovaniemi Declaration.

Any plan to protect the Arctic environment must include
the effective participation of Russia, the territory of which
includes a very large proportion of the land mass bordering the
Arctic Ocean and of the fresh water entering it. It is quite
clear that the Government of the Russian Federation recognises its
responsibilities in this area and is anxious to address them.
However, trying to redress the legacy of the past poses enormous
practical challenges.

Canada believes that the eight signatories of the
Rovaniemi Declaration share a common resolve to be innovative in
seeking ways to assist Russia. In most cases, assistance is
taking place on a bilateral basis. In June of this year. Prime
Minister Nulroney and Russian President Yeltsin signed a new
Canada-Russia Agreement on Cooperation in the Arctic and the North
(10) which included a section addressing contaminants. The
Agreement replaced earlier versions, which have already proven to

.../5
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be of great value in assessing the importance of pathways for the
transport of persistent organics into the Arctic. Prime Minister
Mulroney also announced that Canada will build an atmospheric
monitoring station in the Russian Arctic to examine persistent
organics, thereby complementing the actions planned under the AMAP
and the Rovaniemi Declaration.

A second example of bilateral cooperation is the joint
Norwegian-Russian investigation of former Soviet nuclear dump
sites in the Barents Sea, which will begin on August 15, 1992. A
Canadian will participate in this activity, collecting samples for
analysis in Canada, and Norway has been informed of our
willingness to take part in future related studies. The full
extent of nuclear disposal practises used by the former Soviet
Union in the Arctic is only now becoming known, and the potential
environmental impact must be assessed. Theoretical considerations
suggest that the degree to which radionuclides are dispersed
following leakage from a marine dump site container will depend on
the physico-chemical form in which the radionuclides are released.
Many radionuclides such as plutonium-239 and 240 have a high
affinity for particles and are therefore likely to be incorporated
into sediments in a very localised area. However, some other
radionuclides, such as cesium-137, strontium-90, technetium-99 and
tritium would be mobilised much more easily and, therefore,
ultimately would be widely dispersed throughout the Arctic Ocean.
The most widely studied test case at this time is probably that of
the U.S. B-52 bomber armed with nuclear weapons which crashed
through the sea ice near Thule, Greenland, in 1968. Although a
major plutonium spill into the environment occurred, after 25
years little of this material appears to have migrated beyond
fifty kilometres of the crash site (11) .

An additional factor which must be considered in this
regard is the ambient background of radioactivity already present
in the Arctic Ocean. The level of radionuclides is similar to
those in other oceans in the world, and the sources can be ranked
in decreasing order of significance as follows: natural sources
(e.g. polonium) , atmospheric weapons testing, the Sellaf ield
nuclear fuel reprocessing plant in the United Kingdom and,
finally, Chernobyl (12, 13). While the state of our knowledge
should be further advanced by the time the international
scientific conference on Radioactivity in the Arctic and Antarctic
convenes in Kirkenes, Norway, in August, 1993, there clearly
remains much to be learned.

. . ./6
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Conclusion

Pollution of the Arctic, and in particular the
bioaccumulation in indigenous peoples of organochlorine residues,
is of great concern to Canada. We remain optimistic that these
and other examples of environmental degradation in the Arctic can
be reversed. The eight signatories of the Rovaniemi Declaration
on the Protection of the Arctic Environment and the accompanying
Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy recognise that these
problems cannot be addressed in isolation or by nations acting
alone. Through the Strategy, the Arctic nations have achieved a
workable institutional arrangement to bring about co-ordinated and
comprehensive action. Although still young, this approach has
already achieved significant advances through its ovm initiatives
(e.g. the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme) and through
its influence on other activities (e.g. the ECE Task Force on
Persistent Organics) . The Strategy will continue to evolve under
direction from the ministerial meetings, and Canada looks forward
to achieving further progress at the 1993 session, in Greenland.
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* MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT
FINLAND

August 11, 1992

United States Senate

Select Committee on Intelligence

Washington. DC. 20510-6475

U.S.A.

Dear Sirs,

I wish to refer to your letter dated June 30, 1992 concerning an open

hearing on radioactive and other environmental threats in the United States

and the Arctic resulting from the past Soviet activities.

I would like to express my appreciation for the opportunity to testify in

the hearing. It is my opinion that international co-operation and open and

frank exchange of information are needed to overcome environmental

threats resulting from past Soviet activities in the Arctic and elsewhere.

Indeed, the people of Finland have a serious interest in the topic of the

hearing. That is why Finland has promoted international cooperation on

environmental protection in the Arctic and in solving environmental

problems in former socialist countries in Central and Eastern Europe. On
the initiative of the Finnish Government, the eight Arctic countries are

implementing a comprehensive strategy, adopted in Rovaniemi, Finland,

1991 for the protection of the Arctic environment. At the same time

Finland is taking part financially in the environmental actions in the

neighbouring regions, mainly in Russia and the Baltic countries.
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The Government of Finland has approved an Action Programme for

Central and Eastern Europe, which concentrates in the areas close to the

Finnish borders in Russian Federation and in the Baltic states. In this

programme matters related to the improvement of the safety of the nuclear

reactors of the former Soviet Union as well as environmental matters in

general have a high priority.

Finland's bilateral grant contribution for these activities in 1990-92

amounts to approximately 45 million US$. At the moment some 30

million US$ has been tied to joint environmental investments, pilot and

technical assistance projects so that the total value of these projects

already amounts to more than 120 million US$. Since it is not possible

on this occasion to go into further details of our cooperation, please find

attached a leaflet on our cooperation programs and an up-to-date list of

joint ongoing projects within these programs.

In the energy sector the Fiimish companies and institutions, with some

government funding, are cooperating with Russian counterparts in

improving safety in nuclear power plants in the Kola Peninsula and the

Saint Petersburg region. During 1992 the Finnish Government has

chaiuelled FIM 6,5 million for this purpose. In Russian Carelia and the

Saint Petersburg regions a major energy conservation pilot project

including a masterplan and 10 industrial and power plants have recently

been launched. This initiative is taking into account the alternative sources

of energy to eventually make it possible to replace technically outdated

conventional and nuclear power plants in the former Soviet Union. During
1992 - 1993 the Finnish Government will provide FIM 10 million to

support these activities.

Through multilateral and bilateral cooperation Finland participates in solv-

ing environmental problems in the neighbouring countries. Our activity in

this matter is based on the assessment that the environmental situation in

the former socialist countries is alarming and the risks involved are a con-

cern for the whole international community. In the case of Finland

transboundary impacts and risks of pollution are of such magnitude that

the environmental problems of our neighbouring countries must be taken

fully into account in our national environmental policies.

A lot of information has been collected and exchanged between us and our

neighbours on environmental problems and their solutions. The pollution

risks in Russia of the greatest concern to us are related to nuclear power
and waste risks in the Kola peninsula and the Saint Petersburg regions.
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toxic and hazardous waste resulting from industries and dumping activities

as well as major airborne and waterbome pollution from industrial

activities and cities.

In the Circumpolar region environmental risks related to industrial and

military activities are alarming. Our experience and knowledge in this

region relate to huge copper and nickel smelters and their environmental

impacts as well as nuclear power production.

The task concerning the improvement of nuclear safety and environment

in the former Soviet Union is a huge one. Accordingly, intensified

international cooperation and coordination is necessary. Finland welcomes

the initiative made by the G-7 in Miinchen regarding the improvement of

nuclear safety. The Finnish Government is prepared to participate in and

promote cooperation in this field in various international fora. Nuclear

safety will be one of the main issues, for example, for the recently

established regional forum, the Council of the Baltic Sea States.

All the work that we have been doing together with our Russian col-

leagues indicates that environmental problems of the former Soviet Union

are alarming and the risks related to them should be of great concern to

the international community. My government is ready to share all the

information and experience that we have and to cooperate in the matter.

Yours sincerely.

^6.<*-K

Sirpa Pietikainen

Minister of Environment of Finland

Annex: Information on Finnish bilateral environmental protection programs with

Central and Eastern European countries
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THE FIHNISH ASSISTED JOINT ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS

IN EASTERN EUROPE 1991-1992

MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT

OF FINLAND

East Europe project
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MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT
OF FINLAND
East Europe Project

o.o.x^sz

THE FINNISH ASSISTED JOINT ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS

IN EASTERN EUROPE 1991-1992

I.ESTONIA MECU

A full scale pilot desulphurlxation plant for 2,91

reducing sulphur and dust ei^ssions of the oil

shale power plant in Narva (1991)
Eesti Energia Tuotantoyhtyma, Estonia

A.Ahlstrttm Ltd

Sludge dewatering equipment for the waste water 0,14

treatment plant of Tallinn (1991)
Tallinn Water Works, Estonia

DWT-Engineering Ltd

Disaantling of the Munkkisaari waste water 0,18

treatment equipMnt and their delivery to Tallinn

(1991)
Tallinn Water Works, Estonia
Helsinki Water and Sewage Works

Planning, project aanagesKnt and training for the 0,32

iaprovenent of waste water treatment of Tallinn

(1991)
Tallinn Water Works, Estonia
Plancenter Ltd

Pilot renovation of the sewer system of Tallinn, 0,16

delivery of TV-inspection equipment and maintenance

training (1991)
Tallinn Water Works, Estonia
Painehuuhtelu Ltd

Construction of a sewage treatment plant for a 0,07

hotel in Saarenmaa (1991)
Kuresaari Town, Estonia
K.Jousmaa Ky

Pilot project for production of water chemicals 0,33

(1992)
The city of Tallinn
Kemira Ltd

Haste water treatment in the town of Kohtla-JArve. 0,07

1, phase: a Pilot Plant study (1992)
Polevkivikeemia, Estonia
Vesi-Hydro Ltd

Haste water treatment in a fish processing plant 0,14

in Viinistu, Estonia (1992)
Esmar Ltd, Estonia
Protec Ltd, Processing techniques
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2. RUSSIA

Delivery of oil combatting and recovery equipment 1,36

to St. Petersburg, Russia (1991)
Pilarn-group, St. Petersburg
Lori Ltd

Sulphur dioxide and dust raioval in the Kosta- 1,45

muksha combine in Karelia, Russia (1992)
Kostamuksha combine

^

Tampella Power Ltd

3. POLAND

Waste management project In Inowroclaw sodaplant 0,8

(1991)
Larox Ltd

Environmental project in Swiecie pulp and paper 1,6

plant (1991)
A.Ahlstrttm Ltd

District heating system in Krakowa (1991) 0,44
Nolfla Kaapell Ltd

Joint venture for manufactxiring district heating 1,85

pipes in Warsaw (1991)
KWH-Tech Ltd, Ekono Ltd

air pollution control renovation project in 0,5

Czeczott Mine (1991)
Outokufflpu Engineering Ltd

Oilcombatting equipment for Baltic Sea coastal 0,05

area (1991)
Larsen-Marin Ltd

Delivery of sewage pumps for municipalities (1991) 0,36
Sarlln Ltd

Environawntal renovation project of the ZG-Rudna 0,36
industrial plant (1992)

Larox Ltd

Environmental renovation project of the ZG- 0,14
Boleslaw industrial plant (1992)

Larox Ltd
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MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT
OF FINLAND
East Europe project 5.8.1992

THE FINNISH FUNDED TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS
IN EASTERN EUROPE 1991-1992

1. REGIONAL COOPERATION
^

MECU

Delivery of laboratory equipment to the Kola 0,03
Scientific Center, Miirvansk Region, Russia (1991)

Water and Environment District of Lapland

The master planning of water aanageaent in the 0,03
Neva water systea and the research and
iaproveaent of the use and protection of waters .

in the areas close to the Finnish-Russian border,
St. Petersburg, Russia (1991)

Kymi Regional Water and Environment District

The regional deposition of sulphur, nitrogen, 0,05
mil III I and alkali aetals in the province of
Kyai, in southeastern border areas of Finland
(1991)

Forest Research Institute

Evaluation of the environaental ljq>act and 0,02
risks by Svetogorsk pulp and paper aill,
St. Petersburg, Russia (1991)

Ristola Ltd.

Zapact of two different aechanisas of forest 0,02
daaages (direct poison iapact and winter impact)
on the forests in the southeastern parts of Finland
(1991)

Forest Research Institute

Preparation of cooperation prograaae between 0,02
Estonia and the province of Uusiaaa (1991)

Adainistrative Board of Uusimaa

Preparation for the Joint research program of 0,00S
Lake Ladoga, Karelia, Russia (1991)

The University of Joensuu/
Karelian Research Institute

Publication of an ekological bulletin as part 0,01
of enviroonental cooperation bettieen Eastern
Finland and the Republic of Karelia (1992)

Water and Environment District of
Northern Karelia

Renovation of the main pumps in the Sortavala 0,01
Town Hater Works, in Karelia, Russia (1992)

Soil and Water Ltd.
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Support to the Environmental Data Center of the 0,05
Kola Peninsula, Murmansk Region, Russia (1992)

Water and Environment District of Lapland

The master planning of water management and 0,03
protection in the Neva water system (1992)

Kymi Regional Water and Environment District

Tertiary treatment of pulp and paper mill waste 0,01
waters, the Leningrad area, Russia (1992)

Kymi Regional Water and Environment District

The regional deposition of sulphur and nitrogen 0,04
in the province of Kymi and the Leningrad Region
(1992)

Finnish Meteorological Institute

Ecological monitoring of Karelian forests (1992) 0,05
Forest Research Institute

Study on liq>roving the production of lignln 0,009
sulphonate in Russian sulphite cellulose mills
(1992)

Lappeenranta university of technology

Measurements of the flue gas emissions of oil 0,05
shale power plants in Estonia ( 1992 )

Administrative Board of Uusimaa

Biomonitoring of deposition around thermal power 0,02
plants in Northeastern Estonia ( 1992 )

Administrative Board of Uusimaa

Hater quality classification with macroalgae as 0,01
biolndicators of the cities of Tallinn and Helsinki
(1992)

Administrative Board of Uusimaa

Environmental cooperation with Saarenmaa, Estonia 0,01
(1992)

Administrative Board of Uusimaa

Survey of airborne emissions of the Kostamuksha 0,02
area, Russia (1992)

Kainuu Water and Environment District

Environmental impact assessment of Lake Ladoga, 0,01
Karelia, Russia (1992)

University of Joensuu

Study on the impact of pulp and paper industry 0,006
on water systems by means of examination of the
sedimentary formation of the Kondopoga bay,
Karelia, Russia (1992)

Mikkeli Water and Environment District
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The activities of Water and Environment District 0,04
of Northern Karelia in the Lake Ladoga -project.
Study on traditional biotopes of the Lake Ladoga in
cooperation with the University of Helsinki,
botanical museum.
Study on Lake Pyhdj^rvi, Karelia, Russia.
Study on environmental impact of forestry in Karelia,
Russia. (1992)

Water and Environment District of Northern Karelia

Studies on forestry in virgin forests in Karelia, 0,009
Russia (1992)

University of Joensuu

Study on ecosystems of the area Oulanka-Paana- 0,002
jftrvi in Karelia, Russia (1992)

University of Helsinki
University of Oulu

Study on the toxic sediments of Lake Ladoga, 0,02
Karelia, Russia (1992)

Water and Environment District of Northern Karelia

2. TRAINING

Training program related to the laboratory project 0,02
of Kola Scientific Center (1991)

Water and Environment District of Lapland

Training program for the managers of Estonian 0,05
power plants on environmental protection and
technology ( 1991 )

Technical Education Centre

Environmental technology and cooperation In 0,05
training in Southeast Finland and in
St. Petersburg Region (1991)

Administrative Board of Kymi

On-the-job training program for 11 Estonian trainees 0,03
in regional environmental administration in Finland
(1991)

Survey of the needs for continuing education in 0,03
environmental protection in Karelia and
St. Petersburg in Russia and in Estonia (1991)

The University of Helsinki/
Knowledge Services Ltd.

Support for the preparation of "Our Common 0,01
Environment Forum", to be held in St. Petersburg 0,07
27.7.-2.8.1992 (1991, 1992)

Finnish Association for Nature Conservation

A seminar dealing with the improvement of waste 0,02
water treatment in St. Petersburg (1991)

Kemlra Ltd.
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Support for the training project "The Baltic Sea 0,005
Envlronaent", the Baltic States (1991)

The Turku Swedish University

h training course In Measuring techniques of air 0,0005
quality for Estonian experts ( 1991 )

Finnish Air Pollution Prevention Society

Assistance for the preparation of the East-West 0,04
Distance Education Project
Post-graduate Energy and EnvlronsMnt Learning
Package In the North Western Parts of ^sslan
Federation (1991)

Unisclence Ltd.

Participation allowance of two Estonian experts 0,001
in a training course of environaental technology
(1992)

The University of Turku

Cooperation in environaental technology and 0,09
training in Southeastern Finland and the

Leningrad Region ( 1992 )

Lappeenranta university of technology

A seilnar dealing with water protection and 0,06
treatatent and a course of treatment technology
in St. Petersburg, Russia (1992)

National Board of Waters and the
Environment of Finland

Training coxirse for Russian leading water supply 0,02
administrators and technical managers ( 1992 )

Vllral Ltd.

Printing of an Estonian environmental biology 0,02
textbook for schools ( 1992 )

Tuglas society

The seminar "The role of water %iorks as part of the 0,01
Infrastructure and in implementing water protection
measures" in Tallinn (1992)

Tampere University of technology

A s^nar dealing with the state of the Gulf of 0,007
Finland and improvement of the waste water
treatment in St. Petersburg Region (1992)

University of Turku

A seminar for teachers of schools and vocational 0,004
education institutions in the cities of Lappeen-
ranta, Finland, and Vyborg, Russia, dealing with
environmental education ( 1992 )

The city of Lappeenranta
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A seminar dealing with principles and practices of 0,01
the protection of the environment In Finland and
In Russia ( 1992)

University of Helsinki/Lahti Research and
Training Centre

On-the-job training program for Estonian and Russian 0,05
trainees In regional environmental administration
in Finland (1992)

3. THE REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER f'OR CENTRAL AND EASTERN
EUROPE, BUDAPEST, HUNGARY

The Finnish grant contribution for 1991 0,13

The Finnish grant contribution for 1992 0,11

4. SUPERVISION AND CONTROL OF EMISSIONS AND THE STATE OF THE
ENVIRONMENT IN EASTERN EUROPE

Supply of a radiophone to the research vessel 0,01
"Muikku" for its activities in the Gulf of Finland
(1991)

National Board of Waters and the
Environment of Finland

Delivery of laboratory equipment to Estonia 05
(1991)

National Board of Waters and the
Environment of Finland

Delivery of laboratory equipment to Karelia, 05
Russia (1992)

National Board of Waters and the
Environment of Finland
Finnish Meteorological Institute
Forest Research Institute

h research of heavy metal depositions in Kuhao 0,01
forests In Eastern parts of Finland (1991)

National Board of Waters and the
Environment of Finland

Delivery of a voltage stabilizer for a nitrogen 0,001
dioxide meter in the University of Tarto, Estonia
(1991)

The University of Turku/Physical Research
Institute of Wihuri

Study tour of the research vessel "Muikku" to 01
St. Petersburg In 1991 (1991)

National Board of Waters and the
Environment of Finland
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Establlahaent of the Envlronaental Data Center 0,02
in Estonia (1992)

National Board of Waters and the
Environment of Finland

Cooperation In aonltorlng air quality In Estonia 0,001
(1992)

Helsinki Metropolitan Area Council YTV

Equlpient for the Leningrad Region forest research 0,002
(1992)

Kotka Environmental Association

Planning work for the waste water treataent plant 0,009
in a school In Estonia (1992)

Tampere Stelner School Association

Study on nutrient and eutrophlcatlon dynamics In 0,06
the Eastern Gulf of Finland (1992)

National Board of Waters and the
Environment of Finland

Delivery of egulpsient for the training progran of 0,009
Estonian trainees (1992)

Administrative Board of Vaasa

5. PROJECT PLANNING AND PILOT PROJECTS

The Envlronaental Review and Priority Action 0,5
Programme for Karelia and St. Petersburg In
Russia and for Estonia (1991)
Addendum to the Priority Action Programme (1992)

Plancenter Ltd.

J^pralsal of the pilot desulphurlxatlon project 0,01
of Narva power plant (1991)

Energia-Ekono Ltd.

A pilot project concerning the waste management 0,05
In PJatlgorsk, Russia (1991)

jatekyytl Ltd./Ekomp Ltd.

A pilot sewage treatamnt plant for a dairy In 0,02
Tarto, Estonia (1991)

Finnish Business Institute

A Study on Increasing the efficiency of energy 0,04
use In the Industry of Estonia (1992)

Imatran Volma Ltd.

Appraisal of the sulphur removal project In 0,04
Montshegorsk, Kola Peninsula (1992)

Ekono Ltd .

Study on biological treatment of run-off waters 0,006
from Estonian oil shale ash fields ( 1992 )

Tampere University of technology
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Feasibility study on the sludge treatment project 0,015
of Kehtna piggery in Estonia (1992)

Soil and Water Ltd.

6. NUCLEAR SAFETY

Detailed planning of a joint project concerning 0,04
nuclear safety in St. Petersburg nuclear power plant
(1991)

Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear
Safety

Appraisal and improvement of nuclear safety in 0,2
St. Petersburg nuclear power plant (1992)

Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear
Safety

7. TRUST FUNDS IN INTERNATIONAL FINANCING INSTITUTIONS FOR
IMPLEMENTING THE BALTIC SEA ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMME ( 1992 )

World Bank 0,18

IFC 0,09

EBRD 0,18

Nordic Investment Bank 0,36

8. OTHER STUDIES AND ACTIVITIES

A Study on cooperation possibilities between the 0,005
Estonian Association for Environmental Protection
and Finnish Association for Nature Conservation
(1991)

Estonian Association for Environmental
Protection

Estonian and Russian summaries of the study 0,003
"Preconditions for creating the National Park of
Eastern Gulf of Finland, Friendship II" (1991)

Eesti Looduskaltse Selts '-

Optimization of air and water pollution control 0,04
measures of Finland and the neighbouring areas
(1991)

Ekono Ltd .

A study concerning environmental administration 0,02
and policy in Soviet Union (1991)

Exactla Ltd.

A computerized register for environmental projects 0,04
in neighbouring areas (1991, 1992)

The Finnish Foreign Trade Association
Plancenter Ltd.
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Appraisal of the Estonian air quality (1992) 0,01
Ekono Ltd.

Environmental pre-feasibility study of the 0,04
western coast of Estonia (1992)

Plancenter Ltd.

Environmental pre-feasibility study of the Tarto 0,009
area and lake Peipus in Estonia (1992)

Plancenter Ltd.

A Finnish-Swedish-Estonian joint project for 0,04
identifying radiation risks in SillamAki, Estonia
(1992)

Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear
Safety

10
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East Europe Project:

Co-operation for a better environment

The East Europe Project, launched by the Finnish Ministry ofthe

Environment in 1991 to protect the environment in neighbouring

regions ofEastern Europe, is nowjully under-way. The project has

established itselfas part ofFinland's active, international environmen-

tal policy.

Aiming at better air protection, protection ofthe Baltic Sea, and

the development ofhazardous waste management, using Finnish

environmental know-how and technology.

The East Europe Project providesfindsforjoint projects which, when implemented, will

bring significant cuts in airborne and waterbome pollution reaching Finland and the Baltic Sea.

It will also improve hazardous waste management. Funds are granted to Finnish companies

and corporations primarily promoting the use ofFinnish environmental technology or testing

new Finnish techniques or know-how.
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Hrst results already visible

In 1991 five Finnish consulting finns together with local

experts carried out a study of the main environmental problems

in and around St. Petersburg in Karelia and in Estonia, also

considering the measures needed to reduce them. The study

found that there were some 60 significant problem areas.

Sixteen projects were selected as priority targets. Eight of

these are located in and around St. Petersburg, and four are

in Karelia. In Estonia four priority projects were chosea

Several Finnish companies involved in environmental

technology are participating or plannmg to participate in

these projects. Commercial contracts signed by early 1992

included the following projects;

• An experimental desulphuhzation process for the oil-shale

power plants m Narva, Estonia

•
Improved waste water treatment in Tallinn, Estonia

•
Supply ofoil combatting equipment to St PeteisbuTg as part

of the region's hazardous waste management programme

• Phase One of the desulphurization project for the

Kostamuksha mining plant m KareUa.

The total estimated budget for the 16 projects is around

FIM 15 billion, with local currencies providing about FIM 9

billioiL Financmg in foreign cinrencies comes to arotmd

FIM 5 billion. The programme is expected to take about ten

years.

As a result of the programme, sulphur deposition will

decrease by 10-20% in some areas of eastern and southern

Finland.

For the whole of the Gulf of Finland, the point load will

decrease about 3S% in the case of BODS, and about 45%

for phosphorus.

Project financing

The programme will be earned out on the basis of com-

mercial contracts between the companies and the plants

concerned. The projects will primarily be funded locally,

but they also mclude Western inputs, which may take the

form of technical consulting, contracting, direct equipment

deliveries, or training.

The joint projects will be implemented using local la-

bour for the most part. The Finnish Government may pro-

vide budgeted supports for these environmental projects,

usually to a maximum of 50% of the Finnish costs of the

project Another form of aid is to grant interest subsidies on

loans. The Finnish Guarantee Board has been empowered to

grant guarantees for loans concerning environmental

projects. Aid meant for foreign companies or corporations

will be paid to the Finnish partner.

Other Nordic financiers of environmental projects in

Finland's eastern neighbours are the Nordic Investment

Bank, the associated Nordic Environment Finance Corpora-

tion (NEFCO) and the Nordic Project Export Fund

(NOPEF). In addition, inquiries about financmg may also

be addressed to Finnish Export Credit Ltd., and the Firaush

Fund for Industrial Development Cooperation Ltd.

International finaiKing for environmental projects m the

Baltic region may also be obtained from the World Bank,

the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development

(EBRD), and the European Investment Bank.
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Annual sulphur
deposition from the

Narva power plants
in Estonia, before

and after the

desulphurization

project

The East Europe Project

is part of Finland's active,

international

environmental policy.

Finland has played an active part in negonahng bilateral

and multilateral agreements on environmental protection

and in promoting environmental projects. Since the early

1970s, Finland has taken part in activities aimed at the pro-

tection of the Baltic Sea. The first multilateral convention

for the protection of the marine environment of the Baltic

Sea was signed in 1974; its implementation is administered

by the Helsinki Commission (HELCOM).

Environmental protection in the Baltic Sea region is

once agam a central part of the programme for Eastern and

Central Eurof)e bemg drawn up by the Finnish Government,

which establishes guidehnes for future forms ofco-operanon.

The East Europe Project is part of this programme.

The East Europe Project is also part of the environmen-

tal protection programme covering the whole Baltic Sea re-

gion, elaboration of which was decided on at the conference

of prime ministers of the Baltic states , held in Ronneby,

Sweden, in the autumn of 1990. Beside the smdies concern-

ing St. Petersburg, Karelia and Estonia, similar smdies will

be made on other countries in the Baltic region. The joint

environmental protection programme for all the states on

the Baltic will be based on these studies.

Even in its preliminary phases, the East Europe Project

has aroused great international interest. The role played by

international financial instinitions as fiinders of such

projects is also growing.

Eltacta of ttw pregramiTM on DOD load

1000 t/a "

Effects of ttw programfne on nitrogan load

1000 Va

Effects of ttw programme on pfiosphofus load

1000 l/a "

Estimated decrease In the load on ttte Gulf of Finland resulting

from Implementation of the programme
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The 1 6 projects in the environmental

protection programnne

'/ ^opo—d finawi
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I Phosphorus refTXTval st the St Petefsburg waste water treatment plent Reduction of load on the Guif of

Rnland of BOD^ 36%.
Total N 4%, Total P 50%

- bioctwmcal or bM>k>9icai

iTMtment

2 Construction of four district waste water treatment plants

in the St PeterstHjrg vea
ReductKm of kwd of 800, 84%.
Total N 19%. Total P 66%

two new plants.
- extension of

two plants and tr>e sewaraoe
sysiem

3. Treatment of waste water contnmng heavy metats Reduction of h«aw metal content of

sludge Cu 75%, Zn 57%.
Nl 50%. Cd 100%. Pb 99%.
O 93%

- lechnicei impfovements m
preproces5v>g ary] orocessing at

1 19 surface finishing plants

A Connection of certatfi sewage docharga p«)es to the treatment

plant network

Reductiort of load on the

Gulf of Finland of BOO, 68%.
Total N 3S%. Total P 82%

- about half of the oty s 478 discharge
sewers wiB be connected to a tunnef

iead«^ to the central treatment plant

5 Management of hazardous waste in St Petersburg
- Overall mar\agement of

hazardous wastes
- Reduction of risks related to the

coieciKxi trartsport and harKftr>g of

hazardous v^aste

creatKyi of i collection system
- constructon of a treatment piani and

• special waste collection site

6 Uarwgement and utilization of waste from pig erw chicken farms
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EMBASSY OF ICELAND

WASHINGTON. D.C.

August 10, 1992
Ref. 21.B.3

The Honorable
David L. Boren
Chairman

The Honorable
Frank H. Murkowski
Vice Chairman

United States Senate
Seclect Committee on Intelligence

Dear Sirs,

Thanking you for your letters of June 30, 1992, to the
Minister for the Environment of Iceland, the Honorable Eidur
Gudnason, and to myself concerning the forthcoming hearing of the
Select Committee on Intelligence at the University of Alaska-
Fairbanks in Fairbanks, Alaska, I have the honor to forward to you
a Statement by the Government of Iceland concerning Radioactive and
other Environmental Threats to the United States and the Arctic

resulting from past Soviet activities.

Upon your suggestion I have been in contact with Mr. David
Garman of the Staff of the Select Committee on Intelligence and I

understand from him that my Government's Statement will be entered
into the records of the Committee's hearing next Saturday, August
15, in Fairbanks, Alaska.

I appreciate greatly your providing me with this opportunity
to advance the attached Statement of the Government of Iceland

giving expression to its serious concerns about environmental
threats to all circumpolar nations stemming from ex-Soviet nuclear
activites in the Arctic.

LncBMly,dffnce^]

Tomas A. Tomasson

Postal Address: Totephon«; TaMax: T«tox: Cable Address:

2022 Connecticut Ave.. N.W. (202) 265-8653 (202) 265-6656 RCA 248596 Icembassy

Washington, DC. 20008 'Mxuf
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Hearing of die Senate Select Committee on Intelligence of the U.S.

CoGgfess August 15. 1992 at the University of Alaska-Fairbanks

Radioactive and other Environmental Threats to the United States

and Ute Arctic resultingfrom past Soviet activities

Statement by the Govemment of Iceland

The Ooveinment of Iceland is greatly ccmcemed over the growing

risk of serious contamination in the Arctic region. The tbreat is posed

from various anthropogenic sources, not least ftom the alarming

environmental problems ftom past Soviet activities. Iceland's geographic

position and the country's dependence on sustainable utilization of living

marine resources, highlight^ interests at stake.

Contamination in the Arctic region and pollution in distant areas

can easily be tran^xjited by air and sea currents into the waters nortfi of

Iceland. A part of the Icelandic 200 mile exclusive economic zone

borders the Arctic region and many of the living marine resources in

Icelandic waters are dependent upon biomass productivity in the Arctic.

Furthermore, ocean currents originating in the Arctic region have a

significant impact on the development of marine life, dirougji {diysical

and chemical processes, in the waters around Iceland.

It is c<»nm<Hily acc^ted that the fragile ecosystem of the Arctic is

very vulnerable to all kinds of pollution or otbcr environmental

disturbances and should, because of its global significance, be subject to

stringent environmental protection (cf. the Rovaniemi Declaration).

n.

The rich nuuine life in the waters around Iceland provides a food

source of global itapoitaacc and is the mainstay of the fcelandic
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economy. Hie fishery sector supplies over 70 per cent of Iceland's

exported goods and generates more than 50 per cent of the total export

revenue. Contamination of the waters would have far-reaching

consequences. Pollution can endanger die fish stocks and, even more,

marine mammals. Furthermore, the slightest indication of pollutant

residues in marine products can have serious marketing repercussions, as

was demonstrated by, for example, the effects of the Chernobyl disaster

on the sale of certain foodstufflB, and the negative effects diat radioactive

discharges into the Irish Sea have had upon sales offish from that area.

The waters around Iceland are highly vulnerable to transboimdary

pollution and risk of contamination from heavy sea traffic. Iceland is

situated at the boundary between the warm waters of die Atlantic and the

cold Arctic waters, i.e. on die ocean polar-sul^>olar front The East

Gremland Current brings water from die Arcdc Ocean and the Oulf

Stream water w^ch has imdergone admixture with waters off North

America and Western Europe. These water masses affect both marine

life and pollution levels around Iceland, The country is also located on

the path of the extra-tropical depressions that move across the ocean from

Nordi America towards Europe, bringing air masses from both continents

as well as from the adjacent ocean areas.

la view of the grave situation as regards marine pollution in the

adjacent sea areas, such as the Noith Sea and some of tl^ coastal waters

in Northem Europe, die Icelandic Government decided in 1989 on a

three-year program of extensive measuring and monitoring of heavy

metals, organic compounds and radioactivity in Icelandic waters,

including sediments and biota. The purpose of the program is to provide

baseline data for future marine research and monitoring and to evaluate

the possible efiiect of transboundary pollution in Icelandic waters.

An interim report now being published indicates that marine

pollution by radionucleides and heavy metals around Iceland is still

insignificant. Notwithstanding, the measurements have indicated that

various pollutants are carried into Icelandic waters over a long distance

by wind and ocean currents. For instance, while levels of radioactivity

are low, the amount of cesium 137 in sea-water is substantially higher in

die waters off the north coast than off the soudi coast, or 6 Bq/m^
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comparBd to 3 BqAn3. This difference is traced, among others, to sea-

borne radioactivity from nuclear industries and accidents in other far -off

countries, e.g. die nuclear reprocessing plant at Sellafield in Cumbria on

the west coast of England.

in.

Although not yet Ailly made known in scope and detail, the

collapse of the communist regime in Eastern Europe has resulted in

disclosure of past dumping and discharges of radioactive and other toxic

wastes into tt^ sea, waterways or underground storage close to

groundwater sources. All diese activities pose a grave direat of marine

pollution in the Arctic and could lead to serious consequences for Ae

ecosystem and the indispensable food sources for humankind present in

die northern seas.

It is, therefore, die firm view of the Government of Iceland, diat

further investigation of the scope and nature of poUudon in the former

Soviet Unicm should take place widi urgency in the framework of

intemadonal cO'Operadon. The focus should be aimed at expedient steps

to clean up contaminated sites where feasible, and bringing others, where

appropriate, under control to contain further spatial effects. Emphasis
should also be placed on developing proposals for reducing and

preventing further pollution and risks from installations still in operation

that discharge heavy metals, persistent organic substances and radioactive

materials. Particular enqihasis should be placed on closing outdated and

unsafe nuclear reactors in die light of experiences from Chernobyl, and

this year at Sosnovy Bor and Tgnalina.

An appropriate avenue for initiating such an international

operation, in the view of the Icelandic Government, would be the recentiy

established co<K>peration of Arctic countries on the Arctic environment

The Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy offers a ready political and

technical framework for expedient actions.
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IV.

PoUutioa is by far the greatest threat to die Arctic region and its

Aituie sustainable development The serious environmental problems

stemming from past Soviet activities is an acute exan^le hig^ghting the

urgency for more active international co-operation to control and monitor

pollution on regional and global levels.

Hi particular the recently disclosed experience frt>m past Soviet

activities demonstrates the urgency for a globally implemented total ban
on discharge of toxic substances, persistent organic substances, heavy
metals and radioactive materials into the sea from land-based sources, as

well as on emplacing such materials under die sea bed. Let us also bear

in mind that in the context of possible global warming the marine

environmoit provides one of the most important sinks for carbon dioxide.

Increased marine pollution will undoubtedly reduce the assimilative

capacity of the oceans. The Soviet experience illustrates also the

immediate need for effective international regulations and supervision

controlling sea-borne nuclear reactors and all ocean transport of

radioactive or other hazardous substances and toxic wastes, whether for

military or civilian purposes.

The Government of Iceland avails itself of this opportunity to

confirm its commitment to the protection of the marine environment. It is

the fim view of the Govemmem that the highest priority must be
attached to this task to safeguard our plant from ecological disaster.

Therefore every effort possible should be pursued to curtail any
consequences that past and present activities within the area of the former

Soviet Union might have upon the environment of the Arctic region and
the nordiem seas.
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STATEMENT OF
THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

BEFORE THE
SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE

UNITED STATES SENATE
AUGUST 15, 1992

The Department of Energy (DOE) is pleased to provide its views on a developing

issue: the discharge of radioactive and hazardous materials into the Arctic by

the Former Soviet Union. The Department is aware of the importance of this

matter to the citizens of Alaska and to the State and Local governments

relative to the possible risks of radioactive and hazardous material

contamination. One of the lessons of the Chernobyl accident is that

radioactivity does not respect national boundaries. However, the dual degree

of contamination and whether it has reached and contaminated Alaska is not

known. Thus far most of these reports have been unconfirmed and

unsubstantiated.

What concerns us today is possible radioactive and hazardous material

contamination in the Arctic and Alaska which may have resulted from past

Soviet practices. The contaminants of concern may include many of those with

which DOE is examining, such as uranium and its decay products, heavy metals,

organic contaminants, industrial solvents, and a wide range of pollutants from

power plants and nuclear facilities. With respect to our domestic residue of

the cold war years, DOE is dealing with all phases of cleanup, from assessing

the nature and extent of contamination to developing remediation technologies

design to improve current environmental restoration techniques.
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THE NATURE AND SOURCES OF RADIOACTIVE AND HAZARDOUS

CONTAMINATION IN THE ARCTIC

Potential arctic contaminants from the nuclear weapons complex of the Former

Soviet Union (FSU) include radionuclides and the following non-nuclear

hazardous wastes: volatile organic and other organic compounds, inorganic

compounds, heavy metals, and buried objects (tanks, barrels, and other

containers) .

The Department uses a number of characterization technologies, but the

majority of the Department's programs and activities currently address

contamination and pollution of land and groundwater rather than of deep-water

areas.

There are four principal sources of discharges of radioactive and hazardous

materials into the Arctic: Soviet nuclear weapons production plant

discharges; atmospheric nuclear weapon testing; waste disposal; and ocean

dumping.

Radioactive and hazardous materials that ultimately entered the Arctic were

created in the late 1940s when the Soviet Union started up its first

reprocessing plant at the Chelyabinsk nuclear weapons production complex about

1000 miles southwest of Moscow. Highly radioactive and hazardous waste

solutions from the plant were discharged directly into the Techa River and

ultimately entered the Kara Sea several hundred miles east of the island of

Novaya Zemlya in northern Russia. Recent Russian statements estimate that
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close to three million curies of long-lived fission products were disposed of

in this manner. However, these estimates have not been confirmed.

The Former Soviet Union began nuclear weapons testing at Novaya Zemlya in 1955

and continued through 1990, when a self-imposed testing moratorium was

announced. The testing, particularly prior to the mid-1960s, ultimately

resulted in the radioactive materials being carried into the stratosphere and

distributed over the Northern Hemisphere, including Alaska.

There are many recent unconfirmed Russian and Western reports that Novaya

Zemlya and its shallow bays have been used as a disposal site for unknown

quantities of the radioactive wastes from Soviet military activities.

Andrey Zolotkov, a former deputy to the Supreme Soviet from Murmansk,

announced last September that the Former Soviet Union had practiced ocean

dumping of hazardous and highly radioactive wastes in the Barents and Kara

Seas between 1964 and 1986. According to Zolotkov, 10,250 containers (each

one cubic meter in volume) were dumped into the Arctic waters between 60 to

110 feet deep.
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DOE CAPABILITIES, TECHNOLOGIES AND EXISTING PROGRAMS FOR MONITORING, LOCATING,

AND CHARACTERIZING CONTAMINATION

Before determining how to proceed, the nature and magnitude of the

contamination must be identified, characterized, and quantified so that proper

remediation procedures and technologies can be determined.

The U.S. has a variety of remote sensing and in-situ technologies capabilities

• discovering and identifying specific sites that may need to

be characterized and quantified in detail

• guiding detailed characterization and quantification efforts

• aiding in monitoring remediation work in real time if

necessary

• supporting long-term monitoring of the sites whether or not

remediation is performed.

There are many technologies currently available to assist with the location

and characterization of Arctic contamination sites. Contaminants can be

identified, located, characterized, monitored, and quantified by direct

sensing, measurement, and analysis of the offending substance. They can also

be characterized indirectly by observation of secondary effects on the
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environment. There are a variety of procedures that could be applied to each

of the main categories of contaminants. For example, surface or subsurface

contamination by radionuclides can be directly characterized using alpha,

beta, and gamma spectroscopy techniques. Heavy metal contamination can be

characterized indirectly through evaluating geological changes by thermal

infrared and multi- or hyper-spectral technology. And contamination by

volatile organic compounds can be characterized directly by active

luminescence or in-situ infrared scanning of soil samples.

The technologies available vary with the contaminants they'are designed to

identify. The contaminants and procedures for identifying them are as

fol lows.

Radionucl ides . Alpha, beta, and gamma spectroscopy can be used for direct

characterization of both surface and sub-surface contamination. Systems

currently available include: air-borne; vehicle-mounted; transportable units;

and in-situ monitors. There are also counting and spectrometry techniques for

solid, liquid, and air samples to identify ultra low-level radioactive

contaminants.

Hazardous Wastes (volatile and other organic compounds) . A number of

techniques are available for direct sample collection and characterization.

These techniques include in-situ infrared (IR) scanning, thermal IR, passive

luminescence, and active luminescence.
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Inorganic Compounds . Inorganic compounds can be detected through direct

sample collection and characterization techniques. Both field and laboratory

analytical techniques-such as in-situ active microwave (including ground

penetrating radar), electromagnetic (frequency and time domain), thermal IR,

and electromagnetic (high frequency) -are available.

Buried Objects . Currently available techniques for the detection of buried

oujci-ti inciuuc tiicdiiai Ik, aLLive iliiLruwdve, pdiSlve iliict owdve,

electromagnetic (Ferrous), sonar, active seismic, photographic, and

multi/hyper spectral.

Heavy Metal Contamination . A number of techniques are available for direct

sample collection and characterization. These techniques include

photogrammetry, multi/hyper spectral, and active and passive microwave.

THEORETICAL STRATEGIES FOR REMEDIATION

If it is necessary to remediate a hazardous or radioactive waste site, the

first step would probably be to retrieve intact waste containers. The

Department is developing robotic retrieval techniques for use at its wa^te

management site at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. Technologies

developed and demonstrated there could be applicable to land disposed waste in

the Former Soviet Union. These technologies may be modified to address

retrieval from shallow bays. A commercially available mini -submarine is
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currently being used to retrieve waste containers from a water-filled quarry

at Oak Ridge.

Retrieved containers would then need to be stabilized until they could be

characterized for treatment. There are several commercially available

methods-including standard overpacks, storage in air-supported buildings, and

encapsulation in polymer tubes-that would provide short-term containment.

The Department has recently completed tests in which intact drums of hazardous

and simulated radioactive waste were completely melted in a plasma-arc

furnace. The resulting waste forms were a vitrified, non-leaching glass

containing the fission products and a slagged metal. This technology could be

rapidly developed for application to retrieved containers.

The second step would probably be to contain waste that has spilled from

damaged containers but has not yet migrated far from the original waste area.

Containment technologies available for contaminated soils include freezing in

place, hydrologic barriers, grout barriers, in-situ vitrification and capping.

These techniques have not been applied to shallow bays. The Russians have

used caisson to back fill lakes used for disposal and have advanced grouting

systems.
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REMEDIATION AND THE NATIONAL LABORATORIES

DOE'S national laboratories are conducting pertinent research in Arctic

contamination, risk assessment, and remediation technology. These national

laboratories have several geologists, glaciologists, hydrologists and other

specialists who have direct experience in researching environmental conditions

in the Arctic.

The naticr.al labs have been arialyzing samples from nuclear tests for over 35

years. In addition, they have been analyzing environmental samples for over

30 years and have the analytical capability to detect extremely low

concentrations of radioactive material. For alpha-and beta-emitting material,

they are acknowledged to have the lowest detection limits in the world. In

addition, researchers have studied the dispersion of fission products from

nuclear tests in environments as varied as the Nevada Test Site and the South

Pacific.

A world renowned expert in the study of the fate and transport of radioactive

materials in the environment conducts research at a DOE laboratory. He has

studied the Chernobyl nuclear accident and the spread of radioactive materials

from the accident as well as the health risks associated with the release of

those materials. DOE has also developed and used fate and transport models to

study the mobility of contaminants in complex environments.
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HEALTH ASSESSMENTS

Besides demonstrating its capabilities for characterizing waste, remediating

waste, and developing applicable technologies, the DOE has achieved much in

its studies of the health effects of contamination. The DOE's most relevant

project for this hearing is its investigation of the radiological health

effects on the survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and on those exposed to

high doses of radiation as a result of the Chernobyl accident in the Former

Soviet Union.

Radiation Effects Research Foundation studies of Japanese Atomic Bomb

Survivors have revealed much about the effects of both high-level and low-

level exposure to radiation.

DOE's Joint Coordinating Committee for Civilian Nuclear Reactor Safety has set

up working groups that will help determine the dose levels of the

radionuclides that are associated with the health effects of Chernobyl. The

primary working group will develop validated models for dose protection in

future accidents and physical dosimetry for dose reconstruction with higher

doses. Projects for the working groups include atmospheric dispersion

modeling; evaluating radionuclides doses through the terrestrial and aquatic

food chains; planning epidemiologic studies on thyroid effects and leukemia;

conducting surveys of adult and child health; and analyzing clinical data on

acute radiation syndrome patients. Overall, this project has helped DOE to

determine the health and environmental effects of data for populations

affected by the Chernobyl accident and to relate health effects to a level of
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exposure for use in setting and reviewing our own risk-based exposure

standards.

CONCLUSION

This statement has not exhaustively examined the possibilities for

characterizing and monitoring contamination in the Arctic. There are a

variety of undersea characterization techniques that could be ernployed to

locate and characterize the extent of deep-sea dumping in the Arctic. For

example, remote submersibles could be used to monitor currents in the Arctic.

This monitoring could then be used to conduct subsurface ocean-current

analysis of thermal circulation and radioactive transport. In addition, ocean

circulation models developed to study global warming could be employed to

determine whether any measured contamination is moving from Novaya Zemlya

through the Barents Sea and into Atlantic fishing regions. Much of the

Department's work in environmental remediation and technology may contribute

to the Nation's understanding of the contamination problems in the Arctic, and

much can be applied to solving those problems. As noted in our testimony, the

first step in the cleanup of radioactive or hazardous wastes is to

characterize the nature and magnitude of the contaminant. Once this happens,

many of these technologies no doubt could be employed expeditiously. In'

addition, not all of the research and applied technology at DOE will provide

an adequate framework for addressing this contamination issue. For example,

very little of DOE's experience in characterizing and treating contamination

can be applied to the contamination of oceans. Although these environmental

10
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abuses are clearly the responsibility of the Russians to rectify, the DOE can

hope that some of its projects to characterize, assess the magnitude of, and

clean up contamination will serve as an example of our Nation's potential for

rendering assistance in these areas.

11
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ARCTIC MARINE RESOURCE COMMISSION
Statement to the

U. S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence

Fairbanks, Alaska

August 15, 1992

Thank you for this opportunity to address the U. S. Senate Select

Committee on Intelligence on behalf of the Arctic Marine Resource

Commission (AMRC). AMRC was established by several Alaskan

native organizations to deal with common concerns about oil and gas

development along the Alaskan Coast. Our primary concern is for

the protection of marine resources upon which we depend on for our

nutritional and cultural needs.

Our membership includes the Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission,
the Alaska and Inuvialuit Beluga Whale Committee, Alaska Eskimo
Walrus Commission, Boring Sea Fisherman's Association, Chukchi

Sea Fisherman's Cooperative and the Northwest Arctic Native

Association. Our members come from Alaskan villages as far south

as Tyonek in the Cook Inlet Region to the northern arctic village of

Kaktovik near the Canadian Boarder.

Since the revelation of nuclear dumping and toxic waste in the former

Soviet Union, we have been waiting anxiously for more information.

We want to know if there are any harmful elements in marine
mammals which we eat as part of our daily diet. Our diet is very

important to our health. Wo have seen a jump in heart disease and
diabetes in the indigenous population in.Alaska with the addition of

some western foods to our daily diet. Hekrt disease and diabetes

were uncommon until the native population began eating more
"western foods. We are just learning how important it is for us to

continue to include fish and other traditional foods in our diet to

maintain our physical health.

We want and need to know about the pollution that has been recently
been in the news from the former Soviet Union. We need baseline

iiiformation and long range monitoring programs to see whether or

not there are any harmful impacts on our marine resources such as

fish, seal, walrus, bowhead and beluga whales.
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Based on concerns expressed by native hunters, at least two member
organizations of AMRC have sponsored studies to test for heavy
metals ii\ marine mammals. The Alaska Eskimo Whaling
Commission through the North Slope Borough studied levels of

heavy metals in bowhead whale organs a few years ago. Their study
showed a slight increase of cadmium levels in the kidney of bowhead
whales over a period of three or four years. The Alaska and
Inuvialuit Beluga Whale Committee has began a study to test for

heavy metals on the Chukchi sea stock of beluga whales this year, the
results of which should be available by next year.

We need to be kept informed about the ongoing investigations
concerning nuclear and toxic waste dumping from industries in the
Russian arctic regions.

We want to see the'health of the Alaskan marine mammal resources
maintained for our future generations. Our native cultures are based
on traditional hunting and fishing practices and the availability of
wildlife resources during their seasonal migrations near our villages.We have heard of extinction of wildlife resources because of mistakes
mankind has made in other parts of the world. We want to avoid this

kind of tragedy in the arctic.

We are urging you and other organizations to take action now to deal
with the environmental disasters that have recently been made public
by Russian and international news organizations. We are concerned
not only for ourselves but for our relatives and neighbors who live in

northern Russia and Canada. We share some of the same marine
mainmal resources upon which the Alaskan natives depend on for

Qur nutritional and cultural needs.

Thank you for this opportunty to address the U.S. Senate Select

Committee on Intelligence about the concerns of AMRC regarding
nuclear and toxic waste being reported from the former Soviet Union.

Marie Adams, AMRC Vice Chair

c/o North Slope Borough
P. O. Box 69

Barrow, Alaska 99723
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International Union for Circumpolar Health
lUCH SecreunM • PO Bon 141594 •

Anchorage. Alaska 99514 • USA.
Telephone +907 786 1275 • Telefax +907 786 6166

WRITTEN SUBMISSION AND TESTIMONY OF THE

INTERNATIONAL UNION FOR CIRCUMPOLAR HEALTH

to Che

UNITED STATES

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE
HEARING

Fairbanks, Alaska

August 15, 1992

by Dalee Sambo

Executive Director

Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission to the Senate Select

Committee on Intelligence. We are encouraged by the Committee's interest in

Arctic and sub-Arctic environmental matters and concerns, as well as the

attention of the Central Intelligence Agency towards issues such as nuclear and

industrial waste dumping in Arctic waters. The United States and the world

coaununity are beginning to realize the need for a comprehensive approach to the

inter-related problems of environmental pollution and human health concerns. The

International Union for Circumpolar Health (lUCH) has had a long-standing

interest in this aspect of environmental conditions and we would like to share

some of our work with you.

In regard to the topic of discussion at this hearing, we would like to

describe the history, structure and work of the lUCH and address the services

that the lUCH, as a long-standing international health organization, can provide

to the various U.S. agencies and organs concerning themselves with Arctic

matters .

American Society for Circumpolar Health • Canadian Society for Circumpolar Health

Nordic Council for Arctic Medical Research • Sibenan Branch. Russian Academy of .Medical Sciences

e
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We would also like to describe our direct and indirect relationships with

other international initiatives, and in particular, the International Arctic

Science Committee and the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program of the so-

called Finnish Initiative.

BISTORT

As early as the 1960's, medical scientists have been collaborating on

Arctic medical research activities. Dr. Earl Albrecht, as Commissioner of Health

for the Territory of Alaska from 1945 to 1956, envisioned an International Union

for Circumpolar Health.

In 1967 Dr. Albrecht initiated the first circumpolar symposium, which took

place in Fairbanks, Alaska. Participants came from the United States/Alaska,

Canada, Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Greenland, Iceland, Finland and the (former)

USSR. The 1967 participants decided to hold an International Congress on

Circumpolar Health every three years.

Finally, In 1981 the lUCH was founded at the meeting of the 5th

International Congress on Circumpolar Health in Copenhagen, Denmark. In May 1986

the first lUCH Constitution was drafted and adopted.

The lUCH is now an official, formal non- governmental organization. The

subsequent activities of the lUCH and its "adhering bodies" have been able to

provide an important and useful exchange of Arctic medical research and problems

that has been beneficial to people worldwide. Because of the international

nature of our work, we cooperate closely with other international organizations

such as the World Health Organization, the Inuit Circumpolar Conference, the

International Arctic Science Committee, and the International Council of

Scientific Unions.
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The objectives of the lUCH are to:

* promote International cooperation in the study of circumpolar health;

* encourage and support research and exchange of scientific information in

the circunpolar health sciences;

* promote public awareness of the current situation of circumpolar health;

* provide a means of communication with other relevant organizations.

One of the principal activities of the lUCH is the hosting of the triennial

International Congress for Circumpolar Health. Such conferences provide a useful

and important forum for the exchange of Arctic medical research and health

problems. Thus far eight Congresses have taken place in Fairbanks, Alaska

(1967); Oulu, Finland (1970); Yellowknife. NUT. Canada (1974); Novosibirsk. USSR

(1978); Copenhagen, Denmark (1981); Anchorage, Alaska (1984); Umea, Sweden (1987)

and Whitehorse. Yukon Territory. Canada (1990).

The IX International Congress on Circumpolar Health (ICCH) will be held in

Reykjavik, Iceland, from June 20 - 25, 1993.

The lUCH is committed to ensuring the substantial involvement of aboriginal

peoples from all circumpolar nations in its work and circumpolar health Issues

generally. The Indigenous Program of the IX ICCH in Reykjavik will be

coordinated by the office of Dr. Ove Rosing Olsen (Inuit), Minister of Health and

Environment. Greenland Hoise Rule Government.

In addition to the triennial symposia, the lUCH has established a number

of working groups on specific health problems of the circumpolar regions,

including matters relating to cancer, family health, tobacco and health,

injuries, and AIDS.
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The lUCH also collects and disseminates Information on circumpolar health

and arctic medicine. The scientific journal ARCTIC MEDICAL RESEARCH is

published, on a quarterly basis, in collaboration with the Nordic Council for

Arctic Medical Research. The journal is indexed in Index Medicus and other

biomedical databases. lUCH members receive a subscription to this official

journal of the lUCH.

The J. A. Hildes medal which was established in 1986, by the lUCH
,

is

awarded to outstanding international scholars in the area of circumpolar health

and Arctic medicine. In 1990, at the Whitehorse Congress, the J. A. Hildes medal

was awarded to Ms. Evelyn Cambell of Canada; Professor Henrlk Forsius of Finland;

Professor Frederick A. Milan of Alaska; and Professor Yuri Nikitin of Russia.

MEMBERSHIP

The "adhering bodies" of the lUCH include the:

American Society for Circumpolar Health (ASCH)

Canadian Society for Circumpolar Health (CSCH)

Nordic Council for Arctic Medical Research (NCAMR)

Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Medical Sciences (AMS-SB)

Individual research workers, institutions, associations, or companies may adopt

affiliated membership if they are not represented by the four adhering bodies.

Current affiliated members include:

Scientific Committee for Antarctic Research (SCAR) - Working

Group on Human Biology
Society for Medical Research In Greenland

Icelandic Society for Circumpolar Health

Nordic Society for Arctic Medicine

Swedish Society for Arctic Medicine

The lyCH Council consists of 11 members: two from each of the four

adhering bodies, one from SCAR, and two delegates elected by the General

Assembly, which meets In connection with the ICCH.
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lUCH COUNCIL 1990-1993

Dr. J. P. Hart Hansen, President

(NCAMR- Denmark)

Mr. Carl Hild, Vice President

(ASCH-United States)

Dr. Kue Young, Secretary/Treasurer
(CSCH-Canada)

Dr. Ester Fjellheim (at large-Norway)

Dr. Gary Pekeles (at-large-Canada)

Dr. Jean Goodwill (CSCH-Canada)

Dr. Vlail Kaznacheev (AMS-SB-Russia)

Dr. John Middaugh (ASCH-United States)

Dr. Desmond Lugg (SCAR-Australia)

Dr. Yuri Nikitin (AMS-SB-Russia)

Dr. Hans Akerblom (NCAMR- Finland)

Dr. Hannu Vuori (Observer-UHO)

The lUCH Secretariat is located on the University of Alaska Anchorage

campus. This office is to provide administrative and management functions for

the overall organization, fundraising, and liaison with national and regional

governments in the circumpolar zone, and assistance in Council meetings and the

triennial International Congresses. The Executive Director of the Secretariat

office is Dalee Sambo, Inuit of Alaska.

HUMAN HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT
^

Many circumpolar human health problems can be directly attributed to

environmental conditions and specifically the degradation or destruction of the

environment, often by pollution sources far from circumpolar regions. In

addition, the pollutants from the industrialized Arctic-rim countries are of
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major concern to the lUCH. As has been testified to by CIA Director Robert

Gates, the problem of nuclear and industrial waste ocean dumping by the former

Soviet Union, will have grave human health effects. These environmental health

problems will require monitoring and basic "risk assessment" and this is where

the lUCH can best provide direct assistance.

The lUCH can assist governments, both regionally and at the community-

level, as to the environmental health problems that nay emerge and how to respond

to such problems. The lUCH membership can assist by answering the questions that

are raised by communities and also in providing information about the potential

effects. As a circumpolar-wide health organization, we can also provide

coordination of Arctic environmental health research.

Ue have nade numerous contacts regarding our offer of services to a number

of northern international fora. In particular, at the meeting of the

International Arctic Science Committee (lASC), held last year in Oslo, Norway,

lUCH President, Dr. Jens Peder Hart Hansen, was asked to Investigate the need and

opportunities for lASC to play a role in facilitating international cooperation

for research in medical and health sciences in the Arctic. At the recent Council

meeting of the lASC, April 1992, Dr. Hart Hansen Introduced an lUCH proposal

addressing liaison and cooperation, and the creation of a permanent lASC working

group on medical and health sciences consisting of the lUCH Council and a

temporary working group on monitoring of human health in the Arctic environment.

The lASC response to the proposal was formal agreement to liaise with the

lUCH through the lUCH President. Furthermore, they agreed to that the lUCH

Council would constitute a standing advisory body to lASC as to medical and

health services In the Arctic. lASC will also draw on lUCH advice as to
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including these sciences into multi-disciplinary programs being Initiated or

supported by lASC.

The lASC is now well informed about the activities and potential of the

lUCH and we are acknowledged as a body representing human health and medicine in

the circumpolar regions. The Executive of the lASC has already called upon lUCH

for specific advise on two health- related topics.

A very different example of "indirect" lUCH collaboration and cooperation

on health matters is with the "Finnish Initiative". At the ministerial

conference in Rovaniemi, Finland, June 1991, the eight Arctic countries adopted

the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy and commitLted themselves to

establish an Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program (AMAP) to monitor the

levels of, and assess the effects of, anthropogenic pollutants in all

compartments of the Arctic environment and to establish an Arctic Monitoring and

Assessment Task Force (AMATF) to implement the program. An AMAP Secretariat has

been established in Norway.

A working group is now finalizing a draft plan for the human health

dimension of this work. Denmark/Greenland has been appointed the so-called lead

country for the human health part of AMAP at a meeting in Tromso, Norway in

December 1991. The lUCH President, Dr. Hart Hansen, is the Chair of this working

group, thus, making the lUCH an indirect participant in this important work. In

addition to human health matters, other concerns include atmosphere, marine

environment, terrestrial environment, fresh water and rivers and remote, sensing

and modeling.

We have also offered our services, by way of an proposal, to the Northern

Forum, a regional government initiative with a Secretariat or main office in

Anchorage, Alaska. At the Third Northern Regions Conference in September 1990,
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lUCH President, Dr. Hart Hansen, chaired a session on clrcxmipolar health. From

this session emerged the recommendation that the lUCH encourage and establish new

means of international collaborative research on circumpolar health problems and

that further research in basic environmental and clinical sciences be adequately

supported. At the founding meeting of the Northern Forum in November 1991, the

lUCH proposal to provide support and assistance in all matters relating to

northern health was adopted.

Finally, we also have formalized a collaborative-working relationship with

the Inuit Circumpolar Conference (ICC). As many of you know, the ICC is an

international indigenous non- governmental organization representing the Inuit of

Alaska, Canada, Greenland and Russia. On July 24, 1992, the ICC General Assembly

adopted a resolution agreeing to formally cooperate and collaborate with the lUCH

in all areas of circumpolar health, and to further participate in the upcoming

IX International Congress on Circumpolar Health, scheduled for June 1993 in

Reykjavik, Iceland. We consider collaboration with northern indigenous

organizations, such as the ICC, essential to truly improving the overall health

conditions for northern peoples.

These are just some examples of the important contribution that the lUCH

can make to the area of Arctic or circumpolar health and social conditions. We

are eager to provide this assistance to the various agencies of the United States

government and its political sub-divisions. Such collaboration and cooperation

can be extremely beneficial to all northern peoples and governments.

If you would like more information or assistance, please call upon us.

Thank you for Che opportunity to submit this statement.
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American Society for Circumpolar Health

August 10, 1992

Senator Frank Murkowski
101 12th Avenue, Box 7

Fairbanks, AK 99701-6278

Honorable Senator Murkowski and
Members of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence:

As President of the American Society for Circumpolar Health
and Vice-President of the International Union for Circumpolar
Health I commend you for holding this hearing on the risks of
radioactive materials here in Alaska and the Arctic. This is a

timely hearing in that this past weekend's "Anchorage Daily News"
contained an article stating that a fire in western Russia is

burning an area contaminated after the Chernobyl incident. It is
known that the wind patterns in that region can bring the newly
re-airborne radioactive material into the Arctic and potentially
into northern Alaska.

Alaska has been a place for dealing with nuclear materials
for many years.

* The first nuclear powered electrical generator plant in
the world is not may miles from the site of your hearing and when
it was shut down it raised many local concerns as to the
pollution it may have, and may still be producing.

* The site of the first peaceful civilian use of atomic
power was to be here in Alaska where a harbor was proposed to be
blasted not far from the community of Point Hope.

* The Native populations of the north central part of the
state became contaminated in the mid-1960s with radioactive
cesium and strontium from the fallout of these materials after
atmospheric testing around the world. The global wind patterns
and magnetic drift of the particles caused them to precipitate
and bioaccumulate in the Arctic food chain. Radioactive body
burdens of up to 200 times the background levels were measured in
the people of Anaktuvik Pass.

* The largest of the country's nuclear underground 'tests
was performed at Amchitka Island in a very seismically active
region of our state. There are still concerns over the hundreds
of sea otters that were killed in the blast, as well as the
potential hazard if a major earthquake opens the cavern that the
blast created.

* A formal body of the indigenous people of the Arctic,
the Inuit Circumpolar Conference, has requested repeatedly that
the Arctic be a nuclear free zone.

* Most recently we have concerns coming from specific
sources in Russia.

Carl Hild David W Tetnplin Anita Todd-Tigert Jeanne R. Roche
President Vice President Treasurer Secieiaiy

PC Box 242822 • Anchorage. Alaska 99S24
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Chernobyl impacts are still being assessed. "Science" July
24, 1992, page 481 discussed the possible impact on the mind not
just from mental stress or "radiophobia, " but actual damage to
membrane phospholipids in brain cells. Our technology has out
paced our understanding of the impacts that proceed with the
advances that science provides. Now lack of government
regulation and structure in Russia may increase the chance of an
unintentional discharge of nuclear materials.

Internationally agencies of the United States have signed
two agreements in the past few years to cooperate with the
dissemination of information on circumpolar issues. The Finnish
Initiative and the International Arctic Science Committee (lASC) .

At the April 27-29, 1992 meeting of lASC it was agreed that the
"lUCH (International Union for Circumpolar Health) was the expert
body on health issues in the Arctic," and "Council decided to
liaise with lUCH through its President. lUCH's Council was asked
to constitute a standing advisory body to lASC as- to medical and
health services in the Arctic. lASC would also draw on lUCH
advice as to including these sciences into multi-disciplinary
programmes being initiated or supported by lASC."

As Vice-President of lUCH and President of the American
Society for Circumpolar Health, the adhering body of lUCH from
the United States of America, I urge you to follow the
international decision to involve our professional societies. I
request that any and all materials that result from the
investigation of the international transmigration of pollutants
be reviewed for their medical and health implications. I requestthat local, regional. State, and Federal health officials be
actively involved in the multi-disciplinary programs which should
result from these hearings and the growing concerns of Arctic
contamination. It is imperative to involve those to whom
community health has been entrusted. Every citizen cannot
understand the complexities and risk assessments that comprise
these highly technical issues. The monitoring researchers must
include the health scientists as well as the health care
providers, all of whom can provide explanations as to the health
impact of the changing environment to their own communities.

I thank you for your time and consideration of these issues.
The American Society for Circumpolar health has for a quarter of
a century worked to foster international cooperation in Arctic
health science research. We must be involved at some level in
any evaluation of nuclear monitoring in the circumpolar regions.

Sincerely,^ ^!i>i,//^
Carl M. Mild, M.S. Sci. Mgmt.
President ASCH
Vice-President lUCH
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Alaska Health Project
Information and advocacy on occupational and environmental health.

1818 W. Northern Lights Blvd., Suite 103. Anchorage. Alaska 99517
(907)276-2864 In State 800-478-2864 Fax 907-279-3089 Modem 907-279-3128

August 10, 1992

Senator Frank Murkowski
101 12th Avenue, Box 7

Fairbanks, AK 99701-6278

Honorable Senator Murkowski and
Members of the Senate Select Conunittee on Intelligence:

The Alaska Health Project (AHP) is a private, not-for-profit
corporation. Our goal is to improve the health of Alaskans

through top quality educational programs and environmental
research efforts to prevent pollution. We work to keep those who

must deal with hazardous materials or work in hazardous
situations safe from harm. As the Executive Director of this

agency I sit on the State of Alaska's Emergency Response
Commission (SERC) representing a public interest group.

The Federal SARA Title III, Community Right To Know Law,

requires that every citizen have the ability to learn what
hazardous materials may be used, stored, or transported in their

region. AHP sees this federal mandate applying to the pollutants
which are carried from other countries into our state by global
environmental forces.

We need to establish a regular system of documentation on

what transboundry pollutants are coming into Alaska. We need to

establish a mechanism to inform the public, public interest

groups such as AHP, and State agencies of contamination that may
impact the health of our residents.

We know Arctic Haze along the North Slope is caused by coal
fired electric generation and steel mills in eastern Europe. We

know that radioactive fallout from the atmospheric testing of the

1960 's fell on Alaska and concentrated in the people of the
northern interior due to their diet of caribou. We know that

Chernobyl set the Arctic world on edge wondering where those
materials would settle. Now we know that Russia is struggling to

deal with its massive internal problems.

It seems likely that there is greater chance today that the

people of Alaska will be exposed to incidental radioactive
materials due to an unanticipated release than there has been
over the past four decades that we would be the victims of a

nuclear attack. It is no longer an issue of being exposed

) tecvcled p3pet j^
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because one lives near a selected military target or strategic
site, it is every man, woman, child, animal, and plant in every
community, river, and region of the north.

If radioactive materials are released from the Chernobyl
area, during clean-up or as may be happening as this letter is
written due to a forest fire that is burning contaminated
regions, the fallout is very likely to sweep across the Arctic
and precipitate on our North Slope. Meanwhile if nuclear
reactors go off line, be they on land or in vessels, along the
eastern coastal areas of Russia then the atmospheric and ocean
contamination will sweep across the Bering Strait and into
western Alaska within a very short time.

The citizens of this state must be protected. The first
line of defense is monitoring for the types of events I have just
mentioned. That monitoring must be completed with an evaluation
by health specialists and other scientists to make a risk
assessment of the event. Then the public must be notified of
that risk and informed on how best to behave in order to maintain
their health. The Alaska Health Project is ready to make our
services available in such a situation, however we must know in
advance that we, and others of the health care community, are
going to be integrally networked with any monitoring system that
is proposed.

As the threat to the general population is no longer
military in focus we believe that the Community Right To Know Law
comes into effect. We believe that any monitoring scheme that is
implemented be interfaced closely with the SERC and those Local
Emergency Planning Committees who are planning the response to
potential releases of hazardous materials. We also believe that
there must be involvement of health scientists. Arctic health
science research has already been provided guidelines on how to
perform their work and provide information back to the impacted
communities from the American Public Health Association. (Copies
of that policy are enclosed)

I appreciate this opportunity to provide testimony to this
committee. I am willing to work with any group that may be
formed to address how best to keep the public informed on the
results of the monitoring of radioactive materials in the Arctic
and the risks to health which may result in any release.

Sincerely,

Carl M. Hild, M.S. Sci. Mgnt.
Executive Director

and SERC Menl>er

Enclosure: AHPA AHSRP
cc : SERC
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Nuclear concerns
Senate Fairbanks hearings a start

Central Intelligence Agency Director Robert Gates
interrupted his family's Alaska v?ication last

Saturday and put on a suit and tie to testify about the
CIA's knowledge of nuclear and heavy metals
pollution in the former USSR.

Although Mr. Gates wasn't very forthcoming and
offered little new information. Sen. Frank
Murkowski, R-Alaska. deserves credit for bringing
him to Alaska.

Following Gatesi testimony at the Fairbanks
hearing, several panels composed mainly of scientists,
university and government officials took to the stage!
There was a general consensus that nuclear and heavy
metals pollution in the Russian Arctic is widespread,
even catastrophic. But no one knows its tatent and
most say it first must be found and monitored, then
cleaned up if necessary.

On a related note, said Dr. Stephanie Pfirman of
the Environmental Defense Fund, the blanket of
winter arctic haze is comparable to the size of Africa— and it's not just affecting the Arctic. It extends into
Eurasia and even into the northern Midwest states.
How has the U.S. contributed to arctic haze, and what
will we do about it?

Summing up the day and voicing the thoughts of
many colleagues. Dr. Vera Alexander of the
University of Alaska Fairbanks succinctly said we
need an inter-disciplinary and multi-national
approach to decades of Soviet-era pollution.

In light of this, U.S. scientists and government
officials would do well by the American public — and
Alaskans in particular — if they followed the
Norwegians' lead. Briefly, the Norwegian government
is working with Russia to map where Soviet-era
nuclear dumping and testing took place at the
Scandinavian end of the Russian Arctic Ocean.

Alaskans who heard about the Fairbanks event
might well ask what it held for them. Part of the
answer came from sketchy testimony that revealed
polluted areas exist on the Alaska side of the former
Soviet empire. Yet their extent and exact locations
aren't widely known.

Like the Norwegians looking eastward, we must
look westward across the narrow Bering Strait to find
answers — and begin working with the nations and
people of the Arctic on solutions.
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Senator MuRKOWSKi. Well, as you might imagine, these hearings
are designed to hear from the witnesses, so I will conclude. We
have a full day with many presentations. So without further delay,
I'd like to introduce Secretary Bohlen and initiate the hearing.

Dr. Bohlen, please proceed with your statement.

[The prepared statement of Senator Murkowski follows:]

STATEMENT OF U.S. SENATOR FRANK H. MURKOWSKI

The fall of the Soviet regime has resulted in an outpouring of information about
the practices and activities of the Former Soviet Union.

Earlier this year, the Senate Intelligence Committee began to receive reports from
environmental and nuclear scientists in Russia detailing reckless nuclear waste dis-

posal practices, nuclear accidents, and uses of nuclear detonations that I frankly
found astonishing.
Also troubling is the fact that 15 Chemyobyl-style RBMK nuclear power reactors

continue to operate in the Former Soviet Union. These reactors lack a containment

structure, and they are designed in such a way that a nuclear reaction can actually
increase when the reactor overheats. As scientists here at the University of Alaska
and elsewhere have documented in their study of "Arctic Haze," the polar aiir mass
and prevailing weather patterns provide a pathway for radioactive contaminants
from eastern Europe and western Russia where many of these reactors are located.

The threats presented by these potential radioactive risks are just a part of a

larger Arctic pollution problem. Everyday industrial activities of the Former Soviet
Union continue to create pollutants. Let's face it, in a country struggling for its eco-

nomic survival, environmental protection isn't necessarily the highest priority
—and

that could be troubling news for the Arctic.

The Arctic is the principal source of food for many Alaskans. Small amounts of

heavy metals—possibly from industrial pollution or "Arctic haze"—are already mak-
ing their way into walrus and other marine mammals that feed many arctic resi-

dents. Will radionuclides follow? Do we have the monitoring mechanisms in place
to warn us should this occur? Can we address, through bilateral and multilateral

mechanisms, the need to halt the spread and promote the cleanup of these pollut-
ants? Who has the talent and capability to do this kind of work? These are all im-

portant questions we hope to explore today.
Today's hearing, whicn is the first ever field hearing of the Select Committee on

Intelligence, will hear from a remarkable list of witnesses in effort to explore these
issues from several different perspectives.
Because this is an international problem, we've asked the Assistant Secretary of

State Curtis Bohlen, to give us the State Department's perspective. As a senior
member of the Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee, Secretary Bohlen can
also tell us what can and should be done to scientifically assess the threats facing
the Arctic from these various pollutants.

Director of Central Intelligence Robert Gates will provide us with an assessment
of both the nuclear activities of the Former Soviet Union and the role that the CIA
can and should play in the environmental area—not only in this area but in the
realm of global change and other environmental concerns. The CIA of the post-cold
war era is forging new ground in the area of environmental intelligence under the

leadership of Robert Gates, and we are pleased that he has chosen this occasion
here in Alaska to outline some of his new initiatives.

Because many, including myself, have suggested that scientific and environmental

monitoring in the Arctic should be undertaken in collaboration with Russian sci-

entists, we've asked Donald O'Dowd, the Chairman of the Arctic Research Commis-
sion and the former President of the University of Alaska, to provide us with some
thoughts about the opportunities and problems involved in scientific cooperation
with the Russians. The Commission recently returned firom a series of meetings
with their counterparts in the Russian Academy of Sciences, so Dr. O'Dowd is

uniquely qualified to address this question.
The nation's top official for oceanic and atmospheric research, Dr. Ned Ostenso,

will outline the programs that NOAA can bring to bear on this problem. One of the
Environmental Protection Agencj^'s top radiation and mixed waste experts, Admiral
Richard Guimond, will provide the EPA's perspective on these problems.
We will also hear from a number of scientific and health experts

—including some
who have come from Russia, Denmark, Norway and elsewhere—to provide informa-
tion based on their experience, research and monitoring.
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We have representatives from the environmental community—one to specifically

address issues involving the dumping of nuclear materials in the ocean, and another

to present information gathered about a broader range of pollutants and the mecha-
nisms that transport them around the Arctic.

We have invited representatives of the North Slope Borough, the Inuit Circum-

polar Conference, and other representatives of the Native community to provide
their thoughts, and at the end of the day, we will hear fi-om a panel representing
an aUiance between the University of Alaska and a National Laboratory to set forth

some concrete ideas about the course of action that should be undertaken to address

some of these problems.
A number of other agencies, governments and organizations, including Finland,

Iceland, the U.S. Department of Energy, the Arctic Marine Resources Commission,
the International Union for Circumpolar Health, the American Society for Circum-

polar Health, the Alaska Health Project and many others, have also submitted writ-

ten testimony. I invite anyone in the audience to feel fi-ee to do so as well. The hear-

ing record will be kept open for two weeks for the acceptance of additional public

testimony.
We have a very full day, with many presentations. So without further delay, I'd

like to turn to Secretary Bohlen and get the hearing underway.

STATEMENT OF CURTIS BOHLEN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
OCEANS, INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL AND SCI-

ENTIFIC AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Secretary Bohlen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am indebted to

you for inviting me to testify today because I think this is a really
critical issue that has been ignored too long. And this is a mar-
velous opportunity for us to hear from various experts the state of

knowledge on this issue.

As far back as the 1940's the Soviet Union used the Barents and
Kara Seas, in the vicinity of Novaya Zemlya, for dumping nuclear
wastes. According to recent articles in the Russian press, reporting

by environmental groups, and information from other sources, esti-

mates suggest that as much as several billion curies of liquid and
solid radioactive material may have been dumped, apparently with
no concern for the environmental consequences. According to those

same sources, somewhere between 10 to 15 nuclear submarine re-

actor cores as well as the mid section of the first nuclear icebreaker

Lenin, with three reactors, now lie on the sea floor in the Barents
and Kara Seas. Other reports suggest that the sea off the

Kamchatka Peninsula has also been a dumping ground.
I think Mr. Gates will be able to give us much more detail on

that afterwards.
The disposal of these radioactive materials and other toxic chem-

ical and heavy metal wastes into the rivers which flow into the

Arctic Ocean is of great concern to Russia's neighbors around the

Arctic rim. The dumping and disposal activities may represent a
serious environmental tlu-eat in the longer term. Unfortunately, all

too little is known about the propensity of those radioactive and
toxic wastes to spread throughout the Arctic.

I want to emphasize the seriousness with which we in the State

Department and the whole U.S. government view these events. As
I said, Mr. Chairman, your hearing today is timely and provides an

opportunity to hear from both government and public witnesses

about what is known about this Arctic dumping.
Ultimately it is Russia that must assume the responsibility for

rectifying these environmental issues. But that does not mean that

the United States can sit by and do nothing. We must and we are
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beginning to ascertain the nature of the problem and whether there
is a Hkelihood of environmental danger to U.S. interests.

The first step is to seek fi*om the former Soviet Union more infor-

mation and support to determine precisely what dumping may
have occurred. TTiis we can do immediately. We strongly support
the effort by the Secretary General of the International Maritime

Organization to seek information from the Russian federation. And
I think the International Atomic Energy Agency may also have an
important role in this.

The next step is to undertake some sampling activities that may
help define the problem. The International Arctic Research Policy
Committee is presently developing a coordinated U.S. government
response to this. I'm pleased to say that we are working with other
U.S. agencies to place American scientists on ships transiting the
Arctic Ocean for the purpose of taking samples. Finally, we may be
able to use former Russian weapon scientists, ecologists and ocean-

ographers in a broader scale effort to assess the problem and begin
to outline what options there may be for Russia to correct the prob-
lem.
There are several things that are clear. There is a scarcity of

available baseline data about the sediment and water chemistry,
current circulation patterns, and the food web in the Arctic Ocean.
We must find out what data has already been collected in the
former Soviet Union and assess what new data collection is re-

quired.

Improving our understanding of these environmental situations
will require international cooperation and participation. A high de-

gree of cooperation and participation on the part of the Russian

government will be essential.

Let me outline several courses we are pursuing currently in the
Arctic. We are seeking to place a U.S. scientist on a joint Russian-

Norwegian research cruise, later next week. This vessel is planning
on making measurements and taking samples at or near approxi-
mately 16 dump sites in the vicinity of Novaya Zemlya. On August
12th the Russians advised our embassy that it was too late to join
the cruise but we have suggested now that we talk about future co-

operation on cruise missions, and so far indications are that their
attitude is very positive.
We are also pursuing the possibility of a U.S. platform to conduct

research. This past week I arranged to place a U.S. Geological Sur-

vey radionuclide chemist aboard the Coast Guard icebreaker Polar
Star. Next month this vessel will be invoved in geophysical seismic
research in the Chukchi Sea and northwest, toward Wragel Island,
and it will be an excellent oppportunity to take water samples.
The next year we're investigating the use of the Polar Star as it

is scheduled to make a transit of the Arctic Ocean through the
North Pole in the company of the Canadian icebreaker Louis St.

Laurent. And I should add that we've recently discussed with the
Russians the possibility of them adding a ship of their own to this,
so it would be a three-way international effort. The proposed track
for these ships will begin at Barrow on or about August 20th next

year and end at Tromso, Norway, in late September. The U.S.
Coast Guard, U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. National Oceanographic
and Atmospheric Administration, the Canadian Geological Survey,
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and the Canadigin Department of the Environment are all involved
in this effort.

A major gap in the proposed '92-93 sampling programs lies be-

tween the Kara and Chukchi Seas, particularly along Russia's Arc-
tic coastline. Conduct of the research in this area, approximately
parallel to the northern sea route, is probably most cost effective

if carried out predominantly by Russian scientists aboard Russian

ships, including their icebreakers. In this connection, the oppor-
tunity to use former weapons scientists in Russia is a good oppor-
tunity.
And that as I have alluded to earlier, we intend to explore the

possibility of using Russian environmental scientists, their marine
chemists, biologists, and geologists, to participate in retraining the
former weapons scientists. Knowledgeable U.S. scientists may as-

sist in this retraining. The retraining, if authorized, would be con-

ducted in conjunction with the International Science and Tech-

nology Center announced by Secretary Baker that we are trjdng to

establish in Russia.
These newly-trained scientists could, given their backgroxinds,

make additional contributions to the definition of the Arctic pollu-
tion problem and also sustain more complete and accurate monitor-

ing work in that region in the future. Moreover, the Russia Aid

Bill, which you are so responsible for, Mr. Chairman, that passed
the Senate recently, would provide support for these and other im-

portant environmental objectives in the Arctic.

I'd like to say just a few words about the progress we've made
in the last few years on international Arctic cooperation. This may
prove to be of great use in assessing the number waste issue. Until

recently we promoted our Arctic scientific and environmental inter-

ests internationally, through bilateral agreements or programs.
Aside from the 1973 agreement on the conservation of polar bears,
there was no Arctic-specific multilateral agreements or cooperative

arrangements. In the late 1980's the Soviet Union began express-

ing interest in region-wide arctic cooperation for the first time,

opening the door to prospects for such cooperation. As a result, the
Arctic countries, Finland, Canada, Denmark on behalf of Green-

land, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Russia and the U.S., are now co-

operating much more closely.
There are also two new Arctic initiatives which are relevant to

the issue before us today. The first is the International Arctic

Science Committee founded in August 1990. The lASC is a non-

governmental scientific organization established to encourage and
facilitate international consultation and cooperation for scientific

research concerned with the Arctic. It is comprised of representa-
tives from the eight arctic countries plus six others which are other
countries to have demonstrated substantial research in Arctic

science. The lASC consists of a counsel, a regional board, working
groups and a secretariat headquartered in Oslo, Norway. The U.S.

representative to this group is the National Academy of Sciences.

And I think the lASC must be requested to play a role in designing
and planning the needed assessment of these nuclear waste dis-

charges.
A second cooperative effort was initiated by Finland in 1989 and

resulted in what we know now as the Arctic Environmental Protec-
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tion Strategy. It was signed at a ministerial level meeting in

Rovaniemi, Finland in Jxine of 1991.
The Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy is a plan for co-

operation and coordination of Arctic countries' efforts to protect the
environment. It is based on state of the environment reports pre-

pared by individual lead countries and reviewed by all participants.
These focus on six specific areas: oil, acids, persistent chlorinated

organics, noise, and heavy metals, and radioactives. The strategy
summarizes these reports and calls for specific actions.

Obviously the focus on radioactivity may prove useful as a tool

in the situation with which we are concerned today. In particular,
the strategy's Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program, AMAP,
may prove useful. Its goals are to coordinate existing and future

monitoring efforts and to develop an Arctic data directory. Coun-
tries recognize that this first step of cooperation is essential to the
future coordination of our response to pollution treats. Norway has
volunteered to host the secretariat which is now located in Oslo.

The Environmental Protection Agency and National Oceanographic
Atmospheric Administration are the lead U.S. agencies for this pro-

gram. It is important that they both devote the necessary resources
and priorities to implement AMAP effectively. In particular, we
would request AMAP to undertake a long-term monitoring pro-

gram, a progr£im to monitor these dumped nuclear materials.
Mr. Chairman, there are also two other relevant bilateral agree-

ments with Russia which bear on the problem of marine pollution.
One is the 1972 U.S.AJSSR agreement on cooperation in the field

of environmental protection which will be discussed by my col-

league from EPA. The other concerns oil pollution. It is the agree-
ment between the United States and the Soviet Union concerning
cooperation in combating pollution in the Bring and Chukchi Seas,
which was developed under the umbrella of the 1972 agreement
and signed in May of 1989. The purpose of the agreement is to es-

tablish a mechanism to deal with the risk to the marine environ-
ment posed by potential oil development in the Bering Sea by both

countries, and tanker traffic associated with such development and
with the development of oil production in the Beaufort Sea. It's also

designed to deal with pollution risks associated with the transport
of other hazardous substances.
Pursuant to the agreement, both countries established a joint

marine pollution contingency plan to facilitate a coordinated re-

sponse to a pollution accident threatening one or both countries
and to provide a communication net work and command structure
for dealing with such incidents. The plan provides for prior agree-
ment on procedures and responsibilities including customs £uid im-

migration clearances for personnel to enable response teams to

move more quickly and effectively to contain or clean up a pollution
incident. The plan also provides for regular coordination meetings
and exercises. The plan is implemented and maintained by the U.S.
Coast Guard and their Russian counterparts in the field of pollu-
tion response. While one might question what an oil pollution
agreement has to do with nuclear waste dumping, the fact is that
the agreement is a useful precedent. It demonstrates that the U.S.
and Russia can reach agreement on an effective umbrella arrange-
ment for dealing with environmental issues.
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Mr. Chairman, this describes some of the efforts that the depart-
ment is addressing, using to address environmental threats in the
^ctic. I think it's very clear that we don't know nearly as much
as we need to about the effects of this dumping by the former So-

viet Union, but I want to assure you that you have attracted our
attention and we're going to go full throttle to see what we can do
about this problem.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Bohlen follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF

CURTIS BOHLEN,

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE

FOR OCEANS AND INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL

AND SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS, BEFORE THE

SENATE SELECT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

AUGUST 15, 1992

MR. CHAIRMAN:

I AM PLEASED TO APPEAR BEFORE THIS SUBCOMMITTEE TO DISCUSS

INTERNATIONAL ISSUES RELATING TO RADIOACTIVE AND OTHER

ENVIRONMENTAL THREATS TO THE UNITED STATES AND THE ARCTIC

RESULTING FROM PAST SOVIET ACTIVITIES.

AS FAR BACK AS THE 1940 'S, THE SOVIET UNION USED THE

BARENTS AND KARA SEAS, IN THE VICINITY OF NOVAYA ZEMLYA, FOR

DUMPING NUCLEAR MASTES, ACCORDING TO RECENT ARTICLES IN THE

RUSSIAN PRESS, REPORTING BY ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS, AND

INFORMATION FROM OTHER SOURCES. ESTIMATES SUGGEST THAT AS MUCH

AS SEVERAL BILLION CURIES OF LIQUID AND SOLID RADIOACTIVE

MATERIAL MAY HAVE BEEN DUMPED. APPARENTLY WITH NO CONCERN FOR
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ITS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. ACCORDING TO THE SAME

REPORTS , SOMEWHERE BETWEEN 10-15 NUCLEAR SUBMARINE REACTOR

CORES, AS WELL AS THE MID-SECTION OF THE FIRST NUCLEAR

ICE-BREAKER, LENIN, WITH THREE REACTORS, NOW LIE ON THE SEA

FLOOR IN THE BARENTS AND KARA SEAS. OTHER REPORTS SUGGEST THAT

THE SEA OFF THE KAMCHATKA PENINSULA HAS ALSO BEEN A DUMPING

GROUND .

THESE DUMPING AND DISPOSAL ACTIVITIES MAY REPRESENT A

SERIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL THREAT IN THE LONGER TERM.

UNFORTUNATELY, ALL TOO LITTLE IS KNOWN ABOUT THE PROPENSITY OF

THOSE RADIOACTIVE AND TOXIC WASTES TO SPREAD THROUGHOUT THE

ARCTIC.

I ALSO WANT TO EMPHASIZE THAT WE IN THE STATE DEPARTMENT,

AND THROUGHOUT THE U.S. GOVERNMENT, TAKE THESE CONCERNS

SERIOUSLY AND ARE SEEKING TO ADDRESS THESE CONCERNS. YOUR

HEARING TODAY IS A USEFUL OCCASION FOR BRINGING TOGETHER BOTH

GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC WITNESSES TO ASCERTAIN WHAT IS KNOWN

ABOUT ARCTIC DUMPING IN GOVERNMENT CIRCLES AND IN ACADEMIA.
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MR. CHAIRMAN, ULTIMATELY IT IS RUSSIA THAT MUST ASSUME THE

RESPONSIBILITY FOR RECTIFYING THESE ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES. BUT

THAT DOES NOT MEAN THAT THE UNITED STATES CAN SIT BY AND DO

NOTHING. WE MUST, AND WE ARE. BEGINNING TO ASCERTAIN THE

NATURE OF THE PROBLEM AND WHETHER THERE IS A LIKELIHOOD OF

ENVIRONMENTAL DANGER TO U.S. INTERESTS.

THE FIRST STEP IS TO SEEK FROM THE FORMER SOVIET UNION MORE

INFORMATION AND SUPPORT TO DETERMINE PRECISELY WHAT DUMPING MAY

HAVE OCCURRED. WE WILL DO THIS IMMEDIATELY. THE NEXT STEP IS

TO UNDERTAKE SOME SAMPLING ACTIVITIES THAT MAY HELP TO DEFINE

THE PROBLEM. I AM PLEASED TO SAY THAT WE ARE WORKING WITH

OTHER U.S. AGENCIES TO PLACE AMERICAN SCIENTISTS ON SHIPS

TRANSITING THE ARCTIC OCEAN FOR THE PURPOSE OF TAKING SAMPLES.

FINALLY, WE MAY BE ABLE TO USE FORMER RUSSIAN WEAPONS

SCIENTISTS IN A BROADER-SCALE EFFORT TO ASSESS THE PROBLEM AND

BEGIN TO OUTLINE WHAT OPTIONS THERE MAY BE FOR RUSSIA TO

CORRECT THE PROBLEM.

SEVERAL THINGS ARE CLEAR:

- • THERE IS A SCARCITY OF BASELINE DATA ABOUT THE

SEDIMENT AND WATER CHEMISTRY, CURRENT CIRCULATION

PATTERNS, AND THE FOOD WEB IN THE ARCTIC OCEAN.
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IMPROVING OUR UNDERSTANDING OF THESE ENVIRONMENTAL

SITUATIONS WILL REQUIRE INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND

PARTICIPATION.

A HIGH DEGREE OF COOPERATION AND PARTICIPATION ON THE

PART OF THE RUSSIAN GOVERNMEKT WILL BE REQUIRED.

LET ME OUTLINE TWO COURSES WE ARE PURSUING IN THE ARCTIC:

WE HAVE BEEN LOOKING INTO THE PARTICIPATION BY A U.S.

SCIENTIST (OR SCIENTISTS) ON A JOINT RUSSIAN-NORWEGIAN

RESEARCH CRUISE IN LATE-AUGUST EARLY SEPTEMBER. THIS

VESSEL IS PLANNING ON MAKING MEASUREMENTS AND TAKING

SAMPLES AT OR NEAR APPROXIMATELY 16 DUMP SITES IN THE

VICINITY OF NOVAYA 2EMLYA. ON AUGUST 12 THE RUSSIANS

ADVISED OUR EMBASSY THAT IT WAS TOO LATE TO JOIN THE

CRUISE. THEY SUGGESTED THAT WE TALK ABOUT FUTURE

COOPERATION ON CRUISE MISSIONS AND INDICATED THEIR

ATTITUDE TO THIS WAS VERY POSITIVE.

WE ARE ALSO PURSUING THE POSSIBILITY OF A U.S.

PLATFORM TO CONDUCT RESEARCH. WE HAVE ARRANGED TO

PLACE A U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY RADIO-NUCLIDE CHEMIST

ABOARD THE COAST GUARD ICEBREAKER, POLAR STAR, ALSO IN

THE LATE-AUGUST TO LATE-SEPTEMBER TIMEFRAME. THIS

VESSEL WILL BE PRIMARILY INVOLVED IN GEOPHYSICAL
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SEISMIC RESEARCH AND ITS COURSE WILL BE CONSTRAINED BY

THE ICE-PACK. WE EXPECT IT TO REACH AS FAR AS 600

NAUTICAL MILES NORTH-NORTHWEST OF ALASKA OVER THE

CHUKCHI CAP.

IN THE 1993 TIMEFRAME. WE ARE INVESTIGATING THE USE OP THE

POLAR STAR WHICH IS SCHEDULED TO MAKE A TRANSIT OF THE ARCTIC

OCEAN, THROUGH THE NORTH POLE. IN THE COMPANY OF THE CANADIAN

ICE-BREAKER, LOUIS ST. LAURENT. THE PROPOSED TRACK FOR THESE

SHIPS WILL BEGIN AT BARROW, ALASKA, ON OR ABOUT AUGUST 20,

1993, AND END AT TROMSO, NORWAY, ABOUT SEPTEMBER 26, 1993. THE

U.S. COAST GUARD, THE U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, THE U.S. NATIONAL

OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION, THE CANADIAN GEOLOGICAL

SURVEY AND THE CANADIAN DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT ARE

INVOLVED IN THIS EFFORT.

A MAJOR GAP IN THE PROPOSED 1992-93 SAMPLING PROGRAMS LIES

BETWEEN THE KARA AND CHUKCHI SEAS, PARTICULARLY ALONG RUSSIA'S

ARCTIC COASTLINE. CONDUCT OF THE RESEARCH IN THIS AREA,

APPROXIMATELY PARALLEL TO THE NORTHERN SEA ROUTE, IS PROBABLY

MOST COST EFFECTIVE IF CARRIED OUT PREDOMINATELY BY RUSSIAN

SCIENTISTS ABOARD RUSSIAN SHIPS, INCLUDING ICEBREAKERS. IN

THIS CONNECTION, THE OPPORTUNITY TO USE FORMER WEAPONS

SCIENTISTS PRESENTS ITSELF.
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ACCORDINGLY, AS I ALLUDED TO EARLIER, WE WILL PROPOSE THAT

CONSIDERATION BE GIVEN TO THE IDEA OF USING RUSSIAN

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTISTS—MARINE CHEMISTS. BIOLOGISTS AND

GEOLOGISTS—TO PARTICIPATE IN RE-TRAINING THE FORMER WEAPONS

SCIENTISTS. KNOWLEDGEABLE U.S. SCIENTISTS MAY ASSIST IN THIS

RETRAINING. THE RE-TRAINING IF AUTHORIZED WOULD BE CONDUCTED

IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENCE' AND TECHNOLOGY

CENTER ANNOUNCED BY SECRETARY BAKER.

THESE NEWLY-TRAINED SCIENTISTS COULD, GIVEN THEIR

BACKGROUNDS, MAKE ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DEFINITION OF

THE ARCTIC POLLUTION PROBLEM, AND ALSO SUSTAIN MORE COMPLETE

AND ACCURATE MONITORING WORK IN THAT REGION IN THE FORESEEABLE

FUTURE.

MR CHAIRMAN, I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO SAY A FEW WORDS ABOUT THE

PROGRESS WE HAVE MADE IN THE LAST FEW YEARS IN INTERNATIONAL

ARCTIC COOPERATION — WHICH MAY PROVE TO BE OF GREAT USE IN

ADDRESSING THE NUCLEAR WASTE ISSUE. UNTIL RECENTLY, WE

PROMOTED OUR ARCTIC SCIENTIFIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL INTERESTS

INTERNATIONALLY THROUGH BILATERAL AGREEMENTS OR PROGRAMS.

ASIDE tROM THE 1973 AGREEMENT ON THE CONSERVATION OF POLAR

BEARS, THERE WERE NO ARCTIC-SPECIFIC MULTILATERAL AGREEMENTS OR
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COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENTS. IN THE LATE 1980S, THE SOVIET UNION

BEGAN EXPRESSING INTEREST IN REGION-WIDE ARCTIC COOPERATION FOR

THE FIRST TIME, OPENING THE DOOR TO PROSPECTS FOR SUCH

COOPERATION. AS A RESULT, THE ARCTIC COUNTRIES - FINLAND,

CANADA, DENMARK (GREENLAND), ICELAND, NORWAY, SWEDEN, RUSSIA,

AND THE U.S. - ARE NOW COOPERATING MORE CLOSELY THAN EVER

BEFORE .

THERE ARE ALSO TWO INTERNATIONAL FORA WHICH ARE RELEVANT TO

THE ISSUE BEFORE US TODAY. THE FIRST IS THE INTERNATIONAL

ARCTIC SCIENCE COMMITTEE (lASC), FOUNDED IN AUGUST 1990. lASC

IS A NON-GOVERNMENTAL SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATION ESTABLISHED TO

ENCOURAGE AND FACILITATE INTERNATIONAL CONSULTATION AND

COOPERATION FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH CONCERNED WITH THE ARCTIC.

IT IS COMPRISED OF REPRESENTATIVES FROM EIGHT ARCTIC COUNTRIES

WHICH ARE FOUNDING MEMBERS, PLUS SIX OTHERS WHICH HAVE

DEMONSTRATED SUBSTANTIAL RESEARCH IN ARCTIC SCIENCE - THE

UNITED KINGDOM, GERMANY, FRANCE, THE NETHERLANDS, POLAND, AND

JAPAN. lASC CONSISTS OF A COUNCIL, A REGIONAL BOARD, WORKING

GROUPS, AMD A SECRETARIAT. HEADQUARTERED IN OSLO, NORWAY. THE

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE TO lASC IS THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OP SCIENCES.
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A SECOND COOPERATIVE ARCTIC EFFORT WAS INITIATED BY FINLAND

IN 1989, AND RESULTED IN THE ARCTIC ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION

STRATEGY. IT WAS SIGNED AT A MINISTERIAL-LEVEL MEETING IN

ROVANIEMI, FINLAND ON JUNE 14, 1991.

THE ARCTIC ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION STRATEGY IS A PLAN FOR

COOPERATION AND COORDINATION OF ARCTIC COUNTRIES' EFFORTS TO

PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT.

THE STRATEGY IS BASED ON STATE OF THE ENVIRONMENT REPORTS

PREPARED BY INDIVIDUAL LEAD COUNTRIES AND REVIEWED BY ALL

PARTICIPANTS. THESE FOCUS ON SIX SPECIFIC AREAS: OIL, ACIDS,

PERSISTENT CHLORINATED ORQANICS, NOISE, AND HEAVY METALS, AND

RADIOACTIVITY. THE STRATEGY SUMMARIZES THESE REPORTS AND CALLS

FOR SPECIFIC ACTIONS.

OBVIOUSLY, THE FOCUS ON RADIOACTIVITY MAY PROVE USEFUL AS A

TOOL IN THE SITUATION WITH WHICH WE ARE CONCERNED TODAY. IN

PARTICULAR, THE STRATEGY'S ARCTIC MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT

PROGRAM MAY PROVE USEFUL. ITS GOALS ARE TO COORDINATE EXISTING

AND FUTURZ MONITORING EFFORTS AND TO DEVELOP AN ARCTIC DATA

DIRECTORY. COUNTRIES RECOGNIZE THAT THIS FIRST STEP OF

COOPERATION IS ESSENTIAL TO THE FUTURE COORDINATION OF OUR

RESPONSE TO POLLUTION THREATS. NORWAY HAS VOLUNTEERED TO HOST
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THE SECRETARIAT, WHICH IS NOW LOCATED IN OSLO. THE

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY AND THE NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC

AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION ARE THE LEAD U.S. AGENCIES FOR

THIS PROGRAM.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THERE ARE ALSO TWO OTHER RELEVANT BILATERAL

AGREEMENTS WITH RUSSIA WHICH ALSO BEAR ON THE-PROBLEM OF MARINE

POLLUTION. ONE IS THE 1972 US/USSR AGREEMENT ON COOPERATION IN

THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION, WHICH WILL BE DISCUSSED

BY MY COLLEAGtre FROM THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. THE

OTHER CONCERNS OIL POLLUTZOM. IT IS THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE

UNITED STATES AND THE SOVIET UMZON CONCERNING COOPERATION IN

COMBATTING POLLUTIOli IN THE BERING AMD CHUKCHI SEAS, WHICH WAS

DEVELOPED UNDER THE UMBRELLA OF THE 1972 AGREEMENT, AND SIGNED

MAY 11, 1989. THE PURPOSE OF THE AGREEMENT IS TO ESTABLISH A

MECHANISM TO DEAL WITH THE RISKS TO THE MASIME ENVIRONMENT

POSED BY POTERTIAL OIL DBVELOPNENT IN THE BERING SEA BY BOTH

COUNTRIES, AND TAMXBS TRAFFIC ASSOCIATED WITH SUCH DEVELOPMENT

AND WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF OIL PRODUCTION IN THE BEAUFORT

SEA. IT IS ALSO DESIGNED TO DEAL WITH THE POLLUTION RISKS

ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRANSPORT OF OTHER HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES.
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PURSUANT TO THE AGREEMENT BOTH COUNTRIES ESTABLISHED A

JOINT MARINE POLLUTION CONTINGENCY PLAN TO FACILITATE A

COORDINATED RESPONSE TO A POLLUTION INCIDENT THREATENING ONE OR

BOTH COUNTRIES, AND TO PROVIDE A COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK AND

COMMAND STRUCTURE FOR DEALING WITH SUCH INCIDENTS. THE PLAN

PROVIDES FOR PRIOR AGREEMENT ON PROCEDURES AND

RESPONSIBILITIES, INCLUDING CUSTOMS AND IMMIGRATION CLEARANCES

FOR PERSONNEL, TO ENABLE RESPONSE TEAMS TO MOVE MORE QUICKLY

AND EFFECTIVELY TO CONTAIN OR CLEAN UP A POLLUTION INCIDENT.

THE PLAN ALSO PROVIDES FOR REGULAR COORDINATION MEETINGS AND

EXERCISES. THE PLAN IS IMPLEMENTED AND MAINTAINED BY THE U.S.

COAST GUARD AND THEIR RUSSIAN COUNTERPARTS IN THE FIELD OF

POLLUTION RESPONSE. WHILE ONE MIGHT QUESTION WHAT AN OIL

POLLUTION AGREEMENT HAS TO DO WITH NUCLEAR WASTE DUMPING, THE

FACT IS THAT THE AQSEEMENT IS A USEFUL PRECEDENT. IT

DEMONSTRATES THAT THE U.S. AND RUSSIA CAN REACH AGREEMENT ON AN

EFFECTIVE UMBRELLA ARRANGEMENT FOR DEALING WITH ENVIRONMENTAL

ISSUES.

THIS DESCRIBES SOME OP THE EFFORTS OF THE DEPARTMENT TO

ADDRESS ENVIRONMENTAL THREATS TO THE ARCTIC. I WOULD BE HAPPY

TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS.
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Senator Murkowski. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Just a couple of questions. You, I believe, have been in Alaska

for the last 10 days, have visited the Pribilofs, you were in Nome
for the Arctic Research Commission Meeting, and you've been here
at the University of Alaska for the Conference on Arctic Policy.
Alaskans have always been a little sensitive to the emphasis of the
State Department and the National Science Foundation on Antarc-

tica, when we in Alaska see the Arctic from a perspective of people,

resources, development and lots of questions but not very many an-

swers. And I'm wondering, if, as a consequence of your trip, what
kind of a message you might take back to convince some of your
colleagues that much of the future wealth of North America lies in

the Arctic. And we've got some questions that need scientific atten-

tion.

Secretary Bohlen. Well, I would say first that it's become in-

creasingly obvious in the last few years that the Antarctic is vitally

important as a scientific laboratory to determine what is happening
to the global environment, and of course the discovery of the ozone
hole there was a prime example of this, and our ability to take ice

corings from the glaciers. All of this is showing what we can learn

from the Antarctic in terms of the vital processes that affect the

globe. Having said that, I'm convinced after this trip that our na-

tions—that the Arctic is far more important to our nation's vital in-

terests. And not only are we very close to Russia and the contami-
nants that are being discussed today, but there are many other

processes that we need to know much better, much more about in

the Arctic, and above all, we have in the Arctic people that have
lived here for generations. You don't find that in the Antarctic. And
for these and many other reasons, I think we need to greatly in-

crease our focus on the Arctic. I can't speak for the National
Science Foundation but I can certainly speak for the State Depart-
ment, that we are going to reorient our thinking in this direction.
Senator MURKOWSKI. Earlier this month I had an occasion to

have a meeting with the Russian Ambassador to the United States,
Ambassador Lukin. And yesterday I was given a copy of a letter,

I might add it was in Russian, which purported to be an official

policy statement of Russia relative to the subject matter of our

hearing. And Mr. Garman tells me that it was translated last

evening and that you might have had a chance to briefly scan it.

We're going to enter that letter into the record. I'm not going to

read it; it's rather lengthy. But I'd wonder if you'd care to comment
on it at this time.

Secretary Bohlen. Well, I was encouraged by it. I think the
most—maybe I could read the most pertinent paragraph. Toward
the end of the letter, the Ambassador, Ambassador Lukin, empha-
sizes that "Russia would be extremely interested in cooperation
with the United States in the field of monitoring of environment
in Arctic on bilateral basis, as well as in the framework of multilat-

eral cooperation of Arctic states, in particular, on the program of
Arctic monitoring and assessment." That's the AMAP program I

mentioned earlier. That is certainly consistent with all the discus-

sions we have had with the Russians. I think there is going to be
a good deal of interest in the kind of cooperation that is needed.
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Senator MURKOWSKI. My last question is relative to the tendency
in Washington for the bureaucracies to kind of overwhelm each
other. And I'm curious to know if you feel in your area of respon-
sibility that we've got an adequate balance here, in the sense that
the National Science Foundation, the Interagency Arctic Research
Policy Committee in the Arctic Research Commission, the Environ-
mental Protection Agency, NOAA and others all have a role in the
Arctic. Somebody's got to orchestrate clearly the definitive prior-
ities for Arctic research and, of course, that's part of your respon-
sibility. And I wonder how those decisions are made. Is it the best

prevailing argument on the merits, or the seniority within the

structure, or the Agency that happens to have the funds? Often-
times we get a little frustrated because we think we see an unmet
priority but we can't seem to prevail in the structure that decides
where the priorities lie.

Secretary Bohlen. Well, we do have an excellent interagency
committee that deals with Arctic issues. But that's only as effective
as the policy leadership above them. And that's what I view as my
task now is to make sure they get that inspirational direction to
focus on these issues. And of course, it's a factor, as you well know,
Mr. Chairman, of the budget. I would like to see NOAA take a
much more active role than they are now in the Arctic, but that's
a question of getting them the necessary funds. I think my visit to
Nome a few days ago that you mentioned was to attend a meeting
of the Arctic Research Commission. That was my first exposure to
this commission, which was created I think by an act that you were
involved in in 1984. I think that commission has a great potential
for achieving better coordination among the various agencies. But
my ofQiand observation is that they don't control the purse strings,
and unless you control the purse strings, it's very difficult to medce

agencies move in the direction you want.
Senator Murkowski. Well, Mr. Secretary, as one who's in the

policy-making role in the State Department with regard to oceans
and environment, we look to your for leadership. And there's an old

saying in Alaska, when one sled dog said to the other, "the scenery
never changes unless you're leading the pack." It's nice to know
that you're leading the pack and that we can look to you as the in-

dividual to coordinate the priorities that come up through the proc-
ess. And we very much appreciate your traveling to Alaska and
spending so much time here and we look forward to the message
that you're going to take back to Washington.

Secretary Bohlen. I don't consider a visit to Alaska a hardship.
A great pleasure indeed. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Murkowski. Thank you very much. I hope that you can
be with us for a portion of the day and invite you to stay with us

through this panel.
We're going to call the Director of the Central Intelligence Agen-

cy, Mr. Gates, at this time. And as he comes up I will make a few
introductory remarks. Mr. Gates has been in his capacity as Direc-
tor of the CIA for almost a year now. And we very much appreciate
his being with us. We've got the seat warmed up for you and you
can begin.
Speaking for the Chairman, Senator Boren and myself, and the

Members of our bipartisan Committee, probably the only one in the
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United States Senate, that the opportunity to work with you £ind

your colleagues has been very gratifying and we certainly commend
you for your leadership and the fresh vision which you have

brought to the agency and also to the policy makers in Washington,
DC.
Mr. Gates, I very much appreciate the fact that you've taken

time off from your family vacation to be up here with us today and
to communicate some of the activities of your agency relative to in-

telligence on the environment. As we tailor our capabihties to a

changing world, changing opportunities, it is clearly an obligation
of the Intelligence Community to focus in on environment^ con-

cerns that constitute a potential threat. And with that. 111 look for-

ward to your remarks. Please proceed.
[The prepared statement of Director Gates follows:]
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Testimony for the DCI at University of Alaska Rearing

I am here today at the request of Senators Boren and

Murkowski and Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, to address

two issues: possible environmental threats resulting from past

Soviet nuclear activities; and the role of the Intelligence

Community in addressing environmental problems.

Let me first discuss the role of the Intelligence Community

with regard to environmental problems.

As you know, on November 15th last year, the President

signed the most far reaching directive to assess fut\ire

intelligence priorities since CIA and the Intelligence Community

were created in 1947. The directive required some 20 policy

agencies and departments to identify their intelligence needs to

the year 2005. Their responses highlight the increased

importance of environmental concerns as an intelligence issue.

The National Security Council has integrated all the expressed

priorities into one overall list and the Intelligence Community

Is using this list as a guide for allocating resources.

Policymakers and members of Congress are asking CIA to

Increase its study of environmental issues because we have

special skills, resources, and unique insights. For example:
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o At th« request bf Senator Murkowski, a team of analysts

has been working to assess the potential environmental

consequences of long-term nuclear testing and waste

disposal practices of the former Soviet Union.

o Earlier this year I was asked by the President's Science

Advisor, Dr. 0. Allan Bromley, and Senator Albert Gore,

to assist NASA in its effort to collect and analyze

satellite data on the environment. The project—called

the Earth Observation System—will help scientists to

answer some of today's most pressing environmental

questions such as "How do the oceans, forests, desert and

atmosphere interact as an integrated system?" and "Is the

earth's climate changing?" The CIA will provide guidance

to NASA concerning the most -efficient means for

processing the large quantities of data that it is

collecting for this project—because we have vast

expertise in this area.

o At Or. Bromley's suggestion, the Intelligence Community

recently assvoned membership on the Committee on Earth and

Environmental Research, which has become the primary

coordinating body for national environmental programs.
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Membership on the Cominittee will provide the Intelligence

Community a better understanding of the Committee's

activities and requirements and will improve intelligence

support to our environmental policymakers.

o Senators Gore and Hurkowski have asked whether CIA data

could be released to environmental scientists who are

studying global change—and I have agreed to form a team

of cleared scientists who will examine our data and

determine what would be useful to environmental science,

o Under th^ Congressionally directed Dual Use Technology

Initiative, technology developed under the auspices of

the Intelligence Community will be transferred to the

private sector where appropriate—technology especially

useful in answering questions in areas like the

environment, law enforcement, and medicine. Twelve

projects—costing $30jnillion—have been selected.

Roughly half of the funds are for environmental projects.

Intelligence is applying its special capabilities to

nontraditional areas—such as the environment and related foreign

nuclear safety issues. For several years the CIA has brought a

value-added to the work done on these problems—in our analysis.
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our use of unique collection assets, and in our ability to

collect and assimilate vast quantities of information.

For example, CIA analysts assessed the scope of the

unprecedented environmental damage which occurred when Iraqi

forces sabotaged Kuwaiti oil fields last year." Agency

specialists used enhanced commercial weather satellite imagery to

track daily oil slick movements in the gulf and. they used unique

collection systems and commercially-available Landsat imagery to

verify the number, location, and status of the burning oil wells

in Kuwait. The dita used by CENTCOM in the bombing that stopped

the flow of oil into the Gulf was provided by intelligence. The

CIA worked with private experts to develop and build a computer

model capable of projecting concentrations of key pollutemts--

primarily sulfur dioxide and particulates—and their impact on

human health and crops.

Since the late 1980s, the Intelligence Community has been

contributing to OS government efforts to work with other

coxintries to protect the global environment from a host of

threats:

o Ozone depletion, which poses risks of increased skin

cancer, blindness, declining agricultural yields, and
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fisheries losses, will only be stopped by a worldwide

effort—laid out in the Montreal Protocol—to stop using

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) . The Intelligence Community

has been following this problem for several years and is

starting work on a program to determine whether we can

monitor emissions of CFCs.

o Tropical deforestation is a phenomenon that jeopardizes

the world's climate, causes local problems such as

flooding and mudslides, and leads to the extinction of

plant and* animal species needed for biomedical research.

CIA analysts have done work on these issues, using

satellite imagery and other tools, to support US

policymakers in their multi-year efforts to secure an

international treaty on forest protection.

o Possible climate change, and measures adopted by

governments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in an

effort to avert it, have potentially far-reaching

consequences. As US negotiators worked at length to

forge the international agreement on this important issue

that opened for signature two months ago in Rio, CIA

analysts provided them, over the course of a three-year
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period, with a comprehensive series of reports on this

multi-faceted problem.

Other similar issues that are the subject of ongoing

analytic work include: ocean dumping of hazardous substances;

water scarcity and degradation; the environmental consequences of

narcotics cultivation; the impact of earthquakes and other

natural disasters; food shortages and agricultural resource

decline; and the pressures faced by developing and industrialized

coxintries alike as they grapple with the costs of environmental

protection. While some of these projects have been started

within the past several years, many go back a long way. Our work

on agriculture, for example, has been ongoing for decades.

A related subject for intelligence is monitoring the nuclear

power programs in countries of concern. This is not a new issue

for intelligence. And this brings me to the second and primary

part of my presentation—possible environmental threats arising

from past Soviet nuclear activities, CIA has kept an eye on the

Soviet nuclear power progreun since the startup of their first

small prototype power reactor in 1954. In the years that

followed, we compiled an extensive collection of technical

literature on the program and on the reactors themselves. CIA

integrates this data with information acquired from our

6
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satellites to assess the national security, economic, and safety

implications of the program.

Since the Chernobyl disaster in 1986, CIA experts have

worked closely with other US government agencies to prepare

detailed studies of Soviet-designed power reactors. He are now

working with these agencies to determine the most effective way

to improve the safety of these reactors. At the same time, we

continue to collect Information on reactor problems such as the

recent accident at the Chernobyl-type reactor located near St.

Petersbxirg, Russi)^.

CIA has monitored Soviet handling of nuclear waste since

1948, when the reactor that produced the plutonium for the first

Soviet nuclear weapon began operation, lie now look at

environmental contamination due to ar variety of nuclear

activities—most of which supported nuclear weapons production—

and questions about the safety of stored but radioactive liquid

and solid waste. This includes reprocessing of fuel from

civilian and naval reactors, and naval nuclear activities.

The former Soviet Union's attitude toward safety in handling

radioactive waste materials was lackadaisical from the very

beginning of its nuclear program. Radioactive wastes resulting
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from the extraction of plutonium for the USSR's first nuclear

weapons at Chelyabinsk-65 were discharged directly into the Techa

river, resulting in severe contamination of the watershed for

thousands of kilometers downstream. Subsequent practices were

hardly better—highly radioactive waste was dumped into Lake

Karachay at -the plant beginning in 1951. Today, despite ongoing

cleanup efforts, 120 million curies of radioactive materials are

in the lake, and as little as one hour's exposure to the

radiation at the shoreline could be fatal. Radioactive

contamination in^the groundwater has spread 2 to 3 kilometers

from the lake. Additionally, an explosion in a waste tank at the

site in 1957 contaminated over 23,000 square kilometers, and much

of the land remains unusable today.

The situation in Chelyabinsk—though perhaps the most

severe—is hardly unique. Similar plants in Tomsk-7 and

Krasnoyarsk-26 also contaminated the local environment. Open

pools of water at Tomsk reportedly contain elevated levels of

plutonivuB and other radioisotopes, resulting, in considerable

wildlife contamination, including elk, hare, duck, and fish,

which are consumed by the local populace. Reactors at the

Krasnoyarsk plutonium production plant use water directly from
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the Yenisey River for cooling, and have contaminated the river

with cesium, strontium, and other radioisotopes for hundreds of

kilometers downstream. One of these reactors remains operational

today .

Even though these facilities are not in the Arctic, their

impact has been observed in the region. All watersheds from

these sites flow to the Arctic Ocean, and waste from the polluted

Techa River reportedly was discovered in the Arctic as early as

1951. Moreover, the waste handling practices at these sites vers

all too typical ^ Soviet attitudes toward nuclear safety and the

•nvironiBent.

The greatest single source of radioactive contamination of

the Arctic environment has been from nuclear weapons testing,

especially atmospheric testing at the Novaya Zenlya test sits in

the Arctic from 1955 to 1962. About half of the USSR's

approximately 200 atmospheric tests were conducted at Novaya

Zemlya. Virtually all of their highest yield explosions were

conducted there, with a total yield of over 300 megatons. Among

these was the world's largest explosion in l961~approximataly 55

megatons, over 3,000 times the yield of the Hiroshima explosion.

In addition to sometimes severe local contamination from fallout.
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Soviet: atmospheric testing also was the greatest contributor to

radioactive contamination of Alaska and northern Canada.

The severity of the contamination decreased dramatically

after the 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty—especially in Alaska and

Canada—but Soviet underground nuclear weapons testing and

peaceful nuclear explosions continued. Russian statements

indicate over 130 peaceful nuclear explosions for mining, seismic

sounding, or creation of underground storage cavities were

conducted throughout the Soviet Union. A few of these explosions

were part of a program to develop the capability to excavate

canals using nuclear explosions. These crater-producing

explosions produced widespread contamination. In an August 1987

test, for example, the concrete plug placed to contain the

explosion was blown out of the tunne-l, and radioactive material

spewed into the atmosphere. Some of the other explosions may

havs contaminated the local groundwater, and a few may have

leaked radioactive materials. Except for tests at Novaya Zemlya,

which sometimes spread contamination into the broader Arctic

environment, these leaks probably produce only limited local

cont2UDination .

10
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Soviet nuclear reactor accidents also have contributed to

contamination of the Arctic. Numerous studies have documented

the disproportionately heavy fallout in northern Norway, Sweden,

and Finland from the Chernobyl' accident in April 1986. Fifteen

of the unsafe Chernobyl '-type nuclear reactors remain in

operation in the former Soviet Union, and together with other

types of old, unsafe Soviet-designed reactors, , comprise over half

of the power reactors now operating in the CIS and Eastern

Europe. In the Arctic, four small reactors using similar

technology to the- Chernobyl' reactors are at the remote

settlement of Bilibino in the Russian Par East, and a power plant

on the Kola peninsula has four aging pressurized-water reactors.

The demise of the USSR and its Bast European client governments

has left all of the reactors largely bereft of material support

and regulatory guidance. The situation is made worse by the

region's severe economic problems, which are undermining efforts

to maintain and improve safe operations.

In addition to power reactors, hundreds of reactors are

aboard CIS submarines and naval vessels, the majority of which

are based in or near Arctic waters. A September 1985 explosion

during refuelling of a Soviet nuclear submarine near Vladivostok

11
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illustrates the potential for serious accidents in these

reactors. The explosion scattered radioactive material onshore

and into the bay, which reportedly was only haphazardly and

incompletely cleaned up. In addition, comments by former Soviet

navy personnel and two well-publicized sinkings of Soviet

submarines since 1986 illustrate the danger fire and accidents

pose to CIS submarine reactors. The large number and advancing

age of these reactors will increase safety risks, particularly as

the CIS begins to dismantle many of the vessels.

Deliberate dVimping of radioactive waste materials into

Arctic waters, or improper land-based storage is another source

of radiological pollution. The USSR dumped substantial

quantities of radioactive waste in Arctic waters, including the

three damaged original nuclear reactors of the icebreaker Lenin,

and reportedly reactors from several svibmarines—including some

with nuclear fuel aboard. Radioactive wastes, mostly from naval

reactors, also are buried on Arctic shores. Only Soviet records,

if any, or detailed scientific surveys can determine the amoiint,

type, and potential hazards from the material which has been

dumped. I expect that we will learn mora about these and other

concerns in light of the new scientific cooperation, such as the

12
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joint Russian-Nozvegian' expedition to survey nuclear waste

disposal sites in the Kara Sea planned for this month, and

infomation-sharing made possible by the collapse of Communism.

The newly free republics of the former Soviet Union and

Eastern Europe face enormous environmental challenges. The

deteriorating industrial infrastructure presents a high risk of

disasters. The chemical and energy sectors—where much of the

equipment is old and in need of replacement—appear to face the

highest risk, but serious breakdowns could occur in railroads,

civil aviation, and nuclear power plants. In some cases,

accidants have already occurred. For example, an oil well in

Uzbakistan drilled with inadequate equipment ruptured in March,

contaninating farmland and threatening to pollute a vital river.

Only through intensive round-the-clock efforts, aided by US

experts who in turn were supported by intelligence reports, were

workers able to cap the well and protect the river.

Environsantal destruction caused by Soviet troops in Eastern

Europe is adding substantially to the already heavy cleanup

burdens new governments face as the result of foxir decades of

•nvironaental neglect by the region's former communist rulers.

13
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The destruction being revealed by the pullout of Soviet forces

clearly will take nany years and billions of dollars to repair.

Corroded petroleum, oil, lubricants, pipelines and storage tanks

as well as poor fuel-handling practices make contamination of

soil and groundwater the most ubiquitous pollution problem at

former Soviet facilities. Lax safety standards combined with

poor storage and accounting practices at ammunition depots have

led to soil and water contamination with a variety of heavy

metal, acids, and other toxic—and often explosive—wastes.

Solvents, paints;, coatings, and plating materials have been

poorly stored and carelessly dumped. Troop maneuvers involving

heavy tracked vehicles and live-firing exercises have destroyed

terrain, worsened erosion and water pollution, and contsu&inated

the soil with lead and other substances. Unexploded ordnance

presents a safety hazard in and around training areas. East

European governments are assessing the dimensions of the

pollution problem they have inherited from the Soviet military,

but it probably will be many years before these areas can be

cleaned up and returned to productive use.

Another Region struggling with the residue of Soviet actions

is Central Asia's Aral Sea basin. Over the past 30 years, Soviet

14
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'•fforts to ttxpand Central Asian cotton production—which required

diverting large quantities of water front the rivers that feed the

Aral—has reduced the sea by over 40 percent of its volume and 60

percent of its surface area. The leaking and dumping of

pesticides into water supplies, the absence of water pricing

policies, and fierce competition for water—particularly among

the Uzbeks and Turkmen—have significantly worsened Central

Asia's critical water situation. Existing political, economic,

and ethnic tensions in the region are being further strained by

Aral "refugees'* moving to cities in search of guaranteed medical

care, secure employment, a stable soxirce of drinking water, and

essential foodstuffs. Central Asian leaders—faced with serious

economic and political difficulties—have discussed cooperation

on environmental issues, but have yet to formulate, much less

implement, a concrete plan to halt the Aral's desiccation. Even

under the best possible circumstances, with effective regional

cooperation and massive foreign assistance, it will take at least

five to tens years of consistent effort before any progress in

halting the Aral's destruction can be realized. Without such

cooperation, the Aral basin is likely to become an environmental

dead zone.

15
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Although the CIS is faced with a daunting legacy of

environmental problems, it is making progress in some areas. For

exeunple, for several years they have been converting highly

radioactive civilian and military waste to glass— in order to

immobilize it and make it more manageable. In other areas, key

data on existing and potential environmental problems does not

exist because Soviet authorities feared collecting the data might

compromise secret activities.

The CIS co\intries will be unable to meet the costs of clean

up—estisated at^-billions of dollars. Russia took the lead in

launching an environmental protection plan based on economic

incentives in 1991, but lack of revenues as industrial output

declines has resulted in a negative balance that is getting

worse. Although CIS environmental tainisters have agreed to

cooperate on some environmental issues—such as joining with the

EC on funds to help with costs incurred from Chernobyl'—each

country has turned to the West for aid, including technology and

expertise, and will continue to do so. But they have yet to

prioritize needs, or to resolve such issues as ownership of land

and industrial assets and liability for damages.

16
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For its part, the CIA is helping US agencies working with

the CIS to identify the most pressing problems so that our

government leaders can ensure that US assistance is used

effectively.

The issues that I've talked about today are all considered

"nontraditional" intelligence issues. They do not constitute the

bulk of CIA's work, but they are important areas of interest to

the President and other leaders in our government. In an era of

declining budgets , it. will be a special challenge for th«

Intelligence Community to enhance its capabilities in some of

these newer areas, while continuing to monitor more traditional

concerns such as proliferation, terrorism, regional disputes, the

former Soviet Union and some aspects of international economic

affairs.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT N. GATES, DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE

Director Gates. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm here today at the

request of Senators Boren and Murkowski and the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence to address two issues: possible environ-
mental threats resulting from past Soviet nuclear activities, and
the role of the Intelligence Community in addressing environ-
mental problems.
Let me first briefly discuss the role of the Intelligence Commu-

nity with regard to environmental problems.
As the Senate and House Intelligence Committees know, on No-

vember 15th last year the President signed the most far-reaching
directive to assess future intelligence priorities since CIA and the

Intelligence Community were created in 1947. The directive re-

quired some 20 policy agencies and departments to identify their

intelligence needs to the year 2005. Their responses highlighted the
increased importance of environmental concerns as an intelligence
issue. The National Security Council has integrated all of the ex-

pressed priorities into one overall document and the Intelligence
Community is using this document as a guide for reallocating its

resources.

Policy makers and members of Congress are asking CIA and the

Intelligence Community to increase their study of environmental
issues because we have special skills, resources and unique in-

sights. For example, at the request of Senator Murkowski, a team
of analysts has been working to assess the potential environmental

consequences of long-term nuclear testing and waste disposal prac-
tices of the former Soviet Union. Earlier this year I was asked by
the President's Science Advisor, Dr. Allan Bromley, and Senator
Albert Gore to assist the National Aeronautic and Space Adminis-
tration in its effort to collect and analyze satellite data on the envi-

ronment. The project, called the Earth Observation System, will

help scientists answer some of today's most pressing questions on
the environment, such as how do the oceans, forests, deserts and
atmosphere interact as an integrated system, and is the earth's cli-

mate changing? CIA will provide guidance to NASA concerning the
most efficient means for processing the large quantities of data
that it is collecting for this project, because we have a great deal
of expertise in this area.
At Dr. Bromley's suggestion, the Intelligence Community re-

cently assumed membership on the Committee on Earth and Envi-
ronmental Research, which has become the primary coordinating
body for national environmental problems and programs. Member-
ship on the Committee will provide the Intelligence Community a
better understanding of the Committee's activities and require-
ments and will improve intelligence support to our environmental

policy makers.
Senators Gore and Murkowski also have asked whether CIA data

could be released to environmental scientist who are stud5dng glob-
al change; and I have agreed to form a team of cleared scientists

who will examine our data and determine what would be useful to
environmental science.

Under the Congressionally-directed Dual Use Technology Initia-

tive, technologies developed under the auspices of the Intelligence
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Community will be transferred to the private sector where appro-
priate; technology especially useful in answering questions in areas
like the environment, law enforcement and medicine. Twelve
projects costing $30 million have been selected and roughly half of
the money is for environmental projects.

Intelligence is also applying its special capabilities to other non-
traditional areas, such as the environment and related foreign nu-
clear safety issues. For several years the CIA has brought a value-
added to the work done on these problems, in our analysis, our

unique collection assets, and in our ability to collect and assimilate
vast quantities of information.
For example, CIA analysts assessed the scope of the unprece-

dented environmental damage which occurred when Iraqi forces

sabotaged Kuwaiti oil fields last year. Agency specialists used en-
hanced commercial weather satellite imagery to track daily oil slick

movements in the Gulf and they used unique collection systems
and commercially available Landsat imagery to verify the number,
location and status of the burning oil wells in Kuwait. The data
used by the Central Command in the bombing that stopped the
flow of the oil into the Gulf was provided by U.S. Intelligence. CIA
worked with private experts to develop and build a computer model
capable of projecting concentrations of key pollutants, primarily
sulfur dioxide and particulates, and their impact on human health
and crops.

Since the late 1980's the Intelligence Community has been con-

tributing to U.S. government efforts to work with other countries
to protect the global environment from a host of threats:
Ozone depletion, which poses risks of increased skin cancer,

blindness, declining agricultural yields, and fisheries losses, will

only be stopped by a worldwide effort, as laid out in the Montreal
Protocol, to stop using chlorofluorocarbons, CFC's. The Intelligence
Community has been following this problem for several years and
is starting work on a program to determine whether we can mon-
itor emissions of CFC's.

Tropical deforestation is a phenomenon that jeopardizes the
world's climate, causes local problems such as flooding and mud
slides, and leads to the extinction of plant and animal species. CIA
analysts have done work on these issues, using satellite imagery
and other tools to support U.S. policy makers in their multi-year
effort to secure an international treaty on forest protection.

Possible climate change, and measures adopted by governments
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in an effort to avert it, have

potentially far-reaching consequences. As U.S. negotiators worked
at length to forge an international agreement on this important
issue that opened for signature two months ago in Rio, CIA ana-

lysts provided them, over the course of a three-year period, with a

comprehensive series of reports on this multi-faceted problem.
Other similar issues that are the subject of ongoing analj^ic

work include ocean dumping of hazardous substances; water scar-

city and degradation; the environmental consequences of narcotics

cultivation; the impact of earthquakes and other natural disasters;
food shortages, and agricultural resources decline; and the pres-
sures faced by developing and industrialized countries alike as they
grapple with the costs of environmental protection. While some of
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these projects have been started within the past several years,

many go back a long time. Our work on agriculture, for example,
has been going on for decades.

A related subject for intelligence is monitoring the nuclear power
programs in countries of concern. This is not a new issue for us.

And it brings me to the second and primary part of my presen-
tation: possible environmental threats arising from past Soviet nu-

clear activities. CIA has kept an eye on the Soviet nuclear power
program since the start-up of their first small prototype power re-

actor in 1954. In the years that followed, we compiled an extensive

collection of technical literature on the program and on the reactors

themselves. CIA integrates this data with information acquired
from our satellites to assess national security, economic, and safety

implications of the program.
Since the Chernobyl disaster in 1986, CIA experts have worked

closely with other U.S. government agencies to prepare detailed

studies of Soviet-designed power reactors. We are now working
with these agencies to determine the most effective way to improve
the s^ety of these reactors. At the same time, we continue to col-

lect information on reactor problems such as the recent accident at

the Chernobyl-type reactor located near St. Petersburg, in Russia.

CIA has monitored Soviet handling of nuclear waste since 1948,
when the reactor that produced the plutonium for the first Soviet

nuclear weapon began operation. We now look at environmental
contamination due to a variety of nuclear activities, most of which

supported nuclear weapons acquisition and production, and ques-
tions about the safety of stored but radioactive liquid and solid

waste. This includes the reprocessing of fuel from civilian and
naval reactors and naval nuclear activities.

The former Soviet Union's attitude toward safety in handling of

radioactive waste materials was, to say the least, lackadaisical

from the very beginning of its nuclear program. Radioactive wastes

resulting from the extraction of plutonium for the USSR's first nu-

clear weapons at Chelyabinsk-65 were discharged directly into the

Techa River, resulting in severe contamination of the watershed for

thousands of kilometers downstream. Subsequent practices were

hardly better; highly radioactive waste was dumped into Lake

Karachay at the plant beginning in 1951. Today, despite ongoing
cleanup efforts, 120 million curies of radioactive materials are in

the lake, and as little as one hour's exposure to the radiation at

the shoreline could be fatal. Radioactive contamination in the

groundwater has spread two to three kilometers from the lake. Ad-

ditionally, an explosion in a waste tank at the site in 1957 contami-

nated over 23,000 square kilometers, and much of the land remains
unusable today.
The situation in Chelyabinsk, although perhaps the most severe,

is hardly unique. Similar plants in Tomsk-7 and Krasnoyarsk-26
also contaminated the local environment. Open pools of water at

Tomsk reportedly contain elevated levels of plutonium and other

radioisotopes, resulting in considerable wildlife contamination, in-

cluding elk, duck, fish and hare, which are consumed by the local

population. Reactors at the Krasnoyarsk plutonium production
plant use water directly from the Yenisey River for cooling, and
have contaminated the river with cesium, strontium, and other
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radioisotopes for hundreds of kilometers downstream. One of these
reactors remains operational today.
Even though these facilities are not in the Arctic, their impact

has been observed in the region. All watersheds from these sites

flow to the Arctic Ocean, and waste from the polluted Techa River

reportedly was discovered in the Arctic as early as 1951. Moreover,
the waste handling practices at these sites were all too typical of
Soviet attitudes toward nuclear safety and the environment.
The greatest single source of radioactive contamination of the

Arctic environment has been from nuclear weapons testing, espe-
cially atmospheric testing at the Novaya Zemlya test site in the
Arctic from 1955 to 1962. About half of the USSR's approximately
200 atmospheric tests were conducted at Novaya Zemlya. Virtually
all of their highest yield explosions were conducted there, with a
total yield of over 300 megatons. Among these was the world's larg-
est nuclear explosion in 1961, approximately 55 megatons, over

3,000 times the yield of the Hiroshima explosion. In addition to

sometimes severe local contamination from fallout, Soviet atmos-

pheric testing also was the greatest contributor to radioactive con-
tamination of Alaska and northern Canada.
The severity of the contamination decreased dramatically after

the 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty, especially in Alaska and Can-
ada, but Soviet underground nuclear weapons testing and peaceful
nuclear explosions continued. Russian statements indicate over 130

peaceful nuclear explosions for mining, seismic sounding, or cre-

ation of underground storage cavities, were conducted throughout
the Soviet Union. A few of these explosions were a part of the pro-

gram to develop the capability to excavate canals using nuclear ex-

plosions. These crater-producing explosions produced widespread
contamination. In an August 1987 test, for example, the concrete

plug placed to contain the explosion was blown out of the tunnel,
and radioactive material spewed into the atmosphere. Some of the
other explosions may have contaminated the local groundwater and
a few may have leaked radioactive materials. Except for tests at

Novaya Zemlya, which sometimes spread contamination into the
broader Arctic environment, these leaks probably produced only
limited local contamination.

Soviet nuclear reactor accidents also have contributed to con-

tamination of the Arctic. Numerous studies have documented the

disproportionately heavy fallout in northern Norway, Sweden and
Finland from the Chernobyl accident in April 1986. Fifteen of the

Chemobyl-tj^e nuclear reactors remain in operation in the former
Soviet Union, and together with other types of old, unsafe Soviet-

designed reactors, comprise over half of the power reactors now op-

erating in the Commonwealth of Independent States and Eastern

Europe. In the Arctic, four small reactors using similar technology
to the Chernobyl reactors are at the remote settlement of Bilibino

in the Russian Far East, and a power plant on the Kola peninsula
has four aging pressurized water reactors. The demise of the USSR
and its East European client governments has left all of the reac-

tors largely bereft of material support and regulatory guidance.
The situation is made worse by the region's severe economic prob-
lems, which are undermining efforts to maintain and improve safe

operations.
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In addition to power reactors, hundreds of reactors are aboard
CIS submarines and naval vessels, the majority of which are based

in or near Arctic waters. A September 1985 explosion during re-

fueling of a Soviet nuclear submarine near Vladivostok illustrates

the potential for serious accidents in these reactors. The explosion
scattered radioactive material on shore and into the bay, which re-

portedly was only haphazardly and incompletely cleaned up. In ad-

dition, comments by former Soviet navy personnel and two well-

publicized sinkings of Soviet submarines since 1986 illustrate the

danger fire and accidents pose to CIS submarine reactors. The

large number and advancing age of these reactors will increase

safety risks, particularly as the CIS begins to dismantle many of

the vessels.

Dehberate dumping of radioactive waste materials into Arctic

waters or improper land-based storage is another source of radio-

logical pollution. The USSR dumped substantial quantities of ra-

dioactive waste in Arctic waters, including the three damaged origi-

nal nuclear reactors of the icebreaker Lenin, and reportedly reac-

tors from several submarines, including some with nuclear fuel

aboard. Radioactive wastes, mostly from naval reactors, also are

buried on Arctic shores. Only Soviet records, if any, or detailed sci-

entific surveys can determine the amount, type and potential haz-

ards from the material which has been dumped. I expect \ye
will

learn more about these and other concerns in light of new scientific

cooperation, such as the joint Russian-Norwegian expedition to sur-

vey nuclear waste disposal sites in the Kara Sea planned for this

month, and information-sharing made possible by the collapse of

Communism.
The newly free republics of the former Soviet Union and Eastern

Europe face enormous environmental challenges. The deteriorating
industrial infi-astructure presents a high risk of disasters. The
chemical and energy sectors, where much of the equipment is old

and in need of replacement, appear to face the highest risk, but se-

rious breakdowns could occur in radlroads, civil aviation, and nu-

clear power plants. In some cases, accidents have already occurred.

For example, an oil well in Uzbekistan drilled with inadequate
equipment ruptured in March, contaminating farmland and threat-

ening to pollute a vital river. Only through intensive roimd-the-

clock efforts, aided by U.S. experts who are in turn supported by
U.S. intelligence information, were workers able to cap the well

and protect the river.

Environmental destruction caused by Soviet troops in Eastern

Europe is adding substantially to the already heavy cleanup bur-

dens new governments face as the result of four decades of environ-

mental neglect by the region's former communist rulers. The de-

struction being revealed by the puUout of Soviet forces clearly will

take many years and billions of dollars to repair. Corroded petro-

leum, oil and lubricants pipelines and storage tanks, as well as

poor fuel-handling practices make contamination of soil and

groundwater the most ubiquitous pollution problem at former So-

viet facilities. Lax safety standards combined with poor storage and

accounting practices at ammunition depots have led to soil and
water contamination with a variety of heavy metals, acids and
other toxic—and often explosive

—materials. Solvents, paints, coat-
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ings, and plating materials have been poorly stored and carelessly

dumped. Troop maneuvers involving heavy tracked vehicles and
live firing exercises have destroyed terrain, worsened erosion and
water pollution, and contaminated the soil with lead and other sub-
stances. Unexploded ordnance presents a safety hazard in and
around training areas. East European governments are assessing
the dimensions of the pollution problem they have inherited from
the Soviet military, but it probably will be many years before these
areas can be cleaned up and returned to productive use.

Another region struggling with the residue of Soviet actions is

Central Asia's Aral Sea basin. Over the past 30 years, Soviet ef-

forts to expand Central Asian cotton production, which required di-

verting large quantities of the water from rivers that feed the Aral,
has reduced the sea by over 40 percent of its volume and 60 per-
cent of its surface area. The leaking and dumping of pesticides into

water supplies, the absence of a water pricing policy, and fierce

competition for water, particularly among the Uzbeks and
Turkmen, have significantly worsened Central Asia's critical water
situation. Existing economic, political and ethnic tensions in the re-

gion are being further strained by Aral refugees moving to cities

in search of guaranteed medical care, secure employment, a stable

source of drinking water, and essential food stuffs. Central Asian
leaders faced with serious economic and political difficulties have
discussed cooperation on environmental issues but have yet to for-

mulate, much less implement, a concrete plan to halt the Aral's

desiccation. Even under the best possible circumstances, with effec-

tive regional cooperation and massive foreign assistance, it would
take at least five to 10 years of consistent effort before any
progress in halting the Aral's destruction can be realized. Without
such cooperation, the Aral basin is likely to become an environ-

mental dead zone.

Although the CIS is faced with a daunting legacy of environ-

mental problems, it is making progress in some areas. For exam-

ple, for several years they have been converting highly radioactive

civilian and military waste to glass in order to immobilize it and
make it more manageable. In other areas, key data on existing and

potential environmental problems does not exist because Soviet au-

thorities feared collecting the data might compromise secret activi-

ties.

The CIS countries will be unable to meet the costs of cleanup,
estimated at billions of dollars. Russia took the lead in launching
an environmental protection plan based on economic incentives in

1991, but the lack of revenues as industrial output declines has re-

sulted in a negative balance that is getting worse. Although CIS
environmental ministers have agreed to cooperate on some environ-

mental issues, such as joining with the European community on
funds to help with costs incurred from Chernobyl, each country has
turned to the West for aid, including technology and expertise, and
will continue to do so. But they have yet to prioritize needs, or to

resolve such issues as ownership of land and industrial assets and

liability for damages.
For its part, CIA and the Intelligence Community are helping

U.S. agencies working with the CIS to identify the most pressing
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problems so that our government leaders can ensure that U.S. as-

sistance is used effectively.
The issues that I've talked about today are all considered non-

traditional intelligence issues. They don't constitute the bulk of our

work, as Senator Murkowski indicated, but they are important
areas of interest to the President, the Congress, and others in our

government. In an era of declining budgets, it will be a special

challenge for us in the Intelligence Community to enhance our ca-

pabilities in some of these newer areas while continuing to monitor
more traditional concerns such as proliferation, terrorism, regional

disputes, the former Soviet Union, and aspects of international eco-

nomic affairs.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Murkowski. Thank you very much, Mr. Gates.

I think you've certainly laid out the situation as it exists, and

certainly highlighted the exposure. I wonder if you can provide us
with any explanation relative to the prevailing lackadaisical atti-

tude that has been evidenced in the Soviet's disposal of high level

nuclear waste, recognizing that they have a knowledge of their ex-

posure if nuclear wastes are improperly disposed of. Can you en-

lighten us at all on why there was not more consideration given to

the proper disposal of this waste?
Director Gates. Well, it's hard to say, but I would speculate that

the primary reason, particularly during the period of the worst pol-

lution, in the 1940's and 1950's, had to do with the urgency of the

tasks of producing nuclear weapons and the single-mindedness
with which that was undertaken by the Soviet government at the

time, without regard for the costs, either financial or environ-

mental or the impact on human life, in terms of exposure of indi-

viduals to radioactive contamination and so forth. Over the years,
there was some gradual improvement in Soviet handling of radio-

active wastes, but it was throughout decidedly inferior to the han-

dling of that waste elsewhere in the world. For example, the Sovi-

ets moved from dumping radioactive waste, high levels of radio-

active waste, into rivers; they moved from that to dumping them
in lakes, and then into storage containers; and now this new meas-
ure that I described of turning it into glass to immobilize it. So
there have been some improvements over the years, but fundamen-

tally these measures have been decidedly inferior to those in the
West £ind have clearly been inadequate.

Senator Murkowski. I wonder if you have any information rel-

ative to the health effects on the residents of the areas. It's a vast

area. I gather there is not much documentation. But I can recall

a meeting I had in Washington with a gentleman by the name of

Nikolai Vorontsov who was the former environmental minister of

the Soviet Union. He made some starting revelations about the
health effects on residents, but much of that information has not

been able to be substantiated because of lack of any centrahzed
documentation.

Director Gates. We don't have any independent assessment of

the impact on the population. There have been some studies, we
understand, done by Soviet authorities in the past, but it's our be-

hef that these studies are probably deeply flawed because of the

unreliability of the data gathering and the way in which the stud-
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ies were carried out and also a political agenda associated with the
studies. I think that the kind of studies that are needed of this sort

may now become possible with the collapse of Communism and
with greater levels of interest on the part of the new Russian au-
thorities.

Senator MURKOWSKI. Cooperation obviously between Russia and
the United States on the environment depends on stability of gov-
ernment, and there's always a continued concern about President
Yeltsin's, I won't say state of health, but the state of the political
situation over there. The economic situation in Russia is obviously
a factor in that stability. I wonder if you could give us any assess-
ment on the current status of that stability. Might we look forward
with pretty good odds to a continuation of the current government,
or is there still a relatively high level of risk that the bad guys in
the wings are ready to come out and reinstitute the regime that we
had previously seen prevalent in Russia?

Director Gates. Well, I think that there's no possibility of a res-
toration of the previous regime or of Communism. As you suggest,
Russia, in particular, is undergoing severe economic hardslup. It

clearly has political implications. President Yeltsin has a fine line
to walk between going forward with political and economic reform
and at the same time trying to provide or to assure that people are
fed and that people continue to have jobs. So far he remains clearly
the most popular and, I would say, the most skilled politician in
Russia. His poll numbers have been declining over the months as
these economic hardships have increased and as the measures, the
economic reform measures, have begun to bite. But I think it's rea-
sonable to say that we see no imminent threat to his continuation
in office, and I think he still has tremendous public support. I

think reform continues to have substantial support. But there are

undoubtedly going to be some zigzags in this course as these people
try to do something that's virtually unprecedented in history, and
that is try to change their political and economic systems from a

1,000 year legacy of autocracy, Communism and state-directed eco-

nomic activity to a Western-style democracy, and market economy.
It's never been done before, certainly not on this scale, so I think
it would be unfair to Mr. Yeltsin to underestimate the challenge
that faces him. I think he's done a pretty remarkable job so far.

Senator MURKOWSKI. I'm wondering, in our relationship with the
Russians relative to monitoring activities associated with the envi-

ronment, is it on the basis of a quid pro quo where they want some-

thing from us in order for you to get a cooperative effort on a joint
evaluation of a particular environmental priority? In other words,
if we are going to go in and evaluate sites of nuclear activity, do

they want some of our information as well, or are they pretty much
in a cooperative mode where they understand that they need our

help.
Director Gates. We have, not had any exchanges with the Rus-

sians, among the intelligence services, on information relating to

nuclear waste or the kinds of environmental problems that I dis-

cussed in my statement. There is, in our government, a federal co-

ordinating council on science, engineering and technology, and
there is a subgroup of that that deals with environmental issues,
and it is in that forum that discussions with the Russians would
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go forward I think, in terms of exchanges of data on the kinds of

issues we'd been discussing, that would be more under the auspices
of other agencies of the government than the Intelligence Commu-
nity.

Senator MURKOWSKI. You mentioned in your statement the

thought of clearing scientists for classified information. I wonder if

you can elaborate a little further, because I know it would be of in-

terest to many who are going to testify today, relative to their par-

ticipation with the Central Intelligence Agency. What specifically

might you have in mind that you can tell us?
Director GATES. The basic purpose in the endeavor that is under-

way now is to ascertain whether in the now 30-some-year-old ar-

chive of satellite-collected information, particularly imagery sat-

eUites, there is information in that data bank, stretching back over

that period of time, that would allow environmental scientists to

document change in the global environment. And the first step in

what we're trying to do, and there's a coordinating committee made
up of Congressional staff, the Intelligence Community, and the sci-

entific community, is to identify scientists in some 10 different dis-

ciplines who woiUd receive security clearances and be given access

to this data in order that they might ascertain whether or not

there is value in it for the scientific community. And if they con-

clude that there is, then the next step will be for us to figure out

how we might be able to make that data available for exploitation.
We also probably will draw on their help and offer our help, par-

ticularly in this NASA project, with respect to the information-han-

dling architecture for the vast quantities of data that are going to

be collected by the earth observation system. We probably have
more experience than anyone in the world in terms of processing
and integrating this kind and quantity of data, and I think we can

perhaps have something to offer in that arena as well. So the pur-

pose of it is simply, in effect, to allow the formation of a search

party to explore this data and see if there's something there that

can be of value.
Senator MURKOWSKI. Senator Boren and I collaborated on this

question and we thought it appropriate to have it in the record,
and as you know, our Intelligence Community voted on the 1993

Intelligence budget, which the Senate will debate when we return
in September. And there's going to be some who want to take some

deep cuts, as much as an additional two billion. I'm curious to

know for the record if this amendment is adopted, how it will affect

the ability of the Intelligence Community to continue its emerging
role in global environmental issues.

Director Gates. Well, there are probably some things that we
can do to be helpful that represent httle additional cost to us. But
I think that there is an interest, both in the Administration and
in the Congress, in having us expand this effort and undertake
some more ambitious activities. While the environment is an im-

portant issue from a national standpoint and a very high priority
from a national standpoint, in the prioritization of intelligence is-

sues given to us by the President and the government, and the

Congress I might add, clearly it is not as important as a number
of other issues that are the more traditional province of our activi-

ties. So clearly, deep cuts, while they might not stop the kind of
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activity that I've just described that we're prepared to go, to under-
take, they would clearly circumscribe our devoting other additional
assets to it.

Senator MURKOWSKI. I want to take this opportunity to thank
you for inviting Dr. Wilford Weeks of the Geophysical Institute
here at the University of Alaska to be a member of your panel of

scientists, and I think this confirms our belief that Alaskan sci-

entists have achieved a level of experience in Arctic science that is

recognized throughout the world. I want to thank you very much,
Mr. Gates, for being with us today. I also want to recognize your
Congressional affairs liaison who is with us, Stan Moskowitz, an-
other Irishman. I don't know where Stan is but he's out there
somewhere. And I know you got up very, very early this morning
to fly up to Fairbanks and be with us, and we're going to have one
more panel and break for lunch. We'll have additional questions
and you can expect questions as well from other members of the
committee when I get back and brief them, and I want to again
thank you. I think that your testimony has provided a level of

credibility with regard to information that has been gathered by
our Intelligence Community on what has happened in the former
Soviet Union. And it's now a question of our government and our
scientists to address, in cooperation with the Russian scientific

community, a procedure for evaluation monitoring and then an ac-

tion oriented program to initiate what should be done. And I think
it's important to keep in mind that what we're attempting to do is

to make decisions based on sound science rather than emotion, be-

cause as highlighted by Mr. Bohlen and Mr. Gates, one could move
to some rather dramatic conclusions with this information on its

surface as opposed to the facts that we need to generate. And that's

something that occasionally in Washington we lack. Oftentimes, an
individual who makes the most compelling speech, who advances
the most emotional argument, or who has the best lobby often pre-
vails. On the other hand, I think it's fair to say that sometimes
there's a reluctance in the scientific community to step forward and
lay their reputation on the line with recommendations. But I think
we are appealing for that, we need that, and the presentation by
the panel this morning, I think, sets the tenor for the balance of

the witnesses relative to the obligation we have before us. And
without the facts and the information, we will not be able to gen-
erate action. So I want to thank you, gentlemen. You may be ex-

cused.
I would call the Honorable Donald O'Dowd, Chairman of the Arc-

tic Research Commission. With Dr. O'Dowd no stranger to these

premises, please proceed. Dr. O'Dowd.
[The prepared statement of Dr. O'Dowd follows:]
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THE CHALLENGE AND THE OPPORTUNITY

The United States is an Arctic nation, yet most American people do not think of

Arctic Alaska as a part of the United States in the same way that they think of the

distinctive geographical regions of other states.

People, however, live in the U.S. Arctic - and have lived there longer than

anywhere else on the continent. Moreover, the economic dependence of the United

States on Arctic mineral and living resources is increasing. Twenty-six percent of U.S.

domestic oil production is currently extracted from the Alaskan North Slope,

representing 1 1% of the total national petroleum usage. The Bering Sea offers one of

the richest fisheries in the worid; nearty 28% of the total U.S. commercial catch and

10% of the worid's supply of fishery products are obtained there. A zinc/lead mine

that has the potential of becoming the worid's largest began operations in northwest

Alaska in 1990. U.S. coal reserves north of the Arctic Circle may exceed the total

resen/es of the entire lower 48 states. Deposits of strategic minerals in the U.S. Arctic

are abundant, but their extraction is not yet economical.

In tiie new Russian Republic over half of the land area is arctic and subarctic

and much of this landscape is underiain by various forms of frozen ground.

Economic development of the Russian North has been their government's objective

for many years, and huge quantities of oil, gas. minerals and timber have been

extracted from the north. The current extraordinary political changes occurring in

Russia have made two facts dear to the West. First the long-term economic and
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military activities especially in northern Russia have generated very large amounts of

environmental pollution
-- both industrial wastes and radioactive materials -- with

apparently unprecedented negative effects on people and ecosystems. Second, the

continuing decline of military confrontation and concurrent rise of democratic

governance provide new opportunities for collaboration, particularly in science, on

issues of common concern. One of the more urgent issues demanding attention is

the potential movement of Russian pollutants to other countries as well as their

impacts on common resources in the world oceans.

The Arctic has a vulnerable environment that is extremely sensitive to

perturbations. The delicate balance between its physical, chemical and ecological

components, governed by the very low rate of biogenesis and chemical turnover,

makes the Arctic an "early warning system" for global change, where the signatures of

climate change are expected to occur first.

The Arctic is an active component of the global geosphere-biosphere system.

Atmosphere-ocean coupling in the Arctic is an important feedback mechanism in the

thermodynamic machine that controls the climate of our planet and atmospheric

processes in the Arctic play a crucial role in shaping the weather and climate of the

entire northern hemisphere. The Arctic Ocean is an essential component of the

circulation of the world's oceans and a regulator of the global climate. A dominant

world water mass, the bottom water in the Atlantic, is formed mainly from Arctic ocean

water; thermohaline circulation involving sea ice determines the temperature, oxygen,

carbon and nutrient content of this deep reservoir. Highly localized physical, chemical

and biological processes in the Arctic Ocean's upper layers play a aucial role in the

removal of cartxjn dioxide and other biogenic and man-made materials from the

atmosphere.

In addition, the Arctic is a natural storage resen^oir for atmospheric and water

pollution. Industrial aerosols from lower latitudes in eastern Europe and the Soviet
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Union appear in the form of "arctic haze" over large regions of the Arctic. The Arctic

Ocean receives as much as 10% of all of the world's riverine discharge in spite of

representing only 1 .2% of the total ocean water mass. Since this ocean has limited

outflows into the other world oceans, it is much more vulnerable to industrial, urban

and agricultural pollutants discharged into rivers flowing into it than any other ocean.

POTENTIAL FOR INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH COLLABORATION ON ARCTIC

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION

International cooperation is an integral component of many scientific endeavors

in the Arctic, linked to, and often inseparable from, the normal process of research

planning and execution. The Commission, charged with advising the President and

Congress on arctic research policy and priorities, promotes those Internationa]

aspects of science that are beneficial to United States arctic research.

Scientific cooperation among the circumpolar nations, as well as among other

countries with scientific activities in northern latitudes, is accelerating. The U.S. and

Russia have had since 1972 a bilateral agreement in the field of environmental

protection which was renewed this year. Cooperative activity in the Arctic, however,

has been limited. Quite generally, the increasing number of international bilateral and

multilateral agreements for arctic research in recent years signals the rising importance

and breadth of both governmental and nongovernmental international collaboration in

the Arctic.

In August 1990. the International Arctic Sdence Committee (lASC), which the

Arctic Research Commission has advocated since 1986, was formally constituted as a

non-governmental body to facilitate collaboration in arctic science. In June 1 991 ,
a

ministerial meeting among the eight arctic nations, initiated by Finland, was held to

complete intergovernmental accords for protection of the arctic environment. Included

was a concept for an Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program (AMAP)
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I first visited the former Soviet Union in 1 987 when I served as President of the

University of Alaska to explore cooperative opportunities in science . In July 1 992 and

as Chairman of the U. S. Arctic Research Commission, I met with the Arctic Research

Commission, Russian Academy of Sciences and traveled to parts of the Russian

Arctic. These experiences, I believe, are relevant to your discussions as there have

been many changes in Russian science over the past five years.

My primary observations are:

1) In 1987, leaders of Russian science that I met in Moscow and Siberia

expressed a desire to establish greater contacts with western scientists, particularly in

the U.S. and especially to learn U.S. scientific methodologies and to gain access to

U.S. technologies such as computers. The means of doing so was bilateral

agreements premised on the host country pays all in-country expenses of the visiting

scientist.

2) In 1990 I traveled to the Soviet Union to sign a series of agreements including a

plan to establish a joint international science center in Magadan supported by the Far

East Branch of the Soviet Academy of Sciences and the University of Alaska.

I note that 1 4 bilateral agreements between the University of Alaska and various

research institutes across Russia have been been signed (see list). The degree of

activity in each is primarily a function of U.S. funding because in today's economic

realities Russia cannot pay costs of U.S. scientists in Russia. Although openness had

engendered even more willingness to propose joint research projects in 1990, access

to many areas of the Russian Arctic remained under tight control.

3) In July 1992, the Arctic Research Commission went to Northeastern Russia, met

with various officials and scientists and visited a number of sites of scientific and
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technical interest. Our objectives were to:
i) acquire information about the operation of

the Commission's Russian counterparts, the Arctic Scientific Council of the Russian

Academy of Sciences, ii) develop more extensive contacts with the Russian Academy

of Sciences and the regional academies and their institutions of mutual interest and

potential cooperation, and
iii)

observe relevant field conditions that affect scientific

research in the Russian Northeast.

In summary, we learned that:

a. Organization of science in the Russian Academy of Sciences as well as the

government ministries is undergoing redirection and new appointments. The

trend is toward more regional and local representation of people and issues,

more applied emphasis, and more effort to coordinate among institutes and

between central and local units.

b) Priorities in Russian northern science appear remarkably similar to U.S. arctic

priorities. Perhaps this is not surprising considering decades of exchanges and

international conferences in the scientific community. To elaborate the areas of

priority research and current international cooperation. Table 2 lists eight

scientific areas and cooperating U.S. organizations for tiie Far Eastern Branch

of the Russian Academy of Sciences.

c) To illustrate the capacity of the Russian science enterprise. Figure 1 presents

the 30 research institutes of the Far East and assigned staff (7.935) in 1988.

Although numerous observers have noted that Russian research institutes have

large numbers of technicians and are greatiy overstaffed; none-the-less. the

numbers of technical personnel engaged in arctic science is impressive.

Because of a favorable dollar to ruble exchange rate and because salaries of

Russian scientists are notoriously low, science done in Russia is a great buy if it

addresses relevant problems and meets western standards.
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d) In May 1991, the Presidium of the Russian Academy of Sciences established

an Arctic Center in Moscow to help set science priorities and help coordinate

research. Also established in Magadan was the International Center "ARKTIKA"

with U.S. and Russian Co-Directors. ARKTIKA will facilitate joint research by

providing logistic arrangements within the Russian Far East. It demonstrated

this capability for our recent trip by arranging meeting space, meals, hotels and

transportation by bus, fixed wing plane and helicopter. We traveled about 2700

miles in the Russian Arctic.

e) The issue of the scientific quality of past Russian data and the currency of

some areas of Russian science continues to be of concerri among western

scientists. On the first point, my recent observations are that Russian scientists

are vigorously exercising their independence of political control. They are

eager to establish the independence, integrity and rigor of their work. On the

issue of quality control, we can help ourselves and Russian science by insisting

that scientific proposals as well as resulting scientific articles for publication be

rigorously reviewed by objective international expert peers.

In Conclusion

There is no doubt based on my observations and experience that Russian

scientists very much want to collaborate in research even on sensitive issues such as

radioactive dumping and environmental damage. They have capabilities and

experiences to contribute, but almost no funds to support cooperative efforts. It is in

U.S. interests to collaborate for at least two fundamental reasons: 1) we need to

know if the Arctic is threatened by pollutants before toxicants reach our shores, and 2)

assisting Russian science is a sound contribution to a stable Russia and to world

peace. In my opinion it is also morally and scientifically the right thing to do. It is also

desirable to collaborate on a multi-national level among circumpolar nations.
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PRIORITY DIRECTIONS OF JOINT RESEARCH CONDUCTED BY THE INSTITUTIONS OF
FEB RAS AND UNIVERSITIES, INSTITUTES AND LABORATORIES OF THE UNITED

STATES

1. Oceanographic research in the Arctic seas of the Russian Far East and the northern area

of the Pacific Ocean to determine climatic global changes, seasonal, synoptic and minor

variants of weather.

Pacific Oceanologic Institute (Vladivostok)

Institute of Marine Technologies (Vladivostok)

Institute of Automatics and Remote Control (Vladivostok)

University of Washington (Seattle)

Scripps Institution of Oceanography (San Diego)

University of California (San Diego)

2. Studies of biochemical ecosystems to determine the evolution of the flora, fauna and

mainland habitats in the northeastern Russian Arctic and Arctic seas in the Russian Far

East.

Institute of Biological Problems of the North (Magadan)

Research Center "Chukotka" (Anadyr)

Institute of Ecology and Resource Use (Petropavlovsk Kamchatskii)

Institute of Water and Ecological Problems (Vladivostok)

Institute of Biology and Soils (Vladivostok)

Institute of Marine Biology (Vladivostok)

Pacific Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry (Vladivostok)

Pacific Institute of Geography (Vladivostok)

University of Alaska (Anchorage)

University of Alaska (Fairbanks)

University of Washington (Seattle)

University of California (San Diego)

3. Research oa the anthropocenic cootaminatiye impact on land, ocean and the atmosphere

in the Russian northeastern Arctic and the Arctic seas in the Russian Far East

Institute of Biological Problems of the North (Magadan)

Northeastern Interdisciplinary Research Institute (Magadan)

Institute of Ecology and Resources Use (Petropavlovsk Kamchatskii)

Institute of Water and Ecological Problems (Khabarovsk)

Institute of Applied Mathematics (Vladivostok)

Institute of Automatics and Remote Control (Vladivostok)

Institute of Biology and Soils (Vladivostok)

Institute of Marine Biology (Vladivostok)

12
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Pacific Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry (Vladivostok)

Chemistry Institute (Vladivostok)

Pacific Oceanologic Institute (Vladivostok)

Far Eastern Geological Institute (Vladivostok)

University of Alaska (Anchorage)

University of Alaska (Fairbanks)

University of Washmgton (Seattle)

University of California (San Diego)

4. The ecology of humans living in Arctic environments

Institute of Biological Problems of the North (Magadan)

International Scientific Research Center "Arktika" (Magadan)

Pacific Institute of Geography (Vladivostok)

University of Alaska (Anchorage)

University of Washington (Seattle)

University of Hawaii (Honolulu)

5. Research on the flora and fauna on the mainland and in the Arctic seas of the Russian

Far East to obuin physiologically active substances (for solving the problems of human

ecology)

Pacific Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry (Vladivostok)

Institute of Biological Problems of the North (Magadan)

Pacific Institute of Geography (Vladivostok)

International Scientific Research Center "Arktika" (Magadan)

Research Center "Chukotka" (Anadyr)

6. Developing new technology for Arctic conditions

Institute of Problems of Marine Technologies (Vladivostok)

Institute of Automatics and Remote Control (Vladivostok)

Institute of Chemistry (Vladivostok)

Pacific Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry (Vladivostok)

Pacific Oceanologic Institute (Vladivostok) ^

Institute of Volcanology (Petropavlovsk Kamchatskii)

North-Eastem Interdisciplinary Research Institute (Magadan)

7. Studies on the relations of environment, human and economic potentiality in the Arctic

North-Eastem Interdisciplinary Research Institute (Magadan)

Institute of Biological Problems of the North ( Magadan)

Pacific Institute of Geography (Vladivostok)

13
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Research Center "Chukotka" (Anadyr)
International Scientific Research Center "Arktika" (Magadan)

University of Alaska (Anchorage)

University of Alaska (Fairbanks)

University of Washington (Seattle)

8. Research on the heritage, living conditions, and development trends of Native populations
in the Russian Far East

Institute of Biological Probl-^Tis of the North (Magadan)
Research Center "Chukotka Anadyr)
Institute of Ecology and Nature Resource Use (Petropavlovsk Kamchatskii)
Institute of Water and Ecological Problems (Khabarovsk)

Institute of Biology and Soils (Vladivostok)

Institute of Marine Biology (Vladivostok)

Pacific Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry (Vladivostok)

Pacific Institute of Geography (Vladivostok)

University of Alaska (Anchorage)

University of Alaska (Fairbanks)

University of Washington (Seattle)

University of California (San Diego)

14
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STATEMENT OF DR. DONALD ODOWD, CHAIRMAN, ARCTIC
RESEARCH COMMISSION

Dr. O'DOWD. Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting the U.S. Arc-

tic Research Commission to comment on radioactive and other en-

vironmental threats emanating in Russia and threats to the well-

being of the U.S. Arctic, its peoples, their culture, its economy and

ecosystem.
Let me say a word about the Arctic Research Commission. It was

created by the Arctic Research and Policy Act of 1984, consists of

seven members appointed by the President, and it is charged to for-

mulate Arctic science and engineering research policy for federal

agencies that do and fund Arctic research. It sdso recommends and
monitors coordination of federal Arctic science and serves as an ad-

vocate for and promotes Arctic science.

Mr. Chairman, relevant to this hearing, as you mentioned ear-

lier, the Arctic Research Commission visited Magadan in early July
to meet with Russian counterparts. At that meeting we met with

representatives of the Arctic Research Commission of the Russian

Academy of Sciences and also with the Commission on Arctic and
Antarctic Affairs of the Russian federation. These are referred to

as the Committee from the Academy and the State Committee con-

cerned with Arctic affairs. Also present were representatives of the
Far East branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences and rep-
resentatives from numerous institutes from the Far East branch.

The objectives of this trip were to determine how the Russian
commissions operate, what are their jurisdictions, how our two sys-
tems are alike and different, what we might do in cooperation with
the Russian Academy, who are the players, not only by name but
to have an opportunity to meet the people, and finally, exploration
of the field conditions for research in the Russian Far East. We did

this at the invitation of the Russian Academy, which goes back
about two years.

During the meetings we raised the issue of radioactive, heavy
metal, chemical and related pollution on the Russian north. We in-

quired about its extent, severity, danger and how it's spread by air,

ocean and land transport. The acknowledgement that we received

was that the problem is severe, it was pretty apparent that he peo-

ple with whom we are talking did not know how severe, and prob-

ably no one knows. My guess is that although in this country we
have a reasonably good idea of our pollution problems, we continue
to learn more about them as our abilities to measure these things

grow better—in Russia I suspect no one has anj^hing but the va-

guest idea of how great the problem might be. During the course

of our meeting, someone raised the question about six million

deaths that might be attributable to radiation exposure over the
nuclear era in Russia. This is a number that had been used by a

Russian minister visiting in Washington some time ago. I thought
the response might be a response of, "that's three orders of mag-
nitude too great." The response was, "well, that seems a little

high." And in talking with people informally, two or three million

did not seem to be a shocking number to the scientists that we
talked to. It's a shocking number to us, but in that context it was
not.
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A few observations. Visual inspection of the Russian Arctic coast
reveals endless debris; barrels in great piles, mining equipment
abandoned on the beaches, old vehicles, bulldozers; just an incred-
ible array of materials abandoned, the contents of which probably
no one knows nor has looked at for a long time. In speaking with
Russians who work along the Arctic coast, they say tins is a condi-
tion that is endemic in the Russian Arctic, just great piles of un-
identified but probably undesirable materials along the beaches
and along the immediate shoreline.
In visiting with Russian medical personnel, I was talking re-

cently with some people who are circuit riders. They visit villages
to carry out medical services in relatively small communities on a
periodic basis. Their comment was that particularly in sections of
the Arctic north, in the villages, there are many instances of people
with illnesses that stem fi-om radiation exposure. Particularly these
individuals were reporting on the diamond mining region where
nuclear explosions were used apparently to fi"acture strata down
one kilometer, to a kilometer and a half below the ground, and the
local people evidently become exposed to high levels of radiation in
the course of their work or in working in the immediate area.

All this is compounded by the extreme secrecy which has charac-
terized the handling of such information in the past. The medical

personnel report, for example, that they never discussed what they
observed in the way of radiation impact with any other people, be-
cause this was information, the dissemination of which could land
you in prison. And so the medical people said they did not even
talk of these findings with other doctors. However, they are in their
records. They were required to keep careful records of what they
observed and the types of treatment and problems that they were
dealing with, and if those records could be secured, translated, ana-

lyzed, we probably could learn a great deal about problems that are
of relevance to the Arctic.

I was interested that one of the Russian officials during our
meeting when we talked about pollution said that until last year
such information as the impact of auto emissions on air quality in
cities was instantly classified as secret information, not available
to anyone. I read recently of another facet of this issue. A Russian
scientist commenting on the Russian nuclear energy program,
pointed out that all accidents and mishaps were secret so that if

operators in one plant made an error of some sort, the operators
in other plants could not be informed of it because of the classified

nature of the information, and so they were in danger of making
the same mistake over and over again. This strictly classified infor-

mation could not be shared even within the nuclear industry itself.

A few recommendations. The central government agencies are

eager to be principsd players in goiy joint efforts to evaluate, mon-
itor, mitigate or clean up pollution in the Arctic. In the course of
our discussion, the Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources in
Moscow was identified as a key Russian agency that should be
central to any activity that would occur. It was interesting to us
that in response to that suggestion the representatives of the re-

gional branches of the Academy of Sciences said in a very nice way,
they don't think we should work with those people, because they
never get anything done. And in any case, the probably would take
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your money and disappear. If you would work with us they said,
we would be able to make a lot more progress. They noted: we have
the data, we have the expertise, we have the motivation because
the problems are in our regions and affecting our people. From
what I observed, the branches of the Academy and the institutes

have acquired a degree of autonomy that was unthinkable even
three or four years ago. Interestingly enough, some of this discus-

sion between central representatives and the branches occurred

while a local television station was recording the activities. The re-

gional units are not at all shy about expressing their autonomy and
their willingness to work separately from central government, if

that can be arranged. I would urge that this be considered.

I should note also that he Academy of Sciences, the Academy of

Medical Sciences, and the Academy of Agriculture are different

agencies, and they tend not to communicate very much with one

another, and all of them have capabilities that are relevant to our
concerns with the impact of pollution in the Russian Arctic. I be-

lieve it would be desirable to work with at least these three agen-
cies in seeking information and initiating changes that we might
desire.

Also, there is a sharp division between military science and civil-

ian science in Russia. Recently Dr. Roederer has written on his ex-

periences in Russia, and he makes this distinction. There is very
little communication between these two bodies of scientists in Rus-

sia, and working with one does not engage the other. As we ap-

proach the Russian Scientific establishment, we need to be alert to

its different units and regions and dimensions and take advantage
of the unique capabilities of each rather than dealing only with the

central government agency.
In conclusion, pollution of the Russian Arctic by radioactive ma-

terials, heavy metals, industrial wastes, et cetera, appears to be a

large and perhaps a catastrophic problem. It threatens the people,

culture, the economy and the ecosystem of the U.S. Arctic along
with the entire Arctic. It has consequences ultimately for the vast

population in the mid latitudes, and in time we hope that they will

be aware of the fact that in this regard we are very much con-

nected.

Working with Russian scientists, we must ascertain the scope of

the problem, measure it, monitor it, develop control regimes and in

time help clean up and correct the disaster that has already hap-
pened.

Also, by working with a broad spectrum of Russian scientists we
can support their faltering science community, and I think it's been

widely agreed within the American science community that it's

very desirable to do so. We can mitigate a major problem that is

already in place and we can do so at very limited cost, given the

current Russian economic conditions, if we deploy our resources

wisely.
So a need and an opportiinity coincide to which the U.S. should

respond in its own interest at this time. Thank you.
Senator MuRKOWSKl. Thank you very much, Dr. O'Dowd.
Our next panelist is Dr. Ned Ostenso, Assistant Administrator

for Oceanic and Atmospheric Research, National Oceanic and At-
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mospheric Research Administration, otherwise known as NOAA
Please proceed, Dr. Ostenso.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Ostenso follows:]
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STATEMENT
OF

MED X. OSTENSO
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR

OFFICE OP OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION

0.8. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

BEFORE THE

8BLECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
A0006T 15, 1992

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Your invitation to testify at this open hearing raises a concern

that the reported contamination of the Arctic by the Former

Soviet Union by radionuclides and other toxic substances could

pose a serious risk to the Arctic environment and its ecosystoms.

W© in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

share this concern.

INTRODUCTION

In recent monthe I have been represented at and kept informed of

discussions of this matter by the staff of Interagency Arctic

Research Policy Committee (lARPC) . These discussions have

addressed the potential contamination by the Former Soviet tJnion

of the Arctic by radionuclides and other toxic substances such as

persistent organic compounds and heavy metals. It is evident,

however, that the major concern has been focused on radionuclide

contamination. For instance, it has been reported by the media

1
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that the amount of anthropogAnic radioactivity In tha Former

Soviet Union is greater than a billion curies. Some of these

reports claim that such contamination levels are resulting in

shorter life-spans for many of the Former soviet Union citizens.

Reports also note that the duration of human life in several

parts of the Former Soviet union does not exceed 50 years.

Although the claims of these contamination levels and their

spatial extent need to be verified, as well as the contamination

measurement methodology and other laboratory techniques used, the

numbers that have been reported for radioactivity and other

contaminant levels provide cause for concern from the standpoint

of ecological and human health. Furthermore, such concern is

trans-boundary in nature because such contaminants do not respect

political or national boundaries. However, in putting such

concerns into perspective, it is important not to overreact and

waste resources; it is imperative that an assessment of the

problem be pursued in a phased manner that is interdisciplinary

in nature and coordinated with the other Arctic-rim countries.

Such an assessment should include tha definition of:

* Existing pertinent information;

* Sources of Former Soviet Union radionuclides and othe.-
toxins directly introduced to the Russian Arctic or
transported to the Arctic via ocean, river, and
atmospheric transport and through precipitation;
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* Fates of radionuclides in the Russian Arctic, determined
through modelling and observational measurements in the
water column, sediments and biota;

* Effects of the contaminants as determined at the
organism, community, ecosystem and fishery, and human
levels;

* Definition of policy implications;

* Recommendations for action, remedial measures, and other
studies;

* Logistical requirements;

* Equipment requirements; and

* Resource requirements

NOAA is working with the Interagency Arctic Research Policy

Committee (lARPC) to assess the degree of this potential problem

and to take appropriate action with other ZARPC agencies. As you

have mentioned, NOAA also has other ongoing programs that are

pertinent to this topic.

REtATEB NOAA PROakAMS

NOAA is a national focal point for information related to

understanding our environment. Because of the Arctic's unique

role in the balance of the earth and its vast resources, NOAA

puts a high level of importance on developing a better ^

understanding of the Arctic. Consequently, all of NOAA's line

organizations are very involved in Arctic research. A few of the

key activities that NOAA is involved in that would have a bearing

on the potential contamination of the Arctic are:
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Marin« Mammal Tissue Archlva;

National Status and Trands Program;

Climat* Monitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory at Barrow;

Polar Satellites;

Arctic Ocean circulation Studies;

Arctic Atmospheric Transport Studies;

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Modelling Efforts;

NOAA/Navy Joint Ice Center; and

Data Rescue Efforts

All of these programs have some scientific bearing on assessing

the potential of environmental risk due to contamination of the

Arctic by the Former Soviet Union. I will provide some details

on the first two programs because they were specifically

mentioned in the Committee's invitation.

The marine mammal tissue archive is a part of tha National Marine

Mammal Tissue Bank and Stranding Network Program managed by

NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) . It is designed

to conduct, on a regular basis, the collection and storage of

selected marine mammal tissues. Based on available funds, the

national goal is to conduct a standard suite of analyses on 10-20

marine mammals in each region from which tissues are taken. The

normal suite of analyses will include organics, inorganics,

toxins, necropsy, and histopathology. The Alaska Marine Mammal
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Tissu* Archival Project (AMMTAP) , sponsored by the Minerals

Management Service (MMS) of the Department of the Interior, is

now being managed by NOAA's National Marine Mammal Tissue Bank

and stranding Archive Network Program. Based on an agreement

with MMS, tissues will continue to be collected and will

subsequently be stored at the Department of Commerce's National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) , where all samples

are banked. Samples from as many as 10 bowhead whales taken

during the 1992 subsistence hunts at Borrow, Alaska, will be

collected as part of the AMMTAP. The sampling will be conducted

with the help of the North Slope Borough Department of Wildlife

Management. With the assistance of the NMFS's Western Alaska

Field Office in Anchorage, samples night also be collected this

year from beluga whales (as many as 5 animals) taken in native

subsistence hunts or from strandinga in Cook Inlet. In the case

of both the bowheads and the belugas, additional sonples will be

collected for contaminant analysis by the NMF8 Northwest

Fisheries Center.

NOAA's National Status and Trends (NS&T) Program for Marine

Environmental Quality includes projects that periodically monitor

the levels of about 70 different toxic contaminants, both heavy

metals and persistent organic contaminants, at sites around the

coasts of the United States. Nine of these sites are along the
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U.S. Arctic coast (« in the B6rln<7 Sea, 1 in tha Chukchi Sea, and

2 in the Beaufort Sea) . Contaminant levels are measured in both

biota and sedinente from 3 stations at each site.

The National Status & Trends (NS&T) Program also includes an

element that monitors levels of artificial radionuclides in U.S.

coastal environments. in 1990 NS&T conducted a survey of the

levels of artificial radionuclides (^*'Am, "Z'Opu, "Sp^^ "'Cs,

"°Ag, '"sr, *'Zn, '""Co, '*Co) in biota at 36 sites around the U.S.

to compare with levels from the 1970s. None of these sites were

in the Arctic.

OTHER CONSIDERATlONfl

NOAA has also been involved with the Department of State on the

del iberattone that led to the Arctic Environmental Protection

Strategy (ASPS) , and with the associated Arctic Monitoring and

Assessment Program (AMAP) where NOAA is Co-Chair with the

Environmental Protection Agency for the United States'

involvement. I believe that an appropriate assessment by the

United States of the contamination of the Arctic by the Former

Soviet Union is quite fitting with the United States'

responsibilities under AMAP and the associated AEP9.
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CONCLUDING RFMARKS

To conclude my brief remarks to the Committee, speaking for NOAA

I support the approach of an appropriate coordinated interagency

assessment of the potential contamination of the Arctic by the

Former Soviet Union, and I am anxious to work with you in this

regard. NOAA is well positioned, both scientifically and

programmatically, to contribute significantly to such an

assessment. I do believe that NOAA can best fulfill its

responsibilities in this respect, however, by continuing to work

with the Interagency Arctic Research Policy Committee in their

deliberations to define an appropriate strategy to respond to the

reported contamination of the Arctic by radionuclides and other

toxic substances.

Mr. Chairman, this completes my prepared statement. I will be

glad to answer any questions.

/
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STATEMENT OF DR. NED A. OSTENSO, ASSISTANT ADMINIS-
TRATOR, OFFICE OF OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC RE-
SEARCH, NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINIS-
TRATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Dr. OSTENSO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Your invitation to tes-

tify at this open hearing raises a concern that the reported con-
tamination of the Arctic by the former Soviet Union by radio-
nucUdes and other toxic substances could pose a serious risk to the
Arctic environment and its ecosystems.

In recent months I have been represented and kept informed of

discussions on this matter by the staff of Interagency Arctic Re-
search Policy Committee, or lARPC, for which I am the Depart-
ment of Commerce representative. These discussions have been ad-

dressing the potential contamination by the FSU of the Arctic by
radionuclides and other toxic substances. It is evident, however,
that the major concern has focused on the radionuclide problem.
Although the claims of these contamination levels and their spatial
extent have not verified nor has measurement technologies and
other laboratory techniques used, the numbers that have been re-

ported for radioactivity and other contaminant levels provide cause
for concern from the standpoint of ecological and human health.

Furthermore, such concern is transboundary in nature because
such contaminants do not respect political and national boundaries.

However, in putting such concerns into perspective, it is important
not to overreact and to waste resources. It is imperative that £in as-

sessment of the problem be pursued in a phased manner that is

interdisciplinary in nature and coordinated with other Arctic ring
countries. Such an assessment should include a definition of the ex-

isting pertinent information; sources of former Soviet Union radio-

nuclides and other toxins directly introduced into the Russian Arc-
tic or transported to the Arctic via rivers, air trsinsport, through
precipitation; fates of radionuclides in the Russian Arctic, deter-

mined through modeling and observational measurements in the
water column, sediments and biota. We must know the effects of

the contaminants as determined at the organism, community, eco-

system and fishery, and human levels. We must have a definition

of policy implications. We must develop recommendations for ac-

tion, remedial measures and other studies. We must contemplate
logistic requirements, equipment requirements, and finally re-

source requirements.
NCAA is working with lARPC to assess the degree of this poten-

tial problem and to take appropriate action with other agencies. As
you have alluded to, NOAA has a number of programs in the Arc-

tic, and I will list just a few of the ones that are salient.

We have a marine mammal tissue archive, a national status and
trends program, a climate monitoring and diagnostic laboratory
station at Barrow. We operate two polar satellites. We conduct Arc-
tic Ocean circulation studies. We do Arctic air transport studies.

Our geophysical fluid dynamics laboratory modeling efforts are rel-

evant to the Arctic. We with the Navy run a Joint Ice Center. And
finally, we run the National and International Environmental Data
Centers.

All of these programs have some scientific bearing on assessing
the potential of environmental risk due to contamination of the
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Arctic. I will provide some detail on the first two programs because

they were specifically mentioned in your letter of invitation.

The marine mammal tissue archive is part of the National Ma-
rine Mammal Tissue Bank and Stranding Network Program man-

aged by NOAA's National Msirine Fisheries Service. It is designed
to conduct on a regular basis the collection and storage of selected

marine mammal tissue based on available funds, the nationsd goal
is to conduct a standard suite of analysis on 10 to 20 marine mam-
mals in each region fi"om which tissue is taken. The normal suite

of analysis will include organics, inorganics, toxins, necropsy, and

histopathology. The Alaska Marine Mammal Tissue Archival

Project sponsored by our sister agency, the Minerals Management
Agency of the Department of the Interior, is now also being man-

aged by NOAA's National Marine Mammal Tissue Bank on a coop-
erative basis. Based on this agreement, tissues will continue to be
collected and will be stored together at a national repository at our
Institute of Standards and Technology. Samples fi-om as many as

10 bowhead whales taken during 1992 subsistence hunts at Bar-

row, Alaska will be collected as part of this program. The sampling
will be conducted with the help of the North Slope Borough Depart-
ment of Wildlife Management. With the help of NMFS's Western
Alaska field offices in Anchorage, samples might also be collected

this year fi-om beluga whales, as many as five animals, taken in

native subsistence hunts or from standings in Cook Inlet. In the

case of both the bowheads and the belugas, additional samples will

be collected for contaminant analysis by our Northwest Fisheries

Center.
NOAA's National Standards and Trends Program for Marine En-

vironmental Quality includes projects that periodically monitor the

level of about 70 different toxic contaminants, both heavy metals
and persistent organic contaminants, at sites around the coasts of

the United States. Nine of these sites are located along the U.S.

Arctic coast, six in the Bering Sea, one in the Chukchi Sea, and
two in the Beaufort Sea. Contaminant levels are measured in both
biota and the sediments and from three stations at each site.

The National Status and Trends Program also includes an ele-

ment that monitors levels of artificial radioactivities, radionuclides

in the U.S. coastal environments. In 1990 we conducted surveys of

the levels of americonium, plutonium, cesium, silver, strontium,
zinc and cobalt in biota at about 36 sites around the U.S. to com-

pare with levels from 1970. Unfortunately, none of these sites were
in the Arctic environment.
NOAA has also been involved with the Department of State on

deliberations that led to the Arctic Environmental Protection Strat-

egy, which Secretary Bohlen referred to, and with its associated

^ctic Monitoring and Assessment Program, AMAP, where NOAA
is co-chair with the Environmental Protection Agency for the Unit-

ed States' involvement. I believe that an assessment by the United
States of the contamination of the Arctic by the FSU is quite fitting
with the United States' responsibilities under AMAP and associ-

ated AEPS.
To conclude my brief remarks to the Committee, and speaking

for NOAA, I support the approach of a coordinated interagency as-

sessment of the potential contamination of the Arctic by the former
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Soviet Union, and I'm anxious to work with you in this regard. I

do beUeve that NOAA can best fulfill its responsibility in this re-

spect by continuing to work with the Interagency Arctic Research
Policy Committee in their deliberations to define an appropriate
strategy to respond to the reported contamination of the Arctic by
radionuclides and other toxic substances.
Mr. Chairman, this completes my prepared statement. I'll be

glad to answer any questions in the future.

Senator Murkowski. Thank you very much. Dr. Ostenso.
We're going to hold the questions until the last statement has

been made.
Let me introduce Admiral Richard Guimond, Deputy Assistant

Administrator for Solid Waste and Emergency Response, Environ-
mental Protection Agency, and Assistant Surgeon General of the
U.S. Public Health Service. I believe your uniform is one of an Ad-
miral in the Public Health Service, is that correct?
Admiral GuiMOND. That's correct.

Senator MURKOWSKI. So you certainly wear many, many hats.
Please proceed. Admiral.
Admiral GuiMOND. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. In the

interest of time, I'll summarize my remarks and perhaps you can
include my entire statement for the record.
Senator Murkowski. It will be entered into the record as if read.

[The prepared statement of Admiral Guimond follows:]
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TBSTZMOHY OFmCHMtP J. GtTXXOHD
0EPT7T? ASSZgT&NT ^DkZNXSTRXTOlt

OnZCS or solid miSTB AHD ZKERaEHCY RESPONSM
U.S. BMTZROtQfEHTAXi SROTECTIOV AGEMCY

BKFOR£ TEE
SZLECT COMKITTSK OH IKTBZ.XiI<3EHCS

U.fl. smi^E

AUQUST 15, 1992

Introduction

Good morning, Kr. Chai-nuui and distinguished mesLbers of tho

Conmitt**. . I am Rear Adialral Richard J. Guimond, Daputy

Assistant Administrator of EPA's Office of Solid Wasta and

Emsrgeney Responsa. I aa an Assistant surgeon General in the

Uhited States Public Health serrice. I aa also the fomer

Director of EPA's Office of Radiation prograas. Consequently, I

am faniliar vith both radiation and. hazardotis substance issues.

Thanic you for the opportunity to discuss EPA's efforts to

address the radioactl've and other threats to the Arctic resulting

from past Soviet activities. In your letter of invitation, you

requested that I address the potential environmental smd human

health ispacts on both Alaska and the Arctic of the past nuclear

and the ongoing industrial activities of the former Soviet ntilon.

You also requested that I pay particular attention to the effects

of radionuclides, heavy metals, persistant organic pollutants and

air pollution on this fragile environment. I am pleased to be

able to address these issues today.

My testimony this morning will focus on three issues: %rhat

EPA knows about pollution in the Arctic, what we have done in the
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past on narino raidioactivity pollution i»»u«a, and what tha

Agency thinks is necessary to b« done in the futtire-

current EPA knovledae of Arctic contaminate qn

While EPA considers the issue of radioactive contamination

of the Arctic to be of considerable iaiportance, EPA does not

currently have extensive information aibout the extent and type of

radioactive contamination found in the Arctic. In addition, EPA

does not have extensive information about other types of

contamination that may be damaging to the Arctic Because of the

lack of comprehensive data, it is difficult to say with much

precision the extent of the risk to human health and the

environment caused by such contamination, x would like to take

this opportonity to describe to you the relevant types of

information that EPA does have at *-y*i« point.

EPA has been involved in monitoring studies at former ocean

disposal sites in the Atlantic and Pacific. Monitoring surveys

were conducted from surface vessels, as well as w«TiTin«< and

unmanned submersibles. We also evaluated monitoring data from a

former international duqp site administered by the imclear Energy

Agency/Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.

This facility accepted nuclear and other wastes from several

European countries.

EPA has undertaken several initiatives, often in cooperation

with NOAA, In studying past radioactive waste disposal

activities. One important task was to locate and identify waste

containment packages on the sea floor. In addition, EPA
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participated In makinq detailed measurements of th«

concentrations of both naturally-occurring and man-nade

radionuclides in the disposal areas, examining and evaluating the

perfomemce of the waste packaging in the marine environment, emd

evaluating the state of the environment to determine if there was

a threat to human health through various marine transport

pathways.

nie studies found that the transport and uptake of

radionuclides in the food chain was dependent on the

radioisotope. Some radioisotopes are not as easily availzible for

bioaccumnlation/bioconcentration by plants and animals in the

food chain* For example, many radionuclides (such as plutonium)

adsorb to the ocean sediment. Such radioisotopes are much less

available to marine organisms, except for those benthio (bottom-

dwelling) organisms that ingest this sediment. In contrast,

8trontitsa-90 is highly mobile, and would therefore be more

available to pelagic (noa bottom dwelling) organisms such as

pleuikton and salm«m.

Even for those radionuclides that are more easily talcen up

by organisms in the food chain, however, the dilution factor in

the ocean can reduce the risk of uptake. This would make low

concentrations of soluble radionuclides, such as strontium-90,

less of a threat to the food chain.

Another item to consider when evaluating the potential

threat to human health and the environment is the half life of

the radioisotopes found there. Many isotopes released into the
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marine environment have very short half-lives of anywhere from a

few minutes to a few yeao's. These isotopes, when released into

the ocean, will both disperse and radiodecay rather rapidly.

Some of the radionuclides that may have been released in the

Arctic could be fairly long-lived: for e:Kampie, plutoni\im-23a

has a half-life of approximately 86 years, plutonium-239 has a

half-life of 24,400 years, and plutoni\im-240 has a half-life of

6,850 years. Strontium-90 and cesium-137 have half-lives of 28

and 30 years respectively.

Examination of the environmental impact resulting from the

1986 Chernobyl accident illustrates the effect of such

radiodecay. In 1989, EPA entered into a cooperative agreement^

with the Institute of Biology of the Southern Seas (IBSS) in

Sevastopol, Uloredjie, to study the transport, partitioning, and

effects of Chernobyl's principal fallout radionuclides on the

Black Sea. In June 1990, at the invitation of XBSS, a joint

monitoring survey was conducted in the northern Black Sea aboard

the oceanographic survey ship Professor Vodvanifcalcv. The

radionuclides tracked by this effort were cesium-134, cesium-137,

ruthenium-106 , cerium-144, and strontium-90. Dtaring the years

since Chernobyl, all of the radionuclide concentrations have been

decreasing through dilution and radiodecay until only the long-

lived Cesium-137 is at concentrations that are still easily

measiirable.

project 02.06-31 under U.S. -Russia Bilateral
Environmental Agreement.
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In addition to these considerations in evaluating the extent

caused by radioactive contamination in the Arctic, any analysis

of the potential Impact of such radiation on human populations

such as the Inuit would require consideration of the dose of

radiation likely to be received by both an "average" and a

"maximum exposed individual." In all likelihood, the Inuit could

represent the "maximum exposed liuiividual .
" In addition, the

population of individuals likely to be affected, by living near

the coast or consuming Arctic marine seafood, is an important

consideration in evaluating the risk posed by the contamination.

As you cem see, while EPA does have some data about behavior

of radionuclides released into the marine environment, we know

little about the specific contamination in the Arctic. However,

we do know the kinds of information that need to be collected to

assess the risks from Arctic pollution. Much more Information

needs to be gathered in order to fully gauge the risk posed to

humeui beings and the environment by the activities of the former

Soviet Union.

Current and proposed EPA agtivitiag i-«%nn;lT.tT r.o Argtiie

cnntnmlnfftlgn

EPA is conducting several additional activities designed to

further our understanding of Arctic contamination. EPA does not

have sufficient data about the concentrations of radionuclides

arising from various activities of the former Soviet Union.

Potential sources include disposed reactor vessels and waste

drums, aerial transport of resuspended radionuclides, axid
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radioactivity •ntarlng from Russian rivers that empty into th«

Arctic-
/

More data needs to be gathered to determine the

concentrations and characteristics of the radionuclides present

in the Arctic. In addition, the behavior of the various isotopes

in Arctic waters and sediments needs to be evaluated to include

such parameters as sediment erosion velocities, water/sediment

peirtitioning coefficients (K^) , benthic bioturbation, prevailing

currents and ocean circulation patterns in, for' example, the

Barents and Kara Seas.

Also of peirticulzir importance are potential biological

transfer path%rays to man — including any "short circuit"

mechanisms similar to the lich^oto'carlboa transfer of

radionuclides on land.

K concerted and systematic monitoring program, coupled with

appropriate transport models, cotild provide many of the answers

regarding the iinpact from the inventory of radionuclides in the

Arctic environment. Russian marine scientists are currently

coordinating %rlth Norwegian marine scientists to conduct a

survey, using a finsslan oceanographlc vessel, of the Barents and

Kara Seas in August/September 1992. EPA is currently trying to

place a scientist on board this vessel, or at a minimum, to

obtain sediment samples for radiochemical and geochemical

analysis at EPA laboratories. This effort could provide

information to help determine the levels of radioactivity that

may have resulted from disposal of reactor vessels from the
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icebreaUcer Ii«nin . radLloact:lve was^a drxm disposals, and from

radioactivi'by r*lttas«d to th«s« seas from pollu-tion in northvard-

flowing Russian rivers*

As notad abova, EP& is already wor]cing cooperatively with

the former Soviet Union's Ministry of Ecology on a research

initiative. The objective of this particular study is to

continue examijiing the movement and peirtitioning of radionuclides

resulting from the ^emobyl accident as they are carried from

the Dantibe and Dnepr river systems into the Nortrliem Black Sea.

The focus of the research is on the distribution and

concentration of radionuclides in water, sediment and biota. The

study is being conducted in cooperation with the Institute of

Biology of the Southern Seas (XBSS) , Sevastopol, Ukraine. A.

second joint survey is currently underway In the Black Sea.

On ifay 13, 1992, 6P& representatives net with the Executive

Secretary of the U.S. -Russia Bilateral Agreement, Russian

Ministry of Ecology, to disoiss future cooperative studies and

the status of work under the. study described above. The

participants in these discussions agreed that EPA could expand

its cooperative stodies pertaining to the protection of marine

ecosysteas with appropriate Russian partners. It is expected

that any of these activities would be performed within existihg

resources. Areas for mutual cooperation could include:

• Establlshaent of a joint "intercalibration" program for
measurement of environmental samples from sites in
Russia contaminated by disposal of nuclear %raste and by
accidental releases of radioactive materials.
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• utilization of a Geographic Infonnation Syst.«m for site
characterization.

• Evaluation of models for predictive assessment and
forecasting of effects from transport of radioactive
contaminants and other pollutants.

• OemonEtx-ation, testing- and evaluation of remedial
technologies pertaining to the clean-up of sites
contaminated with radioactivity.

• Initiation of bioeffects studies focusing on
environmental Impacts from radioactive contamination.

EPA currently participates in a program conducted by the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration - (NOAA) , the

primary objective of which is to determine the status and long-

term trends of toxic contaminants in bottom'^feeding fish,

shellfish, and sediments at coastal and estuarine locations

throughout the United states. The program, entitled the National

Status and Trends Program, has two conqponents, Benthic

surveillance and Mussel Watch.

The National Status and Trends Program primarily addresses

synthetic chlorinated conpoxinds, polychlorinated biphenyls

(FCBs) , polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) , and toxic trace

elements. In 1986, the Office of Radiation Programs of EPA

iiHtlatcKl an informal vorldng agreement with MOAA to eetablish

monitoring stations and obtain saunples for radionuclide analysis.

Sauries v^e collected from the former ocean disposal sites in

the Atlantic and Pacific. The results for radionuclide analyses

of sediment and biota samples were within the eicpected fallout

conges from past nuclear weapons testing. However, no further
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monitoring for raidionuclid«s ha«T occurred since 1983. This

program could b* extended to include Alaskan sampling stations -

With respect to air contamination, EPA has an Environmental

Radiation Ambient Monitoring system (ERAMS) , which was used to

trade the movement of Chernobyl aerial pairticulate radioactivity

and can also be used to detect any significant atmospheric

particulate radioactivity arising from Arctic contamination. We

currently have ERAMS stations operating in Juneau and Anchorage,

and. are in the process of establishing a station- at Fairbanlcs .

Conclusion

EPA is concerned about these releases in the Russian Arctic

ocean as it has been about releases that may have occurred in

U.S. coastal waters in the past and from the Chernobyl accident.

Although it is clear that this environmental situation is the

responsibility of the Russians to rectify, EPA intends to suppori:

future co^erative studies to better understand this issue.

This completes xy prepared testimony, and I will be happy to

respond to any questions from members of the Committee.

*****
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STATEMENT OF ADM. RICHARD GUIMOND, DEPUTY ASSIST-
ANT ADMINISTRATOR, OFFICE OF SOLID WASTE AND EMER-
GENCY RESPONSE, U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY
Admiral GuiMOND. I appreciate the opportunity to discuss EPA's

efforts to address radioactive £ind other threats to the Arctic result-

ing from past Soviet activities. In your letter of invitation, you re-

quested that I address the potentisd environmental and human
health aspects of both Alaska and the Arctic of the past nuclear
and the ongoing industrial activities of the former Soviet Union. I

am pleased to be able to address these issues today.
My testimony this morning will focus on three issues: What EPA

knows about pollution in the Arctic, what we have done in the past
on marine radioactivity pollution issues, and what EPA thinks is

necessary to be done in the future.

I'll begin with current knowledge about Arctic contamination.
While EPA considers the issue of radioactive contamination of the
Arctic to be of considerable importance, at present we do not have
extensive information about the extent and type of radioactive con-
tamination found in the Arctic. In addition, we do not have exten-
sive information about other types of contamination that may be

damaging to the Arctic. Because of the lack of such comprehensive
data, it is difficult to say with much precision the extent of risk to

human health and the environment caused by such contamination.

However, I would like to describe the relevant types of information
that we currently have.
EPA has been involved in monitoring studies at former ocean dis-

posal sites in the Atlantic and the Pacific. Monitoring surveys were
conducted from surface vessels as well as from manned and un-
manned submersibles. We have also evaluated monitoring data
from a former European international dump site. This particular
facility accepted nuclear and other wastes from several European
countries.

EPA has undertaken several initiatives, often in cooperation with
NOAA, in studying past radioactive waste disposal activities. One
important task was to locate and identify waste contaminant pack-
ages on the sea floor. In addition, EPA has participated in making
detailed measurements of the concentrations of both naturally-oc-
curring and manmade radionuclides in the disposal areas, examin-

ing and evaluating performance of the waste packaging in the ma-
rine environment, and evaluating the state of the environment to

determine if there was a threat to human health through various
marine transport pathways.
The studies found that the transport and uptake of radioactive

contaminants in the food chain was dependent on the specific
radionuclides. Some radionuclides are not as easily available for

bioaccumulation or bioconcentration by plants and animals in the
food chain. For example, many radionuclides such as plutonium ad-
sorb to the ocean sediment. Such radionuclides are much less avail-

able to marine organisms, except for those benthic organisms that

ingest this sediment. In contrast, strontium-90 is highly mobile,
and would therefore be more available to organisms that do not
dwell on the bottom, such as plankton and salmon.
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Even for those radionuclides that are more easily taken up by or-

ganisms in the food chain, however, the dilution factor in the ocean
can substantially reduce the risk of uptake. In some cases, this

could reduce the impact of the food chain of such soluble radio-

nuclides like strontium.
Another item to consider when evaluating the potential threat to

human health and the environment is the half life of the radio-

nuclides involved. Many radionuclides released into the marine en-

vironment have very short half lives, of anywhere from a few min-
utes to a few years. These radionucHdes, when released into the

ocean, will both disperse and decay rather rapidly. On the other

hand, some of the radionuclides that may have been released in the
Arctic could be fairly long-lived. For example, strontium-90 and ce-

sium-137 have half-lives of 28 and 30 years respectively. And many
other radionuclides have even longer half-lives, some of them get-

ting into thousands and thousands of yegirs.
Examination of the environmental impact resulting from the

1986 Chernobyl accident illustrates the effect of such radiodecay.
In 1889, EPA entered into a cooperative agreement with the Insti-

tute of Biology of the Southern Seas in the Ukraine, to study the

transport, partitioning, and effects of Chernobyl's principal fallout

radionuclides on the Black Sea. In June 1990, a joint monitoring
survey was conducted in the northern Black Sea. TTie radionuclides
tracked by this effort were cesium-134, cesium-137, ruthenium- 106,
cerium- 144, and strontium-90. During the six years since

Chernobyl, all of the radionuclide concentrations have been de-

creasing through dilution or radiodecay until only long-lived ce-

sium-137 is at concentrations that are stiU easily measurable in

the Black Sea.
In addition to these considerations in evaluating the extent

caused by radioactive contamination in the Arctic, an analysis of

potential impact of such radiation on human populations such as

the Inuit would require consideration of the dose of radiation likely
to be received by both an average and a maximally exposed individ-

ual. The maximally-exposed individuals are those that you might
expect to have particularly high exposure because of their proxim-
ity to the sources and their dietary preferences. In addition, the

population of individuals likely to be affected, by living near the
coast or consuming Arctic marine seafood, is an important consid-

eration in evaluating the risk posed by the contamination. In all

likelihood, the Inuit might very well represent the maximum ex-

posed individuals.

As you can see, while EPA does have some data about the behav-
ior of radionuclides released generally into the marine environ-

ment, we know little about the specific contamination in the Arctic.

However, we do know the kinds of information that need to be col-

lected in order to assess the risks from Arctic pollution. Much more
information needs to be gathered in order to fully gauge the risk

posed to human beings and the environment by the activities of the
former Soviet Union.

Potential sources of radiation from the former Soviet Union in-

clude disposed reactor vessels, waste drums, aerial transport of

radionuclides, and radioactivity entering from Russian rivers that
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empty into the Arctic, as we've heard from a number of the other
witnesses.
More data needs to be gathered to determine the concentrations

and characteristics of the radionucHdes present in the Arctic. In ad-

dition, the behavior of various radionucHdes in Arctic waters and
sediments needs to be evaluated to include such parameters as
sediment erosion velocities, water/sediment partitioning coeffi-

cients, benthic bioturbation, prevailing currents and ocean circula-

tion patters, for example, in the Barents and Kara Seas.
Also of particular importance are potential biological transfer

pathways to man, including any short circuit mechanisms similar
to the lichen-to-caribou transfer of radionuclides on land.

A concerted and systematic monitoring program, coupled with

appropriate transport models, could provide many of the answers

regarding the impact from the inventory of radionuclides in the
Arctic environment. Russian marine scientists are currently coordi-

nating with Norwegian marine scientists to conduct a survey of the
Barents and Kara Seas, using a Russian oceanograph vessel. EPA
is currently trying to obtain sediment samples from this mission for

radiochemical and geochemical analysis at our laboratories. This
effort could provide information to help determine the levels of ra-

dioactivity that may have resulted from disposal of reactor vessels

from the icebreaker Linin, or from radioactive waste disposal
drums, or from radioactivity released to the seas from pollution of

the northward-flowing Russian rivers.

We are currently undertaking a second joint survey of the Black
Sea to expand our knowledge of the distribution and concentration
of radionuclides in the marine environment. On May 13th of this

year, EPA representatives met with the Executive Secretary of the
U.S.-Russia Bilateral Agreement and Russian Ministry of Ecology
to discuss further and future cooperative studies and the status of

work already under way. The participants in the discussions

agreed that EPA could expand its cooperative studies pertaining to

the protection of marine ecosystems with its appropriate Russian

partners. It is expected that a number of activities could be under-
taken within the existing resources. Some of those that are cur-

rently being considered include establishment of a joint
intercalibration program; utilization of geographic information sys-
tems for site characterization; evaluation of models for predictive
assessment and forecasting; demonstration, testing and evaluation
of remedial technologies for cleanup; and initiation of bioeffect

studies focusing on environmental impacts from radioactive con-

tamination.
EPA currently participates in an additional program conducted

by NOAA, which its primary objective is to determine the long-
term trends of toxic contaminations Euid bottom feeding fish, shell-

fish, and sediments. In 1986 EPA initiated an informal working
agreement with NOAA to establish monitoring stations and obtain

samples for radionuclide analysis. Samples have been collected

from the former ocean disposal sites in the Atlantic and Pacific. Re-
sults for radionuclide analysis of sediment and biota samples that
were obtained from this found that they were within the range of

expected fallout from past nuclear weapons testing. No other fur-
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ther monitoring was done. This program could be expanded and ex-

tended in the future to include Alaskan sampling stations.

I talked a little bit, and I think so far most people have focused
on what could be done with respect to past contamination. I think
we can't rule out, however, because of some of the deterioration as

we've heard of some of the nuclear facilities over there, that you
might have some future events that would require us taking some

protective action. As a consequence of that, I think it's worthwhile

considering various prudent types of activities that could provide
early warning as well as information associated with any further

future contamination.
With respect to air contamination, EPA has a network called the

Environmental Radiation Ambient Monitoring System, which is

used to track the movement of Chernobyl aerial psirticulate radio-

activity and could be used to detect any significant atmospheric
particulate radioactivity that might arise from Arctic contamina-
tion in the future. We currently have ERAM stations operating in

Juneau and Anchorage, and we've just estabUshed a station at

Fairbanks, which I believe was set up within the past few days.
I'd like to talk a httle about coordination with other nations and

interested groups. As we've noted, the Interagency Arctic Research

PoUcy Committee is a very significant activity to try to focus on
this. We have recognized the significance of the Arctic environ-

mental protection strategy which was signed last year. EPA partici-

pated in the development of the strategy and we intend to further

activities in developing that particular strategy, such as our activi-

ties along with NOAA in looking at an environmental monitoring
work group.

In conclusion, EPA is concerned about the releases in the Rus-
sian Arctic Ocean as it was about the releases that may have oc-

curred in U.S. coastal waters in the past and from the Chernobyl
accident. Although it's clear that the environmental situation is the

responsibility of the Russians to rectify, EPA intends to support fu-

ture cooperative studies to better understand this issue.

This completes my testimony and I'd be glad to respond to any
questions you may have, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Murkowski. Thank you very much. Dr. Guimond. Let

me ask Dr. O'Dowd the first question. You've just returned from a
visit to Russia. And from indications the Russians have for a long
time been studying the Arctic. As you know, Dr. Komisar, and Ray
Vecci, Chairman of the Alaska Airlines, and Marjorie Johnson, the

Chairperson of the Alaska State Chamber of Commerce, and Chuck
Becker of the Department of Commerce, and myself were in Vladi-

vostok over the Easter recess. We were stuck by the number of peo-

ple involved in research, I think the indication was some 14,000 in

the Far East Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, with a
total of some 25,000 involved in Arctic science in Russia. I wonder
if you could give us an opinion of how good their science is? Some
of their facihties appear to be somewhat antiquated, but neverthe-
less the proof is obviously not in the facilities but the quality of

their science. I'm told that to some degree much of the science is

not involved in teaching but in pure, basic scientific research. Do
you have any thoughts on that. Doctor O'Dowd?
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Dr. O'DOWD. Whereas we integrate instruction and the training
of new scientists into our ongoing science estabhshment, the Rus-
sians have developed a different system, separating almost com-

pletely their instructional program from their scientific investiga-
tions. The numbers of people involved in Russian science are very
large, and now the Russian establishment is recognizing that it

probably is far larger than it needs to be, in the sense that there
are more scientists, more technicians and more staff than most
comparable Western science entities use to carry out their busi-

ness—probably by at least twice—so that you get very large num-
bers of people doing the kind of scientific activity that we do on a
much reduced diet. One advantage that we find in working with
Russians is that they do have the capability of collecting extensive

data, because they have the hands and heads to put to work on
data collection in a way that we simply don't have available to us.

My observation is that Russian science is very uneven. There are

points of brilliance

Senator Murkowski. You make a good politician. That's a good
answer.

Dr. O'DoWD. There are points of brilliance and there are points
of great weakness. I recall once being introduced to a person and
later the scientist with whom I was traveling said, "you don't need
to pay much attention to him, he is the son of academician so Eind

so." In working with Russian scientists, it's possible very quickly to

identify good laboratories for they will make the discriminations for

you. They do not want to be embarrassed in working with Western
scientists and they are quite willing to tell you frankly where to

turn and where not to turn. The University of Alaska has agree-
ments with institutes scattered throughout the Far East, and prob-
ably knows more about Russia Far East science than any other in-

stitution in the United States or elsewhere in the Western world.
Scientists from this part of the nation are working with people
throughout Siberia and the Far East, where we probably know less

about the contamination problems than we do in the northern part
of Western Russia, were more work has been done and where the

Norwegians in particular have been gathering data very inten-

sively. So, I think there is a strong science establishment but it's

not large, and one has to be very selective, I know the State De-

partment is sending a delegation to Siberia and the Far East late

this fall to try to identify those scientists with whom we might
work most fruitfully.

Senator MURKOWSKI. Let me ask you another question relative

to logistics. You recently, with your commission, journeyed to one
of the more interesting places that occasionally we in politics get
involved in, namely Wrangel. And having lived on the Island of

Wrangell, Alaska, spelled with two L's, I am quite familiar with

many of the constituent letters that come in as to an explanation
of our alleged "giveaway" of the other Wrangel Island spelled with
one L. I understand and your group went up there in a helicopter,
a Russian helicopter, which itself is an adventure—an hour, hour
and a half over open water, with no survival gear. And the ques-
tion is logistics. How much of their logistic capability can be uti-

lized in a monitoring scenario? And I wonder if you could elaborate
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on their logistical performance? We know their icebreaking capabil-

ity probably is second to none.

Dr. O'DOWD. Senator, Russian science, at least in the part of the

world where I've been most active, has had access to a level of

logistical support that U.S. scientists are not accustomed to, in the

way of air transportation, helicopter transportation, and surface

transport. The academies have been able to command a great deal

of equipment, personnel, and energy to carry out their work. I

think the scientific equipment with which they work, in most cases,

is pretty primitive, but the transportation equipment and the stag-

ing areas that they have to work fi-om are really pretty good. I

think that we could count on a good deal of help at very modest

cost from Russians in pursuing work with them in measuring such

things as the transport of hazardous materials. I think Mead
Treadwell mentioned the other day, that he had a quote of $135
an hour for helicopter support in Russia as against something like

$2500 an hour for equivalent support in the U.S. So, funds will go
a long way, and I think we could do a great deal of study, and

gather a lot of valuable information quickly, using the support
structure that they have available.

Senator Murkowski. Well, obviously their pricing is a Httle dif-

ferent than ours. I recall research ships in Vladivostok that could

be available for next to nothing they were so anxious to get some-

body to charter them, put some fuel in them and get under way.
Let me move to Dr. Ostenso. I noted that NOAA did no radio-

nuclide monitoring in the Arctic but there were some 36 other

areas on the U.S. coast where monitoring did occur. Is it a matter

of money, because clearly I think this monitoring is needed in

areas off the Arctic coast of North America.
Dr. Ostenso. Yes. Our program reflected out priorities based on

available resources.

Senator Murkowski. Have you got any degree of comfort for us

relative to what your priorities are going to be in your next budget

presentation?
Dr. Ostenso. God, 0MB and the Appropriation Committees will-

ing, we will be able to step up to the challenge.
Senator Murkowski. Do you intend to recommend specifically

sites in the Arctic?

Dr. Ostenso. Yes, I do.

Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you. Let me move to Admiral
Guimond. NOAA and EPA, of course, are the lead agencies for im-

plementing the AMAP program. And I'm curious to know what

you're planning with regard to your agency's budget for next year.
Are you going to implement an AMAP request in the budget?
Admiral GuiMOND. We've put a request together in the program,

as with the other agencies, and depending upon how the appropria-
tions committees fare with the agency will determine where we go.

Senator Murkowski. There's another area that doesn't affect nu-

clear waste, but the tremendous dumping at sea in the north Pa-

cific associated with the factory fish processors. As opposed to

shore-based plants that utilize virtually the entire biomass, the fac-

tory processors throw an awful lot over the side. And we're curious

whether EPA has a responsibility in this area and whether they^re

meeting that responsibility.
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Admiral GuiMOND. Yes. I understand that there's a concern in

that £irea. I'm going to have a defer a Uttle bit. I have asked some
folks in our Region 10 office in our water programs that are dealing
with that what they can do to look into what control we can have
in that. And I believe that we are currently trying to determine
what laws we can bring to bear to provide some additional controls.

But I don't think it's as clear-cut as we would like it to be.

Senator Murkowski. Well, I'd appreciated it if you'd re-remind

them, because we've sent a couple letters and the/re still giving it

some consideration as to what their role may or may not be. So,
well certainly hold the record open for a couple of weeks.
Admiral GuiMOND. Will do.

Senator MURKOWSKI. And if you could gently urge them to take
a look at that we'd appreciate it. One other question. We're in the

process of setting up some radioactive monitoring in Alaska but we
want to do it wisely. And I'm wondering if you could share what
the priorities might be, the point of view of EPA, between airborne

capability, monitoring against another event like a Chernobyl, or
marine mammal tissue evaluation, or other types that we haven't
mentioned?
Admiral GuiMOND. As I said earlier, I think there's two areas

that you're trying to focus attention on £uid be prepared for. One
is trying to assess what have been the impacts of the past, and
that's why a number of the things that we've teilked about that we
in EPA and the AMAP program would deal with would hopefully

give you better indication of how much damage has occurred. The
next area, we'll be trying to be protective in having the early

warnings for the future. One is the monitoring stations that are

currently in place and one that was just put in Fairbanks a few

days ago will give you an indication of if any future events occur
what kind of deposition might be occurring in this area. However,
that's not truly early warning. That will let you know after some-

thing has come and you'll get it, you know, a few days later, but

you'd like to have something a little earlier than that. So I think
I would recommend that you would also have what I would call

real time monitors that we would place closer to the coastal areas,
closer to where they would be impacted by any airborne materials

coming first over and would give you an instant type of indication

so that, if necessary, people could be notified to take whatever pro-
tective action might be appropriate.
Senator Murkowski. All right. Well, I appreciate that. We're

going to conclude this morning's portion. And let me make a couple
of announcements. We'd like to invite everyone to sign in, because
if you sign it, you're going to receive a published copy of the tran-

script and the hearing record. It's going to take, I'm told, about

eight weeks to complete that, so be patient. If you don't get it in

eight weeks, why it's fair enough to call collect.

[Whereupon, at 12:15 o'clock p.m., the Committee was recessed.l

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator Murkowski. We call the hearing back to order. And
we'll thank our court reporter again. I would ask that you find a
comfortable seat.
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First of all, we're going to depart a little bit. Two of our guests
on the scientific panel have chosen to go later on in the day, and
that's our friend from Russia, Leonid Bolshov, and Dr. Vera Alex-

ander of the Institute of Marine Sciences of the University of Alas-

ka.
I would introduce this p£inel now. Dr. Aaskar Aarkog, head of the

Ecology Section, Department of Environmental Sciences and Tech-

nology, at Riso National Laboratory in Denmark. Dr. Charles Hol-

lister of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. Dr. Robert

White, Institute of Arctic Biology, University of Alaska. Dr. Odd
Rogne, International Arctic Science Committee, Oslo, Norway. And
Dr. Glenn Shaw, Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska. Is

there an order, gentlemen, or shall we start with the introductions?

Mr. Garman. HoUister's first.

Senator MURKOWSKI. HoUister's first. All right. We're ready for

you. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. CHARLES HOLLISTER, WOODS HOLE
OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE

Dr. HOLLISTER. Thank you, Senator. I have to admit that it's a

very brave person that's going to bring together the kinds of indi-

viduals that we have here; the environmental community and all

the government sectors and private sectors that are involved in

this debate, and I just want to congratulate the Senator on the

foresight.

Thirty years ago last night I finished the first assent of the

southeast side of Mount McKinley, first and only time anybod/s
been dumb enough to go up that side of that big mountain. And
that was just 30 years ago. And now I'm back in a completely dif-

ferent uniform.

Why am I here? Well, Woods Hall Oceanographic Institution has
done a lot of things in the ocean, around the world, including using
robots to go down the grand staircase of the Titanic to look inside

the ballroom, take a look at the remaining art work, and they've

got us on the front cover of Time Magazine, but that's not what we
do for a living. What we do is use these robots and our experts and
scientists to figure out what's going on in the ocean and how to

make it useful for you all.

The other thing we've been doing vis-a-vis the problem we're

talking about today is that we've been studying the waters coming
out of the Arctic for nearly 30 years while we look at the radio-

active material that has been coming down the pipes of the reproc-

essing plants of Wind Scale, nuclear reprocessing plant on the

shores of Great Britain, and recently renamed Sellafield, it's the
same place, however. And we have noticed that most of the radio-

active material going into the Arctic and coming out of the Arctic

originates from those reprocessing plants.

However, we have seen interesting little spikes of cobalt-60 com-

ing down the East Greenland current that was hard to explain
using the outfall scenario. But we shrugged it off, thinking it had
to be from fallout. We noticed a little blip of cesium about 4,000
feet below the North Pole and some of this information comes from
our colleagues from Denmark, so I'm putting it sort of in a bouilla-

baisse here for you very quickly, which we couldn't explain very
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easily either. So, we knew somewhere in the Arctic up current

there was a nuclear reactor doing something. So, it was not a huge
surprise when we learned that there were radioactive materials,

that there are radioactive materials, and indeed reactors in the

Arctic, and that explains some of our funny little oddities in our

measurements over the last couple of decades.

Well, where does this stuff go? When does it get released? What
does it do when it gets to wherever it gets to? And who cares?

These questions have been of interest to us and to myself for a long
time. My expertise is in the physics of sediment transport. Much
of the material coming from these radioactive, these reactors, will

be bound up in the particles, the particles will move with the

water, so it's important to know which way the water goes, obvi-

ously.
There is a great deal of knowledge about how rapidly the sedi-

ments on the bottom scavenge or cleanse the water as they pass

through and they pick up the radioactive materials, and much of

it ends up in the mud, except for the more soluble forms of cesium

and strontium which have a longer pathway, if you will.

We spend a lot of our professional life at Woods Hall trying to

figure out how material moves around and the water moves

around, and we think the issue at hand here is the material in the

Barents Sea on its way to Alaska or, if not, where is it going. I

don't think it takes a great leap of faith to realize that we need to

know probably, first, and this would be my first step, and that is

to find out where the reactors are that contain the fiiel rods. That's

probably the most dangerous part of the equation right now, that

is the fuel rods or the high level material inside the reactors. How
it's been reported that there are of the order 10, 12, 15 reactors sit-

ting in various places around Novaya Zemlya and perhaps other

places in that neck of the woods, and that a fairly small number
are supposed to have fuel rods in them.
So to me, just as a first order scientific question, is how soon will

water pass into the reactor through the fuel rods and out into the

ocean. Now I don't myself have any expertise in how the Russians

have made their reactors, but it would seem a logical thing to find

out, to ask them or perhaps some of our own Navy sources know
more about it than—well, I think we may have some information

that would be very useful; let's put it that way. And the question

is, where are the reactors weak, where's the water going to come

in, and how long will it take before the water enters the reactor

and starts corroding and eroding the fiiel rods themselves. That to

me would be the first thing to do rather than any sort of emotional,

by God, we've got to go pick them up, clean them up. I've spent a

lot of my career worrying about the Thresher and the Scorpion. In

fact, I have the reports on what we've learned about the radioactive

release fi*om our own two nuclear submarines that went down

accidently and came down and made a heck of a mess. And most

of the submarine imploded; the two sides of a submarine coming

together and going past each other out the other side is not a pret-

ty sight. But the reactor vessels themselves don't seem to be in

that bad of shape, and we've been measuring the sample; we've

been measuring the mud and the animals growing on, in, near and

under the reactors that are on the bottom that we own, and we find
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very small amounts, a little cobalt, a little bit of cesium, out two
or 300 yards away, none of it anj^where near lethal amounts. And
I suspect that that's going to be the case for these other reactors

for perhaps a very long time.

Keep in mind also that the circulation of the Arctic is important.
And from what I can tell from my colleagues, both here and in

Woods Hole, the circulation is such that material that may get out

of the Kara, White, Barents Sea that probably a very unlikely

pathway would be up onto the shelf off of Alaska. More likely it

would end up going back down eventually out and through the

East Greenland current. But there are experts right next to me
here who could prove me right or wrong.
So the question really is, okay, what do we do? And I would

think we ought to look at what we've learned from our own reac-

tors on the bottom. We ought to look at where the reactors are that

are dangerous, and that we should probably monitor those very
closely and periodically with the robots rather than submarines,
which in that depth of the water and that neck of the woods is

probably overkill. We have instruments that can go down and
measure trace metals. And I would simply think that you'd find out

which reactors are fueled and monitor those and keep track of

what's going on. But I don't think there's any cause for any great
serious alarm or concern.
But just to be sure, we're going to go over and talk, and I'm sure

that a lot of you realize that the scientific community is a fairly
small group of dedicated people. They speak a million different lan-

guages and they all have faxes now, which is really kind of inter-

esting. And we have great communication with our colleagues. And
to that extent, I've been asked to lead a U.S. delegation of sci-

entists, of people who are expert at robots, and reactor shielding

experts, to go over to St. Petersburg next month and start talking
to the people who build the Russian nuclear submarines about the

possibility of, with robots, monitoring the MIKE class Kosmolets
submarine that went down off Norway, and set up some sort of a

protocol for doing it logically, methodically, scientifically so that we
can start to learn how to work with our Russian colleagues. And
I must say that I'm looking forward to my first trip to St. Peters-

burg and to Moscow and I'm really looking forward to talking to

some of my colleagues over there in order to sort of join hands in

a joint research effort to figure out, is this a big problem, a little

problem or a non-problem.
Thank you. Senator. That concludes my oral testimony.
Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you very much. Dr. Hollister, for

your presentation and stajdng within the time limits as well.

I would next move to Dr. Asker Aarkrog, Head of the Ecological
Section, Department of Environment and Technology, at the Riso
National Laboratory in Denmark. We welcome you to the commit-
tee and look forward to your testimony, Doctor.

Dr. Aarkrog. Thank you very much. Senator. Thank you for ask-

ing me to come here to this very interesting hearing. I had actually

planned to give my presentation using overheads. So if I may do
so.
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Senator Murkowski. Surely. We're even set up, I'm told so
that's great.

'

[The prepared statement of Dr. Aarkrog follows:]
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Hearing on Radioactive and Asker Aarkrog, D.Sc.

other Environmental Threats Rise National Laboratory
to the Arctic resulting from DK-40(X) Roskilde

past Soviet activities. Denmark
Alaska-Fairbanks

Aug. 15, 1992

ENVIRONMENTAL RADIOACTIVITY IN

THE ARCTIC

Definition of the Arctic

In the present context the Arctic regions comprises all areas north of the arctic circle.

The major part of the area is the Arctic Ocean and the inland ice of Greenland, but it

also includes the northern parts of the European, Asian and American continents.

Characteristics of the Arctic reyions

The low temperature and large amplitude photocycle (dark winters and nightless

summers) are the primary factors which influence the arctic ecosystems. Although the

atmospheric deposition in Arctic regions tends to be low the impact of pollution on the

ecosystems may be significant. This is due to the often long residencetimes of pollutants

and to the high sensitivity of arrtic ecosystems because the organisms in these systems

already are under severe stress due to the unfavourable living conditions. The foodchains

are usually formed by a few species which means they have large natural fluctuations.

They are thus more weakly balanced than we know it from temperate and tropical

ecosystems.

Sources and inventories of radioactive contamination

The concern for the Arctic in coimection with radioactive contamination came up in the

early sixties when multimegatons nuclear weapons were tested at the USSR Novaya
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Zemlya test site. Global fallout from testing of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere in the

fifties and sixties are still the main source to radioactive contamination of Nordic regions

although it in certain areas in Scandinavia is overruled by the contamination from the

Chernobyl accident in 1986. (UNSCEAR. 1982 and 1988).

The amount of local fallout from the Novaya Zemlya test site is not reported. It seems

however, that the Arctic Ocean (Fig. 1) contains about 4 times more '''Cs, '"Sr and ^'

^^'Pu than we would expect from global fallout (IAEA, 1988). Hence it is tempting to

assume a contribution from local fallout. However it has also been suggested that the

Siberian river systems, which in the forties and early flfties were used for disposal of high

level radwaste from the USSR nuclear weapons programme (Cochran et al, 1990) may

be a source of input of radioactivity to the Arctic Ocean.

Discharges of especially ''^Cs from the BNFL reprocessing plant Sellafield in the UK in

the seventies and early eighties contributed significantly to the North Atlantic inventories

(Fig. 2).

The Arctic regions have been contaminated locally from various sources e.g. with 1 TBq

^•^Pu at Thule (Aarkrog 1984b) from the B-52 crash in 1968, with shonlived fission

products (e.g. '*Zr) in northern Canada from the loss of the Soviet Cosmos 954 satellite

in 1978 (Tracy et al, 1984) and with "'I from loss of nuclear submarines e.g. the

Komsomolets submarine in the Norwegian Sea in 1989. (Fig. 3). Among these local

sources only the Thule contamination has so far been of longterm radioecological

interest.

Zolotkov (1992) has recently reported that radwaste throughout the years has been

dumped along the east coast of Novaya Zemlya. The waste has also included nuclear

shipreactors, some still containing their nuclear fuel elements.

Special radionuclides in the Arctic

The long environmental halflife of radionuclides deposited on moss and lichen in Arctic

regions has made it possible to reveal the presence of some radionuclides normally not
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seen globally in environmental samples e.g. ^Bi and ""Co (Aarkrog et al, 1984a).

Technetium-99 is another example of a radionuclide especially observed in Nordic

regions, in particular in the marine environment, where it is concentrated in brown algaes

(Aarkrog et al 1987a).

Terrestrial Ecosystems in Nordic regions

In 1961 a group of Scandinavian scientists with Kurt Lid^n, Jorma Miettinen and Dietrich

Merten (IAEA) as keypersons initiated the so-called RIS-symposia (Paakola, 1990). RIS

stands for Radioactivity In Scandinavia. These meetings were especially concerned with

the critical pathways of radiocaesium in the Nordic regions, in particular with the

foodchain:

lichen - reindeer - man.

Reindeer-breeders thus became a group of special concern in connection with radioactive

fallout in Nordic regions. Beside of Northern Scandinavia, reindeers are found in Alaska,

Northern Siberia, Greenland and Iceland.

The high surface to weight ratio of lichen and the long effective halflife of *^Cs in the

lichen carpet is the main reason for the high radioecological sensitivity of lichen to

radioactive fallout. Reindeer eat lichen during winter, which results in high levels in meat

during this part of the year. (Mattsson, 1972; Hanson, 1973; Miettinen, 1966) Similar

seasonal variations are seen in the reindeer breeders. The highest levels reported in man

are from Northern Siberia in 1964 where bodyburdens of 0.13 MBq *"Cs were observed.

Similar levels were measured in the Murmansk region in the winter 1966-1967. After

Chernobyl high levels in reindeer meat ("50 kBq kg') were observed at various localities

in Norway and Sweden (Gunnerod et al 1989; Erikson 1990). But although the

contamination at such locations were about an order of magnitude higher than in the

sixties, the problems were not of a circumpolar nature as after the global fallout period.

Johanson et al (1990), Bakken et al (1990) and other radioecologists observed after the
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Chernobyl accident that mushrooms were an important source of radiocaesium to grazing

ruminants and some game animals. A strong seasonal variation of ^^Cs in roe deer was

e.g. demonstrated in Sweden . This variation was mainly due to consumption of

mushrooms in the autumn. Thus the availability of mushrooms becomes important for the

observed radiocaesium levels in certain game animals and grazing ruminants (e.g. goat

and reindeer). A steady decrease of '^'Cs is thus not always observed in such animals.

Herbage - sheep
- man is another critical pathway for radionuclides in Arctic regions.

(Hove et al, 1990) The effective halflife of
^^ Cs in this foodchain is quite long.

Freshwater Ecosystems in Arctic regions

Drinking water in the arctic and subarctic is usually derived from surface water including

melting of snow and ice. Hence we do not see the same efficient removal of radionuclides

from the water as is the case for groundwater derived drinking water. Especially in

Greenland where permafrost is common the drinking water levels tend to be relatively

high. Furthermore the '"Sr concentration seem closer related to the accumulated fallout

than to the fallout rate (Hansen et al, 1990).

Already in the sixties it was observed that lakes with a low conductivity (oligotrophic

lakes) contained fish with a relatively high ^Cs content (Carlsson, 1976, Hasanen et al,

1966). It was also observed that the excretion of *"Cs decreased with decreasing

temperature (Kolehmainen et al, 1966). After the Chernobyl accident the combination

of high fallout and low conductivity resulted in fish levels in the middle part of Sweden

greater than 15 kBq "^Cs kg' fish. (Hikanson, 1991).

Marine Ecosystems in Nordic Regions

Fig. 4 shows the current system in the Arctic. Dotted lines represent warm currents and

full lines are the cold ones. The discharges from nuclear reprocessing in Western Europe

have been used to measure dilution factors and transport times in this current system

(Aarkrog et al 1987). A waterbome pollutant in the North Sea is found about five years
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later in the East Greenland Current and two-three years later it has reached Thule in

NW-Greenland. It is amazing that pollutants can travel that far and still be detected.

The studies of global fallout '"Sr and '^^Cs in arctic waters (Aarkrog 1989) have shown

that the effective mean residence time of these radionuclides in the surface water of the

Arctic Ocean is about 15 years. However, this may be an overestimate if the Arctic

Ocean is supplied with significant amounts of run-off from land e.g. from the Siberian

rivers. The vertical mixing in the Arctic waters is more rapid than we see it at lower

latitudes in the world ocean. This implies a shorter residence time of pollutants in arctic

surface water than what is seen in temperate and tropical waters.

At Thule in NW Greenland an arctic marine ecosystem has been studied with regard to

transfer of plutonium since the B-52 accident in 1968. (Aarkrog et al 1984b It appears

that the effective halflife of Pu in biota is significantly less than the radiological halflife

of 24000 years. It is further more evident that there is a discrimination against Pu when

we move to higher trophic levels in the foodchain.

Conclusion and Summary

Although the radioecological sensitivity of food products fi-om Arctic regions tend to be

higher than we know it from temperate regions, the very low productivity of Nordic

regions imply usually low collective doses from these regions. However, high individual

doses from radioactive contamination may be seen in the Arctic as we have observed it

for e.g. reindeer breeders.

Radiocaesium is concentrated fi"om lower to higher trophic levels. The marine animals

contain orders of magnitude lower ^^Cs levels than terrestrial animals in Nordic regions

and the transfer of ^^'Cs is one to two orders of magnitude greater than that of "Sr to

meat of animals. (Fig. 5)
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Future radioecological studies in the Arctic

More information is particular needed on the radioactive contamination of the Arctic

from previous nuclear activities in the former USSR and the following questions may be

asked:

1. How much radioactivity was deposited locally and regionally in the Arctic from

the Atmospheric test series during the fifties and early sixties at Novaya Zemlya?

2. What has the runoff of radioactive substances with the Siberian rivers from

nuclear activities in the former USSR been? In particular how much activity has

been transported by the Ob river system to the Arctic biassin?

3. What are the radioecological impact of the radwaste dumped at Novaya Zemlya?

Will in particular the disposed nuclear ship reactors influence the levels of

marine radioactivity in the Artie?

4. What is the inventories of '"Sr, '''Cs and plutonium in the Arctic Ocean? Are the

levels higher than expected or have the measurements carried out so far been

too few for a reliable estimate?

5. Are the Arctic Bassin and the Siberian rivers potential sources of contamination

of important fishing areas in the North Atlantic region and what would then be

radioecological impact?

The ecological halflives of '"Sr, ^^Cs and transuranic elements should be determined in

marine as well as terrestrial ecosystems in the Arctic in order to evaluate the radioeco-

logical consequences of radioactive contamination in this part of the biosphere.
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NORTH ATLANTIC GLOBAL FALLOUT CONCENTRATIONS

IN 1989

SURFACEWATER CONTAMINATED BY GLOBAL FALLOUT ONLY:

2.9 Bq ^'^Csm
'

1 .8 Bq '"Srrn
'

- 10 mBq "'-^"Pum '

ARCTIC OCEAN SURFACEWATER (GLOBAL FALLOUT ONLY)

90e.~-3 -IOC ^B„ 239,240D,,m-3
4.6 Bq ^"Csm^ 3.7 Bq '°Srm

' 12.5 mBq "''^^Pum

BALTIC SEA

14Bq"'Csm' 17Bq'°Srm'

Fig. 1.

(From Aarkrog, 1989)
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INVENTORIES IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC (1989)

137,Cs

Global fallout
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Lost Soviet nuclear devices.

Keys to figure: NR: nuciear reactor. NW: nuclear weapon.

Fig. 3

{unpublished IAEA information, 1991)
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RADiOECOLOGICAL

SENSITIVITY OF

Cs-137 and '°Sr IN GREENLAND ANIMALS
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Fig. 5

(from Aarkrog, 1979)
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STATEMENT OF DR. AASKAR AARKROG, CfflEF, ECOLOGY SEC-
TION, DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND
TECHNOLOGY, RISO NATIONAL LABORATORY, DENMARK
Dr. Aarkrog. The Chernobyl accident. That is the major known

source. But beside these major known sources there is a number
of possible major sources to radioactive contamination of the Arctic.

And here I will mention, first of all, local fallout from the Novaya
Zemlya test sites for nuclear weapons. We don't know how much
that is. Runoff with Siberian rivers from nuclear activities in the
former Soviet Union, we have heard about it, and dumping of, for

example, ship reactors at Novaya Zemlya. These have all been
mentioned, these things.

If we for a moment look at the former Soviet empire and we can
see here the Novaya Zemlya and we can see here what I called the

major rivers running into the Arctic Ocean. That's the Ob River

system, the Yenisey River system, and the Lena River system. And
all these river systems are connected to some nuclear facilities. The
Ob River system is connected to the Urals, we have heard about,
and there is also a connection to Semipalatinsk where they have
had nuclear explosions, and there is furthermore through the
Tomsk River a connection to the reprocessing of plutonium produc-
tion plant at Tomsk. And in case of the Yenisey River, it is the

Krasnoyarsk reactor establishment where they produce plutonium.
And finally, the Lena River has contaminated area around Yakutsk
where a large number of peaceful underground explosions has been

going on.

Furthermore, I have very recently heard that in '58 there was a
rocket failure in this area here. And this rocket may have con-
tained radioactive material. So this is all sources to the radioactive
contamination of the Arctic Ocean.

If we turn to the Ob River system, which I consider the most im-

portant, then we have three major contamination events in the
Urals which may influence the contamination of this river system.

First of all, we had the discharge to the Techa River fi-om '49 to

'51. We learned about it fi-om Mr. Gates this morning. We had the

Kyshtjnn accident in '57 and we have had a wind dispersion of ac-

tivity from Lake Karachay which contained these enormous
amounts of radioactive contamination.
We have been stud5dng these contaminations in this area be-

cause in 1990 we were invited by the Russians to visit a number
of places in Russia. I was at that time president for the Inter-

national Union of Radioecologists and that was in that capacity we
were invited to go around to these sites. And the interesting thing
was that we were allowed to collect samples at the sites and bring
the samples with us home. That means that for the first time we
had the opportunity in the West to have our own measurements of
these local contaminations. And it was at that occasion we found
this last mentioned contamination because the two ones were part-
ly known but the last one was completely unknown at that time.
And we have published a paper on that in Journal of Environ-
mental Radioactivity, which I will give here to the hearing.

If we should try to summarize what I think is important to do
in the future, I might go back to my place now.
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During the '50's and early '60's at Novaya Zemlya we do not have
an exact answer on that, I think it is important to know because
I think there has been some more local fallout than we have

thought until now.
And the second question, what has the runoff of radioactive sub-

stances with the Siberian rivers I mentioned before from nuclear
activities in the former USSR been? In particular, how much activ-

ity has been transported by the Ob River system to the Arctic

basin. And I can mention that there are connections we have with
the Russians in the Urals has now started, this cooperation has
now started a project on the Ob River, a very preliminary project.
In these days scientists from this institute are at the outlet of the
Ob River to the Arctic basin and taking some preliminary samples
in order to get an idea of what is in the sediments.
And the third question, what are the radioecological impact of

the waste dumped at Novaya Zemlya. Will in particular the dis-

posed nuclear ship reactors influence the levels of the marine ra-

dioactivity in the Arctic? I do not consider this so important myself
as the runoff from the rivers.

And the fourth question, what is the inventories of strontium and
cesium and plutonium in the Arctic Ocean? Are the levels higher
than expected to have the measurements carried out so far

Unidentified Speaker. Excuse me, we can't hear.

Senator Murkowski. Thank you. I'm sorry. If you can't hear,
we'll certainly

Dr. Aarkrog. What are the inventories of strontium-90 and ce-

sium-37 and plutonium in the Arctic Ocean? Are the levels higher
than expected to have the measurements carried out so far been
too few for reliable estimates? The reason for this question is that
estimates made on the inventories in the Arctic Ocean is actually

coming out with higher levels than we would expect from the
known input to the Arctic Ocean.
And then the last question, are the Arctic basin and the Siberian

rivers potentisd sources of contamination of important fishing areas
in the north Atlantic region and what would then be the radiologi-
cal impact. Personally I am not sure it would be very high. Thank
you.

Senator Murkowski. Thank you very much. Dr. Aarkrog.
Our next panelist will be Dr. Robert White, the Institute of Arc-

tic Biology, University of Alaska. And if you have trouble hearing
in the back, let us know. Please proceed. Dr. White.

[The prepared statement of Dr. White follows:]
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RADTQNUCT.TDRS AND POLLUTANTS TN ARCTHC. TFRRESTRIAL SYSTEMS

RobenG. White
Institute of Arctic Biology

UniversiQr of Alaska Fairbanks
RdibaQks.AK 99775

(907)474-7648

My name is ROBERTGORlX)N WHITE and I am the Acting (bitBrim) Director of

dwlastimteof Arctic Biology at die Univcrsi^ of Alaska Fairbanks. By training I am a

nutritional-biocbeinist in tiie animal services and more recently a nmntional ecok)|^

waildngwldicadboa,nTOakazcn and moose. I have been working with Dr. Dan

HOLLEMAN. who is a ladio-ccologist. fbrow 20 years on die movementof ra<fioacdve

cesium in die licfaeiHaiiboa-woIffiaoddiain. We have osed dus knowledge as a tool to

study die ecology of catiboa and wolves, for development ofxnodds ofoedom transport and

to make assessments on human exposure throng consunqition of cariboo. We have assisted

in die training of sciftntists woddng on tiic effea of Chernobyl in Norway. Measurement of

radio-nodide levels in reindeer and caribou can be used to monitcr a large land area so tfaese

are iniegcated measures over time and space.

I would like to focus my presentation on die tenestrial, or land, contqionent of the

ecosystem widi added reference to how radio-nndides, and odier pollutants, may move from

other sources sodi as rivets, streams, die marine system and die atznospbere to die land-based

systems

RAOIOACnVE AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL THREATS TO THE ARCTIC

RESULTING FROM PAST SOVIET ACllVri'lHS:

The first prioriQr should be a reconnaissance inventory and assessment of the nature

and extent ofpoDutants in die Russian North dial could uldmatdy intactAlaska or arcdc

systems in general This would involve coBaboradon widi Russians in mapping specific
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locatjom ofpolhitantt Qndiidhig ladio-miclides, hea^ metals, tanc hydroc«ri)oiig. and

nttiwpnteiirial f!nnt<fn4n«nt^); Ai-immmiing the typn atirf
mapfjtwiii^ nfHtiyff pfwffflt; »^ fcff

conditiaiis under wtddi tbey existu a basU far assessing dieir potential to

atmospheric or tBoestiial systems. WMiootdrisinfimnatim. DOwell-<BieaBdieseardiaiKi

monitoring program in Alaska (gdtematiiieegvlniniTriir can be sdegnatdydeagoed.

UAF-Ecology

PATHWAYS

IbBre aze four impactant pathways formovemfsnt ofnfio^iudides to die teciBstrial

systemt

No. L The lichen -cariboQ- man or wolf (bear and scavenger) system. Indns

system atmoq^heric ftDout ofpollntants aie seqoesled by fidiras. winch are piefeiEfldaEy

ooDsumed by cnibAa and rrir'^^ff in "'^"tp^'^ c^p^*"!* fyv! ^mt^^f^'' »"^ ^t^n hy p^ryie

aulodierpiedatois. At each trophic level concenttaiion of polhoanttn die tisanes increases

dnunsticany. Humans are dien at lislcbecaosediey eat food diat can be enricfaed in die

poQutanL

Biological processes socfa as dus not onlyfiODcamBpoIlatanis, bat also le-

fisfidbute dlBin fiom hot-gpots throng die mnveinent nfMiiq^gl«
and tHrett Ae poEudlUt to

new svsieiiB.

Thus. animBls win be die nu^or carrier ofpoOntants between die main eoosystoms,

avBi/itPcttirtoimifial and mariufr-ieirestriaL

No. 2. Transport to iBue&uIal systsms fim livcn/nie&ns and the maciue systevL

Ihe second system conoens de likely roles of diav»4)inls and inigtaiory water-fowl in

tzan^on ofpollnnuts ftom marine beadles, and ddal basins ^i^ieaB diey aggregate and find

and ficom river and stream estoaries, vt^mre ^gB ate laidandyoong grow and matnie» to local

and remote sites where the biiris may release pdlntamstfaroagji defecation and deadi, or diey

m^ be taken by homers and piedators. Sea-tarrdatbatfeedatseaoaanmnberof ttopbic

levels in tiiB marine system freqpendy nest on difb that accnmolate large axnount ofUzd
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dr0|»plag». Ppllataiita in die dnypingg may enter ihe land «y^twn Arnngfi jwepijr anH

decQoqxMitloQ, sod, then as qnake by plants. Feedii^acd:vitiBS(rf'odier animals move

poTlntants in feces into olbacaxapoatais ofthe land-based system. AnoAer route Cor the

mcn^. to twrrr^Trial
aytti-aw

i< inrimnl^ KmaTl Mi^ largf,
that fipwl ifi\ intKr-tiHiil plitnt* i^^yT

small organisnis. TTieae aninals movepolhitBfifs&om the inter-tidal to Ae local landrbascd

system.

No.3 AtmosphedcpoQutants. Atmosidiericbom ptdliitaiits Call om over wide areas

tfaxon^ movemeu of air masses, bat alsomay be ctmceatiated to fonn "hot-9ots' doe to

local piecqntation
- as ooconed following tiie Cheaiobyl disaatet.

No. 4 Land-based tFamportsysians. Once in d»e tenestrial ^rom, ttie effect of

poIlQt8atsdq)aids on the wayplantstake-iv, seqoestBT (store) aodtnm-over die chemical

^*'"*p'^"*T'*'. ««/^ -*t»^ *ir*i^*' ^at <ti^
gT» ftywi n»«miiiii>«-fir»-aminaip UcfaeDS and maoy

mn^brooms prefiereodaUy takeri^ and stme some poIliitaiitB (e.g. xadioaciiye cesimn)
- thns

tlieyiemaittasoutceafconiaaiinadoafQrloagpenodsoftimei. OdiervegBtatioomaytiim

over poOmants (jsickly and therefore are a soisce ofpdDndon only bdefly
- tat eaon^le

coo^Bre nmshrooms andbeodes as IcHig-tenn and dunt-tEon direct soiiices of dietary

contamination tot nunheui peoples.

In smmnary. biological processes InflnencePATHWAYS by: ..

ACXXLERATING movBomts beiweeo system ftjmpoiicnts

OON<jiiN 1kATINO poDBtHnts snccescvely in tropbie leiveis

DISlRIBXniNG poSntanti locally and wodd-wide Iqr vfctae of animal tnoveroents

and xnigtatiaos (e.g. Uxds, fish, niarine mammals) as wdl as by direct i^^ysical transpoo.

INCREASED RADK)ACnVmr INTHEARCnC

Ibe Arctic biota is icztpaEtant to local iflhabitaiits fbrcfietaiy sasieiianoe,attla8a

SOmOe ofcadi income anddodnn^ -^Kfi|<>!fio>i ^ynntiTig
mnA tJAtn^ i« » Hm>

-very
ctati nf

die sodal r^stems ofNatbe Aladons. Thns, in maiv areas people maybe shnost

coiiqiletely dq)eDdeDtoo fish, bMs, aiid inaiiae and torestdal noiimials fior meat Slid plant
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STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT WHITE, INSTITUTE OF ARCTIC
BIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA

Dr. White. Thank you for the invitation to talk today, Senator
Murkowski. I've been working in the area of radioecology with a
close colleague and several other people for more than 20 years,
monitoring radioactive cesium in the lichen-caribou-wolf food
chains in a number of systems in Alaska. And so it's with this per-
spective and the perspective of the land component that I'd like to

talk about a little bit.

We've used the knowledge that we've gained from these studies
to study the ecology of caribou and wolves. We've also developed
models of cesium transport which we've used to make assessments
on human exposure through consumption of caribou. We also as-

sisted in the training of scientists who have been more recently
working on some aspects of the Chernobyl disaster as it impacted
Norway and other countries.

Our studies also tell us that the monitoring of radioactivity in

reindeer and caribou could certainly be used as a method to scan

large areas of the land mass for possible contaminated hot spots,
and whereas particularly a large number of ground samples would
need to be counted in order to do the same integrated measure.

However, what I'd really like to mention today, besides this in-

sight I have, is that first of all we have to know the amounts and
where the contamination is, for without that information no well-
directed research and monitoring program in Alaska or the marine
environment can adequately be designed. From a University of
Alaska perspective, what I see is that we're rich in ecologists and
rich in the understanding of some components of the ecosystems
that I think that can be brought to bear on the study.
Now there are four main pathways that I feel importsint for the

transport of radionuclides and perhaps other pollutants to the ter-

restrial system. An example is the Uchen-caribou, man or wolf,
bear or scavenger system that has been intensively studied, and
gives us a few important quantitative measures of the rates of

transport and turnover in such a system. In the system atmos-

pheric fallout of pollutants are sequestered by lichens. The lichens
are preferentially consumed by caribou and reindeer, in winter, and
the caribou and reindeer are eaten by people and other predators.
At each trophic level, contamination or pollutants in the tissues in-

creases very dramatically, something like two to ten-fold, depend-
ing on the pollutant, as you move up the trophic system. Humans
then are at risk because they eat food that can be enriched in the

pollutant.
I would maintain that biological processes such as this not only

concentrate pollutants but also distribute them from hot spots to

other areas through the movement of animals and particularly mi-

gratory species, and they direct pollutants therefore to new sys-

tems, as animals maybe a major carrier of pollutants between the
main ecosystems, between river, stream and terrestrial systems,
and between the marine and terrestrial systems. In this respect,
likely rolls of shore birds and migratory water fowl in transport of

pollutants from marine beaches, tidal basins where they aggregate
and feed, and from river and stream estuaries where eggs are laid

and young grow to maturity, then migrate to close-by areas, local
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areas, and to remote sites where the birds may release the pollut-
ants through defecation, death, or they may be taken by hunters
and other predators and redistributed. Sea birds that feed on the
sea on a number of trophic levels in the marine system frequently
nest on cliffs that accumulate large amounts of bird droppings. Pol-
lutants in the bird droppings may enter the land system through
seepage and decomposition and then they're taken up by plants.
Feeding activities of other animals move the pollutants in feces and
into other components of the land-based system.
Another route for the movement of two terrestrial system in ani-

mals are the small and large animals that feed on inter-tidal plants
and small organisms. These animals move pollutants from the
inter-tidal area to the local land-based systems.
With respect to atmospheric pollutants, atmospheric-borne pol-

lutants fall out over wide areas through movements of air masses,
but they also may be concentrated to form hot spots due to local

precipitation such as occurred following the Chernobyl disaster.

Once in the terrestrial system, the effect of pollutants depend on
the way they're taken up and stored by plants and the rate of turn-
over of the chemical component, and the extent that they are then
used as a food resource for animals. Lichens and many mushrooms
preferentially take up and store some specific pollutants, and in
this case an example is radioactive cesium. Thus they remain a
source of contamination for long periods of time. In Alaska, the
level of pollution in lichens and mushrooms is virtually identical,
and which is a new finding and rather exciting biologically. Other
vegetation may turn over pollutants quickly and therefore they are
a very quick source of pollution; they are only seen briefly. Com-
pare, for instance, mushrooms being harvested by people and ber-
ries being harvested by people. Mushrooms, a long-term level, and
berries being there, being polluted for a rather short period of time.

In summary, biological processes influence pathways by accel-

erating movement, by concentrating pollutants and redistributing
the pollutEints locally and worldwide by migratory movements. In
the Arctic, subsistence hunting and fishing is at the very core of

the social systems of Native Alaskans; thus in many areas people
may be almost completely dependent upon fish, birds and marine
and terrestrial mammals for meat and plant products harvested,
and also other plant products harvested such as berries, mush-
rooms and green tissues provide essential nutrients including vita-

mins, essential amino acids and essential fatty acids. Therefore,
human social systems in the Arctic are particularly vulnerable to

impact by pollutants.
We're limited in our knowledge of predicting what all of these

impacts are going to be because the elemental kinetics in biological

systems in the Arctic are not well known. We predict that they
would be slower than in lower latitudes and therefore higher con-
centrations may be found in various levels of the trophic systems.
Radionuclides may be maintained in biological circulation longer in

the Arctic than elsewhere as well.

With respect to your questions on what kind of monitoring is

going on and should be done, we don't know exactly how much
monitoring is occurring, but it probably does not address the imme-
diate concern for the Arctic.
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Is more scientific research needed? Well, with the exception of

the lichen herbivore predator food chain radioecology studies in the

Arctic, and we know something about them, there's been very little

radioecology studies conducted in the Arctic for the last 20 years.
Little is known of the possible pathways within the Arctic eco-

system for the important radionuclides; therefore, essentially noth-

ing concerning kinetics related to these pathways have been identi-

fied.

We see these kinds of studies important to us and we see a role

for the University systems and academia in these kinds of studies.

Thank you very much.
Senator Murkowski. Thank you very much, doctor.

Dr. Odd Rogne, International Arctic Science Committee, Oslo,

Norway.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Rogne follows:]
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15 August, 1992

506/92/OR/341 (final revision)

RADIOACTIVE AND OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL THREATS TO THE UNITED STATES
AND THE ARCTIC RESULTING FROM PAST SOVIET ACTIVITIES.

Summary of a testimony given by Odd Rogne, the Executive Secretary of lASC,
The International Arctic Science Committee, at an open hearing organized by the

United States Senate, Select Committee on Intelligence in Fairbanks, Alaska on

15 August, 1992.

Let me first congratulate the US Senate, Select Committee on Intelligence on taking a serious interest

in the arctic environment, and on calling this very timely hearing. In the invitation to this hearing I

was asked to submit new information on the subject. As it is hard to tell what you already know, I

have prepared an introduction in which I briefly will introduce some major events that - in my mind -

call for some action. In addition I have prepared an appendix that is a short summary of information

in various reports and other sources available to me. I am pleased to note that Mr. Gates mentioned

half of my items and only two not being in my list.

1. New Information - Causes for Concern.

Some 30 nuclear dumpings or accidents are noted when reviewing a series of reports and sources,

see details in the Appendix. Verifying this list is impossible till the Russian files are made open,
or documented in other ways. Another aspect is that the list is growing each month, and even this

long list may only represent the tip of the iceberg.

However, there is sufficient alleged information that causes a strong concern and calls for

immediate attention.

Let me give you a few examples representing different categories of problems:

12 submarine and 3 icebreaker reactors were dumped in the waters offNovaya Zemlya. Some

17,000 containers of liquid and solid nuclear waste dumped in the same coastal waters.

Bilateral Norwegian-Russian meetings indicate that this information is close to the truth, and is

the task of a bilateral field investigation that started a few days ago. Norwegian authorities have

also indicated that they may contribute to a clean-up action of this nuclear waste.

The Mayak Plants: probably the worst contaminated nuclear area in the world, and it drains into

the Arctic. It is estimated to be "100 times worse than Chernobyl". Major accidents have

occurred at Kystym and Karachy with "death clouds" affecting 10,000 and 430,000 people

respectively.

An illustration of the situation is that you get a deadly radioactive dose in just one hour if you are

on the shore of Lake Karachy without any protection.
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In addition to being a potential threat to the arctic environment, the real challenge of the Mayak
Plant is to organize an enormous clean up action that calls for a major international effort How
to do that is a political question.

• About 80 nuclear submarines of the Northern Fleet should be disposed of during this decade, i.e.

about 150 nuclear reactors, and presently representing a hazard to the arctic envionmrnt. Russia

lacks proper nuclear storage and other resources to do it safely.

This problem represents a major challenge both as to costs and safety, and there are few countries

that can contribute to the solution.

• Nuclear testing to start at Novaya Zemlya in October this year.

This decision is depending on US stopping their nuclear testing. I have noted that US Senate

recently has voted positively on this issue, and I really hope that this will be the final outcome.

The fragile arctic environment has been exposed to sufficient radio nuclides already.

• Industrial emissions.

Another type of threat to the arctic environment is industrial emissions both within the Arctic and

transported to the Arctic by air masses or in other ways. This is an ongoing process and alarming

values of heavy metals, PCB and other pesticides have been measured.

Some emissions in the arctic part of Russia:

- 716,000 tons of various toxic emissions in the Kola area

- 2.6 million tons at Norilsk

Although this contamination has the worst effects within the regions mentioned such as growing
industrial deserts, severe health damage etc., toxic clouds are drifting to most of the Arctic. An
illustration again: A report claims that in Norilsk children have to stay indoors 90 days a year

because of this pollution.

• / refer you to Appendix Iforfurther details and other examples.

2. Monitoring Programs.

2.1 Ongoing Monitoring.

There is a modest network of sampling stations in the Arctic as to radio nuclides transported by

air, supplemented by airborne programs.

My main concern is that there is no regular monitoring of the arctic marine environment,

although some sampling has occurred in the Arctic Ocean and adjacent seas but more on an ad

hoc basis.

For details see: Report on Radioactivity in the Arctic Region, prepared by O. Paakkola, in

The State of the Arctic Environment Reports, Rovaniemi 1991.
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2.2 AMAP - The Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Progamme.

This is a governmental cooperative programme between the arctic nations under the Arctic

Environmental Protection Strategy (the Finnish Initiative).

Planning has started and plans for a comprehensive monitoring program for the arctic

environment are expected to be ready at the end of this year.

Most of the activity will comprise a coordination of ongoing monitoring, although there are gaps
that have to be filled. Monitoring of radio nuclides will be included but details are not yet known.

An active participation by the US in AMAP is undoubtedly one important step to be taken.

3. Future Needs.

The first steps to be taken do not require any new basic science initiatives. However, experts and

scientists would have to be involved in such actions as for instance:

• Documentation of information on nuclear waste dumping etc. representing serious threats to the

arctic environment, and assessment of risks.

As mentioned earlier the bilateral Norwegian-Russian investigations will be made available in the

form of a preliminary report to the meeting in November this year of the London Commission.

Norwegian environmental authorities will also share this information bilaterally with interested

countries.

f
• Adequate monitoring, establishing a network of monitoring stations for the marine environment

is needed. No further comments should be needed.

• Accumulation of radio nuclides, heavy metals etc. in marine and terrestrial ecosystems:
Some investigations and studies of effects have been carried out, but they are far from sufficient

to give a complete picture of all the Arctic.

• Another type of initiative that should be mentioned is the proposal to NACC (North Atlantic

Cooperative Council, a joint NATO and earlier Warsaw Pact members' forum) for a study on safe

scrapping of nuclear submarines and handling of nuclear waste. The intention is that the study

should constitute the basis for working out international guidelines, which do not exist. A whole-

hearted participation by USA in this effort would be most valuable.

4. The Role oflASC.

lASC - The International Arctic Science Committee - is a non-governmental scientific

organization established to encourage and facilitate international consultation and cooperation in

arctic research. The strength of lASC is that it embraces all fields of arctic science, covers all the

Arctic and promotes a circumarctic approach. All arctic countries arc members as weU as six

other countries having a major research activity in the Arctic. lASC is well suited to take

interdisciplinary science initiatives.
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lASC has several programs underway of importance to the arctic environment, one of which is

the International Arctic Global Change Programme.

As for the alleged nuclear threat to the arctic environment, there seems to be a need for a clari-

fication as to what will be done bilaterally, what will be covered by special programs such as

AMAP and other specialized organizations (IOC, SCOR).

The lASC Executive will discuss this question in early November and monitor the development

till then. If there is a need for an international science based initiative that best can be met by

LASC, we are most willing to do so.

5. Conveying of Regrets.

I have been asked by two other persons being invited to this hearing to convey their regrets for

being unable to attend:

Academician Igor S. Gramberg of St. Petersburg, Russia said that he strongly supported your

effort, and that he would offer one of his institute's ships for an environmental cruise to the high

Arctic. An invitation for international participation will be distributed through lASC.

Mr. Lars-Otto Reiersen, the Executive Secretary of AMAP, mentioned that US interest both in

radio nuclides and other pollutants that can seriously harm the arctic environment is most

welcomed.
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Appendix I

Radioactive Pollution of the Barents and Kara Seas.

The information contained in this list has not been verified by me. It is a simple list of information

collected without any effort to sort or organize it in any way. If a report or other source includes

information that can add to the reliability, a short remark is added.

The intention is not to give a full overview or scrutinize the subject as such. It is made for my own
use at a public hearing. However, it is beyond doubt in my mind that some of these wastes and

potential accidents represent a danger to the health of the people living close to the sites and to the

envirorunent both close to the sites and where a major radionuclide pollution can be transported by sea

currents and otherwise. As such it is an environmental problem of concern to several arctic states.

Russian environmental authorities seem to have taken this problem seriously, and of course it is an

environmental threat primarily of concern to Russian people and environments. However, the

magnitude of the problem and resources needed to solve it call for bilateral and international

cooperation both in science, technology, monitoring and fmancial support

1. The Barents Sea -
Biological Resources and Human Impact.

A map published in 1991 by Norsk Polarinstitun in cooperation with a Russian and a Polish

institute. The nuclear problem is put in a broader context on this map, which gives only general

infonnation. Russian scientists had rather detailed infomiation in 1990 and were strongly

concerned, but verifying it to a degree necessary for a responsible research institute was impossible
at that time. The published and non-published ir\formation was handed over to the environmental

authorities in Norway and has led to Norwegian- Russian cooperation ( see below ).

Envirorunental non-goverrunental organizations became engaged in this field and have produced a

lot of information, often in cooperation with Russian environmentalists and with specific

information from Russian officials in addition.

2. The Expert Group to Investigate Assened Dumping of Nuclear Wastes in the Barents and Kara

Seas.

Norwegian environmental authorities brought up this question bilaterally with Russian authorities

based on infonnation from 1) and other sources, and they agreed to start joint investigations in

connection with the assertions concerning dumping, or in other words : both Norwegian and

Russian authorities had sufficient information to be really concerned. It was also agreed that

Norway should prepare a proposal for a joint programme of investigations.

An expert group was tasked to make this proposal. Their report contains a summary of available

information ( 1991 ) and a proposal for a joint programme . The activities suggested were :

• Meetings and visits in order to obtain information and facts about the handling, storage and

discharge/ dumping of radioactive material in northern areas.

• Mapping of radioactive pollution by means of field work in northern marine areas, in order to

determine whether some of this pollution originates from dumped nuclear wastes.
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• Possible localization of dumped nuclear wastes, and investigations to detennine if leakage is

taking place from the dumped material to the marine environment.

• Undertaking an impact analysis to determine the effects on human beings and the environment of

pollution from different sources.

• Informing the public about the results of the investigations.

The report gives further details and can be useful studying.

The programme v^ill be carried out in 1992 and 1993.

Later reports from bilateral meetings give details on field investigations, methods to be used etc.

Field work to start 14 August 1992.

3. Asserted Information on Nuclear Wastes.

Please note that some of the listed information overlaps. This is due to the faa that the list is based on

various reports and sources.

• 12 submarine nuclear reactors and three icebreaker reactors have been dumped in the watcn off

Novaya Zemlya
• One whole submarine - the K-27 - powered by a liquid-metal cooled reaaor, was dumped in the

Stepovov Gulf after an accident in May 1968. Its two fueled nuclear reactors were dimiped in the

same location off the southem island in 1982.

• Eight reactors, three of which still contain their nuclear fuel, were dumped with sections of four

accident-damaged nuclear submarines in waters just off the K-27. The submarine sections from the

K-1 1, K-3 Leninski Komsomol. K-19 Hiroshima, and one unknown - were reportedly dumped
during the yeais 1964-65.

• Three damaged reactors from the icebreaker "Lenin" are dumped at sea close to Novaya Zemlya.
• Over 17.000 containers of liquid and solid radioactive waste were dumped.
• Novaya Zemlya ( Russian Arctic island ) is now the only nuclear test site in Russia, and has

proven to be one of the largest nuclear dumping grounds ( Alexander Yemelanenkov, Russian

chairman of the anti-testing association Towards Novaya Zemlya". and also by Andrei Zoloikov.

a nuclear engineer aboard the "Imandra", a nuclear refueling ship for icebreakers in Murmansk).
• Novaya Zemlya Trench : 1450 containers. Barge with a damaged reactor ( activity: 170.000 Ci )

Barge with liquid radioactive wastes.

• Neypokoyev Gulf ( Novaya Zemlya ): Solid radioactive wastes ( activity : 3.400 Ci ).

• Sivolky Gulf ( Novaya Zemlya ) : 4750 containers. The barge "Bauman". The central section of the

icebreaker "Lenin" and screen assembly and three damaged reactors.

• Oga Gulf ( Novaya Zemlya ) : 850 containers.

• Stepovov Gulf ( Novaya Zemlya ) : 1850 containers and a damaged nuclear submarine with two

fueled nuclear reactors. The submarine is reportedly the K-27 which had a liquid metal accident on

24 May 1968, the reactor; were dumped in 1982.

• Abrosimov Gulf ( Novaya Zemlya ) : 550 containers. Sections of four accident-damaged nuclear

submarines with a total of eight reactors, three of which still contain nuclear fuel. Sections of

submarines K-1 1. K-19 Hiroshima, K-3 Leninski Komsomol, and another unknown, that were

dumped in 1964-65. The K-19 had a severe accident in the North Atlantic in 1961.

• Blagopoluchiye Gulf ( Novaya Zemlya ) : 650 container.
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Techenniya Gulf ( Novaya Zemlya ) : Accident-damaged nuclear reactor without their nuclear fuel

( Activity: 1.850 Ci ). Open sea ( two different sites ) : 400 and 250 containers respectively.

Unnamed location on southern end of Novaya Zemlya : presumed location of regional radioactive

waste storage.

Sites of Nuclear Explosions on Novaya Zemlya :

-
Sylchoy Nos Cape : The area where the biggest atmospheric nuclear explosions took place.

- Matochin Oiar : This is where the last test took place.
- Black Inlet : Area of the first underwater, above water, and under-seabed nuclear tests on

Novaya Zemlya. Area where the vessel "Kit" was located and presumed location of the

sunken submarine "Komsomolets"
- South-west sector of Novaya 2emlya : The presumed area for the development of a long-

range program of nuclear testing. ( See : map of Novaya Zemlya by Greenpeace )

Dumping of lowgrade liquid nuclear waste continues in the Barents Sea ( July 1992 ). Less

dangerous, but should have been dumped in deaper waters ( 3-500 Ci )

Dumping of solid wastes continued till 1990. In that year 219 cubic metres solid nuclear wastes

were dumped, and 6000 cubic metres liquid wastes ( V. Perovsky, Director of the Institute of

Energy Technology, St. Petersburg )

Russia needs storing fascilities for 75.000 cubic metres of nuclear wastes, including many of the

270 reactors on board nuclear vessels ( Perovsky)

Every year 1 100 cubic metres of solid nuclear waste is being produced in the Kola area, and about

6.500 cubic metres of liquid wastes. Only 5-6 % is high grade. The nuclear plant Poljamy Zori is

the biggest producer of wastes, followed by the naval yards in Poljamy and Severodvinsk

(Perovsky )

Producers of nuclear wastes on the Kola Peninsula ( Perovsky ):

- 4 operative reactors in power plants
- 7 nuclear icebreakers

- 5 nuclear support vessels

- "Lenin", the first nuclear icebreaker, no longer operative.and the reactors are still on board

representing medium active nuclear waste

-170 nuclear submarines, of which 80 are modem
-2 nuclear cruisers

- Large quantities of accumulated nuclear wastes are stored on board vessels harboured in

Murmansk. There is no permanent storage for nuclear wastes.

Nuclear submarine "Komsomolets" caught fire and sank April 7. 1989. 193 kilometers southwest

of Bear Island ( Norwegian Arctic ). 42 of its 69 crewmen were killed in the accident.

Measurements in 1991 showed barely measureable traces of radioactive cesium from its reactors.

Norwegiaits will take regular samples in the area

The Soviet Union dumped radioactive waste in the Kara Sea during summer 1991 ( A.

Mikhailov.top nuclear safety official, Murmansk )

Russia must scrap 10 nuclear submarines by 1996, but lack resources to do it ( Vice Admiral

O.Yerofayev, commander of the Northern Fleet)

About SO nuclear submarines should be decommissioned between now and the end of the decade

( Russiao manager of the submarine building yard at Sverodvinsk, the largest in the wortd )

US Navy operates 120 nuclear submarines and 15 nuclear surface ships

CIS Navy - the Northern Fleet- continues dumping of liquid nuclear waste at sea ( June 1992). The

vessel "Amor" is being used ( A. Kiss, Chairman of the Murmansk Enviroiunental Committee)
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Some 80 submarines are awaiting disposal, and another 80 nuclear submarines are likely to be

retired in the next few years, meaning some 300 submarine nuclear reactors will have to be

disposed of ( Greenpeace )

CIS admirals seeks US support to destroy 79 nuclear submarines. Most of the submarines are

anchored at sea - a situation that could lead to corrosion and pipe breaks in the system that cool the

ships" nuclear reactOR ( Admiral Mahonin, in WSJ 3/27/92 )

Since 1957 about 120 atomic bombs are detonated on Novaya Zemlya., 86 bombs in the

atmosphere, 3 under water in the Barents Sea, 5 in the air over the Barents Sea and the rest

underground on Novaya Zemlya. Detonations of nuclear bombs will be resumed in October 1992

if USA continues their nuclear testing in the Nevada Desert. Novaya Zemlya is now the only

nuclear testing ground in CIS after the closure of Semipalatinsk, which was closed due to strong

protests from local residents ( Bellona infomiation )

USSR has detonated 1 15 "civilian" nuclear bombs in connection with geological activities. In 1972

and in 1984 two bombs were detonated in a mine in Kola to increase the production of ore

(Bellona)

USSR exploded approximately 130 "peaceful" nuclear detonations to build dams, mines, and

underground storage of toxic wastes ( A. Yablokov, Environmental Advisor to Yeltsin )

Nuclear bombs have been used to destroy toxic wastes on Novaya Zemlya,and is now being

advertised by a Russian company as an efficient way of disposing of extremely toxic wastes

( Bellona )

The power plant at Poljamy Zory with its 4 reactors is one of the most dangerous plants in the

world. During 1987-91 they had 8 minor accidents and one of them leaked an unknown quantity of

nuclear pollution ( Bellona)

Nuclear wastes from hospitals and industry is being stored at the Ura lake wrapped in plastic and

put into concrete containers of bad quality (Bellona / enviromentalist Lena Vasiljeva, Mumiansk)

Murmansk Shipping Company have 6 nuclear icebreakers and one container ship based in

Murmansk. Nuclear wastes are being stored on 5 vessels for 1-3 years before the wastes are sent to

Tsjelabinsk in Siberia. Security routines are severely criticized. ( Bellona )

The Mayak plants are the military and industrial nuclear works in Siberia some 50 miles north of

Tsjeliabinsk, and the nucleus of Soviet nuclear production since 1948.
"
Mayak represents a

problem 100 times that of the Tsjemobyl
"

( A. Penyagin, chairman of the committe for nuclear

ecology of the Supreme Soviet ) . Nuclear wastes were dumped into the river Techa which is

running north and flows into arctic waters. In Metlymo, a small town down the river, the

population was not informed and used the containated water till the whole town was evacuated in

1958. Then the small lake Karachay was used for dumping of neuclear wastes. This lake is the

most contaminated place on earth, one hour at the shores of it represents a deadly dose of nuclear

radiation. Two major accidents in the area : that of Kysthym in 1957 releasing nuclear material of

2.1 mill, curie and forming a radioaktive cloud drifting some 300 km to the northeast. About

10.000 people were evacuated ( too few and too late ), all vegetation killed within an area of 5

square kilometers, compared to Tsjemobyl more than 100 times of cecium 137 and 500 times njore

of strontium 90 were released. The other accident occured in 1967 as a radioactive dust drift from

the lake Karachy, area affected similiar to that of Kysthym and about 430 000 people were

affected. About 5 mill, curie were released ( Bellona )
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4. Information on other industrial emissions.

Emissions from other industrial activities may represent a bigger threat to the arctic environment as a

whole than that listed under nuclear wastes, although the latter is a matter of serious concern.

Information on industrial emissions form the former Soviet Arctic is still not very spesific.but the

following may represent a start and is sufficient for a serious concern :

• Annually 716.000 tons of toxic emissions are released into the air on the Kola Peninsula leading

to deforestation spreading by one kilometer each year. Vegetation in neighbouring states are

already affected and will be increasingly so.

• Emissions by area ( all on the Kola peninsula only ):

- Nikel : 280.000 tons of S02, nickel, heavy metals and dustjiquid wastes into a lake that is

leaking into arctic waters,

-
Apatity/Kirovsk: 62.000 tons of S02. wastes stored on land

- Munmansk : 65.000 tons of S02 and dust, several leakages to the sea

- Monchegorsk : 240.000 tons of S02, heavy metals discharged into a lake'

- Olenogorsk ; 20.000 tons of S02, 11 mill, tons of waste to be disposed of every year
- Kovdor : 1 6.000 tons of S02, 1 m ill. tons of other wastes
- Kandalaksja : 26.000 tons of S02. obsolete technology

• Norilsk, east to the river Jenisej in Siberia, is a major mining and industrial city and a heavy

polluter of the Arctic:

- 2,4 mill, tons of S02 released every year and the toxic clouds are drifting to most of the Arctic

- About 250.000 tons of metals are released every year
- 90 days a year the air is so toxic that the children has to be kept indoors, severe health damages
are reported
- trees and vegetaion killed by S02 and heavy metal in an enormous area that is increasing

annually ( mostly from Bellona information )

5. The Arctic Environment - Selected References.

In addition to the rather spesific information given above, you may wish to get an overview of the

arctic environment in general. The following publications may serve that purpose :

• The State of the Arctic Envirorunent Reports

Rovaniemi 1991, 405 p.

This volume presents six spesific state of the environment reports:
- Acidification in the Arctic Countries
- Heavy Metals

- Underwater Noise
- Oil Pollution

• Organochlorines
-
Radioactivity in the Arctic Region

This is probably the most authoritative and comprehensive overview of the state of the arctic

environment.

•
. Jaworowski, Zbigniew

Pollution of the Norwegian Arctic : A Review

Oslo 1989, 93 p.

Although some attention is given to the Norwegian Arctic, the author reports on all the Arctic.
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STATEMENT OF DR. ODD ROGNE, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
INTERNATIONAL ARCTIC SCIENCE COMMITTEE, OSLO, NOR-
WAY
Dr. RoGNE. Thank you, Senator. Do you hear me? Good. Let me

first congratulate the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intel-

ligence.
Senator MURKOWSKI. I think you better speak a httle closer into

the microphone.
Dr. RoGNE. All right. It's better now? Okay. Let me first con-

gratulate the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence in tak-

ing a serious interest in the Arctic environment, and on calling this

very timely hearing. In the invitation I was asked to submit new
information on the subject. As it is hard to tell what you already
knew, I have prepared an introduction and I have prepared an ap-
pendix. And in the appendix you will find a summary of all infor-

mation I have had from various reports and sources. And after

hearing this hearing this morning, I'm also pleased to note that
Mr. Gates mentioned half of my attempts and only two not being
in there.

First, new information and some causes for concern. You will

find in the appendix that about 30 nuclear dumpings and accidents
are noted when I've reviewed a series of reports and sources. Veri-

fying this is impossible till we get the Russian files opened. And
I think that is extremely important. From the Norwegian side, we
have done what we possibly can do, but a mouse cannot scare an
elephant. So we had to go on field trips to find out reality.

However, the material we have at hand is sufficient alleged in-

formation that causes a strong concern and calls for immediate at-

tention.

Let me give you a few examples representing different categories
of problems. You have mentioned earlier that 12 submarines and
three icebreaker reactors which were dumped in the waters off"

Novaya Zemlya. Also some 17,000 containers of liquid and solid nu-
clear waste dumped in the same coastal waters.

Bilateral Russian-Norwegian meetings indicate that this infor-

mation is close to the truth, and is now the task of bilateral field

investigation and bilateral cooperation, and you have also heard
mention shortly that there's a cruise started two days ago. I would
not be so worried about these as also the Norwegian authorities
have indicated that I will be willing to contribute a cleanup action.

My second example is the Mayak plants, probably the worst con-
taminated nuclear area in the world. And the area drains into the
Arctic. In some reports you will see that this problem is 100 times
worse then Chernobyl. Of course, that is a rough estimate. How-
ever, as reported just a few minutes ago, some major accidents
have occurred at Kyshtym and at Karachev with death clouds af-

fecting 10,000 people and 430,000 people respectively. An illustra-

tion of a situation at the Lake at Karachev is that you can be at
the shore for about one hour till you get a deadly dose.

In addition to being a potential to the Arctic environment, the
real challenge is to organize an enormous cleanup action, and it

calls for international effort. How to do it is a political question in
the scientific world. So, it's your turn, not mine.
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Let me take another example. About 80 nuclear submarines of

the Northern Fleet should be disposed of during this decade, and
that is about 150 nuclear reactors. And presently representing a
hazard to the Arctic environment. Russia lacks proper nuclear stor-

age and the resources to do it safely. This problem represents a

major challenge both as to costs and to safety, and there are few
countries that can contribute to the solution.

The next item, which might be a good one, but worse at the start,
nuclear testing to start at Novaya Zemlya in October this year.
This decision is depending on U.S. stopping their nuclear testing.
And I've noted that the U.S. Senate recently has voted positively
on this issue, and I really hope that that also will be the final out-

come. The fragile Arctic environment has been exposed to sufficient

radionuclides already.
I also want to take just one item outside this radionuclear feat,

namely industrial emissions. This is a different tjrpe of threat but
it is a known threat. It is a thing going on all the time, both by
industrial emissions within the Arctic and those being transported
to the Arctic. And in some places there have come forward some
alarming levels of heavy metals, PCB and other pesticides.

If I should give just some figures for emissions in the Arctic part
of Russia, there is in the Kola area about 716,000 tons of various
toxic emissions every year. In the Norilsk area 2.6 million tons of

the same stuff. Of course, this contamination has the worst effects

within the region locally, with also grovmig industrial deserts, in

the Kola area about one kilometer each year, causing severe health

damages, toxic clouds are however drifting all over the Arctic.

Just to give an illustration, in Norilsk they report claims that the
children in the town have to stay in house 90 days a year because
of the local contamination.
The second question pu 'e, also about monitoring programs.

As to ongoing monitoring p^og,. ^s, there is a model network of

sampling stations in the Arctic as to radionuclides transported by
air, and of course supplemented by airborne programs. My major
concern, however, is the marine environment, there is no regular
monitoring program going on on a circum-Arctic basis, although
some samplings have occurred in the Arctic Ocean and adjacent
seas on more or less an ad hoc basis.

You will also have in the written statement a reference to a re-

view of this question, given in The State of the Arctic Environment

Reports, Paris and Rovaniemi.
The next one I would like to mention is AMAP, as mentioned

esirlier. I will not repeat what has already been said. Planning on
this program has started, and radionuclides will be included. But
the plans will be finished at the end of this year, so it's too early
to give fiirther details. However, I would strongly encourage the
United States not to stand in the doorway as to AMAP but come
in and join the others with full participation. You should be a lead

country, not a slightly interested country.
I also was asked about future needs. And of course, this question

had been answered by several at the table already. Documentation
of information; we'll not go into that except for mentioning these
bilateral Norwegieui-Russia field investigations. I've had a possibil-

ity to read all the reports and seen all the planning documents.
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And I think others could benefit from what already have been done
and also share other experiences. The results from the Norwegian-
Russian investigations will be made available in the preliminary
report to the meeting in November this year in the London Com-
mission. Norwegian environmental authorities will also share this

information bilaterally with interested countries.

Then follows, of course, the need for adequate monitoring, talk-

ing about AMAP, and no further comment is needed.
As to accumulation of radionuclides in heavy metals in marine

and terrestrial ecosystems, reports have been given already here.
And we could conclude that the studies of effects have been carried
out but are very few and not at all sufficient to give a complete pic-
ture of all the Arctic.

I would, however, like to mention quite another type of initiative.

You should know that there is a proposal to NACC, the North At-
lantic Cooperative Council, a joint NATO and earlier Warsaw Pact
members' forum, for a study on safe scrapping of nuclear sub-
marines and handling of nuclear waste. The intention is that the

study should constitute the basis for working out international

guidelines, as to scrapping nuclear submarines, such guidelines do
not exist. A wholehearted participation by U.S.A. in this effort

would be most valuable. And I'll refer you back to what was said
about Russian submarines need to be scrapped.

I should also add a few words about the role of lASC, the organi-
zation I presently represent. The International Arctic Science Com-
mittee is a non-governmental scientific organization established to

encourage and facilitate international consultation and cooperation
in the Arctic. The strength of lASC is that it embraces all fields

of Arctic science, covers all the Arctic and promotes a circum-Arctic

approach. All Arctic countries are members as well as six other
countries having a major research activity in the Arctic. lASC will

be well suited to take interdisciplinary scientific initiatives. lASC
has several programs underway of importance to the Arctic envi-

ronment, one of which is the International Arctic Global Change
Program.
As for alleged nuclear threat to the Arctic environment, there

seems to be a need for a clarification as to what will be done bilat-

erally, what will be covered by special programs such as AMAP,
and other specialized organizations like IOC or SCAR.
The lASC Executive will discuss this question in early November

and monitor the development till then. If there is a need for an
international science-based initiate that best can be met by lASC,
they are most willing to do so.

I have also been asked to convey some regrets. Academician Igor
S. Gramberg of St. Petersburg, Russia told me that he strongly
supported your effort, and he would offer one of this institute's

ships for an environmental cruise to the high Arctic. An invitation
for international participation will be distributed through lASC.

Also, the Executive Secretary of AMAP sends his best regards,
and mentioned that a strong U.S. interest both in radionuclides
and other pollutants that can seriously harm the Arctic environ-
mental are very welcome. Thank you.
Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you very much. Dr. Rogne.
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Our next member of the panel is Dr. Glenn Shaw, the Geo-
physical Institute of the University of Alaska. Please, Dr. Shaw,
proceed.

[The prepared statment of Dr. Shaw follows:]
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Transport of Radioactive Material to Alaska

Glenn E. Shaw
Professor of Physics

Geophysical In^tute

University of Alaska

Testimony to U. S. Senate Select Commitue on Intelligence

ABSTRACT

There is clear evidence that in winter the Arctic fills up with air poQution from industrialized areas

of surrounding continents. The cause is lack of solar radiation, which contributes to the high

stability of the air. Records from ice cores indicate a marked increase in die
pollution

levels in this

century, particulariy since die mid 19S0's. Since Eurasian industrial pollutants contribute the

largest friction of Arctic Haze, diere is a definite probability diat radioactive releases in Euraaa

could ^read across die Arctic Basin. Implementation of a large and sophisticated intemadonal

network of early warning stations, along widi excellent science research programs involving

leadership frtMn universities around die circumpolar north is vitaL First priority needs to be

addressed to healdi concerns of people living in die Arctic Basin.

INTBODUCTION

In diis tesdmooy I would like to point oat diat the Arctic is like a stagnant pond. In die winter, die

whole of the arctic atmosphere, an ainnass rou^y the size of the continent of Africa, becomes

massively poUoied. The sitnatiaa is much like diat in die Lot Angeles Basin: air
pollution

buikis up
because of die lack of an outlet This is a potentially dueaiening sttnation if contaminants are

released into the air.

In my opinion, given die hi|^ probability of releases of radioisotopes into die atnnq>here from die

former Soviet Union, it is critical to inqiletnent an early warning network of stations across die

Arctic. Such a network woukl provide warning for episodk releases of radioactive material and, of

course, would have to be an international project, involving nations of the ciioonpolar region.

SOME COMMENTS AIOUT ARCTIC HaZS POLLUTION

Scientisu in Canada, the Untied States and Scandinavia in the last few years have been

investigating die chemical, climatic and heahh effects of sixprisingly strong indusnial air pollutants

suspended tbioag)iOQt the nctic atmosphere. This so-called Arctic Haze phenomenon was

discovered indepeadendy in Aladot and Nofway twenQr years aga

Though arctic air pplhiti^ hat been under intensive scientific investigation (diere have been several

books pabliihed oo the subject and more dian 700 scientific articles), diere still are major
unanswered qoettioot that relate to contamination of wide areas of the Arctic by possible

radioactive rtVcayi into the atmosphere.

Of particular concern is die large uncertainty about die padiways and frtte of pollution products

released or injected into die arctic atmosphere. We know diat material released into die arctic

atmosphere has a long life and dierefoie travels for great distances. What isn't known, is die extent

and location of the geogrtphicalregiona where the material falls out of die atmotphere and enters

die ecological system. This is sasptati to be in sources near seas entering die Arctic, where

sources ofmoisture fonn clouds which remove the material There is the possibility, therefore, of
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impact to fisheries. Since answen to such questions are so critical when we speak of possible
radioactive contamination, a strategy must be developed to involve excellent multidiscipUnary
scientific research, in addition to mere monitoring. The problem must involve the major scientific

apparatus of states.

accidental releases op radioactive material from the former soviet
Union

As this hearing unfolds, a large and varied number of examples of accidental contamination of the

arctic environment will be brought to light I will use the story of Chernobyl to illustrate that it is

by no means an academic issue to q)eak of a rapid and unexpected contamination of the Arctic. As
it happened, the weather patterns were anomalous during late April and eariy May when the plume
spread out The radioactive cloud traveled along the north Pacific, thus sparing the Arctic from

receiving what otherwise might have been a catastrophic event

When the 1000-megawatt nuclear power plant at Chernobyl village, 80 miles North of Kiev in the

Ukraine, lost coolant to the reactor's core in April, 1986, the fission continued within the nuclear

fuel rods: without water to cool them off, heat built up rapidly. As the temperature rose, the

remaining water turned to steam and gases which exploded, shattering the building, igniting the

graphite and blowing out the core. The radioactive material injected into the atmosphere split into

two paths, one passing over and affecting Scandinavia, the other traveling across southern Siberia

and the north Pacific.

Strong storm systems near the Aleutian Islands helped scrub the radioactivity out of the

atmosphere, resulting in only modest amounts of debris falling out on western North America,

including Alaska. Rgure 1 shows the rise, then decline of radioactive material measured by the

University of Alaska after the Chemob^ explosion.

I
i

I I
'

I I

116 126 136 146 156 166 176 166 196 206
(Apr. 26)

Day of collection

Figure 1 . Time profiles ofthe Iodine 131 concentrations at Fairbanks.
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A ForruNATS Situation for Alaska duung the Chernobyl Emergency

Aretk Hue builds up to maximum strength in winter. The affected zone lies mainly within the

boundaries of the meteorological features of the Arctic Front, shown in Figure 1

Figun 2. The Arctic Front boundary in winter. The region within thefront is strongly poUuted in

winterfivm industrial sources in Eurasia.
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The extensive pollution building up throughout the arctic atnioq)here is caused by the lowered rates

of atmospheric cleansing. In a way, the arctic atmosphere is like a stagnant pond of water,

possessing very litde turbulence. There are also lowered rates of removal by precipitation and
clouds, both of which are ^arse in the Arctic. This science concept is illustrated in the cartoon in

Figure 3.

ARCTIC HAZE NORMAL MID LATITUDE
AIR POLLUTION

slow drlzzl9 In

output tap

noarly closod off
tap opanad wida

Figure 3. lUtamuioH ofhow pollution builds up in the Arctic became the "output tap" is nearly
closed off.

Research programs conducted by our university and other organizations over the last twenty years
have identified chemical fingerprints of specific pollution sources in the former Soviet Union. For

example, fumes from the large copper-nickel mining and smelting complex at Norilsk on the

Taymhr Peninsula (the satellite photo in the figure) have been detected at Bairow.
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Figure 4. Salellile photo showing plumesfrom the smelting complex at Norilsk in Siberia.
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Specific pufawnnii
into patterns.

The
Alasbu

far polhi«vtf« tnveling in the Arctic to Alaska htve been iidcntified and classified

most commonly occuning transport route for air poUutanO from Russia to

to ttoae shown in Figure S.

Figures. A typkaltnmaport routeMpoUuteddr travelingfnm Eurasia to Akiska<b^^

months.

Since die weather patterns were anomalous in April. 1986. radier small quantities of fallout

occurred in d»e Arctic Basin. It is quite common to have "injection padiways of poUutants

traveling from die central and western regions of die USSR into die Arctic dnrmg dm time of year

when Arctic Ha« is « its nnximam. We have been measuring die Arctic Haze at Poker Hat

Research Range nev Pavtenks for many years. Note in die figure, showing data from *e

Univetsi^ (rf Alaska's meanting system, diat die conoentntioa is maximnm in Apnl-May.

Figure 6. The Seasonal variation in poUuHon-derived selenium in air sampled near Fairbanks.

Notice the maximim concentration occurs in the spring monOis.
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Even though the atnx)spberic transport pathways firom the Soviet Union to the Arctic Basin are

conunonly open in spring, the weather patterns in late April and early May, 1986, carried the

material from the accident away from the Arctic... indeed, a very fortunate circumstance for

Alaska!

RECOMMENDATION FOR FORMING A STRATEGIC PLAN

I should like to compliment the Select Conunittee for conducting an open forum on this subject.

This hearing is a good Hrst step!

There must, first of all, be recognition that the understanding, modeling, monitoring and

conversion of toxic materials passing through the environment is an extraordinarily complex issue,

involving virtually every branch of human knowledge. The job to be done is complex and must not

be triviaUzed.

Odd Rogne's testimony today spelled out excellent major tasks of science, including
documentation, monitoring, study and tracking of accumulation in marine and terrestrial

ecosystems and modeling of transport. I urge the adoption of such wide.-range thinking into the

planning process.

Pollution of the arctic atmosphere is a transcontinental problem. By its nature it must involve

affected states, especially those circling the Arctic. The governmental cooperative program called

Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme (AMAP, the Fmnish Initiative) is a starting place to

help coOTdinate some activities. There are other wganizations with Arctic-wide viewpoints, such as

the lASC and the North Atlantic Cooperative Council. The US State Department, in conjunction
with its counterpart in the former Soviet Union, under the bilateral agreement might well begin

activity to design a strategic plan.

The peoples of the arctic regions are under possible threat from future accidental releases of

radionuclides and, possibly, from continued releases of heavy metal and organic compounds from

the former Soviet Union. I would hope that groups like the cinnunpolar council insist that quality

science aiKl health programs be implonented on this issue.

Above all, it needs to be recognized that the Arctic is a very different environment than most people
are familiar with. Residence times of materials, in marine and terrestrial ecosystems and in the

atmosphere, are generally much longer due to the lack of moisture passing through the system.

Paradigms borrowed fnun experiences of radioactive waste treatment at mid-latitude sites are

inappropriate for the arctic cooditioos. Atmospheric dispersion models, developed to accomnwdate
air poilutioQ abatement id nod larttiidM are irrelevant for the polar conditions.

We need to ilrwfcip a strategic air dispersion model treating the need to accommodate data entering

in neariy real tine in order to develop emergency responses to episodic releases of radioactive

material. We need to develop an extensive early warning system to {Hotect human health in the

event of an emergency.

There is the need to extend die measuring network to toxic materials, such as pesticides and heavy
metal pollutants. Such compouitds already are begiiming to affect the Arctic Basin. The major
infliction pathways involve northward-flowing currents of air flowing over central Eurasia.

The stagnant pond analogy for the arctic atmosphere must be bone in mind. The arctic pollution is

the largest documented poUmed area on tt>e planet b may even have climate significance.
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In «>jfrhmg for a model in whicb societies have adopted to solve
coii^>lex systems problems of the

enviroomeitt, like the present one. I tuin to the exan^ set by the National Center for Atmospheric
Research, which is managed by a consortium of Uuversities under the University Corporation for

Atmospheric Research. It has in recent years diversified its operation to include international
affiliates. Funding for the enterprise has entered through a variety of sources, but mainly from the
National Science Foundation. Research involving complex systems, including the climate change
issue, by NCAR is continually reviewed, both internally and externally. Perhaps in searching for a

strategic model to handle the contamination of the Arctic, we might implement something like an
international UCAR.
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STATEMENT OF DR GLENN SHAW, GEOPHYSICAL INSTITUTE,
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA

Dr. Shaw. Thank you, Senator Murkowski. It's indeed a pleas-
ure. The last time I was on this stage I was playing as a beginning
violin player with the youth symphony and this is much easier, I

can assure you.
My testimony is primarily directed today at two topics: the first

one is, as everyone might guess, the topic of Arctic haze, which is

the propensity of the Arctic regions, the Polar regions in general,
to build up pollution. And the second thing that I want to talk

about is some recommendations for general strategy regarding the

topics that we're discussing at the hearing today.
Within the numerous mobile beltways on the planet, even per-

haps including the Uquid core of the earth, the floating planets, the

most mobile medium by far, of course, is the atmosphere. And so

in the event of a release of material that enters overtly or covertly

perhaps by accident into the atmosphere, of course it's well known
that the atmosphere has the characteristics that it transports ma-
terial from one point on the planet to another point on the planet.

Now, for the most part, although this is recognized, it is not

taken into account because materials in the atmosphere generally
remain in the atmosphere for a fairly short time. So, for example,
if you're living in the city and there is pollution in that city, it gen-

erally doesn't reach the next city over. It falls out of the air by the

time transport occurs. In the Arctic what our research that was
started 20 years ago and has been subsequently enhanced by many
other groups has shown is that the output tap is closed, if you will,

for the Arctic basin in general. That means that the Arctic atmos-

phere can be conceptualized as a bathtub with the output tap
closed. The situation is somewhat similar to that occurring in the

Los Angeles basin, except in this case it's a basin roughly the size

of the continent of Africa. Anyone who has lived in Fairbanks has

experienced the phenomenon of ice fog. If you're so fortunate as to

not have to spend your winters in Fairbanks, you caii go into the

supermarket and observe that the cold air in freezers is dense and
remains in the freezers, just sloshes around, even in Phoenix Ari-

zona on a hot day. This is roughly what happens in the Arctic.

I have three view graphs that tend to conceptualize this general

paradigm of the Arctic being a stagnant pond. They aren't showing
too well, but I think you can see that the first view graph is mak-

ing the point that there's two ways to fill up a beaker with fluid.

One, of course, is to pour lots of fluid in, that's the normal pollution
situation that we tend to think of here in the mid latitudes. But
the other way that's just as effective is the stagnant pond analogy,
the Los Angeles basin analogy, if you will, where a small amount
of materi£d into such an air mass will build up into rather large

pollution values.
The Arctic atmosphere in general, as far as that goes, the Ant-

arctic polar atmospheres on planets have this general property that

the output plug is not working. As a result of this, many of the

models, much of the knowledge, a great deal of the chemistry that

has been compiled so far by agencies and by scientists regarding
the transfer and fate of air pollutants, does not apply to the Arctic.

And so one of our tasks is to invent new knowledge.
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Now if you'd be so kind as to show the next view graph, please.
The next view graph, I'm sorry it doesn't show a httle better. The
yellow glowing region is that region of the Arctic within the mete-

orological feature called the Arctic front. This feature becomes se-

verely polluted during the winter and late spring. And although the
view graph doesn't show too well, you can see that this system ex-

tends over the Eurasian continent, in the middle of it, and it ex-

tends down over Canada and North America. This meteorological
continent, if you will, is the size of Africa and becomes filled with
rather strong, surprisingly strong, air pollution, air pollution that
rivals that found in many large cities.

Now you can imagine perhaps if even a relatively minor atmos-

pheric injection of radioactive debris were to be released in central

Eurasia, for example, for that matter in northeast Canada, that
this entire air mass could become polluted, affecting the peoples
that are living in this air mass.
And I have one final view graph, please. This view graph is

showing a pathway. About the only thing that can really be seen

clearly is the yellow glowing arrow. This pathway passes around

great meteorological fluid flows in the atmospheric system and is

the most common form of pathway that extends from the, let us for

tactful state, say Eurasia to the North American Arctic. Our mon-
itoring efforts—I think we can have the lights back to normal,
please. Our monitoring efforts at the University of Alaska and
other people's as well have shown that the pollution episodes that

I've must spoken of are truly global in extent; they occur every
year; they're of more than academic interest; the^re of more than
academic interest, particularly because when dsmgerous compounds
are injected into this affected air mass, they can affect very large
areas.

In concluding my remarks, I would like to point out several

things in making some recommendations. First, I would like to re-

mind that this is not a problem in meteorology or oceanography or

sociology or economics. It's a problem in all of these. This phenome-
non is the legacy of the cold war. It's a legacy that we have to pass
on to our children and perhaps it's the saddest legacy of all. My
intuition is that the cleanup costs, both in health and monetary
terms, to set the situation right, will be in the hundreds of billions

of dollars eventually, if I had to make a guess. I would urge you.
Senator and the Committee, I would urge that we don't

parochialize the process and we don't fibulize it. That we don't

imagine that there's one country or one agency, one university, one
institute that can handle this problem. I would urge you to start

adopting broad thinking. I think we need leadership from the sci-

entific community, and in thinking how one might establish leader-

ship like that, I'm wondering if perhaps we might consider imple-

menting something like an overseeing agency of universities sur-

rounding the polar regions. Something in the nature of the Univer-

sity Corporation for Atmospheric Research. Well, you could have
the best part of corporate flexibility and the best part of intellec-

tual insight brought to bear on this subject so that we can do it

expeditiously and so that we can do it with as little cost and pain
as possible.
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I have made some specific recommendations of things that shoi?'

be done, hke attention should be logically given not only to radio

active isotopes but also to organic pesticides, heavy metals, which
we know are affecting even Fgdrbanks in the spring fi*om the
former Soviet Union. And that we establish new modeling efforts

on supercomputers that have so far not hardly even been thought
about by any existent agency or university. We have a great task
in fi"ont of us. I compliment you, Senators, for putting this hearing
forward, and thank you very much for your attention.

Senator Murkowski. Thank you very much, Dr. Shaw. I very
much appreciate the input fi"om the panel. It would be helpful if

£iny references that you had in your presentations could be submit-
ted. I think there was one on the Thresher accident that we would
welcome. Any other references would be helpful because we will

compile them in the record. I think the presentation by the sci-

entific panel, everyone would agree, is certainly thought provoking
and relates to the tasks ahead. And thank you, gentlemen, for your
professional evaluation, and we look forward to your continued
commitment to address a response with sound science. We wish

you a good day and hope that you can be with us for the balance
of the day.

I would excuse the panel and call our next panel. Our health

panel is next. The first witness will be Dr. Sven Ebbeson, Institute

of Marine Science, the University of Alaska in Fairbanks, and Alas-

kan-Siberian Medical Research Program. He will be followed by
Academician Trufakin, Vice President of the Russian Academy of

Medical Science, and Chairman, Siberian Branch, Russian Acad-

emy of Medical Science. Please be sensitive to my pronunciations
here. Dr. John Middaugh, State of Alaska Epidemiologist. Charles

Tedford, Radiation Health SpeciaUst, Department of Health and
Human Services, State of Alaska. We look forward to your presen-
tations. And again, since we have a substantial number of wit-

nesses left, I am going to suggest that if you run over 10 minutes
to please wind up your remarks in fairness to the others. So,' with

that, I see that you're all seated and Sven has got a glass of water
and ready to go. Fair enough? Dr. Sven Ebbeson, Institute of Ma-
rine Science, University of Alaska. Please proceed.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Ebbeson and Dr. Trufakin fol-

lows:]
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Alaaka Siberia Medical
Research Program

UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
Box 730 .Seward, Alaska . 99664

Phou I907)23«-S26l fax (907)224-3392

27 August 1992

Senator Frank Murkowski
United States Senate
709 Hart Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Murkowski:

You are to be commended for opening the Pandora's box of
radionuclide contamination in Russia and its effect on human
health there and here. Once having opened the box, we all hope
you can do something abput the health issue.

The University of Alaska, through its Alaska Siberia Medical
Research Program, is the logical organization to research the
extent of contamination of the human population for the following
reasons:

1) We have been working on the epidemiological aspects in
Siberia for four years.

2) We are currently assessing genetic damage to people at
risk of contamination in the Altai region.

3) The Russian Academy of Medical Science and the Ministry
of Health wants to work with the University on this topic
(see attached testimony) .

4) We have the expertise to pursue the necessary work in
Russia and here.

Please find attached a written version of our testimony with an
addendum of new information provided by the Academy and the
Ministry of Health. Some of this is still in Russian. We hope
that you can have it translated. Copies should be provided to
CIA etc. as some of the detailed information may be new to the
intelligence agencies.

Funding obtained by you for this important work would go a long
way toward establishing the University of Alaska as a major
player in citcumpolar health. We thank you for thinking of the
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health issue and for allowing us to participate in this pivotal
work.

Sincerely yours.

Sven O.E. Ebbesson, Ph.D., D.Sc.
Director

cc: J. Komisar
L. Proenza
D. Behrend
L. MacLachlan
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Testimony
before the

Select Committee on Intelligence
United States Senate

15 August 1992

Dr. Sven O.E. Ebbesson, Director, Alaska Siberia Medical Research
Program, University of Alaska

Dr. Valery Trufakin, President, Siberian Branch Russian Academy
of Medical Science Novosibirsk

Title

"Circumpolar health concerns related to radioactive pollutants -

a plan for action"

Dr. Ebbesson:

Mr. chairman, thank you for the invitation to testify. 1 am Dr.
Sven Ebbesson, co-director, with Academician Valery Trufakin, of
the Alaska Siberia Medical Research Program.

The presence of radioactive pollutants in polar regions may have
greater impact on quality of life than in temperate areas. It is
believed that the fragile arctic is less able to buffer the
effects of biohazards, including radioactive wastes. The
persistence of unaltered toxic substances in the environment
allows opportunity for their incorporation into the food chain
and ultimately into man, where they host the greatest risk to
human health. The assessment of that risk should be given the
highest priority.

The polar region is small in area compared with the temperate
zone, and less populated, but includes many political
sovereignties. Effective strategies to cope with hazardous waste
discharge and human health surveillance requires cooperation of
all countries sharing the region.

Concerns about alleged extensive pollution of radioactive
substances in Siberia has led Dr. Trufakin and me to look into
the matter as it relates to human health. We have obtained some
preliminary information through a number of sources, especially
the Minister of Health in Yakutia, Dr. Boris Yigorov. Within
Siberia there are numerous regions with levels of radiation
dangerous to man and within these regions increases in certain
cancers and malformation of newborn have been observed during the
last twenty years. For example in one contaminated region deaths
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from cancer in children have increased eighteen times in the last

twenty years.

As an example of the new available data, it is known that certain
rivers such as the Enisiy River contain such radioactive
pollutants as plutonium, titanium and cesium-137 below a certain

reactor, and that fish in this river contain such radionuclides
as phosphorus-32, zinc 65, cesium-137 and, closest to the plant,
sodium-24. Such contaminated fish have been found along the
entire 1000 mile length of the river. Contaminated fish are
consumed by the local population.

As to such pollution entering the food chain in the Arctic Ocean
and the Bering Sea, we have no data, nor are we in a position to

predict such pollution at this time. We have obtained some

specific data about location and quantities of some radioactive
sources in a few regions of Siberia and data on the apparent
correlation with increased health problems. Those details are

part of this report to the committee. We must stress 1) that we

cannot say if we are dealing with cause and effect and 2) that
the data must be regarded as preliminary findings only.

There is no doubt that the health officials in Siberia are
concerned about what appears to them as a serious health problem.
Much additional data have to be collected before the extent of

the hazard can be determined and what populations are at risk.

The University of Alaska already directs an active health
research program in cooperation with the Russian Academy of
Medical Science. A successful relationship has been enjoyed by
the Alaska-Siberian Medical Research Program (ASMRP) since 1988,
when it was initiated by Drs. Donald O'Dowd and Ted Mala. The

major foci of the program have been investigation of lifestyle
and nutritional factors and their impact on diabetes and heart
disease of native populations, seasonal depression, alcoholism
and cold adaptation. Epidemiological and cancer studies are also

underway. The current program enlists expertise from elsewhere
in the U.S.A.

In view of the success of the ASMRP, the University of Alaska and

the Russian Academy of Medical Science, as partners, are in a

unique position to direct further human health investigation in

the region, and in particular, assess the health effect of
additional radiation burden. The capability to conduct baseline
clinical assessments and periodic medical surveillance of

populations at risk, as well as assessment of food sources
already exist within the ASMRP, but we would hope that other

agencies would also become partners in the task.

Considering the similar potential threats of pollutants to both
the Siberian and Alaskan populations, it is clear that a

collaborative program will be most effective and should be built
on the foundation of the already existing Alaska Siberia Medical
Research Program. The program should include 1) defining the
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potential hazards to the human populations, 2) clarifying which

populations are at risk, 3) the generation of epidemiological
baselines using common methodologies, 4) the generation of

preventive strategies and 5) the development of long term
surveillance of the human populations.

Both the Academy of Medical Science and the Ministry of Health

have asked for our help in health research related to radioactive

pollution, as they do not have the resources to do the subject

justice. We in Alaska are eager to help, provided we have the

necessary resources. My counterpart in Siberia is Academician

Valery Trufakin, President of the Siberian branch of the Russian

Academy of Medical Science and Vice President of the National

Academy. He has under his wing some 30 institutes, similar to

our NIH, spread out from the Urals to the Bering Sea. He will

provide a short synopsis of the situation as he sees it. After

that we will gladly answer any questions you may have. Thank you
Mr. Chairman.
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Dr. Trufakin:

I thank you for the invitation to visit Alaska and talk at the
hearings. The preliminary material on the radiation hazard and
health conditions of people in Siberia is with Professor Sven
Ebbesson, the co-director of the Alaska-Siberia Medical Science
Program. They are ready for review by members of your committee.

I would like to comment on a few facts in this short
communication. In assessing the radiation situation in Siberia,
it should be noted that it falls within acceptable norms.
Nevertheless, research shows that radiation contamination of the
atmosphere, water, soil, plants and animals in individual cases
and at certain times was substantial. The reasons for this are
probably as follows:

1. Natural sources of radiation: natural background gamma
radiation due to outcropping on the surface of ancient
crystalline rock, outcropping on the surface of radioactive ore,
from radon and natural construction materials.

2. Global fallout of radiation due to testing on Novaya
Zemlya, at Semipalatinsk, in China and from the accident at
Chernobyl .

3. Radiation contamination from technological sources due
to the utilization of isotopes in medicine, prospecting for
uranium, extraction of tin and gold, and underground peaceful
nuclear blasts (from 1974 through 1987 there were about 12 such
blasts) .

4. Radiation hazards from technology: automatic power
plants and light houses powered by isotopes, industry in the
cities of Novosibirsk, Krasnoyarsk and Tomsk.

We have conducted analysis in various regions of Siberia of the
illness and mortality statistics on the population. Illness and
death from cancers, toxicoses, child mortality and tumor illness
are important indices of growing ecological contamination in the
territory, for example:

Chukotka. Of the major causes of death, cancer ranks second
(increased from 10.3% in 1970 to 26.9% in 1988). Child mortality
and oncological illnesses were two times higher zunong the native
populations. Cancer of the respiratory system increased
especially quickly. ^

Tomsk. Illness from cancer since 1976 has increased by 2.5
times. Research from space indicated that high rates of
occurrence of oncological illnesses correspond with areas of
greatest contamination by industry.

Magadan. The amount of air pollution over the last ten
years has grown by 2.5 times; during the same period illnesses
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due to tumors increased by 42.4%, mortality from cancer by 78%.

Altai. Over the last 40 years, illnesses due to tumors have
increased by 5 times, while oncological illnesses of the
respiratory organs increased by 50 times. Mortality due to
tumors increased by 7 times, while death of children increased by
18 times.

Therefore, although analysis of the illness and mortality
statistics indicate an unfavorable ecological situation, we
cannot conclude that radiation is the leading cause for the
increases in tumors. There are other possible causes: water and
air pollution, changes in diet, spread of viruses or bacteria in
the environment, etc.

Combined, multidisciplinary research of all aspects of the
problem is required, including the effects of the radiation
situation in Siberia on health of the population. It would be
best of all to do the research within the context of the Alaska-
Siberian Scientific Medical Program, which already exists.

With the collapse of the Soviet Union, a rapid development of
industry and mineral resources is occurring. This must be done
with consideration of the up-to-date achievements of science, new
technologies and the gradual restoration of the natural
environment in the north. The unfavorable ecological situation
in the north will remain for a long time, it may be irreversible
and quickly spread to northern countries. Urgent ecological,
sanitary-hygenic and demographic mapping of the Siberian regions
is required, including renewed monitoring.

Studies need to be initiated of the ranges of fish and animals in
Siberia, along with the utilization of the fish and animals from
ecologically unfavorable regions in the diets of the populations,
a practice which could lead to illnesses. The placement of newly
developing industries must be made with due consideration of the
ecological conditions, including radiation in the soil, water,
and plants. Of special concern is the interment of the waste
from nuclear industry.

Work in Russia is moving in the above directions. However, to
accelerate and expand the work, so that the spread of
ecologically unfavorable conditions does not continue, the
efforts and resources of all northern nations need to be
combined.
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A REVIEW OF THE PROBLEM OF RADIATION HAZARDS TO THE POPULATION IN
THE TERRITORY OF YAKUTSK-CAKHA SSR

It is necessary to clearly and unequivocally state that the
major dosage received by men from technological sources of
radiation come from medicine. The dosage from a single
fluorographic examination In a year constitutes 2/3 of the annual
radiation load received by a person. The problem on the surface
Is a general systematic unavoidable Irradiation of the whole
population over the last ten years, although It Is comparable to
the normal radiation hazard and tens of previous generations have
lived under low natural background radiation levels.

I. Natural radiation sources.
I. I. Natural background gama radiation
Host of the territory of the republic is characterized by

low (up to 20 uR/h) values of natural background gamma radiation.
But in certain regions where rock strata of ancient crystalline
structure and errupted acidic rock outcrop to the surface,
natural gamma radiation equal to 30-60 uR/h reach values of 80-
100 and more uP/h over fairly broad areas, comprising a total of
a thousand square kilometers of southern Yakut, Olenekskiy, Yst'-

. Yanskiy region and eastern Yakutia.
,V In 1991 a mapping of the natural background radiation on a

Ur ^Bcale of 1:2500000 was begun. The work cost 70 thousand rubles,
the hecessary^can be completed in 1992 for 20 thousand rubles.

1.2. Outcropping to the surface of radioactive ore.

During exploration for uranium sources, more than 15
thousand radiometrically anamolies were found, of which more than
10 thousand are on the surface, including several hundred
anamolies and ores with intensities of from 200-500 up to 1500
uR/h. In general, these are localized phenomenon, but they cover
areas of kilometers and extend to tens of kilometers in tectonic
zones and strata of sedimentary rock. The radiation is
associated not only with uranium and thorium, but can also be
associated with rare earths, rare metals, apatites and other
types of minerals. In any case, one must consider not only the
radioactivity, but surface outcropplngs of uranium - easily
displaced and highly toxic. It is necessary to emphasize
although we have available information on the location and
characteristics of these situations, the ecological ramifications
have not been studied (in particular, fish are absent from the
river, animals avoid the regions, a river in which the upper
waters run through uranium ore might be the Oyun-Kyuel •

) .

1.3. Radon
According to the assessment of the scientific committee on

the effect of atomic radiation OON, radon along with its daughter
products of radioactive decay is responsible for about 3/4 of the
annual individual effective radiation dosage, received by the
population from terrestrial radiation sources. In the republic,
measurement of radon concentrations in dwellings has not been
done before.

The results of measurements done In the Zarechnyy Aldanskiy
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village region in 1991 in living and social-service buildings
revealed values exceeding the allowable levels by an order of
magnitude or more. This is essentially the only information in
the region to date.

The problem la the result of a lack of counting equipment
(highly sensitive Instruments are planned for in 1992 at a cost
of 8-10 thousand rubles, 5-«10 instruments are necessary) .

1.4 Building materials.
The wide usage by the construction industry in Southern

Yakutsk of granite material has undoubtedly already lead to the
presence in living and industrial building of high radioactivity
levels. And although in recent years many building-materials
businesses, at least in Central Yakut, conduct radiation
contamination assessments on both the raw materials and finished
products, the problem demands resolution and the establishment of
specialized laboratories in the republic.

2. Global radiation fallout.
At the end of the 1950s and the start of the 1960s,

radioactive anamolies were fixed over the entire territory of
Yakut by geophysicists during radiometric prospecting.
Especially high values, exceeding 1000 uR/h, were found in the
northern region along the coast. This was due to a wide region
of contamination. In subsequent years up till now, organizations
in the republic have not especially addressed this question. And
although the majority of the radioactivity is from short-lived
radionuclides, the degree of contamination of the northern tundra
by strontium-90 and cesium-137 has not yet been studied.

3. Contamination of the territory by radionuclides of
technological origin.

3.1. Acquisition of radioactive materials.
At the end of the 1940s and start of the 1950s, the

development and exploitation of the radioactive element monocite
and uranium ore occurred in Southern Yakut (Basil 'yevka) and in
the Momskiy region (Sugunskiiy, Dal'stroya region).

The businesses were liquidated, primarily because they were
unnecessary and secondarily because the ore was too poor.
Nevertheless, in these regions active disturbance of the source
occurred. In Vasil' yevka there are now outcrops of radioactively
enriched commercial material. The Sugunskiy Industrial region
was surveyed in 1991, since the possibility of leaching of the
tailings to the foot of the slopes on the Ulakhan-Chistay Platue
presented a hazard to the population.

3.2. Geological commercial working of uranium
Due to the geo-industrial processing of uranium during the

past 25 years in southern Yakut, the problem of radioactive
tailings has arisen, accompanying heavy mining operations. The
organizations which did this mining have been liquidated, their
settlements were given over to other concerns. And if the
problem of liquidation of radioactive waste has been technically
and practically addressed, the problem of tailings requires a
serious approach.

3.3 Acquisition of gold and tin.
During the extraction of gold and tin from ores, extractions

of materials enriched in heavy metals, including radioactive
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materials, result. The slag concentrate can in some cases reach
radioactivities of 2000-3000 uR/h, in extracting gold without
amalgamation, the nonmagnetic fraction reaches 7000-10000 uR/h.

In Kulare from the first years of exploitation, the
radioactive rare-earth mineral kularite went into the slag.

3.4. Underground peaceful nuclear explosions.
From 1974 through 1987 twelve nuclear explosions were

conducted: 9 in the Mirninskiy region and one each in the
Bulunsk, V-Vilyuysk and Kobyaysk regions. Two were accompanied
by an epulsion of radionuclides: a near-surface blast for
building a tailing reservoir 2-5 km from Udachnyy village and an
accident during a seismic stratigrafic study 39 km from Aykhal
village. In both cases recultivation work is necessary, in the
latter case it is necessary to follow the trail of the
radioactive cloud.

In the remaining blast areas, it is necessary to conduct
detailed radiometric observations with the goal of providing a
control on the radioactive situation over time. Monitoring must
be organized.

It is necessary to conduct medical-genetic research on
populations in regions of nuclear blasts are conducted.

4. Radioactively dangerous technologies and the sources of

ionizing radiation.
As of 01-07-1991, there were 198 enterprises at 405 sites

using 3083 sources of ionizing radiation, including 2503 isotope
sources. This presents a broad spectrum of problems for the
government oversight and clean up agencies. Among the various
sources are Gidromet atomic batteries, used to power
meteorological station and light houses. These units have a

charge up to 100000 Ci, and were scattered along the coast of the
ocean, in river deltas, on islands and they number in the many
tens.

In the future we face the "Malaya energetika" of
Minatomenerroproma, with its self regulating unmanned atomic
thermo-electric station (NC ATES "Elena"). Now, at the
technological development stage, qualified independent expertise
is needed, since the very technological task is deposited on the
assumption that under normal operation introduction of
radioactive products into the cooling water, the ground water and
the air must conform to the requirements of NRB 76/87.

5. Introduction of radionuclides with food products.
Considering the scale and numerous channels in which produce

enters the republic and the wide participation of private
commercial structures, the problem of controlling the
radioactivity of food products is difficult. The problem can be
solved by distributing simple indicators of irradiation and
dosometers among the public.

There are yet an additional series of problems, for example,
the unsanctioned introduction of contaminated material, which
raises the question of equipping the proper government agencies
(transport, police, costumes) in the republic with modern
detection equipment.

A Serious problem in the near future involves the burial of
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radioactive waste from industries in the republic, which was
carried out until now in the Khabarovsk region.

Head of the Inspection of Radioactive Security,
Yakutsk Region
Gosortechnadzor RSFSR

A. S. Tsyganov

PRELIMINARY DATA ON RADIOACTIVE POLLUTION
NOVOSIBIRSK KRASNOYARSK

In the Altaysk region, due to its geographic location in
southwestern Siberia very close to China and Kazakhstan,
radioactive pollution in the area is of substantial concern. The
following sources contribute to the radioactive pollution of the
environment: a series of large nuclear explosions conducted on
the Semipalatinsk test site and in China, the accident at the
Chirnobyl atomic power plant, testing of atomic weapons on Novaya
Zemlya, products from the burning of organic fuels tn boilers and
TETs (thermo-electric stations?) , raising of ash dust and also
source of radioactivity of natural origin.

Radioactive contamination of the soil on the territory of

Altaysk results mainly from the accumulation over many years of

atmospheric fallout from long-lived strontium-90 and cesium-137,
thrown into the atmosphere during the testing of nuclear weapons.
In addition, mineral enrichment gradually introduced directly
into the soil is another substantial source of radioactive
contamination. Contamination of the surface water results from
the runoff of Btrontium-90 from atmospheric fallout onto the
surface of the soil.

In the Novasibirsk region radiometric analysis of
atmospheric-fallout samples (monthly data from the Center for
Observation of Pollution of the Natural Environment) has shown
that the density of the fallout during 1990-1991 did not exceed
the established control value of 110 Bk/m2 of total beta-active
radiation during a day and averaged 0.7 BK/m-2 in the Novasibirsk
region. In areas where radioactive contamination is continuously
recorded, average values dn the density of fallout are as
follows: Bolotnoe and Karasuk, 0.8±0.5 Bk/m-2 each, Barabinsk
1.0+0.4 Bk/m2, Novosibirsk 1.5±0.7 Bk/m-2 and Ogurtsogo 1.4+0.7
Bk/m-2. The maximum radioactive fallout was the following:
Barabinsk 6.3 Bk/n-2, Novosibirsk 10.0 Bk/m-2, Ogurtsogo 18.5
Bk/m-2 .

Radioactivity in the atmospheric layer next to the ground
resulted from fallout from the stratosphere of the productir«tr of
the radioactive decay from materials produced by nuclear testing
done during previous years. Most of the radioactive
contamination is caused by the presence of such materials as
cesium-137 and in a series of cases, contamination of soil by
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tl>ipium-232 has been observed.
The magnitude of the dosage from the soil averages 20-50

uR/h, however, in some cases maximal dosages are possible (in the

sanatory-restricted zone of a tailings reservoir at PO
Khimkontsentrat in Novasibirsk values up to 275 uR/h occur, due
to the commercial activity of this business) .

The available official data on the contamination of air,
water and soil of the Novasibirsk region do not provide a

complete picture of the condition of the environment in this
r«gion (and its various t«rritori««) ; n«v«rth«l«88, they fully
indicate zones of possible anthropo-technical stress resulting in

possible health problems in the population.
In the Tomsk area substantial increases in the radiation

background i;aJ noted in the mouth of the Chernil ' shchikov
tributary where it flows into the Ob and entering from Tomsk area
7: water 100 m from the bank had 30 uR/h, general background was
30-35 uR/h. One must take into account that at the point of
measurement the water from the Chernil ' shchikov was already
considerably diluted with Ob water. Considering the fact, that
water from the Ob and its tributaries is considerably lower (1+4
uR/h) , one can attribute the above values to combination of the
industrial production in Tomsk-7 and the background levels in the
atmosphere and rivers of the surround region.

In the Krasnoyarsk region in 1989-1991 research was done by
the Krasnoyarsk Scientific Center, SO RAN, to assess the radio-
ecological conditions in the Enisiy River. Aero-gamma-surveys
and complex investigations were done 1000 km below the sewage
outflow of the Gornokhimicheskiy plant using a specially equipped
vessel. Over a distance of 1000 km more than 600 water samples,
bottom grabs, soil, fish and plant samples were collected. The
investigations revealed all radioactive pollution components,
including plutomium, tritium and also cesium-137 and phsophorus-
32 (the major dosage-forming radionuclides). ../'.j

It was noted that in the snow where sewage water from the
plant mixes, maximum concentrations are attained by Sodium-24,
magnanese-56, 2.6x10-7 Ki/1 and 2.3x10-7 ki/1 respectively, which
exceeds the maximum allowable concentration (MAC) according to
NRB-76/82 by 10 and 2 times respectively. In Atamanovo Village,
the first inhabited region below the sewage fallout, due to decay
and dilution, the concentration of the individual nuclides was
below the MAC, however, the total radioactivity was close to the
allowable norm.

The concentration of the long-lived radianuclides (cobalt-
60, cesium-137 , europium-152 , 154) in a day of flow at the
Balchugovskiy channel for an average water height was about 1 Ki.
The total amount of radionuclides of technical origin below
islands where studies were done is about 17 Ki. The distribution
of radionuclides in profiles of bottom sediments is vary uneven
at various points in the river.

Much attention was devoted to studies of the radioactive
contamination of fish. More than 40 samples were analyzed from
various species of endemic and anadromous fishes. The main
nuclides accumulating in the tissues of fish were phosphorous-32,
zinc-65, cesium-137 and closest to the outflow sodium-24, and it
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was noted that contaminated fish swim a considerable distance
from the outflow, both upstream and downstream. '

Techno-genic
radiation was observed in fish from the Kransoyarsk region.
Maximum concentrations of phosphorous-32 (5.0x10-7 Ki/kg) , the
major dosage-generating nuclide, were observed in the carcasses
of grayling collected near Pavlovshina village, 60 km below the
outfall. The analysis shows that in almost all the portions of
the river along the 1000 km distance there was a collection of
contaminated fish and that their use as food by local inhabitants
results in measurable dosages.

The density of the contaminated flood land in terms of total
nuclides changes as one gets further from the source from 160 to
0.2 uki/m2. According to the data of the Institute of Biological
Problems of the North, DVO RAMN, on Chukotka the general gamma
background of natural radioactivity is about 15-30 uR/h (which
does not exceed the allowable levels and differs little from that
of other regions) .

To the north of the Kransoyarsk region, gamma background is
25-30 uR/h. In the Magadan region gamma background is 15-30
uR/h; cesium-137 and strontium-90 (eg. products of nuclear
fallout after blasts) do not contribute substantially to the
formation of background radiation in the north.

The radioactivity of muscle in deer is 0.1-2.7/10-9 curies
per kg, which amount to 0.03 per kg (or 3%) and is' an allowable
amount in these products.

In Mirnyy (Vilyui River basin) , the gamma background does
not exceed the allowable level.

According to the Leningrad Institute of Radiation Hygiene,
natural background radiation in the north is a little higher than
is generally characteristic of the north. Reindeer moss absorbs
radioactive nuclides, therefore the radiation background in deer
and man is a little higher. It is known that health conditions
are most affected by radionuclide compounds, not gamma
background .

Socio-demographic studies are underway to follow the
connections between pollution by radionuclides, chemical agents
and also physical make up of the radiation factors in the Altaysk
region. It was shown that beginning in 1950 (time of the first
nuclear tests) for 40 years, the continuous increase in the
ecological contamination has created a complicated demographic
situation.

During the period from 1950 to 1990 the population grew from
2396.2 thousand to 2828.3 thousand individuals. The total
increase was 432.1 thousand persons or 18.0%. Such an increase
in population over a 40 year period cannot be considered great.

Some indices of sickness and death in the population are
also indices of the growth of environmental contamination in the
region.

In the region from 1950 through 1990 there was an
unfavorable tendency in the dynamics of the health indices in the

population with respect to malignancies. The growth in cases is
close to linear (first time cases increased by 4.6 times). The
most unfavorable changes in the indices of first-time Illness
occurred for malignant tumors of the lungs (increased by more
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than 50 times), skin cancer (Increased by 3.4 times), and
malignant breast tumors (by 4.6 times).

^jH^F'Malignant tumors were also on the Increase in the
digestive tract. However, in recent years they have stabilized
and even decreased.

There was also an increase in the occurrence of blood cancer
(first time occurrences were up by 1.2 times, total cases up by
2.4 times). However, periods of increase (1974-1975 and 1989-
1990) and decrease (1979-1980) were noted.

Other forms of cancer were observed only occasionally or the
occurrence of first cases was stable (cancer of the urogenital
organs) or it was decreasing (uterus cancer) against a background
of Increasing illnesses.

Among the various nosological indices, the most unfavorable
involved iron deficient anemia in children up to 14 years of age
(increases of first occurrence by 4.7 times), neonatal illnesses
(up by 2.3 times), including hemolytic disease (up 2.3 times) and
birth abnormalities (up 1.8 times). There is also an unfavorable
trend in the frequencies of toxicoses in the second half of
pregnancies.

There has been a substantial Increase in the mortality
statistics in the region from malignancies: in the whole
population it is 6.9 times, in males 9.1, in females 5.2 times.

In the middle of the 1960s the mortality of men from
malignancies exceeded that of women, the values of the elevated
mortalities are steadily increasing (1.1 in 1970, 1.5 in 1990).
The increase in mortality from oncological illnesses is
characteristic of all age groups of the population. Mortality
indices in the working age classes of the population increased by
3.8 times, in the retired age classes by 6 times and in the
children by 18.3 times.

The leading cause of death in the population of the region
with respect to all malignancies is those of organs of the
digestive system. The mortality from the above cause gradually
increased from 17.7% in 1950 to 64.9% in 1990. Mortality of men
from digestive tract malignancies was greater than in women. The
main portion of individuals dying of digestive tract malignancies
was in the retired age group.

Malignant cancers of the lungs is the second highest cause
of death of the population among the cancer patients, and their
portion is gradually increasing. During the period from 1950 to
1990, the mortality index increased (from 1.65 to 56.02% or 34

times) . The mortality rate in men was higher than in women by
3.3-7.2 times.

There has been a gradual increase in the mortality of women
due to breast cancer (from 2.4% to 14.2%). The greatest increase
occurred from 1959 to 1970, later the rate decreased slightly.

Malignancies of the sex organs was an important cause of
deaths due to cancer in women of the region (up to 25%) . During
1950 through 1965 there was a sharp increase in mortality of
women due to the above illness (by 3.4 times). However, in the
last 20 years death of working age women due to this cause
declined substantially (from 38.3% to 10.7%). In the last 20
years there was a 2.4 fold increase in death of men due to cancer
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of the sex organs (from 3.3 to 7.9% of deaths).
Mortality due to cancer of the blood increased -in the region

from 1959 through 1990 (from 4.87% to 8.68%). increases in
mortality of men and women from blood cancer was similar (1.2-1.7
times) .

Mortality of the population due to illness of the endocrine
system also showed a gradual tendency to increase with maximum
values in 1981-1985, followed by a decline. Mortality in women
from this cause was 1.5-2 times that of men.

Analysis of the epidemiology data (malignancies, thyroid
Illnesses, illness in new borns) and mortality statistics (from
malignancies, mortality of youth, still births and birth
abnormalities) indicate the very high probability that
radioactive contamination of the region was factor. The research
material indicate that the effects on the health of residents was
direct and indirect (combination of direct influences from
environmental contamination and effects through the mother,
directly impacted by the radiation) . Although the harmful signs
are being eliminated from the population (decreased birth rate,
age of death) , there are possible long term effects of radiation
on future generations.

In depth research on the influence of radiation on the
public health is necessary using data on the radiation load
(contamination levels) in the territory and social-hygenic
methods of cohort analysis, which would permit a more accurate
determination of the degree of influence of radioactive
contamination of the natural environment on the public health.

In Novosibirsk high levels of cancer are observed in the
Maslyaninsk, Kochenevsk, Kolyvansk, Chistoozern and Kargatsk
regions, and also in Novosibirsk city itself (more than 250 cases
per 100 thousand inhabitants) .

Mortality from lung cancer is highest (above 40.0 per 100
thousand inhabitants) in Chistoocern, Ubinsk, Bagansk,
Kochenevsk, Yst'-Tarsk, Ordynsk, Moshkovsk, Toguchinsk,
Kolyvansk, Suzunsk, Maslyaninsk, Bolotninsk and Zdvinsk regions,
and also in Berdsk city. Low level (less than 30 per 100
thousand) were noted in Barabinsk, Vengerovsk, Dovolensk,
Kochovsk, Severn, Tatarsk and Chanovsk regions. The Moshkovsk
region fill out in the very bad group for health problems and
statistics confirmed the high significance of mortality from
stomach cancer in the mortality statistic from cancer. A similar
situation is present in the Kolyvansk region. Upon examination
of the statistics, Tatarsk was moved from the "high average"
category to the "bad" category, Ust'Tarksk and Bagansk from the
"low average" to "Bad" and Severn region from "good" to "low
average".

A more accurate picture of the relationship between
environmental factors and cancer in the population of a region is

produced by a complex analysis of the four indicators (mortality
and illness from all classes of malignant pathologies, and also
mortality from lung and stomach cancer). In this case,
Chistoozern, Kochenevsk, Moshkovsk, Kolyvansk and Maslyaninsk
regions fill in the bad category. As the above analysis showed,
in the first two regions lung pathologies were primarily
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increasing, the latter two regions stomach-intestinal
pathologies. In Maslyaninsk region a variety of cancers
predominate.

As earlier analysis indicated, the unfavorable radiation
situation in Novosibirsk city and the Moshkovsk region was due to
contamination of the soil and air due to radioactivity and
chemical substances form the Khimkontsentrat company; this
includes the arrangement of unsanctioned dumping of waste by this
and other companies in the city in Moshkovsk and the Novosibirsk

region. The problem in Maslyaninsk region is the largest in the
whole area (200-210 kg per individual per year and 70-80 kg per
hector of contamination of agricultural land by mineral
fertilizers and poisonous chemicals) .

In the Tomsk region there has been an increase in

oncological illnesses related to environmental contamination.
For example, in 1976 illnesses from malignant tumors was 107.9

per 100 thousand individuals, in 1986 the figure was already
277.4 per 100 thousand, a 2.5 fold increase. Research was done

by several agencies (HII, Tts SO RAMN and VTs TIASYRa) using
photographs from space of Tomsk city: one of the photographs
showed (are left blank on page) in infrared radiation in the

range of 0.8-0.9 micrometers on 19-June-1988 , when laid on a map
of Tomsk of analogous scale, showed a correspondence of the dark

spots with the location of the industries in the city.
In Magadan the complex index expressing the amount of

atmospheric contamination varied from 7.7 in 1980 to 19.3 in

1988, eg. an increase of more than two times. It was shown that
the effects of air pollution on human health in combination with
extreme ecological factors lead to the formation of specific
pathological conditions, increases in pnemoniabronchitis and

allergies (bronchial asthma) . This is indicated by the illness
and death statistics in Magadan from cancer. During the last ten

years, illness from cancers of all kinds rose by 42.4%,
respiratory cancer by 65%. Death from all cancers in the Magadan
region rose by 73% in the last 10 years, while death from
respiratory cancer almost doubled.

There were sharp increases in mortality in residence of the

Magadan region from illness related to radiation contamination.

During the last ten years oncological illnesses related to
radiation increased by more than two fold. Note that mortality
among Magadan residence from digestive tract cancer decreased
during this period by 15%.

Total and standardized mortality indices in the Magadan
population from the above causes increased, with the exception of
the rural population (men) , where the standardized index
stabilized at the 1979 level. In urban men, mortality in 1986 as

compared to 1970 rose by 31.6%, but in rural men it decreased by
6% during this period, which is due to migration from rural

regions, especially by men.
In women the mortality from cancer in urban areas increased

by 19.4%; in rural areas by 23.4%.
In addition to migration factors, changes in the mortality

statistics due to cancer is related to environmental pollution,
mainly air pollution. This is indicated by the mortality
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statistic of the population from cancer of the respiratory system
and other localizations, which indicate that 'the rise in
mortality from respiratory cancer is substantially higher than
from that of other areas of the body.

A certain significance was also played by aging of the
population, especially for rural women of 60 years and older, for
whom increases in the standardized mortality indices in 1986 rose
by 12.5 times with respect to those of 1970, while in rural men
of the same age group and the same period, the mortality
decreased by 3%.

In comparison with other territories and the Far East in

general, the total coefficient of mortality in the Magadan region
is lower. Therefore, the current trends in mortality of the
Magadan population due to malignant tumors is occurring over a

background of ever increasing levels of environment contamination
(air) and changing demographics (changes in the migration and age
structure of the population, especially rural) .

Complex socio-ecological research on the natural and
anthropogenic environmental factors on the health of the Magadan
population indicate that anthropogenic and technical factors
influence the living conditions and health Indices, in particular
due to air quality. The effect of ecological factors is
connected with climate factors and also with the quality of the
drinking water. The effects of these factors on the health
indices occur either massively or sporadically as several
therapeutic and infectious diseases.

The study of the total epidemiology in adults and subadults
in Magadan indicate the unfavorable direction of these
phenomenon. Since the total number of illnesses increased by 2.2
times from 1979 to 1989, the first occurrence of diseases
increased during that time by more than five fold. An especially
bad situation with respect to disease has developed among
children. The total number of illnesses increased from 1979 to
1989 by 10 times.

Among adults and subadults there were also increases in the
rates of illness from diabetes (by 2 times) , cardiovascular
disease (by more than 3 times) and others.

The Far East region has a complex ecology, including the
radiation situation and medical-demographic processes. Monsoon
climatic features (the monsoon climate exists only in Primorye,
in the other regions there is a hard continental climate or polar
climate) under condition of anthropogenic contamination put great
pressure on the adaptive mechanisms in the native and immigrant
population and therefore, there is frequent illness. Respiratory
illness amounts to 429.0 per 1000 (translator note: they may mean
1000 thousand here, possibly a misprint) residents, nervous
system - 101, digestive tract 89, infectious diseases 59.7, of
which 2.8 are tuberculosis (the corresponding numbers for the
Russian Federation are 401, 104, 88, 52 and 2).

High levels of. trauma and poisoning increase the levels on
oncological illness. Total mortality of the population of
Dal'niy Vostok is 7.8 per 1000 (107 in the whole Russian
Federation) .
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2. rKjyjftTAnj paeot

"torwa H3^ox9Hio! TCKOTB HacToflBiero c83Ae;ia npojctKioDana cTpew
jieH;ioM BBTopoB ooxp8H;jT* iiOKyMeHT8;iiHOCTt npejw8raer.?i.x MBTepiioJici

h! peay^HiTBTOB.

NtSTOiDtKa H peayjiiTaru AICM-cieMKH npitaajioHU b npejieiMio Krax-

Kcv srxie, Heo<5xoOTMOM jim noH;«M8H;i« TeKcxa, nocKCJii>Ky iicnpofiHo

CHit Fi3Jio«eHW B oTMerax AaporeoJiiraMMGCKoft napTiivi.
I

,

' 2.1. AaporectHavnecKiie po^o™
AaporecjKainecKafl naprw? UefiTptuiHoK npMCKOBo-citn.inHo^ bkcii!

ictuvw nro "flj<yTCKreo/!or.m'' b nme h aarycre I99r voiia npoB'3;in

B»poraMM8cn8RTpoM9TFViqecKyo cieMKy hs r"^ieKT8X "Taon-I thx" "AR-

xa;!" tf "/jia^Hufl". Chr.uKB aunoJiHOHa c i!cnani30BaH-.:eM aaroreoiJiMai^-

lecKoR CTBHnHJi CK.\T-77. ycTBHOBJiOHHort Ha caMcneTo AJl-2. nrnaflsKa

cieMOHHux MspnipyTOB, npojioxewmnc b cooTBexcTBW.i c MacmTarfoM cieM-

KM - 1:25000 lepes 250 m h IrlGOCO Mepea IOC m, ocymecTBJWJiacb

neTCJiOM 83po!lx)Tonp»!9fl3Kn c ncnojifcsoBaHneM aapoq-rToannapara A/A-

-17. Bhcotb noJieTCfl BUjaepjotsajracb a npenc^nax 5C-75 Merpoa Ha.u

musnoi noBepocHocTirj. Flo pe8y;ii»TaTaM a3popa<5oT ho o(JieKT8x "Taaa

-JOp."x" H "Aflxaji" noctpoeini Kapiu rar-fMS-ncw M-<5a I:o''>CCO v. Ha

cxSiaKTe' "yjiaiHHft" M-Oa I:ICrrr, XBjaKrepiisymcio oGimt.1 raxiauMCH-

HUll toH Haa j'noMHHyTKi4n odieKraMii it pncncejae.ioH;i0 pewoaKTiiaHoro

np<bflflJteHaH no ruiomajDi.

, CdtBKT "Taac-CpMX" . CiewKa BuiioJiHeHa Ha 3-x paaoflraeHHux

jHSCTKax M I, 2 vf 3 (Pijo.2).

Hfl Kapie rBMna-nojo? yiacTKa .*> I ;:3amiHn'.! npoDe^eHH 'if?pe3 2

hkP/"!!. MsKCJwoniHBfi BXTRBRocTi. rp.MMa-no;!fl , HO npeButnanngn IB

»iiKp/i. RadJiDJiseTCfl rojTbKO y tisHofl rpahMiw ynacTKa. a ocHOBHBfl

nacri yiacTKa, BKJirwnfl h obm n.TBac-rrflx, xapeKTOjrsyoTCH aKT;io-

BocTi^r, He npaawmawieJ! 12 i.'hPA. JUh BUflCHOHiui nrnpoTO^ noBiHnoM-

Hc3 (no 18 mkPA) I'Bfc'Ma-aKTiiCHCCTn , Tpe<<yeTcfl npoeecTiT fiaser'Hwe

jiBiaji\miB p8<3oTK C'TrtopoM n-ofJ nc'jju , pacT'.iie.TiHocTU :: bojw.

XapBKTep raMMB-noJW b pafloHB ckb.-'J 17, mcctb nowcwHoro flflapHrro

flspuBa noKBSBH Ha Pr;c.3. Ib?TH0 pajw'.oaKT;iflHoro 3aipfl3H<?H;ifl, buhb-

jiewHod HaaewHUMii paCoTaMa, 'MCM-ciet/Kofl He aatitRCHpoBBHo . nro

o^vBCMAeTCJi Ma/UMR fasMepaMH npoBBJiBHUB pawoaRTitBHocrn.
Ha xapre raMMa-oaM j^bctkb .i 2 RaojcfHuii nposejieKu nepea 5

mrPA. /icacTOR * 2 B ooaoBnoM xapaKiepHsyeTCH $ohobhm sna^eHiidM

raMMi»-Do*« I To;iiRo b OTnejiiHMX pafloHsx flojmHH p.TBJiracnaT b b
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CpCAIIOrt M3CTH y^HCTIca flKTHBIIOCTi r8M.Ma-nO.1fl JIOCTHiaiDT 3Ha^9'i*d^

40 20 mkPA. JUh BUiicHenvyi n:\itomi 3t:ix "intTCH" tokf.g iieoiJxoiii'.MC

iipof?t-jAOH;du KOMii;ioKC9 I'ascMMu:: i?airT. B npunojiax yMacTKa rI^o^9i'.'^^."'

1 nc;i3<iri;iiix HH'i^u'ir. B:irun3 - :ir.j''rep i a/.'MM- 'CJii? hbji ;/ecTaM'.l i:ac--

fiojio»'.eHi!K ciCBajwii! iior\'aJ!i>;iin1 {?yo.\,5).

lis Kaj-Tq rar.'Ma-iiojifl yiacTKa .'3 3 ksojikiih.! raKre npoBejisHH mb-

ces 5 mkP/m. /'lacTOK xapaKTenvisye-fCfl 'f)OHonwNr 3HaMGH;t9M raMwa-aK-

TKBMocTM.ne npeBHuiaiotmui 15 mkP/m. 13 npejio.iax y^ociKa nr-^BOjieno J:

no.Ti3ef.!Hux .i;iernwx pifusa. Xai>8K-i<?F raf^a-no;w .-laji MecxavM pa ino-

JiCTOKVLfl CKna^JiH Hor.'3.ni>Hu;1 rPic.S,?).

C'iteKT "A;!xaJi ". ClioMKa na e^imiom yM8Cv;;9 Buno.nH«H9 c rtKBa-

aeHv^oM KOMnjie?<ca iianeMHWx i:a<5cT CI^>ic.c). i

.'.3ccroo'I);i3iiMecKon ci.e.MKon nrnTBeprjioHO ue.wc^e rajDicaKTHnHcvc

3arpH3i(OHM>5 B 3250 m loro-rro-BccrovHae jcThfl p.MyK.VKa - JiHaorr;

nr;ircKa p.iVapc/.. Y^octok c pajc<oaKT:!BHOCTT>r cJc^iee 10 mkPA vm»?<5t

fnsMopu I KM X 3.75 km it BytiTHyi b ceBefo-BocTo^HOM HanpasjieHfK

(Pmc.9) Il8::(Jojii.i"afl pa.'OToaKriiBHocTi. Jio 70 mkPA sacfiuKcrroBqua v

nro-3?}na;DJC.T ^ac?;: 3arn^'OHr">ro yracrKj. yM:iTL)Ba«, mto np:!pc;i?!

pa4:<oaxTKD:;':cTi' ;i3«:ho!'c yMricTKS npopojieMHHr.!:i Haac-r/HyMM pifJojflMii

ycTaHOBJiena onifC3H9SHo. b tcm ^-Acn--. ;• b pnllcHe ycTtfl p.'TyKyKi.

rfle pajL!02K7i!anocTi. no ra.'.:i/!a-;!CJiir: He mhoiiim OoJice 5 mkPA, p?" ..

38CJiyr.!!paeT ksk npoBojioHiw Ha3GMHux paOoT no ov.z^RejiQ»viv nc;!foau

spy nix "nflTeii" c pawoaHTttBUccTBio dojiee 5 mkPA a ;i8hhom paaot-e,

TBK H pactuHpeHHH njiomsjc! ncji a3popa<3oTU o uejn.B buab^qhiu! nojioC-

HHx "nflieH" B np*/uieraicactx pa)<0Hax.

CXJtCKT "/jiaMHwr." . yvTCiM-cieMKa MacaiTarti' I:IGCOO H8 ;i9fio(39pe».&n

p./la.njHH flunojiHeua b aBrycie IS90 rona (Piic.IO). Ho Kapxe i-sjma-

nc-w /.tecTO B3pwBa :i cjie;: BwCpoca i;;!Kcv:pyvTCH no MsoraMva 10 mkPA,
j.'aKC't.vaJibHue 3HaM9H:i.i b snuiieifTpe jio 25 mfP/i (Pbc.II). KpoMe'

Kapiu VBivJB-iinAa , t.fu Mp;:BOjr.'M DUKotiHpoBKy ::3 KapTH KCKuefrrpeiEiR

jpaHB (Pmc.12), iia KOTopo.1 irKjoio, 'iTo Macro fljiepnoro BspuBa sann-

CSvlOCl K B ypSHOBOM KBHaJie.

2.2. HasflMHue jiosrwexpir^ecKHe it paOTOMeipuHecK-.te ,

padoTU.

HasBMHue pac5oTii n^iaHJ^pceajmci c y^eTOfc; nojiy^eHr^ juuhmx one-

poHannel! AFCM-cieMKH - na y^acTKax noBWcmiHWX 3H8ieH'.:1 pajniboR-

•ri3H0CTn,He abho cBflsaHHUx c MecraMn noa3*MHux «;iepHUx sapwpcD
MetojioM BucBMFn "jiBcaHTa" , npoBBjieHMn aaMepofl h onpodcPSHKfli noi-

sy R Bojtu.a H8 yracTKax BUXBJieRiui psjoioaKTHfiHoro aarpASKBHiik -

noTajn,»\ix pafloT fl MacojTade.onpojiejiflicmeincfl pasMopaMH BMflDJiepHoro

0<J*9KTa.
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Ijm peujeH'.yi sthx 3ajH9H jryiine f^wjia a }j,ocuiT''\nop •cc.'^.f'OcrB^

ccJiamoHa I'ajiiiOtAOT^.-imi n ;i03:y/te7ta:.r.r. CFli-G.-i-.il - uii. .''la-wiT

I IDT, ZJCC-Ci - JmT. ,Tn-5 - [ diT. K'.U;-J.i -i H'T. t"'l,'!-ii:i.i "I:o;:ck

OpunfiTb" c ranM9 i\ f5eTa-,ieTeKTop?ii/ii
- 2 mr, lVe^-4-IO'.i -I p! .vjor

Bcb iipiiCJopu woTpojico'i^^iocKH. noBepRHiJ fl iy69-.H.T.r.

I

L xoBe BHnoJweHi'Ji nBMeMenHoll npcrpaMMW pif^oT cp.Tjy crajia ui

Bn;iHr.,l HecocTOfltejifcuocTb "jiecaHTHorc" MGTo.ia; ornaHii^anHocTT, n(

p^~e>*fiv\i, Korjia sepTOJieT ;rjieT c paOoTPv-iniiMM jiinvaTOJinMH, ne ncai

.1:1^16 •.'.syM'.iTt flocT3TOMH0 npeTicTapjrroJibuyn ri.r.omatKy ncitry"- cicnn.-:

;!U, r KOTCpOtt dVJJI II p0.;3B0JIBH HUGCHUii Pr^pWB (CKR.Jo GI ) . lie TObog

y-;«? •: i:cByuioHHyx aunv.^Hiinx raMMa-i!:uiy^6Hnfl , 3a.i'i';<cv;ropn:ii;Hx luij

iTCi.'-cieMKe b saOo.iciMaHi'UX noilwax poK, r;i':i onare-nncv bo:?mo»1!Um '

riro:i3P9CTi' ro-ibKO fljtnH»^Hwe saMepw h oTortrerb ojiyMaitMun n::o(?w

(yMJ-iCiCK i^ 2 AIX^M-cJ.eMKi! . ;io;niHa p.TajirscmtT) . i

;> incre na yMaciKe "I'.obh-vT' <5h;i npoil.aoH cji/.h npo(J)n.nb ^epo? j

cxBa.r/.Hy i^ 61 npoTfl>;;GHHocTi.in 400 m no aai^iyiy .10'^' ((fn-KC-iposaHiiu

3RMepu 'lepea ir^O m, ai-:a^eHiw raMMa-nsjiyMeHHH ct 8 uo 12 MKP/M.rte

Ta-iisjiyTeHHfl - 1-4 tect/mith.cm ) ii npousBOJiBiioe iicxa.^ri'naHre. rij

rpex nocajiKax b flo;niKe p.Ta^irscnJtr b KOHTypu raMMa-nojievi no jian

KbM Arci.i-Cter.'KVl HHT8HCKBH0CTtK> RO 20 MKf'A 3a^»KCHp0B3H0 7-II
o

:.«"/•? !i 2-4 OdTB-^ncTioi/fJWH.CM'' (npoJijtteHO no cnHOMy npotrnjir jviH

Hoa 100-120 m).
'' G^^5KT "Taao-Krn x" (n.Taoc-K^pHx. ckb.:^ •!?) .

' JKsa^c^Ha pacnojioTena b 7 Kt' ct n.Taac-Kr^x Doopx no imeH'.iic

pAa3G"f.p«x Ha ee ujseom (jepery. Tlo tin(J)opMauT'.ii,npejicT9BJicHiiof1

niC "iieH9Her{:T9ra3rof.x.omfl" nojiaeMniiil Hjiophu."; bscub npcusBejioM b

OKBasv!He j'f 47 B 1979 rojiy. Hr ycTta cKBa>-.:inu yctaHOD.nen oHaK:

CkB.J^ 47, H3^aT8 07. bl OKCH^eHa C2.b6. ripi'.'tnia lIGCOOTDGTCTEKiJ

MP fiCHa.

' -TSCTCK iieTajiTjHc we jayMa.icfl. nrofijieFin MarvxTrajfb '.b~0 m)
m|

psB c B3k::i-:« H »7 ;^ :;• 55 (pacnojiortofia 3 If :.' iK' n?.5')^, nnMHT-)'

Jfi. .;•.., rKOHHGHa 1.1.(6), TCH nro<|!;T.'UJ ^Gpo3 TCI h nnoT^i.ronHocTfci''-

:^-;t' 7 -,? "RpiryT BjioJ!b Oeperft peKH. licTocTE'onHuii i-aMt-ta-pon nopojt

0-:.: .••kI/'i.

r IOC w CT CKB.iJ 47 no 33.315° o(5Hapy«QHo nnTHo pa.mioaKTiiRHc

ro 33rtn3HeHHfl c hhtshckbhoctiid raMMa-vts^iyMGHna He noBenxHocTit

113 t.'KiVi HB uCHB II mkPA m Sotokh (J9Ta-ii3.ny'i6Hnfl 22 vacr/cM'ur

~pn 'icHG 2-4 MacT/cf.i'^i.mH . FIpii jieTSJiHSBOHH b mboiutbOo 1. 500 okoh-

ryppsn iJioiuajrb 5C x 50 M, sB^wKCHpoBaHa MSKOiiMajibHafl pawioaKTiiB-
HrVri: ^..i? i.fcr/q (hq noBepxHOCTir) h noTOK <^9Ta-H3JQrMen>ifl 33 ^acT/

c:-; •::•.;;. --^a ftrne 6 13Ct/o.m*^m;ih. (Phc,I3) .
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raf.fr.ia-»3Ji.yMeHr.e DU3Baiio 'leoiiet.'-ia?, ciibktp cirflT rc:!-ICIM

(Piic.Tl). I

V.'j Tcw;<:i^c f.'aKci!ri?.ni:Ho!; ••.•r<T"PirocTtr Ds^ia nrc^s hombu '^! I"/£.
R KCHTyj'o iiflTiia (CO .•.•kP/'O ri:";mcH luyp* r;iy<3i:iio,1 f.a m, oTCvran'i

ADP npcjH c nopor:<noor;i .'- '.7/:i i; ma r;iyd:rup 0,5 .m ." •5''/3. Cvi.'Map-.

H3;i cJeTci-aKTKDHCCTii npo"? co:rB<ivoTBOnno ML, 3, 32.; •

IG.-l x K"'*'

i':i/r r)03R0Ji.'ieT cjiejisiB nnKJiR^^ur.io o norepx.iocTHOM xapoKTops'sa-

llapaAiejiiHO c npcBfljff.&H:!DM radOT no M3yMeH-iKT moot bsjiubob ,H3.m>i

nroBojr.urKob .'raJtiOMSTp'.riecKne iiccJio;ioi?on:i.'' Ti;oAyKTOB niiraii/.e
i
;r

fi: Tb'VBo': BCjiii (cyMMapn3n ."-CTa-aKTKPHOCTij 'A3'.'Qrj>.ji3ch na F".j:'fx':'
'

CT.:!H.v.?ji'-^roM orr.oji'.;ii.-«i rHiT.Taa.'.cr^c:' '.•'.:r'.toiu recnyc^jniKancKO,"! 0'
l>.".'io^^onaHOBUM) . T;-.! iiccBn.nci'>!i: dt'.'X iicoJt^jaoBaH.'.;! pysBa-r.' Tr-fo-

I'j 9;-injui3L' miitTjOBo:: bcjo* vis nujioofi' rrop H9 c. p.Tqac-! p.ix u j[^:huji:-

-iory or; .•'«», :icKa33Dm:ie r!.3 m 3.3 x i'.~'- '.ti-./ji (ksk npani!.'!?, 0J^^•^ 5f-

Hafl <5eT9-aKr:!BHccTt n::?ii9non do.d-i b TiKyTiiM hvt^:<? HyBciBHTe/ttHoo ;••.

KG::-ir..;).
i

Vc^yjjhiaTU .'jHac-n'iB '^HXi: nrD;-r;i"' :i7..'C.0r e ;.!.!:! rncM, i-rro

H onpi?jTO.T.;.T ; D^nDraman.:? ri'c.t'i 3'?r?.;:rj'3i<:;;n xi3HCbux pg^lrx p it/'f-ac-

Cpflx ^acT.: Tpynnii (llaranop "i,;., •o^onaMOB ;;.!!., "airjion ?• A.) jwji

TmaTG.nti??; c:ro<5oBaH'.:fl botoj p.p.Taac-t ;;rx ii y;i8xaH-EoTyo^y>J. Or-

ro':^on5:n;Q Einomieno ''.7.07.90, t.r. iei:e3 Jioe Hejiejm. CtoCdsH-c 4

npo()U 113 ::.'raac-:pflx ot Mecta Bsruaa ro aocojiKa c HHTepsajioM 1.5

KM ;i 5 npo^ m'J c..'/JiaxaH-FoTyo(3yfl c T8k;;m ."fe HHTepaajioM. Pfjoyjii-i.j-

Tu ana.T;:3a noKasaJi.i cyr.tMacnyK OeTa-aKTviDJiooTTi hjtkq 'lyBCTB'/TejiBHOo-

t:: Pia.- '.-Ig."-!. ''vaK f.ni yr.o niTca.iH Eunia, ^acrb cb6ot , s t.^. onpoCcBfl-

Hi:e, m:; .-v/dJi'-ipoBaJiii nprr.MeHQHiteu pasirux f-rer-JKOB onpofioEanvi.^ h wgtc-

J1:k 9Ma,i;:T;'.Ki:. 3 flaHnor.' CJiyMae 26.CG.9C :^3 peKri yjisxaii-LcTyoCyfl

njeiicTaDiiTejieM .HKyTrMnroMeTa !:.Jl.7.oxTypoBHM (5mia orodpaiia cJcTBrne-

cdie.vf'afl npofla 2C n c nrw.ieHGi!:!eM Meiojia K-^taeHTparoin pajmoaKTns-

Boro cTpoHUi'.fl nyreM cop<5m;:i na ::oHOO(JfeHH»r.c CMOxax. ."iH8.mr3 3TC/1

npocJu, BunoJiHeHiiun b fL'n.'C r.lina;iMB0CT0K, noKaaaji 13.^ Bk/m^. JU«

cpaeHeHSifl: aHaJioniiHafl nro(5a '.is peKii Mapxs. Bums no Te'ionino na

I ViA OT MecT8 BuOpoca fljiepnoro Bspusa (KparoH-G) - 3.2 L-k/m* .

liaxowieHHB fi Jio;r>it?o cskh yjiaxaH-Eoryodyfl mecTu Konse.MHux «rvcc-

Hux fl3puB0fl, pacnojio*©HHUX Duuie MecTa oTdope nport u (J.ft:<3Roe poce.n-

CTBO CO CKB..'S 47, aacraaJWDT oraBMTi. Bonpoo o CHCTeMaTHvecKoki wa-

OjiBjieHMM 38 BOfloW,caM0f4 TniBTejitHnM odcjienoMaHmi Bcex MecT npoBeAQ-

h:w BSpUBOfl M,B03Mo»io, (Jojtee rjiydoKOM, ^oii npexcTaBJiHeTc.«J C|e*»iec.

!^3yMQHHM BOefi OpoCJjteMU : BSpi'BH, TeKTOHUKB , WefSJIOTB It T.a. I
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\„EcTecTBeHHUii raMMO-^H d paSoiro npoBewsHiw nonBOMiiilx fluopHux

EspuuoB (1976-87 r.r.) H8y^9H npw ca;ciOMeTpn^ocKO.! cteMKo a 1072-

76 r.r., BunojmeHHon EoiyotfiinoKofl BKcneflHUMeH (Othot c reojioni-

*tecKotl ciBMKe MBOwTaJa I:20C0(X) Ha TeppHTopim jtmctob P-49-XXI,X/n

XXIU, XXyn, XXyUl, XXIX, no paeoTaM Taao-BpflxoKoil nopTHn. AHTHnim

H,H. H Ap. MHpH«H^I977j,-:«Ti^t. HHfijW I3|3!$5.- Hpii btHx. pftrtoTax npo-

aoaena paSrSMdTpJr5^6kfl« cieMKa MaoojtadB I:^GOOCO iia ruiomaTOi

22885 KM", aoHayieHMai - 979 km , raMMfl-npaJiiJorpoBaH'/a inyi:iJ»OB
-

4475, G nor.M, xaHBB - 636,8 m^, raMwa-KapoTBrn - 661,1 n.M,npoany-
raHflawHe Kepfta yilB-25 - 1010,6 nor.M. PaflKOOKTHDHocTt nopoji: mbt-

BepTHVHue owroxeHHfl (cjrjniHKH, neoKH, vjdmu, ra.noMHHKw) - 4-10

mkFA, jaoJiepHTU - 4-6 mkP/i, mopokhb otJioiramMi ToapcKoro h hjimh-

c^axcKoro flpycoa - 4-8 mkPA, Ty$w - 8-10 mkPA, cpaBHHTejiwto bh-

cokoft paOToaKTHBHOOTMo If>-15 mkPA odJiaflBPT Tojn©! yKyryrcKoft.Hpe-

JlflXOKOfl, HJITHHOKOfl H BapXOJieHCKOfl OBHT, B TaKKO OTJIO^eHlW CpOJlHe-

ro neJieosofl h ppjioflHita. B pafloHe nponeOTHiifl sspuBofl ecTQCTBeHHUfl

raf«4e-$0H ropHHX nopoji ho npeBumaeT 14 mkP/i.

npHBOjDW 9TK aaHHue KBK ocHODy jijtn flajn>Hettniero Msy^eHHJ! psotb-

naOKHOfi OdOTBHOBRH HS y^BCTKBX nOASOMHUX HAepHtnC BSpUBOB H BUAB-

JieHKfl R3 3T0M $0H8 IDITeH paOTOBKTJiBnoro 3arpfl3HeHl«!.

OgteKT "y.ga'iHufl" B ruiBHe padoT ho ctoaji no npH^Hne oTcyioTBiw

C80jieHH3 y KoopOTHaanoHHoro cobstb no PB o npoBSAeHHOM auecii Hjiep-

HOM napwBe. no HMfliopr/iauHH , nojiy^enHoW ot IlcnojiKOMB h CaMBniiflCTaH-

UWH r.yjia^mll, noAsaiwuft ((JjwanoBepxHooTHUtl) ffflopnuW Bspwo o uejitn

cosjiBHHfl njioTHHU Bb,uoxpaHiuOTma nponaBojuoH b 2.5 km k oeBopo-Boo-

TOKy OT nocejuca yjwnrafl-2 b 1974 roj^y. O^ieDHjwH Ha<Jjnoflajra mowhuA

BWdpoo .

Ha MecTe Bspuaa paAuoaKTHBHooTi 50-65 mkPA, hs noBepxMooTH
H AO 200 mkPA b aaKonyme hb rjiydnne 0.4 m.

; Fe9yjn>TaTH naoero c^anejioBaHHA npnBeAdHU b npsuiaraeMOM k ot-

H9Ty a.lTB (npjUI0*8HH0 il 5) . ^

no nanHMM ATCM-c'iGMKT! , BunoAHeHHoll fl aarycTe c.r. , pawoaKTMB-
HOel BBrp^fSHOHHB ifoIKCHpydTOA RBR HBA BOpOHKC^fl BSpUBS, TBK M BB CJIB-

JBJB OflJIBKB (PhO.II).
'

6 mjn>H9^m9u neocixoxHMo pacsHpeifMe ononaAH ATCMrOieMRM.c iiejiiiD

POCJI8SIT& CJIBA 0<)j|BICa, FOCTBHOBRl AeTBJnRUX HBaeMRHX podOT RB

uacT«>B3puBa R nuTBH aarpnaHenwi, TjpsOyeT o(5i>flCReRHB ^brt sanHCR
« I^ajKoaKTmBRoro 8«r))«3HtHiM b ypanoBOM RSRajta npa ATCM-rOiieMRe

(Pap. 12).
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11-3

pd-hCKT "A''.\a:i" ( Kd&toh->3) .

'

EcTecTEenHui! riiMMS-i;cH xeppnTopHH iiayHtil- n^v MaCCOBHX nCi»CH8I

MecTOfdxu'^mi!! ypana reoJioraM;i AmbkhhckoJ! dKcnemmn B i97I-73r.r.

(TflBpn.-noK M.B. u .tip. Otmot o padore XajiaMaiiircKoJl napiHii vi-' -I'rVI-

73r.r. UaTerHajiH k roc5,aapcrMGHHcIt reo;ior/i'^ecKoW Kapre t.'9coiT!a(5a

I:5L(;.,0. Ji:!CTU (,-iO-8I-B,r ii .';;~19-b^-A,E.3. Ibopvia . 1973). Papc-
K'fi'rpii'it'CKan c'beMKa f.'acniTOv^a I.JiCCCL BUiio.in '.;!• a Ha njtrmajiii i06|l.7

KM" :)aic,ioMeTpr:V.-.i Cl'.i-c, iipca^i'Oii'. ra;.'f.!Si-npt:xi;;uuipcDaH".:w :i.y7'' ; -

I'3c;l rifi .M. H i:?i!tHn - dCI.b m^.

MeTOir.i}c^j: M.-'Cc .'0UH noMc.-:ii Macroco.vjiSHiir. y;ia:i.^ ucon&Ai'JU'cfe o;t-

HOBCGNXMiHO c reo.Tj H! 'ie(;Kr.M •uip'ri-poK-^:-!."^'. '.'Jicaaioa n;\T(;.n.V'j.'.BBr!!'.5i

B ':i?.!1bLc;ii c 'i'liicnfirriiB''! 3fjMvjP0i.' -'.ef ^ j '> m, : pi^ cM»rie ';op::j., HwtjBBK-

c..,.Ki or vii-'Titpiiajia, r(';n:iHHe iiopcjitj U3y'\a.'!V'.cf- no ni.w^i;ii-x^M c.

:lT^\i'.(iR-

Uiieii 3cir.''!pOB Mrr.-'-'- 1 M, PT:oliium h© pew. 'leM Tppe3 IC m.
|

• 'ffp-iJl •!ii*jJic.'. vac^o'i' jyjic: npoii3aeiHH£t }(P(;tpi.>Ak3 pcox r:pff'jr.p)5

Ha '.>o;L'iu-pu4nGBoi' ui.i.'tejiii. o;-£i.'icrinpoaansi8f b nana e HaGTi:o?.Ka Ha

Boiuio-prijytoyovl MOiie.MH - no po.TQ I ijana b .Meo.T!i, l

Pe3yjitT3Tii: ioyi)/yj, cnararnwe rer.'pi'ropiE-, m^ecT caj:v<.c5i<THCHfx:Ti

^-'7 mkP/-. , pe.nKo jy.0 J.4 (30HIj pas-'iowos) i: .'O'aL a eEi'ii'.woM cjTi'nae

JroTa}roB.n£'H8 criJDioBKfiiflHocTb nepwcKva nec-4iiHHK0B 25 MK?/n (t,h.

946).

llopojiii DapxHfii'o Kei.'.6rMfi pacnpocrpaHeHH To;n.K(j a nciiMrj;; peK

WapxM u Kynyryfl-TaaHHaax. .'saeoTHHRn, jiojicmhtu c npoc.iaB.M^ H

JU!H3aMll H3B8CTKCfaI!0TUX aJ18Bf OJr/.TOB , wapie.ie.l. HaseCTH.^KnpyX VSJt-

KoraXe<tnLi>: KOHr.no^'^3p.nToe ;i eojiopocJieaHx :itn?^'.'"^!<«KCH. i

UrjioROHiia iiii.wii'STO opjiopi^iia ncrtsyir '...-i hK/Oc'.-r-i: r.iv., i;k'.'.'' pfo-

npocTpaH&!iH6M vi BOT^eMai'TCW HB Bcei^ !'3yi».-r'Hr'.'\ Topp'.nopii':. Uv^fl-

cxaB.iieHy .uciomhtumh, if3.fc8CTHflKr.MM. ocun^TOiJKMH necnan>?.Ka'v.i h 'an-

B'5CTHflKPMH, BOriOpOOJlOBUMM UO.nOM>'.TOM>; H n.nCCK0^8JIe"?^^^.m KOHTJIO^e-

paratTO.

C KO-ieOaili-W.MI IflMita-'^KTl'J'HOCI'M OT •'. ilC V f'hP/M.B OTJi.g.lLHWX C^y-
".'iU Ha .v<j8CVh3X yaa.nowon 9-i>i mkPA. i

llepi/oiciie u,T.jio»yHVLfl xapaKTepHgyjnToa iJojitrnHM pasficcrtpa^i'e.v'-.TH-

'ra^vom^eoKUX i:Q3HOi?r,p.HocT9fi-ii9oq8HHKii , aJieppoTTXTH.rpapp inTW . aprv
- -

^iTu.yrjiHciiJb cjiBHmi.iJecKH.Tyl/onQC'iaiiaKa.pajuriC'aKrWi'-iccTb 3-.i.4 mk--, <

B oiciHMMHOM ojiy^oe na oeBopHOM ciuiohb py^ee EasiioHoio u Tpsxrjw-
Boro B necHamwax fl.o ii6 mkP/'J.

nepjioflo-.'awBHecueHTHiril anaras 4-x upoi?: ypaHB - 0,0C'C42,

p.oaes, o.cxxjj., o,ooo(j6){. .

'

TeppHTopHH, OT 4 flo 5 iikPA.
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I't

PsjQtOSKTRBHOOTk HOpOA HO 0<$HaXOHHUM y^BOTKIIM mkPA
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»Tc^ poju<:ie, OTCTOfliujia Apyr ot jipyre na 20-30 m ejoiHimiiue ucwojwe
noder:: TajibiulKa ducotoJi I.C-T.2 m o i2-3 xioroMKaww. PajnioaKTJTBHufl

$0H B ocoBoH ^aoTH CABjiB 50-60 mkPA, Ha noB«pxHocTH aew^iM ICC-

I-C. AO 15C mkPA.
'

Jlo3:iMeTpiniecKii9 iiSMepeHnfl.

Macmrad HaacMHUx j03itweT,:!nMacKnx padoT, iicxow us aHaniiTqjji.-

Hott iipoTflxetiHocT:! nwma par^HaneH/^ b npoji^/iax yiacrKa, iiayienHo-
ro AICM-ctOMKoJ! - 5 km, 6ua npmiflT I:li5r,(,0. IlaMepeHtm Bunojitt^fl^nrcB

c luoroM 2C M no npaJtHAHM 'lepoa 250 m. MartrcTpaJti npopyd^teiif. .hi

OyccojTbHOMy xojiy, npofw^j nponaeHU no ropmfl.i KownacaM. Orj^aHK^e-
H'.ie no MMmiMywy onpejie.iHJircb TpexKpatHUM nodtopeHneM vi3Mepe^Horo

ypoBHii 9-10 mkP/i. EoTecTBaHHuft ^»0H ropHioc nopoji, cjiaracuwx nay-

'laeMyD TeppHTopiiD 8 mkPA.
Bcaro npoflfleHO 12 npwJuuiaR npoTflxeHHocxw ot 500 jio I7C0|M,pa-

AHoaKTiiBHoe jSarpnsHeH'.ie npocJieioHO Ha 3^0 km (Puq.I6). Fe8yAi>TS-

Tu HaaeMHMX HadJisAeHHtl npaKTtnecKH oonooTatHMW a AaHHUMu ATCM-

OleMKM.

ripMpoAa raMM0-H3Jiy^eHvui no nanaauM HadJiBxeHiuiM odjcjiosjieifa hs>
JDRMBM aeaiw-IS? (PH0.I7,a-ji).

Oa rpaHnuy oMTHa aerpiiaHaHnfl hsmh B3/it8 BcntYHHa $ohi b 10

mkP/xi,c KOTopofl npudopoM PCn-IOBI "IloHCK-IlpHn/iTfc" yBepauRO $aKCB-
pyeTcx KB oRpjxamteM (oHa 8 mrPA HajBi^a uaatui-IS? (Pmo.I7,x).

IbiOTHocTb noToKa deTa-iaoTHit b kohtjp* niiTna aarpflaHaHHA aocts-
raet 98 hbct/mhh.cm*' na jotm OKBaamwu h eC-90 ^aci/MnH.OM no mb-

mcTpajoi B paAoHO npo$iuiafl }Ut 5 h 6 na $0Ke 2-4 ^aoT/um.otr aa

apoAejiRMH n^THB (aauepu cAt'.'iaHU h8 pbcotoakhm 10 cm ot nonepx-
hocth).

3th peayjiiTaTU naMepaHHfl noiBojnuM oxonaTi saiunraaHiia o emx^^
'nui oTpoHtwiJ-90.

ArCM~Gi>9MR0i} BOKpyr ocHOBHoro ojiajn Bu/iuiami h auxaJiauu no uo«
ratme 5 mrPA (Pmc.8) nJiTHfi sarpflSHaHHJ! poaMapaMM ot napfiux ootaa

MBTpoB AC napBUx KfUouaTpoii. XapaRTap wx paenpaA«JiaHUii noaBox/i«T

rOBOpHTIi B08M0XH0M pacnpOOTpaHeHUI JlXTBtl Ha AtMTKH RKJIOIAiTpOB.

QooeoBRu npii npoBeABHtni onpodoaaniui mm» Bema: at opaoM daparr

p.Mapxa HUM ycTWi p.MjKOxi - 12 ukPA (Moote ordopa npcKJ Msr
CIO 1 CII) I dxiwta OT ooROBHoro oxaxa na BaeTeK - 16-17 birP/

CweoT© oTflopa npod y-ffl i y-€P).

no pao^BTan, BUiiojiHaifinfM ua'OJnmiROM arfttfa PO r.nxjTORi Dcx-
nojiROBRBKdM HoM^oaBiiM A.H. ypoBHR paxKoaRvroBooTi B damntM oxajca
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;

; .16

B MOMeHT Bydpoca MpivTJi flocTJirarii siraMeHnH (JoJiee 200 P/M,a cyMwap-

Hoe 38rpfl3HeHiie Tepj;HTopHii a HacTo^meo speMfl - no 30000CXj ISk/kf

(pac^eTU ciiejiBHU ao no;iy^eKit/i pesy^nTaTos aHajiHsoa).

Peay^rtraTH onpodoBBHHfl.
' D npouecce noiieawx pacJor Ha ocJieKxe "AJlxaJi" npoaejieHO onpocJoae

HKe no^, pacTnTe^TBHocTn ii bojdi. OnpocJoaaHiie, kbk k aHajr::r.!iecKHe

paitJoTH, BHnojmeHH no oooTBeTCTflyromjiM BejioKCTBenHai^ MeTojciiKaw.

Bcero OTodpaKO 44 npcdw noiuu, 1-1 ripod pacTiiTQjrtHocTU ;t 20 npo(5

BojjH. CxoMB p8cno;ic3'.efiiii» !tpoc5 noMBH H pacTHTejii.HocTri npvflo^eim us

I'Hc.iB, Do;fti - Ha Pfio.I9.-

no pe3yjii.T8T8M jiadcpaTopHtfx i!cc;ioflo»aHH{l Biijina nrflMSH saaHcti-

uocTi KOHuenTpair.iR uesim-lO? n ctponmifl-OO or MomHccTefl 3Kcnc3»-

OiiOHHoW JI03U rer-o-ra -rsJiyieRHfl (Phc.20).
'

Xsj^aKTap cacnfCinp;?HeK>yi pajwoEKTHflHccTit Ha rjiycJiiny asy^en a

Tpiex nijpJ'QX rJiydnHof 0.5O-C.55 m; wyp$ 3 - IIFB.S nK2C0, niypifi 1 -

lire. 5 IlKICC ;i mpl ?• - nre.S inCO. Pa3p©3: C.rO-O.CS m - no^en-

Ho-pacTnTe;ii»H«fl cjiof., 0.C5-0.I5 m - cepott iiecoK (tojiVko niypji J' 3)

0.C5-0.55 M (b tRypf'eO .'> 3 - G. 15-0.50 m) - xejnan rJDina. Flo pe-

gyji^-TarsM aHBJtnaoB 6 npod b KaJMOM iiiyp$e b/jiho, ito npoHiruaeMocn

r;iEH Hoawa'niTejn'Ha, tew ne Menee HadJOOflaoTCfl nponecc nepopacnpo-

B9.19HIW aKTHBHOCTH c noB9pxHOCTH H6 ipaHinxy pa3ABJ«a t5jtix n Meps-

Jiux nopoji (Pbc.21).

1 AHajiua noBepxHocTHUX boh b ROHiype cjieaa na cyMwapnyr cJoTa-aK-

TKBRocTii, BunoJOfenHun npHdopcM FKE4-IeM, npi! junJrJepeHunpoBaHHoJi

CKppocTH oiera, nosBCAiijomen roBopsnt o KaiecTsaHnfffl sarpflSHeHHoo-

THiBOJiH (npoOa CII2 - 24.6 c"^ CII3 - 26,4 c~^ 0114 - 29. D c~^
CIl5 - 29.1 c" , 'Bo;.a miTbeBafl - 18-20 c~ ) , noKaaupaer Be^omtHU

B]«e IxIO"^^'ui/ji.
*

.

'

PeayJiBTBTH aH&mJSOB nosBOJwrr CAe.iaTb Bb-Bojw o tom. nio paiuio-

BKirjiqHoe sarpHSHeHTre a ciejie hockt ncBepxnocTHtf!i xapaKrep.ccHOB-
Hflifl H8CC8 pajtHOHywrniOB 38j-IIKCHpOBaH8 B nCTOeHHC-paCTHTeJIlHOM
o-nta H pacTTiTejttBOCTH, npoMo npKycTieBofl nacm BspuDRofl cKsaKHHU

fl MorHjnHnKa, rjtfi c rjiydKnoa pajfnosKTHBHOcrb BoapacraoT. D aone

Mors^OiEnKa Ra noflepXHocTH npa 140 wkPA cyAwapHaw dora-aKTviBHooTi

633.1x10"^^ Wr, H» rJiydHHe C.5 m BcapacraeT flo 540 mrPA h

I n08epXH00THH9 BC^OTOKH BS BeCJT SHa^IHMWX KOHUeHTpsnHfl pajWO-
HjiUDiAOB. nooTjiueRHS pa;tiioMyRJiHjioB B p.Mapza npOBOXOJDIT. B 00-

BOBBOii, 98 o^bT iiezfinriecKorp CHoca.
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i V 18

PMyj»t«'iU paxnoMSTpu^eoRUX nocjieAOfiaHiin:

JM! HanweHoaaHH* IK-io lAKTHBHoort !B;D'->80 inpHMeiam

n.Tito-Kjwx MMpHHHOKoro peflona

I. BapeH^a (oMope^iHa) 2

2. flroflB (dpyoinwB.nwiy-
dHaa.KpacHaii OMopo-
jQHHa) 3

3. Puds (cop«ra,Kaptto!.,
exeti) 4

i, Maoo (roBiiARHa) 3

5, ftoeo (eiHBVRa) 2

6, UoJioRo (qaxbHoe) 7

7, Boxa (p.B.BoTyodyij) I

a. B«Aa (p.Taao-10p5n:} I

9. Bo.ta riffHTOBM
(exB.ei) 3

IO.K«gu oxT&tBaii (d.£. .

RUTiBBax (p.Taao-

I2.J|«XB (oa.E&nioi,
AoH lo IttP/^

iR'̂
25 mkPM

HMXe lyBCTBH-
Te^TbHOOTH-

npH(iopa

3,3x10

2,3x10

-10

-10

HHXa ^BOTBH-
Te.«liHOCTH

npndepa

^n^

B 4 paaa

2 X 10 MyBCTB»Teji
HOCTl. pia}-!

IxIO"^Kh/»

2 X 10

UsTa oTdopa
a 25.06.90r.

5 X

8 X

5 X

I X

5 X
H

10

TO

10

10-

10

-8

,-8

,-I0

5 X 10'

laTa oT(3opi

_I0 07.07.90r.

k%%r

bTi OTdopS
.C7.90r.
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19

&.rpyHT -'I 2 (CK».47

toH
lie ,rjy(JnHe 0,5m

7 MicPA) I HMX* \y*eTIHTtJM9<

TpyilT Jl 3 (CKB.47 H8

D 30 paa aun» $0Ra

DojM rpjHToaaH
(Kparec aspuaa
OKOJio yjiaMHoro) I

noaepxKocTn 4>oh
239MKPA) I

(Kparec aspuaa

I3oAa nnT&eaaA (p./jia-
xaH-EwcwTTax,B I km
OT Mecra aspuaa) I

FpyHT n I inaiM ckjioh

BOPORKM) I

FpyHT J« 2 (nro-aana*-
hmS okjioh ,$ok 12
mkP/h) I

HaXt H7B0TBt!T«;aiH00TH

TpyHT .'I 3 (hb rro-

6G mkPA) I

rpyHT Jl 4 Iceaepo-
BOCTO^imil CKJIOH B 20i
OT rpecjHH.iJoH 110
mkpA) I

rpyiiT -* 5 (hb cBBepo-
BOCTOK B 70 M OT rpa<J-
»n,^H II mkPA) I

B 2 pasa aune $0Ha

B 3 pasa Buna ^ohb

B 3 paaa auia $0Ha

rpyHT .1 I (pewoll
necoR na I km nioca

$0H IC mkPAJ
FpyHT * 2 (b 30 M OT
JCTIifl CKBaJQIHH RB

^

3ana«,$oH 20 mkP/i)

FpjHT a 3 (CGBapHBR
CTopona BopqHKH.^oH
1751220 mkPA)

HhS0 ^BOTBRTBJnHaeTK

Pbrb Mapxa, 60 km ot 7Aa«ioro
'

I Hnxa nyBCTBRT'ljnHtom

I B 2,5 paaa auiia fana

B 50 pas Buaa #ona

FpyHT Jl 4 (joro-BOC-
TO^HBJI CTOPORB BopORRH.
$0H 130-150 mrP/iT I 6 40 pas BUiia ^aMi

1

JlaTB DTdopa
30.06i90rr

--^ 1

J0.0$.9Cr.

r&7*i8??
,»P«
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I
6 1 Bo;»a nsTkeaaa (p.Map-

xa.npotfa A I 1-12 o*

'

qep*8 3Cn M Ao 3,3mi
Hran BO Tt^Rino,
$0B 8-13 UHF/^)

6. flre;ii> (MtOTO 8Brp;93-
nefTZA. npd^an> 6.

j

|oB 60 iisP/n)

7j flrejiL (hmoTo daeu I

J. KV BHBS DO 2«1'r'-
BKB.^OH 10 MrP/ki

12 Huxe 'lyBOTBHTeJIbHOCTH
npvfdoca

I B 20 pas npeauniaeT $oh

irame ^ynoTBHTejiBHOCTH

JlaTao.Trtor
0I.07.9Pr

I

SAKJIiOMEHHE
1. 3 MUOTaX HrOHi*UV9H»W ;!JR9pHUX SSpUBOE MlipUHHCKOro pattoHB (o.

Taao-JDtwx, r.y/ta^Hfl, pafioH p.Mapxn) hm96t MecTo pejuioaKTHBHoe a

rpKBHemje notBH, chotdtsjibhocth (b 2-50 pas npeBUoiaeT 4if>H0BH9 3hi

'jainiJ!) .

2. ypoBtni raMut>-f>0H8 npeaumaeT ecTecTEenHue SHaueHtu? b 25 pa

a dojsee.

! 3. Cy»/BpHa/i (Jein-aKTHBHOCTi hcto^ihhkob nHTtesoro BoaocKacJxn-

n»! (p.B.BoijTcxJjfi, j-.Taac-K^flx, CwTUKaHCKoe BOfloxpaHHJumie, p. Map;

Meium 3^-«8 (5 x 10'^^ Kir/joiTp).

npEjiJioiEHMn- "^

B udjuix yju<BftRMi) KanaoTBa padoTu cneuHQ-'nicTOB, BuesKaiaii^x a

pafcoHH HeC«irona)ij^ioi.pBOT«ioioaEoft odcTaHOBKott, Heodxojpujo-

,

I. Hmati b Btai^Ti sfinapsTypy:
I
- OOHOBOMl paSBOMOTp GHI-6&-0I

I

-
>npH<3op PCn-IOlK

:- j|08m.«9Tp JffT-OIT
f - ^oBJfMBTp JiC-04 (jjoJOWH <Jhti J Ka^Kfloro oneiwajmcTa)
- pajiHOMaTp PKB4-IifiM

- p»jpio»*«o lyB-om
- pJuwoMeTp s»po80Jitl - PrA-Om aim PAC-04n
- nBmtmxrAXbsuB kosjomtpu - ^-OS, HSKY, TJH.

1

2. OoTBuaxiRufl coflTM ipuvam 4-5 onemiajmoTOB.
3. B Tada*b ockb^fkjw koiamo enaaojc&JWu. onajunux npnHajuieat-

KooMtt, npojaoTRTeB niJT*iHw waJswH Bxe<3WTi ofiBsaTejrBHo:
- WOTOM XM 0*dO^« Bpo^ RS^ISS, pSOTHTeJESHOOTH H T.fl.

- •ffKoon AU o«*s9« a90tf bo» o^mmcm I Ji. 10 n, 20 ji.
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HBOTirryT (JBOJonm HHU
CO AH CCCP

no voojitxoBanitK) npcx) noxa b paonrejiBHooTif

Mtortz noxseMRHx JijiepHifx bsjubob b

UrPkrhorom psfloue

C 24 niHJi BO 7 BAM IWC r. b htapniindROM paflono no sajiaHHn

CoBBTB UxKiOTpoB p«onjOjD»H padoTGR 8 rpjiTOa OnetQiajIHCTOB-paAMO-

xoroB MJtn pBXBBauioRHoro 0(5oJieA0B8Hiu o.Taac-Cjjuix h r./Aawufl o

npurerananiB rapyiiTopBnni. B btizx padorax t^otbobbji x hhctbtjt

dBO^ionia HHU CO AH CCCP.

HojieBue pa(50Ti( Bejnofc annapotypofl Cm-SB-GI (M 2I4I, iieTpoJio^

I'BB ntni 1990 r. ) PCn-IOBI. OroOpano 6 Dpo(5 oo^ou b 2 npoOu

paoTBTajnutoonr.

IlpoOa MB-I. 200 m ceBep oaBapo-BooTOK or yoTM okb.JI 47.no^a

$K}H 110 hkPA.

Dpo<5a VIB-2. 10 m rb oaaep ot to^xb ordopa iiepBofl' npoOu.oova,
1 <«H 25-30 mtP/i.

. lipoma H&-3. UftoTO BAepHoro BspMBa b 2,5 km ot r.yxa^mifl. rpyn

I

(or 120 mkPA.

I
npoda HE-4. UooTO BxapRoro BspuBa b 60 ru ot r.yjLtnmA "Kpa-

T0H-<3' jona ORBaiaoai, rpjRT, ^ 750-800 mxPA.

I npoda MB-5. "K;aT0H-d", II50 W ot jctm cxBaxBtni no ManioTpa-
'

JOk nova, 4>0B 10i^l20 lutP/n.

npo<5a I1E-6. "K^nTOR-3", 1200 u ot jotm okbbxrhu no Mamorpa-
I JDH nova, 4»0B 90-100 iirPA.

npotfa HE-7. Maorp OTtfopa npo<jH HB-^, mox, iirojn.,600-700 (Jora-I

, 'laCT/OM ¥BH.

I

npo<3a HB-8. Veoro OTdopa npodu HE-6, mox, Brajn>, 300-350 Oera-

VOT/oirilHH.

I ripoOu OTQ^paRH RB MocTax DOBuaeRRoro $0Ra. rjiydRRB 5 cu, njio-

I
iRijo> 0,01 ir, sBMapu OaTa-RBJiyvHiu - rb noaepxRoOTH scium.

I

Aflajoiau npod Ouxb ojiejiaHU b BROTniyTe BROJiohtH paoTeHnfl h sr-

botrvz 7F0 AH CCCP b otaojib RORTBReBrajnbRoft pemoBKOJionra b n.3a'

pa^fl CaapABOBCRoll o&rbotr. CoAepxaRBa bbotobob ueaRX H8MepR;ra

fna MHoroRaRBjnROM anajnaaTope AM-A-029I o no;qrnpoBOABHxoB8M ab-

l^KTopoM Tiaa JirjIK 50-E. Pao^et OAooaAeA ^^oxonxxoB npoBojpuDi o
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v/ 31

noMonD MBainHHo& odpadOTKK*, omndRa He npoBiniajui 3%. D nosroTOBJReHmrx
j

npodax D01B ooflepjtaHMe OTpoHUHu-90 onpe,WJWJiH no xo^efweMf RT»pHr>-9t'

paxHOMeTpino ocbakob ROToporo npoaoAtuix Hn mbjio^^hoboB yoia^ioBKa yxVI>>

-1500 o TopueauM o<ieT<iHKOM CCT^6 npa ooDiOKa o^era Ra ()o«e^) 16%.

Fo8yjn>TaTU npoaeAeRHia anaraaoa npHnoAeHU a Biw Tadnuoi.

* npo<Jy
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JladopaTOTHH oTAana pajoiamioHHo

""., rnmeTO nKyioKofl peony()jiMKaHciii

i

~

CSC

P S-3 y JI I) T A-T U

ptAHOMtTpmesroro aHajniae npoO noHB,OToi3paHHUx
> MjipiiviHOKOM pafloHe nuie I09Cr.

Onp«aeji8nM9 o.tfcflyiapHofl (3eTa-a«TWBHoovH npo(5 neie npoBojotJiooi
"

Ma JOTBROBRa yiitP- 11)00 no MefOAHMOCMRM yKBSaHKflM, yTfiepiUieHHUM

oeMecTHTe^aw rjiasHiaro rooyMpoTBeHHorp caHHiapHoro Bpo^a PCC>CP

H.C.Thtkobwm 14 Honfipfl I975r. llaMepeH'.te cyMMapHofl (JeTa-aRTsieuoo-

TM no« npoflojDUiocij o ncMonuB KOMiweKta, Piuirqarmero ciqt^ik

CICS H ROHTatUiepn juut noHoioeHvui cunyHMX npoO. nocRo.ni«Ry (Jera-

aRTusHocTk no«u nptrAiepHo ua 7C^ oc5yo;ioBJioHa deTo-n3Jiy^oin:o;.i

naxM-AO m hb 30^ dera-nsJiy^eHHeM naoTonoB ypaHOBoro k Topuefiort

pflAOB. Kajm(}poBKy n.!^-I5C0 npoBojouni no xnopncTOMy Ranzv, t.k.

opeXH/!^ BRepnui daTa-^aoTna ypanoBoro n topReBoro paaob, it3Mep/i(

Mine c^eTxsKOM CTC-l>» npaRTinecRii paBHa BHepnm (Jeia^nsJiyMeH/U! ki

jaui-40.*y.taJiMa)i a?.TTJBH0CT!» xJiopitcToro rbjoui paana 3,87x10" Kn/

MsHapeHRe cywir'apifon aJO^a-aRTHBHOOTB npcaoAitJiocb hb ycTaHoi

Ke HJIA no MetoiRRe "OnpexajieH'.te cywiapHofl a;!ii$a-aRTiiBH0CTn noio'
'

ytoepxpieHHon Baii.Re^ajn>H»<a FjiaBHoro jnpaBJieHim Hsy^o-nccjiejiofii

TeJTbCRia BHOinTyTOB 1 RoopjtnKamiti nay^Hux HCOJieAOBamrft H.A.ileKm*

lOBSM 25 aaryoTB I976r. b paapadOTBHRoS JlenRHrpajiOKKM HayiHo-nc<

0Jie.soB8T«x¥oxiM XMCTixTyTOM paxnaoBOHHcfi nin:eHU t'liiRaApaaa KX?.
KajiidroBKB EJIA npoBojpuacb "aT&iioHou" douu, ooAepxsnsiM 6,3 x

jj jQ-lO jjppj, Topiw HB*I r no^u.

I

Diuax B oyMuapnyD a;n4>a- <i (5eTa-aRTnBH00Tii bbvt 14 anK(a>Hi

^^Tajefi, 6 (JaTB-HBJiyvTejiei) ypBKOBoro h Topiieaoro pia,OB n rb-

jtaS-^O. Ilpi opaxRBX Kx ROHuaHTpamr/nc b notua: V » 2,4 x 10 r/r,

T* • 8 X ICr*r/r X-40 2 x 10^ r/r oyKBiapHBfl Bjn4a n (Jexa-

aiiTaBBoon no^tn pasRv:
iE* . 8n« (l^) 6«(TA) - 6,4 x lO"^^ ^ 53 ^ iQ-^^j^r = 11.7

if ».3/»^ {V) *
3/,j>(T*) ^/idC^O) ^ ^2,4 X 10-^2 ^

^ ^^ Ki,/

t 2.6 X 10-^2 ^ ig 2 X I0"^2^K«/r - 21,2 x ICT^^Ku/r

oroxuta jry 0,55.

KorSB ooHBe hmo ypana t Toj;)nB, ard OTHoaeHHe dy^eT ana-
VTeJDUIO MBBioa.

I

B esoTomtse Bptnui RopM UQK h8 no^u hbt.
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33

CyMMapHafl dera- k sJiirta-aKTKfiHOCTb no'U

flnl

1

MaoTO oTdopa npo<)

I

I GOTB
I

1. MHpHHHORafl patloH
> p.Rapxa
2. ---

3. -"-

.. •iHrHUHCKHll DSflOH

lo.Taac-lOpfix,? rm,
CRB.47

4 -•-
I

3/6

^./6

31,1

22.9

21.3

M7/3
47/2

47/1

16.4

32,4

148,3

3.0

4.2
3 4

2.2

2,5

2.1

BpeMji KSMepenui kb^aoB npoOu Tpunian knujr.

0,1

U,2

4. -"-
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'

CpeAMA cj^MMspna/i <)eTe- h M»|)8-aKTnBHooTfc naxoTHux homb

HACCP oooTaBJuiet cooTaaTOTaaHHO 20-25 x IC~^* Ku/r h 7-10 x IC

Kn/r N B dojnmeR oYeneHR aaaHOMT ot ROAiwoTBa r bhab BHOceHR

;
MirHepa;nHia yAodfOKxii.

Ha peayxiTaTOB sHajnaoB bhxho. ^ito 03uuap»en ajn^B-sKmBHo
noHB MaxojpiTCii npxdJiK8iiTeji>Ho HB ypoBHe cpejiHKX aHa^oHMlt ajn4)a

BKTHBROOTH OBXOTRUX nO*IB HO HACCP M pOOTB e8 HO OTMe^SOTCR BO

Boex npoOax. D to apeuM rbr oyimapHaR deTa-aRTHBHocTi pacrer o

ay BBBpx R MBRORMajibHoro ypbBHR AooTRraer hb noBdpx>tooTM nonsu

3to oBHxeTejiBCTByeT o tom, hto hmbbt mooto sarpRBHeHno no^

(SeTB-RaJOr^BTaJIRMR .

y^TUBBR. ^70 noone aapuBB nponuo (5ojiee abortm Jier, bto mo'

ryT OuTfc CTpoHttRA-90 r aa8Rtl-I37, nepROA nonypaonaAB KOTopux

OKOJIO 30 JIBT.

Bpa^-JiadopaRT paiQi'MonnBORofl

jiadopBTopRR PaooydAucBROXofl CdC/^^^Of^^/ T.JIonyxoBB
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HKyTCKSA PecnydjmzeiRCRa^r

oaHKTupffo-eniiAewuojioi'HMeoKaA

OTaHUKH

.[ 3AKJICMEHHE
^ no peajJiBTBTaikf peABcxutfineoKHX SBBiV.aoB npod

BOflu, oTodpsHHtfx rpynno.1 cneaHSjnicroB Koopot-
j

;: HamoHHoro oosera a Mmprhhcrom paSoRe a tODJie

I990r.

Ilpodu BOW 0T0(Jp8RH B poKax, Mcnojn>9yen»nt juist iWTieBoro 8o;tr)-

ixuHHA iiaoejieHHUx nyHKTon h poK, taonojioxeRHHT oooTaeTOTaeRiio

lloHe n Mccxax npoaejieHiui noAaeMHiix bto(*hhx BspnaoB b htewmir-

I paAoHe.
'

Wexh JiaOopBTopHoro HccjioflOBanvw - nonsTfirtofl ycTaHOBKrfc bo3-

locTB nonaaaniw ucKyooTBOHHHX (oTpoHdloi-90 h ue3iuT-I37) b|
ec-

CBeHHvx (ypaHu-258 n pafljw-226) paOTOHyronwoa (cBepxiJoHOBoio

•pJOHHfl B npMpojiHHo BOflH B pQ3y;jiTaTe npoaenQHHHX BspwaoB.

;PoOToxiu.iirqecKH{i aHa;Di3 npoaejiBH a asrycra I99Cr. a pa.nHwicni-

iofl MdoparopHH flityroKoJJ Pecny(3jmK8HCRo{l caHaniuicTaHWTH no uu-

Ksii, yTBepjKAeHHUM ruaBHiw rooyjiapoTBeHtniM oaHHTapHWt ape-^oM

P n.H.UypracoBUM 03 I2.79r.

Hcnojnsoaajmoii pasHOMeTpH^aoroia yoraHOBKa THna TMJ-ISOO w

rnwjwuHOHHBfl 8Jii$a-ycTaR0BKa c (Jjiokom I3M k *3K, npooennme

IJ»FCTBeHHyi) noaepKy b JlaJttHeBocToiHOM uoHfpe otaHjiapTKaaaRa

•TpoJiorHH B RKuie I990r. , o neM iwoBTOii oooTaeTOTayrane aokj-

tu.

Paay/ritaxM pajmoxJUwineoKoro aHarowa npo<5 bojih
\

(n X ICr^2 KBpa/ji wii! n x nioto KopR/ji nKif/^)^

• •• ^ ^ ^ «w ^ «» ^* ^» ^w w ^ ^ ^ •• ^ •» •* ^ ^ • "^ ^ ** *" ** ^ ^ ** ** **

n.Taac-ICpflx

p.Taac-rpiix I 1,6 Iliwe Mm/FMBJtiHO 0,6 0,2

r..y««H-E<.T,o,„ I 1.5 IISSSrLS"-
"•' "•'

f.Uapxa
(SClM Rtne

OTW pmJ! Ha » , .. n "^ 2
ecte aapHaa) I 1,5 0.3 u,^
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,. n.CxuTbjpoKap

'b. p.Bmuott I 1.5 0.3 ()..?

n.CBeTJorfl

\e. p.BwDoM • r 3.0 0,2 n.2
I

I KoRueHTpaaitH ooTeoTBOHHUx peAHOHyxjiHxoB (ypaHa-238 (i paAiui-2

B MOCJieAOBaHHux npodax boxu pan MnpHnnoRoro panoiia Haxonnrcn hs

jrpoBHe opeAHtn sHa^eHHll MHorojieTHHx (c 1903) jiadopaTopwux Hadjinj

HKfl (jnaa p.BMJnoB ROHaeHTpamu ypaHa-338 KOJieOajiaob a nre^ejiux 0,

0,5 aKu/M, paAiui-226 - 0,2-0,3 iiKa/ji) , tto HaoKOjn»Ko"(Spejuiapaon|

aukbhoridc sHa^aHiilt, paaimx am paAnii-226 > 0.4 nKn/ji m am ypaHt

238 - 0,5 nXn/Ji.

f nooTyiueHiie iroKyooTseHHUx pessioHyiuDiAOB b oTKpuTye BOAoeKU
: npomXOABT B OOHCBJIOM 8a CHBT BUMUBBHIUI HX HB BO^tB AOJUieBUMH U t

,;nAIKI B0A8MR*
'

KoHaaHTpaoRff qaam-137 bo Boex npodax boai Rme ifiiHtiMajn>Ho

'

HBwepaaMoil axTHBRooTa wm MBHee 0,5 bKh/x.

CoAspxaHna cTpoifiDui-90 b HOOJieAOBBHHUX exKHinHUx npodax bojqi

> oTodpaHHHX B paxax MnpHUHORoro pafioHa , dojiee oonooTaaKMO o pesyj

TaTaiffl MiforojieTHPX HadjmAanuil aa boaoA oaep BiuiDfleRoS rpynnu pal

HOB. ROHoaRTpaUBJi 9Tpouitiu-90 B ROTopux noJiedBaiaol B opaAOJiax

1,5-3,5 iiKm/ji, a a peRax - 0,5-1,5 uVa/ji.

iloBBTii OARoaHBvyi) ORORVTMikHyD ouBHRy DO xaHHOMy $aRTy pan

TaR RBR ROjnneoTBO oTodpaHHUX npod RdAooTaT0<mo, h padoTa no h3j

>q(>BHB coAepuHKX OTpofmKii-90 B fiBEHUX KOHRpoTHyx y^soTRax Tpady-
IBT npoAOXiaHBJI .

A B qajioM R0Hrz9HTpaqiLfl eoTeotBeBHUX (ypaHa-238, paAHR-226) b

RORyooTBaRRVx (oTpcHinu!-90. ue8iiR-I37) a M00JiaA0B8HRUx npodax bo

,AU peR ttipuKHORoro pafloRa b 100 h doaea paa HHxa AonyoTiuaix am
iRBTeropiui E HopMaia paAiaonouHofl daaonaoHOOTR - UFB-76/87.

SaB.OTXaJIOM pa,m|BIIORROfl
imrwaHM flRytoRoU ?e«Q#09*RaBCRofl .'^^-r ^

\
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3. l'iii.'Vt''ii:;yaTi.nai! Ji03!0i9TpMfl

^ U'j.rwx •"i.'fj;r-jMH w 1j3 iiniioHOCTM nepooHajia npw B9AbH,i.: iiaaouMux

<5fT li'.' ;aju: ;••• '^y: 4nR':i.! M2c^e;iODaHiiRM u ;ipn oT(Jope npc*. lacreKijH

1BU, rpynT9 M Bo;iu ho Meorax paOTatr.iOHHoro aarpjiOHSHim dujio pa?--

floTBHo H yiaepKieHo "ricjior.en^e o pajptaiuioHHofl (3fl3onacuocTH nfit

OfieAeHMM BccjiejBOBBTejibCKMx pa(5oT" ot UiiJjG.OOr. (llpKJtoTOHMo ^ 6).

fKJoU paAiiBmtciiHoil (5o3onaonocTti '.IJICO (Jujiii 3BKa38H« 25 iJc:oA03.i-

tpos iiHJDiBWAyajiBHoro jio3iy.ierpiiHecKoro kohtdojw (J-H'Ky-I) d OnKiHc-

TojoiiocKoW napTHH njiepHott leoJi'.aitKii, Koropafl iiMeer npsBo ncBQpKH

TojioaitneTpoB ot Jla;iLHeBocTOiHoro ueHipa cTBH^iapTHaauMH n MOTpoJto-
I (C705Cn. ii.CBTaran, hepxoflHCKii?. pailoH, i\ACCT, j;i.OKTfi(3pi.CKfl/?,6.

MTl). II3 jiaiiHoro mmcjib jio^itMerpM pacnpajtejieHu: II ot. jvm {^at^c-

paMoHe o.Taac-hpflx, 12 idt. jyw paiJoTtf B pafloHB n./jiBiHuft z. M6
i;uieTpa pesepBHue pjm onpejtejieHtui ^ohobmx sHaqeHiifl nepooHaJioM hb

IMbsoaanitcb Jl 40G6. it 4016 (HpiuoieHue X 7) .

3 A K JI t q E H II E

B Mmphkhorom patloRo HKyTORofl-CaxB CCP.no oodpaHHUM RaMn oaesenn-

i"^ npoBejieHo 9 nojiaeuHUx iixepHUX BspuBOB nccjiBAOBaTejTboimuB r

jOAfO-XOSflROTBBHHHMK KOJUIMH BdJDfSR HBOe^BHHVX nyHRTOB: r.yXa^HUfl

liin BBpUB, 0(5MKT JOJIOBHMM HaSBBHneM "KpnOTBJUl" , COdUTBB 1974

V). n.ARxBJi (oaHH, "KpaTon-3", 1978), n.Taac-K^fix (c«»rt. "Oks"

atBajHHa 42 _ 1976, "Diitrb- - crb.43 - I97B. "IUokchb" - orb. 47-

'S, "Haia-I" - ORB. 66 - 1983, '•neBa-2,3" - okb.61, 68. lOI -

r7).

Boa 9 MBCT paonoJioxaHiu BspuBHux oRBaxafii m npiueranBH'a TeppRTo-

i.xoTR M Hi orpamnqmnrx njiouajwx, nayieHM b 1900 toxs iBporaMMB-

iRTpoMarpiiieoRoll ovqmkoA. B xbjx cAj^yn, na o<5ieRTax •KpnoTJW.t"

'KpaToit-3", BMBBJieHo luomajtQioe paxRoaRTHapoe sarpRSRaBis.
j

HaseMtiue padoTU BUnamieHU na 4 j^acTRax: jiaraJiiHue rb odieRTs

•TOR-3" H npooneRTopoRMB Ha cxJieRTBX "KpHOTaJw", "niaKOHa-.'HaBa-

Ha TpeX J^aOTRBX SacttllRORpOBBHO pajWOBRTHBHOa 3arp!R3HeHRa,RpOiW
•RTB "FlaBa-S". PadoTU aejiRCi HonojnaoBaHneM abhrux onapaJMr-

ATCM-oMMRR, TOjn.KO Ha odiiBRTe "KpnoTBJW" aaporto^ttBR^wcRMB
OTV QpOBBABHU n09»a.

DapaneTpu bimbjiohhiix h otfanexoBBHRUX j^botrob paxBOUtTOROiio

pR3iieHiui:

• "BleRdHa" - 50x50 m, mokhooti BRonoBHimoirnoft Aotu xo 60 mrPA,
ilmajnHaR na noaepxHOOTH bqkjdi 239 mxPA, ojMMapRBR d«Ta^aRniB>
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'31

^V HOOT* B noiBe CiC (160) Lk/kf i.s.necii n flojiee no leKcry -
:enyjii>-

Tatu (-ajii]ox:u4viu6CKCio aiiajn^aa, b CKOc^Kax - u,w.MBJihHU9 sitMMetn.fl

i& npejiejiHX o(Jioktb), CT^ciiicifl-rr IGC- (I; ) Ik/kf, ue3.ifl-T37 nCn

(Vi.) lK/Kr,j cacriiTO^i.iiocTii [nvojih) cyf'MOfHaH d9Ta-aK:.:Biiocrb JVo

I ijii/Kr, CTfOHiDifl-OC 2;iC IK/Kr, u.C3:r-1'S? ICG iJt/Ki. ^.DpaKTe:- aa-ii

; iieHH/! noBepxHOciHufl, c rJiydnHo.t pajcuoaKVMBJiocrb yMOHbi::acTcfl, n:-o.

1
MCXOSUlBHiie He flCHO, B03MC13I0 "TeXMCJlOl^IMCCKCO" .

- "K^-.iCTBxn"
- C.'lxC.O KM, mo; HocTb 3Kcno3;:a:ioHHC'!l no3u no 65

'

ukP/h, MBKCiuJaJitHOfl Ha noBepxHocTii aeM^t 1?S mkPA, b noHse ycra-

Hofljiena cyMwacHaH (JeTa-aKTiiBHOcTt IHGO (950) Tk/kv, cTcoHur./J-OC'

4b3 {130) Fk/kt, b pacTiiTejiLHocrn (flre.ni.) cyr.o.!apHa;> (SeTH-8KT::B-

t HOCTfc £6200 (10700 Uk/kt, CTpoM'i::fl-90 70f) (22(;) Wkp. uea^fl-.

' 137 3b6 (166) Dk/kt. PaiwoaKTiiBHoe 3arpfl3HeHne cfiycjioBJiono (Jjnis-

'

nOBflpXHOCTHUM nO.USBMHUM flJlOpHUM BSpMBOM, XapBKTOp flUnOJtUOHirWX

nspUBHUX pe(3oT (acKpuuiHue) nosBOAflet rcBopiiTt o Budcoce pajcioaK-

TMBHOCTii, npejurcr/oTpeHHoll npoeKTOM.
- "KpnTOH-3" - iiHTna paajioBKT/BHoro 3arpfl3HeHnfl ArCM-cieuKo:'.

BUflBJieHH no Bce.1 nsyMaaujetlcfl n.ncinnjr'. (7xi2 km), ochcbh:!* c.iea npc

CJieaen MB 5 km npi: rtpiiHe or C:,5 no 2,5 km, '.fciaircTi. 3Konc3:ni;jon-

Ho.l J103U B ocPBoll ^BCTH cjiejiB Jio 2CC ukT/^, MnKc:i'''ajiiiHue 3HaMeir>iii

B03JI9 jrcTM CKPOxafHH MB ncBBpxHOCTn ^BtKr.i 730 (rKPA, cyf.rarHafl

(Jeia-BKinBHOCT* d noiae 2B31C (67C) Lk/kt, CTpoHU;:fl-OC DTSC (17)

Ek/kf, ue3iw-I37 5I2C (87) Ek/kf^ b paoT:iTe;»>HOcr.i (flFe;ri>) cy?.:-

MBpHBH cJeTa-BKinifHocTi. 3378CCG (I976C) Ek/kf. CTpoHU.yi-9C 55-16C.

(197) Ek/kf, ae:iFJi-I37 I9I5''' (31C) Ik/ki. PaxuroBKTi'flHce sarpflSHe-

Hne TeppKTopi™ bksbbho OBapHr.HUM flydpoccji iipr nowefmoM fljtepHOM

BapUBB, MBCOITBdU CtdUTVM HB flCHU , nO •

pacnc^C^eHi:!! OHTBH 38:r/!3H0-

HnH R napaMeTpa.v ochcpmofo cjiejia pajcicaKTUBHoro ocJ^bkb Mcfwo ro-

BopnTi npoTfl»eHHo6TH 6jmjni9T0 cjieaa hb flec/!TK;t k:!jioi.'9tppb.

B npouecce pador oTodpano 148 npod no^au (7C). pocTi:Te;n>HocT'.i

(14), flojw (43), npojU'KTCB nnT8H;!>! (21). BuMOJUieiio ^'53 aHBJi'.'.sn;

Ra cyiejapHyr dera-aKTRBHocTb (IC4), cyt-v-iapHyn ajifc^a-aKTKBHocTB

(23), p8jiHox;3.:;r!ecKax (III), rBMj.ifl-cneKTpajn.Hinc (12) n no mbto-

MM noHooOMBHKrjfjn CMOJiaM:i (3).

AHtxMS oyt4MapHofl anvfa-aKTKBHocTW 20 npod o o(J*eKTa "KpatoH-
3" n 3 npo(3 c odiBKTa "H'eKcna" noKasaji pesyjnTaTU na ypoBHe cpeji-

H»a SHB^BRidt ajiv|;s-0RTHBR0CTn naxoTHux no'iB ilxjrvii, T.e. oTcyiOT-
Bna axi4>a-H3jqr^ar:«'x pajDioiiyRjmAOB iia Mecrax odojioxooaHHvx pajmo-
aKTRBRHx aarpRaReHMf..
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;

'^^

Ooo<Joe EHiujan:i8 yjie.vijiocv onpo<5oBaHH» bow, OTOCJpaHo 'A3 iipcxiH,

B TOM MHOJie HB cyNwapryr (JeTa-aKTitBiiocvi 31, fBjiHOXJtM-.tiettKn*!

,
8Ha;nt3 6 ii 3 iipolu c npiiMfjHeH.ioM MeTo;DiKn KOHueHTpamiu cTp:«"f'fl-
-f lia UOIIOOdMCMIIHX CMOJIOX:

' - "HiOKClia" - BUI10JIH8HH 15 BHaJCtSOB CyMMSpiIOfl (JeT8-aKTHHI»0CTf«.

ojctn c npHweiieHiioM nonoofiMeHinix cmoji he ctpohukH-SO w pajurcxwrm-
MocKitj! Qiiajius iujyx npod no crpoHnnfl-OO, ue3»tt-I37, ypan-^JS w

paA,iil-2ii6. I) jiayx npo<5ox, OTortpammx iJC.PG.'iO U3 p.p.y;iaxftM-r.-i--

Tyo<Jyii K Taec-kpflx, ycTOUOB^eHB cyMMapHan pojwobkthbhoctt. :?,3x

xli'^ M 2,3x10"^^ Kh/ji, b ocTaflfcHux neiiee IxIO"^'^ Km/.i. MpotJa
KB CTp0HlIRfl>9C C npHMeHSHUeM UOHOOdMeHHUX cmoji, 0T0<fp8RRBA Off-

HOBpsMOHHo B p./flaxoH-EoTyoOyH , noKBsaJia I3,'2 Ek/m' (3,2'Bk/m®
8 p.Mapxa Bume hb I km mbctb BM(3pooa "KpaTOH-3"). P8;mot:iwn'tec-

KnJl aHsano: npo<3a R3 p.yjiaxaH-DoTyo<5y« - oTpoHUflH-90 I.SxICr-*-

Kii/jj. ue3iifl-I37 HBHee C.SxIO"^^ K«/jif ypaH-238 0,3xICr^2 j^^/j,^

pajtifl-2::6 0,3x10"^^ Kn/a; npo<Ja h3 p.Taao-ICpnc - cTponnafl-OO
1,6x10"^*- Kh/ji, a93Hl!-I37 Menee O.SxIO"^^ Kh/ji, ypaH-238 0,6x
X IC-^2 j^j,^ paffnfl-226 0,2x10-^2 ^/j^

-
"KpHOTSJui" - oTo<5pai3U ABe npoOu bcw hb cyMMapHyo doTa-ax-

THBHOCT!>, OWB B KpBTepQ B3I»Ba, BTOpBfl U p.yJIBXaH-EwcaTtBX.
Ahbjihs noKsaaji Menee IxIO~^° Kvm/ji.

- "Kp8T0H-3" -
0T0<Jpaini 16 npo<J na c:fiaiapnyr (Jera-aKTiiBHooTii ,

2 na pajDioxintHHecKHn tt 2 o MeTojoiRofl HOMOodMenHux cmoji hb cTpcn-
OHil-OO. CyKWBpHBfl deTa-aKTBBHocT* flcex npod hhjw JxIO"^^ kn/ji.

PaAHoxKMKHecKHn oiiaJDia fljjyx npod hs p.Mtipxa, oTodpaHHHx b yoTM
py^bfl Ha MooTe Bapusa h

|i
50 m hkib no TeMeHHD noRa3aji cTpoKnz;!-

90 2,5x10*^2 H 0,5x10'^*^ Kh/ji, ueswi M«.KBe 0,6x10"^^ Kn/ji.ypaHs-
-23b 0,3xlC"^2 ^ 0,4x10"^^ Kk/ji. pajpts-226 0.2x10-^^ Kh/jb a

odenx npodax. CoAepxaHHe OTpoRmu)-90 no pesyjnTaTBM BRajmsa ixayx

npod, OTodpanHUx b p.Mapxa b I km bubo r 20 m brxb ot yoTVi to-

ro xe pytiM 3,2 h 8,6 Bk/m®.

Flojiy-iieHmie pesyjnTaTU nojieBUX HadJOOsesKfl h jradopsToptruX hc-

OJiexoBBHutl no3BOJMDT ABT% peROMeBAaoHn no jBUthn9Bm9vj Rani^sjre-

BHD JiayieHHH paanonHOHHofl odoTBHOBRR HB TijppHTopHB pecnydxKKn,

UpoaRTHpoBanHB H nooTBHOBRB aHajiorHimnc podoT hb hobbx j^botrbx:
I. TIpoBecTH dojiee maTBjnHoe AosRUBTpmeoRoe odojiBAOBaHae

teppHTopnl) BUBBJieHHUMn tviTHaMTt paxnoE-RTRBnoro 8arpfi3HeHm t

HQJntt OUpadOTRK ROHRpeTHm P«R0MeHA8tIH{l l{ OpBAtOXeRKft HO flpOBd-
AOHRB AeaBKTnBaaHii,peRyji&'niBaa^B tun ^tiKtinioiR paXRcaKmBBooTR.
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2. Paoump'.iTfc n/iomaiiH MTM-cmmok, ciaDa nejihr psdoT npocjie)

aiiHe CJiejia paipioeKTiiBHoro o(?;iai(a_(odi9KTU "KpticTaju" h "KpaTt

3") OT M0CT9 euOpoca ao 8a.r.tH»icTr8THBHtfx rpaifj'.u ^eony6jtry.'A, «
iioiuBaMoi> iia naitHWo )lxyTiii;tro^'9Ta.

3. 0<5cjiejxoBBTt no cTpartoTaiiHofl motojoiko bco iicAse.viiiJo wnof.
Hue tspJBU. KoMn^oKC nccJiejioBair/n : onepox^cmaH /uCm-<;ic;.-K8 >.;ac

uiTa<Ja I:n50CC b paji/.yce IC km, He39B:ic:!r.io ct peayjUiiaTPB aapo-

pBCJoT - pajciCMijTpHHecKafl CMMK8 UQOTb i:acno.nc»eH;!fl ycTUf B3pui

Ho'.l cKBanntu Ha turonjajoi 1,0x1,0 km, c jioam^eTpinecK-.TM;! !T3M9po-

RiutMU no ceiM 20x20 m o Tonorpat>necKofl pasdasKoft it ycTBHOBKo?

nKneroB, cneKTpoMeTptnecR'/e uaMcpeKOK, onportoaaKtie noiBU ;t pac

THTBjriHOCTH TeioioreiiHO HapyoeHMoro h tie napynioHHoro JiaHOTia-Jn

Duriojmenne arirx padoT no3Bc;mT b jja;ii>He"ir.0M ocyiocTBitTi. koiitit

pBJCiauiioHKofl cnTyattiiM bo bpombh;:.

4. ripoBeoTU cKc.ioni'iecKyiiJ cieMKy n-Toac-rpmc. 1vom:uigkc:

ArCM-c%9MK8 M9t'trT9(Ja ItlOCOCj nemexoiPfafl rafif;ia-ci.o?.iKa :i raMua-

cotKTpoufTpiLfl iiacoTBda I:2OU0, MeTanjioMerpinecRca n pa;Q:on:A;C'

roojontitcKoe onpodoaaHne, onpodOBaiiite jiohhitx ccawoa. Cp:aH;i.

acBiTi MOBHTOpiinroBue nad.'xnott.'Ji aa coAepuH:ieM paju^oHymnijicB

B BOX* p.Taac-Kpflx ii p./jiaxoH-DoTyoCyfl (a par.cHe n.Taac-l.jJix).

5. AoocHBOTMTfc paji^tojiorB^ecKno .ladopoTopiui pccnydjniKi: Hecd-

xojcmvwi ooBpeuoHBWfn npndopaM-.; ,-
b nepayr cHepejnt, rai-rr^a-cneKT-

pouttpoM, TTo Bna^TexiHO noBUon.T Ra^eoTBo n onepar.iBHCoTi> ana-

jnmaoinnc locjajtoBafnin.
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^^'U'U.f.A.U-ftyl-^

1 .uiTaiiCKOM Kpae b cdhsm c ocodenHOCTHMH ero roorpai/iMoc-

Koro nojiOT.eniiH na 3ana.ii;non ^Hiotipvi, b HoriocpcjicTBCinioi-i r3jin3or?:i

K KuTaio w KasaxcTaHy^ cymecTseHHoe siia^eHne Piweex paTHoaKTHEiioe

sarpK'jKeHHe TeppnTopHH. C mhcjib ociiobhux iigto^hukob pajufoaicTHn-

Horo ?arpH3HeHHH npnpoOToii cpenH Ha TeppnTopwH Kpan Buae^iHioT

OJie^tyiouwe : cepi-in woiitHbcc njiepHiK B3ptiB0B, npoBejiennHX na Cer/inna-

-lafHHGKOM nojiwrone h b KHTae, asapHH Ha ^epHodujiBCKOM A3C, ncnu-

TaHHH HjiepHbix sapHJioB Ha HoBoir seivuie, npo^yKTu oraraHHH opraHH-
MecKoro TonxHBa b KOTejiBHUx h T3U, nujieHHe OTsajioB sojih, a TaK!if.e

^oro'-iHiiKH paHHoaKTHBHoro sarpHSHGHHH ecTecTBeHHoro nponcxo;Kai,eHHH.

ra3,HoaKTriBHce sarpHsnenKe no^BU na TeppMTopvui yUTaitcKoro

Kpa.(i onpejieJiHeTCH d ochobhom :;iHoroJiGTHHMH HaKonjieHHHT/!H na noMBe

Eanaj^QHHfi H3 aTuoco'epu iiojiroKUByuiHx ctpohuhh-90 h ue^3HH-I37, sad-

pouienHtix B aTMoc^epy npw wcntrraHHHx naepHoro opyHtHH. Kpoiwe Toro,
aajvieTHHW wctohhmkom panHoaKTviEinoro sarpHSHennH novBu HSJifnoTcn

BHOG;iMHe HenocpejicTBeHHo b no^iBy MUHepajiBHHe yjiodpentiH. 3arpH3-
HeHiie noBepxHocTHHx boji; odycjioBJieHo cmblbom aTMoc(|)epHUMn ocaflKaj.ni

CTpo;iuuH-90, Haxo;i,^merocH na aosepxHocTH no^su.

B HoBocHdupcKOH o(3jiacTH pajiHOMeTptRecKHH anajiHs npod aTMoc-

"pepKHx Bunaa],eHHri (no enceMecH^iKHM jiaHHHM IleHTpa HadJiioneHHM sa •

sarpHSHeHHSM npijpojiii ^ cpe.uu) noKasaji, ^to iuiothocth ocajiKOB b

re^ieuiie I990-I99I_^roflOB He npeBumauii ycTaHOBJioiiHoro KOHTpojitHoro
SHaMGHtiH 110 BkAt^ b Te^GHHe cyTOK no cyMMapHoii deTa-aicTHBHocTH
a cocTaBHJiH b cp€T:,HeM no HoBO0HdnpcKOM odjiacTH 0,7 Ek/m^. B

MecTax nocTOHHHoi-; perncTpamiH pajina;jMOHHoro 3arpH3HeHHH cpenHne
BejiK^HHU nJioTHocTH ocaEKOB HMoioT cjieflyiomee 3HaMeHne: rr.EoJioTHoe
H KapacyK no 0,8 - 0,5 Bk/m^, r.BapadUHCK - 1,0 - 0,4 BkA/i^,

r.HoBocHdHpcK - 1,5 ± 0,7 Ek/m^ h n.OrypuoBO - 1,4 ± 0,7 Ek/m'^.

'.laKciiMajrbHHe 3HaiiTHHH BunanieHWH panHoaKTKBHux ocanKOB b Eapa-
dHHCKc - 6,3 EK/'r.r, b rJloBOCHdHpcKO - 10,0 EkA-i^, b n.OrynuoBO -
- I8.:vEk/. .

PaanoaKTHBHocTB ^pn3e^mo^o cjioh aTMOccSepu odycjioBJiena dtuia

3dna"'?HHeM 113 cTpaTocojepu nponyKToa pacnajia pajiHoaKTHBHux BomecTB
r;ili' --..'.cn'iHx ricnH"cW:nx, npoBoj.HMi.ix b rrpoiiWHe rojiH. B ochobhom
paai!!oa!:TiiDHoe 3a."iJH3neK[ie onpen.ejiHeTCH wojmwAQih raKHx Beii(ec'rn.,KaK

ues!-:.; -["7, b pjiUG cjiy^iaoB 0Tr.;PMaeTc.fi 3arpH3Jie:itie tophcm -?p:?. -az

notijv-: .
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1 MOIHUCCTB J103H OT nOMBU COCTaBJWeT B cpe.nHeM zn-fiO MKp/vac,

ojmaico B03M0KH0 D pHjie cjiy^aeB wiaKCHMajiLHoe sHaMeHne jiosu (b ca-

HHxapKo-samHTHott ".oHe xBocToxpaitHJitima no "XHMKOHuenTpaT"

(r.HoBOCH(5npcK) -
,iiO 275 MKp/vac, mto odycjiOBJieiio npoH3Bo;icT-

Ee'-iHoii jieHTeJibHocTBio SToro npeii;npnHTHH) .

'iMeioiuHecH oii'iiuHajiBHue jiaiuiue c sarpHsaeHHU Bosjiymnoro,

BOAHoro 6a.cceihia h homeu '{oBocudHpcKoii od^iacTH He jiaioT no;iHO-

ro
; npo^cTaBJieHHH o cocTonnHU npnpo.'aHoii cpejiu oToro perwoHa i, h

OT}i,e:ihii'dX ero Tepp'/iTopKn) , tgm He Menee ohh Biiojine MoryT cbh-

.'j;eTe..'ii)CTBOBaTb o aonax BosMOH^iioro aHTponoTexiiHHeoKoro nanpHnce-

nKH, cJie.ncTBiieM KOToporo MoryT (3uTb noTepH b 3jioi>OBhe HaceJie-

HtlH.

B To^yICKO^[ oO^iacTH sHavHTejitHoe npeBbnuenHe panHanHOHKoro

'X'ona Hadiio;iaeTCH b ycTse npoTOKH HepHUJibmnKOBOii
- mgctb BHXo^ia

B p.06h BOAU,^ nocTynaiomei! c TRppHTopwH ToMCKa-7: sojia b TOO m

OT (5epera - 30 MuP/qao, o6mm Coon
- 30-35 MKPAac. CjieiiyeT yiecTB,

MTo K TOMKe sar.iepa sa.pHSHeHHffii Bojia nocxynaeT ywe b snanHTejiB-

Ho;-! cTeneHH pasdaBJieHHan BOAoii npoToicH p.OOi!
- 'iepHHJiBMuiKOBOh.

yMHTiiBa^f TOT (.I'aitT , MTo odiuHH paji,HaiinoHHuii 'I'on B p.0(3n 51 ee npH-

TOKax HajviHoro iiHne (1+4 MKPAiac.) yKasaiiHUX SHaMeHHfl, mo;;wo

rODOpHTB CBH3H "npOMUUUieHHOrO npOH3BO;i;CTBa B r.TOMCKe-7 C TaKHM

ypoBHew tioHa aTMoccJepu w peicii b npujierawmtix paftonax.

B KpacHOHpcKOM Kpae b I989-I99I rr. KpacHonpcKHM HayMiiur.i

UBHTpoM CO PAH Cti.iH npoBejieHH HccjienoBaHHH no oueHKe paj^HosKO-

-aornnecKoro coctchhuh pJCHticeu. Bejih BunoJineHU aDporaM-iacseMca
;: \\ot\njieKcv' n iiccie^oBaHtiH na 1000 vm hhkg cdpoca FopnoxHr^H-

wecKoro KG. HiaTa na cneuiiajiBHo odopyj^oBaHHOM cyjr.ne. El-lih oTod-

paHt! na npoTH-KeHUH 1000 km dojiee 600 npod bo;iu, j^ohhux OTJioii-.e-

i-.'iii, noMBH, pwdh' H pa.cTiireJiBHocTH . .IccjiejtoBain-iH oxBarmiajiH bgcb

t)a..'T:iOHyKJIH;iKHil CCC:T&.3 aarpHaHGHHK, b tom mhcjib ;uiyTOHHii, TpHTiiii,

a Tajrr.G uestiii -lo7 h ooc'Iiop -32 (ochobhug ;io30odpa3yiom:ie paj;no-

:!yK.i!5H).

"bUIO OTMGMGHO, HTO fl 30He CMeiueHHH CdpCCHUX BOiI. KOMdHHaTa
iiaHdo-nBrner;

KOHueHrpau'/iji jTOCTHraiOT iiaTpwa -24 h Mapranen -56,
cooTFieTCTDeHHo 2,6-10"'' !Ji/ji H 2, 3 •10""'' Kh/ji, ^to npeBuiuaeT

T'liy^

no i'PB - 76/82 cooTBeTCTBeHHo b 10 h 2 pasa. B noc. ATar.ianoBO -

nepBOM Hace;ieHKOM nyHKTe nocne cdpoca, sa chgt npoueccoB pacnaj'.a
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n pasdaBJieHHH KOHUieHTpauHH OT.nejiBHux hykjih^iob b Bo^e dujia HHiKe

}IKr\t ojiHaKO cyMMapHSiH aKTHBHOCTt B Bojte 6jiH3Ka K npejiejiy jionyc-

THMOS HOpMH.

I
CojiepscaHHe nojiro?KHBymHx pa,n.HOHyic7injioB (KodajiBT -60, ueswii

-137, eBponHH -152,154) b ahs £ajniyroBCKOM npoTOKH juuj cpe^HMX

ycjioDHM BOAHOCTH cocTaBJuieT OKOJio I Kh . Uojuiu^A sanac TexiioreHHHX

HjTfjiHuoB B yxBocTBHX Hccjiejiyet/MX ocTpoBOB ou;eHHBaeTCH npHMepno

B 17 Kh. PacnpejejiGHHe paai,HOHyK;iHzi,OB no npocoHJOo flOHHoro rpynxa

KpaiiHe nepaBHOMepHO na "pasjiummx y^acTKax peKH.

BojiBiuoe BHHMaHHe npH npoBo^ieHHH nccJie;ioBaHHH yji.eju?JiocL

iisyHeHHK) panHoaKTWBHoro 3arpH'.3HeHHH ph(3h. Bcero 6wio npoaiiajiHSH-

poBaHo dojiee 40 npo(3 TpuHaiwaTH pasJiH^HUX bhjiob TyBojinoM h npo-

XOJIHKX CtKDpM pudU. Ocr^BHHMH HyKJlKRaMK , HaKaiUIHBaeMUMH B TKaHHX

puOH OhUiH (5oc$op -32, UHHK -65, uesHil -137 :i d djinxaievi 30He Hat-

piiii -24, dbuio oTwe^eHo, mto sarpHSHeHnan pHda oTJiaBJiHsaeTCH na

3Ka^HTejiLH0M 7flan6HHH OT MecTa cdpoca aKTHBHCcTH, KaK HHse no

TeMeHHK), TaK H BKuie. TexHoreHHHe pa^iHOHyiuiHflH odHapysceHH b pude,

BUJlOBJlQHHOVi B pa^OHG r.KpaCHOHpCKa. MaKCHMaJILHaH KOimeHTpauHH

(Txiccpopa -32 ( 5,0.10" Kh/kf) - ochobhofo floaoodi^asyiomero HyKJiHjia

diiJia oTivieneHa b TyiuKe xapHyca,- OTJioBJieHHoro b pafioHe noc.IIaBJioB-

uiKHa (60 Kf;i HHKe cdpoca). BHnojmeHHHH anaJiHs noKasusaeT, hto

iipaKTHMecKH Ha BceM HccJieayeMOM y^kcTKe peKW npoTHnceHHocTLio 1000 km

Biciaji sarp' ighhoJI pHdu b BOSMoxMyio jiosoByio narpysKy, npii ticnojit-

3oaaH[iH ee b paufoiie mnasmn MecTHbLvra iKHTejiHWH, hsjuigtch onpe-
"^

jlocuaoumM.

:
Ehothoctb jiarpHSHeHHH nottwu no cyMMe TexiioreniiHX nyKJiH^OB

M3MeH5uiacB no uevv. yjianeHMH ot HCTOHHHKa ot ISO ;io 0,2 t^ikKh/m .

IIo naKHbiM MHCTHTyra duoJiornHecKnx npodjieiw Cesepa HBO PAiMH Ha

^iyjcoTKe odmHii j' -goH ecTecTBGHHoii pajinoaKTHBHocTH cocTaBJiHeT,

15-30 MaKpoV^ac (^To He npesbruiaeT AonycTHWHii yposeHB h iiajio ot-

.'iii^aeTCH OT jipyrHX TeppHTopHii.,

Ha ceBepe Ki;acHOHpcKoro Kpan / -<|)oh cocTaBjmeT 25-30 mhkpo/(7m£
B MarfwaHCKow odj'.acTH / -(Jwh 15-30 MHKpo^Aac, npn stom aezm -137
H OTpoHUHH -90 (v.e. npoflyKTM H^epHoro pacnajia nocjie bsphbob) He
BHoonT npaKTH^ecKii CBoero BKJiajia b $opMnpoBaHHe panHauHOHHoro
$CHa Ha Cesepe.

Pa^HoaKTHBHocTB MHuiu ojieHHHH oope^ejieHa b 0,1 - 2, 7/10
"

iciopH
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ria Kr, ^TO cocTaB;iJTeT 0,03 Ha icr (hjih 3%), n asJifreTCH jionycTHito^

a-TH 3THX npCUyKTOB.
B r.ii/lHpHuii (ijaccefe p.BnJUoK)^'-$oH He npesumaeT ;;onycTHMbix

na^ip.

[To ;iaHHUf;i JlenHHrpajicKoro HHCTHTyTa pajiwauwoHHoii rHmeHu

ecTecTBeHHUii paji;ioaKTHBHuii ^h na Ceaepe noBHineH, 'ito xapaKTepno

Boo6ine WW- CeBepa. flrejiB HaKaiuiHBaeT.copdHpyeT paitHoaKTHBHue

EemecTBa, nosTOMy r/i.d. noBuineiiHe pamiauHOHHoro cjona b opraHHswie

ojieneH h ^e;iOBeKa. He ;ecTHO, vto, b coctohhhh sjiopoBBH Oojibuiyio

pojiB HrpaioT panHOHyKJiHOTHe coejinHeHWH, a ne /'-(joh).

Counojioro-fleMorpa$HHecKne HccjieflOBanHH, rjD[e npocjieHCHsaeTCfl

CB>I3B 3arpH3HeHHfl cpejiu pajtHoiryKJiHjiaMH , xHMH^ecKHMH areHTai^^H, a

TaKRG ijHSHMecKHx cocTaBJiHiomHx pajiHanHOHHoro (J)aKTopa, B HacTOHiuee

speFvW r[poBOjiHTCH E AjiTaiicKOM Kpae. BuHBJieHo, hto, Ha^Hnan c 1950 r.

(BpeweHH nepBHX H^epnux HcnHTaHHfi) sa 40 Jier, ne dea bjihhhhh bos-

pociuen Ha^epfrtiTopiiH 3KOJiorH^ecKOM narpysKH, b icpae cd)opMHpoBajiacb

CTOxman AeMorpa$HH3CKaH o(5cTanoBKa.

v'-a neDHOji c 1950 no 1990 it. ero naceJieHUe c 2396,2 Tucneji.

303pocjro i[>'. 628,3 TbicieJi. liToroBuii npnpocT 'rKCJieHHocTH HacOvie-

Kim cocraBHJi + 432,1 Tuc.^ieji. hjih na 18,0/3, TaKan BejiiiMima ni?!i-

por^Ta iiacejieHMH aa 40-JieTHnii nepwoji; ne MOiiteT Oivrh npn3uaHa jioc-

TaTOVITOIi.

rleicoTopHe noKa3aTejiH 3a(5oJieBa(3MocTH h cMepTnocTH uacejiemiH

HBJunoTCH CBoero po^a tiHjiHKaToimiviH pocxa na TeppHTopwH 3Ko;iornMe-

oroti HarpyaKH .

,
H Kpae c 1950 no 1990 rr. OTMeMajiiicb nedJiaronpHiiTHbie Tennen-

umi c :(mia},yAKe ncKa3aTejieH 3a(3ojieBaeMocTH iiacejieHHH 3JioKaMecTBGH-

HHTvii; HOBoo(5pa30BaHHHi/iH . /I^uT .Hiix xapaKTGpHa oocTynaTejitHaH Tenjien-

u;iH pocTa^djiiisKaiT k Jii-iHeHHoii (yseJiH^eHHe noKa3aTejieri nepsHMHoii
sado-iGBaeMocTH cocTaBn.io 4,6 pasa). Han(5ojiee neCjiaronpHHTHue 113-

WrHeiiMH noKasarejieii nepBu^Hoii 3a(3ojieBaeMocTH HadJuoflajiHct a'W
SjtoKaMecTBeuHHX HOBoodpasoBaHtiK opraHOB jiuxaaaH (pocT dojiee mgm b

i50 pas), ajioKanecTaeHHHX HOBoodpa30BaHHH kosch (b 3,4 pa3a), 3Jio-

KayecrnenHHX HOBcoC)pa30BaHHn ivioJiovHoii H'-ejie3H (b 4,6 pasa).
fl.Jifl 3Ji0Kavt3CTBeHHux HODOodpasoBaHiiK oprairoB nrimeBapeHHH

TaK!:;e dbuio xapaKTepno ysejiHMeHiie noxasaTeJieH 3adoJieBaeMocTvr. Oiuia-

Ko^ B nocjie^iHee ,D,ecaTHJieTne oTMe^ajiacb hx cTadHJin sauna ti I'm^e
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CHHateHHe.

I PocT noKasaTejieft safiojienaeMocTH 6wi xapaKTepen h jcyuj

3JI0KaMeCTBeHHHX H.'JBOO(3pa30BaHHK KpoBH (nepBHVHoii 3a(30JieBaeMOCTH

B 1,2 pasa, cJojiea-ieHHocTH b 2,4 pasa) . OjiHaKO, b hx HSMeHeHHHx

OTMe^anacb nepHo;ia no'-^ewa (I974-I975 h I989-I990 rr. ) w cnajia

(I 979-1 980 TV.).

y ;ipyrHX sJioKanecTBeHHUx HOBOoCSpasoBaHHii, pacct.iaTpnBaer,iHX

OTRQjihHO, oTMGMajiact Jin(5o cTafiiiJiHsauHH nepBHHHoii sadoJieaaeMOCTH

( sJiOKa'qecTBeHHHe HOBOOC5pa30BajiHH MO'jenoJiOBUX opi'aHOs), Jivi6o ee

CHnv.eHne (sJioKavecTseHHue HOBoo(3pa3oBaHHH idghkh MaTKH) Ha (hone pocTa

iioKaaaTeJieft (3o;ie3HeHHOcTH.

CpejtH ;ipyTHX nH.iiHKaTopHiix HosoJiornii Han6ojiee HeciJiaronpHHT-

Hfcie H3MeHeHHH 6}vi'A xapaKTepHu ajw sadoJiesaeMOCTH ReTevi Kpan (jio 14

aot) i-:eJie30jie$HiiMTiiofl aHervraefi (pocT nepsHMHow sadoJiesaeMocTH

cocTaDHJi 4." pasa), sadojieBaei/iocTH HOBopo»weHHHX (pocT noKasaxe-

Jioii 3 2,3 pa3a), p tom hhcjib reMOJiHTHHecKoA (3oJie3Htio (b 2,5 pasa),

DpoMenHHMH aHOMajiHHMH (b 1,8 pasa) . HeduiaronpHHTHa TepweHiifiH

^aCTOTU T0KCHK030B BTOpott DOJIOBUHU (5epeMeHH0CTB,

13 Kpae npon3ciiDio sHa^HTOJiBHoe yBe^raneHHe noKasaTejieii CMepT-
HocTii"oT 3JiokaHecT3eHHHX HOBOocJpasoBaHHtt: Bcero nacejieiiHH-B 6,9;

MyscHHH-B 9,1, aceHUMH-B 5,2 pasa.
C cepe;iHHU 60-x roflOB cKiepTHOcTi MysraaH ot sJiOKa^ecTseHHiix

HOBCoCpasoBaHHii npeBuuiaeT TaKOByro y KeHUWH, sejiH^HHa 3Toro npesH-
lueHHH nocTOHHHO yB'3JiHMHBaeTCH (b 1970 r.-B 1,1; b 1990 r.-B 1,5

pasa) . BospacxaHHe yposHH cmgpthocth ot oHKanornvecKHX sadojie-

BajiHi: xapaKTepHa jcyw Bcex ochobhhx Bospacraux rpynn HacejieHHH.

ncKasareJib cvepTHOcTH jubi HacsJieHHH xpy^iocnocodnoro B03pacTa yse-

w.}iViJiCR B 3,8 pa5a, nencHOHHoro-B 6 pas, jeTCKoro naceJienHH-B

18,3 pasa. ^

'

Bejiyinefl npe^aKofi cMepxHocTH HacejieHHH K.pan b crpyKtype

Bo^x sjiOKa^ecTBeHHMx HOBoocipasoBaHHil HsawjiHCb sjioKaHecTBeHiiue

HOBooOpasoBaHHH cpraHOB nHmeBapeHHH, CrvjepraocTB ot jiaHHofi npii-

MKtiu \mena. nocTynaTajiLHyw Tei^eHUHK) pocTa-noKasaTejiH c 17,7^... b

19^ r. flo 64,9^... B 1990 r. CMeprHocTi MjraraHH ot ;iaHHofl npuHHHu
t5huia Buuie, msm y KeHiuHH. OcHOBHaH jioJin jihu, yMepraax ot sJioKa^ecTBeH-
HHX HOBoodpasoBai.Hii opraHOB nHmeaapeHHa npuxo^HJiacB Ha nencHOH-
Hufl pospacT.
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3JioKa^ecTBeH;iHe HOBOO(3p<i30BaHHH opranoB jiHxaHHH hbjwbtch

ni-opoii no sHa^HMocrH .ipw^HHoii CMepTH nacejieHHH Kpan c'pejm sjiokb-

^ecTEeiiHUX HOBOodpasoBaHHH, Hx ROJUf nocTOHHHo BospacTaeT. 3a

riepHOA c 1950 no 1990 rojiu noKasaTejiH cwiepTHocTH yBeJinHn;iHCb

(c 1,65/?... Ro 56,02^... MJiH fl 34 paaa) . YpoBeHB CMepraocTH wiyK-

VHH' 6bui Bume, vev y KeHmnH b 3,3-7,2 paaa.

nOCTOHHHO pOCJia CMepTHOCTb KeHUlHH H OT 3JI0KaVeCTBeHHUX HO-

BOoOpaaoBaHHii uojiomioPi KeJiesH (cooTBeTCTBeHHo, c 2,A%... jio

7A,2%...) . HaHdojn.iuHti npiipocT noKasarejieii npoH3omeji c 1959 no

1970 roji, -B flajiiHeHuieM TeMnH npapocTa HecKOJiBKO CHHaaioTCH.

SnaHHMoe mocto b CTpyKxype cMepTHocTH kghiuhh Kpan ot sJiOKa-

"lecTBeHHUx oBoortpasoBaHHft saHHMaioT 3JioKaHecTBeHHHe HOBOodpaso-

saiiHH noJioBUX opranoB (jio 25%). B napwoj; c 1950 no 1965 rr. npoH-

36mjio pesKoe noBumeHHe CMepTHOCTH KeHuiHH ot rshhoPl npHMHHU (b

3,4 pasa). OjiHaKo, j? nocJieflHee flsaiwaTHJieTHe cMepTHOCTB HceHuiHH

Tpyj!,oonoco(5H6ro iiospacxa ot 3Toft npn^HHii sHaHHTejitHo CHH3HJiaci

(c 38,3?i... jio U),7%...). 3a nocjiej];Hne 20 Jie? b 2,4 pasa hobuch-

Jiaci. CMepTHOCTb H My!KCKoro HacejieHHH ot sjioKa^ecTseHHUx HOBoodpa-

30flaHnii oojiobux opranoB (c 3,3 Jio 7,9%...).

ypOBeilb CMOpTHOCTH OT S^IOKaMGCTBeHHHX HOBOOdpaSOBaJIHH KpOBH

3 Kpae c 1959 no 1990 ro^u yseJimuJicB (c 4,37;?... ao 8,6Q%...).

iloKaaaTfijiH CMepTnocTH MyjK.MWH OT jiaHHOM npwvHHH npeBbmia'OT anaJiorH^-

Hue y HeHiuHH (b 1,2-1,7 pasa).

Cf.^epTHOCTo KacejiGHHH OT dojiesHeii 3Fij);oi<pHiiHoii cHCTeMH TaKse

'Mejia. nocTO;7HHyio TeHjueHumo k pocTy c MaKCHMajibuuryiM snaMeHHHMH b

I98I-I985 rr, , c nocJiej^yiomHM HesHavHTeJibiiHM ci[H!KeHneM. CMepTHocTb
iiC9H[n'.5H OT 3T0tt npil^HHU B 1,5-2 pasa BbP-Ue, MGM My;CTHH.

AHaJiH3 HiU'-iKaTopHofi sadojiGBaer/iocTH (sJiOKa^ecTBeniibiMH HOBood-

xOasonaHHHMH , thpsotokchkosom, sadojieBaeMocTH HOBopoiimeHHUx) m

cMepTHocTH Hace.iieHHH (ot sJiOKavecTBenHux HOBoodpasoBaHHii, MJia^eH-

•'iecK?.a CMepTHOCTb, MepTBoposytaeMocTb, OT BpoxmeHHux anoMajiHH) c

PKCOKoiJ cTeneHbK) nepoHTHocTK noKasHBaeT, hto ambji h npoflOJiyaeT

HMeTb MOCTO pauHauHOHHuii $aKTop 3arpH3KeHHH TeppHTopHH Kpan.

MaTi^piiaJiH Hccjie^oBaHHH cBH,ueTe;ibCTByioT, ^to BosjiewcTBHe dtuio

. r.iMHiv: Ha snopoBbe pea;ibHO rjiBymux noKOJieHnM a OTCTaBjieHHH;i

(to^ieTaiiHoe npH.voia BJiUHHue sarpnsHeHHH npnpojj.Hoii cpejiti n B03jj,er;-

ctTB'.iH Hepe3 MaTepjHiCKoe noKo.ieHne, npni.io nonasuiee noj^ BJiMjnnie
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psjXnaiiHOHHoro *aKTopa, Ha nocjiejijiomHe noKOJienHH). II xoth Bpeji-

Kue npH3HaKH ajiH.viHHHpyeTCH H3 nonyjLTiiHH ( CHHscenHe poJimaeMocTii,

POCT CWepTHOCTH), B03M0JKHU GUIO OTflaJIGHHUe nOCJiejlCTBHH pajaHauHOH-

Horo ^KTopa, KOTopue MoryT ripoHSJiHTbCH bo MHor^x nocjie;i,yK)uiHx

TlOKOJISHr'HX.

HeodxojiHMo yrJiydJiGHHoe n^y^envle bjihhhhh pajiHaunoHHoM aar-

PBSHeHHOCTH Ha SJIOpOBBe HaceJIftHHH C HCnOJIBSOBaHHGM J^aHHHX 06

ypoBHHX pa.F''3HH0HH0ii HarpysKH H.a TeppnTopnH Kpan h counajiBHo-

rurHeHHMecKcro Merozia KoropTHoro aHajiHsa, no3Bo;iH!ouiero jiocxaTOM-

Ho TOKHo onpejiejinTB CTeneHB b.ihhhhh paj^HoaKTHBHoro sarpHSHeniiH

npupo^moK cpejiH Ha ajiopoBBe HacojieHWH.

B H0B0CH(3npCK0)i 0(JJiaCTH BUCOKHii ypOBSHB sadOJIGBaeMOCTH

HaceJieHUH 3.10KaM6CTBeHHHMH HOBOOdpaSOBaHHHMH OTMeqaeTCH 3 MaCJlH-

H'iiHCKCM, Ko^eHeBCKOM, KoJiUBaHCKOM, HHCTOosepHOM H KapraTCKOM

paiicaax, a TaKHce b r.IIoBocH(3npcKe (OoJiee 250 CJiy^aes na 100 thc.

iiaceJieHHH).

CwepTHOCTB CT paKa JierKMX HawcioJiee BucoKa (cBbniie 40,0 na

J.QO THc.HacejieHHp) b HncT003epH0M, ydHHCKOM, EarancKOM, KoMeneBCKOM

yCTB-Taj^KOM, OpjamCKOM, r'.toUDCOBCKOM, Tory^HHCKOM, KOJIUSaHCKOM,

CysyHCKOM, MacJumHHCKOM, Bojiothhhckom h Sjibhhckom paiioHax, a laKaie

3 r.BepjicKe. Hhskhh ypoBeHB (wienee 30,0 iia 100 Tuc.HacejieHHH)

OTMeneH B BapadHKCKOM, BeHrepoBCKOM, JIobojighckom, Ko^kobckom,

CeaepHOM, TaTapctcM h HanoBCKOM paiionax. IIpn 3tom Moidkobckhh pafi-

oii nonaji b rpynny c "o^eHB hjioxhm" yposneM sfloposBH k no;iTBep^nji

CojiBuiyic sHagHMoci'B cMepTHocTH OT paKa acejiysKa b $opMHpoBaHnn no-

KaaaTeJiH cmgpthocth ot HOBoodpasoBaHHii. TaKOG kg nojioscGHHG hmggt
H [voJiKBaHCKHM paHOH. HGTaTHBHUG nepexo^iu (b 6oJiee xyjimyw rpynny
sji'opoBBH) npH paccMOTpGHHH jiaHHux noKasaTGJiGS HMGJOT TaKKG Taxap-
CKna (H3 "BHOiG Cpt-,UHGro" B "n.TOxyB" ) , ycTB-Tap^KHM H EaraHCKHJi

(h3 "KHsce cpeflHei^o" b "njioxyio") h Cgbgphuh paMoHu(H3 "xopouiQft" a
"h:i!kg cpe^HGro").

1 HandOJIQG TOMHOG OpG^lCTaBJIGHHG CBH3H (jaKTOpOB CpGJIU pas-
BHTWGM HOBOOdpa?.(iBaHHfl y HaCGJIGHMH paftOHOB flaGT KOMOJieKCHaH OUGH-
Ka Bcex 4-x noKaoaiGJiGn (cmgpthoctb h sadoJiGsaGMocTB no BCGrviy

lucaccy sJioKaMecTiieHHoft naTOJiornH, a TaKwe cMepTHocTB ot pana Jier-

KHX H acGJiysKa). H 3T0M cjiy^ao b rpynny c "njioxHM" ypoBHeM 3jio-

POBBH nOnaJIH nHOTOOSepHUit, KOHGHGBCKKS, MOIUKOBCKHH, KOJIHBaHCKHri H
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.vKfe^^iBHCKHflvpaftoHU. IIpu^eM, KaK noKasaji npe^Jtyumfl anajivis, b

i'AijiQpBux 2-XpaftoHax npHopHTQTHUM flBJiHexcH pasBHTHe JieroHHofl naxo-

ii!;;-jioijjia, B.'2rx' nocJioflyiomHX - aejiyAo^Ho-KHiue^jHoro TpaKTa. B Macjin-

jfj-HHHCKOM pafioHe npoodjiBflaBT pasHue bh^u ajioKa^ecTBeHHHX HOBoodpa-

i>';'.:|;.
KaK , noKasajiH nocJiesHHe HccjieKosaHiiH, Hed;iaronojiy^Hafi pajxaa-

,,•' ,'UHOHHaH odciaHOBita b r.HoBocHC5npcKe, Mouikobckom pafionax Mor;ia -

i?:'.dHTI) 'CBiI3aHa,C' 3a7pH3HeHHeM nOHBH BbSflyxa pajlrfkKTHBHUMH ,
H XHMH-A

s,i- i^eppHMH BemeCTBaMU npeflnpHflTHH "XHMKOHiieHTpaT"; b tom hhcji? b , .

^S'^BflSH C yCTpofiCTBbM HecaHKIIHOHHpOBaHHHX CSaJIOK OTXOJIOB 3T0r0 H

^]?-»iU?iyTHx iipeflnpHHTtitt ropojia b Moiukobckom a HobochChpckom cbjibckom

f^-^i^pafioHax. B MacjwHHHCKOM paflone HMeex mgcto raKse HaadojiBtnee b
'

f^ :06jiacTvi (200^210 Kr Ha I KHTe.iH b ro^ a 70-80 Kr Ha I ra namna

;/• .'3arpH3HeHHe nocesiaix iwomaneft MaHepajiBHHMa yKodpeHanMH a ^oxaMH-
>." ..KaTaMU), .

'^' .; B r.ToM6Ke oTMeqaeTCH pocT oHKO^iora^iecKHx sadojiesaHaft, ^to .

i';rCB^3aH0 c 3arpH3HeHHeM oKpywaiomea cpejiu. TaK, b 1976 r. sadojiesa-

I's '8W0CTB 3JioKa^ecTBeHHHMa onyxoJiHMB cocTaBajia 107,9 na 100 tmchb-.

^y JiOBCK, a B 1986 r. y»;G 277,4 Ha 100 Tuc.^ejioBeK, i.e. b 2,5 pa-

ri' isaBHiuG. Pe3yJii>TaTU adcjie^IOBaHafl HM omcoJioraa TU CO PAMH a BU -.

|^.VIIlAGyPano,fl6m0$poBa^ KocManecKax cnaMKOB r.TdMCKa: o^aH as

(iiiCHHMKOB,' ;
'

• i

"

B aH$paKpacHoM asjiy^eHaa b jiaanaso-

:|v«e';0,8 - 0<9 MaKpoMexpos 19 aioHfl 1988 rojoia, HajiosceHHuii na Kapay'

iii'.^foMCKa anajioraqHoro MacmTada, noKasuBaer coBnaiteHae reMKHX luiTeH

c -opeAnpHHTaHMa ropo^a.

-j,^.:./,.
B r.MaraflaH3 KOMnjieKCHHft noKasaxeJii), xapaKTepasyMmaft cxe-

I'iTiQHh 3arpfl3HeHBfl aTMoc$epHoro BosffiTxa KOJiedajiCH b npe^ejiax c 7,7

'•^.|f6
1980 r. KO 19,3 3 1988 r. , t.b. yBejia^aJic;i dojiee hgm babog.

|'':'JcTaHOBJiGHO,'
1T0 3O3flGttcTB0e Ha opranasM HGJioBGKa sarpHSHGnaJi

.^,!'iiaTMOC$GpHOrO B03Ayxa B KOMdHHaUaa C SKCTpGMaJIBHOCTblO 3K0JI0ra^GC-

''•vr,JCH^ $aKTopoB npapo;n;HoJt cpGflu iipasojiaT k $opMapoBaHaio cnGua^a^GC-

'_.'i;Kofi naTOJioraa; pocTy coMaTa^GCKax sadoJiGBaHaftaiHG gMOHafi, dpoHxa-
•. ... To^,- a/uiQprosoB ( dpoHxaaJiBHaa acTwa). Od swom kg cBa;i;GTGJitcTByGT

j^-^
CTaTacTHKa aadojiGsaGMocTa a cMGpTHocTa rmTejieU Maranaiia ot pana.,

ii;Ta]{c, 3a nocJiG;[tHGG flGCHTajiGTBG sadojiGsaGMOCTB OT paKa bcgx JiOKajia-

f^sanaa Bospocjia Ha 42,4^, a ot paxa opranoB jiKxaHan na 65%. Cmgp-

^'r|;THij)CTL cpQjiia jcBTGJiGlt MarsjiaHa ot paKa Bcex JiOKartasaaaM sa nocjiep.-

'j^^He? jiiGCHTBJiGTaG Bospacjia Ha 73^, a ot paxa opranoB sHxaHaH no^Ta
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'^^f vV PesKOtBOspocJKi sadojtesaeMocTB h cMepraocTB xHTejiett MarajtaHa

';:'^^otI 3a(5o;ieBaHHii, cBHsaiiHia c pa^HauHOHHHM 3arpH3HeHneM. TaK, sa

,.''!no<bJiejpieeUecHTH.iaTHe OHKo;iorn^ecKaff sacSojiesaeMocTB, cBHsaHHan c

'».';;paji;HauHOHHUM,$aKTopoM, Bospocjia (3oJiee ^eM BflBoe. CJieayeT oTMeTHTB,

•.„5T0 sa aTOT'Se nepHoji noKa3aT(5Jin cMepraocTH cpe^n Mxejieii Mara-

fl'flaHa OT paKa opra:wB numeBapeHHH chk3hjihcb na 15^.

!>?-* 0(5mHe H cTaHj;apTH30BaHHHe noKasaTejiH cMepTHOCTH HacejiennH

:' MarajiaHCKoK 0(3jiacTH ot 3Toii npH^HHH BospocjiH, sa ncKJUo^eHHeM

*. oejjj^KOro HaceJieHanCrviyswHH) r;j,e BejiH^iHHa noKasaTeJin CTaH;iapTH30BaH-

i^.'-f-Hot'o cTadHJiHSKpoBaJiacB Ha ypoHHe 1979 rojia. 7 ropoflCKHX i/:ymm,

|H 6MepTH0CTB B- 1986 T. nO CpaBHGHHK) c 1970 T. B03pOCJia Ha 31,6!^,

I' f;a y 'ceJiBCKH;;MyiKHHH ona 3a stot nepnofl cHH3HJiacB Ha 6^, hto

ll-.icBHSaHO C yBeJIHHeHHOM OTpHUaTeJIBHOii MHrpaHHH H3 CeJIBCKOii MeCTHOCTH,

I -IfPpb (3GHHO MyTCTKH.

ifrvl-ii y seHIIIHH CMepTKOCTB OT HOBOOdpaSOSaHHM B ropOflCKOlt MeCTHOCTH

^i'T.BOspocjia Ha 1*9,4, b cejiBCKoft •- na 23,4^.

'.''•^
'

KpoMe MHrpauHOHHUx $aKTopoB HSMeneHHH noKasaTejieft CMepT-
•' HOCTH OT HOBOO(5pa30BaHHH CBH3{iHH 3arpH3HGHfieM npHpOJIHOH OpeflH,

' rjiaBHBiM o(3pa30M aTMoc(|)epHoro B03ji;yxa. Oc5 stom cBHjieTejiBCTByeT

. •, CTaTHCTHKa CMepTHOCTH HaceJIGHUH OT paKa OpraHOB JIHXaHHH H flpyrHX

%.':JiokajLVi3aixvi&, KOTcpan noKasHsaeT, ^to TGivmH pocTa cmgpthocth ot

>'t paKa opraHOB RuxaaviH 3Ha^tiTGJiBHo BHinG anaJiorHHHux npw jipyrHX JioKa-

:l:!;^'jiH3aunHXi r
'

|jv|? r-! OnpGflejiGHHoe sna^GHHG hmgjih j];GMorpa$M^GCKHG fiaKTopH nocTapc-

7' ttJIH HaceJIGHHH, OCOCJGHHO JUm CeJIBCKHX KGHIUHH B BOSpaCTG 60 JieT H

, 'cTapuiG, y KOTopux BCJiH^HHa CT.aHj];apTa30BaHHoro noKasaTejui cmgpt-
: HOCTH B 1986 rofflr b cpaBHGHHH c 1970 ro;ioM yBejin^njiacB b 12,5 pa-

;

'

aaj, Torjia kbk y cbjibckhx MynwaH stoii jkg B03pacTH0H rpynnu 3a 3Tot
'

ace nepHOfl ona CHusHJiacB na 3/S. ...
- •'• ' Ho CpaBHQHHK) J^pyrHMH TGppHTOpHHMH H JIaJIBHHM BOCTOKOM B

^

tte};iOM odmuG K03(|4"''UneHTU cmgpthocth b UlarajjaHCKoii o(5;iacTH hhkg. '

". TaKHM o(3pa30M, cobpgmghhhg TG.fmGHUHH ciJiGpTHocTH HacGJiGHHH MarajiaH-

.CKOii OCijiaCTH OT aJIOKa^GCTBGHHUX HOBOO(3pa30BaHHii (JopMHpywTCH Ha
- $0HG* Bce B03pacTaiumGro ypoBHH 3arpH3HGHaft oKpysaroinGH npHpojiHoJi

._ cp^:;!?! (aTMoc$epHoiX) Bos^'-xa) n ji;6Morpa(|)H^GCKHX npouGccoB (h3M6Hg-

;rt. H0H MHrpailHH H nOJIOBOSpaCXHOH CTpyKTypU HaCGJIBHHH, OCOdGHHO CGJIB-i

ti^.ciioro).
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j

Ko;viiuieKCHue comianiiHo-3KOJiornHecKHe HccjiejioBaHHH no

oueHKe BJiHHHHH $aKTopoB npHpo;iHoK H aHTponoreHHo-HSMeneHHofi

.cpeati Ha 3jiop»Bbe HaceJieHHH n ycJioBrinx lliavajiaHa noicasajiH, hto

aHTponoreHHO-TexHoreHHHe $aKTopu BosjieKcTByioT na caHHTapHue

ycjioBKH KI13HH H noKasaTGJiH SRopoBhfi, rjiaBHwyi odpaaoM 3a cnei

aTMOccpepHoro Bosjj'xa. Bos^ieiiCTBHe aicoJiorHMecKHx fJaKTopoa npupos-
HoM cpeflu cBflsaiic c KJiHwaTHMecKHMH dbaKTopaf^iH , a Tajc ate c KaMec-

TBOIyl lIHTteBOK.BCAbi. B03fleilCTBHe 3THX ^i<TOpOB HU nOKasaxeJIH 3A0-

poHtH npoHL-.jtioTc;i ^Hjie MaccoBOii HJiH cnopanHMecKoii saOojieBaeMOCTH

HeKOTopHMH TepansBTHHecKHMW H HH$eKij;noHHUMH 6ojie3Hmm f

M3yHeHne jiHHaMHKH odmeii sacJoJieBaeMocTH cpejiH Bspocjmx h

nojtpocTKOB Marajieiia OBHj,eTejii>cTByeT o HedJiaronpciHTHOM TeHjjeHUHti n

HanpaJineHHOCTH SToro HBJieHHH. TaK o3mee ^hcjio sadoJiesaHHii b 1989 r.

no cpaBHeHHK) c I?79 r. yBeJiHMUJioct b 2,2 pa3a, b tom vhcjig kojiht-

MecTBO BnepBue BtuiBJieHHHX dojiesnevi yseJiH^HJiocB dojiee ^gm b 5 pas.

Oco(5o HeCjiaro'npHiiTHafi CHTyaunH no 3a(5o;iQBaeMocTH c$opMnpoBajiacB

cpefl'.i jieTefi. OOiuee KOJiHvecTBO 3a(5oJieBaHnft yBejiH^njioct b 1989 r. .

no' cpaBHeHHK) c 1979 r. hohth b 10 pas.

CpejiH BspocJiHX H noflpooTKOB OTMBHaioTCH BucoKHe TOMnu pocTa
noKasaTeJiefl no raKHM sadoJieBaHHHi/i kbk caxapHuii j^na(5eT (b 2 pasa),

cepj,e^iHo-cocy;iHCTbie sadojiesaHHH (dojiee qeiw b 3 pasa) h ^p.
PerHOH HajiT-aero BocToica xapaKTepHsyeTcn cJioiKHurym sKOJiorHHec-

koi'i, B TOM HMCJie pamiauHOHHOH oCcTaHOBKofi, H r-/ie.a;HKo-jieMori)acT)HMec-

K<A\ui npoueccaiviH . GcodeHHOOTH MycoHHoro KJiniviaTa 'b ycjiOBHHX aHTpo-
noreHHoii narpysi't: BusuBaJOT dojibiiiyio fianpHr.eHHOCTB aji,anTajuHOHHtix

M8xaHH3M0B y KopsHHoro H npHuuioro Hace;ieH0H h, icaK c;iejicTBrie,

BulcoKyK) sadoJieBaeMocTb. Eojigshh opranoB jiuxaHHK cocTaBJimoT 429.0
m 1000 HacejieHHH, HepBHoii cHCTeMu - lOI.O, opranoB nmneBapeHHH

'

- ;89.0, HHroeKUHOHHan naTOJiorHH - 59.7, H3 hhx - 2,8 cocTasjiHioT

6ojihHue TydepKyjiesoM (no PoccHiicKori Se^iepauHti cooTBexcTBeHHO

401,1); 104,0; 88,0; 52,0; 2,0).

BucoK ypoBGirt xpaBM n oTpaBJienHw, pacxeT oHKOJiorH'iecKa;!

s^OojieHaeMocTL. OCmsj cMepTHocTB Hace;ieHHH Ha J^ajiBHeM Boctokg
cdcTanjmeT 7,8 Ha 1000 (no PoccHKcKoii <r>eflepauHH 10,7).

BnepBue BbO{?;ieHu cofjiaTaHecKHe saCSo^ieBaiiHH y 20,5?^ o<3cJieno-

Bai-iHux; H3 HHX nadojiesaHHH JIOP-opraHOB BcrpeTHJiHCB y 33, 6|;
sadoJieDaHHH rjias - y S6,3;?; HeBpojioraqecKHC HapymeHHH -y 51, 3^1;

. ~ -l- . . M T> riTM]
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m%\ -H^^fi. II

: t8/S - pac-oMHX npHSHJiHH HenpiirojiHHMH K padoTe bo Bpefliiux ycJioBHiix
•

Tp7j;a H MM peKOMRii.'iOBaHo xpyjioycTpoiicTBo, DtwejieHH "rpynnn pdcKa"

'. no ipasBHTHio npo^sadoJieBaHHH, KyffnaiomHecH b Ha6;iio;;eHHH 11 npoBe^e-

:"!,';HHH 03;iOpOBHTeJIBHHJ: MeponpHHTKii.

':''' npe;iB;'pHTe.ai.HKe nccJiej^oBaHUH itosbojihjih BbLHBHTt HapyuieHHH

B KJieTOHHOM SBGHe HMT^yHOJIOrHMeCKOH peaKTHBHOCTH He TOJIbKO y

,'• j^-saOojieBmux, ho h b rpynne jihu, c^HTaiomHX cefin npaKTHMecKH sjiopo-

'."• BuiJiH, HO noABepsce^c-mx bjiwhhhkj Hsynaerajx SKOJiorn'iecKHx (JjaKTopoB. .

i;';j-
3 3Toa rpynne coxpaHeH cJarounTapHUH peseps, ho CHHEena oarouHTap-

k'iwa^ aKTHBHOCTB HSflTpOOJHJIOB KpOBH, yBeJIH^GHa JIOvTil JIHU, HMGIOIHHX

i-;KpHTH^eCKHe -OrKJIOHeHMH B CO;[I,ep!KaHHH T-JIHr.1(JX)I];HT0B, ^TO n03B0JIHJI0

G;.''OTHecTH Hx K rpynue pwcKa pasBHTHH KMMyHOJiorHHecKOM HeflocTaTOH-

?L5t=K0CTK.
,

.

•

iVf-
'

y JIHU npH(3UBUlHX H3 Ji^-^TWY. perHOHOB CTpaHH (CHdnpB, Ypaji,

!'

'

EBporieMCKHii perHon), Btraie yponsHB r^/MopajiBHUx noKasarejieM,' TaKHX

'. K.aK ecTecTBeHHue aHTHTeJia, jiksouhm chbopotkh kpobh, cuBopoTO^Hue

aMMyHorjiodyjiHHu KJiaccoB A, M, C. noJiy^e?mue pesyjiBTaTbi csHjieTejiB-

.^
CTSyFJT dOJiee HanpHTRGHHOM (JyHKUHOHHpOBaHHH Ha JIB CHCTeMH HM-

?'._•.; MyHHTGTa y wwrpaHTOB, ^to conpoBoamaeTCH hsmghghhhmh noKasaTGJiefi

|^•v^cocTOflHHH
fiHOJiom^GCKHx MeM(3p;aH KJiGTOK no xapaKTepHCTHKaw IKJI.w',

'l^'^'AOC.
y MHrpajiTOB, npHdHBiuHX H3 "xoJIOJ^HUx" KJiHMaTo-reorpafiH^ecKHx

4-..;perH0H0B, Bbime ypoBGHB WK h hhscg aKTHBHOCTB rJiyTaTH0Hpeji;ja<Ta3U. .

.^> '^CnyoTH 5 Mecmies npedHsaHHH b hobux ycjioBHHX o6HTaHHH b odenx rpynna:

iy(i, yapaHaBJiHsaeTCH ojiiHHaKOBuii ypoBGHB MHA b spHTpoiiHTax, odiimx, cbo-

fr/' do^Hba a CBHsaHHioc H-rpynn, soccTaHOBJiGHHoro rjiyTaTHOHa h rjiyTaTH-

', .'oHjpejiyKTasu.
ycTaHOBJiGHK KaK oduiHG saKOHOMGpHocTH ananTauHH qejio-'

If. .; Beka* H93aBHCHMo OT HanpaBJiGHHH nepeMemGHHH, Taic h bkhbjighu cne-

, gUHrnvecKHe HSMeneHMH npoueccos ajianTannn h peajjanTaiiHH, saKjno^a-

/;; fjoaJHecH b HSMeHGHrHX MGsnojiyiuapHoJi HeiipoOTHa^raKH h oc3ecne^HBaiomiie

._. HOjBHe
cnocodu BocnpKHTHH H nepepadoTKH HH3)opMaiinn (b cTopony hx

•; ;>-yjjiyTOeHHH); noKa?aHo, 'jto npouecc aaanxamiH npH nepejiexe na 3a-

^^n^ npHodpeTaeT cio;iee jiJiHTejiBHuii xapa«Tep, ho dojiee ycKopGHHUM b

.'nepnoA peaaanTaiZHK; ncHXH^ecKaa aiianTHpoBaHHocTB k padoTe b Mope
•

Ha|
2-3 ro;ia CKopee nacTynaeT y jihu, nocTOHHHO hjih jiJiHTeJiBHO npo-

.f:; SaEaiOmHX B pailOHfLX npHMOpBH, sue SaBHCHMOCTH OT KHJIUBH^yaJIBHO-TH-

^^-nojiorn^ecKHX ocodeHHocTeii. y mophkgb, npne3!Kajom'nx h3 pasjinHHux
•^;' paiioHOB cTpaHu, uaHdojiBuieMy pwcKy sadojiesaHHii noflBepraexcH jiuxa-
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12

.l^ejiLiiaHjCHC^SMa h ncHxoJiorHHecKafi c$epa. HaciramaeMue HapyiueHHH

f'^cpuHaJifeHoft ;H;ncHxo^or0^ecKo2 ajianTauHH b nepHoa Mesyty peficaMH

fapi^BoanT-K

ewKoroJiuaaiiHH mophkob, c npeo<5ji£waHneM cpmajtbHo-jiB- .

TepMHHHpOBaHHHX, OydMHCCBBHHX H nceSflOKyJIBTypHIiX MOTHSaUHlt, a
.

ijrjiTaKKe MOTHBauafi noacKa hobhx cTHMyjioB.

'."'V ; ITpa npocneKTHBHOM Hay^entiH nonyjumaa npanuauc h KopeHHHX

.jfcHTejieJt ^yKOTKH ycTaHOBJieHo: b cpejiHeM qepes 5 ;ieT nocJie nepsH^-

;.Horo cKpHHHHra cpejiH npHuuioro HaceJieHHH (MywriHHu 30-59 Jier) c

?* yBeJiii^eHHeM npebuBaHHH Ha Cesepe h c BoapacTOM BospacTaex ^acTo-

JHraiAr, npH^eM sa cmst ^ojih jihh c THKe;iHMH $opMaMH AT. ripHpocT
•

i."cfleiKHX'' cJiyiaeB AT .HOCTOBepno Buuie, hsm b pejiKHX mapoTax:

il0L3% - Ha ^OTKe h 6% - b Mockbg.

•;.'5>' PacnpocxpaHeHHocTB norpaHHHHoti apTepnajiBHoft rHnepTOHHH (riAF)

.''^•dpefla npaiMoro HaceJienHH, npomeji,mero noBTopnoe odcjie^oBaHHe,

^>'cocTaBHJia.24,i4^, ^to (3ojiee ^eiA b 2 paaa npeBHtuaex TaKOByio b

JcpeflHeM no CHr. Cpe^a jihu c IIAT npeodJiajiaioT nma c flaacTOJia-

• vecKMM BapaaHTOM IIAT, 'ito nporHocTa^ecKH He(3;iaronpaHTHO b n;iaHe

pacKa ocjioiKHeHaii cepfleiHo-cocynacTux 3ac5o;ieBaHHii {CC3) (aHcyjit-

tOB a 0H(|)apKTOB > .

IIpoBejieHHoe yrjiydJieHHoe odcjiej^oBanae KopeHHHX KHTejiea

.' HyKOTKK noKaaajio, hto cpe^ia- Tex, Kor/iy npa nepsa^moM ocMOTpe diJji-

nocTasjieH ^aaraos CTeHOKap^iaa na ocHOBajiaa CTaH;!iapTHoro onpocHBKa
BOS.'JiHtDB y ncmoBHHU jxaaraos no^tTsepiimeH. A y Tex, Kowiy noBTopno

. noj-TBep;ia;ia aaaraoa cTeHoicapjiaa, tojilko b 1/3 cjiy^aes BHHBJieHa

HCTHHHO' auiGMaMecKaH 6ojie3Hh cepjma, y ocTaJiBHUx-HeKopoHaporen-
Hue sadoJieBanaH.

/:..[ B peayjibTaTG npocneKTHBHoro Ha(3;iiojieHaH Ha ^yKOTKe buhsjigho,
.-qTo dojiee 50^ np^esKHX Mynnan cTpanaeT ranepTOHH^ecKofi Co.iesHbio,

c ysejiaveHaeM ceBepHoro crara ^acTOTa Ar ^octoBepHo BoapacTaeT.

CpejiH KopeHHoro Hace;ieHHH npapocT CBesax cjiynaeB AT SHa^HTejiBHo

BMne, ^eM b cpejuiKx niapoTax. PacnpocTpaHeHHocTL peBMaTWBMa cpe^a
KopeHHHX JKHTeJiefl cTaTacTaHecKH Bbrne, ^gm b ;ipyrax peraonax crpa-

Hij (A, 6% cpGjiH Mj'uraaH, 5% cpejia KGHman). JlG^optviapyiomaM apTposoM
cTpaaae? 38% Myntvan a 23^ KGHtnaH. 3Ha^aTejn>Hoe mgcto b naTOJioiua

.y {KopeHHux JCHTejiLHau CeBepa sanaMaioT aneMHa - 10,4^ a rKejiGso-

"^fl€i(|)auaTHue
cocToniiafi - 35,5^.

Vr\ . IIOKaaaHO, Hto npa oTcyrcTBaa y kopghhhx maTGJiGii ^yxoTKa Ta-

JKjix pacnpocTpaHGiwux cpG^a np'Bnuioro a GBponGficKoro nacGJiGHHH
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f"'^$aftTopoB pHCKa KOK AT, aieporeHHufi cneKip JimmjioB b kpobh h i.r.,

. cT^HOKapjoifl HanpaKeHivi y hkx Bcipe^aeTca oflHHaKOBO ^acTO «aK h

V • B HoBocHdapcKofi nonyAsuHH, a pyduoBue HSMeHeHaa MHOKapjia Ha 3Kr -

B 1,5 pasa 'lame , .sucoKa MacTOTa rHnepTpo$Hli MHOKap^a .

ycTaHOBJieHO ,
HTO $aKTopoM pHCKa B ;iaHHOM cjiy^ae aBJineTca

H30HTOK B pauHOHe HHTaKHH KopeHHHX «HTejieli HyicoTKH nHHK OMera-3,
'

KOTOpue OKaSUBaBT TOKCHieCKHfl 3$$eKT Ha MHOKapjl.

Oiipejie^ieHU cocTas h cooTHomemiellHEK pasjiHMHHX ceMeHCXB b jih-

« iiHjiax MeM(3paH apHTpoiiHTOB KpoBH y TyHflpoBux H npHdpexHHx SHce-neil

HyKOTKH, HMBBUIHX paSJlHMHUM nHDieBOft pa^HOH.
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1

I

\ 0<53op nnodjiew paAHauHOHiioii (iesonacHOCTH

I
HaceJieHHfl na leppHTopHH HKyTCKoii-Caxa CCP

j
Heo(3xo;tHMo qeiKO h ojmosi^nno npeflOTSBJWTB, ^to ochobhoS

BKJiaji B ;io3y, nOJty^aeMyio qejiOBeKai ot TexHoreHHHx hctotoukob

IpaOTaujiH, bhoc;it wejcomuHa. JIojih tojibko oflHopasoBoro (iunooporpa-

qnecKoro odcjiQaoBaHiiH b ro;i cocTaBJweT 2/3 roflOBofi Jiyqesoii
!

KarpysKii ho qejioBena. Ilpodjief.ia ji8;git Ha noBepxHOCTH - norojioBHoe

'

ciJCTeiaTiiHecKoe rij-HH.ywi'i'ejiBHoe odJiy^emie Bcero HacejieKiiH na

. njio'i\T':3ii;HJ noc'.iejrnjix nscHTHJieTnii, xoth h b cooTBeTCTBi'ii c Hojo.ia-

m:.' pa;ui3mioHi;oi! cie3 0ii3CHDGTii,ii jiecHTKn noKOJiennii npeaPioB Jiciiflmux

'

rijpa 'r.ioKa.i ecTocTBeKiiai .jcne pajitiamiii.

X. llpupoj-c-icie ;icTom:::i;;i pa.mi3m]H.

1.1. KcTecTB9HHn;i f-oH raMT.ta -
i-isjiyqeHiifl.

Oci'OBHafl TeppuTopHH ;?ecny(jJ!i-:Kii xapaKTepKsyeTCH hmskwah

C^2 2o iiK r/i) SHa^SKiwTiL" ecTecTBeiiHoro wona ra'/Ma-H3;iyieHHH.

i-Io B oT^ojibHtix navloHax, :-i3 njimajum BUxo;ia Ha jmeBHyw noBepx-

i
:-:coTL nopo;i j';3BKero KpiiCTaJuiinecKoro qj-YH^taweHTa h HSBenxeHHtix

K::cJiijx nopoji, ucTecTBOHi-iiiii i^oh ^3^.1rla-H3JIy'^QHHfl paBGH 30-60 mk P/

;iocTiirafl SHaqenuii 80-100 u dojiee mk P/q Ha ;iocTaTo^HO oduoipHux

iiJiomaAHX, cocTaajLHiomux 3 cytme Tucnmi KBa^paTHHX KHJiaierpoB

^.j-'KHBH ili<.VTij;:-, Ojtei;ei;cK::;., ycTb-HKCKnii navioHH, iiocTomian /ii-;yT:;/i)

J 19^1 roiv na^is'fo c':cTaD.'i9H!;e KaoTy ecTecTBGHHoro yona

; :acLiT3C53 1 -.20000(^0. CTo:.".!ocTb nadOT 70 T.p. , BunojiHeHO na 20T.p.

_!

li iy'./2r. Keo6xc;i>i.ic juoora 3aBe_;.^tiniTb. .

'

1.2, ij)<::o^i'. liQ iic)32;;::H0CTb na;:3Joai<TiiflHux pya.

j
iipi-i i:oij-ci<:ix i:'Ci'C],'::;ij;eiiH-'i ypa:-ia bu-^bjigho dojiGG jl5 tijc.

^3^r.;criQT><:;ii6ciw;:: a;i'.:;i3/i::.;, .i3 iinx ;ia noBopxiiocTn - dojioG 10 tiic.
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D mt iiiJCJio iiocKCJiBKO coTOH aiiaiaiiiiii h py^onpoHBJieHiiH c HiiTen-

cim riocTbK) OT 2U0-500 P.0 1500 mk P/q. B ponoBHaA 3T0 JioKajiBHue

o(5i>pKTU, HO H.ieBTCH nJiomaflHU6 jio nepBux KHJiaieipoB H npoTflxten-

iiue iia ;i.ecflTKH KiiJicweTpoB b TeKTOHHqecKnx 30Hax h njiacrax oca-

flo^ u-DC nopoji. Pa^fiioaKTHBHocTL CBHsana He tojilko c py;iaMn codcT-

B9H10 .ypana h TopitH.HO aaqacTyw conpoBoayiaeT pe^jKoseMeJifcHyio,

pejtKO-iQTajibHyio, aiiaTHTOByro h «pyrne thiih MHHepajmaaijjiH. B ;no<5avi

cjiyiiae cjiejiyeT yquTUBaTL He tojilko paOToaKTHBHOCTL, ho h buxoau

Ka ^oBepxHOCTB ypana - Jienco MHrpapynaero h bhcoko TOKCH^Horoi . .

K9obxojB\io no;iqepKHyTi>, ito, xota mu pacnojiaraeM HH$oiMaiij59fl o

'yiecTonoJioKeHBH h xapaKTepaoTHKax 3thx ©(SieKTOB, o ToqKH spghhh
I

3KcjJiorHH Bonpoc HO Hsy^eH (b KOHKpeTHHx ojiy^aflx
- padH b peKe

Herl, 3BGPB cTapae'JCfl o(3ofiT0 ciopoHofi, pena, b bgpxoblhx Koropofl

ypakoBoe pyaonpoHBJieHwe ,
Moxer HasHBaTLCfl OHyH-KDejii)) .

: 1.3. PajiOH.

i

'CorJiacHO ouejiKe HayiHoro Kcr.niTeTa no jievicTBHio aiaiHoii pa^a-

HHH OOH pa;ioH Br-teoTe co cBomu jto^epHHMK npojiyKTaf;ia r.ajTHoaKTiiB-

Inoro pacnajia oTBe'ccTBeHen npH.iepHO aa 3/4 rojioBoC HHOTBUflyajitHofi.

3(4)$GKTiiBH0M J103U oc5jiyqeHHH, nojiyqaeMCH uaceJieraieM ot sbmhux mc-

TO^HHKOB paAKaiXHH. B pecnydjniKeMToHneHTpaicHH pajiOHa b naiemoiniHX

panes lie >fipoDc;ui.iMCb.

I

PeayjibTaTH nar.iepeHHii BunojmeHHux b n.Sapeqnuii AjyiaHCKoro

paihona d I99I roAY b xckjikx ii coujiajibHo-duTOBux ncviemeHimx iioKa-

aajtjij siiaqeHHH iipej^umaioiuMe flonycTWiUQ Ha nopn^ioK h Bume. ilpaKTU-

iqecKi;, na cero;DiHiiKHii ;ieKb stc e^mHCTBSHKafl iiH$orr/ia uJ^h no pa^ioHy.

I j

iIpo<5jie?.Ta saiciioqaeTCH b OTcyTCTBiii-i oTeqecTseHHCil annapaiynu

j(DL'nyci-;
'lyBCTDHTG.ibHux npudopoB njiaHiipyeTCH b 1^92 rojxy, cto:-;-

!..ioc;Tb o-iUT.p. , iiGo6xo;u]r.io 5-iU npiidopOB) .
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1.4. CTpcHTejibHuo :/iaT(3nnajiu.

UiiipcKoe np;i?.ioH9Hijo cTjponTeji&Hoii nnffycTpiiei"' b KJr.-iiofi-HKyTJiH

JmediiH rpamiTOB bbpohtho ysce npuBejio k Hajniqino .tjijiux u npoiisBojccT-

Beiiiiux na.iouiQKiili c BucoKM-'iri ypoBiu^MH pa;inoaKTKBHocTH. H x6th b

nocJiQjoHHe voM', MHoriie npejinpiiHTMH cTpottviaTepnajioB, no KpattHeii

M8P9 B UenTpaJiBHoii flKyTBH, npoBOflHT paAHauHOimo-rKrHemiqecKyio

oneHKy KaK cupi-H, laK h roTOBoQ npo^yKujiH, npodjiewa xpedyeT

KapOTHajiLHoro pemeHHH - coajwHHfl b pecnydJmKe cneuHajmsjipoBaHHofi

jiaC)opaTopHH.

2. rjio(5aJiBHHe BunaOT paOToaKTHBHooTH.

B KOHue 50-x Hsia.^e 60-x ro.noB na Boefl TeppHTopHH flKjTHH

npn paflHCMeTpii^ecKHx noHOKax na ypan r9o$03HKaMii ^KOHpoBa;raoi>

aHCMaJIHH HaB0;i9HHOft paOTOaKTHBHOCTH. OCO(39HHO BHC0KH9 3Haq9HHfl,

np9BUiiiaioim!9 ICJOO mk P/¥, ycTanaBOTiBajiHCB b c9B9Phhx panoHax

BjiojiB no(5ep8KLH. ykQjm m0oto eji000^^9 sarpHSHaHHH odnrapHHX

T9ppHTopHfi. B nocJi9ffi^ramie rojcH h flo HacTOHmgro Bpewgrai cnaiiHajii)-

Ho 3TIM BonpoucM opraHBsamiR peonydoEKH He saHBMajmoB. U xoTiT

ocHOBHan pajiBDaRTZBHOctL ocSyanafiomBajiaoB KopoTKoxHsyimMi! pajiiiio-

HyBjmjiaMii , oreneHB sarpHSHeHHOOTH oesepHux naoTdiini ctpoHiiBeM

j

- 90 H uesHSM - 137 b HaoToamee spgwH H9 HsyqeHa.
1

I

j

3. TexHor9HHoe sarpHSHeHiie TeppHTopHH paOTOHyKJiHflaMH.

' 3.1. Jlodiiqa paOToaKTHBHHx MHHepajioB.

I

B KOHue 4(J-x HaiaJie 50-x toaob npoBOOTJiHCB pasBefloqHue h

' 3KonjiyaTauHoiiHU9 padora na paOToaKTHBHue 3ji9M9hth b l(kHo8 flKyxHH

(i3acHJiB9BKa) MOHauHTa H3 poooHnel! h b Mcmckom naJiOHe (CyryHCKHii
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passefl.pafioH JlaJiBCTpon) ypaHoaux p.y;i.

IIpeOTPHflTHH dfcUDl jniKBHOTPOBaHH: nepBOe Sa HOHa^lCXJHOCTLH),

BTopo9 H3-&a (3e;mocTH pyji. Tew He Menee Ha 3thx ocJteKTax npose-

jtQHO aKTHBHoe BMemaTejiBCTBO B HGApa*. Ha BaoiiJiLGBKe h ceii^ac

mieioTCfl OTBaJiu ps.njioaKTiiBHoro o<3ovamenHoro npa;iHBKofl MarepHajia,

CyryHCKHii naasejipavioH odcjie^tosaH b I98I ro.ity, nocKOJibKy BHauaajia

T;.'9Bor.Y HaceJieHH;; bo3Mc»khoct& cHoca OTsaJioB ropnux BupacJoroK

K.no;Dio;;aiir.i ck.iohob na njiaxo yjiaxan - ^ncrafi.

3.2. TQOJioio-pasB'ejioqHue padoTU na ypan.

B p03y;iBTaTe npoBe;ieHHfl b reqeHHe 25 jiqt reojioropasBejloq-

HHx padoT B kkHoa HKyxHH nepeA nawja Bciajia npodJiewa pajmoaKTHB-

HtJx CpyOTHx) OTsajioB, conpoBOKjiaioiimx THsceJiue ropnue BHpa<3oTKH.

0praHH3aiU!H npcBOfljiBinafl 9th pa(5oTU jraKBZOTpoBaHa , ee noceJiKH

nepej^aHH ^ypyrm BSAtMCTBaM. II eo;ra Bonpocu jmKBHflauHH pajiHoaKTHB-

Horo 3arpfl3H9HHH B nocejiKax TexHaqecKH a npaKTHqecKH ceSqac

pemawTCH, to npocijiewa oTBaJiOB Tpedyei oepLesnoro nojoxoAa. PeajiB-

HtM sKcneprcM n upoeKiaHTCM apeflCTaBJiaeTCH BKMWnpoMTexHOJiornH

IvUiHaTCtyisHepronpayia, ocTaeTcJfi onpe;ie;raTb kto saKasquK.

3.3. Jloda^a sojiora d ojiobb.

llpn HSBJieqe'HHH sojiora ojioBa H3 poccunfficc MecTopojxjieHirti

npOHCXOOTT HSBJie^BHHG H OdoraiUGHHQ THTKeJIUX MHHGpaJIOB , B TCA1 qUCJIG

K pajUIOaKTHBHUX. QjICBflHIIHW KOHUGHTpaT ;iOCTlira9T B OT^lGJILHtlX

cjiyiaax pa^iiioaKTHBHOCTH jio 2U00-30CG mk P/t, (KOHrGi-iHGp) , npii

liSBJiGqQiiHii 30Jiora dG3 aMajiBrawiamiH -
paf/iarHiiTiiafl ^jpaKujifi uuiuxa

7000-ICJOOO WKP/^i (nojiydo^Ka) .

Ua KyjiapQ c qgobux jigt GKcnjiyaxaujiH pajuioaKTHBHiiii pGj[K03eMGJi

HLiii MniiGpaji KyjiapiiT yxo^T b OTBajiu.
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3.4. IIojiseMiiiio mi^ime ;aepHHe sapuBU.

C 1974 no 1987 vor na TeppnTopHH pecnydjniKH npoBe^eHO 12

lajiepHUX BspuBOB: b iJhphkhcicct/; pafioiie
- 9 h no oflno'.iy b ByjiyH-

CKa.i, B-BHJDOw'CKa.'i ii KodflticKa.i paiJoHax. Jlsa h3 hhx conposOFjiaJiHC

: BUdpocaf>'in pajmoHyKJinjloB: djmsKonoBepxHOCTHHfi c ugjilio CTpoHTejit-

]CTfla jia.idu xBocToxpaHDJUima b 2-5 km ot n.yjiaqHKM k aBapiifiHufi

npH rJiydHHHCM ceHO'tHqecKCM sonnapoBaHBH b 39 mvi ot n.Aiixaji. B

^
ccJoHX cjiyiaflx HeodxojiiMU peKyjiBTHBannoHHHe pa<5oTH, b nocjiemetA-

HeodxoOT^ooTB npocJieOTTB ojiep, pawioaKTHBHoro odJiaKa.

I

Ha ooTaJitHHX odteKiax bsphbob npoSecTH ;[ieTa;iBHHe pajwcMeT-

•

paqecKHe HadJraweHHH Ha kgotkoB TonooeTH o uejitro odecneieHHa

KOHTpojw ^a pa;tHaii0OHHofi odcTanoBKofl bo BpeweHH. Oj^ramisoBaTi)

MbHHTopiraroBHo HadjnojieHHH.

B pafloHax u^osejieKBsi HjiepHHx bsphbob nposeoTH MSOTKo-reHe-

'• THqecKoe odcJiojtoBaHBe HacejieHHfl.

I , 4. Paii:0WJECHOHHo-onacflH9 TexHOJiorHH h hotoihhkh
H0HH3HpyDIItHX H3JiyqeHHfl

, no cocTOHHHio Ha 01.07. I99Ir. 198 npewipHHTUii na 405 odteK-

lax acnojiBaym' 3083 H0T0^::HKa HOHHSHpyKW^HX HSJiyiBmifl, b tcm

I micjie 2503 HSOTonHHx. Bjtect nrapoKHii oneKTp npocJjieM TocropTex-

Haflsopa H rocoaHHa;i3opa. Cpe^ Bcero pasHOodpasHH hcto^khkob

j

Bu^iGJiHTOTCfl PiirarH ("aTCMHHe cJaiapeH") rHjipcMeTa, odecneTOBantuH

^

padoTy aBTCMaTHqecKHx MeToocraHiiHfl h ManKOB, 3th npHdopu iweioT

sapfljiKy jio lOOOOO Hk, pasdpocaHH no nodepeacBio oKeana, b ;ie;iBTa

peK,Ha ooTpoBax,- hx KOjraiecTBo HoqHCjmeTCH MHornMH ;tecHTKaM0.

BnepeOT nepea HawH 'Uajian snepreTHKa" MaHarcMaHepronpcf^a

CO cBora/iH caMoperyjnipyeMLMH kg 0(5cjiyacHBaGf.ti*yiH aTaamf.ui lepAo-
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* /

'ajieKTpeqecKHMH croHim^/iH CHC AT96 "SjieHa"). y^ce Ha oTam^ npojpa-

dOTKH TexHuiecKoro sajiaHUH HyKHa KBajiu^HimpoBaHHaK Heaasiicw-iaH

3KcnepTH3a, nocKaitny cafyiPM TexmmecKHM sajiamietA orosapHBaeTCfl,

qTci nocTyiuieHHe npn HomajiBHOii 3Kcnjiyaramin paw^oaKTiiBHHX npo-

[;j:yKTOB
B oxJiawjiaioiuyio Bo^y, rpyHTOBue boru h b Boa^y'iiniyio cpejr/

l^lOJtAim cooTBeTCTBOflaTb TDecJoBaHHflvi HPB 76/87.

!
'

.

}

5. IIocTynJieHue paOTOHyKjni^oB c npo^tyKTar^u nHTaHna.
! I

'

'

yqHTUBafl MacmradH a MHoroKaHajiBHOcTB nociynjieHBH b peciiy(5-

i

i

,
jiBKy npo^toBOJiLCTBHH, iiiHpoijtoro y^aoTHfl qacTHHx KCMMepnecKHx crpyK-

ryp, odocTpaeTCH npodjiavia kohtpojih sa paOToaK^-HBHocTBio npojiyKTOs

' imTaHHH. Peme/ffle nptxSjiGMH b paonpocTpaHeHHH (5htobhx HHUHKaio-

'

po6 H3JiyqeH0H a jtosiMeipoB cpe^ HacejieifflH.

' •

CymecTByeT ema pnjt npodjiew KaK, HanpuMep, HecaHKUHOHapoBaH-

H09 noGTyiuieHH?YoarpH3H0HHHx MarepaaJioB, qro ciaBaT Bonpoc ocHa-

i meHHfl coBpeMeHHofi annapaiypoa cooTBaxcTByiuQuix cjiyxd pecnydjniKa;

TpkKcnopxHofi MBJnmaa, TawoKHH.
f i

!

'

Cep&esHofl npodJief^oS b (Sjiaacaiimer/i dyj^yiefyi npeflCTaBJiH9TCfl pe-

j

ufekae Bonpoca saxopoHeHHH pa;iHoaKTBBHHx otxoaob npeOTpaflTiifi

: pecnydOTKH, KOTopoe npoasBOOTJiocB jio HacTonmero BpeMena a r.Xa-

i (SapofecKe. .

^

^

Ha«iajiLHaK IlHcneKujiH pa;D?aujiOHK0fi
deaonacHocia HKyicKoro oKpyra /.
rocropTexHa^sopa PCKP /V^^^^^O^.UUTAHOB

/f
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npMilOSBHMe
K MCX. N 10/17-OB OT 31-07.92

AH<JTCK0H MHCneKUMM
rocaTOMHaA3opa P'occhm

lieABBoe HasHaneHMe m MecTonoiioveuite
HMPKMX no;t3eMHi>uc stAepHux bspubob

,
"j

HA TeppMTOpMM yecnySituxH Caxa (SiKyT>iH>i

i - 'caoJ^yaeHne iiyioTumj y.BocroxpaHMJiMina ( saKassMK MMHUBeTweT*
!- ofeDBKT "KpMCTa>»ii" f cotiWTMe 1974 roAdt Mmphmhckmm pauoHt
I n*yy(aMHUM 2>5 xh;

.;• ifiiyewHHoe ceMCMMsecKOB soKiiMPOBaHiie ( saxaanKK MMHreo)
- "ropK30HT--i'' I 157;'ii By>»'jHCKi*M paMOHi n.iOociop jO km,
- "kpaTOH-^ » 1-t7B| i'.D6aMCKMM paMOH, C . ApkJKTaX 1 i* KM,

'

KF'rtroH-3'' , li?*?, Mmphmhckmm paMOH, n-Anxayi ot km,
'K»iM6ep/iJiT-4 , li'79, BepxHaBuyiWHCKMM paMOH , c Tyoby^ iS km;

-i- >iHTbHCM<ruKauM9 npiiTOKOB HefTM M rasa ( saxasHMK piMHreo)
- "OKa", 1*7^., Mmphmhckmm paMOH, c Taac-Wp$ix 38 kii,
- 'BsiTKa", 1978, M^phmhckmm paiiOH, c Xaac-iOpax 2b km,
- "UleKCHa" , l*??, liMPHMHCKMii paitoH, cTaac-KtpsiX' 7,:i;_KM,
- "He-Ba-1- , 19B2, iMMpHMHCKMii paiioH, cTaac-Kipax -ji'Si km,
- Hesa-^', lid/, «'lMpH>iKOKiiii paiioH, c-Taac-ICpiix •i9"5 i^**;'

neBa j , 1 yd/ , /iMpwuitcKiiu paiiciH , c.iaac-lCpax -ftii,— km J

a- uo;3AaHUe nOM3*i«HOi» eMKOCTW AAa XpailcHUil HCtTil i ^aiCaS'lirtiri M.IK"
reo)
- Cks> K lOi 'i iifv^/, t'iMPMUucxuu paMOH, c • laac-iCpsix 41 .^ km-

Jif^HMeHaMMa • i« KfucTAAA" - eiiiusnoaepxaocTHMM bsi-us Ha
] TA'iSytHe ?8 u c "npoeKTMUM" bu^poccm pa^iito-

H'JKiiitACa ,
'

j^' 'KpaTOii-3'' - conp:3BD»da4Cii aaapuuHMM i3fe:c-

j
i'Ccaii uci naidispXHOCTb pa^jtoiiyKyiMACB ( 2/. ct
c^ji>ixi npo/iVKToa pacna^a a^epHoro aapiiAa

'

^IGaHOCi'biO 20 KUyiOTOKU) ,

Cj' '.o^KOHa ' M KeBa-2" - nyiovaAHoe ^arpaaHe-
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'

•

! CAXA (HKyTIUO

! IvbiHHCTp B.A.EropoB

'

i

, SiccrpeMajiLHocTb Tofl mui hhoA sohu saBucuT ot mhoitix

cpaKTopoB npiipcuHoK cpe.nu h npexne Bcero ot icjuuiaTineciaix

yaiOBHii. B 3T0M OTHOuieHHH Me,uiiKc-reorpaQiH^ecKHe 30hu HKyTrai

-TBJIJDnTCH THIIH^HUM iipHMepOM npHpOJlHOlt 3KCa'peMeUIBH0ii 30HU.

(JypoBOCTB loniMaTa HKyTHM onpejaeJiHeicH b ochobhom HeoOUHaliHo

VuiTe.ai.Hofi H xecTKoii 3iiMofi c oqeHB HTi3itHMH TeMnepaTypaMH,

KOpDTKtUVt XOJIO^UM JIBTOM, pe3KHMH HapyiUeHHHMH O0U<IHOfi $0T0-

nepHOflPiHHocTH, pej.niu.i.'4 nepena,naMH aiMoc^epHoro jiaBJieHiiH,

TeMnepaTypu, CH^iBKiiMH h 'laoTUf.jH BexpaMn, MarHHTHHMH D03f<«yme-

iniHf.iH, nycTUHHuuiuw u o.fiHOoOpasHeM JiaHjiuiaqrra, (JejmocTBio

coJiopu H $ayHH h HeicoTopuMii ;^pyraf,ni feicTopaMH.

GOBeiMeHHO eCTSCTBeHHO, ^TO SKCTpeMaJIbHOCTB Me.!mK0-

reorpa4>iiMecKHx 30h ilKyTiui Moxer (5utb odycjioBJieHa He tojibko

HJUU.iaTlIM0CKm.1H, HO H dHOXHMOTeCKIUym H OlIOTJIMeCICHMH oaicTopafiflH.

K 3Toi.iy cjiejiyeT .uo(5aBHTB a BOSMOzaioe HecJjiaronpiiHTHoe

D03.UeiiCTBHe Ha npHiJusmero H3 yMepennax uuipoT HeJioBei<a po,na

coiciaJiBHux $ai<Topoii, laioc:, icaic TeppiiTopnajiBHaH 0T.TiajieHH0CTB
i

OT ripjEBUHHUX pOflHUX HBCT, OT CeMBH H CSJIHSI^HX, OT UeHTpOB

IipOMHUWeHHOCTH H FJ'JIBrypH, C^IOKHOCTB TpaHcnopTHUx cooc5meHHfl,

ococieHHocTH iiHTaHiK:, Tpy.ua h oT.mfxa h t..u.

iiii3HB B cypoEj'x ycjioBHHx HicyTHH conpoBORjiaeTCH ysejuiie-

HHCM qjyHKUttOHBJIBHblX HarpySOK Ha 0praHH3M, C03.i;aBaa TBM

CcXMLi. OOJIBOlOfi pHOK HapyineHHH IWH yTpaTU SJtOpOBBH.

jlipiiTepHH 3jiop.)BBfl HaceJieHH^i oTpaxaioT CTeneHB ero

couaa^xBHo-dHOJiDraqeoKoJi aj^anTHpoBaHHocTH k KOMimeKcy wiw^iaTo-
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reorpaipiiHecKHx, comianBHux, 6utobhx h npoHSDo.ucTDeHHHx

oKiKTopr^B I'pafiHeio Cesepa. CTenenB 3KCTpeMaJiBHocTH HKyTci:oro

peraowa cxpaHU cnpe,iieJLaeTCH .oasMepar/m Toi-i dHocoujiaJiLHoii

ii.naTH, KOTopaa noipedyeTCH aih .uocTimeHHH ananTupoBaHHocTii

nonyjinmrn b stoh 30He.

B HacTOfliuee Bper.iH BmaJiHo o^esHjiHo, hto CTpaTeri-iH n

TaKTin<a 3,apaBooxpaHeHHH ii cooTseTCTByiomero pasBHTim Me.mimiH-

CKoii liaywi .hojdkhu b no^iHOM odieMe y^ixHBaTB cBoeodpaaiie

rjtiiMaTO-reorpay/ii^ocKjo; oco(3eHHOCTeii HKyTrai. PasBiiTue

r]poii33o,miTe;ii)HUx CHJi .^cyTCKoir pecnydjniKH conpoEoxnaeTCH

cJucTpuM npi'ipocTOM npiiesr.ero wacejieHiiH b caMUX ,i]jickomJx)pthik

paiiona;; /IicyTiui, a no3Toi-.iy ypoBeiib ero 3,nopoBBn BucxynaeT

icai< oimii 113 ^rnvniTiipyronHX c^KTopoB pocTa npoH3Bo.nHTejiBHocTH

Tpy.ua.

xia^-AHaa poJiB 3 coxpaHeHim, 3aicpenJieHHi-i 11 noJiHoueHHoi.i

ucnoJiBsoBaHHH Tpy.nocnocodHux KOHTaHreHTOB npHHamieacHT

MecTHUM opraHaM 3ApaBooxpaHeHi«i h ceBepHoii MeflHtpiHe.

HpKHM n'gmAe\)ou b stom oTHomeHHi-i Mor.eT cjiyjxHTB TeKynecTB

KappoB B ciicTeMe 3,upaBooxpaHeHiiH. Tax, no coctohhhh 1. 12.91

ro^xa, E cHCTewy ripaiCTHHecKoro s.upaBooxpaHeHiiH flKyTHH npiidtuio

, 55fj spana, 1 1 56 cpe.umix Me.mimiHCKjix nepcoHaJioB, a bh^hjio

754 Bpana n 1762 MejioseKa na cpe.nHero Me,unepconajia.
' Ho 3Tmi npH'3i'iHa:,i no HKyTCKori PecnydTOKe Ca:ca (/IicyTna)

o6.'^.?ia. MncjieHKocTt Bpa^eii .uocraraeT 3894 spa^a h 1 1467

cpfe,uHero MeOTepcoHajia, T.e. nooireHT yKOMnjieKTOBaHHOCTii
I

Ka.tr.paivm CHCTeMU s.^paBooxpaHeHiui cocTasJiHeT cooTseTCTBeHHo

7019.^ n 34,552.

'

CjicnyeT otmbthtb, ^to 3a nocjie.nHne flecHTiuieTHH b

CTjoaiie co3.uajiacB o'^eHB KpiiTH^ecKan CHTyamw b nojiroTOBKe

Ka,^poB, H ocodeHHo B odJiacTH 3,iipaDooxpaHeHHH. 3to
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oTPcUsaeTCfl h jyw nameii pecnypJDiKii. 0(5 3tom camieTejibCTByioT

TO, MTO BpaiH c Kucrnei! KBajmoiiiKaujioHHoii ixaTeropweiJ cocTabuiaioT

JiumB b,j% OT odiutTO Ko;iH^ecTBa Bpaqeft, paOoTaaxuHx Jie^ieOHO-

upp^uiaKTH^ecKtix y^peacueHUHX peuuyojiiiKn, Bpa^m nepsoJ!

KBajm$HKaujioHHoa Kai-eropMH - 10,0^, BTopoi! Kaieropim - 5,8%.

i!pyna.ffl cjiobomh 78,9^ Bpa^eii CHCieMU 3,i]rpaBooxpaHeHiM He

iiM^BT icBajni^HKauKOHHue KaTeropim;

I
3 CBJiSH c aiEvi Mu roiaHHpyeM paapacJoTaTb aporpai^ii^

noAroTOBKH nepcoHajia sj^paBooxpaHeHUH h npencuasaTejiefl c

ueJiiH no.nuepsaHiifi na ROMmou ypoBHe h noBbmieKHH ero i-3ajra-

piKamra b cooTBexcTBini c TpedoBamwKfH HamioHajitHux

cTpaTeraft jtocraxeHMH 3,iiopoBiJi .mia Bcex. B otom luiaHe flKyicKaH

pecnycJjinKa npocnr BOS oicasaib noMomt b ncm-OTOBice pyKOBojimuHx

Kajy)OB 3flpai3DoxpaHeHiiH.

B HacTOHuiee apewi b ceBepHUx odJiaciHX cipaHU JienedHaa

pacJora sejieTCH dea flOJiKiioro yneTa cesepHoii cneun$iiiCH h

ycjioBiuix cjiadoTexHHqecKoro ocHametniH MajioMomHHx jienedHo-

npctottuiaKTH'iecKHX 7TiFfca.iieHHa. liay^eHHe HosojiorHHecKoii naHopaMU

/iKyTiai H Toro CBoeodpasHoro $cHa, na kotoijom BoaraKaioT

3ac|ojie3aHiiH, noKasHBaioT, qxo jyia raraHTCKoro SKCxpeMajiBHoro

npiipo.EHoro peraoHa Avyrim. xapaKxepHU He tojibko paaHHe ^pwu
icpvxonaTOJionm, HWoeKqrai h napa3HT03H, dcuiesHH cep^eHHO-

i

cocyOTCToft, ;iero'inoii, immeBapiiTejiBHoii h HepBHoii czcretm,

HO H naTfljioraqecKiie npoueccu, cnasaHHHe c duoxsiim^eci^um

$aK,Topaivra. UlHpoKo pacnpocTpaneHu b HKyraH rHno$Topo3,

ninoH03H3M H xejie:sojie^[HimTHue cocToaHHa, bch ncwiHoxa

KTOHK^eCKHX Iipo^BJXettHfl KOTOpUX B HaCTOHIUee BpeMH euie MOJIO

HsyTiena, He Moryi duTB CBe^eHu tojibko k Kapnecy, sHjieMH^ec-

KOMV 3ody H TaK HaausaeMHM nojiapHHM aneMHHM.
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He MeHBUjee SHa^eHiie mjieioT paaJiPi^Hwe $opMU naTOJioniH,

ooycjioBJiGHHtie KaHeco'BeHHbiM .uiiccianaHCOM ran^aHiia ocodeHHO

aeiicKoro HacejieHiw (moho- h noJiHranoBiiTaivniHOSH , ranonpo-

••'eiiH03ti, He,nooueui'CK sHaneHiiH jiasJUiMHux jmimjioB, npeod.ia.uauHe

icoHce^BiipoBaHHiJX npo.iiyKTOB B uvitieBOM paujioHe).

0co6oe uecTo b HosoJioiiiMecicoM noHapawe j'iKyTiiH saHimaeT

Kpa,eBaa naTOJioriui -- BiurcHcuHH oHue^ajioMHeJniT , paK raimeBo.ua

H 'rydepKyjies , mAeMmecKasi doJiesHB cep,m:ia h rnnepTOHH^ecKaH

OoJiesHR. B JiicyTffli cyuiecTByeT e,imHCTBeHHufi b MHpe npi-ipcuHuii

O'laj" HeK3BeCTH0K aTHOJlOnui SHJOOfiCKHil 3HUe$aJI0MIieJUIT , KOTOpUH

npe,ncTaBJLHeT co6o/i TajxeJiyio BocnajniTeJiBHO-flereHepaTiiBHyio

CiojiesHB KepBHoi'i cHCTeivfUjBCTpeqaiomeidCH bo MHomx ce;iBCKoxo-

s.iiicTBeHHUX paMOH;ix HicyTiui. BH.moiicKHfl 3Hue$ajioMHe;uiT nopajicae?

iTOKjno'iHTeJiBHO TOJiBKO npe.ncTaBM'xejieS cesepHUX Hapo,uoB
-

mcyiOB, OBeHKOB.

IIO MHeHIUO MlfOIlIX y^eHUx B3 BepOHTHO othochtch k

Me;i;ieHHb!M HeifpounmeKujims, no.noc5Hue dojiesmi, vuAevyime 6oJihmoe

Buemeee cxchctbo g Bd, 6wm umpoKo pacnpocxpaHeHU Ha

nojiyocTpoBe lum (jJjiohhh, MapuaHCKnx ocTposax h K)ro-3anaHHOM

nacTH HoBoft fDHHeii, asBecTHue nofl HasBaraeM Kypy, MC h

ItapicMHcoHHSMa c jieMeHmieli.

y^niTHBaH HeitayneHHocTB aTHOJiormi a naioreHesa B3,

OTcyTCTBiM cpe.iiCT]? cneqn§HqecKoro Jie^eHUH, npo^HJiaKwiKH h

Me'ro.r,oE JiadopaTopnoM miaruocrmm, upodyercn npoBejieHne

yrJiy<5J!eHHHx Ha KanecTBeHHo ho3om ypoBHe^ynjiajvjeHTajiBHbtic

Ticc.ie,uoEaHHii no BUHCHeHHB npHpcita B3.

PecnydJinica Caxa (HKyTiin) npocpiT aKcnepTHoJi KOMiiTeioM

iiO'3 ROMC^B COBpeMOHHUM OdOpy^OBaHHeM MH HCCJiejIOBaHHH
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upocjJieMU J33. itUi rio.troroBiLJiH cnpasKy jum BOS o liiijUOMCKOM

sHUeipaioMHe^iHTe .

FacnpooTpaHeHHOCTb HH(jpeKjjjioHHUx saOoJiesaHJiii b nKyTjin

ociBMOiii' iie iC'iLii... «i ^rtiiAeHiW noKasaxejieii ecTecTseHHoro

HiflviymiTeTa, ho h ?3 Ooj^Bmefi wepe o<3yc;ioBJieHa cneujiajibHUfAH

(oaKTopafvui (HeyA^ii^^'^'i'BopHTeJiBHoe cocTOHHHe BOflocHadKeniiH h

i^a^ecTsa raiTBeBOH bo^h. Aaxe Bo.i];onpoBoji;HaH Bo.5a no daicie-

pRajiiHUK KpHTepuHivi 3a nocjie,UHHe 5 ;ieT c5ujia HecTaH,uapTHa

•0T-I2,8 Ro 19,6%. B HaceJieHHUx nyHKxax, He HMeraimix, vjxe

aciBJtBsyeTCH Bo.ua us oxicpuTux BcuoewoB, Bo.ua no OaKKOHTpojno

He :cooTBeTCTB03ajia OTanjiapTy ct 52,4% RO 40,4/J.
i

Ha pHC. 1 no'sasaHa ypoBeHb sadoJieBaeMOcra KHuie^Hofl

HHql/eKirHefl, BiipycH.iM renaTHTOM h xydepKy-JiesoM. Dtit .iiaHHHe

oBiwt/TejibCTByioT HedJiaronoJiyHHoii 3inmer.niojioniMecKOM

CHi'yaLijni b pecnyd'ntKe. OcrpoTy otom npodJierviH npoaicTii^iecKoe

3.npaaooxpaHeHHe wo^ei cHu^aTL npoBciieHHeM KownjieKca

npq(i)2i7iaKTH:^ecKiix i«ieponpHHTHvi c raiipoKHrj oxBaioM HaceJienaa

iiM.%fl'HHKamieft. llain npaKTH^ecKH nocrynaioT HCKyccTBeHHjce

cpe.ilCTBa nnn noBbnueniiH noKasaxeJieft HMwyHHoro roMeocTasa

ceaepHH.
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Bonee 60$ Haceaewin flKyTMM crpaAaoT BocneLnwTenbHHMM aatfojieBa-

uttsoai BepMmx flpxatejibHHX nyteft.JKff-naTpjonifl Bccpeqa«TC« i I«5-2 pi

Vasa name,IBM y iip«Moro b IO-IS pas ua^t y Kop«imoro.Mactji«Hiui,'

' ^UK y jEKTAjisft cpeAHefl uoaocH Poccwi.ycTaH8B«««H oco6»Hi,oe»« aaTo-

xorsa r«aa y Kop»«««ro iiiae««iB|«iw«Bj[e»^iW fJ^s^**'**'**?****?"*

3yi!P^ :,i«»Motioi«^ecKoe jia»«oo(Jpa«M .naHyiJUfficiMWineaW lupp-

^,»sj jMBKoyK naTor«MOT/iri«eKO e sHainne j|a« p«»»K»«« ;3^oB«w«cKoi

nafoaorKH.OTiifl'iaHa TCH/^em^Hfl k xponaai^TRH nafoionrjecKiill npo-

n^ccoa Ha $oue Bupaxanoro iunqrHOABtHiiava a ciotftaBXJi •cneuHi|nrie

'i cRoiSt iMisaoTiuiniocT opcamsiia.
Ha ftt^tA i|)OH« cvmecTBento npaawiuiDTCfl ae«orpa4nri«CK«« noKasartn

i) imyi'Msi (pMC.2).B ctpyicType oiapTHocTb rtacezeEuix aapsoe necro

saHJORiw* cjojiesHM opraiioB- cMTeMu KpoaoofipameHHJi (a I990r.-

!69,5 H B I990r.-23I,3 he 100.000 HceMvma) .CMpyn OTMexHTb w
cfCfcpj?HocTb oT MBC cpewi Baceaeiau flKyraH cociaBJuieT 324,5 Ha

9 100,000 nachMWUit ''•« aaHwiaeT 3-6 MecTo no CHT nocne

i
JIaTfjMK (520,2) M 3CT0H11H (492,8).BTopoe MecTO a crpyKType o6-

men cMep*uocTM saHHuam HecwacTHwe cjiynaM.TpaaMH (1980-251,7 h

a 1990-166,3 Ha 100,000 HacejieHUfl) .Tpeibe mbcto -sjioKaeycTaeHHoe
'

HOBoofipaaoaaHMe (b 1980-101,8 h b I990r.-I2I,9 na lOOOOO Hac.)

, '4r;TBepToe m ecTo-6o;ie3HM opraHoa ^wxaHMH a 1980-96,5 n a

' I990r.~4I,2 Ha 100. OCX? Hac.,iwToe MecTo-^o;ie3HH opranoB nHmeaa-

j

pemifi (1960-31,3 m b I990r-26,4 na 100.000 Hac.). coctohhmh

3flopoflhH AeTeR B pecnySJtViKe Caxa (flKyTHR) oTpamaeT noKaaare^iM

I cwepTHooTM cpe^M fleTCKoro HacejisHMH (pMc.2) .BucoKafl ^eTCKafi

Cr.' IL'THOGTb 3 OCHOBHOM xlyC.lOBOeHa IiiHOrMMM COUHaJlbHlJI/IH ^laKTopaMM,
)!3 ropopn MMCTO M9AII -inHCKiix npod.nenax oApaeooxpaHeHMfl.

r-"' Ha ceroAHH b pecn;/5jinKs ujiC;io soeMtioro q,-0H;;a p,nn p,^'ve.i\

i o'l'-^vii'^.': IT pocT". m;cjTe.-MoaT:i ;;ct9?,, b p93y.i:^TftT=' nrt<=rne'ioHH'^cTU

A'JVuxtcjii i:'jr.K<Vii:i (75,7) h'W=» oC«*cr.'!'ieHHOT,TK nn Prx^CM.tCKoR

£»i;;'}pr^''i;j-92,2. Bcero s pcny-"'!-'-- pr^'iepn;,"ro 1€F>61 yc'^y.?.., M3

n-.i:<: nf/vH'^P-i'ncr.or'? nj;)0f5Miri -I52I (.9,.If?).

."--—-'B cTpyKType npHUMH MjiafleHuecKofi cMepTHocTW I MecTO saHHMawT

3aCo«eBaHHH nepwHaTanbHoro nepnofla (49%),npnueM OTMsyaeTCfl CTOii-

KaS TGH^eHLiMfl K pOCTy CMepTHOCTM OT ^aHHtK npvwHH. Ha 2 MecTe

-Bpo/pga,eHHue aHOMajiMn m ypoflCTaa
- 23,6$^. Ka^KflyR 2-Pi pedenoK

yMe uiviHIb BoapacTe fi,o I ro^a a I^I vop^ yMep ot sadojieBaHMft

nc-pMKaTaa.TbHoro nepno^ta.KaKAbiM 4-{i ot Bpom^BKHbix anoMa/iMH h
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ypo^cTB pa3BMTMK^ Ha o-M MecTe -
DpojKAQHHSie 5o;ie3HH opraaoB

^.ixKHH.T
-

'~~,.7o, MepTHOCTb OT 3a:5o;ieBcumH oppaHOB ^wxaHUH viMeer

ycroRyneyio TeHAeH!',>i!o k CHVKeHHio.

x'jcT M bhcokhS ypoBeHb nep:/iHaTanbHor.) iiopaf.eHHF (KeuKjyja

ii~P, pe6eH0K),B ocHOEHOM,oeiyc;ioB;ieH HeCnaronoflyuHbw cocTOfiHHew

r!;;opoBb.'. 6epei/.eHHb:< k kk3Ko" 3(f:(N=KTKBHocTbio MeponpHfiT/i/l, no

r^iiiens.rr.ribKOy: oxpt>!e nncAJ-:HM3Koe naiiecTEc Ke.6jiK>fi,eHV:P. se. f:epeMe:-i}-

K' V noibajieKtiM p'/iCKOM A-"^-^ njioAai HectoeEpeMMGHHf.^ AK^^-r'nocTKh?'.

L>i-rTpiirei-:w'i£-HbHor rznoKCHvs ruioA£- k cTcyTCTEHK eJ" iipo(iK;:f-.KTi:Kii,

TO It^l-
»' CPS'-II.If.) ,

".10 r;.3iv;eTe;ifcf;'rByeT v^ kmskom ypoBH.e r^eue'^Ko-

"ix. i:;:cj-.TvmecKC'". r:c,\ ou,"/. l v^^pe;w5Hii/"-<. poftOBcnoNioxeHKi^, ctcvtct-

i-i.fc 2 a'r.'Jit^ EKXcvKeccHKH Ke;;oHcme:-{:-ib:x ;],eTef^.E;tceroAHo pO/fsn,aeTCH

r;o.ree ICCC Ke^oHjUieKri-ix HDEopcif^eH.sbrxjKOTopfM He OKasKBaeTCK

.3 cTpyKType ripn-WH wi;ifc^ef?-iec;(o?: cMepTHOcT/ a HecK£/rsjibHOM

.iepHjjie I MecTD sc^.kkcjo'i EpojuAS'-i^'-iwe a:-iDMaji.h-; /. ypo;j,c'iEo.-^9,C^.,

2 i/.ecTc--.';.TeneKTa3W ;.erKH,<.-£o,9^, 3 Mecrc- pG^i,c&bie ip. an-I7,3%.

-;?»^ HecoBepmeHKj: CMCTeMa oxpr»HK sAoposbH fl,eTCKoro HKceneH'/H

pecnyCjiMKM b ochobhom CBflsaHa c huskhm ypoBHCM pasBMTMfl v.aTepww!

BjifcHO-TexHHuecKoR CesH SApaBOoxpaHeraifl e cejibCKoR mccthocth.

I TftK MaTepMajibHo-TexKv.MecKfj^ daaa j^eHTpajibHbix paPoHHbix b onb-

f EJiKrTJ^e i'-^ifXTKOEbiX Co;ibKM!.i E CeribCKOi' MeCTKOCTH ocTaeTcr

upaflHe Hey;iOB;ieTBopM.TejibHo!^, hs 862 o5T>eKTOB s^paBOOxpaHeHUH
'^''',3fJ (662 o6T>eKTa) npeACTaBJiWDT cnlo^ npucnscodjiei-WKe sAaHiiH.

/ CpsAMXJi utniaAb aa I K«flKy acjmtpcncic « A*veicMx ova«J>owuix
' cocvMxxeT or 2,5 x^* 4 > m. npa fppHM 7-I(}kb,m*, JU e6a(«ro

'Uicsa. iieAiiUMiicKHx •C^vMtaos 24,5$ amsT fie<iiio« oT«u«IBitt, 66^

M8AcnQniCKHx o($««KT«» nawM ropjNero BOA*OMU$xaiaM' h shmt
crpsKisHoe i«j(aoBa(ix«iiai*. BeiM 70$ tfonuBot «• meoT jcaMum-

' sa!;K(ij.4rarp«JDi9oaamot MAOCHrndgiMDie kimot 53,0 i^«qmB9«H9«

' 3a aoea«AHiui roxii p«cny($«nc« ey^ecTBenllo cmotajiasfc

P«KAadiiocTb (piic.2). Mto Kacaercji npoAOJOtitTexbHCOTii xmshn

csBKpAH, TO OMa opsfuo CBJisaHa c He TojibKo c HeARKo-^iioxonniecRofl

s^aCxsKott, HO R MHonflXH cotpiaxbHO-nirHeiuntecKioui npo<5;ieMaMM

oxpaMU ^opoBbJt ceBep h. /

IIoKaaaTeAK npo/i,onuiTeflbHocTit cesepiiH orpaxeHU b pMC.3.
3a nocxoAiQui 30 lar nkpoAonaraabKocTb xttswi c«Bttpjn UM^VTaabKo

ovcTfter OT TaxoBtix no Pft« ^o OGso<5eHo KtcaaTca luuiomicjMaux uapoAOE
npcnuiBSB^iu b flxyrHR.

HA uJ^HUOimilM J|MIOrp«iBPI«CKOrO paSBNTHfl apOAHOCTVA e*BSBa*»
"*; BsriJiAt AonHA eoAtpsaTb ts TpeooBaAiQioTtpHe iwboxoan-
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."MO BunoxiiMTb fififi ocyB.ecTBJieHMii nep«xoAa k HiixeHCMBHOMy TH^y socn-

I poNSBOACTBa HacejieHMit:
1. QoBuaaiiMe cpejiHeR npoAOJOUtTexbHocTN

MBim itapoAHocTei) Gasepa.
2. CTadMUMsaqim BucoKoit poxaasmoctm.

I
3. CHMxeHS!* iuaA«iri«cKe(i cu«ptroctm.
4. CKn«HM« CMepTHOCTR B TpjTAOCnOCOdUOM B

•03pacT«,ocod«aiHO or aRsoreioau npHmiH
R B noouuoM aoapacre.

JUMorp«4>M^*CKaji noaiiTRKa recyA«pTOBa r perROHajthuaR A'Morpa^)*^

\
VBCKax nonTRKa b pafloHax nposRsaiiuR HapoAHocTeil Ceaapa AOJOuia

noHOMb peaHTb an Bpo6«atai.

MaAXx^fucKaji noMo^b MMoro«iHCjiaioiiai HapoASM oRaauaaarcR a ti-am

: dPB Ha 411 KoRay, 29 yqacTKoaMMR 6ojibiimaifii Ma 4b0 Koax, 5-d

apaMaOjwMR aiidyaaTopRRMt r 28 ftAQaioi r H, nepaABRSHuuR MaARURHCKRioi

OTp/».'; "KM ,

^ o(3^•^o MMCxa ytiacTKOBux 6oabHMu oKoao 60% aocrpoeHHux b ne-

pnoA 3U-bO roAU,Mue;}T a Hacroi^ae apekui ksroc ot 40^ ao ^00%, ace

3TM MeAy^pexASHRn HaxoAXTCi a iipMcnoco6asHHUx noMeqeHMflx.

Or<u{aM saCoaeBaeMocTt Bspocjioro HaceAeHvo! no o6paiiiaeMOCTM Ha lOOCW*

MacefleHM« 3a 199IroA cocTaajiReT 714,7. Ilo crpyKrype aadojieaaeiiocTM

BUCOK yAexbHu^ npocryAHUx aafioieaaHMfl, (SojteaHMfl aeHCKRx opraHoa-

29»0, ocxoxneHHfi 6epeiieKH0CTH r poAOB-18,9, dojiesHRH xaayAotwo-KHaeviHi
') TpaKTa.saCoaaaaHRR to^bk r xapRoa aydoa.DoKaaaTaxb iixaAeHMecKotl

CMcpTHociTR B 1990 poAy , cocTaaRi 45,0^.

<^H/?r(|iioxpaH««HR r pa^aRTRH sAopoabH HapoAoa PaciiydaRRH Caxa

(flRyTKii) saBRCBT OT peK8HRii MHomx KapARMajibHux npo6aoM:
- reH«TRMacKRe iipo6aaMu aAopoabR,
- oxpaNa aAopoBbR MarepR r pedeuxa,
• yaaxR^aHRe npoAOxcRtaabHocTM rrbhr r cHMxeHHe cuepTHocTR,
- OKpyxaamaa cpeAa R aAopoabe,
- aj^AnrauRii r ypOaMRaai^Ha: aciwKTu ariuPiacKRR r ncRxodRoaorR-

vecRRa» .^

- e^oitoniMecKRa r coMRajbMia phtim h aAopoabe HapoAoa flxyTRR,
- (f)R3RoaorH<iaexRa oco<JaHHocTR opraiwaMa ceaepaH,
- npeAdoaaaHb r nepaRMMaa aportauaRTRKa,
- pauROHaxbHoa nRTaiuia r aAopoaba caaepaH,
- HapoAHaii M0ANmuia h npedxciw oxpaHH sAopoBbii,
- f....6oaaBaeMocTb Maaoqacaaimux HapoAoa flayTini,
-

opo6aHHocTR R TcvaHRe o^apacnpocTpaHHewuix r cneuR(|»HqacKRx
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3a6e««Baiuiil y ceMpxH,
- wfijeRUMOHiiaii K HeNHifWRitMOHHaH narofonui b paAoHax HKyTMM,
> coBopatHCTBOBamie CMyndtt 9;^paBooxpaHeHiiH PecqydjuiKM Caxa (flxyTMii),

cpraKHaauHfl cnet^MajiMsnpoBaHHoR MAAKUMHCReH nouoaiM b pecoydjiiiKe,
- nj^rovoBKR KBApoB M»A*P<^($OTiuisoB B CTpaMB M 3apy6esoM,
" QiROHOMUsa SAOpOBbii M oprauHsauiui ajipaBooxpaHBHMii.

..-^^Mfi ipt^ntum sTHX npo6ji«M sApaBOOxpaKeiucii HaM Heo6xoAKifo AaJibuetl-

'R>te posBMTKe M«AMUHHCRofl HsyRN B PecoydxMKe Caxa (flKyrNit).

,' Mex^UHHCKan HayRa b pecnydxMRe npoAcraBJieHa ifjeAapaTiiBHo-BeAOUCTBeHH
'

huHU wajioMOdViUMU HaymwuH noApasABfleKMRim :

• HKyTCKMM (f)MXMajlOM HQO H (i)TM3M0nyjli>K0H0JI0rMH UoCROBCROPO UHCTHTyTa

ryfiepKyjieaa U3 P*.

-
.ILaciopaTopKBit MoptfioiyHRuaoKajibHux MccxeAOBaHMii MHCTHTyra uep,npo6jieu Ce

Bop« '.O Al« P*.

•• CeKTOpOM ueAMilMHCKOtt 3K0X0rMN ifflU CO PAH.

- UnfiMu^vcKnu coKTopoM UiicTMTyTa npoOxen MajoMMCxeHHux HapoAOB Gesepa

mil V>M r*M.

KpoMe Toro uaAMMXHCKtut uayRa npeACTaBxeaa HayMMM noTCHqiiajioM

; Myr)"X«MsdHoro (|)aKyxbTCTa HTY, paapadaTUBajoqHM B ochobhom npMRxaAHue

HayMts«e nonpocM.
Ho na-sa MajioMOotHOCTii MarepuajibHa-TexMMMecKoti 6aau, m CBHaaHHoro

.. iict^ cMaf)oro HayMHoro itoTOHUMajia sthx noApasAB'BHMti noAABpxxBaTb

paeHOirpasHue AO'rocpo«(MHfj HayuHue cbhsm c RpymoAiM ueHTpaMM crpaHu

» on pyfiexOM STM nOApaBA^'BHMR He B COCTORHMM. M STO RBNXOCb npH^MHOtt

Toro, MTo TeppMTopan pecny6xRRM a^bho yxe cxyxRT ties Raxott-xMdo

(vtAnvH AJI1 pecny6jnRaHcxoro BApaBooxpaHOHMH cupbeBoR HayvMoft 6a»oR

r.^-f^ APyr'HX HayMKUX HBAHmiKCRNX RHCTMTyTOB CTpaHU.
dro sacTajiMJio pyROBOACTBo pecnydniRM npiiHHTb peaeHN* IIpeaKAeHTa

IV:cnycfaMKM Caxa (flRyTNJi) cosAaTb Ha (5ase btmx noApa3A«<BiUiR Hai^NO^

I'.flJibKUR MHCTKTyr BAOpOBbn HapOAOB flKyTMM.
B KayecTBe ochobhux HajTMUix HanpaBjitHMtt c yqerou npHopNTBTHocTM

•H pec^yCixMKaMCRoro BA^^oBooxpaHeHHii padoqafl romxccmii no opraHMsa-
,:;(• MucTHTyra irpeAxaraeT oiqMAenTb caaAyx^MM HaynHue HanpaBxeHjm
(pRe.3):

!•, 3kojorvt«CRiie iipo<5a«Mu MeA"M"Hy.
Z, dRoxorxtBCRan naToxoniii Ty(f«fRyji«sa*

3,; EMoiorMR BanincRoro 3Hi;«|ajieioitjiHT«.

4. dROHeHMRa BABIMBbll M parHOHaibHOFO SApBLBOOXpaHeHMJI.
5, UapoAHM iieAKi(MHa uapoAoi fli^niM,
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STATEMENT OF DR. SVEN EBBESON, INSTITUTE OF MARINE
SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA FAIRBANKS, AND
CODIRECTOR, ALASKAN-SIBERIAN MEDICAL RESEARCH
PROGRAM
Dr. Ebbeson. I'm the Co-Director of the Alaska-Siberia Medical

Research Program. And my counterpart in Russia is my neighbor
here, Academician Trufakin. And he will comment

Senator Murkowski. You are going to have to speak right into

the microphones. I don't want anybody in the back row to be sleep-

ing back there.

Dr. Ebberson. Concerns about alleged extensive pollution of ra-

dioactive substances in Siberia has led Dr. Trufakin and me to look

into the matter as it relates to human heedth. We have obtained
some prelimingiry information through a number of sources, espe-

cially the Minister of Health in Yakutia, Dr. Boris Yegerov. Within
Siberia are nmnerous regions with levels of radiation dangerous to

man and that within these regions increases in certain cancers and
malformation of newborn have been observed during the last 20

years. For example, in one contaminated region, deaths from can-

cer in children have increased 18 times in the last 10 years. As an

example of some of the available data that we are presenting to the

Committee, we have learned that certain rivers such as Yenisey
River contain such radioactive pollutants as plutonium, tritium, ce-

sium-137 below a certain reactor plant, and that fish in this river

contain such radionuclides as phosphorous-32, zinc-65, cesium-137,
and closest to the plant, just below the plant, sodium-24. Such con-

taminated fish have been found along the entire length of the 1,000
mile river. Contaminated fish are consumed by the local popu-
lation, apparently because they don't know it's contaminated.
As to such pollution entering the food chain in the Arctic Ocean

and the Bering Sea, we have no data nor are we in the position
to predict such pollution at this time. We have obtained some spe-
cific data about location of some radioactive sources and quantities
in a few regions of Siberia and data on the apparent correlation

with increased health problems. These details are part of the report
to this Committee. We must stress one, that we cannot say if we're

dealing with a cause and effect, and two, that the data must be re-

garded as prehminEiry only. We have very httle information in rela-

tion to the enormity of the problem.
There is no doubt that the health officials in Siberia are con-

cerned about what appears to them as a serious health problem.
Much additional data have to be collected before the extent of the
hazard can be determined and what populations are at risk.

The University of Alaska already directs an active health re-

search program in cooperation with the Russian Academy of Medi-
cal Science. A successful relationship has been enjoyed by the Alas-
ka-Siberia Medical Research Program since 1988, when it was ini-

tiated by Dr. O'Dowd and Dr. Ted Mala. The major foci of the pro-

gram have been the investigation of lifestyle £ind nutritional factors

and their impact on diabetes and heart disease in native popu-
lations in Siberia and Alaska; seasonal depression, alcohol, cold ad-

aptation. We have also some epidemiological and cancer studies un-

derway. The current program enUsts expertise from elsewhere in

the United States.
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In view of the success of this program, the University of Alaska
and the Russian Academy of Medical Science, as partners, are in

a unique position to direct further human health investigation in

the region and, in particular, assess the health effects of additional

radiation burden. The capability to conduct baseline clinical assess-

ments and periodic medical surveillance of populations at risk as

well as assessment of food sources already exist within the pro-

gram, where we would hope that other agencies would also become

partners in our task.

Considering the similar potential threats of pollutants to both
the Siberian and Alaskan populations, it is clear that a collabo-

rative program would be most effective and should be built on the
foundation of the already existing Alaska-Siberian Medical Re-
search Progrsun. The program should include one, defining the po-
tential hazards to the human population; two, clarifying which pop-
ulations are at risk; three, the generation of epidemiological base-

lines, using common methodologies; four, the generation strategies;
and five, the development of long-term surveillance of the human
populations.
Both the Academy of Medical Science and the Ministry of Health

in Yakutia have asked for our help in health-related research as

they do not have the resources to do this subject justice at this

time. We in Alaska are eager to help, provided we have the nec-

essary resources.

My counterpart to the left; here is Valery Trufakin, President of

the Siberian Brginch of the Russian Academy of Medical Science
and Vice President of the National Academy. He has under his

wing some 30 research institutes similar to our NIH spread out
from the Urals to the Bering Sea. And he will provide a short syn-

opsis of the situation as he sees it. Aft«r that we'll be glad to an-
swer any questions you may have.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Murkowski. Thank you very much. Dr. Ebbeson. I

might add that you concluded your remarks in seven minutes. So
I think the quality speaks for itself.

Our next paneUst is Academicism Valery Tnifakin, Vice Presi-

dent of the Russian Academy of Medical Science sind Chairman of

the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Medical Science.

We welcome you as our Russian guest and look forward to your
input on the panel. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. VALERY TRUFAKIN, PRESIDENT, RUSSIAN
ACADEMY OF MEDICAL SCIENCE, SIBERIAN BRANCH, AND
CODIRECTOR, ALASKAN-SIBERIAN MEDICAL RESEARCH
PROGRAM
Dr. Trufakin (through interpreter). First of all, I would like to

thank Senator Murkowski for the invitation to come here and for

the opportxuiity to make a short presentation during this important
hearing. The Director of the Alaska-Siberian Scientific Medical Pro-

gram has got all necessary data about the present-day situation of
the radiation in Russia, and other members of the committee will

have an opportunity to study them.
In my short presentation I would like to comment upon some

facts. Evaluating the radioactive situation in Siberia, I should say
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that it is quite normal and it is in their standgtrds but alongside
the data that was—but at the same time the results of their sci-

entific research show that the radioactive pollution of air, water
and soil, fish and animals in some places in Siberia was quite sig-
nificant.

There are several reasons for that radioactive pollution. Thus, for

example, the first reason is the nature of gamma radiation due to

the open deposits of ancient crystals and radioactive minerals and
usage of radon and other natural construction materials. The sec-

ond reason is a global radioactive pollution because of the nuclear

weapons on Novaya Zemlya and in Semipalatinsk, in China, and
after the nuclear explosion in Chernobyl nuclear power station.

The third reason is technical radioactive pollution as a result of

radioisotopes used in medicine, extraction of the radioactive mate-

rials, geological exploration in Noralt (ph), gold and tin extraction,

underground nuclear explosions in Yakutsk Republic, and during
the period of 1974 to 1987 12 underground nuclear explosions were
made on the territorial republic. The fourth and the last reason is

dangerous radioactive technology, like automatic meteorological
stations working on the basis of isotopes and some industrial enter-

prises in Novosibirsk, Krasnoyarsk, Tomsk.
The analysis indicating the rates of people's death was made in

some regions of Siberia. The people's deaths of cancer, thyroid toxi-

cosis, infant death are important indicators of the increasing eco-

logical pollution on the territory. I would like to give you several

examples.
Chukotka. Cancer takes the second place among the reasons of

the people's death on the territory of this region. In 1970 10.3 per-
cent of death were caused by cancer, and in 1988 the percentage
increased and it was 26,9 percent. Infant death, because of the can-

cer, is two times higher among the native population. Especially
high is the level of death because of Ivmg cancer.
The City of Tomsk. The level of cancer was increased by 2.5

times from 1976. And scientific research made in space showed
that the highest level of oncological disease occur in their industrial

regions with the highest level of pollution.
In Magadan the level of their air pollution increased by 2.5 times

and their oncological diseases increased for the last 10 years by
42.4 percent and death caused by the cancer increased by 73 per-
cent.

The Region of Altay. For the last 40 years the level of the

oncological diseases increased by five times and the level of their

lung cancer increased by 50 times. The people's death increased by
seven times and the infant death, because of the cancer, increased

by 18 times.
Thus although the analysis of the reasons of all diseases shows

the bad ecological situation, we can speak about the leading role

of the radiation as the main cause of the oncological diseases.
There £ire some other reasons, like significant pollution of air and

water, the change in the food, bacterial situation. That's why I

think it is very important to make a joint detailed scientific re-

search of the whole complex of the problems, including the influ-

ence of the radioactive situation in Siberia on the health of its pop-
ulation. And it is better to do within the fi*ames of the existing
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Alaska-Siberian Scientific Medical Program. It is important to do
because due to the breakdown of the former Soviet Union, the eco-

logical situation is changing now, and intensive development of the

industry and exploration of the Siberian deposits is taking place
right now. But it should be done with new technologies and new
scientific achievements, taking into consideration slow process of

nature's regeneration. And this bad ecological situation is the north
of my country could be spread over other northern countries.

It is necessary to make ecological, demographic and other maps
of the regions and it is necessary to have monitors for this pro-

gram, for the fulfillment of this program. It is necessary to study
the animals and fish in the regions that have high level of pollution
because usually the food products are made of fish and animals.
Now more and more joint ventures are being established in my
country and they deal with the geological exploration of the natural

deposits, so that's why it is necessary to know the situation in soil,

water. And it is very important to solve the problem of barring of
the radioactive tailings and to know about its influence on the soil.

I would like to add that this work has been started three years
ago but we need your help. And I think these problems are so im-

portant that they could be solved only by the joint efforts, by the
efforts of all countries. And thank you for your attention.
Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you very much, Dr. Trufakin, and

we thank your interpreter, and I'm sure that your comments fell

on very receptive ears. Your figures were certainly startling and I

think told a story relative to the impact on the health of the areas
affected. And it's of grave concern. Thank you.

[The materials provided by Dr. Trufakin follows:]
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rUCTHHKAM KOHffiBPMlM

"PAJTHOAKTHBHAfl H 3K0JI0rHME'CKAfl yrP03A CUIA M APKTHKB OT

nPOMOfl JIEKTEJItHOCTM CCCP B STOM PBIHOHE"

FasAfijuu} oCecnoKoeEHOCTL CoeAHHeRHUx IUtstob AMepnxR so iio3o~

jsy CJIOXHOfi 9V,OJlOTWiQGKOp, OdCTaHOBKH B pflJte paROHOB ApKTBKIl B

QOHBMaJi aKT7ani>H007£ ASHHOit npoCJteMU, c^uTas 0u ae^ecoodpesKuvi

npoaivliopMiipaBaTB yMaoTHUKOB Kou(j[)epeHUHB o Kamsfl oi;eHKe cootohhhh

H upaMBH pasHOdKT^BKoro sarpHSHaHUA apxTRMeoxiax Mopefl, a TaKxe

napcnexTBB MexnpaBiiTeJiiiCTBeHHoro BsazMOAeftcTsa;! no pemeHHS) 3ro-

jioriHecicax Qpo^eM pemoHa.
AHajiBS nocjie;iHax saHHux, nojiyHeHHux ua jtpett^ixiefi craHnaa

cn-27 B B xofle peJtca ;i8X0K0Jia "Otto fflMKUT**, noicaauBaeT, ^o cpeji-

Hue KOimeHTpamiu ue3HH-I37 3 soAax apxTH'^iecxoro t^cceftHa cocTaa-

junoT 3-13 (Jk/kb.m, ctpohuha-SO - 5-9 cJk/kb.m. P&flHoaicTMBHoe 3ar

rpfl3KeBBe apKTinecKBX Mopefl odyonoEneHo b nepsyi) o^epejpt rjio(3ajii>-

HUNB pasaoaKTBBmiMa BunajteHiuiMH h nepeHooom MopoKima TeneKBiiMa

uCpuuoB u pbi4i^oxaMUMuuK>ix 3ttB0A0B AKPJiaB (C«JUia(|iHJi&n) a ApaRmni

(JiH At). NlaKcaiMaJiBHue ypoBHH sarpASHeHiui qe3B6M-I37 boai nocTy-

naxniBX b EapeisxeBO Mope c MopcxBM Te^eHaeu, AOCTaraBsr 30 (3k/xb.m,

TITO B 6 pas npeBumaeT ypoBGHi> sarpHsaeHBi! CeBepuoft ATJiairraKfl or

r;io6ajiLHUz BunaAenaft. Bjia;iRae cdpocos Anrjuia a ^waa Ha paAHO-

aKTHBHoe sarpflSHeiiae apKranecKax Mopelt noATsapsuiaeTCJi cxoaotbom

cooTasa pasaoHyKABsoB b Mopcxot) aoie b cdpocax.

no peaQTA&TaTaM padoT poccaltcKO-HopBexcxoit rpyimu dRcneproB

no npodAeMaM paAaoaKTaBHoro sarpflsHeHBfl BapeHiieBa a Rapoxoro Mopetl,

coaABHHOll B 0BH3B c aMenqaMiiai nyO^micauaAMB saxopaHaHBJix paABO-

axTaBRux OTXOAOB duBnuDi CCCP B 3TBX MopHx. HopBsxcRaiia cneoaa-

ABCTaMB npeACTasjieHU anaJiora'TOiie ASKHue sanaiiHaa cdpocoB AHPAaa

a ffipajoxfla. JlflU oueKxa ypcBHslt paAaoamBBHoro sarpHSHeHBK ZapeHue-
38 a Kapoxoro Mopafi, b tom ^acjie b peayjuvaTe npe^nojiaraeMoro

saxopoHeHBA paAaoaxriiBHUx otxoaob duBiuiiM CCGF, nosroroBjieHa cob-

MecTHaa pocoattcxo-HopBezcKaH dKcnesaiuui. B paOore arolt axcneflBiqia

luiaHBpyeTOii y^acTae apeACTasBTejiA MAIATd.
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2.

IIpej^apBTejiBRue Marepuajiu aKcnesBUza anaiapyeicfi npes.cTa^mh

Ha npeAOTOHmeu sace^airaa ;ioHAOHCKoi! KOKBeKiuta no saMnBHi7.
HoBue AaHHue b sonojiHeK'<ie ic BMeumHNCA no3Bo;:>iT odt>eKTaBHo

oueHHTi CBTyaiiHK) c paflHoaKTHDHyw 3arpfl3HeHneM apjcTH^ecKoro

(JacceftHa, b tom KHCJie c tomkh spenafl TeMaTBKa KOH^epeHiXHH a

teltpdeHxc6.

E U8JIHX oueHKM xHWHHecKoro sarpflSHeHM norpaHn^niHx paftoHOB

PoccHM w CIDA coaaaHB iiBycTopoHimfl nay^Han nporpaMwa EEFIIAK, b

paMKax xoTopoft pa3 b 3-4 roaa EpoBoasTCfl coBwecTHHe KOMnjieKcme

rimpoJiora^ecKHa , rnnpoxjiMHMecKHa m mjipodHOLiora^acKae HccjieaoBa-

HIW B 'lyKOTCKOM 2 EepHHrOBOM MOpflX. JlaHKHB STHX SKCneflHUHlt, a

TaKxe saHBUfl peryjiflpnux Hac^mseHBJt cjiyxdu MOKSTcpHHra Pockom-

riu^oMeTa noicasuBaioT, ^to 3tii viop^i othocjitca x $ohobum paSoKaM

MBpoBoro oxeaKa, me OTcyTCTByex npnMoe BosseftcTsae aHtponorenHHx
uOTo^nniKOB sarpflsaeHsw, QnHaKo Boapocmaii a nocJienHua rojis xo-

saltcTBeHEaJ! seflTejiz>H00TL B apKTM^eoROM paraoHet a Taxxe x&JunzA

aTMOC(})epHiri! nepeHoc. npHaeji^ k yEejiBHeKBn ROHUieiiTpauHit KexoTopux

aarpssiWBDiHx senecTB b 3tom pafloHe. 3ro oTKOcaTW b nepsyx) one-

peflL K ncyiaapoMaTH^ecKflM yrjiesoaopojiaM, b ^acTHocTU, - fieHs(a)-

oapeHy, CoaapaaHiie ero cocTaBJineT no 54-185 ht/ji, npH'^ew HaafiojiB-

niHe KOHii8HTpa«0H 3a(j^capoBaHK y fieperoB AaflCKH, o-sa CB.JIaBpe-

HSM (QUA) a B EepBHTOBOM npojiHse. 3to aemecTso ocJHapyxaBaeTcA

Tawce B aoHHHx 0TJI0X8H1WX Ji luaHKTOHHux opraHasMflx.

TcTaHOBJieHo xaKse, ^?ro KOHueHrpaaaa laxBjmx MefajuoB hbxo-

flflTM Ha $0H0BOM ypoBHe a as npesuaiaDT necxojiiKHX sr/n, coBepoRa-

Kae nojiaxzopapoBaHHUx da^eHUJioB ae npeBiaoaor I ht/ji. EaoTa?ecxaa

KOMnoaeHTU ''lyxoTCKoro a BepauroBa uopefi b pafloae AJi;!CRa HaxoAHTCA

B d;iaronoji7<iRM oooTOflaaa, boau xapaxrepasycTC^ xax ^acTHe ajia
'

cuadosarpaaHeHHHe. T^ntuBaa, ontiaKo, ^o nojifipKuo 3KOoaoTe»du odJza-

sacT Hasxott caMOBOccTaHOBaTejii>Hoii cnooo^HooTZOi a Taxxe TeKAemiaed
R ycaaeHBD ampoDoreHHoa Harpy 3xa Ha apxia^acicai! peraoK, moxbo

oxanaTB npoiiBneHBfl KaxejiaT8;ii>Hux axanoraHecKHZ nocjiescTBalt b 3tbx

MOpfOC.
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3.

B 3Toft 0M3H PaooHfl 6ujta 6u KpaflHe 3aiiHTepecoBaHa b corpyj-
HH^eoTBe c CoejtHHeHHHMH UlTBTaMH B oCJiBCTii MOHHTopHHTa OKyjtasmA
cpeaii B ApKTHKe .nax na MycTopoHHeft ocHoae, laK h b paiDcax mhopo-
CTopoHHero corpyflHirqecTBa npuapRXH^ecxax rooysapcTB, b ^othocth,
no "UporpaMwe apKTHMecKoro MOHHTopaHra a ouemcH" (AMAH),

Ito Harnett ouemce, aaHHa^ KOH$epeHiiH^ worjia 6u >ibhti>oh nepBHM
maroM b Ha.wixHBaHHH mapoKoro npaicTH^ecKoro flsycTopoHHero coTpya-
HHHecTBa B 3T0tt aKTyaxBHoft c^epe.

nojiBayaci Gny^aew, xo^y noxejiatB y^cTHmtaM X0H$epeHiU!H ycneni'
HOtt a lUIOSOTBOpHOS padOTu.

C yBa:ReHaeM,

ts,

BjcajsauBp U.JCfVM

nocoji Foooa B CniA

TOTAL P. 04
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f'puttMA>»^ p^t#-<i-<***v<j yt/citcrt*^

Odaop npoOjiew paOTaUHOHHofl deaonacHocTH
HaceJieHHH na TepppiTopHH flKyTCKofl-Caxa CCP

;:![^>-

j

Heo(3xoOTMo qexKO h ojmosua^mo npe;ioTaBJi>rri>, ito oohobhoA

BKJiafl fl ;i03y, nOJiyHaeMyio qejioDeKcr^ or TexHoreHHHx hctoikhkob

IpaOTauHB, BHOca? Me;umHHa. JIojih tojibko oflSopasoBoro iunooporpa-

i^raecKoro ocJcJieflosaHnH b ro;i cocTaBJiaeT 2/3 rojiOBoS JiyqeBoft

HarpysKH Ha qejioeeKa. llpociJief.ta jieSuT na noBepxHOCTH - noroJioBHoe

IciicTeiaTiiHecKoe ripHK:/junTeJi3Hoe ocinj/^eHHe Bcero nacejieHHH Ha

npOTHvlBHHH nOCviej!3?I!X H9CHTHJieTHii, XOTH H E C00TB9TCTBI!a C HOjJf.-ia-

'.m:.' pajjiauHomioL cie3on3CHocTH,n jrecHTKii noKOJieHHfl npejiKoi rjiBuiiix

njjii' :r.:3Kai acTocTseKHai wCHg pajxaauHu. ;•

i. UpiipojijiHe uOToqin.'Kii paOTsmiH.

I.I. KcTGCTBeHHyii gO" rar-wa -
nsJiy^ieKHfl.

Oc'toBHan TeppoTopHH pecnydjiKK3 xapaKiepiiayeTCfl HH3K»iiH

C;;o 2u f.tK ?/q) 3Haq8KKH.!ii ecTecTBeiiHoro cjona raf/wa-HSJiyqeHHH.

Ho B oTTOJiBHtix naiioHax, na njiomaj^HX Buxofla na flHOBHyio noaepx-

:-iccTb nopo;i jttpaBEerQ KpiiCTajuinqecKoro ^yH^efJieHxa HSBepaeHHHx

KucjiHX nopo;i, ocTecTBOHHiiii (^qh raMr.ia-nsJiyqeHHfl paseH 30-60 im P/

AOCTDraa aaaieHiJii 80-100 11 dojiee mk P/i na flocTaioqHO odumpHux

zjiovaajuix, coctssjikI'Uhux 3 cytme TUcn^H KBaflpaTHHx KHJia/ieipoB

viJSnaji flKyTa£, OjieHei;cK::;;, i/cTB-HHCKHii pavioHu, BocTO'iiiaH /Ii-:yr.i,i)

3 i9SI ro;c/ iiansTo cccTaBJieiiEe KapTUyecTecTBeHHoro yona

::acuiT3(33 1'.2oul,l;0o. GTO:::.iocTb pacJoT 70 T.p. , BunoJiKeno na 20T.p.

3 i91/2r. hgooxcaij.ic ^raOoTJ aaBepuiUTb.
'

JL.2* jJHjio^i lia iios2p.MHocTb pa;3ioai<TiiflHiix pya.

iipii nciicKux locTcpr'.iiteiiHii ypana BtWBJieno (3oJie.e i5 tuc.

^a;r.icrieTpi:»reciw;x a:iciia/i.;i;, .i3 mix iia noBopxHOCTii
- dojioe io tiic.
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ij TW quc;io iiocKOJiBKO ootbh aiiavtajmii h pyaonpoHBJieHHfl o hhtsh-

iooTMO OT 2(JO-5dO ;io 1500 mk P/i. B oohobhcm 3T0 JioKaji&Hue

5KTU,, HO menrofl lUiomaffHUd so nepsHx khjicmotpob h npoTHKeH-

iia AQCflTKH KMOMerpoB B TeKTOHHiecKHX 30Hax H njiacrax oca-

;ioAta nopofl. Pa«HoaKTHBHOcTb CBHsaHa He tojibko o pyaawH co<3ct-

BeHio ypana u lopiifl.HO aaqacTyio conpoBoayotaeT pe;3<o3eMe;iBHyio,

^jKmexaJihtQ/K, aiiaiHTOByr) h wyrae thiih MBHepajiasauHH. B jnodcM

oJiyUe cJieflyeT yquTHBaiB He tojibko pawioaKTHBHooTB, ho h suxom

Ha hoaepxHooTB ypana
- Jierao MHrpHpynmero h b^ooko TOKonqnoroi . .

HeoJxojUMO noflqepKHyiB, qio, xom mu paonojiaraeM HH$ojMau0efl o

aeotonoJioxeHHH h xapaKiepHOTHKax bthx otfteKTOB, o ToqKH speaHS

3KOttorHi! Bonpoo HO Hsyqen (b KOHKpeTHHx ojiyqaax
- ph(Jh b peKe

, 3BepL cTapaeicfl otfofira ciopoHofl, peKa, b bgpxobbhx Koropofl

ypaaoBoe pyflonpoHBJieHne , moe9T HasuBaTBoa OflyH-KoejiB) .

1.3. Pa;ioH.

CorJiacHO ouenne Haymoro KCMHTGTa no fleficTBUio aiaviHoii pawia-

uan' OOH paflOH BweoTe oo oboimh jioqepnaviH npowKTawH r,a;iHoaKTHB-

Horo paonafla oTBeTCTBeneH npHviepno sa 3/4 roflOBovi vnmsBTSffsajihuo?,.

3cj$eKTnBHoi} fl03u odjiyqeHHfl, nojiyqaeMoa HaceJIeHH0^.t ot sbmhhx hc-

TpqHHKOB pafljiauHB, B pecnyC)JirfKe"*1coHueHTpaiiBH pa^iona b naiemomiHX

paH|90 fill >ap0B0JXH.lH0B.

Pe3y«bTaTH uaMepeHua BHnojmeHHUx b n.SapeqHiiii AjmancKoro

jjaiijona
b I99I vojoj b khjihx h oouHajiBHo-dHTOBux ncMememiflx iioKa-

3ajip 3naqeHHJi npeBumawiuHe flonycTWiue na nopnjioK a Bume. IIpaKTii-

qocKK, Ha cero;iiiHUKHM jtieuB aro e^mHCTBeHKan HH^oriAaHea no pa;ioHy.

ilpo<3jief.ta aaKjnoqaeTOfl b oTcyroTBRH oTeqeoTBeHHcll annajaxynu

(BnnycK qyBCTBHTe.iBHiix npudopoB njianupyeTCH b 1992 ro;iy, cto:;-

Mocli'b U-iUT.p. , iiGOCJxo;;B.to 5-iC npiidppoB).
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1.4.
, CTycaTeJiBHue MaT(9j?iiajiu.

UinpcKoe npiMOHGHEO cTpoiiTeJiBHoii iiiiflycTniiefi b Kte-jiofi-HKyTHH

mediiH rpaiiiiTOB bspohtho y^cs npuBQJio k Hajmqiiio sciijihx u npoiiSBOjtCT-

Bemiux na.iGiiiQHiiii c bijcokhnih ypoBiiflMH paOToaKTKBiiocTH. H xCth b

nocJie;[CHHe ro;u:; .-.iHorHe npejinpnflTHH cTpott-iaTepnajiOB, no i<paidHe3

Mepe B UeHxpajiBHoii flKyTUH, npoBOA«T paflBamJoioio-rKrHemiqecKyio

oneHKy KBK cuptH, laK H roTOBOJi npoAyKitHH, npodjieMa rpedyer

Kap;ijiHaJiLHoro pemeHHS - coajwHHH b pecnydjmKe cneiCHajmsHpoBaHHOH

jiacJopaTopHH,
^

.

2. rjio6ajiBHHe BHnaflH pawsoaKTHBHOOTH.

B KOHue 50-x Haia.f.e 60-x ro.noB na Boefl tgpphtophh HKyTHH

npH paflHCMeipHHecKHx noHOKax Ha ypan reo$H3HKaMH $0KOHpoBaJi0oi>

i aHOViaJIHH HaB0fl9HHOfl paffHOaKTHBHOOra, OcO<5eHHO BHC0KH9 3Ha^eHHH,

'

npeBtraiaKmne 1000 mk P/», ycTaHaBJiHBajmcB b ceBapHHx pawoHax

i
BjioJiL notfepQKLH. U^ejiH MecTo ruioinaflHHe sarpHSHeHHA (xJdihphhx

TeppHTopafl. B nocJi9;iy©m0e vojjh h ao HaoroHmero BpeweHji cnerijaajiB-

Ho 'arm. BonpoucM opraHBsaKBH peonydJiZKH He saHSMajoioi). H xota

ocHOBHan pa^iBoaRTHBHOcTB o(5yojiiaBjaifiajiaoL KopoTKoxusyniaAB pa^oio-

B^Ejajjmi^t OTensHL sarpssHeHHOOTB .oesepHux naoTdmii cxpoHEQieM

- 90 B i^SBSM - 137 B HaoTOiSKee BpeMH ne nsy^ena. «:

3. TexHoreHHoa aarpflSHeHze TeppHTopHH paAHOHyKjmAaMB.

3.1. Jlo(5uqa paflHoaKTHBHUx MHHepajioB.

B KOHue 40-x Haiajie 50-x toaob npoBOOTJiHCL pa3Be;c[0TOue h

oKcnjiyataifflOHHiie padoxH na paOToaKTUBHwe ajiewenTH b Kknofi flnyTHH

(BacHJiBeBKa) MOHauHTa h3 poocHnei} h b Mcmckom paKone (CyryncKHi!
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j?d3Be;i.pafloH JfejiLOTpoH) ypaHOBux pya.
v.- 1> ,

'

.^,; npejOHPHHTHK dWIH JmKBBAHpOBaiCJ : nspBOG 33 HOHaAOdHOOTBD,

• BTopoe H3-5a dBjmooTus pyfl. TeM h9 Menee Ha 3thx odteKiax npose-
'

jikiio aKTHBHoe Bt^emaTejiBCTBO b He;ipa:- na BaonjiBeBKe n cefiqac

HMewTCH oTBaJiu pa,mioaKTHBHoro odoyameHHoro npa/iasKoi} Maxepaajia,

CyryHCKHii paaBe^rpafiOH odcJiejioBaH b I99I rojiy, nocKOJiBKy BtisuBaJia

Tj,)9Bory HacejieHBH bosmobchoctb cHoca oisajioB ropnux BupacJoioK

K.no^niojxiiat cK.ncHOB hb miaTo YjiaxaH - HHorafi.

3.2. reojroro-pasB'eAoqHue padoiu Ha ypan.

B pesyjiBiaTe npoBejiaHHfl b reqeHHe 25 Jiet reanoropasBejxoi-

Hux padoT B tCtooi} HKytHH napeA HaMB BCTaJia npodJieMa pa^BoaKTHB-

Hbx (py;mux) oxBajioB, conpoBoxAaraoHx THseJiue ropHue BupadoTKB.

OpraHHsauBH iipcBo;iuBmafl bth padoTU JoiKBHABpoBaHa , ee hoobjirii

UQpemai wycoA BBACMCTBaM. H eojra ^onpocu jniKBBAamiH pa^BoaKTHB-

uoro sarpHSHeHBH b nooejcKax xeximqecBB u npaKTB^eoKB ceS^ac

pemarorcH, to npocijiewa oxBaJiOB Tpedyei oepBesHoro nojiicoaa. Pea;iB-

HUM aKcnepTCM c npoexTaHxcM apdAcraBJUiaTOH fiKHUHnpoMTexHOJiorBii

MuHara^aHepronpa^a, ocTaeTCJi onpeAejraxB kto 3aKa3<mK.

3.3. Aoda^ sojiOTa b ojioBa.

lIpB B3BJie<teHBB 30110X8 B ojiosa B3 pooounHux MecToposuteHBfi

npOHCXOAHT BSBJieqeHBG B OdoraiIl9HBe XHKeJUlX MBHepaJIOB, B XCM tlHCJie

II pajHO^KTBBHHX. OjIOBHHHUfl KOHUGHTpaT JlOOTMraeX B OXflOJIBHliX

cJiyiaHX paAHoaKTBBHOoxH jio 2000-3000 mk P/t, (KOHxefiHep), npu

BSBJieqeiiHH aojiora dea af-iaJiBuaMauHB -
iiBMarHKiHafl g[jpaKimH uuiHxa

7000-10000 mkPA (nojiydoqKa).

lia Kyjiape c nenaux Jiex aKcnjiyaxaiBiB pa;moaKXHBHuiJ pe^woaaieji

HUii Miiiiepaji KyjmpuT yxo^BX b oxbbju.
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.3.4..: HojiseMiiiio Miipiiue njiepHHe BspuBU,

C 1974 no 1987 von na TeppnTopHH p9cny(5;mKH npoBefleno 12

anepHUX BspuBOB: B wInpHKiiciJO/i pa fl 0119 - 9 H no ojmoAy B ByjiyH-

cKa.i, B-BHJDo-JicKa.i ii KodflticKo.i pauoHax. Jtoa h3 hhx conpoBdFjiajmc

BUC5poca^IH paji0OHyKJin;iOB: dJiHSKonosepxHOCTHUfi c ugjibk) cTpoHTejiB-

iCTBa ji^.i6u xBocTOxpaHHJiEma B 2-5 km ot n.yjiaqHHH k aBapufiHufi

'npH rJiy(5HHHCM ceiicf.iHiecKCM soHjmpoBaHHH b 39 kvi ot n.Aiixaji. B

10601SX cJiyiaflx H90(5xo;imH peKyjiBTHBaujioHHug pa<3oTH, b noc;i9AHeM-

H90(5XOflmOOTB npOCJI9OTTI) GJIQJI paOTOBKTHBHOrO odjiBKa.

j

Ha ooTajiBHHX o(5i>9kt^x bsphbob npoSgcTH ;ii9TajiBHH9 paOTCM9r-

'

paqgcKHe HadJixwQHHH na k9otko6 toi!oo9th ugjiBD o(3eonei8HHfl

KOHTpOJIH ia pa«HaU0OHHOfi odCiaHOBKOfl BO BP9M8HH, 0praHH30BaTB

: MbHHTOpHHrOBHG Ha(5jn0fl9HBfl.

B pafloHax nposejiSHBA hasphhx sspuBOB npoBeoTB MejmKo-vene-

;
raqeoKoe odcJiofl;oBaHH9 KaoejieEza,

]
, 4. PailHWlDiHOHHO-OnaCHHG T9XH0JI0rHH H H0T01HHKH

HOHBsupyQimix B3Jiy<i9mifi

Ho cocTOflHHD Ha 01.07. I99Ir. 198 np9WipHflTHa Ha 405 odtgH-

TaX HCnOJIBSyKrC 3083 HOTO'IKHKa HOHHSHpyraimx HSJiyiGHUfl, B TCM

!
^raojw 2503 TOOTonHHx. Sjigcb nrapoicHfl onaKip npodJi9M Tooropigxr-

Haflsopa H TocoaHHajlsopa. Cp9j[H Bcaro pasHoodpasHH hcto^khkob

BHjiejiflDTOH PHrSlH ("aicMHug daTopeH") Tn^^pcMGTa, odeonGTOBaBnjH

padOTy -aBTCMaTHIGCKHX M9TOOCTaHI(0fl H MaflKOB. 3th npHdopH IW9I0T

sapflyijcy ;io lOOOOO Xh, pasdpocaHH no no<59p9«BK) oKaana, b ;t9JiBTa

P9K,Ha OOTpOBBX,- HX KOJIH'iaCTBO HOOTCJIHGTCH MHOr»lH fl8CHTKaMH.

BnapGOT nep9fl HawH 'l»4ajiaH sneprGTHKa" MaHaTCMaHepronpoMa

CO cBOHfyiH caMop9ryjnipyoMLMH H9 0(3cJiysajBa9f4U'yiH araaHtr.iw re^Mo-
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aJteKxpeqecKAiH ovBKmaAE (HC AT96 "EjieHa"). 7bb Ha oTajoiH npopa-

doTKB TexHH^ieoKoro sajoaHUH HyiKHa KsajmgBmipoBaHHaA HeaasHOHMaH
I

aKcnepTHsa, nocKaiBKy caMPiM TexHHiecKiiM sa^aHneM oroBapHBaeicH,

'qTcj nocryruieHHe npn Hop-iaJitHofl sKcii'iyaTauHn pa^HoaKTHBHax npo-
I

jx^tiTOB B oxJia«flaiomyD Bo;i;y, rpyHToaue sojm h b soa^iyuniyK) cpejc/

;toiaHH cooTBeicTBOBaTB TpedosaHHairt HPB 76/87.

5. HooTynJieHiie paOTOHyKjnijlOB c npo^iyKTaMH uHTaHHa.
.1

' '

yqHTHBafl MaoraradH h MHoroKanaJiBHOoTB nocTyn;i9HHa b peonyd-

jiBify npojioBOttLOTBHH, uiHpoijioro' yiaoTHH qacTHHx KCMMepqeoKHx oipyK-

Typ, odocTpneTOH npodjieMa kohtpojih sa pajuioaK^riaBHocTBD npojq^TOB

imTaHBH. Peme;iBe npodjioMu b paonpocTpaHeHEH dHTOBUx msMxaro-

po^ BSJiyqeHBA b AOSiMeTpoB opa^B HacejieHHH.

* CyqeoTByeT em$ pas npodJisM kbk, KanpiMep, HecaHKmioHBpoBaH-

H09 aooTynjieHHeYSarpflSHeHHHx warepHaJioB, qro ciaBHT Bonpoo ooHa-

1
meHHH ooBpeweHHofl annapaiypoa ooorBaTCTByraimx cjiyxd pecnydJDiKH;

TpaKCnopTHOfl MBJOtlQIH^ TaMOXHn.

!' CepBesHofl npodJiefjioB b dJiHaafimeM dyjiyifieM npeflCTaBJweroH pe-

j'
uBB^e Bonpoca saxopoHeHHH paOToaKiHBHHX otxoaob npeOTPHHTHfl

pGonydJiHKH, KOTopoe npoB3BOOTJiocB jisi HacToamaro Bpeweini b r.Xa-

dapcfeoue .
"^

:i Ha^asBHHB MHcneKmiH pa^oiaixBOHHofl
desonaoHocTH flKyTCKoro oKpyra / . _^,
rocropTexHajaopia PCKP /6^<^.4»>'^'jll^,Ul£rAHQB
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npiLAoaaHiw
^ - K Mcx. N 10/17-08 OT 31-07.92

SlK^TCKOd MMCneKUMM
rocaTOMMa^oopa Poocmm

Uc^esoe HasHaneHMe m necTotioAomeHMB
MMPKMX nOASBMtauC RASPHMX BSpUBOB

Ha TeppMTopMM Pecn'i&Auxtt Caxa i SbcyTua) '•

'

I* 'Caop^jxeHMe n^ioTUHta :-'.BOCToxpaHMjiMbta ( saKassMX liHHUBeTMeT)
« D^-bSKT "KpHCTaviii" 1 co6i>iTHe 1974 roAa« Mxpbhuckiiu pauoHf

n*yAaMiu4Jii 2>5 km;

r^v6MHHoe ceMCMMsecKoe soHAupoBaHBe ( saxaaHMK HMtireo)
- "ropM30HT-4'' f 197:=:i Ey^'jHCKUK pavfOHt n-Kiociop 30 KMt
- "kpaTOH-4 '

I 177R| KoSbmckmm F-axoHi c>ApKiKTax Ijr km*
-' 'KparoM-3"« l'>7St Mmphmhckmm paiioHi n-Aiixavi 39 km i

"KMHe»ep^iMT-4
'

t i979i BepxHeBMyuoMCKMM paitOHi o T<joe><jsi 26 km;

KHT^HCMitiUKauMa npMTOKOB HefTM ''M Tasa < saKasHMX riMHreo)
- "pKa" t l'3'76t Mmiihmhckmm pawoH, o- Taac-Mpsuc 38 khi
- ''BsiTKa" « 1978i Mvphmhckmm paHOH« c> Taac-Upnx 26 kmi
- "lUeKCHa" I 1979i liMpMMHCKMM pauoHf o t Xaac-MpsiX' 7«^' KMt
- "H&Ba-l' t i'i'B2t MMpHMHCKMM pauoH « c*Iaac-lCpax ol>S kh«
- ''HeBa-<.'« i 3(3/' « •iMpHMHCKiiii pauoui C'Taac-iCpiiX 40*5 kH|-
- '(iiSBa'3 « l>ci/i .'li/tpHUHUH.Au pauciK i C'taac-Mlpax 42«w km;

uoa^aHua no«(a&Miio^i enKocru >t<iii xpaiisHua HefTii ( aaicasHMK M<ii- j
reo) *

.;- Ckb. U iOi'*, 1^3/1 i-utpHuucKUu paiioUl c>Iaac-iOpax 41 .4 km>

JipHMenaMMa: i< Kpmctaaa" - 6^u3noBepxuocTHi>iM B3ki>ib Ha
TA^SUHB 98 M C "npoeKTUUX" BU^POCCM fdAHO-
H'JiCAiiAOB «

^> 'KpaTOK-3''' - conp3BOXda4ca aBapKitHun Qi>i'c:-

t^CCQit Hd noaepXHOCTb pa^CHI^KylM/lGB ( I:/, CT
cjfMMja npo^s'jKTOs pacna^a SAepHoro 3apsiAa
:>iCi4HwCTbM 20 KUilOTOHH) t

3* 'oisKOHa ' M 'KeBa-2" - nAoxnAAnoe ^aTpAane-
niAS t^AMACHJUAilAAaH npU TeXHOAOr U-ieCii^X >iw-
ru>;raH>iax ct ;:;xitraHua ra3a>
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CRS Congressional Research Service • The Library of Congress •
Washington, D.C. 20540-7000

Translation — Russian

AN OVERVIEW OF RADIATION SAFETY PROBLEMS FOR THE POPULATION
ON THE TERRITORY OF THE YAKUTSKAYA-SAKHA S.S.R.

[sic ~ formerly the Yakutskaya Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic, now known as Yakutia

or, in the native indigenous language, as the Republic of Sakha]

It should be stated clearly and unequivocally that modern medicine is the primary
source for the dosage of radiation which human beings receive as a result of technology. The
share from only a single fluorographic examination a year amounts to 2/3 of the yearly
radiation load on humans. Superficially, the problem consists in the general, systematic
induced irradiation of the entire population over the course of recent decades, although in

accordance with radiation safety standards, and dozens of generations of ancestors who lived

with a low natural radiation background.

1. Natural Sources of Radiation

1.1. Natural Gamma-Radiation Background

The main territory of the Republic is characterized by low values (up to 20 micro-

roentgens/hour) ofnatural gamma-radiation background. However, in specific regions, in aretts

cropping out onto the day surface of rock from the old crystalline foundation and igneous acid

rock, the natural gamma-radiation background is equal to 30-60 microroentgens/hour, reaching
values of 80-100 microroentgens/hour or more in rather extensive areas, comprising a total of

thousands of square kilometers (Southern Yakutia, the Olenekskiy Rayon [rayon =

administrative subdivision], Ust'-Yanskiy Rayon, and Eastern Yakutia).

In 1991, compilation of a map of the natural background was begun, on a scale of

1:2,500,000. The cost of the work is 70,000 rubles, 20,000 rubles' worth has been executed,
and in 1992, the work must be completed.

1.2. Outcrops onto the Surface of Radioactive Ores

In prospecting for uranium deposits, more than 15,000 radiometric anomalies were

detected, and of these, more than 10,000 on the surface, including several hundred anomalies

and ore manifestations with an intensity of 200-500 to 1,500 microroentgens/hour. Basically,
these are local sites, but there are surface sites as far as the first few kilometers and extended

sites for dozens of kilometers in tectonic zones and strata of sedimentary rock. The
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radioactivity is linked not only with ores of uranium and thorium proper, but it frequently

accompanies rare-earth, rare-metal, apatite and other tjrpes of mineralization. In any case, not

only should radioactivity be taken into account, but also the outcrops onto the surface of

sli^tly allochthonous and highly toxic uranium. It is necessary to emphasize that although
we have information about the location and characteristics of these sites, from the viewpoint
of ecology, the issue has not been studied (in specific cases ~ there are no fish in the river,

animals try to go around the side, and the river, in the headwaters of which the uranium ore

manifestation is found, can be called Oink-Well).

1.3. Radon

According to an analysis by the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effect of

Atomic Radiation, radon, together with its daughter products of radioactive decay, is

resp>onsible for approximately 3/4 of the annual individual effective dose of radiation exposure
received by the population fi'om earth sources of radiation. In the Republic, measurements of

radon concentrations in buildings had previously not been conducted.

The results of measurements performed at the Zarechnyy Settlement of the Aldanskiy
Rayon in 1991 in residential buildings and social centers showed values exceeding the tolerable

limits by a factor or more. This is virtually the only information on radon so far.

The problem consists in the lack of a national organization (the manufacture of sensors

is planned in 1992, at a cost of 8,000-10,(X)0 rubles, and 5-10 devices are necessary).

1.4. Building Materials

The wide-spread use of granite gravel by the construction industry in Southern Yakutia

probably already led to the presence of high levels of radioactivity in residential and industrial

buildings. Even though many building-materials firms, at least in Central Yakutia, have been

conducting in recent years a radiation-hygienic analysis of raw materials as well as finished

products, the problem requires a radical solution: setting up a specialized laboratory in the

Republic.

2. Global Radioactivity Fallout

At the end of the 1950s and the beginning of the 1960s, throughout all the territory of

Yakutia, during radiometric prospecting for uranium by geophysicists, anomalies of induced

radioactivity were recorded. Especially hi^ values exceeding 1,000 microroentgens/hour were

distinguished in the northern regions along the coast. Surface contamination had occurred
over vast territories. In subsequent years and up to the present time, organizations in the

Republic have not specially studied this issue. Even though the basic radioactivity was caused

by short-lived radionuclides, the degree of contamination of the northern pasturelands by
8trontium-90 find cesium-137 is not currently under study.
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3. Contamination of the Territory with Radionuclides, Which is Caused by Technology

3.1. Mining of Radioactive Minerals

At the end of the 1940s and the beginning of the 1950s, prospecting for radioactive

elements and recovery operations were carried out in Southern Yakutia (Vasil'yevka) for

monazite from placers and in the Momskiy Rayon (Sugunskiy Prospecting Region of

Dal'stroya) for uranium ores.

Enterprises were liquidated: the first enterprise for lack of use, the second enterprise
because of the leanness of the ores. Nevertheless, at these sites, the bowels of the earth were

actively interfered with: at Vasil'yevka today, there are spoil banks of radioactive material

concentrated with an ore washer. The Sugunskiy Prospecting Region was examined in 1991,

since the possibility for the spoil banks from the mining operations to drift doym to the

foothills at the Ulakhan-Chistay Plateau provoked alarm among the public.

3.2. Prospecting for Uranium

As a result of carrying on prospecting in Southern Yakutia for 25 years, we were

confronted vsdth the problem of the radioactive (ore) spoil banks which accompany heavy
mining operations. The organization which had conducted these operations was liquidated,

and its settlements were handed over to other departments. If issues regarding the elimination

of radioactive contamination in the settlements are going to be resolved technically and

practically at the present time, then the problem of the spoil banks requires a serious

approach. The All-Union Scientific Research and Planning Institute for Industrial

Technologies under Minatomenergoprom [Ministry of the Nuclear Power Industry] claims to

be a real expert and designer, yet it remains to determine who is the customer.

3.3. Mining of Gold and Tin

During the extraction of gold and tin from placer deposits, heavy minerals, including
radioactive minerals, are recovered and concentrated. In specific cases, tin concentrate reaches

radioactivity of as much as 2,000-3,000 microroentgens/hour (container), and during the

extraction of gold writhout amalgamation - the non-magnetic fraction of heavy concentrate has

7,000-10,000 microroentgens/hour (half-drum).

At Kular, since mining first began, the radioactive rare-earth mineral kularite

[= monazite] has been running off into spoil banks.

3.4. Underground Peaceful Nuclear Ebcplosions

From 1974 through 1987 on the territory of the Republic, 12 nuclear explosions were
conducted: nine in the Mirninskiy Rayon, and one each in the Bulunskiy Rayon,
Verkhnevilyuyskiy Rayon and Kobyayskiy Rayon. Two of these were accompanied by releases

of radionuclides: a shallow, sub-surface blast for the purpose of building an embankment for

a tailings storage pit at 2-5 km from the Udachnyy Settlement and an accidental detonation

during a deep seismjc sounding at 39 km fi-om the Aykhal Settlement. In both cases,

recultivation work is necessary, and in the latter case, there is a need to follow the trace of the

radioactive cloud.
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At the other explosion sites, it is necessary to conduct detailed radiometric observations

on the rigid topographical network in order to provide monitoring of the radiation situation

over time. Monitoring observations need to be organized.

In regions where nuclear explosions were conducted, it is necessary to perform medical

and genetic examinations on the population.

4. Hazardous Radiation Technologies and Sources of Ionizing Radiation

According to the situation as of 01 July 1991, 198 enterprises at 405 sites have used

3,083 sources of ionizing radiation, including 2,503 isotopic. This poses here a broad spectrum
of problems for Gosgortekhnadzor [State Committee on the Supervision of Industrial Work

Safety and Mines, RSFSR Council of Ministers] and Gossannadzor [State Sanitary Inspection].

Among the entire range of the various sources, RITEGs [expansion not given, possibly

radioisotopic thermoelectric generators] ("nuclear batteries") from Gidromet

[Hydrometeorological Directorate] have been distinguished; these ensure the operation of

automated weather stations and lighthouses. These devices have a charge of as much as

100,000 curies; they are scattered along the ocean coastline, in river deltas and on islands; and

the number of these devices amounts to several dozen.

We have yet to confront the "Small Power Industry" of the Ministry of the Nuclear

Power Industry, with its nuclear thermoelectric power plants which are self-regulating and are

not serviced (NS [expansion not given, possibly pumping stations] ofthe nuclear thermoelectric

power plant Elena). Even at the stage of working out the technical program, a well-qualified

independent expert appraisal is necessary, insofar as it is stipulated by the technical program
itself that during normal operation, the entering of radioactive products into the cooling water,

the ground water and the atmosphere must meet the requirements of Radiation Safety

Standards 76/87.

5. Entry of Radionuclides into Foodstuffs

Taking into account the extensiveness and the many channels for foodstuffs to enter

into the Republic and the broad participation of private commercial structures, the problem
ofmonitoring radioactivity in food products is aggravated. The issue ofdistributing household

radiation indicators and dosimeters to the public needs to be resolved.

There still are many problems such as, for example, the unsanctioned entry of radiation

sources with equipment and the possible entry of contaminated materials, which raises the

question of fitting out the appropriate services in the Republic (transport police and customs)

with modern equipment.

In the near future, resolving the issue of burying radioactive waste from enterprises in

the Republic will be a serious problem; this burial has taken place up to the present time in

the city of Khabarovsk.
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Director of Inspection of Radiation Safety for the Yakutsk District of the Gosgortekhnadzor
RSFSR [State Committee on the Supervision of Industrial Work Safety and Mines, RSFSR
Council of Ministers]

[signed]
A.S. Tsyganov
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Appendix to Outgoing Document No. 10/17-08 dated 31 July 1992
from the Yakutsk Inspection of the Goaatomnadzor

[State Nuclear Supervision] of Russia

SPECIFIC PURPOSE AND LOCATION OF
PEACEFUL UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

ON THE TERRITORY OF THE REPUBUC OF SAKHA (YAKUTIA)

1. Construction of an embankment for a tailings storage pit (customer: Ministry of Non-
Ferrous Metallurgy)
-- Kristall site, 1974 event, Miminskiy Rayon, Udachnyy Settlement 2.5 km

2. Deep seismic sounding (customer: Ministry of (xeology)
- Goruont-4, 1975, Bulunskiy Rayon, Kyusyur Settlement 30 km
- Kraton-4, 1978, Kobyayskiy Rayon, Ao'ktakh Village 19 km
-- Kraton-3, 1978, Mirninskiy Rayon, Aykhal Settlement 39 km
- KimJberlit-4, 1979, Verkhnevilyuyskiy Rayon, Tuobuya Village 28 km

3. Increasing the Supplies of Petroleum and Gas (customer: Ministry of Geology)
- Oka, 1976, Miminskiy Rayon, Tas-Yuryakh Village 38 km
- Vyatka, 1978, Miminskiy Rayon, Tas-Yuryakh Village 26 km
- Sheksna, 1979, Mirninskiy Rayon, Tas-Yuiyakh Village 7.2 km
- Neva-1, 1982, Miminskiy Rayon, Tas-Yuryakh Village 31.5 km
- Neva-2, 1987, Miminskiy Rayon, Tas-Yuryakh Village 40.5 km
- Neva-3, 1987, Miminskiy Rayon, Tas-Yuryakh Village 42.5 km

4. Creation of an Underground Tank for Storing Petroleum (customer: Ministry of (Jeology)
- Hole No. 101, 1987, Miminskiy Rayon, Tas-Yuryakh Village 41.4 km

Remarks:

1. Kristall - shallow, sub-surface explosion at a depth of 98 and with a "planned" release of

radionuclides.

2. Kratok-3 - was accompanied by an accidental release of radionuclides onto the surface (2%
of the total of the decay products from the nuclear charge with a yield of 20 kilotons).

3. Sheksna and Neva-2 ~ area contamination by radionuclides during technological tests from
combustion of gas.

Translated by: Kathleen Sweeney CRS Language Services 14 January 1993
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Preliminary data - radioactive contamination

[illegible], Novosibirsk, Tomsk, Magadan, Krasnoyarsk
Medical Problems from Exposure to Radiation

In the Altay kray radioactive contamination is a great concern, due to its

geographical location in the south of Western Siberia in the immediate vicinity of China

and Kazakhstan. Among the main sources of radioactive contamination of the

enviroimient in this Region, the following have been identified: a series of powerful
nuclear explosions conducted on the Semipalatinsk test site and in China, the accident at

the Chernobyl nuclear power plant, nuclear tests on Novaya Zemlya, combustion

products of organic fuel in boilers, heat and power plants, dusting from ash dumps, and

also sources of radioactive contamination of natural origin.

Radioactive contamination of soil in the territory of the Altay kray is determined

mainly by the accimiulation in the sofl aver many years of fallout from long-lived

strontium-90 and cesium-137 that had been emitted into the atmosphere during nuclear

weapons tests. In addition, mineral fertilizers applied directly into the soil are a

significant source of its radioactive contamination. Contamination of surface waters is

caused by the wash-off of strontium-90 from the soil surface by atmospheric

precipitation.

In Novosibirsk oblast, radiometric sampling of atmospheric fallout (according to

the monthly data from the Center for Monitoring Enviroimiental Contamination)
indicated that during 1990-1991 the fallout density did not exceed the established control

value of 1*10 Bq/m^ per day in terms of total beta-activity, and on average was 0.7 Bq/m^

throughout Novosibirsk oblast. At the permanent sites for recording radioactive

contamination, the mean values of fallout density are as follows: 0.8±0J Bq/m^ in the

cities of Bolotnoye and Karasuk, 1.0±0.4 Bq/m^ in the city of Barabinsk, 1.5±0.7 Bq/m^
in the city of Novosibirsk, and 1.4±0.7 Bq/m^ in the town of Ogurtsovo. The maximum
radioactive fallout was 6.3 Bq/m^ in Barabinsk, 10.0 Bq/m^ in Novosibirsk, and 18.5

Bq/m^ in Ogurtsovo.

The radioactivity of the surface atmospheric layer was caused by fallout from the

stratosphere of products of the decay of radioactive substances during nuclear tests

conducted in previous years. Basically the radioactive contamination is determined by
the presence of substances such as cesium-137; in a number of cases contamination by
thorium-232 from the soil was noted.

The soil dose rate is, on average, 20-50 /xr/hr, yet in some cases the maximum
dose goes up to 275 /ir/hr (in the exclusion zone of the tailing dump of the Production

Association Khimkontsentrat in the city of Novosibirsk, which results from the

production activities of this enterprise).
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The available official data on the contamination of air, water and soil in

Novosibirsk oblast do not provide the full picture of the environmental situation in this

region (and its constituent areas), yet they can effectively indicate zones of possible

anthropotechnical stress, which can result in damage to the health of the population.

In Tomsk oblast, a substantial increase in the background radiation is found at the

mouth of the Chemilshchikova Chaimel where water coming from the Tomsk-7 area

flows into the River Ob: 100 m from the bank, water registers 30 /ir/hr, and the general

background is 30-35 /xr/hr. It must be taken into account that contaminated water at the

measuring point has been already diluted substantially with water from the

Chemilshchikova Channel of the River Ob. The fact that the general background
radiation in the River Ob and its tributaries is significantly lower (1-4 iir/hi) than the

above values suggests that industrial production in the city of Tomsk-7 is related to these

levels of the atmospheric background and river background in adjacent areas.

In the Krasnoyarsk kray, in 1989-1991 the Krasnoyarsk Scientific Center of the

Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences conducted investigations of the

radioecological conditions of the Yenisey River. An airborne gamma-ray survey and

comprehensive investigations were performed 1,000 km downstream of the discbarge
from the Mining Chemical Integrated Works, using a specially equipped vessel. Over
600 samples of water, bottom sediments, soil, fish and vegetation were taken along a

section 1,000 km long. The investigations covered the entire radionuclide composition of

contaminants, including plutoniimi, tritium, and also cesium-137 and phosphorus-32 (the
main dose-forming radionuclides).

It was found that in the zone of displacement of discharged water from the

integrated works, sodium-24 and manganese-S6 reached the highest concentration,
Z6-lQr'' Ci/1 and 2.3-10"' Ci/1 respectively, exceeding the 76/82 radiation safety
standards by 10 and 2 times, respectively. In the town of Atamanovo, the first settlement

downstream from the discharge site, the concentration of certain nuclides in water was
below permissible concentrations due to decay and dilution, but the total activity in water
was close to the upper limit of the permissible value.

The content of long-lived radionuclides (cobalt-60, cesium-137, europium-152,

154) on the bottom of the Balchugovsky Channel, for the average water content, was
about 1 CL The entire reserve of technogenic nuclides in the tailings of the islands Aat
were studied is estimated at approximate^ 17 Ci. The distribution of radionuclides

through the bed varies greatly along the length of the river.

During the investigation, much attention was given to the study of radioactive

contamination of fish. Altogether over 40 sp>ecimens of thirteen nonmigratory and

migratory species of fish were analyzed. The main nuclides accumulating in fish tissue

were pbosphorus-32, zinc-65, cesium-137, and, close to the source of activity, sodium-24.

Contaminated fish were caught at a great distance from the site of discharge, both
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downstream and upstream. Technogenic radionuclides were found in fish caught close to

the city of Krasnoyarsk. The maximimi concentration of phosphorus-32 (5.0 -lO'^ Ci/kg),
which is the principal nuclide produce, was found in a grayling caught in the area of the

town of Pavlovshin (60 km downstream fi-om the discharge). The analysis that was

performed indicates that practically throughout the entire 1,000 km-long sector of the

river under study, contaminated fish consumed by the local population is the major

component of the possible dose load.

The density of contamination of the flood plain in terms of total technogenic
nuclides varied with the distance from the source, from 160 to 0.2 ^Ci/m^ According to

the data from the Institute of Biological Problems of the North of the Far Eastern

Branch of the Russian Academy of Medical Sciences, in Chukotka the general y-

background of natural radioactivity is 15-30 /xr/hr (which does not exceed permissible
levels and is somewhat different from other areas).

In the north of the Krasnoyarsk kray the y-background is 25-30 nr/hr. In the

Magadan oblast, the y-background is 15-30 fii/ta, with cesium-137 and strontium-90 (i.e.

products of nuclear decay after explosions) making practically no contribution to the

radioactive backgrotmd in the North.

The radioactivity of venison muscles was determined as 0.1-2.7/10^ Ci/kg which is

0.03 per kg (or 3%) and is permissible for these products.

In the city of Mirny (basin of the Vilyuy River) the y-background does not exceed

permissible levels.

According to data from the Leningrad Institute of Radiation Hygiene, the natural

radioactive background in the North is high, which is typical of the North in general.
Reindeer moss accumulates and absorbs radioactive substances, which may result in a

higher radioactive background in deer and in human bodies. It is known that

radionuclides play a greater role in the state of health than the y-background.

Sociological and demographic studies tracking the connection between

contamination of the environment with radionuclides, chemical agents, and also the

physical components of the radiation factor, are currently underway in the Altay kray. It

was revealed that in 40 years, starting in 1950 (the time of the first nuclear tests), a

complex demographic situation has developed in the kray, partly due to an increase in

environmental stress.

During the period from 1950 through 1990, its population increased from

2,396,200 to 2,828,300. The total population increase was 432,100 or 18.0%. This

amount of population growth over 40 years cannot be accepted as su£Bcient
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Certain indices of population morbidity and mortality are indicators of some sort

of increase in the ecological stress throughout the area.

From 1950 through 1990, unfavorable trends were revealed in this region in the

dynamics of cancer morbidity. They were characterized by a progressive growth trend,

close to a linear one (the increase in primary morbidity indices was 4.6 times). The most
unfavorable changes in primary morbidity indices were observed for malignant

respiratory timiors (an increase by more than 50 times), malignant skin tumors (by 3.4

times), malignant breast tumors (by 4.6 times).

The incidence of malignant digestive organ tumors also increased, but during the

recent decade, the trend has stabilized and even shown a decrease.

An increase in the morbidity indices was also observed for hematologic neoplasms

(primary morbidity rose by 1.2 times, susceptibility to disease by 2.4 times). Yet their

(fynamics showed periods of increase (1974-1975 and 1989-1990) and decrease (1979-

1980).

Other malignant tumors, examined separately, manifested either stabilization of

primary morbidity (malignant tumors of the urogenital organs), or decrease (malignant
tumors of the cervix), while susceptibility to the disease increased.

Among other indicative nosologies, the most imfavorable changes were

characteristic of the morbidity of children in the region (up to 14 years of age) with

anemia due to iron deficiency (an increase in primary morbidity was 4.7 times), neonatal

morbidity (indices increased by 2J times), including the hemolytic disease (by 2J times),
and congenital anomalies (by 1.8 times). There has been an unfavorable trend in the

frequency of toxemias of the second half of pregnancy.

The mortality from malignant tumors has increased markedly in the region: by 6.9

times for the entire population, by 9.1 times for men, and by 5.2 times for women.

Since the mid-1960's, male mortality from malignant tumors has been higher than

that of women, emd the gap has been widening (from 1.1 times in 1970 to 1.5 times in

1990). An increase in the level of mortality from oncological diseases is characteristic of

all major age groups of the population. The mortality index for the working-age

population increased by 3.8 times; for retirees by 6 times; and for children by 18.3 times.

Of all malignant tumors, those of the digestive organs have been the leading cause

of mortality in the region. Mortality from this cause progressively increased from 17.7%
in 1950 to 64.9% in 1990. Men displayed higher mortality from this cause than women.
Most individuals who died from malignant tiunors of the digestive organs were in the

retirement age group.
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Malignant tumors of the respiratory organs are the second most important cause

of death from malignant tumors among the region's population, and their percentage has

been constantly increasing. During the period from 1950 to 1990, mortality indices

increased (from 1.65% to 56.02% or by 34 times). The mortality level among men was

increased by 3.3 to 7.2 times higher than among women.

Women's mortality has been increasing constantly also from malignant tumors of

the breast (from 2.4% to 14.2%). The highest increase occurred from 1959 to 1970 after

which the rate of increase was somewhat slower.

Malignant timiors of the urogenital tract have a significant place in the structure

of mortality of women in the kray from malignant tumors (up to 25%). The period from

1950 to 1965 showed a sharp increase (by 3.4 times) in women's mortality from this

cause. In the last 20 years, however, mortality of working age women from this cause

has decreased substantially (from 38.3% to IG.7%). In the past 20 years, mortality of the

male population from malignant tumors of the urogenital tract also increased by 2.4

times (from 3.3 to 7.9%).

The mortality level from hematologic neoplasms in the kray increased between

1969 to 1990 (from 4.87% to 8.68%). The mortality of men from this cause is higher
than that of women (by 1.2-1.7 times).

The incidence of mortality from the diseases of the endocrine system also showed
a constant growth frend, which peaked in 1981-1985 and was followed by a slight

decrease. The mortality of women due to this cause is 1.5 - 2 times higher than that of

men.

Analysis of indicative morbidity (malignant tumors, thyrotoxicosis, neonatal

morbidity) and mortality (from malignant tumors, infant mortality, stillbirth, and

congenital anomalies) shows with a high degree of probability that the radiation factor

had and continues to have a place in the contamination of this region. The investigation

shows a direct effect on the health of living generations as well as a delayed effect (a

combination of the direct effect of environmental contamination and the effect on

subsequent generations through the maternal generation, which was directly exposed to

the radiation. Although detrimental characteristics are eliminated from the population

(decreased birth rate, increased mortality), remote consequences of the radiation factor

may still be manifested in many subsequent generations.

An in-depth study of the effects of radiation contamination on the health status of

the population is needed, using the data on the radiation load in the kray and socio-

hygienic cohort analysis, which would permit a sufficiently accurate determination of the

effect of radioactive contamination of the environment on the health of the population.

-5-
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In Novosibirsk oblast, a high level of morbidity with malignant tumors is found in

the Maslyanino, Kochenevo, Kolyvan, Chistoozemoye, and Kargat rayons, and also in the

city of Novosibirsk (over 250 cases per 100,000 people).

Mortality from lung cancer is the highest (over 40.0 per 100,000 people) in the

Chistoozemoye, Ubinskoye, Bagan, Kochenevo, Ust-Tarka, Ordynskoye, Moshkovo,

Toguchin, Kolyvan, Suzun, Maslyanino, Bolotnoye, and 2^dvinsk rayons, and also in the

city of Berdsk. A low level (less than 30.0 per 100,000 people) was found in the

Barabinsk, Vengerovo, Dovolnoye, Kochki, Sevemoye, Tatarsk, and Chany rayons. In

this regard, the Moshkovo Rayon was classified in the group with "very poor" health,

and confirmed that cancer of the stomach accounts for much of the mortality fi'om

tumors. The Kolyvan Rayon is in the same situation. Negative transitions (to a worse

health group) were also made by the Tatarsk (from "medium" to "poor"), Ust-Tarka and

Bagan (from "below medium" to "poor"), and Sevemoye (from "good" to "below

medium') rayons.

Comprehensive evaluation of all four indicators (mortality and morbidity in the

entire class of mailignant pathology, and also mortality from lung and stomach cancer)

provides the most accurate concept of the coimection between environmental factors and

the development of tumors. In this case, the Chistoozemoye, Kochenevo, Moshkovo,

Kolyvan and Maslyanino rayons come under the "poor" state of health rubric. In

addition, according to the previous analysis, pulmonary pathology is the leading factor in

the two former rayons, and that of the gastrointestinal tract in the latter two. Various

kinds of.malignant tumors are prevalent in the Maslyanino rayon.

According to recent studies, the unfavorable radiation sitiiation in the city of

Novosibirsk and the Moshkovo rayon could be traced to sofl and air contamination with

radioactive and chemical substances from the Khimkontsentrat enterprise, in particular

to illegal dumping sites for waste from this and other enterprises in the Moshkovo emd

Novosibirsk rural areas. In the Maslyanino rayon, the contamination of farmland by
mineral fertilizers and pesticides is the highest in the oblast (200-210 kg per {lerson per

year and 70-80 kg per hectare of land under cultivation).

In the city of Tomsk, an increase in the incidence of oncological diseases related

to environmental pollution was found. Thus in 1976, the incidence of malignant tumors

was 107.9 per 100,000 people, while in 1986 it jumped to 277.4 per 100,000 people, Le. by
2J times. TTie Research Institute of Oncology of the Siberian Branch of the Russiiui

Academy of Medical Sciences, and the Computer Center of TIASUR analyzed satellite

photographs of the city of Tomsk and found that an IR photograph dated June 19, 1988

in the 0.8-0.9 micron range superposed on the city map of the same scale indicated that

the dark spots matched industrial enterprises of the city.

In the city of Magadan, the comprehensive index that characterized the degree of

atmospheric pollution rose from 7.7 in 1980 to 19.3 in 1988, i.e. it more than doubled. It
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was found that the effect on the human organism of air pollution, combined with

extreme natural ecological factors, causes specific pathologies and an increase in the

incidence of somatic diseases: pneumonias, bronchitis, allergies (bronchial asthma). This

is also supported by the cancer morbidity and mortality statistics in Magadan. Thus

during the last decade, the overall cancer morbidity increased by 42.4%, and cancer of

the respiratory organs by 65%. Over the same period, mortality among the inhabitants

of Magadan from cancer of all localizations has increased by 73%, and that from cancer

of the respiratory organs almost doubled.

The morbidity and mortality of the Magadan population from diseases related to

radioactive contamination have increased sharply. Thus during the last decade,

oncological morbidity related to the radiation factor has more than doubled. It should

be mentioned that during the same period mortality from cancer of the digestive organs

dropped by 15% in Magadan.

Due to that cause, general and standardized mortality of the Magadan oblast

population increased, except for the rural population (males) where the standardized

index stabilized at the 1979 level. Among urban males, mortality from 1970 to 1986

increased by 31.6%, and among rural males it decreased during the same period by 6%,
which is linked to the increase in outmigration from rural areas, particularly by men.

Among urban females, mortality from malignant tumors has increased by 19.4%,
and among rural females by 23.4%.

Besides the migration factors, changes in mortality from malignant timiors are

related to environmental pollution, mainly atmospheric pollution. This is supported by

mortality statistics for cancer of the respiratory organs and other sites, which indicate

that the rate of increase in mortality from cancer of the respiratory organs is significantly

higher them that for other sites.

A certain contribution was made by demographic factors of the population's aging,

particularly for females in rural areas, age 60 and older, for whom the established

mortality rate increased 12.5 times from 1970 to 1986, while for rural males of the same

age group it dropped by 3%.

In comparison with other areas and the Far East as a whole, the general mortality

index is lower in the Magadan oblast. Thus, constantly increasing enviroimiental

pollution (atmospheric air) and demographic processes (changes in migration patterns

and the age and sex distribution of the population, particularly in rural areas), contribute

to present-day trends in mortality from malignant tumors in the Magadan oblast

Comprehensive socio-ecological studies evaluating the effect of the natural and

anthropogenically modified environment on the hecilth of the population in Magadan
indicated that anthropogenic and technogenic factors do affect the hygienic and health
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indicators, mainly due to the condition of air in the atmosphere. The environmental

effects are related to climatic factors as well as to the quality of drinking water. The

effect of these factors on health indicators are manifested in the form of mass or

sporadic morbidity with certain therapeutic and infectious diseases.

Study of the dynamics of general morbidity among adults and teenagers in

Magadan indicates an unfavorable trend. Thus, the total morbidity increased by 2.2

times from 1979 to 1989, while the number of new cases increased by more than 5 times.

A particularly unfavorable morbidity pattern emerged among children. From 1979 to

1989, the total morbidity increased by almost 10 times.

Adults and teenagers show a high rate of increase in the incidence of diabetes

mellitus (by 2 times), and cardiovascular diseases (by more than 3 times), etc.

The Far East is characterized by a complex ecological situation, including a

radiation element, and complex medico-demographic processes. A monsoon climate

combined with the conditions of an anthropogenic load causes substantial stress to the

adaptation mechanisms of both indigenous and immigrant populations, resulting in high

morbidity. The incidence of respiratory diseases is 429.0 per 1,000 people; diseases of

the nervous system, 101.0; diseases of the digestive organs, 89.0; infectious pathology,

59.7; including 2.8 tuberculosis cases (for the Russian Federation the corresponding

figures are 401.0; 104.0; 8&0; 52.0; and 2.0.

There is a high level of traumas and poisonings; oncological morbidity is on the

rise. Total mortality in the Far East is 7.8 per 1,000 (in the Russian Federation it is

10.7).

Somatic diseases were found for the first time in 20.5% of examined patients,

including otorhinolaryngological diseases, 33.6%; eye diseases, 66.3%; neurological

disorders, 5U%; 18% of workers were found unfit for work under hazardous working
conditions and a change in occupation was recommended; occupational "risk groups" who
needed observation and rehabilitation were identified.

Preliminary investigations made it possible to reveal disruptions in the cellular

link of immunological reactivity not only in the sick, but also in individuals who consider

themselves to be practically healthy, although affected by the ecological fectors under

study. This group retains the phagocytic reserve, but the phagocytic activity of

neutrophils is reduced, and the proportion of individuals with critical deviations in the T-

lymphocyte count increased, which made it possible to include them in the risk group for

the development of immunodeficiency.

Individuals who arrived from other regions of this country (Siberia, the Urals, the

Euro{)ean region) have a higher level of humoral indices such as natural antibodies,

blood serxmi lysozyme, or serum immunoglobulins of classes A,M,C The results indicate
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a greater strain on the functioning of the migrants' immune systems in the Far East,

accompanied by changes in the state of biological cell membranes in terms of the POL
jmd AOS characteristics. Migrants who arrived from "cold" climatic geographical regions
have a higher level of MDA and lower glutathionereductase activity. After five months
in a new environment, both groups develop the same level of MDA in erythrocytes,

common, free and bound H-groups, reduced glutathione and glutathionereductase. The

general mechanism of human adaptation was found regardless of the direction of

migration. Also found were specific changes in adaptation and re-adaptation processes,
which consist of changes in interhemispheric neurodynamics and ensure new (and

improved) methods of perceiving and processing information. It was shown that the

process of adaptation upon arriving to the West is more prolonged, but it is more
accelerated in the re-adaptation period; psychiatric adaptation to sea voyages lasting two

or three years takes less time to develop in individuals who are permanent or long-term
residents in the maritime area, regardless of their individual and typological peculiarities.

The respiratory system and the mental health are at the greatest risk in seamen coming
from different parts of this country. The disruption of the social and the psychological

adaptation observed between voyages results in alcoholism in seamen with a prevalence
of socially determined, submissive and pseudocultural motivations, and also motivations

to search for new stimulations.

Prospective investigation of migrant and indigenous populations of Chukotka

revealed that an average of 5 years after the primary screening, the incidence of

hypertension increases in the migrant population (males aged 30-59 years) with the

length of stay in the North and with age, with serious forms of hypertension accounting
for most of the increase. An increase in the number of new cases of hypertension is

reliably higher than in lower latitudes: 13% in Chukotka and 6% in Moscow.

The incidence of borderline hypertension among the migrant population after the

second screening was 24.4%, twice as high as the CIS [Commonwealth of Independent

States] average. Among the patients with borderline hypertension, individuals with the

diastolic variant of borderline hypertension predominate, which is prognostically
imfavorable in terms of the risk of complications of cardiovascular diseases (strokes and

infarctions).

An in-depth examination of indigenous inhabitants of Chukotka indicated that

among those who during the primary examination were diagnosed with angina on the

basis of the standard WHO questionnaire, the diagnosis was confirmed in only half of

the cases. In those diagnosed with angina for the second time, a true ischemic cardiac

disease was found only in one third of the cases, and the others had noncoronary
diseases.

As a result of prospective studies in Chukotka it was found that more than 50%
of migrant males have hypertension, and the incidence of hypertension increases reliably

the longer they stay in the North. Among the indigenous population, an increase in new
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cases of hypertension is significantly higher than in middle latitudes. The incidence of

rheumatism among indigenous persons is statistically higher than in other regions of the

coimtry (4.6% in males and 5% in females). Deforming arthritis was found in 38% of

the males and 23% of the females. A considerable proportion of indigenous females

suffered from anemia (10.4%) and iron deficiency (35.5%).

It was shown that in the absence of such risk factors as hypertension, atherogenic

lipid profiles, etc., which are so common among migrant and European populations,

angina stress can be found in indigenous Chukotkans with the same frequency as in the

Novosibirsk population, cicatricial changes in the myocardium as revealed by EKG are

1.5 times more frequent, and the frequency of myocardial hypertrophies is high.

It was found that in this case the risk factor is an excess of polyunsaturated fatty

acids n-3, in the diet of the Chukotka indigenous inhabitants, which have a toxic effect

on the myocardium.

The composition and the ratio of polyunsatiirated fatty acids of different families

in the lipids of erythrocyte membranes were determined in tundra and littoral inhabitants

of Chukotka with different dietary habits.

-10-
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THE STATE OF PUBLIC HEALTH IN THE REPUBLIC OF SAKHA
(YAKiniA)

BA. Yegorov
Minister

The extreme condition of an area depends on many environmental factors, above

all on climatic conditions. In this respect, the medico-geographical zones of Yakutia are

a typical example of a naturally extreme zone. The severity of Yakutia's climate is

determined mainly by an unusually long and harsh winter with very low temperatures, a

short and cold summer, sharp disruptions of ordinary photoperiodicity, sharp differentials

of atmospheric pressure and temperature, strong and frequent winds, magnetic

disturbances, an arid and monotonous landscape, scarce flora and fauna, and certain

other factors.

It is perfectly natural that the extreme condition of medico-geographical areas in

Yakutia can be caused not only by climatic, but also biochemical and biotic factors. Add
to this the possible adverse effects of a number of social factors on an individual arriving

from moderate latitudes, such as a territorial remoteness from home, family, and loved

ones, from centers of industry and culture, transportation problems, specific aspects of

diet, work and rest, etc.

Life under Yakutia's severe conditions is accompanied by an increase in

functional stresses on the body, creating a serious risk of the disruption or loss of health.

The criteria of public health reflect the extent of social and biological adaptation
to a whole set of climatological, geographic, social, domestic and production factors of

the Far North. The extent of the extreme condition of the Yakut region of the country

is determined by the magnitude of the biosocial cost associated with achieving the degree
of adaptation of the population in this zone.

At the present time, it seems quite obvious that the strategy and tactics of public

health and the corresponding development of medical science must take into account the

entire gamut of specific climatic and geographical features of Yakutia. The development
of production in the Yakut Republic is accompanied by a rapid increase in migrant

population in the harshest areas of Yakutia, and therefore the level of health in Yakutia

appears to be factor limiting the growth of labor productivity.

Local public health bodies and Northern folk medicine play an important role in

retaining, consolidating, and fully utilizing the labor force.

The turnover of specialists in the public health system is a striking example of this

situation. Thus, as of December 1, 1991 552 physicians and 1,156 paramedical personnel
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were added to the practical public health system of Yakutia, but 754 physicians and 1762

paramedical personnel departed the system.

This explains why the Yakut Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) has 3,894 doctors and

11,467 paramedical personnel i.e. 70.9% and 84.5%, respectively, of the authorized

positions in its pubUc health system.

It must be noted that during the last few decades the country as a whole has

arrived at a very critical situation in the training of specialists, especially in the area of

public health. This is also true for our republic. Evidence of this is provided by the fact

that physicians in the highest skill category make up only 5.3% of the total number of

physicians working in therapeutic and preventive care institutions of the republic,

physicians of skill category I make up 10.0%, and those in skill category II make up
5.8%. In other words, 78.9% of physicians in the public health system do not qualify for

any skill categories. ,

In this regard we are plarming to develop a program for training public health

persoimel and instructors for the purpose of maintaining the appropriate level of s]pUs

and upgrading them in accordance with the requirements of the national strategy of

providing health care for everybody. Thus, the Yakut Republic requests the WHO to

provide assistance in training management personnel in the public health system.

At present, therapeutic work in northern regions of this country is conducted

without adequate regard for the specific northern conditions through poorly equipped
and poorly staffed therapeutic and preventive care institutions. Investigation of the

nosological pattern of Yakutia emd the specific background against which diseases occur,

indicates that the gigantic, extreme, natural region of Yakutia is characterized not only

by v!irious forms of cryopathology, infections and parasitoses, diseases of the

cardiovascular, pulmonary, digestive and nervous systems, but also by pathological

processes connected with biochemical factors. Conditions of hypoQuorosis, hypoiodism
and iron deficiency are very common in Yakutia. While the entire picture of their

clinical manifestations has yet to be investigated, they cannot be merely reduced to

caries, endemic goiter and the so-called polar anemias.

No less important are various forms of pathology caused by an imbalance of the

quality in the diet, especially among children (mono- and polyhypovitaminoses,

hypoproteinoses, underestimation of the importance of various lipids, and the prevalence
of caimed food in the diet).

A special place in the nosological picture of Yakutia is occupied by the regional

pathology: Vilyuy encephalomyelitis, cancer of the esophagus, tuberculosis, ischemic

cardiac disease, and hypertension. Yakutia has the world's only natural focus of Vilyuy

encephalomyelitis of unknown etiology. It is a very serious inflammatory degenerative
disease of the nervous system found in many agricultural areas of Yakutia. Vilyuy
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encephalomyelitis affects only individuals representative of the northern peoples, Yakuts

and Evenki.

Many scientists believe that Vilyuy encephalomyelitis probably belongs to the class

of slow neuroinfections. Such diseases, which appear to have many features in common
with Vilyuy encephalomyelitis (VE), used to be very common on the Kii Peninsula

(Japan), in the Mariana Islands and in the southwestern part of New Guinea; they were

known as kuru, BAS and Parkinsonism with dementia.

Considering the lack of study of the etiology and pathogenesis of VE and the

absence of means of sjjecific treatment, prevention and laboratory diagnostics, an

attempt is being made to conduct in-depth basic research on a qualitatively new level to

determine the nature of VE.

Tht Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) requests the expert committee of the WHO for

assistance with modem equipment for research on the VE problem. We have prepared
a reference document on Vilyuy encephalomyelitis for the WHO.

The incidence of infectious diseases in Yakutia is caused not only by a decrease in

natural immunity, but to a greater extent by special factors (unsatisfactory conditions of

the water supply and poor quality of drinking water). Over the past five years, even tap

water was substandard with bacterial criteria from 12.8% to 19.6%. In settlements with

no running water, where water from open bodies of water is used, from 52.4% to 40.4%

of the water was substandard according to bacterial tests.

Figure 1 shows the level of morbidity from intestinal infection, viral hepatitis and

tuberculosis. These data indicate an unfavorable epidemiological situation in the

republic. Proactive public health care can alleviate the severity of this problem by

carrying out a comprehensive program of preventive measures, including widespread
immunization of the population. We are receiving synthetic agents for increasing the

indices of immune homeostasis of the northerners.

More than 60% of Yakutia's population suffer from inflammatory diseases of the

upper respiratory tract. Otorhinolaryngological pathology is found 1.5-2 times more

frequently in the migrant population and 10-15 times more frequently in the indigenous

population than in the population of central Russia. The specific characteristics of eye

pathology in the indigenous population were established. A number of symptoms were

revealed that characterize a genotypic variety of small ethnic groups and have

pathogenetic importance for the development of chronic pathology. There is a tendency
for diseases to become chronic against the background of explicit immunodeficiency and

toward a decrease in the nonspecific resistance of the whole organism.

The demographic indices for Yakutia are presented against this background

(Figure 2). In the hierarchy of causes of mortality, first place belongs to diseases of
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organs of the blood circulatory system (in 1980, 268.5; in 1990, 231.3 per 100,000 people).
It should be mentioned that mortality from ischemic cardiac disease is 324.5 per 100,000

people, which places Yakutia third in the CIS after Latvia (520.2) and Estonia (492.8).
Accidents and traumas take second place in the general hierarchy of mortality (in 1980,

251.7; in 1990, 166.3 per 100,000 people), malignant tumors are in third place (in 1980,

101.8; in 1990, 121.9 per 100,000 people), respiratory diseases are in fourth place (in

1980, 98.5; in 1990, 41.2 per 100,000 people), and in fifth place are diseases of the

digestive organs (in 1980, 31.3; in 1990, 26.4 per 100,000 people). The state of children's

heetlth in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) is indicated by the indices of mortality among
children (Figure 2). The high mortality rate of children is caused mainly by many social

factors, not to mention purely medical problems of public health.

Currently in this republic, the number of hospital beds for children lags behind

the increase in their population. As a result, the availability of children's hospital beds

(75.7) is less than that in the Russian Federati )n (92.2). Altogether the republic has

16,581 beds, including 1,521 allocated for pediatric patients (9.1%).

In the hierarchy of causes of infant mortality, diseases of the perinatal period are

in first place (49%), and mortality from these causes increases consistently. In second

place are congenital anomalies and deformities - 23.6%. One in two children who

passed on during the first year of life in 1991 died from diseases of the perinatal period,
one in four died fi"om congenital anomalies and developmental malformations.

Congenital respiratory diseases are in third place (10.0%), and mortality from respiratory
disorders shows a consistently declining trend.

The high level and increase of perinatal affliction (every second child) is mainly
due to the unfavorable state of the health of pregnant women and poor prenatal fetus

protection, which includes low-quality monitoring of pregnancies with an increased risk

for the fetus, untimely diagnostics of extragenital hypoxia of the fetus, and lack of

prevention of the latter.

A 12.3% increase in infant mortality in the neonatal period (11.1% in the Russian

Federation) indicates poor therapeutic and preventive care in maternity institutions, and
absence of second-stage care for premature infants. Every year, more than 1,000 infants

are bom prematurely, and no specialized help is given to them.

In the hierarchy of causes of infant mortality during the neonatal period,
'

congenital anomalies and deformities are in first place (29.6%), atelectases in second

(28.9%), and birth injuries in third (17.3%).

The poor protection of children's health in the republic is related mainly to the

low level of development of health care institutions in rural areas. The central, rayon,
and local hospitals in rural areas are very poorly equipped. Out of 862 health care

facilities, 77.3% (662 facilities) are buildings adapted for medical use. The average area
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per bed in obstetric and children's departments is from 2.5 to 4 square meters, while the

standard requirement is 7-10 meters. Of the total number of medical facilities, 24.5%

have furnace heating, 66% of medical facilities have no hot water and depend on trucked

water. Over 70% of hospitals have no indoor plumbing. Running water exists in 53.8%

of central and rayon hospitals, and 18% of central and rayon hospitals depend on

trucked water.

In recent years the birth rate in the republic has decreased significantly (Figure

2). As for the life expectancy of the northerners, it is connected directly not only with

the medico-biological problem, but also with many social and hygienic problems of

health protection of the northern peoples.

Life expectancy figures for northerners are given in Figure 3. During the last 30

years, the life expectancy of northerners has been significantly below that of the Russian

Federation. This is particularly true for small ;thnic groups living in Yakutia.

In our opinion the concept of the demographic development of the northern

peoples should contain the requirements needed to implement a transition to an

intensive type of reproduction of the population:

1. Increasing the average life expectancy of northern peoples.
2. Stabilizing a high birth rate.

3. Reducing infant mortality.

4. Reducing mortality in the working-age population, particularly from

exogenous causes, and also in the elderly population.

The demographic policy of the government and the regional demographic policy

in areas populated by northern peoples must help to solve these problems.

Medical care is provided by 8 central hospitals (411 beds), 29 rayon hospitals (450

beds), 5 outpatient clinics, 28 paramedical midwife stations, and paramedical stations.

Of the rayon hospitals, approximately 60% were buih during 1930-1950 and their

degree of dilapidation is from 40% to 100%. All these medical institutions are located

in converted buildings.

In 1991, the general morbidity of the adult population was 714.7 per 100,000. In

the hierarchy of morbidity, the dominant components are common colds and diseases of

the female organs, 29.0%; complications in pregnancy and delivery, 18.9%;

gastrointestinal diseases, kidney diseases, and dental caries. The infant mortality index in

1990 was 45.0%.
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Protection and improvement of the health status of peoples of the Republic of

Sakha (Yakutia) depend on solving many fundamental problems:

congenital health problems;
mother and child health protection;

prolonging life expectancy and reducing mortality;

environment and health;

adaptation and urbanization: ethnic and psychobiological aspects;

biological and social patterns and the health status of the ethnic groups in

Yakutia;

specific physiology of peoples of the north;

pre-disease and primary preventive measures;

rational diet and health status of the northerners;

folk medicine and problems of health protection;

morbidity of small ethnic grc.ups in Yakutia;

specific features and the course of common and specific diseases among
peoples of the north;

infectious and noninfectious pathology in the regions of Yakutia;

improving public health services in the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia);

establishing specialized medical assistance in the republic;

training medical specialists domestically and abroad;

health economics and organization of public health.

Solving these problems requires further development of medical science in the

Republic of Sakha (Yakutia).

Medical science in the republic is represented by minor scientific subdivisions of

federal and departmental organizations:

The Yakut Branch of the Scientific Industrial Association and

Phthisiopulmonology of the Moscow Institute of Tuberculosis of the

Ministry of Public Health of the Russian Federation;

Laboratory of Morphofunctional Research of the Institute of Medical

Problems of the North of the Siberian Branch of the Academy of Medical

Sciences of the Russian Federation;

Sector of Medical Ecology of the Yakut Scientific Center of the Siberian

Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences;

Medical sector of the Institute of Problems of Small Ethnic Groups of the

North of the Yakut Scientific Center of the Siberian Branch of the Russian

Academy of Sciences.

-6-
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In addition, there is the Medical Therapeutic Department of the Yakut State

University which is involved mainly in applied scientific problems.

Because these subdivisions are poorly equipped and hence have low scientific

potential, however, they are not capable of maintaining long-term scientific relations with

major science centers in Russia and abroad on an equal basis. This was the reason that

this republic has been utilized for a long time as a data-gathering scientific base for

other scientific medical institutions of this country, while the Republic's public health

system has received nothing in return.

This compelled the leadership of the Republic to accept the decision by the

President of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia) to create the National Institute of Health

of the Peoples of Yakutia on the basis of these subdivisions.

The Working Commission on settin^g up such an Institute has suggested the

following basic scientific sectors, taking into account priorities in the public health needs

of the republic (Figure 3):

1. Ecological problems of medicine.

2. Ecological pathology of tuberculosis.

3. Biology of Vilyuy encephalomyelitis.

4. Health and regional public health economics.

5. Folk medicine of the peoples of Yakutia.
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2. RESULTS OF WORK

The form of the presentation of this section was motivated by the authors'

intention to preserve the authenticity of the following materials and methods.

The procedure and the results of the airborne gamma-spectrometric survey that

are needed for understanding the text are given here in a very condensed form, because

they are set forth in detail in the airborne geophysical team's reports.

2.1. Airborne Geophysical Work

In Jime and August of 1990, the airborne geophysical team of the Central

prospecting survey expedition of the Production Geological Association Yakutskgeologiya
conducted an airborne gamma-spectrometric survey on the sites 'Taas-Yuryakh", "Aykhal"
and "Udachny". The suivey was performed with an airborne geophysical station SKAT-
77 mounted on an AN-2 aircraft The courses, plotted in accordance with a survey scale

of 1:25,000 over 250 m and 1:10,000 over 100 m, were tied in by aerial photographic

referencing using an AFA-17 aerial camera. Flight altitude was maintained within the

range of 50-75 meters above the surface. From the results of these aerial operations

gamma field maps were made of the "Taas-Yuryakh" and "Aykhal" sites with a scale of

1:25,000 and of the TJdachny" site on a scale of 1:10,000, which characterize the general
radiation background above said sites and the distribution of radioactivity over them.

The "Taas-Yuryakh" site. The survey was performed on three separate sectors

No. 1, 2, and 3 (Figure 2).

On the map of the gamma field of sector No. 1, the isolines are drawn every 2

/xr/hr. The maximum activity of the gamma field, which does jiot exceed 18 /ir/hr, is

observed only at the southernmost boundary of the sector, and the main portion of the

sector, including the town Taas-Yuryakh itself, is characterized by gamma activity levels

no greater than 12 /ir/hr. To understand the nature of the high (up to 18 ftr/hi) gamma
activity, detailed surface operations are required involving soil, vegetation and water

sampling. The nature of the gamma field in the area of well No. 47, the site of an

imderground nuclear explosion, is shown in Figure 3. A radioactive contamination spot

revealed by sur&ce operations was not recorded by airborne gammaspectrometiy, which

can be explained by low radioactivity.

On the map of the gamma field of sector No. 2, the isolines are drawn every 5

Mr/hr. In general, sector No. 2 is characterized by the background value of the gamma
field, and only in certain areas of the Telgespit River valley and in the central part of the

area are values up to 20 nr/ta reached. In order to understand the nature of these

"spots", a complex of surface operations has to be conducted. In this sector four

underground nuclear explosions were conducted. The nature of the ganmia field above

the wells is norma] (Figures 4, 5).
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On the map of the gamma field of sector No. 3, the isolines were also drawn

every S nr/hi. The sector is characterized by a background gamma activity of no higher
than 15 /ir/hr. In this sector two underground nuclear explosions were conducted. The
natxire of the gamma field above the wells is normal (Figures 6, 7).

The "Avkhal" site. The survey of this sector entailed a series of smface operations

(Figure 8).

An airborne geophysical survey confirmed the presence of radioactive

contamination 3^0 m south-southwest from the mouth of the River Chulnika, the left

tributary of the River Markha. The sector with radioactivity of higher than 10 nr/hi is 1

X 3.75 Ian in size and extends in a northeasterly direction (Figure 9). The highest

radioactivity of up to 70 nr/bi was registered in the southwestern part of the

contaminated sector. Since the nature of radioactivity of this sector was established

unambiguously by the surface operations, including that in, the mouth of the River

Qiukuka where gamma field radioactivity is slightly higher than 5 Mr/hr, surface

operations should be conducted in this area for determining the nature of other "spots"

with radioactivity over 5 /ir/hr, and also aerial operations should be expanded for

detecting similar "spots" in adjacent areas.

The "Udachgy
"

site. In August of 1990 an airborne gamma-spectrometric survey
on the scale of 1:10,000 was conducted on the left bank of the Daldyn (Figure 10). On
the gamma field map, the site of the explosion and traces of the discharge are fixed by
the 10 Mr/hr isogamma; the maximum values in the epicenter reach 25 la/bi (Figure 11).

In addition to the map of the gamma field, we present a copy from the map of uranium

concentratioiis (Figure 12) which indicates that the site of the nuclear explosion was also

recorded in the uranium channel

22 Sorihoe Dosimetric and Radiometric Operations

Surface operations were plaimed, taking into account the data obtained from an

advance airborne gamma-spectrometric survey, in sectors with increased levels of

radioactivity that were not clearly related to the sites of underground nuclear explosions

by the method of landing an "assault team", conducting measurements and sampling sofl

and water, in sectors where radioactive contamination was detected, detafled operations
were carried out on a scale determined by the dimensions of the object detected.

For performing these tasks the team was equip{>ed with a sufficient number of

radiometers and dosimeters: 6 SRP-68-01, 1 DRG-OIT, 1 DKS-04, 1 DP-5, 1 IMI>-12, 2

RSP-IOIM Poisk-Pripyat with gamma and beta detectors, 1 RKB4-IeM. AD of these

instruments were tested metrologically in 1989-1990.

In the course of carrying out the planned program of operations, the inadequacy
of the "assault team" technique immediately became obvious: the time limitation when
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the helicopter waits with its engines running prevents investigating an adequately

representative area around the shaft in which the Srst nuclear explosion was conducted

(shaft No. 61), not to mention the increased levels of gamma radiation recorded by
airborne gamma-spectrometric survey in marshy river floodplanes, where only a few

measurements and random sampling could be made (sector No. 2 of the airborne

gamma-spectrometric survey, the Telgespit River valley).

As a result, in the sector 'T»feva-3" one profile was made through shaft No. 61, 400

m long with azimuth 20* (fixed measurements at 20 m intervals, gamma radiation values

fi-om 8 to 12 /ir/hr and beta radiation values of 1 to 4 particles/min.cm^). During three

landings in the Telgespit River valley, 7-11 /ir/hr and 2-4 beta-particles/min.cm^ were

recorded within the boundaries of the gamma fields from the data of the airborne

gamma-spectrometric survey with an intensity of up to 20 /xr/hr (in each case, one 100-

120 meter long profile was passed).

The 'Taas-Yuryakh" site, (town of Taas-Yuryakh, shaft No. 47).

The shaft is located 7 km from the town Taas-Yuryakh up the Taas-Yuryakh
River on its right bank. According to the information provided by the Production

Geological Association Lenaneftegazgeologiya, an underground nuclear explosion was

conducted in shaft No. 47 in 1979. There is a sign at the shaft mouth saying "Shaft No.

47, started July 1981, completed February 1986." There is no clear reason for this

discrepancy.

The sector was not investigated in detail, the trunk line (800 m) ran through
shafts No. 47 and No. 55 (located 100 m at azimuth 50*, started October 1981, completed

January 1986), three profiles at 100 meter intervals, 280 m long, and a route along the

river bank. The natural rock gamma background was 9-11 /ir/hr.

A spot of radioactive contamination was found 100 m from shaft No. 47 at

azimuth 315* with an intensity of gamma radiation on the surface of 113 /ir/hr against
the background of 11 lit/hr and a beta radiation flux of 22 particles/cm^ -min against the

background of 2-4 particles/cm^ min. During detailed study of a 50 x 50 m square area

at a scale of 1:500, a maximum radioactivity of 230 /xr/hr was recorded (on the surface)

[illegible] tit/hr as well as the 33 particles/cm^ -min flux of beta radiation against the

background of 6 particles/cm^ -min (Figure 13).

Gamma radiation was caused by cesium-137, the spectrum of which was read out

by RSI-IOIM (Figure 11).

Sofl sample No. 47/1 was taken from a point with maximum activity. On the

outline of the spot (98 Mr/hr), in a 0.5-m deep bore hole, two samples were taken from

the siuface of No. 47/2 and at a depth of 0-5 m in No. 47/3. The total beta activity of

the samples was 148.3, 32.4 and 16.4 x 10'^ Ci/g, respectively, which permits the

conclusion that the contamination did not go iar below the surface.
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Along with the investigation of the explosion sites, radiometric investigations were

conducted on food products and drinking water (the total beta activity was measured

with RKB4-IeM by V.I. Cherepanov, the senior engineer of the Department of Radiation

Hygiene of the Republic [illegible]. During these investigations concern was aroused by

ansilyses of drinking water from water intakes in the Taas-Yuryakh and Ulakhan-

Botuobuy Rivers, which indicated 2.3 and 3.3 -lO'*" Ci/1 (as a rule, the total beta activity

of drinking water in Yakutia is below the sensitivity level of the RKB4-IeM).

The results of the analyses were repeated again on June 27, 1990 in the town of

Mirny, which was the reason why part of the group (A.G. Tsyganov, V.I. Cherepanov,
V.A. Danilov) returned after completing the planned operations in the town of Taas-

Yuryakh to meticulously test the water in the Taas-Yuryakh and Ulakhan-Botuobuy
Rivers. Sampling was conducted on July 7, 1990, i.e. two weeks later. Four samples
were taken from the Taas-Yuiyakh River, from the site of explosion to the town at 1.5

km intervals, and five samples at the same intervals from the Ulakhan-Botuobuy River.

The results of the analysis indicated total beta activity below the sensitivity of the RKB4-
leM. As we have mentioned above, some of the operations, i.e. testing, were duplicated

by utilizing several methods of testing and analysis. In this case, on July 26, 1990

Yakutgidromet representative Zh.L. Dokhturov took a large sample of 20 liters from the

Ulakhan-Botuobuy River, and used the method of concentration of radioactive strontium

by sorption on ion-exchange resins. The analysis of this sample performed at the

PUGMS of the city of Vladivostok showed 13.2 Bq/m^. For comparison, a similar

sample from the Markha River 1 km upstream from the site of discharge of a nuclear

explosion (Kraton-3), showed 3.2 Bq/m .

There are six underground nuclear explosion sites in the Ulakhan-Botuobuy River

valley, situated above the site of sampling and in close proximity to shaft No. 47. Hence

the need for systematic monitoring of the water, a very detailed investigation of all

explosion sites and possibly a more in-depth examination of the entire problem than the

present concept, including: explosions, tectonics, permafrost, etc.

#

The natural gamma background around the site of underground explosions (1976-

1987) was investigated during a radiometric survey in 1972-1976 carried out by the

Botuobuy expedition (Report on a geological survey on a scale of 1:200,000 in the

territory in sheets R-49-XXI, XXII, XXni, XXTV, XXVIII, and XXK, from work

performed by the Taas-Yuryakh team, I.N. Antipin et al., Mirny, 1977, YATGF,
inventory No. 13134). These operations included a radiometric survey on a scale of ^

1:200,000 over 22,885 km^; additional investigation, 979 km^; gamma profiling of the bore

holes, 4,475.6 linear meters; trenches, 636.8 m'; gamma logging, 661.1 linear meters; core

listening with UPB-25, 1010.6 linear meters. Rock radioactivity: quaternary deposits

(loams, sand, clay, pebbles)
- 4-10 /ir/hr, dolerites - 4-6 /xr/hr, marine deposits of the

Toar and Pliensbachian stages
- 4-8 /ir/hr, tuSs • 8-10 /xr/hr. The series of Ukugut,

Irelyakh, Dga and Upper Lena, as well Middle Paleozoic and Ordovician deposits

-5-
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displayed a relatively high radioactivity of 10-15 /xr/hr. Around the site of explosions the

natural gamma background of rocks does not exceed 14 /xr/hr.

We present these data as a basis for further investigation of the radiation situation

at sites of underground nuclear explosions, so as to identify radioactive contamination

spots against this background.

The Udachny site. It was not included in the plan of operations due to lack of

information available to the Coordinating Council on the nuclear explosion conducted

there. According to the information obtained from the executive committee of the city

council and the sanitation and epidemiology station of the city of Udachny, an

underground (near-surface) nuclear explosion was conducted 2.5 km northeast of the

town of Udachny in 1S>74 for the construction of a water reservoir dam. A powerful
outburst was observed by witnesses.

The radioactivity at the site of the explosion was 50-65 /ir/hr on the surface, and

up to 200 /ir/hr at a depth of 0.4 m in the excavation.

The results of our investigation are set forth in a document attached to this report

(see Appendix No. 5).

According to data from the airborne gamma-spectrometric survey conducted last

August, radioactive contamination was recorded both above the explosion crater and in

the cloud traces (Figure 11).

In the future, the area of airborne gamma-spectrometric survey must be extended

for monitoring the cloud traces, and detailed surface operations must be conducted at

the site of the explosion and contamination spots. The fact that radioactive

contamination was recorded in the uranium chaimel during the airborne gamma-
spectrometric survey (Figure 12) also requires explanation.

The Aykhal site (Kraton-3).

The natural gamma background of the territory was studied during large-scale

prospecting for uranium by the geologists of the Amakinsk expedition in 1971-1973

(M.V. Gavrilyuk et al. Report on the Work of the Khalamanit Team for 1971-1973.

Materials for the state geological map, 1:50,000 scale, sheets 0-49-81-B, T and 0-49-82-

A^3- Nyurba, 1973). The radiometric survey on a scale of 1:50,000 was made over an

area of 1,061.7 km^ with SIT-2 radiometers; gamma profiling of a bore hole 1,323 linear

meters deep and 801.8 m-^ of trenches was performed.

Procedure: Large-scale uranium prospecting was conducted simultaneously with

geological mapping. It involved continuous listening through a telephone with

measurements made after each 50 m and regardless of the interval when the rock
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changed. Bedrocks were studied from profiles with measurements after each 1 m, the

profiles were not less than every 10 m.

•

Prior to the beginning of operations, all instruments were adjusted using an

aqueous-radium model. Field calibration and adjustment by the aqueous-radium model

were conducted at least once a month.

Conclusion: the rock making up this territory has a radioactivity of 4-7 /ir/hr,

seldom up to 14 ^r/hr (zones of fractures), and in just one case, the radioactivity of

Permian sandstone was determined to be 25 /ir/hr (the so-called 946).

Upper Cambrian rock is found only in the valleys of the Rivers Markha and

Kuchuguy-Taanaakh. Limestone, dolomites with layers and lenses of calcareous

aleurolites, marls, calcareous small pebbled conglomerate, and algal limestone were

foimd.

Lower Ordovician deposits were the most common and found throughout the

entire area studied. They are represented by dolomites, limestone, oolitic sandstone and

limestone, algal dolomites, and plane pebble conglomerates.

Carbonate deposits are characterized by a quiet gamma field with fluctuations of

gamma activity from 4 to 7 /ir/hr, in some cases, over fracture sections, up to 9-12 /ir/hr.

Permian deposits are characterized by a wide variety of lithologic variations:

sandstone, aleurolites, gravelites, arlillites, carbonaceous shales, sand, tuff sandstone;

radioactivity &-14 /ir/hr. In a single case, on the northern slope of the brooks Baziony

and Trekhglavy, up to 25 /ir/hr was detected in sandstone.

The pearl-luminescent analysis of 4-X samples yielded 0.00042, 0.00025, 0.0001,

and 0.00005% for uranium.

Dolerites covering significant areas of the territory studied registered from 4 to 5

/ir/hr.

Rock radioactivity over exposed sectors:

/ir/hr Number of

measiu'ements

1. Limestone and dolomites 4-7 198

2. Dolerites 4-5 512

3. Permian deposits
8-14 75

4. Quaternary deposits
6-8 94

5. Zones of fractures in carbonate mass 9-12 70

This area was rated as impromising for finding radioactive raw materials.

-7-
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The shaft, where an underground nuclear explosion was conducted in 1978

accompanied by an accidental discharge of radioactive substances, is located on the right

bank of the Markha River (120 m from the water's edge), 3,250 ra upstream from the

mouth of the River Chukuka.

There are no remnants of machinery and equipment in the drilling area,

production facilities and living quarters were demolished, and the soil layer was plowed

up by a bulldozer within the radius of the first one hundred meters. A tomb was
constructed next to the shaft An earth embankment protects the shaft mouth and the

tomb on the side of the slope.

The shaft mouth is a 3 m high pfle of earth with broken boards, pieces of cables,

pipes, and pieces of concrete, topped with a cast iron sign 'T)ANGER ZONE," which

forbids earth moving and is securely fastened to a drill pipe. Radioactivity at certain

points reaches 740 /if/hr.

The tomb is a rectangular flat hUl, 2 m high measuring 10 x 30 and located

parallel to the river bank 100 m from the water's edge. It is fenced by several rows of

barbed wire welded to pipes which are welded into half-barrels filled with cement The
fence was destroyed by frost because the wire was too taut Radioactivity on the surface

of the tomb is 120-280, and at some points up to 700 /ir/hr.

The embankment protecting the tomb and the shaft mouth from flood and rain

water from the side of the slope is made of earth with broken boards and bushes up to 1

m high, and adjoins the edge of the flood plain terrace as a semi-ring 7S m in radius.

Up the slope from the drilling area, toward the geodetic sign "Mouth of the

Qiukuk", there is a strip up to several himdred meters wide and 2J km long of "dead"

forest which consists of standing dead trees, bushes, grass, moss, and reindeer moss, all

dead The only green plants are single, sparse, young willow sprouts spaced 20 to 30

meters apart, 1.0-1.2 m high with 2-3 leaves. Radioactive background in the axial portion
of the trace: SO-W tir/br, on the ground surface: 100-120, up to ISO /ir/hr.

Dosimetric Measurements

Because of the substantial length of the contamination spot within the sector

investigated by airborne gamma-spectrometric survey (S km), the scale of 1:25,000 of

surface dosimetric operations was used. Measurements were conducted with a pitch of

20 m over profiles every 250 m. The tnmk line was cut along the compass traverse,

profiles were passed using inclinatoriums. The minimum limitation was determined by

triple repetition of the measured level of 9-10 tir/hr. The natural background of the

rock making up the area studied was 8 /xr/hr.
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A total of 12 profiles, 500 to 1,700 m long, were passed, and radioactive

contamination was monitored for 3.0 km (Figure 16). The results of surface observations

were practically comparable with the data from the airborne gamma-spectrometric

survey.

The nature of gamma radiation from field observations was determined by the

presence of cesium-137 (Figure 17,a-fl).

We used the value of the background, 10 /xr/hr, as the boundary of the

contamination spot, when the presence of cesium-137 against a background of 8 /if/hr is

recorded reliably by the instrument RSP-IOIM Toisk-Pripyat" (Figure 17j»),

The density of the flux of beta particles within the contamination spot reaches 98

particles/min.cm^ at the shaft mouth and 60-90 particles/min.cm^ along the line in the

area of profiles 5 and 6 against the backgroui.d of 2-4 particles/min.cm^ beyond tne

boundaries of the spot (measurements were made at a distance of 10 cm from the

surface).

The results of the measurements suggested the presence of sfrontium-90.

On the isogam of 5 Mf/hr (Figure 8), the airborne gamma-spectrometric survey

around the main trace revealed and delimited contamination spots that spanned the first

few hundred meters to the first few kilometers. The nature of their distribution makes it

possible to talk about a possible spread of spots over tens of kilometers. During the test,

two spots were visited: the spot on the right bank of the Markha River downstream from

the mouth of the Chukoka River: 12 /ir/hr (water sampling sites SIO and Sll), and the

spot that is the closest to the main trace to the east: 15-17 /ir/hr (water sampling sites

y-8n and y-6P).

According to calculations performed by LtCol. A,I. Chomchoyev, chief of staff of

the Civil Defense of the city of Yakutsk, the levels of radioactivity in the nearest trace at

the time of discharge could exceed 200 /xr/hr, and the total contamination of this area at

the present time is up to 3,000,000 Bq/kg (calculations were made before the results of

the analysis were received).

Results of Sampling

Diiring field operation on the "Aykhal" site, soil, vegetation and water were tested.

Testing as well as analytical operations were performed in accordance with the

appropriate departmental procedures. A totad of 44 sofl samples, 14 vegetation samples,

and 20 water samples were taken. The distribution of soQ and vegetation sampling sites

is given in Figure 18, and water samples are presented in Figure 19.

-9-
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The results of laboratory investigations demonstrate a direct relationship between

the concentrations of cesium-137 and strontium-90 and the strength of the exposure dose

of gamma radiation (Figure 20).

The nature of propagation of radioactivity into depth was investigated in three

bore holes 0.50-0.55 m deep; bore hole 3 - PR6.5 PK200, bore hole 4 - PR6.5 PKIOO,
and bore hole 5 - PR6.5 PKO. The breakdown: 0.00-0.05 m - soil and vegetation layer,

0.05-0.16 -
gray sand (only bore hole No. 3), 0.05-0.55 (0.15-0.50 m in bore hole No. 3)

-

yellow clay. Analyses of 6 samples from each bore hole indicate insignificant

permeability of the clay, nevertheless the process of radioactivity redistribution fi^om the

surface to the interface of thawing and frozen rock was observed (Figure 21).

Analysis of the siuface waters in the trace outline for total beta activity performed
with the instrument RKB4-IeM at a differentiated counting rate, which makes it possible

to show cjualitari\'c wai ;r contamination (sample S112 - 24.6 s', S113 - 26.4 s'', S114 -

29.9 sS SH5 - 29.1 s\ drinking water - 18-20 s'*), indicates values below 1 x 10"*" Ci/1.

The results of the analyses make it possible to conclude that radioactive

contamination in the trace is of a surface nature; most radionuclides were recorded in

the sofl vegetation layer, except for the area near the mouth of the explosion shaft and

the tomb, where radioactivity increases with depth. In the tomb zone on the surface at

140 Mr/hr, the total beta activity is 633.1x10''.'^ Ci/g, at a depth of 0.5 m, it increases to

540 Mr/hr and 1,193.6x10"'^ Ci/g.

Surface water flows do not carry any significant concentrations of radionuclides.

Radionuclides enter the Markha River mainly due to mechanical runoff.

-10-
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Results of Radiometric Investigations

Nos.
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IX

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Water (Lake Bolshoye,

background 10 (ir/hr)

Water (Lake Khora-Kel.

background 8 (ir/hr)

Sou No. 1 (shaft No. 61,

background 12 |xr/hr)

Sou No. 1 (shaft No. 47,

background 23 (ir/hr)

So I No. 2 (shaft No. 47,

background 30 iir/hr)

Sou No. 3 (shaft No. 47,

background 100 |ir/hr)

Sou No. 1 (shaft No. 47,

background 98 \ii/bi)

Soil No. 2 (shaft No. 47,

background at a depth of

0.5 m - 67 jir/hr)

Sou No. 3 (shaft No. 47

on the surface, back-

ground 239 |ir/hr)

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

same

4 times higher than

background

BeldW sensitivity

same

same

same

Sampling date

06/25/90

same

same

Sampling date

cnicniTQ

Sampling date

30 times higher than

background same

Ground water (explosion

crater near Udachny)

Town of Udaduty

Below sensitivity

Sampling date

06/30/90
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7.

Drinking water (River

Ulakhan-Bysyttakb, 1 km
from the explosion site)

SoU No. 1 (southern

slope of the crater)

Soil No. 2 (southwestern

slope, background 12

(ir/hr)

Soil No. 3 (to southeast,

background 60 iir/hr)

Soil No. 4 (northeastern

slope 20 m from the

ridge, background 110

(ir/hr)

Soil No. S (to northeast,

70 m from the ridge,

background 11 iir/hr)

Soil No. 1 (river sand, 1

km downstream from the

dry brook, background
10 (ir/hr)

Soil No. 2 (30 km from

shaft mouth to the west,

background 20 \ii/hi)

same

same

2 times higher than

background

3 times higher than the

background

3 times higher than the

background

1 Below sensitivity

AiarUia River, 60kmfrom Udachny

1 Below sensitivity

2J times higher than

1 background

same

same

same

Sampling date

06/30/90

same

same

Sampling date

07/07/90

same
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Soil No. 3 (northern side

of the crater, background
175-220 jir/hr)

Soil No. 4 (southeastern

side of the crater,

background 130-lSO

l»r/hr)

Drinking water (Markha
River, samples 1-12 from

the mouth of the 'dry*

brook at 300 m intervals

for 3J km downstream,

background 8-13 tir/hr)

Reindeer moss (site of

contaminatioiu profile 6,

background 60 iir/hr)

Reindeer moss (site of

base 1 of the expedition

camp, 1 km upstream,

background 10 (ir/hr)

12

II

SO times higher than

background

40 times higher than

background

same

same

Below sensitivity of

instrument

20 times higher than

background

Below sensitivity

Sampling date

07/01/90

same

same

CONCLUSION

1. At the sites of nuclear explosions in the Mirny district (town of Taas-Yuryakh. dty of Udachny, area of

the Markha River) radioactive contamination of the soil and vegetation was found (2-SO times higher than

the radiation bacl^round).

2. The gamma background exceeds the natural values by 25 times and more.

3. The total beta activity of drinking water sources (Botuobuy River, Taas-Yuiyakh River, Sytykan water

reservoir, and Markha River) is lower than VDU-88 (SXia" Ci/I).

RECOMENDATIONS

To improve the performance of specialists who go to areas with an unfavorable radiation situation

the following is necessary:

1. Available equipment:
-

surveying radiometer SRP-6ft4)l

- RSP-lOlMunit
- DRG-OIT dosimeter
- DKS-04 dosimeter (each specialist should have one)

-14-
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- RKB4-leM radiometer
- RUB-OIP radiometer
- RGA-OIP or RAS-04P aerosol radiometer
- DK-02, IFKU, and TLD individual dosimeters

2. The optimum composition of a team is 4-6 specialists.

3. The table of equipment, in addition to protective clothes, sleeping items, and food, must include:

bags for soil, vegetation, and other samples
1, 10, and 20 liter water sampling tanks.

-15-
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Institute of Biology of the Yakut Scientific Center

of the Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences

Investigation of Samples of Soil and Vegetation at the Sites

of Underground Nuclear Explosions in the Mirny Rayon

From June 24 to July 7, 1990, on the instructions of the Council of Ministers of

the Republic, a group of radiologists worked in the Mimy, conducting a radiation study
of the towns of Taas-Yuiyakh and Udachny and the surrounding areas. The Institute of

Biology of the Yakut Scientific Center of the Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of

Sciences participated in this work.

Field operations employed the SRP-68-01 (No. 2141, metrology of June 1990),

and RSP-IOIM units. Six soil samples and two vegetation samples were taken.

Sample IB-1. 200 m to the north-northeast from the mouth of shaft No. 47, soil,

background 110 /tr/hr.

Sample IB-2. 10 m north of the point of first sampling, soil, background 2S-30

nr/hr.

Sample IB-3. Site of the nuclear explosion 2.5 km from the town of Udachny,
soil, background 120 nr/hi.

Sample IB-4. Site of the nuclear explosion 60 km from the town of Udachny
"Kraton-3", shaft mouth, soil, background 750-800 /ir/hr.

Sample IB-5. "Kraton-3", 1150 m from the shaft mouth along the main line, soil,

background 100-120 /ir/hr.

Sample IB-6. "Kraton-3", 1200 m from the shaft mouth along the main line, soil,

background 90-100 /xr/hr.

Sample IB-7. Sampling site IB-5, moss, reindeer moss, 600-700 beta

particles/cm^min.

Sample IB-8. The sampling site IB-6, moss, reindeer moss, 300-350 beta

particles/cm^min.

Samples were taken at the sites of high background, depth 5 cm, area 0.01 m^;

beta radiation was measured on the surface.
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The samples were analyzed at the Institute of Plant and Animal Ecology of the

Ural Regional Division of the USSR Academy of Sciences at the Department of

Continental Radioecology in the town of Zarechny in Sverdlovsk Oblast The level of

cesium isotopes was measured on the AM-A-02F1 multichannel analyzer with a

semiconductor detector, model DGDK 50-B. The photopeak areas were calculated on a

computer; the error was no greater than 3%. In the prepared soil szmiples, the content

of strontium-90 was determined from the daughter yttrium-90 where the radiometry of its

precipitates was conducted on the low background lJMF-1500 unit with the end-window
counter SBT-16, where the reading error was no greater than 15%.

The results of the analyses are presented in the form of a table.

ample No.
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Strontium-90 and cesium-137 levels in average global fallout (background values) and in

some areas of the Chernobyl zone:

No.
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Laboratory of the Department of Radiation Hygiene,

Yakut Republic Sanitation and Epidemiology Station

RESULTS
of Radiometric Analysis of Soil Samples

firom the Mirny Rayon in July 1990

The total beta activity of the soil samples was determined on the UMF-ISOO unit

in accordance with procedural instructions approved by deputy chief sanitary physician of

the Russian Federation N.S. Titkov on November 14, 1975. Total beta activity of the

soil was measured with the aid of a kit including the STS-5 counter and a loose sample

container. Since the beta activity of soil is determined approximately 70% by potassium-

40 and 30% by the isotopes of the uranium and thorium series, UMF-1500 was

calibrated against potassium chloride, because, the average energy of the beta particles of

the uranium and thorium series measured by the counter STS-5 is practically equal to

that of potassium-40. The specific activity of potassium chloride is S-STXlO'^Ci/g.

The total alpha activity was measured on the BDA um't using the procedure

"Determination of Total Alpha Activity of Soil" approved by the deputy chief of the

Main Administration of Research Institutions and Scientific Research Coordination, N^
Demidov on August 25, 1976, and developed.by the Leningrad Research Institute of

Radiation Hygiene of the Ministry of Public Health of the Russian Federation. BDA
was cah'brated against a sofl "reference" containing 6.3X10"*" curie of thorium per gram
of soiL

The total alpha and beta activity comes from 14 alpha emitters and 6 beta

emitters of the uranium and thorium series and potassium-40. With their average

concentrations in soU of U = 2.4X10^ Ci/g, Th - SXIO"* Ci/g, and K-40 = ZXIO'^ Ci/g,

the total alpha and beta activities are almost equal:

Za = 8pa(U) + 6paCni) = 6.4 X 10"" + 53 X 10"" Ci/1 = 11.7 X 10"" Ci/1

S^ = 3p/S(U) + 3p^(Th) +p^(K*^ =
(2.4 X lO" + 2.6 X lO"" + 16.2 X 10"" Ci/g

= 21.2 X 10" Ci/g

hence 2a = 0J5.

When there is little uranium and thorium in soil, this ratio is significantly lower.

At present, there are no maximum permissible levels for sofl.

-19-
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Total Beta and Alpha Activity of Soils

No.
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The total beta zmd alpha activity of arable soil of the Yakut SSR is 20-25X10*^

Ci/g and 7-lOXlO'^ Ci/g, respectively, and to a great extent depends on the quantity and

kind of mineral fertilizer applied.

Analysis indicates that the total alpha activity of soil is approximately equal to the

mean values of alpha activity of arable soils throughout the Yakut SSR, and its increase

was not found in any samples, while the total beta activity increases upwardly and

reaches its maximum level on the surface of the soil.

This indicates sofl contamination with sources of beta radiation.

Taking into account the fact that more than 10 years have passed since the

explosion, these can be strontium-90 and cesium-137, whose half-life is about 30 years.

T. Lopukhova
Laboratory Physician of the Radiological

Laboratory of the Republic Sanitation

and Epidemiology Station
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Yakut Republic Sanitation

and Epidemiology Station

CONCLUSION
on the of Radiochemical Analyses of

Water Samples Collected by a Group of Specialists ttom

the Coordination Council in the Mirny Rayon
in July, 1990

Water samples were collected in rivers used as sources of drinking water by
settlements located in the area and at the sites of underground atomic explosions in the

Mirny Rayon.

The purpose of the laboratory investigation was to try to establish the possibility

of artificial (strontium-90 and cesiimi-137) and natural (uranium-238 and radium-226)

radionuclides entering natural waters as a result of explosions. The radiochemical

analysis was conducted in August of 1990 at the radiological laboratory of the Yakut

Republic Sanitation and Epidemiology Station using procedures approved by Chief State

Sanitary Physician PJ^. Burgasov on December 3, 1979.

Radiometric apparatus of the UMF-1500 type and a scintillation alpha unit with a

BDA imit and photoelectric colorimeter, which passed state testing at the Far East

Center of Standardization and Metrology in July 1990, (as evidenced by the appropriate

documents) were used.
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Results of Radiochemical Analysis of Water Samples

(p X 10'^ Curies/1 or p X picocuries/1 pCi/1)
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The concentrations of natural radionuclides (uranium-238 and radium-226) in the

investigated samples of water from the rivers of the Mirny Rayon are within the mezui

values of long-term laboratory observations (since 1983) (for the Vilyuy River, the

concentration of uranium fluctuated within the range of 0...[illegible] 0.5 pCi/1, for

radium-226 it was 0.2-0.3 pCi/1), which is slightly below the average values for the

Republic, which are 0.4 pCi/1 for radium-226, and 0.5 pCi/1 for uranium-238.

Artificial radionuclides enter open bodies of water mostly by being washed out of

the soil by rain and thawing waters.

The concentration of cesium-137 in all water samples was below the minimum

measurable activity or lower than 0.5 pCi/1.

The content of strontium-90 in the individual samples of water collected from the

rivers of the Mirny Rayon is more compa: able with the results of long-term observations

of water in the lakes of the Vilyuysk group of rayons, where the concentration of

strontium-90 fluctuated within the range of 1.5-3.5 pCi/1, while in the rivers it was 0.5-1.5

pCi/1.

It would be premature to declare the estimate final because of an insufficient

number of samples, and work on investigating the level of strontium-90 in these specific

sectors must be continued.

In general, the concentration of natural (uranium-238, radium-226) and artificial

(strontium-90, cesium-137) radionuclides in the investigated samples of water from the

rivers of the Mirny Rayon is at least 100 times lower th£Ln permissible concentrations for

category B under the Standards of Radiation Safety (NRB-76/87).

G.Ye. Semonov
Head of the Department of Radiation Hygiene
of the Yakut Republic Sanitation

and Epidemiology Station
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3. Individual Dosimetry

In order to ensure the safety of personnel during surface operations in the course

of radiometric investigations and while sampling plants, soil and water at many sites of

radioactive contamination, "Regulations on Radiation Safety During Investigations" of

June 22, 1990 (Appendix 6) were developed and approved. The Radiation Safety Service

of TsPSO ordered 25 individual photodosimeters (IFKU-1) from the Experimental

Procedural Unit of Nuclear Geophysics, which has the right to test dosimeters granted by

the Far East Center of Standardization and Metrology (678500, town of Batagay,

Verkhoyansk Rayon, Yakut SSR, uL Oktyabrskaya, 6 .., illegible...). These dosimeters

were distributed in the following manner: 11 instnmients for operations in the area of

the town of Taas-Yuryakh, 12 for operations in the area of the town of Udachny, and

two reserve dosimeters (No. 4005 and No. 4016) for determining background values were

not used (Appendix 7).

CONCLUSION

According to information we have gathered, nine underground nuclear explosions

were conducted in the Mirny Rayon of the Yakut-Sakha SSR for research and economic

purposes in the vicinity of the following population centers: town of Udachny, one

explosion, (a site called "Kristall", 1974), town of Aykhal (one, "Kraton-3", 1978), town of

Taas-Yuiyakh (seven, "Oka", shaft No. 42, 1976, "Vyatka", shaft No. 43, 1978, "Sheksna",

shaft No. 47, 1979), "Neva-1", shaft No. 66, 1983, "Neva-2,3", shafts Nos. 61, 68, and 101,

1987).

All nine explosion shafts and adjacent areas were studied, although over limited

areas, in 1990 by airborne gamma-spectrometric survey. In two cases, at the sites

"Kristall" and "Kraton-3", area radioactive contamination was foimd. Surface operations

were carried out at 4 sites: detafled operations at the site "Kraton-3" and prospecting at

the sites "Kristall," "Sheksna," and "Neva-3". Radioactive contamination was recorded at

three sites, "Neva-3" being the exception. The operations employed data fixjm an

advance airborne gamma-spectrometric survey, and only at the site "Kristall" were

airborne geophysical operations performed later.

Parameters of sectors of radioactive contamination that were foimd and

investigated:

"Sheksna" - 50x50 m, the exposure dose up to 60 ^r/hr, the minimum dose on the

surface 239 ^r/hr, the total beta activity in soil 640 (460) Bq/kg (here and below the

results of radiochemical analysis in parentheses indicate the minimum values for the

site); strontium-90, 160 (88) Bq/kg; cesium-137, 350 (70) Bq/kg. In vegetation (reindeer

moss), the total beta activity was 979 Bq/kg; strontium-90, 220 Bq/kg; cesium-137, 166
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Bq/kg. The contamination is of a surface nature, and radioactivity decreases with depth;
its origin is not clear, but may be "technological."

"Kristall": 0.4x0.9 km, the exposure dose up to 65 /xr/hr, the maximum

radioactivity on the surface, 120 fXT/hr; the total b»eta activity in soil, 1860 (950) Bq/kg;

strontium-90, 483 (130) Bq/kg; in vegetation (reindeer moss) the total beta activity is

26,290 (10,760) Bq/kg; strontium-90, 788 (220) Bq/kg; cesium-137, 386 (166) Bq/kg.
Radioactive contamination was caused by a near-surface underground nuclear explosion.
The nature of the explosive operations (stripping) makes it possible to indicate a

predesigned discharge of radioactivity.

"Kraton-3": spots of radioactive contamination were revealed by airborne gamma-
spectrometric survey throughout the entire area investigated (7x12 km); the main trace

was followed for 5 km, J to 2J km wide; the exposure dose in the axial portion of the

trace is up to 2(*0 Mf/hi> the maximum values .lear the shaft mouth on the siuface are

730 Mr/hr, the total beta activity in soil is 28,340 (670) Bq/kg; strontium-90, 9990 (47)

Bq/kg; cesiimi-137, 5120 (87) Bq/kg; in vegetation (reindeer moss) the total beta activity

is 3,378,000 (19,760) Bq/kg; strontium-90, 55,460 (197) Bq/kg; cesium-137, 19,150 (310)

Bq^cg. Radioactive contamination of the area was caused by an accidental discharge

during an imderground nuclear explosion; the scale of the event is not clear, the location

of contamination spots and parameters of the main trace of the radioactive cloud

indicate that the close trace extends for tens of kilometers.

During the operations, 148 samples were taken, including 70 of soil, 14 of

vegetation, 43 of water, and 21 of food. In all 253 anafyses were performed, including

104 for the total beta activity, 23 for the total alpha activity. 111 radiochemical anafyses,

12 gamma-spectral analyses, and 3 analyses using a procedure with ion-exchange resins.

Analysis of the total alpha activity of 20 samples firom the site "Kraton-3" and 3

samples from the site "Sheksna" produced results within average values of alpha activity

of the arable sofl of Yakutia, i.e. no alpha-emitting radionuclides at the sites of

radioactive contaminations examined.

Special attention was given to testing water, 43 samples were taken, including 34

for the total beta activity, 6 for radiochemical analysis, and 3 samples using the

procedure of concentration of strontium-90 on ion-exchange resins.

"Sheksna": 16 analyses of the total beta activity were carried out, one involving

application of ion-exchange resins for strontium-90, and radiochemical analysis of two

samples for strontium-90, cesium-137, uranium-238, and radium-226. In two samples,
taken on June 25, 1990 from the Ulakhan-Botuobuy and Taas-Yuryakh rivers, the total

radioactivity of 3.3X10**" and 2.3X10'"' c/1 was found, in others it was less than

IXlO'^'Ci/L A sample for strontium-90 with the use of ion-exchange resins taken

simultaneously from the Ulakhan-Botuobuy River showed 13.2 Bq/m^ (3.2 Bq/m^) in the
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Markha River, (1 km upstream from the "Kraton-3" site of discharge). The

radiochemical analysis showed the following: a sample from the Ulakhan-Botuobuy
River: strontium-90, 1.5X10"'^ Ci/1; cesium-137, less than 0.5X10'^ Ci/1; uranium-238,

0.3X10" Ci/1; radium-226, 0.3X10'^ Ci/1; a sample from the Taas-Yuryakh River:

strontium-90, l.eXlO'^ Ci/1; cesium-137, less than O.SXIO'^ Ci/1; uranium-238, 0.6X10'^

Ci/1; radium-226, 0.2X10-" Ci/1/.

"Kristall": two water samples were taken for the total beta activity, one from the

crater left by the explosion, the other from the Ulakhan-Bysyttakh River. Analysis

showed less than IXIO*" Ci/L

"Kraton-3": 16 samples were taken for total beta activity, 2 for radiochemical

analysis, and 2 for analysis using the procedure of ion-exchzinge resins for strontium-90.

The total beta-activity of all samples was below 1X10'"* Ci/1. Radiochemical analysis of

two samples from the Markha River collected at the mouth of the brook at the site of

the explosion and 50 m downstream showed strontium-90, 2.5X10"'^ and OJXIO'" Ci/1;

cesium, less than 0.5X10"" Ci/1; uranium-238, 0.3X10" and 0.4X10" Ci/1; radium-226,

0.2X10"" Ci/1, in both samples. According to the analysis results of two samples taken

&t>m the Markha River 1 km upstream and 20 m downstream from the mouth of the

same brook, the content of strontium-90 was 3.2 and 8.5 Bq/m^

The results obtained from field studies and laboratory investigations make it

possible to give recommendations for the future orientation of studies of the radiation

situation in the territory of the republic, and for the design and conduct of similar

operations in new areas.

1. A more detailed dosimetric study should be made of areas containing

radioactive contamination spots in order to develop specific recommendations and

proposals on carrying out decontamination, recultivation, or the recording of

radioactivity.

2. The areas of airborne gamma-spectrometric survey should be expanded for the

purpose of foDowing the trace of the radioactive cloud (sites "Kristall" and "Kraton-3")

from the site of discharge to the administrative boundaries of the Republic, on the basis

of data provided by the Yakut Hydrometeorological Service.

3. All underground nuclear explosions should be investigated using the technique

that has been developed. The investigations should include: an advance airborne

gamma-spectrometric survey on the scale of 1:25,000 in a 10-km radius, regardless of the

results of aerial operations, a radiometric survey of the site of the explosion shaft

opening over an area of 1.0x1.0 km with dosimetric measurements over a grid of 20x20m

with topographic layout and pegs set out, spectrometric measurements, testing sofl and

vegetation on technogenically disturbed and undisturbed land. These operations will

make it possible in the future to ensure time control of the radiation situation.
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4. An ecological survey of the town of Taas-Yuryakh should be conducted. The

survey should include an airborne gamma-spectrometric survey on a scale of 1:10,000, a

gamma survey and gamma spectrometry on a scale of 1:2,000 carried out on foot,

metallometric and radiohydrogeological testing and sampling of the bottom sediments.

Monitoring of the content of radionuclides in the water of the Taas-Yuryakh and

Ulakha-Botuobuy rivers (near the town of Taas-Yuryakh) should be organized.

5. The radiological laboratories of the Republic should be equipped with the

necessary advanced instruments, first of all a gamma-ray spectrometer, which will

improve substantially the quality and speed of emalytical research.
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]

Senator MuRKOWSKi. Oiir next panelist is Dr. John Middaugh,
Alaska State Epidemiologist. We welcome you to the panel and look

forward to your testimony, sir.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Middaugh follows:]
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Senator Murkowski, thank you for inviting me to testify

before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence at this

hearing on "Radioactive and other Environmental Threats to the

United States and the Arctic resulting from past Soviet

activities." Before I begin my remarks on this important topic,

I would like to thank you for your effective leadership in

introducing and gaining passage of the Arctic Research and

Policy Act, and for your commitment to arctic residents by

including health as an integral part of- this important

legislation.

During the past six months, increasing attention has

focused on unverified reports that the former Soviet Union

dumped vast quantities of contaminants into the Arctic Ocean.

Most feared are reports of disposal of radioactive wastes and

nuclear reactors of scuttled submarines and ice breakers. Great

concern also exists that large quantities of potentially toxic

heavy metals and organic hydrocarbons have contaminated the

Russian arctic and subarctic.

Although these reports have not yet been verified, they

are of great concern. Many of us have seen reports and photos

of the tragic and catastrophic industrial contamination in

Romania documented by National Geographic. ^

In order to respond to these disturbing reports, the United

States must take aggressive action and assume leadership. We

need to:

1) Compile existing data that are available to help
us understand the potential threat.

(II
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2) Assure adequate baseline data exist to enable us
to monitor and detect future potential changes.

3) Establish a monitoring program to provide constant
and complete data.

We will need to know:

. What is there?

. How much of which type of contaminant?

. Where are they?

With this information, we will be able to predict how the

materials must cause problems. We will be able to identify

potentials for contaminants to mobilize and potential pathways

by which they might disperse.

The effort will not be easy. The science is complex and

challenging. An effective effort will require multi-

disciplinary and inter-disciplinary communication,

collaboration, coordination, and commitment.

Fortunately, existing agencies and organizations exist to

implement needed planning and action. I speak, for example, of

the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program (AMAP) . Called the

"Finnish Initiative," it has as its primary purpose the

evaluation of arctic environmental contauninants . Four of six

priority areas identified by AMAP are those of greatest concern

regarding potential contamination from the former Soviet Union:

radioactivity, heavy metals, organochlorines, and oil pollution.

AMAP has the potential to be the international vehicle by

which arctic nations can coordinate and collaborate. But while

AMAP has the potential, the United States must assure the job

gets done. We must make available adequate resources so that

implementation of monitoring, assessment, and evaluation

receives appropriate priority.

(2)
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The United States is well represented at this time to AMAP

by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the National

Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) , But we

must assure adequate support for involvement of the National

Marine Fisheries (NMF) , the United States Fish and Wildlife

(USFW) , the United States Geologic Survey (USGS) , and the United

States Department of Energy (DOE) . We must also assure

appropriate support for key agencies and activities in Alaska.

During this conference, lots of attention was given to thfe

concept of "management for sustainability.
" While most focus

was given to subsistence resources, I believe we should expand

this concept to "management for sustainability of arctic

people.
"

At this time, we have great concerns about the impact of

environmental contaminants on human health. Contamination of

the food chain is a major potential threat to subsistence and

the sustainability of arctic people.

We must respond with adequate resources, good science, and

involvement of local arctic people who are impacted. We must

empower individuals so they can make informed decisions about

their lives and lifestyles.

At this time, although our data are incomplete, we, know

that there are not likely to be any serious adverse health

impacts in the short term. Available data do not show any

recent increase in levels of contaminants in subsistence foods—
fish and marine mammals. Available data do not show recent

increases in levels of contaminants in arctic people.

(3)
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But serious gaps in our knowledge of critical areas exist.

We can obtain data in key areas quickly through initial

assessments and monitoring. We then can develop more detailed

research proposals to close critical gaps.

Because effects of exposure to toxic materials on people

are often not seen until many years after exposure, we could

obtain important information on the extent of environmental

contamination by improving surveillance of health status of

people in the former Soviet Union. The national Centers foj:

Disease Control (CDC) has proposed providing technical

assistance for public health surveillance by placing medical

epidemiologists in key health districts in the former Soviet

Union, including five medical epidemiologists in Siberia.

Using Alaska as a logistics base and support facility, CDC

could provide rapid identification of key health status

parameters that might identify major contaminants or areas of

concern. Surveillance would enable focused evaluation of

environmental data to assist in determining potential impacts on

arctic people.

In summary, I believe it essential that the United States

commit adequate resources to assure protection of the arctic and

its people. The United States can assure development of a

coordinated prograun that will:

1) Pull together available data,

2) Establish what conteuninants have been released,

3) Establish a monitoring program to provide constant

and current data, and

4) Interpret data and provide information to those who

need it.

(4)
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I believe the United States should support strongly the

International Arctic Science Council (lASC) and AMAP, fund fully

and urgently the proposal by CDC to establish surveillance of

health status in the former Soviet Union, and provide enhanced

resources to fully assess the potential threat from arctic

environmental contamination.

Finally, I believe it essential to communicate quickly and

responsibly the results of scientific studies to arctic people.

We must use the data to empower arctic residents to make

informed decisions for themselves. We must guard against the

possibility of causing groundless fears that result in

scientists taking away from the community an ability to control

their decisions while waiting for my study results.

How will it all come about? In the movie, Field of Dreams,

we heard whispers in the cornfield, "If you build it, they will

come." During the conference of the three days, I heard, "If

you fund it, the science will be done."

(5)
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STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN MTODAUGH, STATE OF ALASKA
EPIDEMIOLOGIST

Dr. MiDDAUGH. Senator Murkowski, thank you for inviting me to

testify before the Senate Select Committee on InteUigence today.
Before I begin my remarks on the important topic of this hearing,
I would like to thank you for your effective leadership in introduc-

ing and gaining passage of the Arctic Research and Policy Act and
for your commitment to Arctic residents by including health as an
integral part of this important legislation.

During the past six months increasing attention has focused on
unverified reports that the former Soviet Union dumped vast quan-
tities of contaminants into the Arctic Ocean. Most feared are re-

ports of disposal of radioactive wastes and nuclear reactors of scut-

tled submarines and icebreakers. Great concern also exists that

large qu£intities of potentially toxic heavy metals and persistent or-

ganic hydrocarbons have contaminated the Russian Arctic and sub-
Arctic. Although these reports have not yet been verified, they have

great concern. Many of us have seen the reports and photographs
of the tragic and catastrophic industrial contamination in Rumania
documented by the National Geographic. We have heard earlier

today fi*om Mr. Gates of extensive environmental contamination in

the former Soviet Union.
In order to respond to these reports, the United States must take

aggressive action £ind assume leadership. We need to compile exist-

ing data that are available to help us understand the potential
threat. We need to assure adequate baseline data exists to enable
us to monitor and to detect future potential changes and establish

a monitoring program to provide constant and complete data. We
will need to know what is there, how much of which type of con-

taminant, and where are they. With this information, we will be
able to predict how the materials might cause problems. We will

be able to identify potentials for contaminants to mobilize and po-
tential pathways by which they might disperse. The effort will not
be easy. The science is complex and challenging. An effective effort

will require multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary communication,
collaboration, coordination and commitment. Fortunately, existing

agencies and organizations exist to implement needed planning and
action. I speak, for example, of the i^ctic Monitoring and Assess-
ment Program, AMAP. Called the Finnish Initiative, it has as its

primary purpose the evaluation of Arctic environmental contami-
nants. Four of six priority areas identified by AMAP are those of

greatest concern regarding potential contamination fi-om the former
Soviet Union; radioactivity, heavy metals, organochlorines and oil

pollution. AMAP has the potential to be the international vehicle

by which Arctic nations can coordinate and collaborate. But while
AMAP has the potential, the United States must assure the job
gets done. We must make available adequate resources so that im-

plementation of monitoring, assessment and evaluation receives ap-

propriate priority. The United States is well represented at this

time to AMAP by the Environmentsil Protection Agency and the
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, but we
must assure adequate support for involvement of the National Ma-
rine Fisheries, United States Fish and Wildlife Service, United
States Geological Survey, and the United States Department of En-
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ergy. We must also assure appropriate support for key agencies
and activities in Alaska.

During the Arctic Perspectives Conference, lots of attention was
given to the concept of management for sustainability. While most
focus was given to subsistence and natural resources, I believe we
should expand this concept to management for sustainability of
Arctic people. At this time, we have great concerns about the im-

pact of environmental contaminants on human health. Contamina-
tion of the food chain is a major potential threat to subsistence and
sustainability of Arctic people. We must respond with adequate re-

sources, good science and involvement of local Arctic people who
are impacted. We must empower individuals so they can make in-

formed decisions about their lives and lifestyles.
At this time, although our data are incomplete, we know that

there are not likely to be any serious adverse health impacts in the
short term. Available data do not show any recent increase in lev-

els of contaminants in subsistence foods, fish and marine mam-
mals. Available data do not show recent increases in levels of con-
taminants in Arctic people. But serious gaps in our knowledge of
critical areas exist. We can obtain data in key areas quickly
through initial assessments and monitoring. We then can develop
more detailed research proposals to close critical gaps. Because ef-

fects of exposure to toxic materials on people are often not seen
until many years after exposure, we could obtain important infor-

mation on the extent of environmental contamination by improving
surveillance of health status of people in the former Soviet Union.
The National Centers for Disease Control has proposed providing
technical assistance for public health surveillance by placing medi-
cal epidemiologists in key health districts in the former Soviet

Union, including five medical epidemiologists in Siberia. Using
Alaska as a logistics base and support facility, CDC could provide
rapid identification of key health status parameters that might
identify major contaminants or areas of concern. Surveillance
would enable focused evaluation of environmental data to assist in

determining potential impacts on Arctic people.
In summary, I believe it essential that the United States commit

adequate resources to assure protection of the Arctic and its people.
The United States can assure development of a coordinated pro-
gram that will one, pull together available data; two, establish
what contaminants have been released; three, establish an appro-
priate program to provide constant and current data; and four, in-

terpret data and provide information to those who need it.

I believe the United States should support strongly the Inter-
national Arctic Science Committee and AMAP, fund fully and ur-

gently the proposal by the Centers for Disease Control to establish
surveillance of health status in the former Soviet Union, and pro-
vide enhanced resources to fully assess the potential threat from
Arctic environmental contamination.

Finally, I believe it essential to communicate quickly and respon-
sibly the results of scientific studies to Arctic people. We must use
the data to empower Arctic residents to make informed decisions
for themselves. We must guard against the possibility of causing
groundless fears that result in scientists taking away from the
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community an ability to control their decisions while waiting for
more study results.

How will it all come about? In the movie, Field of Dreams, we
heard whispers in the com field, if you build it, they will come.
During the conference of the last three days I heard whispers, if

you fund it, the science will be done. Thank you.
Senator MURKOWSKI. Our next panelist is Charles Tedford, Radi-

ation Health Specialist with the State Department of Health and
Human Services. We welcome you to the committee, representing
the State of Alaska. Thank you, Charles.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Tedford follows:]
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Vice Chairman Senator Murkowski , members of the Subcommittee,

and members of the public, thank you for the opportunity to appear

before the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence. Welcome to

Alaska. Please accept our appreciation for the time and attention

you have given to the threat radiation presents to Alaska.

I am here today representing the Alaska Departments of

Environmental Conservation and Health and Social Services. The

Department of Health and Social Services (DHSS) has the lead agency

responsibility in responding and coordinating response to peacetime

radiation incidents and accidents. The Department of Environmental

Conservation (DEC) has responsibility for radiation matters

relating to the contamination of air, water, and soil. My prepared

statement describes Alaska's proposed capability to monitor and

respond to radiation pollution and contamination.

A nuclear radiation detection system essentially has two elem-

ents: timely notification of an event, and baseline or ambient

environmental monitoring. This discussion will be primarily

directed toward requirements for environmental radiation monitoring

in Alaska; however, the discussion would not be complete without a

few brief thoughts on notification.
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Governor Walter J. Hickel recently requested the U.S.

Ambassador to Russia, Robert Strauss, to provide better notifica-

tion procedures on Russian nuclear power incidents. The request

followed unofficial reports of a radiation release from a nuclear

power plant on the Chukotka Peninsula, just across the Bering

Strait from .\laska.

The release into the atmosphere, which reportedly occurred at

the Bilibino power plant on July 10, 1991, was listed by The Econo-

mist , a British newsmagazine, in the March 28 issue as one of five

nuclear power accidents in the former Soviet Union since January 1,

1991. The magazine also reported that there have been 270

unscheduled stoppages of nuclear reactors in that time, including

10 unscheduled stoppages at the Bilibino facility.

While this particular incident may not have involved cross-

boundary releases, Governor Hickel told .Embassador Strauss he wants

procedures in place to ensure that the State of .\laska receives

prompt notification of all future incidents.

Governor Hickel stated, "The State must have immediate and

direct information if we are to establish a meaningful monitoring

system to evaluate possible impacts."

The Governor also expressed concern about separate news

reports that the Russians are considering expansion of the power

plant even while 170 specialists are planning to leave the area.
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"This facility is closer to most communitzt^s in Western Aliska

than the State Capitol." Governor Hickel told Ambassador Strauss.

"The State of Alaska must be able to provide prompt information to

protect our citizens from potential hazard."

The second element of a nuclear radiation emergency detection

system is environmental monitoring. The routes of exposure for the

people of Alaska to radionuclides would be water and biota, or

atmospheric plumes of material. The U.S. Environmental Protection

.Agency {EP.\) has considerable experience in analysis of environ-

mental samples, and has indicated they will work with the State to

develop agreements to analyze water, biota, and other media

samples. The rest of this discussion is limited to the atmospheric

pathway proposal. However, it should be noted that atmospheric

pathway particulate materials basically become ingestion pathway

scenarios involving food, water and soil.

This plan is predicated upon a request by DEC Commissioner

John Sandor, and accepted by Mr. Jerry Leitch, EPA, Region 10,

Radiation Program Manager. The plan is based on six weeks of

discussion with several groups which are experts in facets of the

problem. Included were atmospheric scientists from the University

of Alaska involving arctic conditions, nuclear emergency prenred-

ness advisors, and people within the EPA who have operated similar

equipment and gained decades of experience and data. The proposal

consists of two elements; particulate samplers near population

centers, and real time detectors at the perimeter of the State.
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The environmental surveillance system consists of a continu-

ally operating Environmental Radiation .Xmbient Monitoring System

(ERA.MS) with particulate samplers located in the large population

centers of Anchorage, Fairbanks and Juneau. The filters would be

removed, scanned, and forwarded twice a week to the EPA lab in

Montgomery, Alabama for laboratory analysis. .\lso, four to five

Portable Ionization Chambers (PICs) would be located throughout the

State. These monitors could be located in Barrow or Wainwright, to

cover the northern-most region; Nome, Unalakleet, St. Lawrence

Island, Little Diomede, or Kotzebue to cover the central region;

and Bethel to cover the southern region.

EP.\ has agreed to supply the ER.\MS sampling equipment, consum-

ables, analytical services, and data management without cost to the

State. The State of Alaska would be responsible for personnel to

collect the ERAMS filters, monitor the PICs, and for funds to

purchase the PICs and satellite communication services.

The State requested $70,000 for alpha beta-, and S80,000 for

gamma-radiation counting laboratory equipment to provide a

radiochemical analytical capability. This equipment would provide

Alaska with an on site counting capability for the ERAMS filters.

The State also requested $135,000 for PICs, $105,000 for four field

monitors, $25,000 for computer data collection, and $5,000 for

installation and training.

Hopefully, through an appropriate congressional bill or

funding mechanism, the EPA or military could serve as a vehicle for

the funds.
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DEC plans to implement the environmental surveillance program

in three phases. In phase one, the ER.\M monitors would be activat-

ed; phase two would involve the purchase and activation of the PIC

system; and during phase three, procure the laboratory equipment to

undertake more regular sampling of water and biota to establish

background levels and detect change.

The framework for emergency response to a nuclear radiation

incident or accident is contained in the Alaska Emergency Opera-

tions Plan. Depending upon the severity of the incident, as many

as seven state agencies and four federal agencies would be involved

in a coordinated response. The Departments of Health and Social

Services, Military Affairs, Environmental Conservation, and Labor

signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) in 1982 which describes

each of these agencies' responsibilities and roles in a radiation

incident or accident scenario. The Conference of Radiation Control

Program Directors, a national organization comprised of the

Directors of all fifty states' Radiation Programs, will review the

Alaska Radiation Program, including our emergency response

capability this fall. This review will include recommendations

about statutory changes, personnel and equipment, methods to

establish a response capability, and funding necessary to accom-

plish these tasks. ^

The Department of Health and Social Services headed by Dr.

Theodore Mala, has the responsibility for emergency response action

for radiation incidents or accidents. Dr. Mala supports the

concept of the environmental monitoring system and efforts should

focus on air and water surveillance. He believes that local
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community native involvement should occur and that a portion of the

radiation detection responsibility should be placed accordingly.

The system should provide accurate, non-panic type information back

to the native communities in an understandable manner. The Federal

government should develop preventive strategies to intervene before

potential accidents. Dr. Mala stated that representatives should

be sent to Siberia to work with the people, particularly at the

reactor at Bilibino. Dr. Mala is pleased that Congressional

representatives are working with Alaska representatives to reduce

a potential threat to Alaskans.

The State of Alaska and the Chukotka local governments should

be included in negotiations and implementation of bilateral

emergency response plans, as well as multilateral efforts to

improve emergency response in the arctic under study by the eight

nations represented in the Arctic Environmental Protection

Strategy. We should have international response drills at least

yearly. Governor Hickel, as Chairman of the Northern Forum, has

commissioned an effort to improve environmental health and

emergency response in the North in conjunction with thirteen other

northern Governors, and that group is prepared to work with their

-respective nations.

Mr. Chairman, as Congress wraps up the Russian Aid Package, we

want to make clear the State of Alaska supports transmitting an

appropriate amount of that aid through Alaska , directly to local

governments which neighbor our state, to assess, together, with us ,

all environmental threats of transboundary, potential contamina-

tion, and to undertake mitigation. We further believe aid should
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be used to establish improved basic communication links between

Alaska and its neighbors for normal interaction and emergency

response. Finally, we urge the Federal government to support

Russian participation in the N'orthern Fcrum and ether international

agreements established to protect our arctic environment, and the

health and well-being of the circumpolar residents. Too often.

international meetings are held, and Russians lack the means to

attend. If the aid package is to have meaning to this part of the

world, we must use it to encourage communication and ensure basic,

necessary improvements to the environment and the public health

through local exchanges. We support the efforts Senator Murkowski

has made already to include an environmental component and a role

for the State in the aid package. Regional and local governments

are where the people are, not deep in a Moscow bureaucracy.'

In summary, prompt notification is required for future nuclear

incidents. A basic environmental radiation monitoring system,

estimated to cost appro.ximately $285,000 in capital funds, is

necessary for Alaska to establish a background level of radiation

and to subsequently monitor elevated risks. We will do our best to

cover increased operations through existing resources and co-

operative agreements, although it would be appropriate to allocate

permanent operating funds. Appropriate monitoring of water,

animals, plants, fish, walrus and people for radioactive material

should be initiated, and preventive and response strategies

developed through working directly with the facilities in Russia

which pose potential threats.
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CIALIST, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES,
STATE OF ALASKA
Mr. Tedford. Chairman Murkowski, thank you very much for

the opportunity to come today £ind testify before the Senate Com-
mittee on InteUigence. Also I'd like to add to Dr. Middaugh's
thought and thaiSc you for the time and the attention you have

given to the threat radiation presents to Alaska.
I represented today two agencies, or two departments, if you will,

the Department of Economic Conservation and the Department of

Health and Social Services. The Department of Health and Social

Services has a lead responsibility in responding and coordinating

response to peace-time radiation incidents and accidents. The De-

partment of Environmental Conservation has responsibility for ra-

diation matters relating to contamination of air, water and soil.

A nuclear radiation detection system essentially has two ele-

ments: timely notification of an event and a baseline or ambient
environmental monitoring capability. This discussion will be pri-

marily directed toward requirements for environmental radiation

monitoring in Alaska, and will add to Admiral Guimond's com-
ments this morning, and I think we're on the same frequency on
that particular matter.

However, a few brief thoughts or comments are in line on notifi-

cation. Recently Governor Hickel requested Ambassador Robert
Strauss to provide better notification procedures on Russian nu-

clear power incidents. And the request followed unofficial reports
of a radiation release from the Bilibino nuclear power plant on the

Chukotka peninsula just across the Bering Strait from Alaska. This

notification was based on reports in The Economist, which is a

British news magazine, the March 28th issue to be precise, which
The Economist listed five nuclear power accidents in the former So-

viet Union since January 1, 1991, and the magazine also reported
that there have been 270 unscheduled stoppages of nuclear reac-

tors in that time, including 10 unscheduled stoppages at the

Bilibino facility.

Governor Hickel stated, "The State must have immediate and di-

rect information if we are to establish a meaningful monitoring sys-
tem to evaluate possible impacts." He also indicated that this facil-

ity is closer to Bilibino with four reactors to most communities in

Western Alaska than the state capitol. And Governor Hickel indi-

cated this to Ambassador Strauss in a message he also forwarded.

He said that the State of Alaska must be able to provide prompt
information to protect our citizens from potential hazards.

Now the second element of a nuclear radiation emergency detec-

tion system is environmental monitoring. And the recent exposure
for the people of Alaska to radionuclides will be water, biota, or at-

mospheric plumes of material. The rest of this discussion is limited

to the atmospheric pathway proposal. However, it should be noted

that atmospheric pathway particulate materials basically become

ingestion pathway scenarios involving food, water and soil, once

the3r've played out on the water or the soil. This plan for Alaska
is predicated on a request by the DEC Commissioner John Sander
and accepted by Mr. Jerry Leach, EPA in Region 10, the Radiation

Program Manager. The proposal basically consists of two elements:
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particulate samplers and their population centers, and real time
detectors at the perimeter of the state.

The environmental surveillance system consists of a continually
operating environmental radiation ambient monitoring system for

which the acron3rm is ERAMS, and they have particulate samplers
and they will be located in large population centers of Anchorage,
Fairbanks and Juneau. And as the paper noted, one of these have
been activated at this time in Fairbanks. The filters would be re-

moved, scanned and forwarded twice a week to the EPA lab in

Montgomery, Alabama for laboratory analysis. Obviously this is an
after-the-fact evaluation. Also, four or five portable ionization

chambers, pics, will be located throughout the State. These mon-
itors could be located in Barrow or Wainwright to cover the north-
em-most region and appropriately located in the central regions
and one located in the southern region.
The Environmental Protection Agency has agreed to supply the

ERAMS sampling equipment, consumables, analjrtical services and
data management without cost to the State. The State of Alaska
would be responsible for personnel to collect the ERAMS filters,

monitor the pics, and for funds to purchase the pics and satellite

communication systems and computer services.

The State has requested $150,000 for radiation counting labora-

tory equipment. The State has also requested $135,000 for pics, for

a total I believe of $285,000. Hopefully, through an appropriate
Congressional bill or funding mechanism, the EPA or military
could serve as a vehicle for the funds. The framework for emer-

gency response to a nuclear radiation incident or accident is con-

tained in the Alaska Emergency Operations Plan. The Conference
of Radiation Control Program Directors, a national organization
comprised of the directors of all 50 state radiation programs, will

review the Alaska Radiation Program, including our emergency re-

sponse capability, this fall. This review will include recommenda-
tions about statutory changes, personnel and equipment, methods
to establish the response capability, and funding necessary to ac-

complish these tasks.

The Department of Health and Social Services is headed by Dr.

Theodore Mala. Dr. Mala supports the concept of the environ-
mental monitoring systems, and he indicated efforts should focus

on air and water surveillance. He also indicated the federal govern-
ment should develop preventative strategies to intervene before po-
tential accidents. Dr. Mala stated that representatives should be
sent to Siberia to work with the people, particularly at the reactor
at Bilibino. And we should have international response drills at

least yearly.
Mr. Chairman, as Congress wraps up the Russian aid package,

we want to make clear the State of Alaska supports transmitting
an appropriate amount of that aid through Alaska, hopefully, and

directly to local governments, which will enable our state to assess
all environmental threats of transboundary potential contamina-
tion and to undertake mitigation.

Finally, we urge the federal government to support Russian par-
ticipation in a northern forum. Too often international meetings
are held and Russians lack the means to attend. If the aid package
is to have meaning in this part of the world, we must use it to en-
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courage commiinication and assure basic necessary improvements
to the environment and to the pubHc health through local ex-

changes. We support your efforts, Senator Murkowski, to include in

the environmental component the role for the state and the aid

package.
In summary, prompt notification is required for future nuclear

incidents and the basic environmental radiation monitoring system,
estimated to cost about $285,000 in capital funds in necessary. And
lastly, appropriate monitoring of water, animals, plants, fish, wal-
rus and people for radioactive material should be initiated, and
preventative and responsive strategies developed through working
directly with facilities in Russia which pose potential threats.

Those conclude my remarks, Mr. Chairman, and I will submit it in

the complete text to you.
Senator Murkowski. Thank you very much, Charles Tedford. I

want to thank the panelists. We've heard from the health panel. I

think clearly the highlights have been self-evident and are cer-

tainly food for thought. And we appreciate the extent of your docu-
mentation and your recommendations. Obviously we see this proc-
ess not as a single hearing to reach a final resolution, but a hear-

ing in an evolutionary process of the problems and then proceeding
on an orderly course of corrective action. But first of all, we have
to highlight the extent of the problems and I think we've seen that
communicated by the members of the previous panel and certainly
substantiated by those of the health panel. I want to thank you for

participating, and we certainly appreciate our Russian academician
and his translator and we wish you a good day.
We're going to continue on with our next panels. I think the sig-

nificance of the next panel, which is noted as the non-governmental
organizations, is representative of a significant group that has
been, you might say, maintaining a level of awareness for some
time in their concern over what's happening in the Arctic. Mr.
Charlie Johnson will represent the Inuit Circumpolar Conference.
He's also a member of the Arctic Research Commission, fi'om

Nome, Alaska. He is followed by Dr. Stephanie Pfirmem and Scott

Hajost of the Environmental Defense Fund, followed by Joshua
Handler of the Nuclear Free Seas Program, Greenpeace. I would
ask that that panel come before us and we will proceed. And Again
I would encourage you to keep your remarks down to six to 10 min-

utes, and we will, of course, take any additional remarks for the
record and you may feel free to summarize your remarks. I'll call

on Mr. Charlie Johnson first. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF CHARLIE JOHNSON, D«>UT CIRCUMPOLAR
CONFERENCE

Mr. Johnson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm here representing
the Inuit Circumpolar Conference which is comprised of the

Inupiat, Yupik and Kalalit people of Alaska, Canada, Greenland,
and now Chukotka in Russia, which at our general assembly last

month in Inuvik, Cgmada became our full-fledged members. I am
pleased to be here to represent the collective views of the indige-
nous people of the north and to state our concerns about the pos-
sible contamination of our homeland. Our people have been the
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first line of defense for North America against the former Soviet
Union.

First, it was the Eskimo scout battalion of the Alaska National
Guard. And now ironically it is our people again as the first line

of defense against the results of the military and industrial buildup
of the former Soviet Union and the contamination that has resulted
fi-om their single-minded domination of the Russian north. I was
startled to learn today fi*om Director Gates about the dumping of
radioactive waste off the Kamchatka Peninsula. This has imme-
diate implications for the people of Western Alaska. But there also

should be concerns fi'om the vast fishing fleets on the Bering Sea.
The report on the increase of cancer among the people in

Chukotka, which is only a few miles fi*om my home, has scared the
hell out of me. I wondered why from the last panel EPA has not

put one of their monitors in Western Alaska, the place that is clos-

est to the nuclear plant at Bilibino.

The Inuit Circumpolar Conference has dedicated numerous years
in establishing cooperation between the indigenous people of the

Arctic, especially in the protection of the environment and its habi-
tants. Since 1983 extensive research and in-depth work has taken
route in implementing the guiding principles of an Arctic policy.
This policy has recently been ratified by the General Assembly of

the Inuit Circumpolar Conference delegate members in Inuvik. The
reasoning for a comprehensive Arctic policy to be implemented was
to protect the environmental integrity of the northern regions to

ensure the survival of Inuit identity and the cultures, and as stated
in the introduction to the Comprehensive Arctic Policy, from an
Inuit viewpoint, Arctic policies must provide more than a pre-
scribed course of action. They must reflect a vision of the Arctic
that promotes fairness and social justice for northern peoples. Arc-
tic policies must support the aspirations of indigenous peoples and
nurture their cultural development.
Equally important, Arctic policy must fully recognize and respect

fundamental indigenous rights. With a concern for our environ-

ment, we have created a comprehensive project called the Inuit Re-

gional Conservation Strategy, which is ongoing, and where govern-
ment agencies can work cooperatively with the Inuit Circumpolar
Conference. This project has gained international recognition and
has earned the United Nations Environmental Protection Global
500 Award in 1988. To date, we have established regional projects
in Greenland, Canada, Alaska, and the thrust has been to collect

data on the use of our animals, plants and other resources fi-om the
traditional knowledge of the elders. We are also collecting data on
our environment.
One of the main obstacles facing the Inuit Regional Conservation

Project is the fiscal constraints of inadequate funding. An ambi-
tious project without adequate funding hampers the coordination
on research on species and resources. But underljdng the need for

protecting our environment is to realize that people by nature need
a wholesome environment to live from. Therefore the need to gath-
er scientific data on possible health pollutants being transferred to

our animals and in the end transferring as polluted harvested food
to the industrial people becomes paramount.
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The ICC has also been heavily involved in the drafting of the
Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy that has been referred to

in the past during this meeting.
I will submit to this body three resolutions adopted by the ICC

Sixth General Assembly addressing pollution of the Arctic and sub-
Arctic waters by the former Soviet Union, resolutions concerning
seaborne nuclear reactors, and a resolution on health and social

values. In the interest of brevity, I will only read the critical sen-

tences.

On the pollution of thee Arctic and sub-Arctic waters by the
former Soviet Union, be it resolved that the Inuit Circumpolar Con-
ference supports and encourages all international efforts to identify
and map all actual and potentisd sources of marine contamination
in the waters in and near the former Soviet Union. Be it resolved
that the Inuit Circumpolar Conference supports and encourages all

international efforts to determine the extent to the present and fu-

ture threats posed by such contamination to the Arctic and sub-

Arctic marine ecosystems and to the human residents of these re-

gions. And be it resolved that the Inuit Circumpolar Conference

supports and encourages all international efforts to identify and
implement actions to alleviate the threats posed by such contami-
nations. And be it further resolved that the ICC be directly in-

volved in these efforts.

Concerning nuclear reactors on sea-borne vessels, be it resolved

that the Inuit Circumpolar Conference reaffirms its opposition to

the use of nuclear reactors anj^where in the Arctic because of their

unacceptable environmental health, safety and security risks. Con-

cerning health, that the ICC promote the development of appro-
priate health and social indicators so that Inuit can better deter-

mine whether social, mental and physical conditions are improving,
and should carry out baseline data studies against which future

change can be measured and should encourage the statistical and
other relevant health and social indicators.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, let me state that we are greatly encour-

aged by the conclusion of the conference which just concluded on
U.S. Arctic Policy, where there was general agreement that state,

federal, and industry and environmental officials that research
remedies and other factors affecting the north is incomplete with-
out the equal and full participation of indigenous people. And I

would like to state that we cannot sit back and wait for Russia to

clean up its act. The U.S. must immediately begin identifying the
causes and immediately start applying the solutions.

Thank you.
Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you very much, Mr. Johnson. We

appreciate your testimony.
Our next witnesses will be representing the Environmental De-

fense Fund, Dr. Stephanie Pfirman and Scott Hajost. I had the op-

portiuiity to welcome them both in my office last week, and I was
particularly moved by their presentation and identification of the

exposures as a consequence of Russian development in the Arctic,
which as you pointed out to me, leaves an awful lot to be desired.

Please proceed with your testimony and I appreciate you being
here.
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Dr. Pfirman. Thcink you. I'm a senior scientist at the Environ-
mental Defense Fund. My background is in oceanography and I've

been concerned about the changing environment in the Arctic for

quite some time. With your permission, I'd like to summarize my
remarks here and add my written testimony later.

Senator MURKOWSKI. Please, your entire testimony will be en-
tered into the record as if read.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Pfirman and Mr. Hajost follows:]
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The Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) is a leading national
environmental organization with over 200,000 members which links

science, economics and law to create economically viable solutions to

today's environmental problems. EDF has launched a major initiative

to address Arctic environmental issues, including an assessment of the
multi-media pollution threats to the Arctic and an evaluation of the
effectiveness of the existing legal regime to provide sufficient

protection for the Arctic

We are concerned that the Arctic environment is faced with

significant threats from a wide variety of anthropogenic sources of
contamination. In order to assess how much the Arctic is now at risk,
we need to get a better understanding of the sources, pathways,
accumulation zones, and effects of pollutants entering the Arctic. We
are beginning to define some of the sources of pollution, in particular
the nuclear reactors and wastes dumped in the shallow waters near
Novaya Zemlya. But we have other concerns as well: oil spills and
leaks, acid rain, heavy metals, PCB's, diozin, DDT, global warming,
ozone depletion and Arctic haze are all stresses on the Arctic
environment and are placing the Arctic and its people at risk.

Pollutants are transported throughout the Arctic by wind, water and
sea ice, as well as with migrating species. Here we describe the

possible fate of pollutants entering the Arctic atmosphere and oceans.

The Arctic Ocean receives a large volume of fireshwater input
from the surrounding Arctic rim States. The majority of it originates
from Russian rivers of which a large percentage are severely polluted.
Figure 1 depicts the distribution of these rivers around the Arctic
Ocean. Former Soviet scientists have measui«d high concentrations of

PCB's, heavy metals, radioactive contaminants, and raw sewage in

many Siberian rivers. Effluents firom these rivers reach out into the
surface waters of the Arctic Ocean and may be transported eastwards
with the near shore currents towards Alaska. Figure 2 depicts the
surface salinity of Arctic Ocean water during the summer time. These
data were compiled by (Sorshkov, a Soviet scientist, in 1980 and
probably represent extensive sampling of the nearshore waters.
Freshwater flowing out from the rivers into the seas can be seen as

regions of low salinity (marked in black) near the Siberian margin.
These pulses of low salinity extend far out onto the continental
shelves and may indicate that pollutants are carried far ofifishore into
the Kara, Laptev and East Siberian Seas.

Figure 3 is a detailed compilation of surface currents within the
Arctic Ocean presented by Gorshkov, 1980. Of major interest is the
eastward flowing Siberian Coastal current, which may transport
polluted coastal waters towards the Bering Strait.
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Soviet scientists have indicated that about 70 % of their Arctic
coastline has been severely damaged by acid precipitation (figure 4)

placing both the native populations and inhabitants of the numerous
Russian towns and cities under severe health risks. The source of the
acid precipitation is the intense industrialization of eastern Europe
and Asia as well as from the Russian Arctic itself. Figure 4 also

depicts the path of one pulse of air pollution stemming from eastern

Europe and moving 10,000 km northwards across Scandinavia, across
the North Pole to Alaska where it swung around and headed
eastwards towards Canada. It is thought that the elevated Brooks
Range in Alaska serves as a barrier to the long range transport of this

Arctic air pollution. However, because of the pathways of the winds,
which tend to spiral into the north polar region in winter, a thick lens
of haze builds up within the Arctic air mass. Because of

meteorological conditions, the haze does not fall out until the spring
when the Arctic region warms. However, the exact location of the
fallout is not known. It is possible that the bulk of the air pollution
falls into the oceans on the periphery of the Arctic air mass where
warmer air allows for large scale precipitation (figure 5) (G. Shaw,
pers. comm. 1992). If this is the case, then a large portion of the
fallout may occur exactly within the prime Arctic fishing grounds
(figure 6) where more than 10% of the world's fish are caught
annually.

Figure 7 shows the probability of sea ice moving into and
melting in the shaded regions. The sea ice that melts in the Beaufort
Sea comes mainly from the east and north. Pollutants carried by
winds across the Arctic basin may be dropped on the sea ice, and
then transported with the ice when it drifts toward the coast.
Particles on and within the ice wiU be released to the surrounding
water when the ice floes break up and melt, potentially adding more
pollutants to the nearshore areas.

A future problem developing in the Arctic region is the rising
concentration of chlorine monoxide at high levels in the atmosphere
(figure 8). Elevated chlorine monoxide level are considered to be a

precursor to stratospheric ozone depletion. Should this occur, then a

very large population within Europe, native populations and delicate

ecosystems in the Arctic would be in danger.

Figure 9 depicts the serious poUution threat to the Arctic in the
form of radioactive fallout, and potential leakage from shallow water
dumping of nuclear waste including nuclear reactors and an unknown
quantity of containers. To date most of the information suggests that

major dumping has taken place during the last forty years in both the
Kara and Barents Seas. A close up of the Barents Sea (figure 10)
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indicates the magnitude of the problem. This map is a composite of a
map published in 1991 by the Norwegian Mapping Authority and a
Greenpeace document which shows the position of dumped nuclear
reactors off the coast of Novaya Zemlya.

In addition to the radioactive waste sites, other dumping grounds
are indicated. It is forbidden to anchor in these sites because they
have been the repository of military dumping since World War 11. The
hatchured regions are locations on the seafloor that Russian fisheries
biologists consider to be devastated habitats. If one compares this
with the high concentrations of benthic biomass (biological material on
the sea floor)in the Barents Sea from Zenkovitch, 1963, one observes
the overlap of the dumping sites and the highly productive regions
(figure 11). If the data that were used to compile this map could be
located in Russia, one could begin to ascertain the degree of impact of
dumping activities in this region. If these areas are resurveyed and
are found to have changes in the character or number of its biota,
then a quantitative assessment of the damage can be ccurried out.

Figures 12 and 13 show the oceanography of the Barents Sea as
compiled by Tansiura, 1973. The arrows indicate the directions of
currents both in the surface and deep waters. Using information on
current flow, we can estimate the transport pathways of pollutants,
including radioactivity, in this region. Therefore, this kind of data is
crucial to assess the regions that may be affected by materials dumped
in the Barents Sea. If we do not act now to locate these data and
support the former Soviet Union scientists who have access the
information, then most of it will probably be lost and we will have to
spend substantial resources redoing the earlier studies

In addition to the threat of leaking radiation from the nuclear
reactors dumped on the sea floor, there are numerous threats facing
the Arctic environment today. The combined effects of these stresses
may range from immediate harm to humans (as indicated by the
Russian health statistics that we have heard today) and destruction of
plant and animal habitats, to long>term damage to entire ecosystems
and potential disruption of the global climate system.

It is imperative for the U.S. to take a lead role not only in the ^

assessment of the dangers facing the Arctic environment, but in clean-
up and preventive measures that must be initiated to protect the
Arctic. The Arctic has not been adequately protected by the existing
international legal regime. The recently adopted Arctic Environmental
Protection Strategy may make a contribution if effectively
implemented, but this requires a much higher priority be accorded to
it by U.S. agencies, along with correspondingly higher level of
resources to support their involvement in the Arctic Monitoring and
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Assessment Program. For example: although the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) was designated the lead agency for

development of the U.S. component of the Arctic Monitoring and
Assessment Program with the assistance of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, these agencies do not have resources
available to effectively develop and implement such a plan.

The Arctic Research Commission and the Interagency Arctic
Research Policy Commission should develop a coordinated monitoring
and response program for nuclear contamination issues. The program
should include strategies for national activities as well as actions to

provide U.S. leadership in the Arctic Environmental Protection
Strategy and the International Arctic Science Committee.
Strengthening U.S. monitoring and assessment programs will provide
more information on some of the less well-defined threats to the Arctic
environment. At the same time, we must also start to reduce the risk
from known threats, such as nuclear reactors that have been dumped
near Novaya Zemlya. Right now there are two possibilities:

1) if the reactors are found to be leaking, then we must assist
the Russians with technology to raise the reactors or cap them
in place; and

2) if they are not leaking, then we must also decide whether to
deal with them on the sea floor or remove them and dispose of
them elsewhere.

Therefore, at this point we feel that it is crucial to involve our
nuclear and environmental engineers, as well as those of Russia to
assess the risk posed by the reactors and to design plans to deal with
the risks. An action plan should be developed immediately with high-
level State Department coordination.

The Senate-passed Russian Aid Bill contains important provisions
concerning support of Russian scientists, improving energy efficiency
and environmental protection in general which have vital bearing for
the Arctic. Such assistance is required if we are to protect the Arctic.
This legislation deserves priority attention by congress when it returns
in September. EDF strongly believes that environmental protection
should be at the forefront of bilateral and multilateral assistance to
Russia.

We are pleased to hear that the State Department intends to

place higher priority on the Arctic, including Assistant Secretary
Bohlen's statement at the recent Arctic Policy Conference to establish
an Arctic Advisory Committee at the State Department. An immediate
priority for this committee should be an evaluation of the effectiveness
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of existing treaties and international agreements relating to the Arctic
environment, including their application to the nuclear contamination
in the Arctic We have spoken with the International Maritime
Organization (BVIO) and have been told that the Secretary General of
BVfO is currently seeking information from the Russian Federation
with regard to its Arctic Ocean dumping activities. We have also been
in contact with the Secretariat for the Long-Range Transboundary Air
Pollution Convention (LRTAP) and it appears that little or no
attention has been directed toward the problem of Arctic Haze. It is
also important that there be a complete evaluation of the Arctic
relevant chapters of Agenda 21 adopted at the recent United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development. We also strongly
support a re-evaluation of United States Arctic Policy as articulated in
the 1983 National Security Decision Directive Number 90 in light of
these environmental threats and the changes which have occurred in
the former Soviet Union as a result of the end of the Cold War.

/^ The U.S should consider the establishment of an Arctic
(ZTonvention which could incorporate protective measures to address all

/forms of anthropogenic contaminants entering the Arctic. This
comprehensive approach is necessary to ensure that all assessment,
monitoring, preventive, mitigation, and enforcement efforts are
working efficiently to achieve the same goal: the protection of the
Arctic environment from further decline.

We urge that this hearing be the first in a series to uncover the
extent of the risks to the Arctic environment that will lead to the
development of a coordinated plan for addressing them.

Thank you for the opportunity to present testimony to the
Committee.
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STATEMENT OF DR. STEPHANIE PFIRMAN, ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE FUND

Dr. Pfirman. Thank you. The Environmental Defense Fund has

recently launched a major initiative to address Arctic environ-

mental issues, including an assessment of the multimedia threats

to the Arctic environment and an evaluation of the effectiveness of

the existing legal regime to provide sufficient protection for the
Arctic. The Arctic environment is presently faced with significant
threats fi'om a wide variety of anthropogenic sources of contamina-
tion. In addition to the nuclear reactors and wastes dumped in

shallow waters near Novaya Zemlya, that we've been focusing on

mostly today, there are also significant threats to the Arctic

through oil spills, acid rain, heavy metals, PCB's, dioxin, DDT, and

superimposed on all of these threats are the additional concerns of

global warming, ozone depletion and Arctic haze. These environ-

mental threats are putting the Arctic and its people at risk. The
effects of these stresses range fi-om immediate harm to humans, as
we've heard, from Russian health statistics in the previous panel,
as well as to Arctic flora and fauna, to potential long-term damage
to entire ecosystems, and potential disruption of the entire global
climate system.
What I'd like to do now is show some overheads that detail some

of the possible sources of pollution in the Arctic and some of the

transport pathways that you've been hearing about on previous
panels. This map here was put together by the Norwegian Polar
Research Institute together with the Academy of Sciences of the

USSR, £ind also the Polish Academy of Sciences. What it shows are

some of the biological resources of the Barents Sea. Norway is

down here. Spitsbergen is here. And Novaya Zemlya, the area
we've been talking about, is over here. In addition to the areas of

concern that the map originally identified, I also included the sites

of reactor dumping and the areas where low level nuclear wastes

may have been disposed of. This data is from Greenpeace.' High-
lighted in red are some of the areas that we're especially concerned
about. In this box down here and along these areas we have reports
of unspecified dumping. The dump sites may contain some radio-

active waste. The mushroom-shaped sites here are where explosive
nuclear tests occurred.
Now we've been talking a lot about what data exists, and what

we still need to find out. What I'd like to show here is that there
is actually an extensive data base already available. It's located

within the former Soviet Union and we just have to do some work
in ferreting it out.

In 1973 a Russian scientist, Tansiura, published this map show-

ing bottom current transport in the Barents Sea, exactly in the
area where these dumping activities have occurred. Taking this

data together with similar data from other sources, we can put to-

gether a projection of where radioactive contaminants, as well as
other pollutants could be transported in the Barents Sea and po-
tentially enter the Arctic Ocean. We, of course, cannot rely on these

maps that just show circles and arrows. We must get back to the

original data. And for this reason, it's very important that we make
contact with the scientists who have put together these maps, find
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out where the original data is, and then see how we can apply it

to trying to understand the extent of the problems.
The next map that I'll show gives an indication of what the pro-

ductivity is like on the sea floor on the Bsirents Sea. You can see
here on this lower comer the area where the most extensive dump-
ing has occurred, located on the west side of Novaya Zemlya. It's

the most highly productive area in the Barents Sea. This map
shows the distribution of benthic biomass. It was put together in

1963, and this is interesting because it probably was put together
based on data that was collected before much of the dumping oc-

curred. This means that perhaps we have baseline information
here that we can use to see the effects of dumping activities, if we
can get back to the original data.

Now as I mentioned in my opening statement, what the EDF is

doing right now is putting together a multimedia approach to try
to understand the Arctic environment and the threats to it. What
you can see here in this oval-shaped delineation is the area of the
Arctic that's affected by Arctic haze during the wintertime. This is

the Arctic air mass that Glenn Shaw had talked about before. Any
pollutants that are put into this air mass during the wintertime
have the possibility of being transported throughout the entire Arc-

tic, so we're linked whether we like it or not. What you see here
in this hook shape is a pulse of highly polluted air that was re-

leased from Europe and was transported across the Arctic within
five days. This gives you an indication of just how closely we're
linked to Siberia and Eastern Europe. What you see in green is an
area that may be influenced by ozone depletion in the future. It's

an area that's particularly susceptible to ozone depletion. The areas
in pink show where acid rain has already substantially affected the

ground, acidifying the lakes and the lands. And in the areas that
I have marked in yellow, you can see places where the fallout from
acid rain, a wide variety of contaminants and also of Arctic haze,
could be affecting the marine ecosystems.
Superimposed on all this, of course, we have the potential threat

of stresses to the Arctic environment from global w£irming. In addi-

tion, I've marked in black here some Russian rivers that we've
heard are incredibly contaminated with a wide variety of materials,

including PCB's, bacteria, dioxin and DDT. Now what will happen
to these pollutants when they enter the Arctic ecosystem? The sur-

face water salinity that I show here is once again from a Russian

atlas, this was pubUshed in 1980. And here along the boundary of

Siberia you can see the extent of influence of the Russian rivers in

the coastal areas msirked in yellow. What you see is that the Rus-
sian rivers contribute to changing the salinity of the coastal seas.

This meEins that any pollution that's transported with the rivers

has the potential to affect these wide shelf seas that are adjacent
to some of the most productive seas in the world.
Now could this pollution eventually be transported towards Alas-

ka? Again, the same Russian source, you can see this very busy
map. Now one reason I chose the Russian data is to give you an
indication of the wealth of information that is potentially stored in

the former Soviet Union that we have to work hard to ferret out.

But you can see here, in the same area meirked in yellow before,
a coastal current that's transporting water along the northern msir-
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gin of Siberia, and it's heading towards the Bering Strait. This is

an area that, of course, we need to investigate furi:her in the fu-

ture, but it shows the potential for some transport of pollution
along the Siberian margin. There are also other pathways through
the Arctic Ocean system.

There's another potential transport pathway which is through
sea ice. Sea ice is transported basically in the same directions as
the surface water is transported. There is an important circulation

pattern here, this gyre that you see. Any particulates that are

transported off the Siberian margin and land onto the sea ice could
move into the area along the northern coast of Alaska and melt.
Most of the sea ice that melts along the coast of Alaska actually
is formed in place. But there is a possibility that some of the sea
ice from the central Arctic will be transported into this coastal re-

gion as well.

I'd just like to close with a few further remarks. There are nu-
merous threats facing the Arctic environment today. And I would
hope that this hearing will be the first in a series to try to uncover
the exact extent of the risks and to develop a coordinated plan for

addressing them, in addition to the threat of nuclear waste.
As far as dealing with the nuclear reactors that have already

been identified in the vicinity of Novaya Zemlya, at this point I be-

lieve that there are two possibiHties. First of all, we'll find out that
the reactors are found to be leaking. In that case, we must assist

the Russians with appropriate technology to either raise the reac-

tors or to cap them in place. We would also have to support the
Russians in their efforts to try to contain the leaks. If they are not

leaking, then we must also decide whether to deal with them on
the sea floor or to remove them. Therefore, at this point, we feel

that it is crucial to involve our nuclear and environmental engi-
neers as well as those of Russian to assess the risks posed by the
reactors and to design plans to deal with the risks. And we hope
to hear in the final panel today that such an action plan has al-

ready been put in place.
The Arctic Research Commission and the Interagency Arctic Re-

search Policy Commission should develop a coordinated national

monitoring and response program. We were pleased to hear that
the State Department is interested in placing more emphasis on
the Arctic and we hope that they would play a central role at a

high level in directing the overall intergovernmental efibrt.

And finally, we agree that lASC, the International Arctic Science

Committee, has an important role to play, and the governments of
the Arctic rim countries should rely on its expertise. Thank you.

Senator Murkowski. Thank you, Dr. Pfirman.
Scott Hajost.

STATEMENT OF SCOTT HAJOST, ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE
FUND

Mr. Hajost. Thank you Senator, It's a pleasure to be here today.
I am the International Counsel for the Environmental Defense
Fund. I just have a few brief policy points to make in addition to

what Stephanie has had to say.
The first point has to do with communications we've had with

the International Maritime Organization recently, with respect to
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nuclear dumping in the Arctic. It's been confirmed to us that the

Secretary General of the International Maritime Organization is

currently requesting information from the Russian Federation as to

the nature and extent of that dumping. I should give credit to my
colleagues from Greenpeace for origin^ly bringing this issue to the
attention of the IMO last year. We strongly believe that the U.S.

government should be supporting this effort and that there should
be a fiill and timely response from the Russian government. At the
same time the U.S. government should be evaluating the applica-
tion of all relevant international agreements that might address
this issue and publicly report their conclusions on an urgent basis.

The second point, there's a fair amount of discussion about the
Russian Aid Bill. An effective assistance to Russia is vitally impor-
tant and hopefully a good bill can be passed before this Congress
adjourns this fall. It's important to keep the Russian scientists who
have been involved in putting baseline information together in the

process of supporting this environmental effort. I'd note that the
Russian Aid Bill not only contains some very important provisions
on the Arctic to this end, but also some critical provisions on im-

proving energy efficiency in Russia and on broader environmental

protection. In this regard, I would note that at the July Group of
Seven Economic Summit in Munich, the Group of Seven leaders

committed, as part of their assistance to Russia in the nuclear

area, to promote and assist efforts to improve energy efficiency and
alternative energy as an alternative to some of their nuclear reac-
tors. This is critical. Improvements in energy efficiency is not only
the most effective means to shut down Chernobyl type reactors but
also to address a host of environmental problems including pollu-
tion in the Arctic. A Russian aid bill promoting conservation and
efficiency would help give some meaning to that if passed. It's vital

that assistance be provided to Russia if we are going to actually
protect the Arctic environment.
The other point I'd like to note, that it's important to the U.S.

not only to take a lead in the assessment process but also in the

mitigation and prevention side of protection of the Arctic. The Arc-
tic has not been adequately protected by the existing international
environmental legal regime. The Arctic Environmental Protection

Strategy adopted in 1991 could make a contribution to this end if

effectively implemented. This will take a much higher level of pol-

icy and attention to it by the Federal government, including
the State Depsirtment, as Assistant Secretary Bohlen has men-
tioned and Stephanie noted, but also by agencies such as EPA and
NCAA, who need substantially new resources in order to effectively

implement the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program. More-
over in this process there needs to be a much greater effort to try
and ensure that the existing international environmental agree-
ments, such as those are we might address Arctic haze:
the convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution are

fully brought to bear.

Fourthly, I'd also like to welcome the statement at the recently
concluded Arctic Conference by Assistant Secretary Bohlen of his
intention to create a State Department advisory committee on the
Arctic. I believe this could be a very important vehicle in getting
nongovernmental input of all types into Arctic environmental pro-
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tection issues and indeed contribute to giving it a higher priority.
It could also affect in reevaluating the 1983 NSC statement of U.S.
Arctic policy in the post-Cold War era, which was an important
part of the discussion at the Fairbanks Conference.

Finally, in light of some of the gaps and questions of applications
that I and others noted in the Arctic legal regime, is the view of
the EDF that it is time for there to be a serious consideration by
the U.S. government and Arctic countries on the development of an
Arctic convention. Such a convention would incorporate protective
measures to address all forms of anthropogenic contaminants en-

tering the Arctic as well as a comprehensive approach for address-

ing and development activities.

Thank you.
Senator Murkowski. Thank you very much, Scott. Moving to our

last participant, Joshua Handler, Nuclear Free Zone Program with

Greenpeace. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOSHUA HANDLER, NUCLEAR FREE SEAS
PROGRAM, GREENPEACE

Mr. Handler. I'd too like to thank you. Senator Murkowski, for

holding this hearing. And it's a very important and timely one.

Greenpeace is a large, international environmental and peace orga-
nization, some four million members worldwide in over 100 coun-
tries. We've been opposing—^we've been actually promoting nuclear
disarmament for over 20 years. One of our first activities was op-

posing nuclear testing plants for Amchitka here in the Aleutian Is-

lands 20 years ago. Over the last two years we've been particularly
concerned about the situation in Russia and we've been intensively
investigating problems in their naval nuclear program, particularly
aboard their submarines and nuclear icebreakers. I personally have
visited Russia six times, visiting previously-closed areas, and still

closed areas, in the Far East and Far North. During these trips
we've gathered documentary evidence. We've taken geiger counters
to verify reports of radiation, and we've spoken with admirals all

the way down to local ecologists about the situation.
I don't want to dwell on the dumping question off Novaya

Zemlya. I think that's been extensively discussed earlier. Col-

leagues at EDF did a very good job of explaining the situation. Oth-
ers discussed it earlier. Suffice to say, our reports continue to indi-

cate there are 15 nuclear reactors that were dumped off Novaya
Zemlya, three fi-om the icebreaker Lenin, 12 fi*om submarines, half
of the submarine reactors reportedly still have their fuel in them,
and the Lenin reactors also contain their fuel. In addition to this,
there's over 10,000 barrels of low level nuclear wastes that have
been dumped aroxuid the area.
The situation in the Pacific, as far as we know—well, my point

is we don't know what the situation is specifically, I'm somewhat
reassured in my conversations with naval officers but we still want
to investigate this further.
What I will though submit for the record is a number of our re-

ports and articles dealing with our trips to the region as well as
conferences we've held in Moscow, and I think they will serve as
a useful record of our activities.
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Senator MURKOWSKI. They will be entered into the record as if
read.

[The documents referred to follow:]
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I. Introduction! Qr»wio»ac« and th« Huclear Frmm Smmt Caaoiiffn

First, I would Ilk* to thank th« Coaaltt«« for thi« opportunity to

tvttify on the iaportant aattvr of radioactiva thratta to tha Arctic.

Oraanpaaca, aa you aay know, ia a larga intarnational anvironaantal and paaca
organization with toaa four ail lion aaabars in ovar 100 countriai around tha
world. Ua hava baan activa for twanty yaars on anvironaantal and nuclaar
diaaraaaant iituaa, and hava officai throughout North and South Aaarica,
Europa including Ruaaia and Ukraina, and tha Pacific.

<It aay ba of intaraat to tha Sanator and raaidanta of Alaaka to know
that Oraanpaaca'a origins lia in attaapta by Vancouvar activists to stop U.S.

plans to taat nuclaar waapona on Aachitka in tha Alautian Islands in tha aarly
1970s. )

Ona of oiir aajor concarns is nuclaar waapona and ailitary and civil

nuclaar-powar planta. Ua opposa thia tachnology and aaak Ita avantual
alialnation for a variaty of iaportant raaaonai tha anvironaantal dangars
posad by nuclaar accidants, tha vaxing nuclaar wasta problaa, tha aconoaic

coatit, tha possibility of nuclaar war, and tha antidaaocratic sacracy that
surrounds nuclaar tachnology. Just as significant to our parspactiva is that
•ora raasonabla and safar altarnativas to solving dlsputas batwaan nations and

addrasslng tha world's anargy naads SMlst or could ba raadlly davalopad.

Sinca July 1987, tha Oraanpaaca Nuclaar Fraa Saas Caapaign has baan

actlvaly saaklng tha alialnation of nuclaar waapona and raactors at saa. Tha
nuclaar aras raca at saa was larga, dynaalc and dangarous. Nuclaar waapons
first want to saa aboard U.S. aircraft carrlars In tha aarly i9S0s. By tha
lata 1960s, soaa ona fourth to ona third of tha world's alaost 50,000 nuclaar

waapons wara avallabla to tha naval forcas In tha U.S., Soviat, British,
Franch and Chinas* navlaa. Tha first nuclaar-powarad vassal, tha subaarlna
U88 Nautllua, was coMlsslonad in 1954. By tha lata 1980s, Just ovar half of
tha alaoat 1,000 nuclaar raactors in tha world wara naval nuclaar raactors

priaarlly on tha subaarlna* of tha Sovlvt, U.S., British, Franch and Chinasa
flaat. Naw nuclaar waapons and nuclaar-powarad v*ss*ls w«r* *nt«ring th*
fl**ts or w*r* planned.

At th* tla* our caapaign startad thara was consldarabla concarn aaong
analysts that th* U.S. Navy's aggrasslv* llarltlM Stratagy would hava

aggravated an U.S. -Soviat crisis into war. And, if it had dona so, a nuclaar
war could hav* start*d at saa rathar than on land. Ua war* also worriad that

paacatia* naval op*ratlons posad a sarious *nviron**ntal thraat. In on* our

Naptuna Papar reports. Naval Accidants 1948-1988 (Oraanpaaca/Instituta for

Policy Studlas, Jun* i989>, w* found that soaa fifty nuclaar warhaads and

eight subaarlna nuclaar reactors, the aajority Soviat and th* r*st froa the ,

United States, had been lost or duapad at sea due to ailitary accidents.

Ua hava had soaa successes in achieving our goals. Ua found it

significant that President Bush in his Septeabar 1991 post-coup atteapt speech
involving nuclear waapons reductions proposed to reaove all tactical naval
nuclear weapons froa U.S. surface ships and subaarines, and eliainate part of
thea. This was a aajor reversal in policy, as previously the United States
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and particularly th* U.S. Navy had adaaantly r«fu««d any Sovltt offvr to
r«duc« or vvvn discufti thv problM of tactical naval nuclaar waapons.

Fortunately, President Gorbachev responded in'kind, and went further by
proposing a autual total eliaination of tactical nuclear weapons at sea.
President Bush did not take President Gorbachev up on his offer. But in early
July 1992, President Bush announced his Septeaber proposals had been fully
iapleaented, i.e. that no eore ships or submarines carried tactical weapons
during peacetiee, and that B57 nuclear depth boabs deployed overseas in the
U.K. and Italy had been brought back to the United States. We are awaiting a

parallel announceaent froa the Russian Navy. Ua also hope that despite
President Bush's position, we aay see the total eliaination of tactical naval
nuclear weapons soon.

Uj—Qrttnpeace Nuclear Free 8ta* Activities in the Soviet.Union and Russia

Two years ago, spurred by our investigation of naval nuclear accidents,
we began to focus on naval nuclear probleas in the Soviet Union. Since
February 1990, I personally have visited Russia six tiaes for extended
periods. I Just returned froa a three-week trip, including two weeks in tha
Vladivostok and Khabarovsk regions on 9 August. Other Oreanpeacers have spent
siailar aaounts of tiae there, and we also have a Greenpeace Russia office in
Moscow.

We have aade a special effort to go where the probleas are. I have bean
to the Vladivostok area three tiaas, Patropavlovsk-Kaachatskii once,
Severodvinsk on the Uhite Sea twice, once to fluraansk, and have aade several
visits to ftoscow. Other Oreenpeacars have visited these areas and

Krasnoyarsk. Also we have brought a Greenpeace boat to Huraansk on the Kola
peninsula and Nakhodka in the Far East, and landed a teaa on Novaya Zealya,
the Russian nuclear-test site, in October 1990.

In each of these trips wa have distributed translated copies of our
inforaation dealing with Russian naval accidents. Ua have also sought further
Inforaatian about nuclaar concerns in the regions and about probleas with the
Soviet nuclear subaarine force in general.

To verify ind expand our database of inforaation, w« have ebtainad
official docuaents relating to these probleas, visited sites of nuclear
contaaination and storage areas with radiation aeasuring instruaents, and held
aeetings with supreae soviet aeabers, people's deputies, local ecologists and
environaental authorities, health officials, radiation aonitoring specialists,
subaarine plant officers, and senior Navy captains and adairals with
responsibilities relating to nuclear subaarines.

He also held a unique conference in Aoscow in Septeaber 1991 in
conjunction with the Russian Inforaation Agency to exaaine the deadly nuclear
legacy of the Soviet Navy. At this conference we asseabled citizens,
officials, and specialists for the first tiae froa Petropavlovsk, Vladivostok,
Severodvinsk, and Kuraansk with western specialists and Moscow officials to
share inforaation about the probleas in their regions. Ue also brought
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inforaition available in th* West about western navie* and nuclear problea* to
assist the Russians in their understanding of the relative Magnitude of the

challenge the/ face.

It was at this conference that Andrei Zolotkov, an engineer with
ATOnFLOT (the Nuraansk based organization that operates the Russian nuclear-

powered icebreaker fleet) and a Union people's deputy froa Ikireansk, provided
the first concrete details about the duaping of the nuclear reactors froa the
ice-breaker Lenin off Nova/a Zeal/a and thousands of barrels of nuclear-waste
in the Barents Sea.

Shortly after this conference further reports about the duaping of
nuclear waste at sea caae to the fore. In October 1991, a Supreae Soviet
aeaber in Moscow told ae that an enperlaantal llquld-aatal cooled nuclear
Bubaarine had experienced a severe accident in Hay 1966 and that its reactors
were not repairable. He said it was subsequently disposed of off Novaya
Zealya.

In early February 1992, Alexander Eaelyanenkov, a People's Deputy froa

Arkhingel'sk and a aeaber of the Supreae Soviet of the foraer Union, published
in Sobesednlk further inforaation about the duaping of naval nuclear reactors
and barrels of radioactive waste off Novaya Zealya. His data caaa froa
official inforaation provided to hia because of his inquiries as People's
Deputy who sat on the defense and environaental coaaittees of the Supreae
Soviet. According to hia, twelve reactors froa nuclear subaarines that had
serious accidents were duaped off Novaya Zealya. 8iM of these still had soae
or all of their fuel in thea, two of which were irom the liquid-aetal
subaarine described above. Others were froa Soviet subaarines we knew had

experienced serious radiation accidents in the early 1960s. Thus besides the

previously discussed eight subaarine reactors lost or discarded due to
accidents — three froa the U.S. and fiva frot: the Soviet Union — there are
now twenty-three reactors froa ships and subaarines on the ocean floor.

I provide a translation of Andrei Zelotkev's presentation, Alexander

Eaelyanenkov's article plus a Greenpeace press release with soae additional

details, and several trip reports and articles dealin9 with our experiences in
Russia for record.

UL Our Concerns about Radioactive Pollution in the Arctic

A. Past duaping of radioactiva aatarials by ^Kt Soviet Navy an4
ATOAFLOT.

I do not want to dwell here on our concerns about the past duaping of
radioactive and nuclear aaterials. The situation is alaraing. It has been
well described by several other of today's presenters and previously published
in the west in our reports. How to proceed is relatively straightforward i

The Russian governaent should coapletely disclose what has happened in the

past I data about what has been duaped needs to be provided down to the
cheaical coaposition of reactor vessels and fuel eleoents so soae estiaate of
corrosion and leakage rates can be aade| a substantial international
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KiMitific ind •ngin«*ring invtstigition of th* situation should occur and| if
th« containa«nt of th« duapvd Materials is robust, th«x should b* raised, or
if it is not, th«x n**d to bs cntoabtd and aonitorMl.

How»v«r, because of th« chaos and political Jockoying in Russia, it is
foolish to r»lx totally on inforaation provided by tho Russian govornaont.
Wostarn gov«rna«nts and particularly intalligonca agencies need to provide all
the inforaation they have about these events, so a solution can be devised as

quickly as possible.

B. Future radiation pollution probleas.

A Mijor worry is what is going to happen in the future. There are
several areas of concern i

1. Decoaaissioned Russian nuclear-powered subaarin*% and associated
improperly stored naval nuclear waste leaking radioactive aaterials into the

surrounding environaent.

2> Accidents on nuclear-powered subaarines endangering the Arctic,
North Atlantic, or Pacific.

3. Nuclear weapons tests resuaing at Novaya Zealya.

4. Construction of new nuclear-power stations in the Russian Far East.

Pacoaaissioned subaarines i The Russian Navy faces treaandous probleas
in disposing of its dacoaaissioned subaarines and their associated nuclear
waste. Currently soae 60-60 Russian nuclear-powered subaarines are awaiting
disposal. Senior Russian Adairals estiaate ISO nuclear-subaarines should be

disposed of by the year 2000. U.S. Rear Adairal Edward Shaefer, Director of
Naval Intelligence, told Congress on S February 1992 in his annual testiaony,
these subaarines will pose "a growing eovironaental probloa for the Russians,
in whose harbors they are lying."

Regarding the Pacific, senior Pacific Fleet captains have said there are

thirty-fiva decoaaissioned nuclear-powered subaarines in the Pacific Fleet.
All teldy tiNty nucltar-pewarad subaarines will ba taken out of service by the

year 2000. Due to lack of planning, funds, yard space, and the nen-coapletion
of a service ship at the Nikolai yards in Ukraine, the Pacific Fleet has a

shortage of capability for defuelling and decoaaissioning subaarines. Only
eighteen have had their fuel reaoved as of 1992. Only l.S subaarines a year
can be processed. Uithout an increase in resources, it will take forty years
to defuel and scrap the decoaaissioned subaarines in the Pacific Fleet.

There are only general plans for final disposal of" these subaarines.

According to the Russian naval officers, soaetiae after the year 2000, a land-
based storage site soaewhere in the north aay be coapleted. So far neither
the site, heavy lift cranes, nor transport barges for the reactor sections
have been constructed. Neanwhile, the Pacific Fleet is reaovlng the reactor
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ind two neighboring hull mtction*, and storing thcs* s»al«d s«ction« afloat at
the Pavlovsk lubaarint bat* near Vladivostok. Two subnarint* hav* baon

coaplatal/ diaaantlad, and thraa aora — all Yankaa ballistic aiasila
subaarlnaa — ara baing workad on. Tht raaaining aictiont of tha subaarinaa
hava baan sold for scrap.

Tha slow processing of tha subaarinas aaans that vassals in poor
aatarial shapa and with unaotivatad craws ara tiad-up in harbors with tha

possibility tha/ will start leaking radioactive aaterials and/or sink. An

outstanding concern, until we are fully reassured by the highest levels of the
Russian governaent and ailitary, is that soae future at sea duaping aay occur.

Beyond disposal of decoaaissioned subaarinas, particularly their
irradiated reactor vessels, there is the problea of the associated high and
low-level nuclear waste produced froa servicing and decoaaissioning the
subaarinas. Waste facilities, soae of which are located on or near the coast—

e.g., east of Vladivostok on the Shkotovo peninsula, near the Oornyak
subaarine repair yards across Avachinskaya Bay froa Petropavlovsk-Kaachatskil,
and on the Kola peninsula — are variously reported to be full or In poor
aaterlal shape. Residents in the Petropavlovsk-Kaachatskil area have

expressed concern that the ceaent "graves" containing radioactive waste aay be

leaking into the bay.

Accidents on nuclear-powered subaarines i There are soae forty operating
civil nuclear plants in the foraer Soviet Union. By coaparison, excluding
land-based trainers and prototypes, Russia operates soae 270-280 naval nuclear
reactors on it fleet of ailitary subaarinas, warships and civilian vesaelsi
130-140 nuclear powered subaarinas ara powered by 250-260 nuclear reactors in

total and| another twenty naval nuclear reactors are on the soae dozen

nuclear-powered cruisers, icebreakers, barge-carriers and auxiliary ships
operated by the Navy and ATOflFLOT.

These nuclear-powered vessels have been plagued by serioua accidents
since the beginning of the Soviet naval nuclear reactor prograa. On July 4,

1961, one of the first Soviet nuclear accidents happened not in the USSR, but
in the Norwegian Sea. One hundred ailes off the Jan flayen islands, the K-19

nuclear-powered Hotel class ballistic aissile subaarine suffered a priaary
coolant leak. The reactor autoaatically scraaaed, but then the aain and

auxiliary ciMlant puaps failed and the teaperature began to rise. The paint
on the coapartaent walls started to burn, threatening to start a aajor fire.

In the face of this desperate eaergency, the captain of the subaarine
ordered a systea be iaprovised to get cooling water to the reactor. Several
aen froa the reactor division volunteered to enter the reactor coapartaent.
It took thea two hours to install the cooling systea, but they were
successful. Thanks to their efforts the subaarine was saved, and returned to

port. The aen, however, were not so lucky. All received lethal doses of

5,000-6,000 rmm, and died painfully several days afterwards. The subaarine
was subsequently nicknaaed Hiroshiaa.

Reports like this are becoaing regular fare in the Russian press. Site

3
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visits to subsarin* optrating areas ar* turning up aora praviously unknown
disasters. During my last trip, I laarnad naw inforaation about two aaltdowns— on* in 1979 and ona in 1985 — on subaarinas in tha Pacific Flaat. In

October 1991, wa invastigatad a reactor explosion tflat occurred on a Russian
subaarine on the Shkotovo near Vladivostok in August 1985. Ten aen were

killed, and 100, 000s of curies of radiation were released. There is still a
contaainated fallout trace in the area toda/.

Whatever the competence of individual Russian subaarine officers, they
do not work in a vacuua. The huaan and industrial infrastructure in the

country is in bad shape. Even in "good" tiaes the Soviet Nav/ suffered
terrible disasters on nuclear subaarinas. Given the bad tiaes the Russian

Navy now faces, there is considerable reason to be alaraed about the

possibility of a serious accident involving a Russian nuclear-powered
subaarine in the next few years.

A second subaarine-accident problea is subaarine collisions. During a
recent visit to floscow, the Chief Navigator of the Russian Navy, Contre-
Adairal Valery Aleksin coaplainad to aa quite strenuously about the February
1992' collision between the U.S. and CIS subaarinas. Ne noted that 100s of aen
and three nuclear reactors could have ended up on the ocean floor.

There have been aaveral draaatic collisions between U.S. and Russian
nuclear subaarinas since the 1960s. In one case, in June 1970 in the Pacific

involving the U.S. subaarine U88 Tautog and the Russian Echo-class subaarine

K-877, subaariners In both craws thought the other subaarine had sank after
the collision. So long as Russian, U.S. and U.K. subaarinas continue to play
cat and aouse gaaes under the water, there will the possibility of a fatal
disaster taking nuclear reactors to the ocean floor.

Nuclear weapons tests i The resuaption of testing at Novaya Zealya will

present an ecological hazard to the region. According to Victor Hikhailov,
head of the Russian Ministry of Atoaic Energy, 30 percent of Soviet nuclear
tests have vented radiation to the ataosphere. Continued testing will also
legitiaiza non-nuclear states' aspirations for acquiring nuclear weapons.

NucleBr power I There are plans to construct several nuclear power
plants in the Russian Far East. In the Khabarovsk region, two 650 aegawatt
reactors are scheduled for construction. Several saaller reactors ~ actually
subaarine reactors buried underground and optiaized for electrical
production — say be constructed in the Priaorskii Kray in closed ailitary
areas. Also, the Kaachatka regional adainistration reportedly wishes to build
nuclear plants in their region. The dangers posed by the Russian civil
nuclear prograa do not need to be described here.

IV. What can the United States do?

On 7 April 1992, we wrote President Bush and several senators and

congressaen to express our concerns about the dangers posed by Russian nuclear
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wibaarincs. I tubait i copy for the record sines what wa auggastad i» still

partlnant. In tha lattar, wa strongly racoaaandad that aaatings and sita
visits should ba arrangad batwaan U.S. and Russian naval officars, civilian

aNparts, and intarastad businassaan to saa what couTd ba dona to assist tha
Russians solva thair dacoaaissioning and wasta problaa.

To avoid aora Russian subaarina accidants at saa, wa urgad that tha
Unltad Statas stop its nuclaar subaarina oparations. This would ba tha bast

way to insura tha Russians kapt thair subaarlnas fro* sailing. Oua to tha

currant lack of a substantiva ailitary aission, halting attack subaarina

oparations should ba faasibla. As for ballistic aissila subaarinas, in

Prasidant Yaltsin's January rasponsa to Prasidant Bush's stata of tha Union

addrass, ha notad Russia had alraady raducad its ballistic aissila subaarina

patrols, and ha proposad halting thaa antiraly on a autual basis. Raduction
in tha alart status of nuclaar forcas and ganaral lasaanad tansions should
also allow tha cassation of ballistic aissila subaarina patrols.

Wa racaivad a quick positiva rasponsa froa Rap. Charlas Bannatt,
Chairaan of tha Housa Saapowar Subcoaaittaa, regarding my suggastions for

assisting Russia with its dacoaaissioning problaa. Ha has takan leadership
position on this issue in the House, realizing there are ecological and

illtary benefits in having a saaller Russian nuclear-powered subaarina force.

Also he has noted that this prograa would not cost the Aaerican taxpayer a

penny, as profits froa selling scrap froa subaarinem would covev any aoney
lent for this purpose.

Only in July did we receive a short non-coaaittal response froa the
President's office. Unfortunately, this Adainistration is not ready to face
this problea. Apparently, the U.S. Navy, and priaarily its nuclaar propulsion
prograa, has blocked any attaapts to cooperate with or help their foraar foes
to decoaaission their nuclear-powered subaarlnas. This effort extends beyond
Just frustrating congressional initiatives. Reportedly* the Navy even has
obstructed efforts by private U.S. businessaen to work with the Russians to

scrap nuclear-powered subaarlnas.

The reasons for the U.S. Navy's opposition are apparently several-fold.
First, there is a concern that if the Russian Navy followed U.S. suggestions
and an accident occurred the United States in soae way would be held

responsible. Vet, reportedly, this should not be an Issue, since the Russian

Navy has indicated its willingness to assuae full liability.

Second, the U.S. Navy's subaarina force levels have traditionally been

predicated on the size of the Soviet Union's naval forces. As such, helping
the Russian Navy to reduce its subaarina force weakens the arguaents for a

sizable U.S. subaarina force.

Finally, the U.S. Navy fears that helping the Russian Navy with their

decoaaissloning problaa will inadvertently raise questions about the costs and

problaas with the U.S. decoaaissloning prograa.

Currently the U.S. has soae fifty deactivated or decoaaissioned nuclear-

powered subaarlnas. Several nuclear-powered surface ships and probably
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•notlwr fifty subaarln** will b* takan out of %*rvicm in tho noKt oight /oar*.
Reactor coopartacnts ar* currmntly boing ro«ov«d froa th« subaarin** at tho

Pugat 8<iund Naval Shipyard, and than baing bargad to tha Hanford Huclaar
Ratarvation for shallow burial. 8oaa twanty raacto'iT coapartaantt hava alraatfy
baan aovad to Hanford.

Thia prograa is axpansiva. A July 1992 OAO raport "Nuclaar Subaarinasi

Navy Efforts to Raduca Inactivation Costs," astiaatad tha total cost for

inactivating 100 subaarinas and coaplataly disposing of 65 would ba soaa t2.7
billion through tha yaar 2000. This figura doas not raflact tha full cost of

dacoaaissioning nuclaar subaarinas. It aMcludas tha costs of transporting and

storing tha spant fual of tha raactors at tha Dapartaant of Enargy's axpandad
fual facility in Idaho.

Discussing Russian subaarina problaas will raisa tha quastions in tha
Unitad Statas about tha cost of tha U.S. dacoaaissioning prograa. Dua to tha
fiscal crisis, tha problaaatic futura of tha U.S. nuclaar-powarad subaarina

prograa, and tha dabata ovar ordaring tha naxt nuclaar-powarad aircraft

carriar, tha U.S. Navy apparently wants to avoid having nuclaar

dacoitaissioning costs and wasta disposal problaas factored in to tha "trua"
cost of purchasing and operating nuclaar-powarad subaarinas and surface ships.
Although tha dacoaaissioning cost par sub aay appear saall, it aust ba
nm**b9r9i in this period of declining defense budgets that the total cost of
the prograa approxiaataly equals the purchase price of one new Seawolf
subaarina.

As for the other issues raised above, clearly the best way to stop
Russian nuclear testing, is to stop U.S. testing. \t9 are heartened that tha
recent votes in the House and Senate show that the Congress is beginning to
take a leadership position on this issue. Ue are working to insure that the
House-Senate conference will strengthen rather than weaken the eMisting bills'

provisions, so that a peraanant cessation of nuclear testing can occur within
the year. Certainly in teres of the U.S. national interest in curtailing
nuclear proliferation, winding down the superpower nuclear aras race, and

buttressing the aore liberal forces in Russia, tha tiae aora than ever has
coae to stop nuclear testing.

As for the civil nuclear prograa in Russia, aid aonay provided by the
U.S. and th* wast has to go to alternative energy sources and energy
efficiency prograas. Tha Uast is going to be throwing good aonay after bad if

tha West continues to support an ongoing Russian nuclear prograa. Alto, than
wa and tha eitixans of the foraar Soviet Union will continue to live with the
threat of another Chernobyl.

Lastly, I want to say an overarching problea hara is not tha

environaent, but secrecy. Tha activities that we have discussed today
occurred in conditions of utaost secrecy in the Soviet Union. Conversely,
aost events were only learned about in the West through secret aethods, and
ware not aada known to the public. As a result of this secrecy, dangerous
practices were adopted in the past, and now wa are suddenly confronted by
their deadly legacy. Secrecy has been part of the problea. Tha sooner it is

dispelled on all sides, the sooner we all will be better off.

8
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Insuring Russia provides i full disclosurs of th« Sovist Union's nuclnr
duaping activitiss, however, m»y b* hard. Dvspits glasnost and th* changes in
ths foraer Soviet Union, obtaining authoritative information about past
•alpractices is still vry difficult. This is soadOhat understandable, as
nations are generally reluctant to expose their darker secrets, particularly
at the urging of outsiders.

In order to facilitate the provision of information, the United States
should to do itself, what it is asking the Russians to do. The U.S. eilitar/
and the Departaent of Energy should provide complete inforaation about their
nuclear problems, and nuclear weapons and reactor accidents.

Such disclosures are necessary to show the Russians that this is not a

matter of assigning blaae, but of trying to reach the besi: possible coaaon
solutions. They are also iaportant for reassuring the citizens of both
countries that' their governments can be open and so accountable. Finally,
this is the way two equal nations who wish to enjoy good relations between
their governments and citliens in the future should behave.
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The Aord aste" lias never aroused pleasant feelings, bein? associated

Mth odorous (lumps, chaotically heaped rusting constructions or simply Mth
matter presentins no interest for men. Though the word may be used 'vith

different adjectives, a e shall focus our interest on RADIOACTIVE wastes.

They do not smell and for the most do not call up any negative feelings

with their view: liuman organs do not sense them. As ail wastes they

accumulate, create the problem of disposal, but recently this problem has

acquired special significance. It would be unjust to say the acuteness of it is

solely the result the Chernobyl catastrophe, however it was specifically the

year 1986 which marked the end of the uncontrolled reign of secrecy in the

USSR atomic authority. Almost regularly, the new facts of the barbaric

attitude to the environment are being revealed by the workers of the atomic

industry. The population of the territories surrounding atomic installations

has been greatly damaged. However, the mark of secrecy has stood in the

way of anybody trying to establish the truth. The truth was feared by the

upper echelons, who therefore thoroughly concealed the Bad side of the

"peaceful" and military atom industry.

The information gulf, especially in regard to radioactive waste (RAW) has

been so deep that it now wUl require great effort to overcome the mistrust of

the population to everything connected with the word radioactivity. That is

why we cannot do without a brief historic introduction to the problem of RAW

disposal, particularly concerning their dumping at sea.

From the very start of the development of the atomic industry, oceans

and seas were viewed as the eternal burial sites for RAW. In 1946, the first

dumping was made by the USA. in 1949 by the UK. in 1955 by Japan, in 1965

by the Netherlands. It is difficult for me to say when the USSR did this for

the first time, but it was no later than 1964. Both in the USSR and abroad,

sea dumping has been accompanied by special permissions but with no control

from international bodies.

In the 1960s. IAEA and the Agency for Atomic Energy of the

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development started research to

determine the hazard of RAW sea dumping and to work out international

standards and regulations.

In the period 1971 to 1983 annual dumping was made by Belgium. UK,

and periodically by the Netherlands and Switzerland. The quabtative and

quantitative evaluation of these operations was controlled by the Agency, the

characteristics of the main areas of RAW dumping sites in the Atlantic Ocean

present no secret: the review of low-level RAW sea dumping was published in

the Information Bulletin" No. 5 in 1991 by the Center on Public Information

on Atomic Energy.

What are the criteria for choosing dumping sites? They are: the depth
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which should be no less than 4.000m. remoteness from main ocean routes,

nainiraal ioa prodictivitv in the vicinity of dumping vhich mainlv regards
fishin;; zones, and remoteness from the continents and islands.

The 1072 London Convention, which was joined in 1976 by the Soviet

Union, defined the category of high-level radioactive material forbidden for

sea dumping (based on the total radioactivity: spent irradiated fuel, highly
active liquid wastes of approximately 0.5 cune/l with beta and gamma radiators

with half-lives of more than one year) and the category of radioactive

materials permitted to be dumped (comprising low- and intermediate level

active wastes). The convention has worked out relevant recommendations
which were to be followed by the national organizations of the member states.

In 1983. the 7th "onsultative Meeting of the London Convention adopted
a resolution for a moratorium of RAW sea dumping for 2 years (USA, UK. the

Netherlands. Switzerland. South \frica. and Japan voted against, and the

I SSR. France. Greece. Brazd. and FRG abstained). This was caused by serious

opposition both within the dumping nations and in the countries located near

the selected site of dumping in the Atlantic Ocean. Groups of independent
experts were set up to carry out additional research.

Although the results of determining the environmental consequences of

long-term RAW dumping in the Atlantic were quite optimistic, and the

preliminary calculations have shown that even at the existing level of dumping
on a particular site during the next 500 years individual radiation doses would
not reach significant magnitudes (no more than 0.001 "PDD" (maximal allowable

dosage]), the discussion of these conclusions at the 9th Consultative Meeting
in 1985 did not lead to the solution of this problem.

The controversy shifted from the fields of science and technology to the

political sphere: again there was adopted a resolution on further research
which pre-supposed. in reality, the moratorium extension for the indefinite

period of time. Twenty-five countries voted in favor (UK, Canada. USA, France.

Switzerland and South Africa were against, and Argentina, Belgium, Italy,

Portugal. Greece, USSR, and Japan abstained.)

It may be noted that the review of the foreign press presents detailed

information on the activity of different countries in the field of RAW sea

dumping. The location of sites, depth, number and mass of containers, and
the total activity of the waste could be found in the materials accessible not

only to specialists. What about the Soviet Union?

The USSR joined the Convention 15 years ago: the USSR Council of

Ministers adopted a special decree No. 222 of March 6, 1979 in this respect.
In accordance with this document the USSR Goscomhydromet was lield

responsible for issuing special licenses and general permissions for RAW sea

dumping (in coordination with the Ministry of Fisheries). I would like to quote
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an official response to my deputy inquiry:

"In accordance -Mth IAEA documents, the USSR Goscomhydromet from the

moment of joinin? the convention has issued no permission for RAV, dumping
to their o'.vners. The regulation of the Convention do not apply to the vessels

enjoying sovereign immunity in accordance with international law. As it was

explained by the Foreign Affairs Ministry these are the vessels of the Navy."

Thus. It appears to be like this: the civilian vessels have been given no

permission, a hile for the Navy the regulations of the convention do not

constitute a law: they dump as they wish. Is this indeed so? The cited part

of the answer above is yet another lie. which is refuted by the attached map.

The map shows harbors and marine regions where RAW was dumped for

more than 20 years, from 1964 to 1986, by vessels of the Murmansk Shipping

Company, the status of which has got nothing to do with the Navy, though the

freight in the majority of these trips was the property of both the shipping

company and of the Navy.

RAW (mostly solid), dumped in the vicinity of the Novaya Zemlya

archipelago, is composed of containers, metal structures, and additional

equipment of nuclear energy installations. The documents of these operations,

which I have read, are quite interesting from the point of view of the

technique of dumping.

The very notion of a container presupposes a hermetically sealed

construction, preventing even a brief contact of the contents with the

environment. However the containers' content allowed them to remain buoyant

(they simply didn't sink). What was to be done in such cases? The problem

was solved in the simplest possible way: in the hermetically sealed (!)

container two holes were cut. it was filled with water, and thus sinking was

guaranteed. It is hardly worth analyzing different methods of RAW cementing,

bitumenising, or vitrifying, when the documents report on the search for

floating containers and their content.

The reports testify to the sea water and ground samples being taken in

the area of the dumping, but the research results do not exist. I would like

to refer to an official document, given upon request and signed by the USSR

Goscomhydromet chief Mr. Israel:

"As for the radioactive contamination of the Barents and Kara Seas, the

research conducted by the scientific research establishments allowed the

determination of the fact that the main source of these seas' contamination

comes from global fallout from previously conducted atmospheric nuclear

explosions and from contaminated water masses coming from the Sellafield Plant

in Great Britain.'
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I am not ?oing to refute this statement, having no data on the radiation

in the 4iifs of Novaya Zemlya archipelago. However knowin? the habits of our
officials to make false statements. I think the best -.ay to calm down the

public doubts viii be to follow up the \ppeai of the 5th Extraordinary Session
of the Murmansk Soviet of People s Deputies from August 31. 1991. Ahich says.
"V\'e demand to solve the question of opening the archipelago and the adjacent
•Aaters. pnmardy for scientific research, taking into account that it has been
a fishing zone for the local population for hundreds of years."

I am not sure the RAW dumped completely followed the requirements of

the IAEA. Thus in one of the gulfs there vas drowned a container Mth the

screen assembly of the icebreaker Lenin s nuclear installation unit: the

vitnesses state that the container could have no less than 100 spent fuel

assemblies. Another fact: in 1984 in the Abrosimov Gulf there was found a

-.ontainer Aith the radiation level of 160 r/hour. shich vas resunk in the iame
area after additional processing had been made.

It would hardly be serious to try to compare the dumping depth with

IAEA recommendations, as these values for the Novaya Zemlya gulfs are limited

to a few dozen meters. The remoteness from land is also hardly worth

discussing. The seas routes in this region are blocked by the proximity of

the nuclear test site. Until recently the whole vast region of the northern
seas was somehow viewed as Soviet property — as a kind of an inner sea
which could be worked in as is thought best.

But the time has changed. Without concealing past mistakes and taking
responsibility of the past actions, we should open all data regarding the

activity of the nuclear authority at sea. We need normal civUian research, not

the secret expeditions.

The experience of the Chernobyl catastrophe shows that the attempts to

conceal the truth end without results. Similarly, we will eventually get a full

picture of the Novaya Zemlya testing ground and RAW sea dumping although it

may take years and some facts may be lost.

I would not like to see the atmosphere of hot publications and
sensational articles round the Novaya Zemlya affair — it will only hamper^
serious research, and today the specialist's work has lost part of its respect
as it is. At the same time it is high time to understand that without the

qualified personnel and modern technology the development of nuclear science
IS impossible.

Even if we shut all nuclear objects today, their saife decommissioning
will take dozens of years and more than one square kilometer of the country's
territory. This is axiomatic. And we have no possibility to launch RAW to the

sun, as of yet.
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Havm? on the territory of Murmansk and Arkhangelsk regions bases of
coastal service for nuclear ice-breakers and nuclear submarines, and large
plants for overhauling, .e shall also need big long-terra facilities for storing
jolid and solidified RAW — the ^o-called regional burial sites for :jeveral
hundred :• ears.

I do not agree sith the preliminary conclusion of one the Ministry of
Atomic Energy Production of the LSSR which states that "the preferable point
for dumping RAW of the Northern Region Navy .viU be near the settlement of

Dalnye Zelentsy."

Why Dalnye Zelentsy? Is it only because that the capital investment for
the analogous construction will be 2.5 times more in Novaya Zemlya? Have the
social and political aspects been taken into account? Or is it more profitable
for someone to make burial sites in non-contaminated area's? A lot of questions
and fe.v answers.

There is correspondence in this respect but it is not open.

I would also Uke to say a few words about the pouring off of liquid
RAW. They were dumped in certain localities of the Barents Sea from 1963 to

1984 by the vessels of the Murmansk Shipping Company. The official

information: "the investigation has shown that for 5 days after dumping the
concentration of Caesium 137 surpassed the background reading and a number
of other radioactive components have been found. Upon the further dilution
of waste, after the 5 day period of time their influence on the radiation
situation was not registered." These are factsl

In the conclusion. I would like to note that the data quoted refer only
to the activity of the vessels of the Murmansk Shipping Company. ! Iiave no
information regarding similar activities by the Navy.

City of Murmansk

Andrei Zolotkov
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 27 February 1992

Contaa: John Sprange or Jacquelyn Walsh in London, 071 833-0600

Joshua Handler in Washington, DC, 202/319-2516

15 RUSSIAN NUCLEAR REACTORS DUMPED AT SEA

London - Greenpeace today released information confirming that 12 submarine nuclear

reactors and three icebreaker reactors have been dumped in the waters off the coast of

Novaya Zemlya. This is the first public disclosure that Russian submarines and their

nuclear reaacrs were dumped in the Kara Sea.

One whole submarine, the K-27 powered by a liquid-metal cooled reactor, was dumped
in the Stepovov Gulf sifter an accident in May 1968. Its two fueled nuclear reactors were

dumped in the same location off the southern island in 1982.

Eight reactors, three of which still contain their nuclear fuel, were dumped with sections

of four accident-damaged nuclear submarines in waters just south of the K-27. The
submarine sections - from the K-11, K-3 Leninski Komsomol, K-19 Hiroshima, and one
unknown - were reponedly dumped during the years 1964-65.

Five more reaaors litter the seabed, including the three damaged reactors from the

icebreaker "Lenin." Over 17,000 containers of liquid and solid radioactive waste were
also dumped; the location of some 10,000 of these containers has now been made public.

Novaya Zemlya, an island archipelago in the Arctic Circle used as a nuclear test site, is

proving to be one of the CIS's largest nuclear dumping grounds. The information tomes
from sources inside the CIS, researched by Alexander Yemelanenkov, Russian chairman
of the anti-testing association Towards Novaya Zemlya," and Andrei Zolotkov, a nuclear

engineer aboard the "Imandra," a nuclear refueling ship for icebreakers in Murmansk.

"The waste from the nuclear icebreakers is a molehill compared to the mountain of

waste created by the Russian nuclear navy," said John Sprange, Greenpeace disarmament

campaigner. "This is the begiiming of an uncontrolled landslide."

Greenpeace is working towards a worldwide ban on nuclear-fHJwered and nuclear-armed

ships and submarines. In October 1990, the Greenpeace flagship "MV Greenpeace"
sailed to Novaya Zemlya to protest continued nuclear testing.

J--J -C_Y _ C_ L__E_0_ PAPER
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Submarine, Reactor, and Waste Dump Sites:

Novaya Zemlya Trench: 1450 containers. Barge with a damaged nuclear reaaor (Aaivity

170,000 Ci). Barge with liquid radioactive wastes.

Neypokoyev Gulf: Solid radioaaive wastes (Aaivity 3,400 Ci).

Sivolky Gulf: 4750 containers. The barge "Bauman." The central section of the icebreaker

Lenin and screen assembly and three damaged reactors.

Oga Gulf: 850 containers.

Stepovov Gulf: 1850 containers and a damaged nuclear submarine with two fueled

nuclear reactors. The submarine is reportedly the K-27 which had a liquid metal accident

on 24 May 1968; the reaaors were dumped in 1982.

Abrosimov Gulf: 550 containers. Sections of four accident-damaged nuclear submarines

with a total of eight reaaors, three of which still contain their nuclear fuel. Sections of

submarines K-11, K-19 Hiroshima, K-3 Leninski Komsomol, and another unknown, that

were dumped in 1964-65. The K-19 had a severe accident in the Nonh Atlantic in 1961.

Blagopoluchiye Gulf: 650 containers.

Techenniya Gulf: Accident-damaged nuclear reaaor without the nuclear fuel (Aaivity

1,850 Ci). Open Sea: (two different sites) 400 containers. 250 containers.

Unnamed location on southern end of south island: Presumed location of regional
radioactive waste storage.

Sites of Nuclear Explosions:

Sykhoy Nos Cape: The area where the biggest atmospheric nuclear explosion took place.

Matochin Char: This is where the last test on Novaya Zemlya too place.

Black Inlet: Area of the first underwater, above water, and under-seabed nuclear tests on

Novaya Zemlya. Area where the vessel "Kit" was located and presumed location of the

disposal of the sunken submarine "Komsomolets" (assimiing it will be salvaged).

South-west seaor of southern island: The presumed area for the development of a

long-range program of nuclear testing.
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Three women bearing shunpoo and other household ttema wait ior customers yesterday In Moscow, where

shortages at state-owned stores are prodding residents to do their shopping with sidewalk entreprenenrs.

Soviets reported to hkye dumped
nuclear waste in arctic waters

xinms

LONDON - British television reported yesterday
that thousands of tons of nndear waste have been seoet-

ly dumped in Roisian arctie waters for more than 20

yean, abating a "ticldng time bomb' threatening the

whole of Europe.

TudepeodenfTeleviaionrNew* quote3~a~lbmian nu-

clear expert, Andrei ZoloUcov, u saying the sea off the

northern coast of Russia had been used as a n^Jor

dumping ground for radloaetiTe waste for years.

Zolotkov said the KGB allowed him to see papcn
showing that lifiOO containen of nudear waste were '

dumped over S yesii in the Ksra Sea in the Russian

A«*fc-, ...I 'i
'

/_ -;

'

,
• -•:"

.The waste inisl^om Soviet nudesr submarines tuA

icebreakers and indaded spent lesctor (bei and weap- .

ons-grade plutonumT;.
'

-
-

'AH the docmnents I nad are kept on one of the

ships." ZolotkoT toM TTtf* Chaaael 4 News from Mur-
mansk. ''".

^

"According to the docaBenta,'l7,000 containen wen
dumped,' be added. .

Then wen 10 n^jor dumping grounds in the Kan
Sea, most to the east of the island of Novaya Zemlya, the

program said. % .

It said submarines with nudear fuel sboard wen se-

Joshua Handler of

Greenpeace called it a 'classic

case of a ticldng time bomb'
that poses a serious threat to

i aU Europe.

cietly sunk otbhore. Sailon were toU to shoot drums

containing WBst*^with rifles until the containen sank to

thesesbed.
'

f
. THie metal ajver protecting the Aid . . i wiD deterio-

rate in the marine environment. The water wiD reach the

(bd • it is qoife s dsngerous situation," Zdotkov said.

. Joshua Hanoler of the environmental group Green-

pesee told ITN?^ ms *s dasde ease of s ticking time

bomb" that pos£ a serious threat to all Europe. Without

action, rsdiosctanty oould enter the food chain and for
an we know it ys already occurred," he said.

Hie Russian navy hss to start decommissioning 30

nudear sabmasmes soon, work wliich in the past led to

sn explosion aw 10 desths, the program said.

ITN Qroed fat arctic nuclear wsste dump containing

cobslt and ce$iifb guarded by just one man and a dog.
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7 April 1992

Honorable George Bush
President of the United States
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

Washington. DC 20500

Dear Mr. President:

You are well aware the break-up of the L'SSR has engendered numerous
political, economic and environmental problems. I wish to draw your attention
to one question that has not received adequate attention: the safe

decommissioning and disposal of ex-Soviet Navy nuclear-powered submarines.

I was impressed your recent aid proposal specifically mentioned a desire
to improve nuclear plant safety, and assist in demilitarization and defense
conversion in Russia. I would urge you to include a program of assistance
for the safe decommissioning and disposal of CIS Navy nuclear submarines in

your initiative.

Earlier models of the CIS Navy's nuclear-powered submarine force are
being retired en masse. Some 80 submarines are probably awaiting disposal.
and another 80 submarines are likely to be retired in the next few years,
meaning some 300 submarine nuclear reactors will have to be disposed of in

total.

I recently visited submarine facilities in both the North and Far East of
Russia, and it is evident from my observations and conversations with naval
officers and plant managers that the Russian government and the CIS Navy
lack the ability to deal with this growing environmental menace.

These submarines are a major environmental hazard. The fuel from the
submarines and their irradiated reactors and reactor compartments can cause
serious radioactive contamination if not adequately handled and stored. A
even greater catastrophe could occur if the waste or decommissioned
submarines were dumped at sea. This is not idle speculation. Recent news
has come from Russia that the Soviet Navy dumped up to 12 damaged
submarine reactors, five of them still containing their fuel, off the Arctic
islands of Novaya Zemlya.

The CIS Navy knows it has a problem. At the end of March a high-level
delegation of CIS naval officers was actually brought to Washington by a

private firm to seek help in safely scrapping their nuclear-powered
submarines (see the attached Wall Street Journal article). Unfortunately, the
L'S government agency that is best equipped to assist the Russians — the L'S

Navy — did not meet with the CIS officers.

RECYCLED PAPER
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T'.ie ',!S Joes not vet have a solution :'jr iispojal cf nuclear
submarine r?actorc. A3 a result, tlie number cl' retired nuclear
submarines scrapped ;jnr

- rar ill probably remain low. .^nd 'hsrc
are already over GO discarded nuclear submarines requiring
proper _tora:ic and disposal, posing a _;rov. ;n^ jn vironraental

problem for the Russians, m u hose harbors they are lying.

A first simple and inexpensive step towards assisting Russia — since
the US Navy faces parallel problems in decommissioning its own nuclear-
powered , jbmarines — -oulJ be to arrange a series ul' meetings between the
responsible CIS naval officials and IS Navy officers to share technical
xpertise and develop a program of how to proceed. Interested IS iiaval

experts and businessmen could also be included m these discussions.

Mutual visits to each countries submarine shipyards could also be part
of the aid program. In particular. Russian officials could be brought to Puget
Sound Naval Shipjard and Hanl'ord. Washington, to observe the IS Navy's
decommissioning procedures. Visits to the Severodvinsk submarine building
facility on the White Sea, and the Bolshoi Kamen submarine facility near
Vladivostok in the Pacific would be particularly useful.

A short list of what will be needed to help Russia could be developed
relatively quickly. There is clearly a need for advanced metal cutting
-echnology, heavy-Lift cranes, and construction of land-storage areas for
submarine reactors and their compartments. US public expenditures for these
items could he minimized by providing credit against revenue raised from the
scrapping of the non-radioactive parts of submarines.

As a next stage, a comprehensive reciprocal exchange of information and
inspections could be arranged, so that we can fully understand the extent of
the decommissioning problem. This should include:

- mutual inspection of shipyards, and exchange of environmental data on
the state of the shipyards, and the health records of their orkers.

- exchange of information on the state, size and operation of the

nuclear-powered naval forces, submarine operating bases, land-based
prototype and training reactors, naval reactor fuel fabrication facilities.

and nuclear and radioactive waste processing and storage sites. Mutuad
and reciprocal visits to facilities should be planned. Information on
past submarine radiological accidents should be exchanged.

- development of bilateral or multilateral programs for environmental
monitoring of navcd nuclear submarine facilities and past areas of ocean
dumping of naval nuclear v aste. Specific attention should be paid to

the area off ^'ovaya Zemlya where the Soviet Navy dumped submarine
nuclear reactors.
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llelpinc 'he Russian _avernment and CIS Nivy safel.\ -crap its iuclear-

powered -ubmarinci: .oald liavc several additional Lijnefits:

- mcroascd . uils and ^j^istancc to Jtili closed areas -.ill l.-jlp rc^assure

these more conservative and skeptical parts of Russia about the L nited

States intentions and open these areas to uutside knowledge;

- increased mditarv-to-military ties would be very reassuring to CIS

naval officers in this period of turmod:

- the aid a ill allo.v Russian submarine yards to earn hard currency frooi

.icrappin;; submarines, easinu their abdity to convert to civilian

production (something Severodvinsk plant officials .have told me they are

eager to do):

- additional employment to nuclear specialists in the ' S or Russia could

result, particularly at the hard hit Electric Boat plant in Croton.

Connecticut, or to Russian nuclear technicians, since their expertise

cou.ld be used to assist the with breaking up of the submarines and

environmental monitoring and clean-up.

- such assistance has elements of reciprocity, since CIS naval officers

could visit shipyards in the US and observe US decommissionin;;

procedures (as you know, reciprocity is politically very important to the

Russians);

Some analysts have questioned • hy the Russians should he helped to

solve their problem, since the CIS Navy continues to build nuclear-powered
submarines. This is a myopic perspective.

Unfortunately, because the haphazard nature of ex-Soviet technology

and the current economic confusion in Russia. Russian problems are also the

West c problems. Chernobyl stands as the glaring reminder that the Hest

Ignores Russia's predicaments at its own peril.

Concern about the CIS Navv submarine building program -.vould best be

addressed through halting orders for new nuclear-powered submarines. With

the termination of the US SSN-21 Seawolf program and the significant down-

turn m Russian nuclear-powered submarine construction, it would be relatively

simple to insure no new nuclear submarine orders were placed
— or even

cease production of currently ordered submarines. v

It miglit interest you to knov. there is international interest in some of

these questions. The Norwegian ^jovernment is pursuing vith the Russian

government ways to monitor and. if necessary, retrieve the nuclear waste

dumped off ^'ovaya Zemlya. The : orwegian Defense Minister Johan Joergen
Hoist brought this to the attention of Mr. Reginald Bartholomew at the

Department of State in mid-.March.
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Of course there are other steps that could be taken to reduce the
liazards presented by n jclcar-powered submarine operations, juch as

instituting a moratorium on their operations. '" e founa it very interesting
;hat. ^^ you may rt'call. President Boris Veltsin proposed a mutual halt to

.f;3BN .operations in his response to your January 11)92 State of Lnion address.

! Aould be very happ> to meet v.ith iou or members the Khite House
staff to discuss these proposals further, or provide a bnefin? on our Iao
;. rars of v.ork in Russia on these issues.

! look forward to ,\ our response.

Sincerely.

Joshua Handler
Research Coordinator
Nuclear Free Seas Campaign

P.S. I also include for your information a photograph of the shoreline of
Murmansk harbor. It clearly illustrates the problems the Soviet Navy has had
in disposing of retired vessels.

Senator Albert Gore
Senator Sam Nunn
Representative Les Aspin
Representative Cliarles Bennett
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Neglected Nuclear

Time Bomb
cut in*»»T .ii«/»

Bt Jeskna Handler

THE
Soviet Unions col-

lapse lias provoked in-

tense concern about the

safety of Soviet nuclear weapons.
Aroiher I'hemobyl accident

amidst economic chaos and tech-

nological breakdown 15 also a

worry.
No attention, however, has

been paid to a third nuclear dan-

ger: the accident-prone Soviet nu-

clear-powered submarine force.

To avoid a nuclear calamity at

sea, stopping Soviet nuclear sub-

marine operations should l)0 a

m^ur goal of Western assistance-

Soviet nuclear submarines are

known to liave a poor safely rec-

ord. In 1990. Admiral Bruce De-

Mars, head of Uie United Slates

Navy's nuclear propulsion pro-

gnim. told ConBre^ that the Sovi-

ets "have a history of m^uor reac-

tor plant casualties over the

years. They have had real reactor

accidents, things that we have

nightmares about.'

Some Soviet nightmares are

well-known Three Soviet nuclear

submarines have sunk, one each
in 1970, 1986, and 1989 These
accidents earned five nuclear re-

actors and some 38 nuclear war-

heads to the ocean floor But this

is only half the story Investiga-
tions in the Soviet Union over tlie

past year have uncovered new
nightmares previously undis-

cloaed:

Early Soviet nuclear subma-
rines suffered from almost con-

tinuous accidents. A retired So-

viet submariner said that one of

the Tirst four nuclear submarines

was nicknamed "Automat." If the

submarine left the base, on aver-

age it took only one day to come
back because of an accident, i.e.

It automatically returned. Another
WIS dubbed 'Half-Automat' be-

cause it spent two days at sea be-

fore being forced to return be-

cause of malfunctions.

In 1968, the liquid-metal re-

actor ctxilant on an early model
Northern Fleet submarine froze,

causing signiHcant damage to the

nuclear reactor A senior naval of-

ficer said that many crewmen
were severely irmdi.-Ued and

many were retired. It ls believed

that all or parts of the reactor

were dumped off the Arctic is-

lands of Novaya Zemlya in the

early 1970s.

On Aug. 1 0. 1 98S. dunng re-

fuelling, the reactor on a Victor-

class submarine exploded and

Technical lielp
should be

provided to

safely defuel

and dispose
of these

submarines.

burned in Chazma Bay, some 35
miles from Vladivostok in the Pa-

cific. Ten men in the reactor room
were killed. Soviet news accounts
claim that radiation meters in the

area went off the scale at fatally

high levels of 600 roentgens an

hour The Soviet Navy estimates it

will take 50 years for the area to

return to normal.

Accidents continue to beset

the Soviet submarine force. Last

September, a missile misfired

aboard a IVphoon ballistic missile

submarine in the White Sea

during a training exercise. Fortu-

nately, the submarine was able to

return to base, but the accident

could have sunk the submarine.

along with Its tivo nuclear reac-

tors and nuclear.armed missiles.

With economic decline, fewer

resources, material, and Imining.
the chances of accidents is likely

to uicrease. One Vl.idivostok-

bnsed naval officer said, "in prin-

ciple and in practice" an acciilcnt

like the 1985 catastrophe could

occur again-

Tlie Sovnet .Navy operates
some 150 submarines carrying

approximately .100 nuclear reac-

tors. Soviet submarines still pa-
trol the high seas, particularly in

the Arctic and North Pacific. /\n

accident .iboard any of these sub-

marines could release deadly ra-

dioarlivity into nch fishing

gruiinils and affect nearby na-

tions.

Tliis IS not a far-fetched sce-

nario. The smking of the nuclear-

powered and armed .Mike subma-
rine off Norway in Apnl 1989 has

provoked widespread concern
about radiation poisoning the

seas in the area.

As the West considers how to

assist the ex-Soviet Union, deal-

ing with Soviet nuclear subma-

rines should be a priority. Tech-

nical help should be provided to

safely defuel and dispose of these

submarines.

US Navy sources report that

the US aLso is facing difTiculties as

to how to dispose of its own aging
nuclear submarine force Since

both Navies face the problem of

safely decommissioning nuclear

submarines and storing their

waste, a natural area of coopera-
tion exists.

If the Soviet Navy balks at pro-

posals to reduce or retire its nu-

clear-powered submarine fieet.

because the West would continue

to keep Its own nuclear-powered
submarines, serious consider-

ation should be given to abandon-

ing nuclear-powered submarines

altogether
To some, abandoning nuclear-

powered submarines is a radical

progosal. But with the end of the

cold war. there Is less need for nu-

clear submarines. More impor-
tant, first-hand observation of the

de.idly legacy left by the Soviet

submanne fieet suggests such a

solution IS necessary to avert a

Soviet nuclear disaster of poten-

tial global effect.

Jnxkua Hatuiler is resmnh
coorriinator for Greenpeace's
Niiclear-Free Seas Cainpniq)!.
He recentty retnmeii from sir

weeks in Rtissta visUirtq sub-

marine facilities in prei-vmstif

closed areas m Sevemtinnsk
and near Vladivostok.
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L Introduction

The effecu of glasnost and the end of the Cold War have opened previously secret areas

and topics in the Soviet Union. In the case of the Soviet Far East, residents around nuclear-

powered submarine facilities in the Vladivostok area are asking questions about past submarine

accidents, and current and planned nuclear waste disposal procedures. The military in the region,

somewhat uncomfortably and reluctantly, has been forced for the first time to respond to what

they term popular "radiophobia." In doing so, the military has provided new and unprecedented

information about a reactor explosion aboard a nuclear-powered submarine in August 1985. and

nuclear waste handling in the regioiL

More openness by the military may ameliorate civil-military tensions in the region.

However, they may also exacerbate them. The military in the region has not held the

environment in high regard. As more information about past abuses becomes available, residents

may redouble their criticisms of the local commanders. Also, the size of the clean-up cost from

past mispractices, as well the cost to decommission old nuclear-powered submarines, may

engender more reproaches.

The information about the accidents, as well as additional information about submarine

reactor design, is providing a different perspective on Soviet submarine operations. A high

accident rate, plus low fuel enrichment levels, provides technical reasons why Soviet submarines

have lower operating tempos than their western counterparts. Also, the size of the Soviet

submarine force may have been partially derived from a need to keep an adequately repaired and

fuelled force at sea. Although the Soviet Union may have technically advanced submarines, the

information coming to the fore raises questions about its overall operationally capability, hindered

as it may be by accidents and limited reactor core lives.

Ultimately, additional information about past Soviet submarine accidents and reactor

operations, may show the Soviet submarine force was less a threat to the U.S. and its allies, and

more of a threat to its own sailors and the environment

n. Nuclear-Powered Submarine Facilities in the Vladivostok Region

The centers of nuclear-powered submarine opjerations in the Vladivostok area are to the

east of Vladivostok, some 35 miles across Ussuryiskyi Bay, in the Shkotovo region and on Strelok

Bay. The region includes at least four facilities, all or some of which have been operational since

the early to niid-1960s:

A. A major nuclear submarine overhaul and refuelling yard at Bolshoi Kamen (Shkotovo-

17), on the west side of the Shkotovo peninsula on Ussuryiskyi Bay facing towards

Vladivostok. There at least two plants here concerned with overhauhng and refuelling

submarines (one or collectively known as the ZVEZDA plant), as well as disposing of

their nuclear waste. In addition, the first decommissioned submarine to be dismantled in

1
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the Pacific Fleet, was broken up at Boishoi Kameo. Its reactor oompartmeat is still stored

at the plant(s). Two other submarioes may be undergoing scrapping there as well

B. A smaller refit and refuelling yard near the settlementt of Dunay (ShkDtovo-22) and

Temp located on Chazma Bay on the east side of the Shkotovo peninsula facing Strelok

Bay. It was here that the submarine reactor exploded on 10 August 198S, contaminating
the surrounding land and water. Reportedly, plans exist to turn the Chazma plant into a

major dismantling facility for decommissioned submarines.

C A permanent nuclear waste disposal site. Installation 927-III, is located at the tip of the

Shkotovo region peninsula. High-level waste is stored here. There are plans to eapand
the facility by 199S, in order to be able to store more waste.

O. A major submarine base at Pa>4ovsk on the eastern edge of Strelok Bay, which at least

houses ballistic missile submarines (U.S inspectors visited this base itf 1990 as part of the

verification inspections for START).

nL Greenpeace's October 1991 Visit

While in Vladivostok in September 1990, Greenpeace heard reports from residents about

a devastating reactor explosion at Dunay on board a Soviet nuclear powered submarine in the

Spring of 198S. Greenpeace also observed a meeting of the Primotskii Kray Soviet's

Environmental Committee where this accident was discussed. Sketchy reports about this accident

continued to surface in the Soviet press after September 1990.

Greenpeace returned to the region in October 1991 to investigate this accident, as well as

other accidents, radioactive waste disposal procedures, radioactive contamination in the area, and

the procedures being developed for the decommissioning of nuclear-powered submarines in the

Pacific Fleet

While in Vladivostok, Greenpeace held meetings with senior officers fiom the Pacific

Fleet including: Chief of the Chemical Service and his assistant. Chief Radiokigist, Assistant

Chief of the Nuclear Reactor Refuelling Section, Chief of the Technological Service, Assistant

Chief of staff/Chief of the Command Section of the Fleet Meetings included members of the

Primonkii Kray Nature Protection and Ecological Committee, the Sanitary-Epidemiologicai

Service, and the Hydromet Service. Hekl trips to the area of the Chazma facility accident, and

Boishoi Kamen also were conducted, and several official documents discussing the accident and its

aftermath were provided.

IV. 1985 Trimorskii Chernobyl'' Accident .

On 10 August 198S the reactor of a Victor-class submarine suffered an explosion while

2
'
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undergoing refuelling at the submarine repair and refuelling facility on Chazma Bay. The Navy
ofBcers Greenpeace spoke with said the explosion resulted after the reactivity control elements of

a new reactor core were inadvertently removed as the reactor lid was being re-lifted, after being

improperly placed the first time.

The explosion ejected highly radioactive materials onto the surrounding land and into the

water. According to the Navy officers, several 100,000 curies of radioactivity were released

(including the short-lived isotopes). Ten men in the reactor compartment were killed instantly.

The submarine has not been repaired and is still visible at dockside at the Chazma facility.

The 'fallout' from the accident spread across the peninsula (some 6 kms long) towards

Vladivostok in a band several hundreds meters wide, but according to the Navy officers, didn't

reach the city. A secret Navy map prepared four days after the accident (14 August 1985, 1600

hours) outlined an area 3,800 m long and 530 m wide where at the outer edges the level of

activity was 600 decays/minute/cm2. .
On a local road going through the trace, levels of 4,500

decays/minute/cm2 beta radiation were measured (after decontamination in the first four days, this

dropped to 20 decays/minute/cm2). Lab analysis showed rates of 1-80 decays/minuteAnn2 for

alpha radiation.

The Navy officers said near the explosion, rates of 260 roentgens/hour were recorded from

some smaller pieces of the reactor core. Also some of the radioactive cloud went over

Ussuryiskyi Bay to the west, although it did not go as far as Vladivostok.

Due to the new core there was a relative minimum of accumulated fission products. Thus
the Navy officers claim there was little or no plutonium contamination. Also, the officers said the

core was only enriched to 20 percent HEU, and so this minimi/ffd uranium-235 contamination.

Fmally, the officers said it was the third time for the reactor to be refuelled. They said this

accounts for the pervasiveness of cobalt-60 as the remaining source of radiation today.

A. Qean-up

In terms of clean-up, for the highly radioactive materials, the Navy officers said a special

military service with special equipment for clean-up was used. All the fuel elements which were

thrown out, and other highly radioactive materials, were gathered by this special military service

and put into specialized containers. The screen assembly which holds the fuel was taken out and

a specialized container was created for it These highly radioactive materials were transported by
sea to a permanent burial site at Installation 927-IIL

The screen assembly and the clean-up of the radioactive materials was effected within 10

days of the accident, according to the Navy officers. The total volume of the screen assembly and

the fuel which was disposed of was approximately 4 m3. The Navy officers said they are not sure

about the total volumes of the high and medium level wastes since measurements were not taken

in the first few days due to the hurry to eliminate the worst of the problem.
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In terms of contamination of the trace and the low-level waste, the Navy oCEcers said the .

area of the trace where the roads pass through was fenced ofE^ the access of the population was

stopped for gathering berries and mushrooms, and radiation warning signs were posted.

In order not to spread radiation by transporting contaminated materials over long

distances, the officers said a temporary burial site in the trace was created in the first days after

the accident A spot was selected with the most chqr, lack of ground water and water sources,

most removed bom mushroom gathering, yet dose to the accident site. Five trenches were dug to

the clay level, sand and mud, and cement and or asphalt were poured over the buried materials.

A drainage system was dug around it

The officers said, some 2,000 m3 of material was gathered in the first 7-10 days, and in

total 5,500 m3 of low-level waste was put into this area in the days and months following the

accident This material included contaminated clothes from the clean-up workers, sea weed from

the territory of the Chazma facility, asphalt and sand, metal construction, etc The site was

surrounded by a triple fence of barbed wire, and clearly marked with radioactive warning signs.

There is a second area in the trace zone which is used as a temporary dump site. The
officers said it contains the roo& of buildings taken down after the accident

B. The situation today

In terms of today, the officers admit the first burial site is no longer adequatdy cordoned

ofL The officers say this is because people keep stealing the fencing and marking signs. The

military has 'recreated* the site several times, sometimes using bulldozers to assist in clearing

areas to re-setup barriers, but to no avaiL As of October 1991, there were large holes in the

barbed wire fencing, and warning signs are missing.

The Navy plans to move the materials from the region of the temporary burial site to a

permanent facility at Installation 927-in at the tip of the pftnin«iil«^ according to the Navy
officers. The clean-up of the burial area wiO commence towards the end of the year, in

December-January, as soon as the construction for the permanent repository at the burial site at

the tip of the peninsula is finished. The officers feel there is no sense in fixing up the temporary
burial site again, as it soon will be moved. .

But althou^ there are hi^ber than backgrourxl leveb of radioactivity in the area,

according to the officers, the situation in the trace zone is under control In August 1991, the

military did an extensive survey of the 6x2 km area which contains the radioactive trace (the area

that has levels of activity higher than 60 micro-roentgens/bour is approximately 4J km x 200-300

m). Readings varied from a high of 800-1200 micro-roentgens^ur at the center of the trace, to

60-^ micro-roentgens/bour at the edges for gamma radiation (alpha and beta measurements were

not available). Ninety-nine percent of the radioactivity is from cobalt-60. Seventy to eighty

percent of the cobalt was in the top 10-15 cm of the ground though it was found as deep as 60
.

cm. The navy officers calculate that there is five ciiries/km2 now in the trace zone.
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In public access areas, the officers said, the levels of radiation are below what is permitted,
and no radiation is leaching from the temporary dump site. In spring 1991, as the thaw was

starting, the regional Hydromet office took samples around the burial site, and found no

radioaaivity in the water.

The rest of the trace zone will be left to be decontaminated by natural decay of the

radiation. The Navy officers estimate that it will take 50 years for the situation to return to

normal (ten 5.26 year half-lives of cobalt-60). As for the disposal of the submarine and its

reactor, the Navy officers vaguely said it would be disposed of along with the other

decommissioned submarines awaiting disposal

As for the waters surrounding the accident, according to the Navy officers, there is no
radiation in them. However, there are still contaminated sediments. In the sediments underneath

the submarine at dockside, the August 1991 survey found levels as high as 117 milli-

roentgens/hour gamma radiation. The officers admitted radioactivity is spreading outwards into

the sediments of Strelok Bay.

As for long term health effects, the officers said a medical survey of children was done in

the settlements of Dunay and Temp. They said it found their health was unaffected by the

accident. No information was available on the health of military or civilian workers used in the

clean-up.

C. Doubts about the Navy's reassurances

A number of factors raise questions about the Navy officers optimistic attitude about the
'

effects of the accident Reports about high levels of radiation in the area after the accident, and

the extent of the clean-up efforts suggest there is reason to be concerned about the health of

military and civilian workers involved in the clean-up.

A 25 October 1991 TASS account (see attached article), based on a report in Trud,

describes extremely high levels of radiation in the area near the submarine. After the accident it

was found that "radiation levels during the accident reached 90,000 roentgens per hour,' and

those who fought the fire resulting from the explosion or "happened to be neart>y received at

least 30 to 40 rems each.'

An 11 October 1991 report titled 'Evaluation of Radiational Control and Radiological
Situation for Shkotovo-22' prepared by Vladivostok region military officers and civilian agencies
also describes high levels of radiation in the area in the aftermath of the accident.

The report says that thirty percent of the territory of Military Division 63971 (which
contains the Chazma and the Bolsboi Kamen facilities) was contaminated by the accident. The

average dosage in August 1985 was 200 milli-roentgens/hour gamma, and beta radiation was

200,000 decays/minute/cm2. Shards of the reactor and fuel in the area had levels of radiation of

30-40 roentgens/hour.
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Aixording to the report, the clean-up eventually invoKed the removal of 5,000 m3 of
contaminated materials and 760 tons of metal construction, deactivation of 2,100 ni2 of metal

construction and 34,000 m2 of roads with cement and asphalt tops. 400 ni2 of docks were also
*

decontaminated.

According to residents of the area, civilian worken did participate in the clean-up, and
received radiation doses. Some local people claimed clean-up workers were running in and out of
the accident site picking up radioactive debris with their hands. (The Navy officers denied this.

They said quick runs were only used to practice the attaching of lifting cables to the damaged
reactor, and then to attach the cables.)

One detailed eyewitness account was provided by the chief mechanic from the floating
crane Vityaz (a civilian rescue vessel commandeered from the Far East Shipping Company) He
recoimted that at the time his vessel was given an emergen^ assignment in Chazma Bay, without

being told the nature of this assignment
'' '

Their job was quite simple, he said. They were to approach the sub from the back and

keep it afloat from the rear. The nose section was being supported by a Nakhodka ship, Bogatyr.
The Vityaz crew was told there was a crack in the sub. The crack needed to be ckxed, and at the

same time water in the sub needed to be pumped out

The mechanic said when they arrived the water was being pumped out of the sixth section

containing the reactor, out of the top of the submarine, and directly into the waters of Giazma

Bay. Because it was a hot August day, the Vityaz crewmen were walking around shirtless. He
said the Navy sailors on the submarine also were also shirtless. Some of the saDors were sitting

on the edge of the hole made by the reactor explosion and dangling their feet into the reactor

space.

On the second day the Vityaz was there, he said the second mechanic accidentally turned

on the KP-S dosemeter aboard the ship. The measuring eqtiipment immediately went off scale,

and because it is coiuected to the emergency mobilization equipment aboard the ship, a siren

began to sound. At that point the captain of the ship, Kuznebx>v, went to clarify with the Navy
what they were dealing with.

On the third day, he said the Vityaz received 14 sets of protective equipment and

dosemeters, and explanations of how to avoid radioactive contamination. The Vityaz crew worked

for a week, after which they had a dose measuring of the persoimeL All of the spaces in the ship,

such as the bridge and living spaces, were so contaminated it was impossible to take

measurements there. The only part of the ship that was not contaminated was the machine

compartment; nobody had entered this space because the ship was not imderway.

The crew was not told the amount of exposure they had received, he said, but they were

tokl all the clothes they were wearing during the week had to be burned. Nothing about their

work was recorded the ship's oCflcial medical log. In addition, the Vityaz crew had to sign a
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docutaent swearing they would not say anything about the incident

The chief mechanic said that a friend of his who worked on the Vityaz as well, said the

burial site contains nothing but the bits of fuel The other pieces of metal and highly
contaminated materials were dumped into a little lake next to the bay where the submarine

exploded.

Locals also complain that today it is not clear what is buried in the temporary waste site in

the trace, the more contaminated spots in the trace are not adequately marked and/or sealed off,

and that despite warnings people do wander through the burial site, gathering mushrooms and

berries in the area.

A 15 January 1991 letter by the Chief Radiologist of the Pacific Fleet, discussing the plans

to move the temporary waste site suggest local residents have reason to be concerned. He notes

that there is "no official data on the activity of materials" in the waste site, but that it may contain

radioactive waste of "group TUL,' i.e. more than 1000 milli-roentgens per hour. He said that when
the site's fence was reconstructed in 1989, and the area was levelled with bulldozers, the burial

site was opened and wastes of "group n." i.e. more than 30 milli-roentgens per hour, were

extracted. He wrote, that until this "interference, the exposure dose on the surface of the burial

site did not exceed 3.6 milli-roentgens per hour."

In a visit to the burial site in mid-October, Greenpeace found that it is poorly fenced off,

and there are trails through it Levels of activity are in some places higher outside the burial site

than at its edge. Some hot spots 30 meters from the temporary waste site registered almost 1700

counts per minute on a geiger counter (approximately 1 milli-remyhour), while at boundary of the

site it was only as high as 900-1000 counts per minute. This compares to a background of 13

counts per minute in the city of Vladivostok. A small lake off Chazma Bay next to the reGt

facility (mentioned above as having had contaminated materials dumped in it) had counts as high
as 309 per minute on some parts of its shore. Local residents said children swim there in the

summer, although it is forbidden to do so. There are no signs marking off the lake area as

contaminated.

« The Navy officers downplayed the contamination to the sea-bed during the meetings. But
the IS January 1991 letter says that a commission that worked during 3-10 December 1990

reported to the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy that radioactive materials on the sea flooi near

dock #2, where the submarine exploded, pose the greatest "radiological danger to the

environment" A survey in August 1989 found the situation at 125 meters from dock #2 to be

"unsatisfactory." At 125 meters from the dock the level was 750 micro-roentgens an hour, and the

letter says, "the total activity of the bottom silt is 8.6 * 10 -7 curie/kg, is 40 times higher than the

background (2-3 '10-8 curie/kg).* The letter notes, "with the approach to the dock the

radiational situation deteriorates rapidly, which indicates the presence of highly radioactive

materials on the bottom."

According to the 1 1 October 1991 report by regional military and civilian officials,

7
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radioactivity has been migrating outwards into Razboynik Bay aixl the western passage of Strelok

Bay. Cobalt-60 has been detected as far away as Abrek Bay to the north and Konyushkova Bay
in the south. The report says, the use of two floating drydocks and other vessel tra£Bc is

continuing to spread the radioactivity in the bottom sediments.

The size of the accident and the magnitude of the clean-up would suggest some ofGdal

monitoring of the health of the workers and residents of the area would have occurred. But,

during Greenpeace's visit no such information was forthcoming. In fact, residents complain the

health effects of the accident are being dismissed or oovered-up.

One worker at the plant at the time of the explosion recently complained to Soviet TV
that doctors in the area do not attribute blood diseases to radiation exposure. Residents of the

region say the examination of the chfldren in the Dunay and Temp settlements was superficial and
cannot be trusted. They also say that military personnel used in the dean-up were conscripts.
Residents thought no effort had been made to track the health of these people after they were
released from service.

D. Secrecy and Suspicions

As late as 1969 the military continued to deny a nuclear accident had occurred. In 1969,

General Yazov, the then Chief of the armed forces, toM a Chazma plant worker who had

witnessed the accident that it had not happened.

In the summer of 1990 news about the accident finally began to appear in the Soviet

press. On 17 July 1990 Izvestiya publisbed an open letter to Fleet Admiral Chemavin by V.

Perovskiy, former commander of the survivability division of the Leninskiy Komsomol, the first

Soviet nuclear-powered submarine [translated in FBIS-SOV, 18 July 1990].

Perovskiy, in complaining about the safety of nuclear-powered submarines, noted their

reactors are most dangerous during the refuelling process, and that the smallest ni«r«lf«i can lead

to serious consequences. He coiKluded, *How this all ends is well known from the tragic example
of the refuelling of a Pacific Fleet submarine.'

Since then there have been other brief mentions in the Soviet press, most notably by
Sobesednik (April 1991), which said it involved a thermal explosion of the reactor of submarine

project 670 due to accidental removal of control rods from a reactor during refuelling.

In the aftermath of the October 1991 Greenpeace visit, the Primonkii Giemobyl story has

gained more attentioiL The Washington Post ran a story based on some of Greenpeace's

findings, and the Soviet publication Trud also did, by Soviet standards, an extensive story

providing new details about the accident (see attached Washington Post and TASS articles).

Obviously, much more is now known about this accident and its aftermath. Yet, the

history of secrecy or lies on the part of the military and the authorities has left local residents very

8
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suspicious of the Navy's account of the acddent and its reassurances. Local residents were eager

to have more and reliable information about the accident, particularly about the health effects on

people in the area at the time of the accident, the clean-up workers, and the population living in

the area.

V. Other Submarine Accidents

No other information about specific Pacific Fleet submarine accidents was forthcoming

from the Navy officers. They denied reports about an accident which was rumored to have

happened around 1988, where a submarine scrapped its bottom on rocks in the Peter the Great

Bay and leaked radioactivity when it came into Bolshoi Kamen.

However, further details were uncovered about the 1968 accident on board the liquid-

metal cooled Northern Fleet submarine.

One of the senior naval officers, who had worked in the Northern Fleet from the early

1970s to the mid-1980s and had dealt directly with questions of radiation safety, confirmed that

the accident had happened. He added, that many men were severely irradiatod, and many of the

crew were retired after the accident. The captain of the submarine was quite "illiterate." After

the accident, the crew had dinner as usual and proceeded back to base seemingly at a normal

rate, and pulled up to the dock without any special precautions. Thus people at the dockside

were also irradiated.

He refused to explicitly confirm the reactor was subsequently dumped off Novaya Zemlya.

But he said Greenpeace's description of its disposal was not entirely incorrect

He also noted, the frozen lead-bismuth coolant is a major alpha emitter. He said it can

only be removed with a Tiammer and chisel" type operation, hazarding workers with high levels of

radiation.

VI. Submarine refuelling, decommissioning and radioactive waste disposal and contamination

A. Refuelling

The information provided about refuelling paralleled what Greenpeace learned in visits to

Murmansk and Severodvinsk about the Northern Fleet A refuelling ship comes along submarine

and removes the spent fuel with a special crane apparatus. Fuel is temporarily stored in the

refuelling ship. As soon as the storage area aboard the support ship is full, the spent fuel is

offloaded to a coastal storage site. The length of time it is stored there, before it is shipped to

Chelyabinsk for disposal, depends on when the reactor was stopped before refuelling. If it had

been stopped a long time, then its activity is lower and so the ftiel can be stored a shorter time,

and if it was stopped just before refuelling then the fuel needs to be stored longer before
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shipment.

To eliminate the release of aerosob when the top of the reactor is lifted, there is an

apparatus which vacuums in the air around the top of tbie reactor. This air is filtered several

times and then released into the atmosphere.

The officers claimed that aewct submarines have fuel that lasts the life of the submarine.

Older submarines are refuelled every S-10 years. Newer submarine fuel is in the form of cross-

shaped rods. Older fuel is in the shape of round rods.

Discussions with Moscow and Northern Fleet specialists in September 1991, indicated the

fuel is enriched to the 40^ percent range. The assistant chief of refuelling, however, insisted

the reactors in the exploded Victor submarine were only 20 percent enriched. An officer from

the chemical service said each reactor contained 47 kg of uranium-23S, but he did not know what

percentage of enrichment this represented.

In terms of other refuelling techniques: Perovskiy in his Izvest^ letter claimed the

refuelling methods used by the Soviet Navy were archaic and basically unchanged from thirty

years ago. He wrote, 'the chief protagonist when cores are being removed Grom reactors remains

the sailor with a sledgehammer.*

The Navy officers said Perovskiy's letter was essentially correct, except sledgehammers

only need to be used to knock lose stuck fuel rods or other material approximately one eveiy ten

times. They also noted this procedure is made more difficult when there have been accidents.

They said approximately five submarines a year were refuelled a year between the Bolshoi

Kamen and Chazma Bay facilities.

B. Waste

The assistant chief of the nuclear reactor refuelling section of the Pacific Fleet provided
some information on the amount of waste generated by a single submarine during refuelling or

decommissioning. He said the weight of liquid waste (coolant, washing waters, etc) fiom

refuelling a twin-reactor submarine is 50-80 tons. Solid waste from refuelling a submarine has a

volume of 15-20 cubic meters (this number includes resins from ion-exchangers, but not the fuel).

The volume of the spent fuel is 2-3 cubic meten. Filtered washing waters are loaded aboard a

support ship and are diunped at sea.

One regional storage point for nuclear waste is at the tip of the Shkotovo peninsula,
identified in military documents as Installation 927-III According to the Navy officers, some

storage areas are full at the facility, but others are still mostly empty. There are plans to expand
the storage facilities to handle more waste. The new areas should be ready by 199S.

10
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It is unclear what other waste facilities exist in the region. The Navy oGBcers confirmed

that the Khabarovsk region has waste sites, and one added There is a big area there which is a

mess." They said, however, they were not concerned with it Thus it is unclear whether these

are wastes sites associated with the Sovetskaya Gavan or other Navy facilities, with other military

facilities, or just "general" sites.

C Decommissioning

The Navy officers said there are approximately 40 nuclear-powered submarines in the

Pacific Fleet which are awaiting decommissioning. They are stored in coves and bays in the area.

At least some aife at Bolshoi Kamen and Pavlovsk. Minimum crews are kept aboard them to

assure they are kept aQoat, and prevent radiation leakage.

When asked about the 8 September 1990 Krasnaya Zvezda article discussing the

decommissioning of submarines in the Pacific Fleet [translated in JPRS-UMA, 3 October 1990],

the officers said this referred to activities at the Bolshoi Kamen facility.

They said one submarine has already been brokien up there. Its reactor compartments are

stored at the plant awaiting a final plan to dispose of them.

Details about future plans for dealing with decommissioned submarines were bard to come

by. Partly this was due to the lack of plans. The Navy officers said the situation was being

studied but no final plan had been decided. They said they had heard that President Gorbachev

had proposed that 150-250 billion roubles would be needed to decommission the submarines,

dispose of their waste, and clean-up the nuclear naval facilities. They did not think this money

would be made available. They were very interested in U.S. deconunissioning plans, and meeting

their U.S. military counter-parts and experts to discuss the problem.

Local residents, however, expressed concerns about what was going to be done with the

decommissioned submarines. One plant worker at the Chazma Bay facility, told state TV that the

military planned to turn their plant into the decommissioning center for Pacific Fleet submarines

by 1993. She was concerned that another accident, like the 1985 explosion, might occur again.

D. Radioactive safety and contamination

This was a very difficult and confusing topic to pursue. The Navy officers claimed that no

civilian workers at the Chazma or Bolshoi Kamen plants have exceeded the 5 rem limit per year.

Seemingly this is because the submarine crew is responsible for normalizing the situation after an

accident and also works on the overhaul and refuelling of a submarine. Questions about the

exposure of military personnel and subsequent medical follow-up went unanswered.

Questions about contamination or problems at Bolshoi Kamen, Chazma Bay, Installation

11
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927-III, or Pavlovsk went unanswered. One naval ofiBcer, however, said the Paviovsk submarine
base was constructed in the 1960s without a thought to the future, and today it is an 'ugly child.'

The Navy said prior to the 1985 the waters around Peter the Great Bay were Cree of any
radioactivity beyond what occurred naturally, and today the sittiation is normal as well Untfl

1989, the military took their own sediment samples and analyzed them. Now the Navy takes the

samples and hands them over to the regional Hydromet office for analysis. The Hydromet also

claim the situation is normal

Vn. Conclusions

A. Radiophobia

In the past five years, there has been a history of strong anti-nuclearism in the Primorski!

and Khaborvosk regions. Local residents have:

- stopped plans for a civil nuclear-power station in the Primorskii Territory;
• opposed Navy plans to dismantle decommissioned submarines in the Sovetskaya Gavan
area (which lead to cancellation of these plans);
- criticized plans to offload reactor cores from decommissioned submarines in Vladimir

Bay, a relatively unknown submarine facility, located between Vladivostok and Sovetskaya

Gavan;
-
prevented the docking of the nuclear-powered merchant ship Sevmorput at several ports

in the area;
-
protested the military's handling of the clean-up of the 1985 accident

There are no signs that this opposition is slacking oEL One Bolshoi Kamen city people's

deputy is planning to take the military to the State Arbitrator's office in the coming months to

seek 23 million roubles for more clean-up of the 1985 accident, paving roads in the irradiated

region, and social compensation for the people who live in the Shkotovo region.

The military is very concerned about this 'radiophobia.' In general, the Soviet military is

caught in a serious dilemma as it tries to reshape its role. To begin to regain the public trust, it

needs to provide more information to the public about its past and present activities. But its past

history of environmental degradation is so bad, the more information the military provides, the

more angry the public may become.

It is not clear how this dilemma will be resolved. Public concerns were one of the reasons

Greenpeace was given unprecedented access and information about the 1985 accident. Local

environmental officials expressed surprise about how much information was provided. But the

Navy officers also feared this information would be further used to agitate the populatioa They
were very reluctant to discuss any procedures or problems at other nuclear facilities in the region.

12
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Greenpeace's observations made over the past year in the Vladivostok region,

Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskii, Murmansk and Severodvinsk suggest that anti-nuciearism is alive and

well in Russia. In so far as popular wishes play a role in post-Soviet politics, pronouncements by

high elected leaders, well-known scientists, or other senior officials that a sizable, or even any,

military nuclear infrastructure will be maintained either in Russia or other republics, must be

treated with caution.

There is another interesting development which may lead to more political pressure on
the military. At least people in the Vladivostok region are beginning to understand the adverse

impact of continued inilitary spending on their well-being, and that resources from the military

could be used to help the economy. As one local environmental committee member angrily

noted, 'Before they said there is no money, because we need to bufld submarines. Now they say
there is no money, and they still continue to build submarines."

B. The Soviet Submarine Fleet: Sinister or Struggling?

A quite different view of the Soviet submarine threat is beginning to emerge. Rather than

a sinisterly large submarine force, if the reports about accidents and enrichment levels of fuel are

true, the Soviet Navy may'have been struggling for many years just to keep an adequate number
of submarines operational

1. Accidents

One of the 6rst group of 30 students graduated from military schools in 1958 to operate

nuclear-powered submarines recently provided some interesting insights about the first Soviet

nuclear-powered submarines to a Soviet reporter.

The first four submarines - K-3 Leninskiy Komsomol, K-S, K-5 and K-14 - were

constructed at the Severodvinsk yard. Only two were completed, and even then only poorly,

when they were sent in 1958 from Severodvinsk to the partially completed base at 'Zapadnaya
Litsa' or Severomorsk-7. They had to leave without being properly completed in order to fulfil

the plan.

One of the submarines, the K-5 was given the nickname 'Automat' If the submarine left

the base, on average it took only one day to come back because of an accident, Le. it

automatically returned. The K-8 was dubbed "Half-Automat,* because it spent on average two

days at sea before it was forced to return due to malfunctions. Serious restrictions were put on

their area of operations. The submarines were not supposed to operate more than 200 kilometers

from the base.

The 1985 accident was one of the worst of many accidents which have undermined the

potency of the Soviet submarine ticet Serious accidents have removed five submarines from the

fleet. Three have sunk: a November in 1970, a Yankee in 1986, and the Mike in 1989. Two

13
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more are no longer operational: a raised Charlie-submarine which sank in 1983 and the exploded
Victor submarine.

Serious accidents continue to occur. A Typhoon ballistic missile submarine suffered a

missile launch failure in the White Sea in late September 1991. With such a safety record, the
Soviet Union's large nuclear-powered submarine fleet, either may have been constrained by its

reliability, or, with its frequent accidents, may have been partially necessitated to keep an

adequate number of reliable submarines at sea.

The prospects for improvements in the future are not good. The naval ofiiceis in the

Vladivostok region expressed special concern about more refuelling accidents. One Vladivostok

region naval officer said, "in principle, and in practice,' the possibility of accident like the 1985
disaster could not be excluded. With deCTeasing resources negatively affecting training and the

availability of materials, the chances of accidents occurring may even increase.

Z Fuel enrichment levels and refuellings

Older submarines seemingly have much lower fuel enrichment levels than U.S. submarines.

Experts in Moscow and the Northern Fleet indicated the fiiel in older submarines is enriched to

40^60 percent uranium-235 (the newest subs reportedly have levels comparable to the U.S., Le.

greater than 90 percent). The 198S accident Victor submarine's fuel reportedly was only enriched

to 20 percent

Refuellings of submarines may occur much more frequently than in the west The naval

ofGcers in Vladivostok said older submarines are refuelled every S-10 years. But experts in

Moscow and the Northern Fleet, said four years, and sometimes less, between refuellings is not

atypical.

The low level of enrichment of Soviet fuel casts a different light on the size and pattern of

operations of the Soviet nuclear-powered submarine force, and its availability for operations.
Other things being equal, such low levels of enrichment means a larger force of two reactor

submarines with an average low operating tempo would be needed to keep a required number of

adequately fuelled submarines at the ready. Conversely, subs that were operating at high levels,

would be undergoing frequent refuellings, limiting their availability and increasing the chances

they suffered a refuelling incident

14
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10/25 UNION NEWSPAPER REVEALS LARGEST SOVIET NUCLEAR ...

MOSCOW (OCT. 25) TASS - Ten people were killed and many exposed to dangerous
radiation levels in 1985 in the largest nuclear accident in the soviet navy over the past 30

years, according to a newspaper report revealing the disaster for the first time.

The trade union daily Trud said today the catastrophe took place at the Defence

Ministry's Shkotovo-22 ship-repair facility in the maritime territory on the pacific coast

on August 10, 1985.

The accident occurred at noon during the replacement of a reactor core on a

nuclear submarine.

A routine operation required every five years, it also needs extreme caution not to

disturb the protective lattice almost right under the reactor cover. Should the lattice,

containing radioactive fuel and high-temperature water under high pressure, be shifted, a

nuclear reaction gets under way.

Describing what happened after the reactor cover began to be lifted, trud said:

The reactor cover was slowly creeping upwards when it suddenly went askew,

knocking against the lattice. The reaction started. High-pressure, super-heated steam

broke loose from the reaaor depths, hitting the cover with great- force.

The ship-repair yards shuddered from a p>owerful explosion. Everyone rushed to

see what had happened. What they saw were flames and brown fumes bursting from

gaping holes in the crippled sub."

Three hours later radiation meters, designed to register emissions of up to 600

roentgens, read off scale, Trud said.

It added that later studies foimd that radiation levels during the accident reached

90,000 roentgens per hour and those who fought the blaze or happened to be nearby

received at least 30 to 40 rems each.

The fire was put out in one and a half to two hours and a the one-toime reactor

cover was thrown about 100 meters by the explosion almost to the other side of the bay

ten people, who were on board the sub, were torn into little pieces."

Military commanders arriving on the scene of the tragedy, Trud continued,

ordered the place to be tidied up and the facility to be back in operation by the

beginning of the following week.

They also ordered the nuclear accident to be officially described as a thermal

explosion, and all military service personnel and civilian employees at the facility had to

sign a pledge not to reveal the disaster.

Trud said that a proper burial ground for the contaminated submarine was not

even constructed in view of the rush to restxme work as soon as possible. Instead, three

deep pits were dug in the hills near the settlement housing the facility's staff and their

families, and the radioactive wreckage was dumped there.
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miliiary reform is not taken into consideration. The
impression is that some people are obviously carried

away with the very process of putting fonwrd difreren>
proposals on miliiary reform. We. on the other han
believe that a more fruitful course is to adopt, in paranel
with the theoretical elaboration of all aspects of miliary
building, measures to implement these proposals.

In this sense miliury reform is already a reality.''

fundamentally new defensive grouping of our troops^
within Soviet borders is being consistently created.

Twenty-one combined arms divisions as well as a
number of formations and units of other branches of the
Armed Forces and categories of troops have been dis-

banded. As for the miliury budget and the preparation
and discussion in organs of sute power of the program
for conversion and the renewal of the composition of the

Ministry of Defense leadership, these problems are also

today at the suge of practical solution. The. number of
control organs has decreased by 20 to 60 percent. More
Ihan 400 defense complex enterprises and 100 civilian

installations producing military output have undergone
conversion. The total savings in expenditure on defense
in the current five-year period with regard to the ratified

plan amounts to almost R30 billion. A system ofcontract

manpower acquisition for the Army and Navy is being
investigated. Surely all this cannot be classed as "cos-
metic changes"?

We believe that the letterwriters have not managed to

protect the Army. The contrary is the case: By specu-
lating on real army pains and problems, they are willy-

oilly whipping up anti-Army hystena in society.

So who will actually protect the Army?

(Signed] USSR People's Deputies: E. Vorobyev. N. Kali-

nin. A. Kolinichenko. A. Kostenko. A. Makashov. N.

Moiseyev. N. Morozov. V. Osipov, S. Postnikov. B.

Pyankov. V. Semenov, M. Surkov

RSFSR People's Deputies: V. Achalov. A. Voronln. A.
Kovtunov. I. Rymorov, V. Tarasov.

Belorussian People's Deputy V. Dubynin

28th CPSU Congress Delegates: A. Adivenov. V.

Arkhipov. B. Baranov. M. Belov. M. Burlanov. N.
Bykov. Ye. Vysoiskiy. S. Grechin. A. Demin. P. Deyane-
Bin. G. DonsKoy. V. Yefanov. Ye. Zarudnev. V. Zimin.
O. Zinchenko. G. Karunin. A. Kameneukiy. V. Karpov.
V. Kirilin. P. Kozlovskiy. P. Krasnov. V. Kremlev. V.
Kuznetsov. A. Lebed. N. Makarov. A. Makunin. N.

Maryashin, A. Maslov. Ye. Mikulchik. A. Novikov. V.

Novikov. V. Novozhilov. V. Ognev. I. Oleynik. F. Orlov.
V. Plekhanov. V. Rodin. V. Ryzhov. A. Saushin. V.
Safronov. a. Sibilev. V. Snetkov. C. Stogradskiy. A.

Stolyarov, I. Uriin. V. Filatov. S. Cheryukanov. A.
Chumakov. Ye. Shaposhnikov. B. Sharikov. V. Shary-
gin.

Acadcmics:_y._Davydov. A. Kuzncisov. A. Kumsevich.
-A_Mcshchcryakov. V. Puzik. Yc. Rybkin. A. Sivachcv!
L. Ushakov. A. Shurygin.

Assurances on Safety of Ni

PMI707IJOJ90 Moscow IZl'Ei
17 Jul W Morning Eitilion p 6

lear Subs Doubted

'lYA in Russian

[Open letter to Fleet AdmirtI V.N. Chemavm. com-^—
inder in chief of the Na*V. from V. Perovskiy. former

comrWandtr of the stlfvivability division of ihe Lenin-

skiy Komsomol, the first Soviet nuclear submarine.
under the rubric "Follow-Up": "Danger
Reactor!"—first paragraph is editorial introduction!

[Text] IZVESTIYA (No. 166) published a piece about
the protests of residents of the city of Sovetskaya Gavan
at the Pacific Reet command's plans to unload spent
nuclear fuel from obsolete submarines in Postovaya Bay.
The commentary by Rcet Adm. V.N. Chemavin was
patently reassuring but. as subsequent events have
shown, did not eliminate the tension in Sovetskaya
Gavan. Moreover, there is also a difTereni view regarding
the safety of the nuclear submarine fleet. The letter that
we are publishing is about this.

Esteemed Vladimir Nikolayevich! I undersund the sheer

delicacy of a situation in which a civilian ventures to give
advice to the top man in the country's Navy. Neverthe-
less, exceptional circumsunces prompt me. a reserve

officer, to address you in precisely that way because the

matters discussed in the IZVESTIYA piece— it talked
about safety in exchanging the charge of reactors in our
nuclear submarines—were for a long time pari of my
official duties in more than 25 years' service in the
Northern Reet. So I have a few remarks about your
commentary.

Though you rightly speak of many years of experience of

operating nuclear submarine reactors, you fail to men-
tion that this experience has been paid for with people's
lives and losses of ships and. sad to say. is still being paid
for to this day.

It is very difficult to agree that techniques for recharging
reactors are well organized and backed up with the

necessary resources. If they are organized, it is only in

the worst possible way and they are based solely on the

selflessness of officers and the patience of sailors. The
technological modus operandi laid down in I9S9-1960 is

totally obsolete. It is absurd, wasteful, and scarcely

capable of ensuring an appropriate standard of work in

the future.

As for the technical equipment, there is always a disas-

trous shortage of it. Recharging equipment has remained

fundamentally unchanged (or decades and. sad to say.

the chief protagonist when cores are being removed from
reactors remains the sailor with a sledgehammer.

Great hopes were pinned on the new technical support
and depot ships. However, the unpreparedness of the
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centers ai which ihcy are based, design miscalculations,

and organizational disarray sharply reduce (he potential
of these expensive technical resources. Years are passing,
but there are no signs of any hopes of an improvement.
Rather the reverse: The prestige of the trade of recharger
IS declining and the level of specialized training is falling
*ith the change of generations. Conflicts are brewing
between the officers of technical support ships, rear

services, and control organs and may have an unpredict-
able effect on the safety of work whose nature is unique.

The pressure-vessel reactors used in ship power plants
are reliable at all stages of operation except one—the

unsealing of the reactor prior to unloading the spent
nuclear fuel. During this operation there is only passive

monitonng of the state of the reactor and the slightest
blunder by personnel may displace the reactivity com-
pensation devices, entailing a release of reactivity. How
all this ends is well known from the tragic example of the

refueling of a Pacific Reet submarine.

Even after the s()ent nuclear fuel has b«en unloaded, the

unsealed reactor is itselfan extremely powerful radiation

source for a while and requires special measures to

maintain the safety of the environment.

The commentary mentions an expert commission that

found no violations at the naval bases on the Kola
Peninsula and in Arkhangelsk Oblast. With all due

respect for the prestige of the panicipanis in the survey.
I don't think that its results should be interpreted with
such latitude. The commission's task did not include a

detailed survey of installations and technology intended
for handling radioactive waste and spent nuclear mate-
rials—the end products of the activity of nuclear-

powered Northern Reet ships and nuclear-powered,
ships belonging to the Murmansk Steamship Company.

We who are professionally involved in this problem feel

simply ashamed to speak of the extent of the technical

neglect in this sphere. The unpreparedness of the fleets

for the decommissioning of nuclear submarines—and
nuclear icebreakers too—which have reached the end of
their lifetime has exacerbated this problem to an extreme
extent.

There is not enough space in a letter. Comrade Fleet

Admiral, to cite all the proof confirming the depressing
situation in such a delicate sphere of the fleet machinery.
The author hopes for direct dialogue and is prepared for

it at any level, especially as the urgency of taking
measures is self-evident. It is even more self-evident that

science should rectify the situation in a timely way. Alas,
at present official science with its departmental char-
acter and hierarchical structure is scarcely capable of
this. Technological breakthroughs are possible only via
unorthodox approaches.

One last point. Everyone must know that the disman-

tling of nuclear submarines that have reached the end of
their lifetime and the creation of a modem infrastructure

for handling radioactive waste will entail expenditure

comparable with the construction of new nuclear-

powered ships.

[Signed] V. Pcrovskiy. former commander of the surviv-

ability division of the Leninskiy Komsomol, the first

Soviet nuclear submanne. Leningrad.

60 Motor Vehicle Battalions Detailed to Harvest

90V\fn7JIB Moscow IZVESTJYA in Russian 9 Jul 90

Morning Edition p 2

[Report on interview with Lieutenant General A. Nad-
olskiy. deputy chief of the Main Staff of Jhe Ground
Forces, by N. Medvedev; place and date not given:

"Army Harvests Crops"]

[Text] By a decision of the Government of the USSR.
30.000 military trucks, or 60 motor vehicle battalions.

are being assigned to uke part in the current harvest-

campaign. They are scheduled to start work on 10 July.
but have actually started already. A temporary staff has

been set up in the Ministry of Defense, headed by
Lieutenant General A. Nadolskiy.

[Medvedev] Anton Kononovich. your organizational

position is deputy chief of the Main Staff of the Ground
Forces. What did you think about when you found out

that there would be "grain batulions" this year?

[Nadolskiy) About the fact that the hot months are

starting again. We assign dozens of motor vehicle battal-

ions to take pan in the harvest every year, frequently in

the hottest sectors. The officers and soldiers give all they
have in the work—from the start of the harvest campaign
until snowfall, as the saying goes, until the last pood of

gram Is transported out of the fields.

I also thought about the difficulties that we Inevitably
will encounter. We have the equipment, but what will it

be like with the driver complement? There is a big

shortage. The Army is being cut and problems are

accumulating that are related to the virtual breakdown In

the current spring call-up in the Baltics and some Tran-
scaucasus republics.

[Medvedev] But, nonetheless, battalions ar^ being
formed?

[Nadolskiy] This year we must send 50 motor vehicle

battalions to the autonomous republics, krays. and
oblasts of the Russian Federation as well as 10 to

Kazakhstan. Each battalion has about SOO vehicles. I

should note that this is a temporary formation. They
have been set up In almost all military districts and in the

fleets and In the services of the Armed Forces. Approx-

imately one-third of them have been manned with per-

sonnel. We will call up military reservists—this Is what

was decided by the USSR Council of Ministers and the

Governments of the RSFSR [Russian Soviet Federated

Socialist Republic] and Kazakhsun in coordination with

soviet organs in the oblasts where tRe battalions will be

working. Only military reservists who are not directly
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THE ANSWERS OF THE QUESTIONS HAD ASKED BY

WITH NAVY REPRESENTATIVET

1. It is planned up to 20C0 year to write off battle

order of Navy of C. !. F. and scrap tor.aly 150 nuclear

siitsnarines.

2. The list of tr.e nuclear s'jbmarines are intended to ce

writtan off battle order includes as inuiti purposes nuclear-

subnarines as well w;tn liallistec missiles.

3. All the nuclear submarines intended to be written otc

in accordance with the treaty are considered in prelin^inary

evaluation of capital investment for it's scrapping.

4. The exchange of demolition . ^ecnnoiogy of nucj.«ai

submarines, storage nuclear blocks and nuciear waste.

5. The demolition of nuclear submarines is planned to

realize on the existent shipyard r.aKing into account ti*

suppling of the additional special equipment.

6. The sale of nuclear submarines '.s planned tc execute

as a scrap,

It 13 expelling the technology transmission.

Deputy of Commander m Chief

of Navy C. I. S. for operation

and overhaul e

Admiral V- Za»>s6v
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Submarine Safety
—

The Soviet/Russian Record

Joshua Handler

Since the 1950s the debate over the

threat posed by the former Soviet

submarine fleet has been one of quanlity

versus quality Did the force s large size,

coupled with its unusual technologies
such as titanium hulls iiquid-metal

reactors etc. compensate lor Its

geographical disadvantages and overall

inferior quality'' Because of the lack of

reliable open information this question

was never satisfactorily answered
Western analysts however, generally
erred on the side of caution and

concluded that the strengths of the

Soviet submarine fleet outweighed its

weaknesses
Glasnosi and the controversy over the

Sinking of the fvlike submarine m April

1989 have provided new information that

allows a preliminary reassessment of the

quality versus quantity debate to take

place New. and at times dramatic,

information about submarine accidents

has recently appeared m the Soviet

press In addition visits to submarine

bases and facilities have been able to

corroborate many of these reports and

provide further insights

It IS well known that accidents have

frequently afflicted the Soviet submarine

force Fires, collisions, radiation

exposure, and sinkings are the regular

fare of Soviet submariners Western

surveys of Soviet naval accidents from

1945 to 1989 catalogued some 60
incidents involving Soviet submarines

'

The testimonies of officials before the US

Congress indicate this is the tip of the

iceberg In 1975-85 the then Chief of

Naval Operations Admiral James
Watkins, told Congress that the Soviets

had over 200 submarine accidents .

seme of which he noted were very

serious
'

Soviet reports together with on-site

visits have added another 30 accidents

10 the 60 reported up to 1989 The Soviet

reporls have also extensively discussed

submarine safety and problems with

construction It is still impossible,

however, to evaluate statistically the

safely of the Soviet submarine fleet

compared to its Western counterparts

Clearly, its nuclear force has had more

maior disasters IVIoreover, the economic

chaos in the former USSR is increasing
the possibility of accidents

Radiation Safety Problems

l\/lost intriguing of all the Soviet

submarine problems has been the safety

of Soviet naval nuclear-powered
submarines II was known quite early-on

that the Soviet Navy was having troubles

wilh lis nuclear reactors In 1961. only

three years alter the lirst Soviet nuclear-

powered submarines went to sea. the

New York Times reported that there is no

evidence that any of them have cruised

the high seas, and there is some belief

that the Russians have encountered

difficulties with their nuclear reactors'
'

Since then. Western reports have

repeatedly underscored the weakness of

the Soviet naval nuclear propulsion

programme IVIost recently, on 7 April

1992. Admiral Bruce Del^lars Head of

the US Navy s Propulsion Programme,
revealed to Congress that Soviet naval

reactor accidents are to blame lor

approximately 80 deaths since the early

1960s, and the loss or retirement of a

number of ships
' A number of cases of

radiation accidents were also recorded m
CIA reporls. and a list of Soviet nuclear

submarine accidents was provided by
the US Navy to Congress m 1982 ' But

new details about reactor accidents and
nuclear safely problems are now coming
10 light providing additional basis lor

Admiral Delvlars s observations

The most serious accident yet

uncovered occurred on 10 August 1985

when the reactor of a Victor class

submarine exploded while undergoing

refuelling at the Chazma Bay facility near

Vladivostok Soviet naval officers based
there said the explosion resulted from the

reactor going critical because the control

rods were inadvertently removed from a

new fuel core as the reactor lid was

being lifted after being improperly placed

the first time The explosion killed 10 men
m the reactor compartment instantly and

elected highly radioactive materials onto

the surrounding land and into the water

The submarine repair yard at Severodvinsk. Russian press reports claim that a tire in a submarine (K-t1) reactor caused a realease of

radiation back in February 1965. {Photograph: Bjorn Jorgensen)
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A view of the Chazma Bay lacllity reveals the damaged Victor' submarine which exploded on 10 August 198S while refuelling. It is hidden
twhind the diesel boat at the dockside with its tail tin just showing on the right. (Photograph: J Handler)

According to the same officers severaf

hundred of ttiousands of cunes were
released, including sfiort-lived isotopes
A MSS report on 25 Ociober 1991 said

tnal radiation meters m the area went off

the scale at fatally high levels of

600 roenigens/h The fallout from the

accident spread for some 6 l<m across

the Shkotovo peninsula towards

Vladivostok m a band several hundreds
metres wide However according to the

naval officers the cloud did not reach the

'fy The suDmarine has nol been

repaired and was siiil visibfe at the

doci<side of the Chazma facility m mid-

October 1991

Addmonal and recent accidents or

past problems involving reactors include

the K-19 Hotel class SSBN which

suffered a primary coolant leak on 4 July
1991 (10 men were kilfed) the K-8

November class SSN s generator which

exploded on 9 September 1961 causing
a release of radiation (the crew was
hospitalized) the prototype submarine,

K-27. which suffered a coolant failure in

the liquid-metal cooled reactor causing a

maior radiation accident (nine sailors
'

killed) The last submarine could not be
repaired and il was scullled with its

fuelled reactors in Slepovov Bay off

Novaya Zemiya
In addition to the Chazma Bay

accident, other radiation incidents at

submarine shipyards are now being
reported

' A K- 1 1 s reactor was
accidently started on 12 February 1965

while at the Severodvinsk submarine

repair facility Severodvinsk plant officials

deny this but Russian press reports claim

there was a fire and release of radiation

In 1970 the K-320 submarine suffered an

uncontrolled start up during construction

at the submarine building factory

Krasnoye Sormovo' m Gorki This

resulted m a fire and radioactive release

There are also contemporary incidents

One 1990 report recounted thai when
scientists cut open a Pacific Fleet nuclear

submarine to study the reactor pipelines

they accidentally disturbed a section

where radioactive dirf had settled As a

result personnel of the radiation safety
service spent a month decontaminating
the boat

"

Another radiation incident

occurred at Severodvinsk on l

November 1991 during an attempt to

return radioactive materials to a

protective container Eight hours

transpired before the incident was
contained and the radiation levels

returned to normal' A person handling
the materials was hospitalized

'

Recent Russian accounts report thai

12 damaged reactors from nuclear

submarines were dumped in gulfs
around Novaya Zemfya Two were from

the K-27 submarine and reactors from

the K-19 K-1 1 and the K-3 Leninskii

Komsomol were also reportedly dumped
between 1964-65 ' Even this tally leaves

several serious submarine reactor

accidents unaccounted for

Current Safety Problems

More information is now becoming
available aCxxit recent safety problems
on submarines Continuing criticism over

the Soviet Navy s safety record after the

Mike accident prompted Admiral

Konstatin Makarov to defend the Navy s

recent safety record Without providing
specifics, he offered some general
statistics on how the rate of most
accidents has dropped m the late 1980s

compared to the beginning of the

decade He did note however there

were a greater number of technical

incidents involving ships — explosions
fires and flooding comprised almost half

of accidents The Admiral also said that

in 1985-90, 85 per cent of the accidents

involving submannes were the result of

technical causes He stated that

technical causes were responsible for

the sinking of the Mike submarine m
1989 and the Yankee submarine in

1986 He concluded that the mapr
cause of technical accidents is the

extreme complexity and unsatisfactory

reliability of some items of equipment
and armament spot cases of poor

quality of new ship construction, and, m a

number of cases shortcomings in

training of service personnel'
'"

Although, Admiral Makarov sought to

be reassuring about the safety of Soviet

naval vessels, other reports belie his

confidence According to other naval

officers. 1989 saw one the highest
accident rates in the last 20 years for the

Soviet Navy . with 45 people killed

including those vrho died m the Mike

sinking
" Another account based on

reports from the Chief of Military

Procurement during 1986-90. says that

1 283 people died because of accidents

in the Navy
"

Many compfaints about the lack of

firetighting. rescue equipment, and crew

emergency training were made in the
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An India' class submarine is in the process of being scrapped al Golden Horn Bay, Vladivostok. {Photograph: J Handlei)

aftermath of the Mike sinl<ing Otiier

reports about substandard conslruclion.

poor maintenance inadequate framing,
careless seamanship shore-based

logistical support, and insufficient

preparations before departures have
also come to the fore

'' In one case m the

Far East, officers on a nuclear-powered
Soviet submarine based near

Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskii were so

perturbed that they spoke to a local TV
station in early 1990s about a variety of

problems These included lack of spare

parts to repair submarines properly,
submarines which were old and often

kept in use even when they are unsafe,

equipment which was often old and of an
inferior design submarines which were
understaffed and personnet who were
overworked, language problems which
existed because many new draftees did

nol speak Russian the six months of

schooling given prior to service was
inadequate and irrelevant to service

needs, and officers who were uncertain

as to Iheir levels of radiation exposure
since checks were only performed upon
embarkation but not upon
disembarkation

Other reports have made similar

charges One account discussing how
unreliable equipment led to accidents

and limited operational capability noted
that one nuclear submarine spent the

maiprity of its tnal penpd undergoing
repair and modification and that this was
a frequent problem In 1989 two
submarines were prohibiled from

operating to avoid the failure of their

electrical equipment During the same
penod the tylimstry of Shipbuilding
received 529 complaints about the

delivery of suoslandard equipment for

nuclear submarines This resulted in fines

of more than three million roubles

l^oreover, through the failure of the main
reduction gear, the Kirov nuclear-

powered cruiser had to undergo

unscheduled repairs m 1989-90 and
because of the dock s unplanned use, a

whole combined unit of submarines
could not undergo a planned overhaul'

"

In another report, a submarine
commander complained that 1 1 of the 28
new recruits who arnved al his

submarine did not know Russian, and he
asked How can I explain the structure of

the nuctear reactor to them''"'

A third article expressed concern
about the level of technical support al

naval bases noting that shore power
supply networks are m such poor
condition that frequently there are

voltage surges and power failures And
yet the electronic complexes of the latest

submarines will not tolerate any bursts or

fluctuations in voltage in excess of state

standards' °

Several repprts discuss the poor

quality in submarine construction One
report claimed that m 1988. eight nuclear

submarines ^ere not accepted tor

service because they did not fulfil

requirements, and because of other

deviations that subslantiafly reduce a

ship's combat capabilities
'

Another
lists several other construction

problems
"

— A new submarine in 1990-91 had to

be sent back to the shipyard to

eliminate serious faults m the mam
shaft lines

— One new nuclear submarine left the

shipyard with unpamted bulkheads,

unlabeiled equipment no electrical

switches in the cabins and battle

stations a malfunctioning high

pressure valve al the chemical fire

extinguisher station, leaks m the

piping, etc The builders prpmised
the light switches would be installed

before the submarine was delivered

but Ihey were nol
— Another submarine lost a month and

a half of training and instruction time

because it could not put to sea

through serious malfunctions m the

support system of the mam power
plant The construction yard was
found to be at fault for this

Known Soviet .Accidents

The known data on Soviet submarine
accidents is loo incomplete to draw
specific statistical conclusions But some
observations about the existing data are
in order

Collisions are the most prevalent type
of accident involving Soviet submarines,
with some 31 known instances At least

one led to the sinking of a submarine m
Peter the Great Bay outside Vladivostok
in October 1981 Some 13 of these

involved Western submarines Hov;ever

the blame cannol be fully placed on the

Soviet crews since they may have been
unaware of the Western submarines
Another 1 1 collisions involved the

snagging of fishing vessels nets, with

seven happening in the 1980s

Fires are also quite frequent on Soviet

submarines Twenty of the incidents

involved fires in the case of the

November class submarine m 1970 and
the Mike m 1989. the fires contributed to

the sinking of both vessels

Intrigumgly, the data reveals recurring

problems with missiles and missile lubes
There are six accidents recorded

involving fires or explosions m missile

lubes one of which led to the eieclion of

a nuclear warhead in the late 1970s or

early 1980s, and another caused the

sinking of the Yankee' class submarine
m 1986

•

The number of sinkings indicates a

major problem but an accurate count is

impossible because of mcompleie data

Up to 15 submarines have been reported
as sinking but only hall of Ihese can be

reliably confirmed The confirmed tally

includes lour nuclear-powered boats
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three ol which have not been raised

namely the November submarine in

1970 the Yankee m 1986 and the Mike

in 1989

Oindusions

The large Soviet nuclear submarine force

was thought to be a ma|Or threat to

NATO s navies However a diHerent view

ol the Soviet submarine threat is

beginning to emerge The reports about

accidents and material problems indicate

the Soviet Navy may have had problems

keeping an adequate number o(

submarines safe and operational As
more information .emerges, on balance il

may shown to have threatened its own
sailors as much as it did Western navies

What IS interesting is the persistence of

safety problems Clearly early Soviet

nuclear submarines regularly suffered

from accidents One ol the first was

reportedly nicknamed Automat because
It took the submarine only one day to

return alter an accident Another was
dubbed Half-Automa' because it spent
two days at sea before malfunctions

forced It back to port' Sadly

improvements over time were not

lorthcoming Four mapr disasters

occurred m the 1980s the modern Mike'

submarine sank in 1989 the second-

generation Yankee submarine sank m
1986 the second-generation Victor

submarine exploded in 1985, and the

second-generation Charlie submarine

sank in 1983

Several Russian reports survey safety

problems that have existed lor some 30

years The learning/feedback loop

between design, production and
maintenance does not seem to have

been adequate Although technically

advanced submarines were produced,

design Haws, construction delects, poor
crews and in3dequate niaintenance,

taken individually or collectively,

seriously affected the safely of the force

The prospects for improvements in the

future are not gbod With decreasing
resources impairing training, added to

the unavailability of materials, then the

chances of accidents occurring may
even increase tn October 1991. one
Vladivostok naval officer went so tar as to

say. in principle, and in practice . the

possibility of accidents like the 1985
disaster could not be excluded
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ities put feelers out about building addi-

tional nuclear power stations m Guang-

dong. In March the Chinese apparently
decided that a second nuclear plant in

Guangdong, China's fastest-growing

province, was a necessity. The province

conducts an annual $50 billion trade

with Hong Kong, and new industrial

projects include three polyethylene

plants, a $200-million oil refinery near

Guangzhou, and an $80-million upgrade
of a steel mill, lb power these and other

projects, provincial officials plan to

increase Guangdong's generating capac-

ity from 8.500 megawatts to 15,000

megawatts over the next five years.
With the missing steel rods at Daya

Bay and the delay in the startup of the

Qinshan plant, the Chinese have halted

nuclear projects while seeking solu-

tions to problems that have emerged.
In the Qinshan case, a major redesign
to strengthen the plant's earthquake
resistance is under way and the plant is

expected to begin startup tests later

this year.

Although poUdcs can determine deci-

sions about major projects in China,
even during the cultural revolution in

(continued on page i6)

SOVIET LMON

The greening of

Petropavlovsk
ByJOSHUA HANDLER

The maior Soviet nuclear submanne base at Avachinskaya Bay has done little to stimu-

late the local economy in nearby Petropavlovsk.

No thaw in the Cold War ever reached

Avachinskaya Bay. Located in the

chilly northern Pacific on the Kamchat-

ka Peninsula, the bay houses a major
Soviet nuclear submanne base and

naval shipyard. It faces U.S. naval

nuclear forces based in Alaska and the

West Coast. Soviet ballistic missile

submarines still leave regularly on

strategic patrols, and the United

States still tries as hard as ever to

track their movements.
Some 10 miles across the bay from

the submarine base is the bustling pon
of Petropavlovsk, a dty with a popula-
tion ofover 200,000 people. It too con-

tains military facilities, but nothing as

sensitive as the submanne base. Yet.

as a result of military secretiveness.

the whole bay area has been closed to

foreigners and to most Soviets. Re-

cently, a few outsiders have been
allowed into the city, but the bay itself

and the surrounding towns remain

tightly closed. Foreign ships cannot
enter the bay. In the most restricted

areas near the submarine base, even
residents who have nothing to do with

the military and who work in Petro-

pavlovsk still have to carry special

papers that allow them to re-enter

their villages and towns at the work-

day's end.

Local military commanders are not

eager to open the region. Greenpeace
was mvited by the Far Eastern Soviet

Academy of Sciences to a mid-June

conference in Petropavlovsk, to pre-

sent a paper on the ecological conse-

quences of nuclear-powered ship

operations in the northern Pacific.

Four of us obtained special permission
(with some difficulty) to journey to

Petropavlovsk, and traveled overland.

Meanwhile, the Greenpeace tlagship
Rainbow Wamor attempted to enter

Avachinskaya Bay in mid-June, with-

out obtaining advance permission.
Adm. I. Shumanln, a regional militan.'

leader, threatened to fire on the ship.

Locals said this was no idle threat, as

he had fired at ships before. Last year.

when reporters went to investigate a

fire aboard a militarj- ship burning in

the bay, guards fired warning shots.

The old guard, as represented by
Shumanin, however, has not been

unopposed. When Greenpeace visited,

local Greens were actively promoting
an environmental agenda in the Kam-
chatka regional parliament and were

beginning to challenge the military.

The first independent television station

in the Soviet Union. TV'K or TV Kam-
chatka, was started in Petropavlov.-k.

It has taken an independent bne. v^ith

innovative programming and interest-

ing pohtical commeniarv-. It also took

up the cause of the Rauibon Wnn-wt:

On the morning ofJune IT. in an emer-

gency show of support for the ship's

visit. 1,000 signatures were gathered in

(continued on pagi ,',,

i
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PETROPAVLOVSK (cont.from p. iv
front of ihe local parliament building.

This persuaded the parliament to at

least discuss the entry of the Rainbotc

Wamor into the harbor. But nothing

came of it. The Ratnbotv Wamor
stayed beyond the Soviet Union's

declared 12-mile coastal limit, and left

after 10 days.

The contradictions between the Sovi-

et Union's domestic and military devel-

opment are readily apparent in

Petropavlovsk. It may be bustling, but

it is like a poor city in the developing
world. Half the population is housed in

dreary prefabricated concrete high-

. rises. The other half lives in houses that

appear to be not much better than

shacks, and are ranged along the mud
tracks and roads that meander around

the hillsides of the city. Meanwhile, bil-

lion-ruble nuclear-powered submarines

can be seen sailing in and out of the bay.

The Cold War will leave another

legacy for the inhabitants of the region.

The nuclear submarine base, which has

no known name, was built in the 1960s.

Nuclear-powered submarines were

sailing from the base by the late 19608,

and today some dozen ballistic missile

submarines, carrying strategic missiles

«ith hundreds of nuclear warheads, are

based there. Other attack and cruise

missile-equipped nuclear-powered sub-

marines also operate out of the base.

The submarines' reactors have gen-

erated an undisclosed amount of nucle-

ar waste over the past 20 years. A
number of cement "graves"—we could

not determine how many—filled with

high-level wastes are spread around

the area. Several of these graves were

reportedly built in the late 1960s near

the bay. Residents fear that they may
be leaking their contents into the

water, or that an earthquake in this

active volcanic area may crack the

graves and release a catastrophic

amount of radiation.

For the first time, some outside

monitoring of the naval facilities had

recently begun. The Kamchatka State

Environmental Committee began sur-

veying the larger area in the fall of

1990. In January 1991, a team began to

work near the submarine shipyard. So

far they have not detected waste leak-

ing into the water. However, after

receiving a tip, they e.xamined the

town dump, where they found a few
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areas that emitted 4.0OO micro-roent-

gens an hour. (The background radia-

tion in the area is 7 micro-roentgens.)
In one place pollution had spread some

200 meters. The committee is working
u-ith the nuclear shipyard to "remedy"
loose disposal practices.

Remednng la.\ radiation safety pro-

cedures, as well as instituting a general

clean-up of the military sites, promises

to be a big job. .\s one local leader of the

Kamchatka Green .Association noted.

"The region has a lot of secrets, and the

military worked a long time without

regard to the local people."

The attitudes of the local military

commanders will also make dealing

with radiation problems an uphill bat-

tle. Dismissing concerns about radia-

tion e.xposure, .\dmiral Shumanin said,

"Look, I've been on submarines for 21

years and it hasn't affected me." He
added. "X little bit of radiation is good
for you—it makes things grow nice and

big."B

Joshua Handler, co-author of En-

cyclopedia of the U.S. Military r/PW,
IS research coordinator for Green-

peace International Suclear Free

Seas Campaign.

HONG KONG (cont.from p. 11)

the 1960s Premier Zhou Enlai made

certain that scientists and engineers

working in China's nuclear weapons
and long-range missile programs were

insulated from the chaos that overtook

the rest of Chinese society. Chinese

leaders may put an "out of bounds" sign

on political behavior as &r as Daya Bay
is concerned. ^

Daya Bay is a high-prestige, high-

profile project. Guangdong needs

power from Daya Bay. along with the

additional reactors that may be built in

the future. China is caught in the clas-

sic dilemma facing less-developed

countries—the need to balance eco-

nomic growth against environmental

protection. China continues to invest a

great deal of money, skill and material

in its nuclear power program. That

alone insures that Daya Bay will soon

be generating power.

Michael C Gallagher is a research

associate at the Centre for Asian

Pacific Studies, Lingnan College,

Hong Kong.

46 The BuUetio of the Atomic Scientisu
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Greenpeace Severodvinsk Repon

I. Introduction

On October the 1st and 2nd. Greenpeace campaigners visited the city of Severodvinsk --

the first time that an outside environmental group was allowed into this naval city which houses

the Soviet Union's major nuclear submarine building and repair plants.

Severodvinsk is a closed city of 250,000 people, located in the north of the Soviet Union

near Arkhangelsk. Since 1938. it has been a center of naval construction. The city contains the

world's largest nuclear powered submarine shipyard and a major submarine overhaul, repair and

nuclear reactor refuelling facility. The Soviet Union's first nuclear-powered submarines were built

in Severodvinsk in the late 1950s, and the world's largest submarines, the 18.500 ton Typhoon
class ballistic missile submarines, were constructed there.

The visit to Severodvinsk was part of an investigation into the environmental impact of

the Soviet nuclear navy carried out by Greenpeace campaigners over the past year, in the nonh

(Murmansk and Severodvinsk) and in the Far East (Vladivostok and Petropavlovsk) of the Soviet

Union. On September the 23 and 24, Greenpeace hosted a conference in Moscow which brought

people from naval nuclear ports around the Soviet Union together with western representatives.

The seminar disclosed new information atxjut the dumping of Soviet naval nuclear radioactive

waste at sea.

In Severodvinsk, Greenpeace campaigners met City Council members, the Chief of Staff

of the White Sea naval base, Vice-Admiral N. P. Pakhomov, the vice-director of the Severodvinsk

industrial complex and head of the repair and refuelling facility, N. Y. Kalistratov. and radiological

safety and environmental specialists from the Navy, industrial plants and city. The trip was

arranged with the help of city council members and Alexander F. Emelyanenkov, Peoples's

Deputy for the Arkhangelsk region, and with the permission of the USSR Ministry of Defense.

The meetings covered radiation safety, radioactive waste handling procedures, accident

plans, decommissioning programs, health effects, and defense conversion plans.

n. A number of problems emerged:

- monitoring carried out by the City Environmental Committee shows that radioactive

material has migrated outside the nuclear submarine plant. But monitoring within the plant itself

is not allowed by the military;

- Civilian authorities are not notified of accidents at the plant or aboard submarines, and

contingency plans for an accident on a nuclear submarine are kept secret from them.

- Health data from the city region is unreliable. Better data is needed to understand the

health impact of the plant on the local population.

- Submarine production is falling at the plant, but there are no coherent plans for defense

1
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conversion, or for an environmental clean-up of the area.

m. Greenpeace is concerned that:

- The Soviet Navy's secrecy will prevent a full environmental and health impact assessment

from being completed.

- There is an enormous nuclear waste disposal problem on the Kola peninsula. The

military needs to make clear as soon as possible how much waste is located there, and what are

the plans for it. Otherwise the world community will remain suspect that the waste is being

dumped at sea, as has happened in the past.

- The lack of planning will make the difficult process of converting the plant to civilian

production harder; and in fact military production may be unnecessarily drawn out if a plan for

conversion is not forthcoming.

rv. In particular Greenpeace found that:

A. Radioactive safety and contamination:

According to a map prepared by the City Environmental Committee, large parts of

Severodvinsk have radiation levels which are twice the background level of 7 micro-

roentgens an hour.

Of special concern was an area on the north side of the refuelling facility where

inadequately or unfiltered water used for washing submarine and repair equipment spreads
outside the plant Radioactive particles in this water have raised radiation levels to above

35 micro-roentgens an hour outside the plant It is assumed that the levels are higher

actually inside the facility's grounds; however, this information is still secret as local

authorities are not allowed to enter the plant to examine the source of this radioactive

pollution. Refuelling facility authorities admitted the designers of the facility had not

taken into account adequate filtering or disposal of this water when the facility was

constructed. The plant is conducting research to assess the situation, but according to

Kaiistratov, it is 'not so dangerous as to shut down the entity.' No plans for a clean-up

seemingly exist

Vice-Admiral N. P. Pakhomov, admitted that workers had suffered from spills of

radioactive liquids. He refused to elaborated on the frequency or extent of these spills.

He did indicate, however, the refuelling facility had luckily avoided any serious accidents,

like the reactor explosion that befell a PaciOc Fleet submarine during refuelling in 1985

near Vladivostok.
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B. Plans for responding to a nuclear reactor accident aboard a submarine:

These plans exist but are kept secret from local authorities, according to Severodvinsk city

oEQcials. Local authorities wish to know about these plans and coordinate with the Navy
to develop a joint response. No coordination, however, has been forthcoming. If an

accident were to occur, an already chaotic situation would be made more disastrous by the

lack of such planning.

C. Radioactive waste and submarine decommissioning:

Nuclear submarines are almost constantly in the refit facility undergoing refuelling,

generating a constant stream of spent reactor fuel and other radioactive wastes.

According to Admiral Pakhomov, spent reactor fuel is loaded op specialized submarine

service ships and directly taken to the Murmansk area. Other radioactive wastes are held

temporarily at the facility but then are also shipped to the Murmansk area.

Submarines are also being decommissioned, according to the Admiral, at a rate of about

one a year. At the refit facility, the fuel is taken off and other equipment is removed.

The reactor compartment the submarine is sealed up and then the whole submarine is

towed to a facility in the Murmansk area, and held in a storage afloat condition pending

plans of how to dispose of the reactor compartments, and the hull itself. Local residents

complain that there is a backlog of submarines in the area awaiting the decommissioning

process. They wish these submarines would be removed as soon as possible.

These details, combined with information Greenpeace gathered in Murmansk about

radioactive waste disposal from naval ships and nuclear-powered icebreakers, indicates

there are sizable radioactive waste depositories on the Kola peninsula in the Murmansk

region. Admiral Pahkomov and plant officials denied any waste was dumped in the White

Sea, but given what is being discovered about past ocean dumping of radioactive waste by

the USSR, Greenpeace is concerned that some of the waste in the Murmansk regions is

or will be dumped at sea.

D. Submarine accidents:

While Greenpeace was in Severodvinsk, the news about a submarine accident in the

White Sea broke. A modem Typhoon ballistic missile submarine, reportedly carrying 18

nuclear armed submarine-launched ballistic missiles, as well as two testing missiles,

suffered an accident when one of the training missiles misfired.

Plant workers reportedly complained they had little advance notice before the submarine

was brought into Severodvinsk. As a result they had to hurriedly shift some of the nuclear

refuelling barges to make room for the damaged submarine. Accidents like this are

reported to happen at least once a year.
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Greenpeace also received confirmation from Admiral Pakhomov that a early model liquid-
metal cooled reactor submarine suffered a severe accident in 1968 when its coolant

"froze." There are conflicting reports, however, what was done with the reactor. The
Admiral claimed it was removed from the submarine, and has been in a land based storage
site near Murmansk for the past twenty years. Analysts in Moscow, however, said that the

damaged reactor was only kept on land for several years after the accident, after which it

was encased in concrete and dumped on or just off Nova Zemlya.

E. Health effects:

As an measure of the safety of the plant operations, local health officials claimed that

local infant mortality rates had declined from 30.3 per thousand in 1961 to 8.8 per 1000 in

198S (8.8 per thousand is lower than that of Russia's as a whole and the whole

Arkhangelsk region as well). However, they also noted there is an increase in the

proportion of tumors in the 8.8 number. There was a general agreement, however, that

the data needed to make an accurate assessment of the effects of the plant on the health

of the residents was not available.

F. E>efense Conversion:

Indications are that submarine production will be falling at Severodvinsk. Navy officials in

Murmansk told Greenpeace during a visit to that city in early September, that production
has almost halted in Severodvinsk. Admiral Pakhomov noted that economic troubles, and

the break up of the Soviet Union had already interrupted supplies to the plant Local

residents said two of the building ways were full of a equipment, but that nothing was

being built on them, while othets related that unemployment was on the rise at

Severodvinsk as work was cut back at the plant City oCGcials thought that production
would drop, perhaps as much as by a half next year.

Due to declining military production, Severodvinsk city ofBcials are interested in defense

conversion plans. The large scale effort of coordination between the plant, the city and

higher level authorities that will be needed to achieve conversion of this specialized facility

has not yet occurred. Nor are city officials sure where the capital for such conversion will

be found. They expressed interest in receiving technical help from the west on how to

achieve defense conversion.
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Repon on Missile Firing Accident in the White Sea

which occurred on 27 September 1991. B. LENSHTTS,

'Accident in the White Sea: A Hair Away from

Disaster." Pravda Severa (Severodvinsk), Wednesday. 2

October 1991.

This information came suddenly and gave us a

start. Our city of 250.000 people once again became a

hostage. Something irreparable could have happened,

the only thing that saved us from the irreparable was

either chance or ...

The voice that caUed the journalist center, that

in the evening last friday one of the northern fleet

submarines that was conducting regular operations an

accident took place. The crew was about to fire a

missile with a "blank" from an underwater position, but

they could not do it. During the surfacing a fire started

inside a missile tube, and a situation was created that

threatened both the crew and the nearby city with great

disaster.

The boat was located in the White Sea near

Nenoksa. it carried missiles with nuclear warheads. The

submarines had to pour out to sea a large quantity of

missile fuel...

All this was presented as a supposition. What

must a journalist do receiving such information?

Obviously he must check the truthfulness of the facts.

I called the staff of the White Sea naval base, and

knowing that the commander L M. Salnikov was on

vacation asked to meet his replacement, N. P.

Pakhomov.

But the meeting did not take place. I must say

already then, when I spoke with the duty officer who

connected me with one of the staff officers, I realized

that no converMtion would happen. An annoyed voice

asked who was calling on what issue, and what exactly

was I interested in.

Yes an accident took place, be said, a

competent commission is working on it, but how does it

concern you? I insisted on a meeting and was told to

come at 13.00 hours. At the agreed time I arrived at

the checkpoint, but was forced to wait a half an hour

until finally an officer calling himself V.V, Volnov

appeared. Having inquired of the sailor on duty where

the 'some sort of correspondent' is around here, he

lead me to understand that my further standing at the

checkpoint would be hopeless.

Having worked in Severodvinsk for many
years. I have long lost any illusions I have had that

the Qeet commanders have any gentility. This time

as well they spoke of me at the doorstep, they didn't

ask me to come in, didn't listen me, they simply

poured out their annoyance, even though they

understood I was simply carrying out my work duty.

'Comrade Pakhomov is eating lunch at this

moment and cannot meet you...'

"When can we meet then?"

*! don't know, call after dinner.'

I called after dinner. I was informed that V.

V. Volnov himself is in a meeting...

Without denying the occupance in principle

the staff refused to provide any official information

for the newspaper.

Why would they not want to meet with the

journalists, to jump ahead of the developments to

prevent the rumors and conjectures hat usually

grow around any sort of accident? When will our

military learn to work with the press in a civilized

fashion, displaying respect towards not only the law

of the press, but to the journalists and to themselves

(Le. the military). In the final analysis because of

their behavior the authority of the army and Qeet

suffer.

However, the awl could not be concealed in

the naval bag. The municipal council of the city

soviet already knows about the accident They are

worried that yet again the waters of the White Sea

may become poisoned. There is a concern caused

by the past praaice of the military authority of not

informing the organs of the local authority about the

occurrences, and so feel itself unpunishable in the

process.
So what did uke place aboard the boat?

And when will we know the truth? In the spring

when the shoreline will be covered by starfish? Or

when the storm waves throw out dead sea animals?

Apparently the previous accident which about so

much was written, did not teach us anything.

1
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Send help,

not charity
In the once dosed dty of Se-

verodvinsk. Russia, change

has at least reached the out-

skirts. No longer do guards
examine papers at the check-

point at the edge of town; the

checkpoint guardpost has

been converted into a small

commercial store. But within

the city a debate is raging

over how much more change

should be allowed. Home
to the "Northern Machine

Building Plant," the largest

nuclear submarine-building

construction yard in the

world, Severod\Tnsk lies on

the White Sea coast near

Arkhangelsk. The town's

250.000 inhabitants are di-

vided about what should

happen next, with conserva-

tive plant directors, military

men, and securitj- forces pit-

ted against more liberal com-

munity members.

Conservative leaders want

to keep the town closed.

Since the 1950s, 115 nuclear-

powered submarines have

been built at the yards, but

now Russian militar>' produc-

tion is on the decline, and sub-

marine construction is no ex-

ception. At one time Russian

shipyards launched six new

nuclear subs a year now the

head of the Russian navy

says they will be lucky to pro-

duce an average of three

every two years. Liberal res-

idents know that some sort of

manufacturing conversion is

needed to save the city, and

they say the city should be

more open to e.xtemal invest-

ment or aid.

But what kind of assis-

tance, particularly from the

West, would be useful? City

and plant officials are criti-

cal of current Western aid

programs. In contrast to re-

ports from Moscow and St.

Petersburg, which have re-

vealed a wide variety of re-

sponses from aid recipients,

officials in Severodvinsk de-

scribe food aid as insulting.

We can take care of our old

people, they say. According

to the submarine plant's

chief engineer. N. Kalistra-

tov. the number one priority

in aid is not food, but the

technology and technical

know-how to convert to a

ci\'ilian economy. The chair-

man of the city's Soviet says

that Russians need the kind

of assistance that allows

them to help themselves,

not handouts.

Arkhangelsk is a 40-min-

ute drive from Severodvinsk.

It has also been receiving

Western aid. particularly

from Scandinavian countries.

Some local residents de-

scribed the food aid as coun-

terproductive, noting that if

one person receives a food

package and dozens do
'

not. friction results. They
were particularly uncom-

plimentary about American

aid. Aging military rations

originally intended for De-

sert Storm—packaged with

plastic utensils and sun-

glasses
—compared poorly

to 90-kilogram Norwegian
aid packages. Here people

also asked for "real" aid-

technical help that will be

useful in the long run. If the

West wants to send human-

itarian aid, they said, it

should send children's vita-

mins and other medical sup-

plies, which will really save

lives.

Time recently wrote that

Western aid was supposed to

'take the edge offhunger and

provide a sjTnbol of interna-

tional solidaritv-" (M^ch 16.

1992). But without a clear

aid strateg>", there may be a

wide gap between Western

intentions and Russian per-

ceptions. Many regard food

aid as either insulting or in-

adequate. Long-term assis-

tance that 'Aill help to cre-

ate an open society and

allow the militaiy-inrlustri-

al complex to reorient to-

waixl civilian needs would do

more to reduce Russian wor-

ries about the future.

—Joshua Handlei-

. Joshua Handler /,-- re-

aearcli cooniiiiator for the

Gi"eii/)eace S'lirtear Free

Si'is Campaign.
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AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

Our Turn to Talk About MIAs

President Bons Yeitsui's dramatic

revelauons about .Amencon MIAs still

alive in Russia were a great post-Cold

War gesture of goodwill (news story,

June I3|. It ;s a shame the Bush admin-

istration did not see fit to respond with

iniormauon about Russian MLAs.

Ironically, the U.S. government pos-

sesses 3uch inibrmauon. In 1974. with

the help ot ±e Howard Hughes con-

itructed salvage inio. the Giomar Ex-

plorer, the CL\ recovered pans of a

Soviet diesel-powered Golf ballistic mis-

sile submarine that sank in the Pacific in

1968. .Accounts of this operation say
that bodies of sailors raised with the sub

were given a proper bunai at sea. and

the crew members of the Giomar Ex-

plorer "/ideouped the ceremonies.

Recent Russian press reports have

earned appeals to the U.S. government
to provide ini'ormation about these buri-

als in order to comibrt the famiiies of

the sailors. We should also put more of

the Cold War behind us and tell our

newly found fnends what happened to

their missing sons.

JOSHUA H.\NDLER
Rcscafch Coordiiuior

.Nuclear Free Sut Campaign
Greenpeace

Washington
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Mr. Handler. What I want to underscore is our concern for the
future in regards to the naval nuclear propulsion program in Rus-
sia and other nuclear activities. They are four-fold. One, as Mr.

Rogne mentioned earlier, is the decommissioning of Russian nu-
clear submarines and the disposal of their nuclear waste. Currently
the Russian navy has some 60 to 80 nuclear-powered submarines
that are taken out of service. They basically don't know what to do
with them. Thirty-five of these are in the Pacific. There will be 150
that are up for disposal by the end of the century. They have no
final disposal plans and these must be considered a lingering re-

gional environmental threat until a final solution is found for these
submarines.

Second, our concern is accidents on nuclear submarines. The sit-

uation is quite serious. I was particularly interested that Director
Gates said earUer that large numbers and the advancing age of

these reactors on the submarines will increase safety risks. I find
the situation, as I said, quite serious. I have visited personally the

spot near Vladivostok where the submarine exploded in 1985 that
Director Gates referred to. And just in my last trip, which I re-

turned fi*om last Sunday, I found out about two more nuclear melt-
downs in Russian submsirines, one that occurred in 1979 and one
in 1985. Clearly, in the good times when Communism was working,
things were quite bad in the Russian navy. Now that the bad times
are upon the Russian navy, this does not auger well for the future.

Second, in terms of accidents, we are concerned about collisions

of nuclear-powered submarines at sea. In February 1992 a U.S.
submarine collided with a CIS submarine off the Kola Peninsula.
As a senior admiral explained to me in Moscow, this could have
taken hundreds of men and three nuclear reactors to the ocean
floor. I think we must do everything in the next five years in this

period of chaos to reduce or stop nuclear-powered submarine oper-
ations, particularly in the Arctic region and Pacific region, to en-
sure we don't have another Chernobyl at sea.

Third, we have a concern about nuclear testing in Novaya
Zemlya. And fourth, we have concerns about the construction of

new civil nuclear power plants in the Far East. Rather than ad-

dressing these other questions specifically, I'd like to return to the

decommissioning problem. I think this country needs to do some-

thing to help out the Russians in this score. And in fact, steps have
been taken in Congress to address this question. Unfortunately, the
administration of the U.S. Navy has refused to be helpful. Rep-
resentative Charles Bennett, Chairman of the House Sea Power
Subcommittee, has been very active in trying to put language into
the Russian Aid Bill and raise a separate bill, as I understand, in

Congress and the House side, to get money funneled to helping the
Russians decommission their submarines and safely store the reac-
tor compartments on land. The administration has not been helpful
and particularly the U.S. Navy, the Naval Nuclear Propulsion peo-
ple, have been adamant in opposing any information or assistance
be given to the Russians in this regard. I think we need to change
our perspective in this situation. I've sent a letter to President
Bush about this in early April. I again submit that for the record.
Senator Murkowski. It will be entered into the record as if read.
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Mr. Handler. The recommendations I made at that point are
still relevant.

Finally, I'd like to echo some of the comments earlier that we
need another hearing soon and action soon, if you will. Missing
from the lineup today, despite the excellent forum we have here,
is unfortunately the U.S. Navy and the Department of Energy, two
of the people that are most cognizant about problems on Russian
or Soviet nuclear-powered submarines. In addition, it would be

very handy to have a panel of nuclear engineers. I know some per-
sonally in Washington, D.C. that are basically frothing at the
mouth to try to do something to help out with the Russian problem,
and they've been very frustrated how slowly the administration is

moving to spend some of the money that's been allocated for this.

And finally, I say I must disagree with some of the comments
that Director Gates made at lunch. And to follow up actually on
your question earlier today to Director Gates, Senator Murkowski,
about the need for quid pro quos, in terms of you need to give a
little to get a little from the Russians when it comes to information
about past nuclear activities. My experience, talking with these
senior admirals, senior captains in the Pacific fleet, the Northern
fleet and Moscow, is that there comes a point where they just get
very upset, but you just keep asking all these questions and the/re
aslang, what is this for, what are we going to get in return. We're
not guaranteed help; we're not guaranteed assistance; we're not

guaranteed further information. And basically their question is to

me, when are you going to tell us about what you've been doing or

when are you going to even tell us about what you know about
what we're doing. So I would actually put that as a very high prior-

ity, that we have to tell we know about our past activities, whether
this is in a technical conference, whatever the case may be, and it'd

be also if people such as the Director of the CIA was a little bit

more open about what we know about past Russian activities.

So finally, I'd like to conclude that I'm looking forward to some
movement taking place in this issue after having these reports ba-

sically in the public domain over the last few years about the

dumping of radioactive materials at sea, and I'm looking forward
to ftirther hearings on this matter as well.

Senator Murkowski. Thank you. I might add for the record, the

Department of Energy has submitted written testimony. I want to

thank the panel. I think that you've heard an alarm raised, justifi-

ably, relative to information that's been documented and the need
for action to be initiated. And thanks very much for your input and
your patience. And I know you've sat through a good portion of the

day. The only people who have sat a little longer are the next

panel. Thank you.
I'd C£dl the next panel and the last panel prior to our wind-up.

And I believe we have two or three pending. Mr. Tom Albert, North
Slope Borough, he's with the Wildlife Management. Frank Charles,
Natural Resource Director for the Association of Village Council
Presidents. And I'm not sure whether the person from the North-
west Arctic Borough is with us, but if not, we'll proceed and just
keep plugging along here.

Gentleman, it's 4:00 o'clock and we're moving right along here.

So we will continue with that note of optimism and proceed to look
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forward to your testimony and look over your shoulder. Mr. Tom
Albert with the North Slope Borough, please proceed with your tes-

timony and thank you for being with us.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Albert follows:]
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IVORTH SLOPB BOROUGH
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
P.O. Box B8

Barrow, Alaslu 00723

Phone: 907-862-2ei1

JmII« KtlMk, St., Mayor

o<
.\\

August, 28, 1993

Honorabl* Prank B. Nurkowaki
Onit*d Stata Banata
709 Hart Building
Washington, D.C. 20510-0303

Daar Banator Nurkowaki i

Tbis lattar ooncams tha August 15 haaring **Itadioactiva and
Othar snvironaantal Vhraats to tba XTnitad Statas and tha Arctic
Rasulting Froa Past Boviat Activitiaa" hald at tha Univarsity of
Alaska Fairbanks by your Banata Balaot Coamittaa on Zntalliganoa.
Xiat aa thank you for holding tba haaring in Alaska and for allowing
us to prasant foraal ooaaants to tha conlttaa.

As you raaaaber oaaaanta on bahalf of tha North slopa Borough
vara prasantad by Dr. Tob Albart who is a naHber of our staff. A
oopy of his oosnanta ara attachad. Z support thasa oonaants and
ask that this lattar and tha attachad orwants ba aada a part of
tha Haaring raoord. As you oan iaagina, wa who liva in tha Arotio
ara vary oonoamad about potantial iapact froa anvironaantal
pollutants that aay raaoh tha Arotio Ooaan from tha fonar Boviat
Union. Wa ara a^paoially oonoamad with haavy aatal and
radioactiva pollutants and tha affact thay aay hava upon paopla and
tha animals upon which wa dapand.
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Honorabltt Prank H. Murkowakl
August 28, 199a
Pag« Two

L*t a« wish you and the S«l«ct comltta* suocasa In your
ravlev of this pollution thrsat. I look forward to tha nq>ort froa
ths Hsaring and ask that you k««p ay offlea inforiMd as additional
information bacosas availabla regarding the extent and nature of
the pollution you are oonsidering.

Sincerely,

/\,^^lie Kaleak, 8r.
^-^ Mayor

Attaohaent (1)

cct Benjaain Nageak, Director, MSB Wildlife Manageaent
Ida Olaaaun, Director, MSB Health Departaent
Dr. nioaas Albert, MSB Mildlife Nanageaent

c : \gen .cor\rad_hear . ing
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Coauneiitt Preaeoled oo behalf of the Alaski's Noith Slapt Borough during the U.S. Smut
Select Commlttae oo Intnlllgenoe Heving 'lUdioactive and other Environmental Threats to the

United Slates and the Aretic resulting ftom past Soviet activities." Hearing held August 15,

1992 on tbe canqras of the University of Alaska PalitMnks in Fairbanks. Alaska.

Comments presented by:

Tliomas P. Albert V.M.D., Ph.D.

Senior Scientist

Dqurtment of WildUfe Management
Nonh Skjpe Borough

B(k69
Bairow, AK 99723

The comments noted bdow were presented at the August IS hearing. Theoommeatsare

organized into 4 sections.

Thanks are due to Senator Piuk Murkowsld ibr holding the hearing in Alaska

and for his kngtime siqiport of arctic leaeorch. Thanks are also due lo Assistant

Secretary of State Curtis Bohlen and Dliector of the Central Intelligence Agency Robert

M. dates for coining to Alaska to piesent their oonuneats.

It is a pleasure for me to present these comments to the Committee on behalf of

Alaska's North Sbpe Borough. Mayor JeslieKaleak is not able to be here but has asked

me to present comments. Mayor Kaleak will provide a letter to the Committee.

By way of background let me reanind you that Ae North Slope Borou^jh is a

County-like municipality, occupying approximaidy the northern 1/6 of the State of

Alaska. Moat of the people of dte Borongh ue Bsldmo who depend iqjon land and sea

craduns for most of their food. As might be eaqwcied these peo|de are vary coooened

about the general topic of environmental pollution and have q)ecial faUercst in pollution

from activities of ttte former Soviet Umon.

2. M^or cone*gM wywHny aivfanninental pQllnmna .

The two m^or ooncerni tliat peofde of the North Slope Borough have regarding

cnvinaunenlal pollutants are:

(1) impacts thtt the polhitants may have on peofde, and

(2) impacts that the poUutants may have on dwwildUfe upon which the people

depend.
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3. Pftmtm flfenvtranmaital noUutinn «hoiit wMeh neopte am m»«* mnfiCTTial

Since ttae reiUlBott of te North Slope Borough live in the Aicdc nd dace most

are EsUmo people who depend heavily opoD wildlifb lesouices of the land and Ka, it is

leeiooable to expect that there Is a Ugh tevd of coQcein regBfdinc poUutioo of the arctic

eoviroDment Pram having lived in the Alaskan Arctic for many yean, tnm having
tnveled extensively thiougbout coastal and inland areas, and fiom kmg asaodatioo with

usen of wildlife resources it is dear to me that many people often group environmental

pollutants faito die 5 categories briefly noted below.

3.1 and 3.2: Prohablytiie most warriaome pollutants to many people are stiQal
gU and the aoijM aisodated widi oAhore actlvides (rf die oil and gu
industry. Since at this hearing we are consideKingpoUiitionfirom activities

of the ftemer Soviet Uoioo, tboK two fonms of pollution (ofl ^nll and

nolle) are probably not appropriate for ftirther mentiaa.

3.3: In the contat of pollutants from the former Soviet Union people
are concerned about aw^<. u^y md all fnmni nf utmfttnharie

poiiiitinn

Atmoqiberic pollutants, some of wUch came from (and stiU come from)
dM former Soviet Uaioa, not only ditecdy aflect assets of the

enviroomeBt (sodi as die tundra) but these pollutants of die air can also

indirecdy affiect the arcdc envirooment dmw^ tiieir oontrlbntian to die

global warmfaig problem. Since ellbcts of global wanning will be bodi

early and significant in die Arctic, it is easy to see diat atmoqiherio

polhition is a teal coaoecn to arctic residents.

3.4: As can be imagined, peqde of die Norifa Slope Borough are also

be. The infonnatiOB in populv media and informadan presented at this

hearing show dat diere has been massive poOudoo ci die nocdieni areas

<rf die former Soviet Union by radioactive material.

People cf arctic Alaska realiie dMt such radkMCdve pollutants can

reach diem throagh die armoqihr.re and/or duDagh die marine

eoviroomeat No matter how Ae cadioactivB omnpoeads arrive diey will

sorely reach peo^ diroegh die food cfaaio.

3J: In additioo to die abofve noted poUutwts, people of die Nbcdi Slope

Bn«».|ii
«« /.n«r>>n«H hn.f

h^gp/y Jm^]^ j|w<.^ rf>^tr>l iinH.rt».f

Concern over such poUntaats (puikxiiiAy cadmiam and meroary) has

been hcigMWied even before we learned about releaaes finoai the former

Soviet UalOB. Unfbrtunalaty, there are devated levels of certain heavy
metals hi some of die marine mammals (particularfy wabis) using dw
Bering Sea. Since diese animals are inqwrtant sources of food to Native
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people, peidcultfiy in coastal aieai, there is coooem as to human health.

Uafbitunately, die actual extent of the threat to human healdi by existing

polliitant levels is not all that dear.

WOi the potential of additional heavy metal and otlier chemical

poUatants reaching the marine ecosystem from the former Soviet Union,
one can understand how the indigenous people of the U.S. Arctic are

worried that marine food resources can become even mon contaminated.

In view of the caocexm noted above and in view of ttie apparent m^n^tiKtf of the

environmental pollution, hi and discharging from northern areas of the former Soviet

Union, it seems reasonable to put fbith the 4 teoommendatioas noted bdow. These

recommendatloos seem eqiecially ^>propriate since the people of die U.S. Arctic are

lilcdy to be among die very first Uiat will be affiected by the above discussed

eavtnmmental poUutsnta.

4.1: TheflnUBGQmmfiOdltiflaitdiattiierebeafeviewof.andtfaewide
distribution to aictic residents of, die healdi impUcatloas of the heavy
malri oontaminatinn already doeniMnlated in Baring Saa iwrino m^n>«n«W

ttiat people use as ibod.

This is necessary since diere is die perecption by some of an

existing healdi Oueat due to eoiisting levels of heavy metal contaminants

m some Bering Sea marine mammals. The precise nature of diis situation

should be defined befbre diere is fUither complication by data likely to

arise from studies diat will document die nature of the direat posed by

pollutants from areas of die Ibnner Soviet Union.

4.2: The mmY* '*'^nw«»««Airinn is that there be die prqwation and
wide distribudon of a brief (S-10 pages) Ulustnued overview of what is

known or reliably suspected regsiding poUntioa of the Aictic Ocean by
die former Soviet Union. Of particular importance would be radioactive

and heavy metal pollutants.

TUs is necessary since diere have already been alaiming data

jmsented in newqiapers which have die potential to periiaps overstate or

understate die situation and duacby lead people to once again face a

peroeived enviroamental ducat with litde but news media rqwrts. Since

we have been inftoned diat die proceedings of diis hemlng will be

released in 8 weeks, will probably be vcduminous, and probably have a

limited distribudon, it seems reasonable to ask diat die hearing qxmsots

^eptn and wklely distribute die brief illustrated overview mentioned

Page3
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above.

4.3: The iMirf rftrftmm«|W«Hpn U that the U.S., with participation by
Arctic residents, ttlse a m^or role in the intematioaal research program
that ii needed: a) to define the nature of the pollutant problein, and b)
to detennine how to deal with the pollution problem.

This is necessary since available information is sketchy, however,
it seems that the extent of pollution is massive. The nature of the

pollution problem must be defined (raUier than qwculated upon) and

solutions must be fiound. To do tUs will obviously require a massive and

an international reseaich effort. The U.S. should take a leaderAip role

and should involve its arctic reskients since th^r are die most likely U.S.

teddents to be impacted by the pollutants.

4.4: The fourth recommendation is tiiat a particular effort ihoukl be

expended to keep arctk residents informed u to ^ progress of the

studies, especially any findings indicating a possiUe healdi dueat to Uie

people or to the wildlife upon wUch they dq>end.

This is necessary since arctic residents are the most Uloly U.S.

dtizeas to be impacted if the extent of the polludon is as great at it seems

tobe.

In «^n««iit«»ft« let me thank you for the opportunity to present these comments and I hope

they are hdpfkil to you.

PagB4
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STATEMENT OF TOM ALBERT, DEPARTMENT OF WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT, NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH

Mr, Albert. Thank you, Senator. My name's Tom Albert. I work
with the Department of Wildlife Management, North Slope Bor-

ough. And before I say anything, I wanted to thank you. Senator

Murkowski, for bringing this group to Alaska and for having the
interest that you do in Arctic peoples and in Arctic research. Also
I want to thank Secretary Bohlen and Director Gates for taking the
time to come here. They're very busy, just as you are, and it was
nice of them to come here and do this.

Mayor Jeslie Kaleak, Mayor of the North Slope Borough, asked
that I put together a few comments concerning pollution and some
views. As most of you know, the North Slope Borough is a county-
like municipality in northern Alaska and occupies about the north-
em sixth of the state. Most of the people who live there are Eskimo
people and they depend upon the animals and birds and so on of

the land and of the sea. So obviously, they^re very concerned about

pollution. And when it comes to environmental pollutants, from

having lived there many years and talked to people up and down
the coast and inland and so on, there seems to be two major con-

cerns that people have regarding environmental pollutants, and I

don't think these are very surprisingly.
The first is they're worried about the effects of pollutants, envi-

ronmental pollutants, on the people themselves, and secondly, the

impacts to the wildlife, the whales, seals and so on, that these peo-

ple depend upon. And if one were to go around and talk to most
of these folks, you would find out that there are five forms of pollu-
tion that folks seem to talk about over and over again. The first

two maybe are not appropriate here but I should mention them
anyway, and that is spilled oil, and noise in the marine environ-
ment from offshore industrial activity. The third, which is relevant
for this group, is atmospheric pollution of one kind or another, par-

ticularly Arctic haze and other forms of atmospheric pollutants that

may affect global warming, and Dr. Shaw already mentioned some
of that. But the average person up there is interested in atmos-

pheric pollution, and we all know that when global warming rears
its head even higher, the people that live in the north will be re-

cipients of the problems. The fourth pollution type that people are

very concerned about, and once again it's probably not a surprise,
is radioactive pollutants, and people are well aware that these can
arrive through the air or through the water and reach the people
obviously through the food chain. The fifth type of pollutant con-

cerns heavy metals and various other chemicals. And without much
doubt, people particularly are concerned about cadmium and mer-

cury. And folks are already aware of the levels of some of these

heavy metals in the marine mammals of the Bering Sea upon
which many of these people depend for food.

In light of all this, I think it's fair to ask you folks to consider
the following four requests, or maybe these could be four rec-

ommendations to your group, and once again, I don't think there

are too great of surprises. The first is could possibly be a little bit

of a surprise, and that is to review and to provide for the wide dis-

tribution to Arctic residents of health implications of heavy metal
contamination already known to exist in Bering Sea marine mam-
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mals that people depend upon as food. People are aware that this

is happening. There needs to be a better release or let's say consid-
eration and then distribution very widely of the perceived health
effects. There's just a little too much confusion on that.

The second request or recommendation might be that there be
the preparation and wide distribution of a brief, that is, five to 10

pages or so, illustrated overview of what is known or what is reli-

ably suspected regarding pollution of the Arctic Ocean by the
former Soviet Union. Of particular importance would be radiation
and heavy metal type pollutants. And this is a point we try to keep
making over and over again is this plain language summary of re-

search or of significant findings in that it find its way to the people
of the Arctic. As an example, I would ask you. Senator or staff or
someone anjrway, to maybe make a five or 10-page plain language
siunmary of what the Secretary Bohlen and Director Gates said
and to add to that some of your thoughts maybe and to distribute

it widely, maybe to your constituents. And not necessarily wait the

eight weeks or whatever it is that we're going to wait for the final

document which, you know, it'd probably be more than eight weeks
and, once again, itil be heavy and not widely distributed. What we
need is something fairly brief, plain language, and get it out to a
lot of people because folks are worried.
The third little request or recommendation would be the U.S.,

with participation by Arctic residents, take a major role in the
international research program that is needed to define the nature
of the pollutant problem and how this problem can be dealt with.
Once again, this has been mentioned by other people too and it's

perfectly obvious.
The fourth thing would be a particular effort should be made by

all parties involved here to keep Arctic residents informed as to the

progress of the studies that are going to be done hopefully, espe-
cially any findings indicating a possible health threat to the people
or to the wildlife that they depend upon. And in this regard,' just
fi'om having attended here, I want to echo or support the comments
that Charlie Johnson just made and that Dr. Middaugh made.
These are very reasonable things.

So, I think it's fair to say that in conclusion the people that live

in the Arctic, and you know many of them, they want to be kept
informed, and if they have to wait endlessly for large reports which
come out and are distributed in two or three copies to each Bor-

ough mayor or whatever it is, it just never gets down to people.
And as we mentioned at the arctic Research Commission and in
dozens of other forums, please begin to distribute some of this in-

formation in brief, readable format in a wide manner. Thank you.
And the Mayor of the North Slope Borough will submit some writ-
ten comments.

Senator Murkowski. Thank you very much, Tom. Give our re-

gards to the Mayor, and I think it's the consensus of the three of
us here that we are going to initiate a synopsis. However, we want
to be very careful because we don't want to alarm anyone or mis-
lead anyone, because a lot of this information that's been given
here could be taken out of context. This is clearly a necessity to ad-
dress concerns, but we also want to be sure that we don't generate
any needless heartburn out there.
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Nevertheless, moving right along, we have Mr. Calvin Simeon
who is appearing on behalf of Frank Charles, I beheve. Association
of Village Council I*residents. Please proceed.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Simeon follows:]
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STATEMENT OF CALVIN SIMEON

DIRECTOR OF NATURAL RESOURCES

ASSOCIATION OF VILLAGE COUNCIL PRESIDENTS

BETHEL, ALASKA

before the

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE OH IMTELLIOEMCE

HOHOSABLE ntAMX MUItXOirSKI, CO-CHXIRMAM

HEARINGS ON RELEASES OF RADIATION ON THE ARCTIC ENVIRONMENT

AUGUST 15, 1992

FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
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Thank you. Gocxi morning Mr Chairman. Members of the

committee. My name is Calvin Simeon. I represent the

Association of Village Council Presidents, a regional non-

profit consortium of 56 Native villages in southwest Alaska,

We rely on our marine resources for sustenance and we are

very concerned about the presence of heavy metals and

radionuclides in our waters. These elements represent the

greatest threat to us since the epidemics that decimated

entire villages in Alaska at the turn of the century.

Our needs, with respect to this forum, are basic: What is

the extent of contamination, how might it affect us and

when will it get here? This is an entirely achievable goal

in the near future. This country has a significant amount of

data within the Dept. of Defense. However, it's classified

status prevents a wholly-coordinated effort at deciphering

the total extent of deunage. We urge, in the strongest terms

possible, that the Office of Naval Research de-classify

this data. I request this committee to urge the former

Soviet Union to release their data for our acquisition.

Other nations also hold a certain amount of

responsibility for the deterioration in the Arctic and we

are glad to see them assume their full share. Sadly, this

nation also has a considerable level of involvement in

polluting the arctic. I can think of no task more difficult

than an internal accounting but it must be done. We may not
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be able to stop cesiiim from entering the eastern Siberian

current but this nation can certainly contain it's own

activities. My immediate concerns, with respect to this

accounting, are the extraordinarily high levels of mercury

and cadmium in the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort seas.

My people need to be assured that this nation

will help Russia in a full monitoring effort of the flow of

radionuclides and heavy metals. My questions can be

summarized as follows: What timeline can we expect for a

significant amount of radionuclides to enter the East

Siberian current. How does the icepack affect the flow of

pollutants? Is there any likelihood that these contaminants

will become airborne? What can the people can do to protect

themselves? What are the responsibilities of this nation &

the former Soviet Union in this respect?

In summary, I would like to stress to both countries to

hold nothing back, neither money nor data, in this

monumental task. The health of this nation depends on this

effort and I can think of nothing else more important ^to my

people.
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STATEMENT OF CALVIN SIMEON, ASSOCIATION OF VILLAGE
COUNCIL PRESIDENTS

Mr. Simeon. Thank you, Mr, Chairman, members of the Commit-
tee. It's been a long day so I'll try to be short. I represent the Asso-
ciation of Village Council Presidents, a regional non-profit consor-

tium of 56 Native villages in Southwest Alaska. We rely on our ma-
rine resource for sustenance and we are very concerned about the

presence of heavy metals and radionuclides in our waters. If the re-

ports that we are getting are true, then these elements represent
the greatest threat to us since the epidemics that decimated entire

villages in Alaska at the turn of the century.
Our needs with respect to this forum are basic: What is the ex-

tent of the contamination? How might it affect us and when will

it get here? This country has a significant amount of data within
the Department of Defense. However, its classified status prevents
a wholly-coordinated effort to ciphering the total extent of the dam-
age. We urge in the strongest terms possible that the Office of

Naval Research declassify this data. I request this Committee to

urge the former Soviet Union to release all their data for our acqui-
sition.

Other nations also hold a certain amount of responsibility for the
deterioration in the arctic. And we are glad to see them assume
their full share. Sadly, this nation also has a considerable level of

involvement, including the Arctic. I can think of no task more dif-

ficult than an internal accounting, but it must be done. We may
not be able to stop the cesium from entering the east Siberian cur-

rent, but this nation can certainly contain its own activities.

My people need to be assured that this nation will help the
former Soviet Union in a full monitoring effort of the flow of radio-

nuclides and heavy metals. My questions can be summarized as fol-

lows: What time line can we expect for a significant amount of

radionuclides to enter the east Siberian current? How does the ice

pack affect the flow of poUutsuits? Is there any likelihood that these
contaminants will become airborne? What can the people do to pro-
tect themselves? And what are the responsibilities of this nation
and the former Soviet Union in this respect?
In simimary, I would just like to stress to both countries to hold

nothing back, either money nor data, in this monumental task. The
health of this nation depends on this effort and I can think of noth-

ing else more important to my people.
I would like to close by saying that the people are ready and will-

ing to help the affected nations to both ascertain the extent of the

damage and to help them clean it up.
Thank you.
Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you very much, Mr. Simeon. We ap-

preciate your standing in for Mr. Charles. And I think your state-

ment summarized the concern of many of the people that live in

the rural regions of our state and the bush. And we will attempt
to initiate a synopsis that is general enough in capturing the spirit
of this hearing with appropriate caveats on this initiation of action.

I would suggest that most scientists would probably acknowledge
to many of the questions the answers, we don't know enough yet.
And that's something that we simply have to address. And in order
to address it, we'll have to prioritize it and it has to be brought to
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a level where there is enough public awareness that the public sim-

ply demands that action be taken. And I think we're off to that

first or second step now. But we can't wait too long and I certainly

agree with your recommendations. I want to thank you. And we're

going to call the last panel now.
Tins panel is unique. I would call them up: Dr. Luis Proenza,

Vice President for Academic Affairs and Research, the University
of Alaska; Dr. William Shipp, the Reactor Technology Center,
Batelle Memorial Institute; Academician Leonid Bolshov, Director

of the Institute of Nuclear Safety and the Russian Academy of

Science; Dr. Vera Alexander, Director of the Institute of Marine

Science, University of Alaska Fairbanks; Dr. Lee Gorsuch, Director

of the Institute for Economic and Social Research of the University
of Alaska Campus in Anchorage. And this group has volimteered

to come together to conclude the hearing with an identification of

a concept for action, which oftentimes, as I indicated in my opening
remarks, does not occur in a hearing of this nature. We usually

generate facts and evidence and testimony but seldom are a group
of this capability and caliber willing to voluntarily present a con-

cept for action. A concept for action speaks for itself. Obviously,
those of you who have been monitoring this process all day are

going to evaluate and see whether you agree or disagree. We won't

have a showing of hands but I'm sure you will, in the course of an

opportunity, develop a dialogue, give the group some idea of wheth-
er you agree with their recommendations or not.

One other significant notion is that they have agreed to limit

their comments to five minutes, and this is a unanimous agree-

ment, I'm told, by David Garman and John Moseman, and we're

going to hold you to that. So, we're going to let you determine who
will start out first. So with that, anyone who wants to jump the

microphone first could proceed.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Proenza follows:]
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Testimony fc ir the Hearing before the

SENATE SELECT C OMMITTEE ON INTEIilGENCE

Radioactive and Other Snvironmental Threats to the Arctic

Resulting frbm Past Soviet Activities

lil August 1992
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both a scientific and a personal interest in this problem, since the

Arctic is our own backyard.

In the matter we are addressing today, a framework for action

requires multinational and interdisciplinary linkages, and there is no
arena more conducive to svich collaboration than the dxctompolar
north and our own U.S. Arct c in Alaska. Here, by historical fact and

of Necessity, multinational and interdisciplinary linkages are

commonplace and extensive,

Let ine give you Just a glimpse of what is already in place, because it

is through Alaska, and through the University of Alaska, that the

UniSd States has a front door to the Russian Far East. Our scientific

contacts go back to the 1950's and 60's. Scientific cooperation began
in the 1970's, expanded In

[the 1980's, and during the past two to

three years has turned i!ito true collaboration and scientific

lerships.

Indeed, the university's worse with Russian colleagues has long gone

past paper agreements (whi< Ji we have with the Russian Academy of

Sciences and its branches and institutes), to joint field operations,

Joint research, data gathering and analysis, and the common use of

fact ities including laboratones, computing and telecommunications

resources, and ships, aircraft, and other logistical resources. A
pan;iciilarly salient example is our University of Alaska - Russian

Academy of Sciences Joint Ir temational Scientific Center ARKTIKA in

Magadan. The center, AkKTIKA, represent a bilateral research

support consortium for fill scientific collaboration, including

periionnel, space, scientific equipment, informational and logistical

rescurces, and telecommunications which even include a telephone
line that is part of our university's telephone exchange. In other

wor3s, a local call in Fairbanks rings in Magadan and vice versk. The

center Is not only supportliig our own scientists; but also supports
iniversities and the efforts of federal

the National Park Service, among others.
colliboratlons with other
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extensive and that through iiem, we have come to understand that

direct scientist to scientist, nstitute to Institute collaboration must
serve as the basis for the fui ding support decisions that are made in

Mosicow and Washington. V/e applaud you efforts In Congress, Mr.

Chairman, to move this majter expeditiously in the appropriations
T>roctss.

I
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STATEMENT OF DR. LUIS PROENZA, VICE PRESIDENT,
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
Dr. Proenza. Senator Murkowski, thank you very much. We

thank you for the opportunity to outline a framework for action.

My remarks are intended simply as an introductory background to

those of my colleagues. Alaska, this last frontier of the United

States, has suffered and has gained experience from natural disas-

ters in modem times: The 1964 Anchorage earthquake, the 1967
Fairbanks flood, and more recently, the massive oil spill of the

Exxon Valdez and the Mount Redoubt eruption. It now has the po-
tential for another assault along its northern coast in the form of

pollution migrating from the former Soviet Union, and from other

countries. In 1989 the University of Alaska was able to respond
within hours to the Exxon Valdez oil spill and we are prepared to

respond in a similar timely fashion now.
We have many of the experts and much of the experience nec-

essary to accomplish this mission and have established working re-

lationships with colleagues throughout the circumpolar north and
collaborative agreements and facilities with virtually every federal

agency. As such, our University serves both as a national resource
for Arctic research in the United States and as a global observ-

atoiy.
We are, of course, interested, scientifically and personally, in

these problems since the Arctic is our own background. In the mat-
ters we are addressing today, a framework for action requires mul-
tinational and interdiscipUnary linkages, and there is no arena
more conducive to such collaboration than the circumpolar north
and our own U.S. Arctic in Alaska. Here, by historical fact and of

necessity, multinational and interdisciplinary linkages have been

commonplace and extensive.

Let me give you just a gUmpse of what is already in place, be-

cause it is through Alaska and through the University of Alaska
that the United States has a front door to the Russian Far East.

0\ir scientific contacts go back to the 1950's and '60's, scientific co-

operation began in the '70's, expanded into '80's, and during the

past two or three years has turned into true collaboration and sci-

entific partnerships. Indeed, the University's work with Russian

colleagues has long gone past paper agreements to joint field oper-

ations, joint research, data gathering and analyses, and the com-
mon use of facilities, including laboratories, computing and tele-

communication resources, ships, et cetera.

A particular sahent example is our University of Alaska-Russian

Academy of Sciences joint international scientific center, "Arktika,"
in Magadan. The center represents a bilateral research support
consortium for full scientific collaboration, including personnel,
space, scientific equipment, informational and logistical resources,
and telecommunications, which even include a telephone line that
is part of our University telephone exchange; in other words, a
local call in Fairbanks rings in Magadian and vice versa.

The center is not only supporting our own scientists, but also

supports collaboration with other universities and the efforts of fed-

eral agencies such as NOAA, EPA, the National Park Service, et

cetera. Our linkages extend well beyond Magadan and go as far as
Murmansk and the entire Artie in between. These contacts shall be
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detailed in my written testimony, Mr. Chairman, with your permis-
sion. But suffice it to say, that our working linkages are extensive
and that through them we have come to understand that direct sci-

entist to scientist, institute to institute collaboration must serve as
the basis for the funding support decisions that are made in Mos-
cow and Washington.
We applaud your efforts in Congress, Mr. Chairman, to move this

matter expeditiously in the appropriations process.
In closing, I submit that the success of any framework for action

rests on organizational relations that share the following character-
istics: One, a vested and direct interest. Two, an institutional com-
mitment. Three, linkages that can transcend national and inter-

national boundaries. The principal organizations represented by my
colleagues, from which you will now hear, manifest all of these
characteristics as well as a large base of technical and scientific ex-

pertise. I represent the commitment of these organizations to the
success of pursuing these questions, and we are prepared, of

course, to seek and accept additional collaborative expertise as ap-
propriate.
Mr. Chairman, the Institute of Nuclear Safety of the Russian

Academy of Sciences, represented by Professor Bolshov; the Pacific

Northwest Laboratories Batelle, represented by Mr. Shipp; and the

University of Alaska, represented by Professor Alexander £uid Dr.

Lee Gorsuch, stand ready, willing £ind able to direct their energies
and expertise to this important problem. Thank you.
Senator MuRKOWSKl. Thank you. Dr. Proenza.
Dr. William Shipp.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM SfflPP, REACTOR TECHNOLOGY
CENTER, BATELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE

Dr. Shipp. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. This is indeed
a unique opportunity in order to present not only framing a prob-
lem but a potential solution to that problem, and I commend you
for allowing us to do that.

The Pacific Northwest Laboratory is a multi-program national

laboratory operated for the Department of Energy by the Batelle
Memorial Institute. Most of the facilities at PNL, if you'll allow me
to use the acronjon, are located in Richland, Washington. However,
we have a marine sciences laboratory at Sequim, Washington on
the Puget Soiuid. PNL represents a multidisciplinary organization
with over 4,000 scientists and engineers and support staff that are
dedicated to a variety of activities primsirily with the Department
of Energy, but we are involved with most federal agencies and sev-

ered hundred industrial clients as well.

Over the course of the 25 years that Batelle Memorial Institute

has operated the Pacific Northwest Laboratory, we have conducted
environmental research in a variety of areas, both nucleEu* and non-

nuclear, that have direct applications to the Arctic environment. Of
particular significance to the Arctic situation is our very real

unique capability of radiochemistry, where we can take very large
samples of both air and water and condense them down and do

state-of-the-art, at the lowest level, radionuclide determinations.
We have participated in many programs of this type over the years.
We own a G-3 aircraft that is completely equipped with environ-
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mental monitoring capability. It was most recently deployed at the

Kuwait fires to try to understand and characterize the worldwide

significance of that event. We have very well equipped chemical
laboratories at the marine sciences laboratory at Sequim as well.

PNL has a large cadre of health physicists and nuclear engineering

capabilities that we have brought to bear on a wide range of nu-

clear and reactor-related situations for both the Department of En-

ergy, the Utilities, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
We have the responsibility for the monitoring and oversight of

the Hanford Reservation in Hanford, Washington. We have also the

responsibility for the development of the technology associated with
the decontamination and decommissioning of the excess nuclear fa-

cihties that are also related at Hanford. All of this capability has
direct application to this effort.

I have eliminated most all of the prepared presentation, Mr.

Chairman, that I have. So I would like to get to the very bottom
line of the issue.

Senator Murkowski. We'll take your testimony for the record.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Shipp follows:]
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Pacific Northwest Laboratory's Input to Fairbanks Hearing

Senator Murkowski, thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today. I am

Bill Shipp, Manager of the Reactor Technology Center at the Pacific Northwest

Laboratory.

The Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) is a multi-program national laboratory

operated for the Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute. Most of the

facilities are located in Richland, Washington, but a smaller Marine Sciences

Laboratory is situated at Sequim, Washington on the Puget Sound. PNL represents

an inter-disciplinary resource that consists of 4,000 scientists, engineers and support

staff serving principally the Department of Energy, but also a myriad of other Federal

agencies and several hundred clients in the industrial sector. Over the course of the

25 years, PNL has conducted research that has a whole array of environmental

applications. Of significance to the Arctic contamination problem is PNL's unique

radio-chemistry capability to analyze air and water samples for quantities of

radionuclides. PNL has participated in many programs of this type in the past for a

variety of clients and owns a G3 aircraft as well as chemical laboratories at the Marine

Sciences Laboratory in Sequim.

PNL also has a large capability in health physics and nuclear engineering that has

been brought to bear on several reactor safety-related questions for the Department of

Energy, the utilities, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The responsibility for

oversight and monitoring of the Hanford site belongs to PNL as well as the technology

development program for decontamination and decommissioning of excess nuclear

facilities at the Hanford site. The combination of PNL's research capabilities and

experience in a variety of projects, combined with the University of Alaska's inter-

disciplinary capabilities and the Institute of Nuclear Safety of the Russian Academy of

Sciences makes for a successful combination of resources. In addition, the

opportunity for a national laboratory, university and our international counterparts to
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work together responds to a variety of recommendations made by the Congress and

the White House over the last several years, in fact, there is legislation currently

pending in Congress, S. 2566, which encourages laboratory/university/industry

partnerships for addressing technological challenges such as Arctic contamination.

in summary the existing teaming arrangement between the University of Alaska, the

Russian Institute of Nuclear Safety and Battelle and our commitment to utilize the best

of national and international capabilities will result in the successful execution of this

program.
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Dr. Shipp Thank you very much. Because I would like to spend
the rest of my time talking about the direct application of the ap-

proach that we are talking to. And the issue before us is not the

accumulation of more data. The task before us is the shortest route

to the solution of the problem, and the problem is the mitigation

and remediation of the environmental insult that is in the Arctic

region. We have heard numerous testimonies today about the ex-

tent of that contamination. I could substantiate a number of those

viues but I won't, for the sake of brevity.

Let's assume, for the most part, that the information is correct

and the extent of the contamination is in the order that we have

stated. The long-term approach to this set of problems obviously in-

volves source term characterization, assessment, definition assess-

ment of remedial measures, of a very large scale. But, sir, any sci-

entist can write that statement. That's the what of the problem.
The issue before us is the how of the problem. And this organiza-

tion before you today is bringing you a solution to that. And it is

represented a great deal by Professor Bolshov to my left, who rep-

resents an independent scientific organization, a very well world-

renowned reputation in Russia.

The commitment of my colleague to my left, and he will talk

about this in a moment himself, but the commitment of my col-

league is to get the information that we have been talking about.

And I would like to draw a distinction between information and

data, sir. Everything that we have heard today has been data. Data

is not—we cannot draw conclusions or make recommendations or

form remedial actions based on data. We must have information.

So, I would also like to draw a distinction between inventory and

source term. We have heard today a lot of requests for information

on inventories, ^ain, my colleague to my left has made the com-

mitment to make the appropriate connections within Russia, and

he has made many of them already, to develop the inventory that

we need in order to gather the—I mean, yes, to gather the data on

which we can determine the inventory. And the inventory then

with the application of good science. And again, I'd like to acknowl-

edge your statement early on, Mr. Chairman, is that science is the

root of the solution to this problem. And we must do directly to the

root of the problem, and that is the appUcation of the knowledge
base within Russian, with the science appHed to that. And that

science is very, very difficult. I'd like to acknowledge what Dr.

Pfirman said a moment ago here. It's not just oceanographic infor-

mation. It's nuclear engineering information. It is the high whole

of scientific and engineering disciplines that must be brought to

bear to solve this problem.
As an example, if we have a reactor core sitting on the ocean

floor, simply sitting there tells us nothing. We must know the in-

ventory of that and we must know the bum-up. We must be able

to calculate the fission product inventory of it. And that in itself

is not enough. We must then imderstand the mechanism by Avhich

that can be released to the environment. We are dealing with a

risk-based approach. We must make a risk-based approach in

which to prioritize the limited resources that are going to be avail-

able to us.
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We simply must deal with the issue of what is imminent hazard
versus what is long-term contaminant problems. And those are two
very different issues. And it's going to take a multidisciplinary ap-
proach that's represented by this organizational approach here to
arrive at the set of information that will allow us to draw that set
of conclusions, sir.

And speaking for the organization and myself, certainly, we're
prepared to put our scientific reputations on the line.
Senator Murkowski. Good.
Dr. Shipp. And fi-ankly, sir, we will require no less fi-om any

other organizations that support us in the solution of the problem
should we proceed in that regard. With that, you have the commit-
ment of my organization, our staff and my corporation to assist you
in the solution of this problem and in concert with this organiza-
tional team that we've developed. Thank you, sir.

Senator Murkowski. Thank you very much for that offer. Need-
less to say, we accept.

Let me move on to the next panehst. Dr. Leonid Bolshov, Direc-
tor of the Institute of Nuclear Safety, Russian Academy of Science.
Please proceed.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Bolshov follows:]
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Russian Academy of Sciences

Institute of Nuclear Safety

Senator Murkowski ,

I am pleased to appear before you today representing the Institute of Nuclear
Safety of the Russian Academy of Sciences. I am Professor Leonid A. Bolshov,
Director of the Institute of Nuclear Safety.

The Institute of Nuclear Safety of the Russian Academy of Sciences was founded
in late 1988 by an act of government. It was a response to the severe
accident which occurred at the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in April, 1986
and in conjunction with special governmental programs was designed to

guarantee future safe development of nuclear power. This was the reason why
the Institute was established outside our nuclear industry totally controlled
by the Ministry of Nuclear Energy. The primary goals of the Institute are:

to conduct fundamental research in the field of nuclear energy;

to formulate independent evaluations of the safety of existing and

projected nuclear power plants, waste management, and other problems
associated with the use of nuclear energy for the Academy of Sciences,
government organizations, and the parliament;

to provide information and analytical support to government programs
regarding the mitigation of the consequences of the Chernobyl and other
radioactive accidents.

We are an independent scientific organization dedicated to understanding and

mitigating a broad range of nuclear activities. We are doing different
projects for Russian Chernobyl Consequences State Committee, Ministry of

Ecology, Russian, Ukranian and American NRCs.

In regard to the Arctic disposal of nuclear materials, my organization has no

prior involvement in the disposal. Therefore, we can, and will, provide the

necessary independence to ensure that scientifically accurate and defensible
inventories and analyses are provided. The Arctic Seas Contamination Project
requires multi -disciplinary and multi-national efforts. Completeness of the

inventory list is of crucial importance. Russia, as well as the UK, USA,
Canada, and others, must incorporate all past activities that have contributed
to the inventory. That is why a multinational participation in the Project is
so important to assure that all inventories are included.

Source tern and inventory are definitely not the sane. A lot of physics,
chemistry, naterial science and engineering are necessary to detemine an
environnental source, tern after an accurate inventory has been established.
The philosophy of approach is very similar to a probabilistic risk assessnent
(PRA) or a risk assessnent for severe nuclear accidents. That is why the

great experience of Battelle, th^ University of Alaska, and the Russian
Acadeny of Science is so valuable for finding the right guideline in the
studies.
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Hy organization, the Institute of Nuclear Safety of the Russian Academy of

Sciences, will commit the necessary personnel in association with other

Russian organizations (and I have agreed scope of work to be done together

with very well informed organizations) to ensure success of this project

should you proceed with project authorization and funding.
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Contamination of the Arctic

Key Radiological Aspects In Defining an Approach

Introduction

Although the extent and Intensity of radioactive and hazardous contamination
of the Arctic are Just beginning to be defined, several key aspects of this

problem are now apparent. These aspects and some of their implications for

formulating an approach to this problem are highlighted here.

Key Aspects

Among the most important aspects of the arctic contamination problem are the

multiple-source, multiple contaminant nature of the source term, and the
location of sources in riverine and marine ecosystems. The straightforward
implications of these features hold several Important Implications for a the

design of an approach.

Over the last 50 years, a multiplicity of sources have contributed radioactive
and hazardous wastes to the Arctic environment and adjoining oceans. While it

now appears that much of this waste arose in connection with defense related
activities in the former Soviet Union, other sources, including ocean dumping
of radioactive wastes by the British and U.S. weapons testing, may also be

important.

Four major classes of source account for much of the suspected source term to
the arctic -

[1] Wastes from the weapons production complex, [2] Ocean Dumping
and disposal , [3] Waste Disposal at Novaya Zemlya, and [4] Atmospheric
testing of nuclear weapons. These four categories of source term are all

potentially serious contributors from a long-term human health and ecological
risk perspective. Each needs to be better defined and all need to be assessed
in terms of contribution to relative risk levels.

The discharge of high-level radioactive and hazardous wastes from the

production complex at Chelyabinsk-65 continued for many years, including
direct discharge of reprocessing wastes (fission products and transuranics) to
the Techa River, which enters the Kara Sea east of Novaya Zemlya. This source
term is on the order of millions of curies, and has caused extensive and at

least partially documented human health and ecological effects within the
riverine system. The extent of transport to and within the arctic ocean
environment is not well known.

Ocean dumping of hazardous and radioactive wastes in the Barents and Kara Seas
continued over at least a 20 year period. These wastes included a variety of
solid and liquid wastes at locations that are only generally documented in

many cases.

At Novaya Zemlya, both the island and surrounding bays have been used

extensively for waste disposal. Including disposal of thousands of containers
of radioactive wastes, and several damaged propulsion reactors, some

containing fuel. Nuclear weapons testing, much of which was atmospheric, was
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conducted in the vicinity of Novaya Zemlya for 35 years, resulting in the

deposition of fission products "on-site" and throughout the northern

hemisphere generally, including land and water areas.

The release of these source terms in a riverine/marine system over long

periods of time implies a high degree of complexity in defining the scope of

characterization, assessment, and remedial measures planning. Given the

number and diversity of sources, the transport aspects alone will make the

linkage of environmental observations and source terms difficult.

Principal Implications for Approach

The long-term approach to this set of problems obviously involves source-term

characterization, assessment, and definition/assessment of remedial measures

of a large scale. The Pacific Northwest Laboratory, in addition to a decades-

long background of achievement in the radiological sciences, has directly
relevant experience in each of these areas from its work for the USDOE, USEPA,
and the international community. Perhaps as important, this experience

suggests that a problem of this complexity and scope cannot be addressed in a

simple progression through the above steps. Getting a first-order handle on

the relative contributions of sources and pathways will save many years of

effort, and considerable resources through early identification of the

important pathways and remedial possibilities. A complete program will

include field studies at release locations and in the environment and biota,
historical research on releases, and both large-scale modeling and local

transport modeling. Given the time required for historical research on the

source term, even the very first field characterization efforts should be

prioritized using available risk information. Thus a responsive program will

provide for an intensive and early assessment phase in parallel with program
formulation and planning.

Both the time factor and the geographic extent of the problem argue for the

application of advanced remote sensing technology, the efficient fusion of

information across technologies, and the development of additional sensing

technology and measurement systems. PNL is familiar with this technology in

its current state, its hands-on application to national security and

environmental problems, and the prospects for technological evolution in the

near term.

Finally, no large scale mitigation of this contamination will be accomplished
without the cost-effective application of current and new remediation

technologies. This require real world-experience in both the development and

application of technologies for confinement, retrieval, immobilization or in-

situ treatment of a wide range of wastes, often in combination. While no

organization has all of the required experience in this area for marine

environment, PNL, the University of Alaska and the Institute of Nuclear Safety
of the Russian Academy of Sciences have extensive recent involvement in both

oceanographic and environmental remediation/decontamination areas.
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STATEMENT OF DR. LEONID BOLSHOV, DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE
OF NUCLEAR SAFETY, RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCE

Dr. BoLSHOV. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to appear
before you today representing the Institute of Nuclear Safety of the
Russian Academy of Science. The Institute was established in late

'88 by an act of government and it was in response to the severe

accident which occurred at Chernobyl in '86. In conjunction with a

special governmental program, it was suggested to facilitate future

SEtfe development of nuclear power in my country. And this was the

reason why this Institute was established outside our nuclear in-

dustry, which is totally governed by Ministry of Nuclear Energy.
And the primary goals of the Institute was to conduct fundamental
research in the field of utilization of nuclear energy, to formulate

independent evaluation of the safety of existing and projected nu-

clear power plants, waste management and other problems associ-

ated with the use of nuclear energy for the Academy of Science,

government organization and the Parliament.
I am very happy that during the three years of our existence we

have done a lot of work and while this summer in Munich where
the Group of Seven Economic leaders of countries were discussing
the problem of safe usage of Soviet plants and what to do with our

present plants was expressed, opinions that was
prepared

inside

academy and we were doing these, and I cannot say tnat it was a

word to word of what ministry of Atomic Energy prepared for our

authorities. And another task of our institute to provide informa-

tional and medical support to government problems regarding miti-

gation by the government's agencies of the Chernobyl and other ra-

dioactive accident as well as Chelyabinsk and Novaya Zemlya, et

cetera.

And we are an independent scientific organization delegated to

understanding and mitigating in a broad range of nuclear activity.

We are doing now different projects for research for Russian

Chernobyl conferences, state committee for Ministry of Ecology, for

Russian, Ukrainian, American and French Nuclear Regulatory
Commissions. And we are working also with our military scientists

in some areas.

And as for organizationgd part of what we are discussing here,
I was very pleased to hear fi-om Mr. O'Dowd, his remarks and con-

sideration. He was precisely in the target that we have large num-
bers of scientists in coimtry, and there are very different groups in-

side, and it's very good to use experience and expertise of good
group and you must be very precise in selection of right group
that's going to represent them.
And as regard to Arctic disposal of nuclear materials, my organi-

zation has no prior involvement in the disposal. They probably can
and will provide the necessary independence to ensure that sci-

entifically accurate and defensible inventories and analysis are pro-
vided.

I totally agreed with what was said here that it should be multi-

disciplinary and multinational efforts; completeness of the inven-

tories is of crucial importance. Russia as well as UK and other

countries must incorporate all past activities that have contributed
to the inventory. That's why a multinational participation in the

project is so importEint to assure that all essential inventories are
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included. I totally agree that source term and inventory are defi-

nitely not the same and a lot of physic chemistry material science
and engineering are between these two words. And I'm very happy
that together with my colleagues from Pacific Batelle Northwest
Laboratories and University of Alaska we feel that we have enough
expertise and desire to develop this project to mutual benefit of all

mankind.
And fi*om what I heard here, I would like to make one short com-

ment that I am very pleased to hear fi'om public movements such
as Greenpeace who have done a good job directing attention to very
sensitive issues all over the world and in my country also. While
solving the problem, I would like to say once more that solution of
the problem is not so simple if the problem is complex enough. We
all should be very careful to find the right approach and right solu-
tion for complex problem, and we are ready to do it altogether.
Thank you.
Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you very much. Dr. Bolshov.
Dr. Vera Alexander, Director of the Institute of Marine Sciences

for the University of Alaska.
[The statement of Dr. Alexander follows:]
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Testimony delivered at the hearing of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence on

Radioactive and other Environmental Threats to the Arctic resultingfrom past Soviet

activities, Saturday, August 15, 1992, Fairbanks, Alaska. Vera Alexander.

I am here speaking in my capacity as an arctic scientist. I hold the positions of

Professor, and Director of the Institute of Marine Science and Dean of the School of

Fisheries and Ocean Sciences at the University of Alaska Fairbanks. The School has 56

faculty with expertise in areas ranging from marine microbiology, toxicology, seafood

safety, marine mammals, and oceanography, to name just a few, and has 30 years of

experience addressing arctic and Alaskan problems relating to the marine environment

and its resources. This testimony in large part reflects the thoughts and knowledge of

many of these colleagues.

The pollution in the Arctic can be contrasted with the Exxon Valdez oil spill. It is

similar in that we sense that there is a major problem, but lack information and

understanding of all details. It is much less spectacular, since it is the result of many

individual pollution events over a period of decades, rather than a single catastrophic

accident. On the other hand, because of the number and geographic distribution of the

potential pollutant releases, its effects are likely to be much more widespread and it will

also be much more long lasting because of the nature of the pollutants. The problem

could persist through decades, centuries and even longer.

I am very pleased to have this opportunity to address the question of research needs in

addressing potential hazards from radionuclide waste entering the arctic seas. Although at

first it may seem reasonable to believe that the enormous dilution which occurs when

substances are mixed into sea water could alleviate any impacts, it is by no means safe to

assume that this is the case. A contraindication is the ability of biological systems to

accumulate substances, and the ability of oceanographic processes to channel and

transport them. Therefore, it is very important that we develop an understanding of what

processes are active, and to understand the sources and distribution of the materials. For

example, sedimentation processes can result in the transport of contaminants into the

sediments, impacting the biota within them. Water flow over the bottom can further

move the toxic materials into the deeper ocean basins. Biological accumulation can

concentrate the pollutants. For example, phytoplankton have a huge capacity for

accumulating large quantities of elements from sea water in a relatively short time, and

this largely accounts for the effective passage of radionuclides and other toxins to higher

1
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trophic levels, including fishes, mammals and birds. Although our ultimate concern

relates to the public health effects, understanding the oceanographic and ecological

processes is a key to evaluating the hazard.

From the oceanographic perspective, the first priority must be the understanding of

the sources of and distribution of the radionuclides and other pollutants. At this time, the

scientists who are considering these questions do not have "hard" information on the

present distribution of the radioactive materials in the ocean. A practical approach to

satisfying this need is the procurement of existing Russian data, followed by the

acquisition of new data through collaborative work with Russian scientists.

The circulation of the Arctic Ocean is such that materials accumulating on the Barents

Sea shelf are likely to be transported northward into the Arctic Basin,' but it is unlikely

that this transport will immediately impact Alaskan shores. There is a much greater

potential for danger to Alaska from materials entering via the vast northward-flowing

rivers of Russia. The East Siberian Current, which flows eastward along the North

Siberian arctic coast transports materials and organisms originating in coastal fresh and

marine waters of the Kara, Laptev and East Siberian Seas eastward. We do not know

whether they are likely to reach the Chukchi Sea off Alaska. It is possible that pollution

fixjm the easternmost rivers, such as the Lena, could. This needs to be evaluated.

The Bering Sea also might be subject to some hazards, and, as the most productive

fishing ground in the world, needs special consideration. The food production from the

walleye pollock captured in the Bering Sea provides a mechanism for transferring

pollutants released into the Siberian and Kamchatka Peninsula waters to people

worldwide via the commercial fishery and to Alaskan Natives via subsistence harvest

Pollock are also very important in the diets of sea birds and marine mammals, which

provide a second pathway for radionuclides and toxic materials to enter Native peoples

who rely heavily on marine birds and mammals for subsistence. The Anadyr River enters

the western Bering Sea, an immensely productive area, and moves northward, primarily .

to the west of St Lawrence Island onto the western portion of the northern Bering Sea

shelf and through the Bering Strait into the Chukchi Sea. These areas are the most

productive within the Bering Sea, and in fact within the entire western Arctic. They are

the principal feeding grounds for the majority of Alaska's walrus population. Walrus feed

on bottom-living organisms, which accumulate materials from the sediments, providing a

direct link to human food. Furthermore, walrus feeding in the Chukchi Sea in areas under
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the influence of pollution from the west could transport pollutants southwards through the

Bering Strait into the Bering Sea. This biological flow moves in anopposite direction to

the dominant ocean currents, which transport materials northward through the Bering

Strait

We can't be sure that the pollutants and their effects will be confined to the Arctic.

Seasonal presence of migratory birds and marine mammals in the Arctic provides a

mechanism for possible rapid transport to north temperate latitudes. The issue of marine

pollution is clearly an international problem because the oceans unite all lands. As soon

as you introduce anything into the sea, you are influencing an environment which

embraces the entire planet International cooperation is the key to addressing the

problems.

The University of Alaska has developed close relationships with Russian institutions

in a number of areas. We in the marine areas at the University of Alaska have forged

strong cooperative agreements with two institutes of the Far East Branch of the Russian

Academy of Sciences - the Marine Biological Institute and the Pacific Oceanological

Institute. We also work with TINRO, the Far East fishery agency in Russia. For the

Barents Sea, we have an agreement with the Marine Biological Institute of the Kola

Science Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences, based at Murmansk. This Institute

operates research vessels capable of sampling some of the critical areas in the Barents

Sea. In the Bering and Chukchi Seas, we work through the Environmental Bilateral on

joint cruises on board the R/V Akademic Korolev. Planning is underway between the

United States Fish and Wildlife Service and the State Committee for Hydrometeorology

of Russia for their fourth such expedition scheduled for 1993, and our scientists are

involved in the scientific planning and will participate in the cruise. The Institute of

Marine Science and colleagues from other institutions and nations regularly conduct

research in the Bering and Chukchi Seas using the research vessel Alpha Helix, which is

operated by the University of Alaska for the National Science Foundation.

Immediate action is imperative. Even without the current questions about nuclear

waste disposal, there would be a need for long-term monitoring of the Alaskan arctic

coast Now, the urgency is increased. Carefully planned research is the only sound

approach to evaluating the impact of pollutants which have been discharged into the

Arctic Ocean. The marine portion of the work must include evaluation of distribution,

food chain processes and transportation mechanisms.
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I will end with a cautionary comment, that the issue is not just a need to demonstrate

and document contamination. It is equally important to identify the absence of a problem,

so that economic and social disruption due to a perception of contamination can be

minimized.
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STATEMENT OF DR. VERA ALEXANDER, DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE
OF MARINE SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA

Dr. Alexander. Thank you Senator. And thank you very much
for inviting me to take part in the scientific panel originally By
moving me to the end of the day, I guess I moved myself in a sense,
it made it very easy for me, because ever5^hing that's worth sa5dng
has probably already been said today. And so, I have to—it makes
my job much easier.

However, we haven't really addressed in depth the problems that
Alaska faces or that the Alaska marine environment faces, and I

think that's the other side of the equation to what we have just
heard, and I think we need to look at that. And our team proposes
also to address that problem.
Let me first say a few words about my organization since this

has been the mode. I'm Director of the Institute of Marine Science
but the Institute is now within the School of Fisheries and Ocean
Sciences, of which I'm also Dean. And that school has some 56 fac-

ulty in tremendous range of expertise. We've got all the way from
marine microbiology, toxicology, seafood safety, marine mammals,
oceanography, et cetera. We have more than 30 years experience
in doing research in Alaskan waters, addressing Arctic and Alas-
kan problems relating to the marine environment and its resources.

I have used these colleagues in preparing this testimony. It's not
all my own thoughts, on the contrary, it reflects the thoughts and
knowledge of many colleagues. One of them provided to me by Dr.

David Shore was illuminating. And he contrasted the pollution in

the Arctic, which we're looking at now, with the Exxon Valdez oil

spill. Similar in that we know that there's a problem, at least we
sense that there's a major problem, but we really don't know the
details at this point. But it's much less spectacular. Our oil spill
was very spectacular. It was an individual catastrophic event.

But on the other hand, in this case, we have a much different

situation. We have a large number in a broad geographic distribu-

tion of the potential pollutant releases, and the effects are likely to

be very much more widespread, and it will last much longer be-

cause of the nature of the pollutants. We could be affected through
decades, centuries or even longer.
Now as far as the question of research needs in connection with

the potential hazards from radionuclide waste entering Arctic seas,
at first it may seem reasonable that the tremendous dilution that
sea water offers to any substances entering it would preclude any
serious problems. But in a fact, it's really the very same properties
of sea water that make it possibly a dangerous situation, because
within the sea biological systems have tremendous ability to accu-

mulate subsistencies. And there's a great ability for oceanographic
processes to channel and transport substances.
And so, we really have to develop an understanding of what proc-

esses are active and to understand the sources and the distribution
of the materials. That's the first step and that's what we have been

talking about.

Mitigation is another part of that part of the equation. But take
one example. Sedimentation can result in the accumulation of

wastes in the sediments which immediately impact the biota within

them, which accumulate these toxic materials and radioactive ma-
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terials. But then water flow over the bottom and even sediment

transport itself can transport these materials into the deep Arctic

Ocean basin. Then in the water column itself, phytoplankton have
a tremendous ability to concentrate materials from the water, and
this accounts for the very effective passage of radionuclides and
other toxins into higher trophic levels, including fishes, mammals
£ind birds.

Although our ultimate concern relates to the public health ef-

fects, understanding the oceanographic processes and the ecological

processes are both keys to evaluating the hazards.

Now from the oceanographic perspective, the first priority must
be understanding the exact nature of the sources of the radio-

nuclides and, at this time, the scientists who are considering these

questions simply don't have hard information on the present dis-

ta*ibution. One step, of course, is the procurement of the existing
Russian information and the other is the conduct of new collabo-

rative measurements, which we hope will be underway with our

colleagues before long.
Now the circulation of the Arctic Ocean is such that materials ac-

cumulating on the Barents Sea shall be likely to move out into the

Arctic Ocean, and it's unlikely that they will immediately travel to-

wards Alaska. There's a much greater potential danger for Alaska
from materials entering by the vast northward flowing rivers of

Russia. The East Siberian current which flows eastward along the

north Siberian Arctic coast transports materials and organisms
originating in the coastal fresh and marine waters of the Kara,

Laptev, and East Siberian Seas eastward. But we don't know
whether they are likely to reach the Chukchi Sea; maybe not.

That's a long distance to expect these waters to transport mate-
rials. But it's possible that pollution from the easternmost rivers

such as the Lena could make it to the Chukchi Sea. This needs to

be evaluated.
We are also concerned about the hazards in the Bering Sea, be-

cause the Bering Sea is the most productive fishing ground in the
world. I don't think anybody's going to argue about that. This
needs special consideration. The food production from walleye pol-
lock captured in the Bering Sea could provide a mechanism for

transferring pollutants released into the Siberian and Kamchatka
Peninsula waters to people worldwide by the commercial fishery,
and especially to Alaskan Natives via subsistence harvest. Pollock

are also very important food for sea birds and mammals. And of

course, sea birds and mammals are also very important foods for

coastal resident populations. And therefore this is another mecha-
nism for transferring radionuclides to the coastal people.
Now the Anadyr River, which enters western Bering Sea, enters

into an immensely productive area. This is possibly the most pro-
ductive region in the whole of the Arctic. This water that goes
through the Anadyr Gulf moves northward, mostly to the west of

St. Laurence Island, into the northern Bering Sea shelf, through
the Bering Strsdt on the west side, and into the Chukchi Sea and
onto the shelf.

Now look at it this way. Almost the entire Alasksin population
of walrus feeds in that area. Enormously productive. Very big pop-
ulations of organisms live in the bottom. These walrus are feeding
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on these bottom organisms. The bottom organisms accumulate any-
thing that's coming into that water, and therefore it's getting into

the walrus. This could be a key to why we're having a problem
with our walrus contamination right now. Obviously a very, very
important problem.
We can't be sure that the pollutants and their effects will be con-

fined to the Arctic even, because so many of the animals and birds
in the Arctic are migratory, especially the birds. They migrate long
distances into the northern temperate latitudes. So we clearly have
a global problem here in this whole pollution. Anything you put in

the sea, of course, is automatically a global problem because the
sea is one thing that touches all our lands, all our continents at

least. So, you're influencing an environment which embraces the
entire planet. And international cooperation is really the key to ad-

dressing the problems.
Now as several people on this panel have already mentioned, the

University has established very close relationships with a number
of circumpolar entities and has a tradition of working together with
these to address problems. For example, our major Bering Sea re-

search which was primarily two major products, Probes and Ishtar,
both of which really helped us understand the Bering Sea eco-

system more thoroughly than ever before, involved Russian people,
it involved Japanese, Danish, plus universities from all over the
United States. So we're used to operating in that mode very effec-

tively.
We've forged strong cooperative agreements with institutes of the

Russian Academy of Sciences in the Far East, particularly the Pa-
cific Oceanological Institute and the Marine Biological Institutes in

Vladivostok. We're already working together with them. We also

have a similar arrangement with the Marine Biological Institute of

the Kola Science Center in Murmansk. And so, we have forged
some relationships. We also, for several years, have been working
on another avenue to get some Bering Sea information, and that's

through the Environmental Bilateral, in which we've taken part in

cruises of the academic core lift periodically. Planning is now un-

derway through the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for the next
such cruise, also on the Russian side, of the State Committee for

Hydrometeorology, for the fourth such expedition scheduled for

1993, and our scientists are involved in the planning and will par-
ticipate in the cruise. So that could be part of the equation here
also.

Immediate action is imperative therefore to also look at our sys-
tems here, our marine ecosystems here. We have heard so much
about the concern already in the testimony. And so I don't think
we can ignore that while we're addressing the problem of the
sources and the distribution.

Carefully planned research is really the only sound approach to

evaluating the impact of pollutants which have been discharged
into the Arctic Ocean. But I want to make one final suggestion, and
that is let's not look at this as a way of showing that there's a seri-

ous problem. Let's use this—let's go on the assumption that our
fish are safe, but we've got to demonstrate this. Let's show that the
marine mammals don't have radioactive pollution so that people
can enjoy their traditional ways of using them. I don't think we
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have to look at this as a doomsday but I think we just have to have
the facts and not have any hysteria over the matter. Thank you.
Senator MURKOWSKI, I very much appreciate those remarks,

Vera. I think to highlight the positive aspects is much more prac-
tical than the negative aspects.

I don't know how it feels, Lee, to be the cleanup hitter, but Dr.
Lee Gorsuch, Director of the Institute for Economic and Social Re-
search, University of Alaska Anchorage, you've got it.

[The statement of Dr. Gorsuch follows:]
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A STATEMENT ON
THE HUMAN CONCERNS RELATED TO THE

IDENTIFICATION, EVALUATION, AND REMEDIATION
OF RADIOACTIVE AND HEAVY METAL CONTAMINATION

IN THE RUSSIAN ARCTIC

Presented to

The U.S. Senate Select Conanittee on Intelligence
by

Edward Lee Gorsuch, Dean
School of Public Affairs

University of Alaska Anchorage

Mr. Chairman and members of the U.S. Senate Select Committee on

Intelligence, my name is Edward Lee Gorsuch. I serve as the Dean of the

University of Alaska Anchorage's School of Public Affairs. In this capacity I

oversee the University's Environment and Natural Resources Institute, and for the

past sixteen years I have also directed the Institute of Social and Economic

Research. I appreciate the opportunity to express my views on the importance of

investigating the locations and extent of potential radioactive contamination in

the Russian Arctic. My colleagues have spoken to the Immediate task of preparing

an inventory and assessment of radioactive materials and of projecting how these

materials have been or may be transported far beyond the initial sources of

dispersal .

My comments relate to four human concerns, all of which should be addressed

in the scope of the study:

• First, how has or may the health of Arctic people be harmed by

exposure to or consumption of contaminated materials, food, and

water?

• Second, how may their socio -cultural and economic well-being be

affected?

• Third, following risk assessments, what are the relative costs and
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benefits of alternative mitigation strategies?

• And, fourth, how will the study, its identified potential risks and

mitigation alternatives, be communicated to Arctic residents, and

how will their concerns and views be solicited and considered?

While radlochemists and marine scientists are investigating, tracing, and

projecting how radioactive materials may be transported and enter the food web,

blo-medlcal researchers, epidemiologists, economists and social scientists should

be conducting complementary investigations, locating human populations living In

proximity to these pathways, and documenting where Arctic people gather, harvest,

process, and share or distribute food and water. These Important social,

economic, and cultural patterns will vary significantly by size and cultural

composition of each community.

Enormous economic, as well as ecological and cultural values, would be at

risk should radioactive materials be transported Into the Bering Sea. The study

called for and the monitoring and mitigation which will follow will help protect

this Invaluable ecosystem where literally billions of dollars of fish product are

harvested annually, representing almost ten percent of the entire world's fish

supply. Economic models of the Bering Sea fisheries would need to be built to

estimate and distribute these potentially catastrophic losses among the tens of

thousands of fishermen, processors, boat owners, wholesalers, retailers, and the

hundreds of thousands of consumers, all of whom directly benefit from the Bering

Sea's bounty.
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UAA researchers have over 30 years of experience In social, economic and

environmental assessment work In the Clrcumpolar North, conducting large random

surveys, geographically mapping resident fishing, hunting, and food gathering

activities of culturally diverse groups; projecting population, employment, and

Income changes associated with natural disasters or potential large scale

resource development projects; assessing the relative benefits and costs of

alternative mitigation strategies; and organizing effective public participation

in the conduct of sensitive research.

The University hosts the headquarters of the International Union of

Clrcumpolar Health which networks bio-medical and epidemiological researchers

throughout the clrcumpolar region. The Institute of Social and Economic Research

has active cooperative research agreements with its counterpart Institutes

throughout the Russian North. Academician Alexander Granberg, the Chairman of

the RAS's Arctic Research Commission has, for the past two years, held a

distinguished visiting professorship with the University. Similar cooperative

agreements with bio-medical and health professional organizations of Russia's Far

North and the University of Alaska have been active for many years.

I would like to make two concluding remarks regarding the proposed study.

First, Spe&king from a public policy perspective, the study should be designied

within the context of what can and should be done. Simply assessing the problem

is not adequate. Remediation, decontamination, and other mitigation alternatives

should be Integral components of the study, and each alternative associated with

the varying degrees of risk should be assessed for its relative costs and
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benefits.

Second, In my view we should not llnlt the scope of concern to threats to

ourselves. Russians are Alaska's close neighbors and Increasingly our friends.

They need our help and we should extend It not only In our self Interest but In

the Interests of humanity. Both the problems (and potential) of dispersed

radioactive materials and premanagemnt (or prevention) of them are the

responsibilities of the Russian Federation and its relevant 'Institutions. The

proposed study should be conceived of as an opportunity to strengthen the

capabilities of the Russian host institutions and organized accordingly.

Mr. Chairman, I commend you and the Select Committee for your farsighted

leadership in calling for immediate investigations into the potential radioactive

risks to the Arctic and to its people. Thank you again for the opportunity to

briefly share my views.

C^/jzjt^C^i
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STATEMENT OF DR. LEE GORSUCH, DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE
FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF
ALASKA ANCHORAGE
Dr. GORSUCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Like my colleague Vera

during the University's retrenchment in the spirit of economy, I

serve as both the Dean of the School of Public Affairs of the Uni-
versity of Alaska Anchorage as well as the Director of the Institute
of Social and Economic Research. And in that capacity, I also over-
see the Environment and Natural Resources Institute of the Uni-

versity. And I've been directing the institute for the past 17 years.
I'm going to focus my views really in adjunct to those of my col-

leagues who are investigating the locations and extent of potential
radioactive contamination in the Russian Arctic. They've already
spoken to the immediate tasks at hand, which really are a priority,
and that is preparing this inventory and assessing radioactive ma-
terials and projecting how these materials may or may not have
been transported far beyond their initial sources of dispersal. My
task is really to try to wrap up some of the concerns that were ex-

pressed in the earlier panels, and these really address the human
concerns. And I've listed essentially four of them. I think each of
these can, in fact, be incorporated within a reasonable scope of

study, consistent with the priorities that have been suggested.
The first is this issue of the health of Arctic people and how they

may be harmed by the exposure to or consumption of contaminated
materials, be it in food, water or air. Secondly, it's easy to incor-

porate within the design the sociocultural and economic well-being
that may be affected. As you well know. Senator, there are over
150 nationalities in the Soviet north, some of which are quite small
and precarious, and just as we're concerned about biological diver-

sity, we're also very much concerned about the cultural diversity.

Documenting their proximities to any potential sources of contami-
nation is a very straightforward but an important task. Similarly,
the economic tolls that might be associated with contamination are
enormous. Simply looking at the news accounts recently on the pro-
jected costs for the Hanford cleanup estimated in excess of $60 bil-

lion, simply begins to suggest the enormous amount of diversion of
the funds from sources of support for education, food, clothing, em-
plojment illustrates this in our own country.
And third, following the assessments of risk and the identifica-

tion of alternative mitigations, which I think is our principal focus
and our ultimate objectives, we really need to assess the relative

costs and benefits of each of these alternative mitigations to ensure
that we're doing the most that we can with the resources that are
available.

And finally, as the earlier panel just emphasized, I think quite
personally, the study should in the process of identifying its poten-
tial risk and mitigation strategies communicate these to the resi-

dents of the Arctic and ensure that the process of the study itself

addresses not only the findings but the concerns of the citizens of
the Arctic as well. While radiochemists and marine scientists are

investigating, tracing and projecting how radioactive materials may
be transported and enter the food web, biomedical researchers, epi-

demiologists, economics and social scientists should be conducting
complimentary investigations, locating human populations living in
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proxiinity to those pathways, documenting where Arctic people
gather, harvest, process and share or distribute food and water.
These important social, economic and cultural patterns will vary
significantly by size and cultural composition of each community.
As Dr. Alexander indicated, the U.S. interest in part lies in some

of the enormous economic as well as ecological and cultural values
which would be at risk should radioactive materials be transported
into the Bering Sea. The study called for and the monitoring and
mitigation which will likely follow will help protect this invaluable

ecosystem. There, in the Bering Sea, literally billions of dollars of

fish product are harvest annually, representing a significant por-
tion of the entire world's fi'esh fish supply. Economic models of the

Bering Sea fisheries would need to be built to estimate and distrib-

ute these potentially catastrophic losses should in the conclusions
of the study this be suggested as warranted. Literally tens of thou-
sands of fishermen, processors, boat owners, wholesalers and retail-

ers, and hundreds of thousands of consumers throughout the world,
all of whom would be impacted potentially should the Bering Sea's

bounty be adversely affected.

As my colleagues indicated, University of Alaska Anchorage re-

searchers have over 30 years of experience in social, economic and
environmental assessment work in the circumpolar north, conduct-

ing large random surveys, geographically mapping resident fishing,

hunting and food gathering activities of culturally diverse groups,
projecting population emplojnnent and income changes associated
with natural disasters or potential large scale development
projects, and assessing the relative benefits and costs of alternative

mitigation strategies, not to mention organizing an effective pubUc
participation in the conduct of sensitive research.
As was noted by the health panel, the University hosts the head-

quarters of the International Union for Circumpolar Hesdth which
networks biomedical and epidemiological researchers throughout
the circumpolar region. The Institute of Social and Economic Re-
search has active, cooperative research agreements, as many of my
other colleagues do, with its counterpart institutes in the Russian
North. Academician Alexander Gramberg serves as the chairman of
the Russian Academy of Science's Arctic Research Commission fo-

cused on the Arctic. Dr. Gramberg has been serving as a distin-

guished visiting professor with the University for the past two

years and will be coming to Alaska this September.
Similarly cooperative agreements with biomedical and health

professional organizations of Russia's Far North and the University
of Alaska have been active for several years, as Professor Ebbeson
had indicated in his testimony.

In my closing remarks I'd like to offer two comments on the con-
duct of the study. First, speaking fi*om a public perspective, the

study should be designed within the context of what can and
shoiild be done. As Bill Shipp said, simply assessing the problem
is not adequate. A focus should be on the remediation, decon-
tamination and other mitigation alternatives as well as the overall

goal of prevention of any large-scale future releases.

Similarly in the approach towards the finalization of rec-

ommendation, these alternatives for remediation all warrant care-
ful scrutiny of their relative costs and benefits.
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And finally, in my view, Mr. Chairman, I don't think we should
limit our scope to the threats to ourselves. Russians are Alaska's
close neighbors and increasingly are our personal finends. They
need our help and we should extend it, not only in our self interest
but in the interest of humanity. Thank you for the opportunity to

share by views, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MURKOWSKI. Thank you very much, Dr. Lee Gorsuch.
I think you've heard it all, ladies and gentlemen. I think we'd

agree that we've learned an awful lot today. I think we also agree
that our own government is going to have to make Arctic pollution
a priority, and I'll certainly make every effort to share with my
friends in the Senate the necessity of this. I intend to use this testi-

mony over an extended period of time for floor speeches on the floor

of the United States Senate to highlight the testimony given today
by the witnesses in order again to bring more public awareness to

the realities that have been discussed here.

We've talked about a good deal of specific information but I think
we all are aware that we need to know much, much more. That's
been brought out time and time again. I think particularly about
the health impacts of disposal of radioactive material and the im-

plications on the plant life and the fauna and so forth. I think we'd

agree that in the general area of information, that is probably one
of the areas where we are clearly deficient. It's probably the most
difficult to get the documentation on as well. I think we're all in

agreement that we must work with the international community
and finally take action to marry science, and we're talking about

good science, with international organizations that can propose spe-
cific programs. I'm certainly very proud of the talent that has been
evident here in the testimony given by the experts. I think we've
also had an opportunity to show the world, as well as the national
scientific community, the capability of our own Alaska scientists

who are in residence here. We're very proud of them. And our pub-
lic officials and our Native leaders as well. I think it's fair to say
that we can all make a difference.

And with regard to that, I would like to reiterate a remark that
was referred to by Secretary Bohlen in his statement relative to the
letter that was delivered to me last night from the Russian Ambas-
sador Lukin. And I'll just read the last paragraph because I think
it reflects the true extension of friendship and willingness for co-

operation. And it reads in this regard,

Russia would be extremely interested in cooperation
with the United States in the field of monitoring of envi-
ronmental items in the Arctic on a bilateral basis as well
as in the framework of multi-international cooperation of
Arctic states and particular to the program of Arctic mon-
itoring and assessment. In our view, these hearings will be
a first step in putting on track a large practical bilateral

cooperation in this important field. I take this opportunity
to wish you a successful and fruitful work. With my re-

spects, Vladimir Lukin, Ambassador of Russia in the Unit-
ed States.

So there we have, I think, the official position of the government
of Russia. I think that there was one mention of a reference with
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the United States Navy. And while they are lacking in presence
here, I can assure you that we have had numerous discussions in
the Intelligence Community with regard to the appropriate role of
the Navy. And they, as usual, are more than up to the task.

I think it's appropriate to thank a number of people who have
worked very, very hard on this, certainly the cooperation of the
President of the University of Alaska, Dr. Komisar; Vice President
Proenza; Chancellor Wadlow; and the University group that
worked in putting this on. You know, it hasn't been easy. This isn't

the first conference. This was just an extension of another three

day conference. And they did a great job with the hearing. We want
to thank our reporter as well, i^d there are many unnamed people
who played a role in this, including those of you who sat through
it, and we're most appreciative. I tMnk we would all agree that it's

been mutually beneficial. A great deal of thanks goes to the staff,
on my left John Moseman, who is Staff Director for the Minority,
and a long-time associate of mine, my former Chief of Staff. And
David Garman on my right who has worked so diligently, he
couldn't even go on a picnic down the Tanana River last night, he
stayed and worked. So, I want to thank you both and the others
that are responsible.
And again, I would remind you that we will have, if you'll give

us your names, a copy of the record mailed to you, I'm told, within
eight weeks but we'll try and do better with a summary. And I

think that we can all agree that the process that was unveiled here
in generating this concern to the appropriate levels of the scientific

commimity as well as the citizens of our state who are most af-

fected. I'm often reminded of the reality that if we had four or five
other states that had Arctic in them, why we would be much fur-
ther along. But unfortimately, Alaska is the only one. But I think
as we look at the statements and testimony given today, we find
that our Intelligence Community is now working in the area of en-
vironmental intelligence. Our State Department has indicated that
they are going to initiate an Arctic advisory committee. Those are

significant advancements and I think they were made possible pri-
marily by the awareness and participation of all of you here today,
both you in the audience and you who were part of the group testi-

fying. I want to thank you because I think we've all made a mesin-

ingful contribution to a process where there's still a lot of hard
work but I think we're up to the tasks ahead. So with that, and
on behalf of the Chairman, Senator Boren, thank you for being
here. And we would conclude this field hearing of the Senate Select

Intelligence Committee and advise you that the record will remain
open for testimony for the next two weeks. Thank you very much.
The Committee is adjourned.
[Thereupon, at 5:03 o'clock p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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From the Authors

Recently, the world public has been vigorously discussing the problem of the former USSR's
disposal of radioactive waste (RW) in the seas adjacent to the territory of the Russian Federation.

This debate has drawn upon reports based on rumors and unverified information, which substan-

tially distorts the actual picture and creates a pretext for various forms of speculation.

In October 1992, in order to obtain objective information and subsequently ensure Russia's

compliance with obligations under international treaties which it signed as successor to the Soviet

Union, the President of the Russian Federation formed a Governmental Commission on Matters

Related to Radioactive Waste Disposal at Sea (hereafter the Commission). The Commission in-

cluded representatives of the Russian Ministry of Nature, the Russian Ministry of Defense, the

Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Russian Ministry of Public Health, the Russian Ministry
of Atomic Energy, the Russian State Committee for the Supervision of Nuclear and Radiation

Safety, the Russian State Committee for Sanitary and Epidemiological Supervision, other

ministries and agencies, and representatives of administrations of nonhem and far eastern areas of
Russia (cf p. 55). The Commission formed a working group and an expert group (cf p. 56). The

working group was subdivided into subgroups: data collection, radiology, international law, and

archives. Members of the working group made trips to deployment locations of ships and vessels

of the Russian Navy and Russian Ministry of Transportation. In response to Commission

inquiries, central agencies of federal executive power and the administrations of Primorsky
Territory, Arkhangelsk, Kamchatka and Murmansk Provinces furnished a large volume of factual

material.

All these data formed the basis for the Commission's report, submitted to the President of the

Russian Federation in February 1993, on the results of the work performed.

When the text of the Commission's report was processed into a White Paper, it was edited

for publication; moreover, minor cuts of a non-substantive nature were made, the Commission's

suggestions to the President and the Government of the Russian Federation concerning plans for

specific measures to establish monitoring and processing of liquid and solid RW were deleted, and
some comments separate fi-om the text were also added.

In the future, some data presented below on calculations of the amount of radioaaive con-
tamination of seas must be organized, since the level of radioactivity of submerged reactors was
not determined precisely at the time and the Commission was forced to rely on expert estimates.

In our opinion, the data provided fully and objectively reflect the situation with RW disposal
in the seas adjacent to the territory of the Russian Federation.
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Preface

The main aim ofRW disposal at sea has been to isolate these hazardous wastes from man's

habitat for a sufficient period for physical decay of radionuclides.

The disposal of liquid and solid RW has been performed by many countries with nuclear

fleets and nuclear industries.

The accumulation ofRW dumped at sea and accidents on nuclear-powered ships and nuclear

submarines (NS's) is causing growing concern in the world community, and serious claims are

being addressed to the former USSR, and now to Russia.

It should be noted that the first press reports on the former Soviet Union's practice of

dumping RW in northern seas appeared in publications by activists in the ecological movement
Toward a New Earth. A. A. Zolotkov, an engineer in the radiation safety service of the Murmansk
Maritime Shipping Line, played a leading role here. Because no official confirmations or denials

were made, the international organization Greenpeace held a briefing on the subject in Moscow in

September 1991 and prepared material, for presentation to the 15th Consultative Meeting of

members of the London Convention (November 1992), on the need to correct the IAEA list on

RW dumped at sea to account for available unofficial reports. The material included maps of dis-

posal sites and fragmentary, sometimes erroneous data on cases ofRW disposal in northern seas

by the former USSR.
This White Paper consists of four sections that examine international aspects of the problem

ofRW disposal at sea, present and analyze factual data, examine radioecological conditions and

formulate conclusions.

The Appendix presents all data obtained by the Commission on RW disposal in northern and

far eastern seas.

The White Paper does not contain data on the characteristics, time or sites of underwater, sur-

face, or above-water nuclear explosions in the waters of the Kara and Barents Seas. It is known, for

example, that explosions were produced in Chemaya Bay in connection with a study of the possible

destruction of enemy warships in closed harbors. A small number of nuclear explosions was evidently

produced slightly above the surface of the Barents Sea northwest of Matochkin Shar Strait. There is

eyewitness testimony to the production of underground nuclear explosions. In all these cases, some

fraction of radioactive materials must have entered the sea. Knowing the characteristics of the nuclear

explosions, we can calculate the amount of activity and the spectrum of radionuclides that entered the

sea.

Another possible source of radioactive contamination not considered by the Commission is ra-

dionuclides formed from nuclear explosions on Novaya Zemlya archipelago. Recent data (J. Scorve, J.

K. Slogan, 1992) show that at a test site near the town of Sevemy, 5 of 28 detonations produced cra-

^—In accordance with established practice in the White Paper, radioactive waste is understood to mean both liquid

radioactive waste (circulating water from ship nuclear reactors, flushing and deactivation water, and domestic

sewage from special lines), and solid waste (reactors with reactor fuel in place and reactor components with in-

duced radioactivity, wastes produced when ships and vessels were repaired or damaged, nuclear warheads tliat

have been lo'st or have accidentally fallen into the sea, and other radioactive objects).

According to the customary classification, radioactive wastes are divided into;

low-level less than 100 kBq/I (26 (iCi/l);

intermediate-level more than 100 kB<i/l (26 nCi/1);

high-level more than 15 GBq/1 (0.4 Ci/1).
—P. Rubtsov
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ters in the Earth's surface. The formation of such craters mdicates the destruction of the entire perma-
frost layer under the explosion site and the formation of a so-called chimney over the explosion cavity.

Leakage of a significant amount of radionuclides through such structures is inevitable, and some por-

tion (possibly a substantial one) of the released radioactivity could have entered the sea. In principle,

the entry of radioactivity from underground explosions mio the sea through soil and ground water can-

not be ruled out. As yet, e\en an approximate estimate of the amount of radioactive contamination that

could have entered the ecosystems of the Barents and Kara Seas has not been made. —A. Yablokov.
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Section 1. International Aspects of the Problem of

Radioactive Waste Disposal at Sea

An objective assessment of the status of the problem ofRW disposal in the seas adjacent to

the coast of the Russian Federation requires an examination of its international legal aspects, an

analysis of the factual data on practices followed by other nations in disposing ofRW at sea, and

consideration ofthe position of various nations with respect to the problem.

1.1. International Law Governing Procedures for Handling Radioactive Waste

In international law, matters ofRW disposal at sea are governed primarily by the Convention

on Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Discharges of Wastes and Other Materials, which was

signed in London in 1972 and took effect August 30, 1975 (January 1976 for the former USSR).
The Convention's applicability extends to all marine spaces except internal salt waters [2].

According to the London Convention, signatories assumed the obligations of taking all pos-

sible steps to prevent pollution of the sea by discharges of wastes and other materials that could

present a danger to human health or damage living resources and life in the sea (Art. I). The

dumping of high-level RW is prohibited (Art. IV). The disposal of low- and intermediate-level

RW is allowed by special permission with notice to the Secretariat of the International Primorsky

Organization, provided an observer from a competent international organization is present aboard

the ship performing the disposal operations and three main IAEA requirements [3] are observed:

• the location of the disposal sites is beyond the limits of the continental shelf, internal

and marginal seas;

• depths in the disposal area are at least 4,000 meters;

• the latitude is between 50° N and 50° S.

As Fig. 1 shows, the Russian Federation has water areas that meet these requirements only in

its far eastern seas.

The provisions of the London Convention (Art. 7) do not apply to ships and planes enjoying

sovereign immunity (that is, belonging to a state), but reports required by the IAEA on dumpings
must cover all RW discharges regardless of the departmental subordination of the originating

source.

Since the London Convention took effect, 15 consultative conferences of representatives of

the signatories have been held.

In 1983, the 7th Consultative Conference of Representatives adopted resolution LDC.14[7]

[4], urging parties to refrain from disposal of all forms ofRW at sea. Two years later. Resolution

LDC.21[9] was adopted in a roll-call vote [4], favoring a voluntary moratorium on the disposal of

all forms ofRW at sea until the completion of an assessment of all aspects of their impact on hu-

man health, the marine environment and life in the sea. The USSR abstained in the voting on this

resolution.'

'—^The USSR's official position, as annoiincwl by the Soviet delegation to the 9th Consultative Conference of Sig-

natories to the London Convention in I98S (S| in a discussion of the moratorium question, was essentially that the

ySSR had not dumprd, was not dumping, and did not plan to dump radioactive waste in the sea for puiposei of

dispoMl. and therefore a 'zero report' wu Knt to the IMO SectetaiiaL This position was confirmed in 19<9 when
the IAEA's dfcular questionnaire was compleled (61.
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Figure 1 . Map of the Location of Water Areas of

the World's Oceans Complying with IAEA

Requirements for Disposal of Low- and

Intennediate-Le\el Radioactive Wastes (between

50° N and 50° S. outside the continental shelf, at

least 200 miles from shore, deeper than 4,000

meters). In the waters adjacent to Russian territory,

such water areas exist only in the northwestern

Pacific Ocean.

The 14th Consultative Conference (1991) demanded that the USSR furnish infonnation on

past dumpings.
In the course of the 15th Consultative Conference (1992), this demand was made in a

stronger form, and augmented with a recommendation that Russia furnish information on RW
disposal to the IAEA and the IMO Secretariat for inclusion in ofiBcial international documents and

use to complete the work ofIGPRAD.
The UN Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro (June 1992), with

Russia participating, unanimously adopted the main program document. Agenda for the 21st

Century, which proposed a transition from the "voluntary moratorium on the disposal of low-level

radioactive waste at sea currently in effect" to a ban on the practice, taking account of the

"preliminary approach for purposes of adopting a valid and timely solution to this problem" ^ara.

22.5c). It also proposed not to encourage or permit storage or disposal of RW "near the marine

environment" without a preliminary assessment of the acceptability of the risk arising from the

practice (Para. 22.5c).

Among regional multilateral agreements related to the problems ofRW disposal at sea, we
must note the Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea Region
(Helsinki, 1992) [7], which requires parties to prevent and reduce pollution of this maritime re-
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gion by hazardous substances, including RW.
The Convention on (he Protection of the Marine Ejivironment of the Northeastern Atlantic

(Paris, 1992) [8], signed by Belgium, Great Britain, Germany, Denmark, Iceland, Ireland, Spain,

the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, and Sweden, imposes a ban on the dumping ofRW in the sea

(Alt. 3, Para. 3a, Appendix II). However, Para. 3b of the same Appendix contains a stipulation

granting Great Britain and France the opportunity to reduce RW dumping in the sea through
2018*

The Convention on the Protection of the Black Sea from Pollution (Bucharest, 1992) [9],

signed by all Black Sea nations, including the Russian Federation, unconditionally bans the dispo-

sal ofRW in the basin (Art X and the special Protocol on the Protection of the Black Sea from

Pollution Caused by the Disposal of Radioactive Waste in the Sea).

1.2. Current Practice in Radioactive Waste Disposal at Sea

by Countries Using Nuclear Power Technologies

The major areas of disposal of solid radioactive waste (SRW) in the world's oceans are

shown in Fig. 2. The first disposal ofRW at sea was carried out in 1946 by the U.S. in the north-

eastern Pacific Ocean at a distance of about 80 km from the California coast.

The dumping of low-level SRW at sea began practically simultaneously with the wide

development of nuclear power and industry. Dumpings were initiated by Great Britain in 1949,

Japan in 1955, the Netherlands in 1965, and so on. By 1983, 1 countries (Table 1) were practicing

the dumping of SRW in the open sea. The last officially recorded disposal of RW at sea (not

counting dumpings by the USSR and Russia—see Section 3) was in 1982, in an area of the

Atlantic 550 km from the boundary of the European continental shelf

Table 1. Characteristics of Radioactive Wastes Dumped in the World's Oceans

by Various Countries (omitting data for the USSR and Russia) [10]*

Country |
Amt. Dumped (TBq) | Percentage [of Total] |

Years
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Table 1 (continued)

Country
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Atlantic Ocean

northwestern part 2.94 PBq (79.4 kCi)

northeastern part 42.3 PBq (1 143.0 kCi)

Thus, for the period from 1946 to 1982, according to IAEA data, RW with a total activity of

about 46 PBq (1 24 MCi) has been dumped the world's oceans (not counting dumpings by the

USSR and Russia, which have not been reported either to the IAEA or to other international or-

ganizations to this day, and neglecting the sea dumping of liquid radioactive waste [LRW] from

nuclear fuel processing plants; cf Fig. 2).

1.2.1. Data on Radioactive Waste Disposal at Sea by Selected Countries

Belgium. Between 1960 and 1982, Belgium (along with Great Britain) dumped low-level RW
in the North Atlantic, Bay of Biscay and English Channel. There were a total of 15 dumpings at

six sites. The 55,324 containers (weighing a total of 23,100 tonnes) contained a total of 2.12 PBq
(57.24 kCi).

Great Britain, which has dumped three-quarters of all RW at sea, conducted 34 dumpings of

SRW between 1949 and 1982 at 15 sites in the North Atlantic, English Channel, and Bay of Bis-

cay and off the Canary Islands. The weight of the containers (their number has not been officially

reported) was 75,052 tonnes, and they contained a total activity of 35.1 PBq (949 kCi).

It should be added that Great Britain has widely practiced the disposal of LRW from enter-

prises in the nuclear industry by discharge through pipelines into the Irish Sea. Fig. 3 shows total

annual discharges for "''Cs and tritium between 1970 and 1988 from one nuclear fuel processing

plant.

The scale of the dumpings was so great (on the order of 1 MCi) that their effect could be

traced to the Barents and Kara Seas.

Germany conducted one RW disposal operation in 1 967 in the North Atlantic. It dumped 480

containers weighing 185 tonnes with a total activity of 203 GBq (0.0055 kCi) at a minimum depth

of 2,500 meters.

Korea performed dumpings between 1968 and 1972 at one site in the Sea of Japan. In all,

115 containers with a combined weight of 45 tonnes were dumped. No official data on activity are

available.

Italy performed one RW dumping operation at one site in the North Atlantic at a depth of

about 4,000 meters in 1969. It dumped 100 containers weighing 44.7 tonnes with a total activity

ofl85 GBq (0.005 kCi).

The Netherlands carried out 14 dumpings between 1967 and 1982 at four sites in the North

Atlantic at a depth of 3,200-5,200 meters. The dumpings were made in 28,428 containers

(weighing 19,162 tonnes) with a total activity of 336,000 GBq (9.08 kCi).

New Zealand performed 1 1 dumpings between 1954 and 1976 at four sites in southern Cook
IiJet. Thirty-nine RW containers with a total activity of 1,040 GBq (0.028 kCi) were dumped.

France has performed two RW dumpings at sea (in 1967 and 1969) at two disposal sites in

the Atlantic Ocean at depths of 4,000-5,300 meters. It sank 46,396 containers of RW (total

weight 14,299 tonnes) with a total activity of 353,000 GBq (9.54 kCi). In 1979, discharges from

French nuclear enterprises into the English Channel amounted to 920 GBq of plutonium [11].

Switzerland performed 12 RW dumpings between 1969 and 1982 at three sites in the North

Atlantic at depths of 3,600 to 4,700 meters. It dumped 7,420 containers weighing 5,321 tonnes

with a total activity of 4.42 PBq (119 kCi).

12
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Figure 3. Total Acrivity of Liquid Radioactive Waste ('^^Cs and tritium) Dumped in the Irish Sea from the

Sellafield plant (Great Britain), by Year [11],

Sweden performed one RW dumping in 1969 at a single site in the North Atlantic at a depth
of 4,000 meters. It dumped 2,895 containers weighing 1,080 tonnes with a total activity of 3,240

GBq (0.09 kCi).

The U.S. dumped 34,282 containers (weight not specified) with a total activity of 2.94 PBq
(79.4 kCi) (some of them at a minimum depth as low as 1 1 meters!) between 1949 and 1967 at 1 1

sites in the Atlantic (the number of operations has not been reported).

Between 1946 and 1970, the U.S. performed dumpings (number of operations not specified)

of 560,261 containers (weight not specified) with a total activity of 554,000 GBq (15.0 pCi) at 18

sites in the Pacific Ocean at a minimum depth of 896 meters.

According to some data [12], RW dumpings by the U.S. in the northeastern Atlantic exceed

the amounts specified in ofiBcial reports. In at least one case in 1957, the U.S. Navy sank radioac-

tive materials in the open sea.

In 1960 alone, the total activity of wastes dumped by the U.S. along the California coa^t was

about 1 PBq (27 kCi). Almost as much was dumped in the waters of the Atlantic Ocean [15].

During the era of the nuclear submarine fleet (i.e., since the mid-50s), the U.S. Navy has lost

two NS's: the Thresher in April 1969, and the Scorpion in May 1968. Both submarines sank after

accidents in areas of heavy maritime shipping and active fishing. Besides its reactor, the Scorpion
carried two Astor nuclear torpedoes, according to expert opinions [14]. About 270 kCi (10 PBq)
of fission products was deposited at the site of the Thresher's sinking on the bottom of the Atian-

13
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tic Ocean [12],

Earlier, in 1959, the U.S. Navy sank the compartment of the nuclear submarine Sea Wolf's

reactor, which had performed unsatisfactorily, 120 miles from the U.S. Atlantic coast.

The foreign press has reported that nuclear warheads (NWH's) have been lost at sea aboard

an A-4 Skyhawk attack plane that fell off an aircraft carrier into the Pacific Ocean in December

1965, as well as those installed on two Thor missiles during unsuccessful launches from Johnston

Atoll in 1962. In March 1956, the U.S. Air Force lost a bomber over the Mediterranean Sea

carrying radioactive components for nuclear weapons, and in January 1966, a U.S. plane lost 4

hydrogen bombs, which fell into the Mediterranean near Palomares, Spain [14].

An incident with a U.S. NS in February 1980 off the coast of Scotland resulted in a discharge
of radioactive materials from a reactor cooling system [14].

Since 1977, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has performed radiological studies at

RW disposal sites in the northwestern Atlantic and in the Pacific [15].

In a number of cases, high levels of cesium and plutonium have been found in the immediate

neighborhood of dumped containers [13].

Japan dumped RW in the Pacific near its coast between 1956 and 1969. It performed 12

dumping operations at six sites. It dumped 3,03 1 containers (weight not specified), with a volume

of 606,200 m^, containing a total of 15,400 GBq (0.416 kCi) of activity.

Analysis of all available information shows that official data furnished by 12 countries to the

IAEA [10] do not give a complete picture ofRW dumpings at sea, especially after 1989. There is

little information on radionuclides that have entered the marine environment due to accidents and

disasters.

1.3. Positions of Various Nations on Matters of Radioactive Waste Disposal at Sea

The problem ofRW disposal in the world's oceans is being actively debated in the U.S. In

1992, the U.S. Senate Intelligence Committee conducted public hearings on the matter, during
which the possibility of activating international cooperation in the interests of reducing possible

dangerous consequences of such dumpings was discussed [16].

Most nations favor a ban on the disposal of all forms ofRW at sea, considering the growing
concern in the world and in certain countries over contamination of the marine environment by
RW. This was the aim of a Danish initiative calling for a total ban on RW disposal at sea, and of

the idea, first advanced in 1983 within the framework of the London Convention, of a moratorium

on RW dumping at sea [4]. A resolution adopted at the time urged a refrain from disposal of all

forms and types ofRW at sea until IGPRAD completes its work. As a result, the moratorium was
extended until the 16th Consultative Conference of signatories of the London Convention, which

is to be held in November 1993, with the understanding that by then IGPRAD will have comple-
ted its assessment and offered recommendations for disposal of intermediate- and low-level RW at

sea (the^SSR abstained from the vote on the moratorium resolution in 1985, and Russia has not

expressed a position on the matter).

The U.S., France, Great Britain, and Japan take a special position on matters ofRW disposal
at sea: they do not reject the idea of a moratorium per se, but insist on a transition period, during
which all questions of the handling, recycling, storage and land disposal ofRW could be resolved.

In answering the IAEA 1989 questionnaire, Belgium, Great Britain and Nauru have not given
a clear response on whether they plan to dispose ofRW at sea in the future. Germany, Greece,

Italy, Canada, China, Mexico, Nauru, the Netheriands, the USSR, the U.S., and Finland stated at

14
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the time that they considered RW disposal at sea still an open question. Canada reserved the right

to sea disposal ofRW produced in the decontamination of contaminated soils, as did France for

tritium [10].

China has taken a more and more active position on these matters recently.

The UN Conference on Environment and Development endorsed an initiative by Denmark,
Iceland and Norway in favor of adopting a recommendation prohibiting RW disposal at sea. The
recommendation [17], adopted by a consensus of some 150 nations (including Russia), will be re-

flected more and more strongly in the positions of many nations.

1.4. Conclusion

RW dumping at sea is strictly regulated by international law, primarily the 1972 Convention

on Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Discharges of Wastes and Other Materials (the London

Convention), as well as special IAEA regulations and standards.

According to official IAEA data, the current practice of RW disposal and location in coun-

tries that use nuclear technologies meets international legal requirements in most cases (although,

according to unofficial data, some countries are violating them).

In 1992, the UN Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro favored

ending the practice ofRW disposal at sea The same year, the Conventions on the Protection of

the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea Region and on the Protection of the Black Sea fi-om

Pollution were signed (with Russia signing), as was the Convention on the Protection of the Ma-
rine Environment of the Northeastern Atlantic (which the Russian Federation has not yet signed).

The latter (Paris) Convention grants Great Britain and France the opportunity for staged reduc-

tion ofRW discharges into the sea through 2018, that is, it offers a solution that meets Russia's

interests and capabilities.
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Section 2. Radioactive Waste Disposal in Seas Adjacent to
THE Territory of the Russian Federation

The nuclear arms race and the development of nuclear power have raised the problem of

handling large quantities of RW, whose solution has never received special attention. This has

caused significant contamination of the territories of nuclear power enterprises and the environ-

ment.

The USSR's creation of a nuclear-powered icebreaker fleet and deployment of a fleet ofNS's

have forced it to find disposal sites for the RW produced.

In the atmosphere of the cold war, this problem was not given priority, and the simplest solu-

tion was to dispose ofRW directly in the sea, which was practiced widely by most countries with

developed nuclear industries.

After the London Convention took effect, the USSR took a series of steps aimed at comply-

ing with international standards and the obligations it had assumed in this area. In 1979, the

Council of Ministers adopted Resolution 222, Measures to Ensure Performance of the Soviet

Side's Obligations Following from the 1972 Convention on the Prevention of Pollution of the

Sea by Discharges of Wastes and Other Materials.

RW discharges from facilities of the Murmansk Marine Shipping Line were gradually reduced

and then completely halted. However, steps to halt RW discharges from Naval facilities were not

taken. The reasons were the inefficient system of handling RW in the country as a whole, the

Navy's lack ofRW processing equipment, the insufficient capacity of shore storage facilities, and

the USSR Ministry of Foreign Affairs' mishandling of the concept "immunity of warships," which

allowed it to regard RW discharges from Naval vessels as not violations of the requirements of

the London Convention.

2.1. Normative Documents That Regulated
Radioactive Waste Disposal at Sea in the USSR

The first normative document in this area was the 1960 Temporary Sanitary Requirements

for Discharge of Liquid Wastes Containing Long-Lived Radioactive Substances into the Sea

from Naval Facilities. It was prepared by the Navy in concert with the USSR Ministry ofMedium

Machine-Building and the Third Main Administration of the USSR Ministry of Public Health, and

was predicated on ensuring that discharges ofRW into the sea complied with sanitary and hygien-

ic standards existing at the time.

In 1962, a new version of the Requirements appeared. It regulated the amount ofLRW that

could be discharged in terms of volume (not over 1,000 m'), volumetric activity (not over 50

(iCi/l (1850 kBq/l), for short-lived isotopes and not over 10 nCi/l (370 kBq/l), for short-lived

isotopes), and total activity (not over 10 Ci). It stipulated that ships be outfitted with equipment

to dilute RW by at least 250% during dumping. Direct discharges ofRW firom NS's were permit-

ted only in case of emergency.
In 1965, the Navy implemented new regulatory measures permitting the dumping of LRW

from NS's outside the 10-mile limit, discharge of secondary-loop water and waste water with an

activity of less than 10 nCi/l (370 Bq/I). These measures also provided for the possibility of dis-

posing of SRW in metal containers without special shielding, and large pieces of waste without

containers. The Northern and Pacific Fleet Commands were charged with selecting areas for dis-
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posal of SRW. Thus, the Navy attempted to solve problems falling beyond the scope of its de-

partmental authority, by making decisions with long-term consequences that threatened the eco-

logical state of large areas of the country and areas under international jurisdiction without coor-

dination with state governing bodies.

A more detailed regulation on the disposal ofRW at sea was adopted in 1966 with the im-

plementation of the Temporary Sanitary Requirementsfor Disposal ofRadioactive Wastes at Sea

lvSTZ-66), approved by the Navy and the USSR Ministry of Public Health.

VSTZ-66 applied to all facilities where NS's were based, refueled or repaired, as well as ship

repair and shipbuilding yards. VSTZ-66 contained requirements for RW discharge and disposal ar-

eas, standards for the discharge of LRW and disposal of SRW, procedures for preparation and

transportation of RW, and instructions on the conduct of radiation hygiene monitoring at disposal

sites. VSTZ-66 largely conformed to generally accepted standards, but again, since it applied to

the open sea, it should have been approved by the Government instead of an individual depart-
ment.

The selection of areas of the sea for discharge ofLRW and disposal ofSRW was made by the

headquarters of the Northern and Pacific Fleets and approved by the Navy General Staflf in 1966-

1967. Until 1986, areas allocated to the Northern Fleet also received RW dumped by the USSR
Ministry of the Merchant Marine's Murmansk Maritime Shipping Line. The areas selected are

shown in Fig. 4.

The procedures defined by VSTZ-66 for RW disposal at sea remained in effect until 1983.

When the USSR signed the 1972 London Convention and became subject to it on January 29,

1976, it was forced to review standards and fulfill the obligations it had assumed.

On March 6, 1979, the USSR Council of Ministers adopted a resolution [18] prohibiting the

intentional discharge for purposes of disposal at sea ofRW and other radioactive substances with

high levels of radiation whose discharge at sea was deemed unacceptable for biological and other

reasons from Soviet ships and other surface vessels, aircraft, platforms, and other structures arti-

ficially constructed at sea. As for RW and other radioactive materials that do not fall into the

above classifications, their discharge was permitted by special approval of the USSR State

Committee for Hydrometeorology (Goskomgidromet), in coordination with the USSR Ministry of

Fisheries.

Under the resolution, Goskomgidromet was charged with the following tasks:

•
recording the characteristics and quantity of RW and other materials approved for

dumping;
•

recording the site, time, and method of dumping;
•

observing the condition of the sea in conformity with the aims of the London Con-

vention;

•
transmitting information on dumpings performed to the International Maritime Or-

ganization in its role as Convention Secretariat (and to other Convention signato-

ries).

The Navy developed, coordinated with Goskomgidromet, and approved Regulationsfor Dis-

charge ofRadioactive Waste at Sea (,PS-82), and implemented it starting in 1983.

The USSR performed the majority of its RW dumpings at sea between 1959 and 1976, i.e.,

before the London Convention applied to the USSR. After signing the Convention, it violated the

requirements, including its own PS-82, consciously and fi-equently.

These Regulations did not require selection of disposal sites beyond the continental shelf; in-
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temal and marginal seas, contained no prohibition on disposal at high latitudes (above 50° N), and
did not stipulate regular notification of the disposal ofRW at sea using the form prescribed by the
IMO and IAEA, as required by the London Convention.
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In agreeing to PS-82, Goskomgidromet assumed that the Navy was planning to commission

RW handling facilities by 1986, and it scheduled a review of the Regulations for 1986-1987 in ac-

cordance with the recommendations of the IAEA and London Convention [2, 3, 4]. However, no

RW handling facilities had been built, and the Navy was forced to continue dumping RW at sea.

In 1985, Goskomgidromet refused to agree to the Navy's proposed disposal areas in the northern

seas, some of which were on the eastern coast of the Novaya Zemlya archipelago. In view of the

continued dumping ofRW at sea, Goskomgidromet withdrew its consent to PS-82 effective De-

cember 1, 1987. From then on, approvals to dump RW at sea were issued by Navy Headquarters.

In February 1992, the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy submitted a request to the Govern-

ment of the Russian Federation for a temporary extension of the Navy's existing procedures for

dumping RW at sea. In accordance with Instruction No. A-2-61 1 of the Government of the Rus-

sian Federation, the Russian State Nuclear Power Supervisory Administration (Gosatomnadzor)
reviewed the request and recommended that the Navy obtain an opinion from scientific institu-

tions and interested ministries. According to the opinions of the Russian Ministry of Nature, Min-

istry of Foreign Affairs, and the Scientific Commission for Radiation Protection, decisions on

matters of RW disposal at sea should be guided by international standards, which eflFectively

meant prohibiting dumping at sea.

In violation of the requirements of the London Convention and the USSR Council of Minis-

ters resolution [18], Goskomgidromet did not furnish information on RW disposal at sea to the

IMO and IAEA. Moreover, in its answers to the London Convention's questionnaire in 1989, it

declared that "the USSR has not dumped, is not dumping, and does not plan to dump radioactive

waste at sea" [6].

It is especially important to dwell on the normative documents relating to the disposal of

high-level RW. Such dumpings are completely prohibited by the London Convention and existing

national regulations, but the USSR made them from 1965 onward under ad hoc decisions of the

USSR State Committee for Shipbuilding, the USSR State Committee for the Use of Atomic En-

ergy, and the Navy on individual projects developed earlier by scientific research institutes (in

particular, the Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy's Scientific Research and Engineering Institute

ofPower Technology).

Beginning in 1987, the dumping ofRW at sea by the USSR was doubly unlawful;

•
first, normative documents approved by the USSR contained requirements for dis-

posal ofRW at sea that did not conform to the requirements of international stan-

dards recognized by the USSR;
• second, even these normative documents approved by the USSR were violated (RW

was dumped without coordination with environmental bodies and without appro-

^Figure 4. Location of Major Radioactive Waste Sources and Disposal Areas in Northern Seas [14].

Northern Fleet Bases: /—^Neipichya Bay; 2—Andreyev, Bolshaya Lopatka and Malaya Lopatka Bays;

3—Olenya and Sayda Bays; 4—Ara Day; 5—Pala Bay; 6—Yokanga. Holding and Recycling Sites for

Decommissioned Nuclear-Powered Naval Vessels and Ships: 4—Polyamy; 6—Yokanga; 7—Murmansk

(Nuclear Fleet Radio Regiment); 8—Severodvinsk (water area of Zvezdochka Shipyard, North Production

Association). Temporary Storage Sites for Spent Nuclear Fuel: /—Andreyev Bay; 6—Yokanga; 7—Mother

ships Imandra, Lepse, and Loita\ 2—Navy tender for refiieling reactors of NS's. Shipyards: 8—Severodvinsk

(Northern Machinery Enterprise Production Association, North Production Association); 4—Polyamy (Naval

shipyard); 4—Vyuzhny (Nerpa Shipyard). Not shown on map: Saint Petersburg (Baltic Yard Production

Association, Admiralty Production Association), Nizhniy Novgorod (Krasnoye Sonnovo Production

Association). /, V: LRW dumping sites. /, (7// (boxed): SRW disposal areas.
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priate extradepartmental government monitoring and supervision of nuclear safety in

the handling ofRW).
Thus, the information presented in this section of the report on normative acts regulating RW

disposal procedures in northern and far eastern seas shows that the USSR violated international

agreements in this area either completely or partially. The discrepancy between the USSR's ac-

tions and obligations under the London Convention, as stated more than once at closed interde-

partmental conferences held between 1983 and 1990 by Goskomgidromet and the USSR State

Committee for Nature, was not corrected at the level of the USSR Government.

The legal side of all the departmental standards, regulations, and methodological instructions

permitting RW disposal at sea (in nonobservance of provisions of the London Convention binding

upon the USSR) requires special assessment from the legal standpoint.

2.2. Russian Federation Law on Radioactive Waste Disposal at Sea

With the Russian Federation's assumption of the obligations of the USSR in the area of ob-

servance of international accords and agreements, the London Convention came to apply to Rus-

sia in fiill measure, and therefore, the disposal ofRW at sea must be governed by generally accep-
ted international standards.

The regulations for disposal of RW at sea that the Navy follows, and the areas where such

dumping has been conducted in the north and (partly) the far east are in sharp contradiction with

the London Convention, which invalidates all departmental instructions and regulations for Rus-

sia.

This opinion is completely confirmed by the Russian Federation Law, Protection of the Natu-

ral Environment (December 1991), Art. 50 of which. Ecological Requirements in the Use of
Radioactive Materials, provides:

"50.3. The import of radioactive waste and materials from other nations for storage or

disposal purposes, and the sinking or sending into space of radioactive waste and

materials for disposal purposes, is prohibited" [20].

Thus, this Law not only prohibits the disposal ofRW in the territorial waters of the Russian

Federation, it prohibits any disposal ofRW produced on Russian territory in any sea.

2.3. Total Volume and Characteristics of

Radioactive Waste Dumped at Sea by the USSR between 1959 and 1991

The first dumpings ofRW in the USSR were connected with the run testing ofNS's and the

nuclear icebreaker Lenin. In 1959, 600 m^ of low-level waste (20 mCi) was discharged in the

White Sea, and in 1960, the Lenin discharged 100 m^ of LRW (total activity 200 mCi) near

Gogland Island in the Gulf of Finland.

The practice of regularly dumping LRW began in 1960, and the disposal of SRW in northern

and far eastern seas began in 1964.

2.3.1. Disposal Sites, Volumes, and Total Activity of

Radioactive Waste Dumped by the USSR in Northern Seas

This section reviews the situation with LRW discharges and the disposal of low-, intermedi-

ate-, and high-level SRW at sea.

The data presented on the activity of sea-dumped SRW (excluding reactor components and
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actual reactors with spent nuclear fuel [S^fF)) require the following clarification:

Information in original sources used by the Commission on the activity of SRW is presented as

"activity (^Sr equivalent), curies." This artificial characteristic was recommended for practical use in

the departmental methodology Regulations for Discharge ofRadioactive Wastes at Sea (PS-82) and

is designed for generalized description of various amounts of SRW (for example, a container) as a

source of radiation at the time of disposal. Numerical values of "activity ('*'Sr equivalent)" were es-

tablished on the basis of measurements of the dose power near the SRW mass using a simple empiri-

cal dependence, accounting for a priori knowledge of the radionuclide content of the SRW mass.

Information on the activity of LRW is presented in the customary form "activity, curies," which

simplifies quantitative comparison with discharges made by other countries, which cannot be said of

SRW when the form "activity (^St equivalent), curies" is used.

An assessment of the radioecological consequences of dumping of both solid and liquid RW on

the basis of the data presented in the Appendi.x is rather problematic due to the lack in various cases of

detailed information on the radionuclide composition of wastes and the shielding properties of the

containers or tanks. In this sense, work on a more detailed descnption of SRW dumpings and LRW
discharges must be continued.

It must be noted that the summary results (for years, districts, etc.) presented in the tables in the

Appendix have no physical meaning, and therefore cannot be used in scientific research, although they

do have a certain illustrative meamng. Moreover, the lack of information on radionuclide content pre-

vents calculation of the actiMty at a given moment in time after disposal.

Nevertheless, on the basis of the information presented in the Appendix, a relative comparison

can be made both for solid and for liquid RW of the amount of RW dumped in various areas of the

northern and far eastern seas, and a comparison can also be made with analogous data for other coun-

tries. —P. M. Rubtsov

The geographic location of the five officially designated areas for dumping ofLRW in north-

em seas was shown in Fig. 4. Characteristics of these areas are presented in Table Al of the Ap-

pendix. As noted in the previous section, these areas were selected in 1960-1966 by the Northern

Fleet Headquarters and approved by the Navy General Command.

Detailed information on LRW dumping in northern seas is given in Table A2 of the Appen-
dix. A small portion of the dumping was conducted outside the designated areas. Information on

the rate of dumping ofLRW in northern seas is illustrated in Fig. 5.

The data show that according to available data,' the total activity of LRW is 24 kCi (903

TBq), distributed as follows across various seas:

Baltic Sea 0.2 CI (0.0007 TBq)
White Sea 100 Ci (3.7 TBq)
Barents Sea 121S3Ci (4S0TBq)
Kara Sea 8500 Ci (315 TBq)

Liquid RW discharges at sea were extremely irregular (Fig. 5), with the maximum activities

ofdumped RW occurring:
• in 1965: northeastern Barents Sea, Area 2, about 1,000 Ci (37 TBq);
• in 1975: central Barents Sea, Area 3, over 800 Ci (29.6 TBq), and Kara Sea, 8,500

Ci (3 15 TBq) (dumped from the Lenin);

• in 1988: northeastern Barents Sea, Area 1, about 5,300 Ci (196 TBq);
• in 1989: Ara Bay, 2,000 Ci (74 TBq) (result ofan accident on an NS).

'—The activity of liquid radioactive waste that entered [the sea| through leaks from shore storage bdlities and due

to accidents on nuclear submarines was not included.
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Figure 5. Rate of Radioactive Waste Disposal in Northern Seas by Year.

A: dumping of liquid RW; B: disposal of low- and intermediate-level solid RW. Bar height is proportional to an-

nual dumping acbvity.
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The Murmansk Maritime Shipping Line halted LRW dumping at sea in 1984, but the Navy
continues to this day, although in lesser amounts.

The location of officially designated areas for disposal of SRW in northern seas has been

shown in Fig. 4. Characteristics of the main disposal areas are presented in Table A3 of the Ap-

pendix. None of these SRW disposal areas complies with a single international requirement for

this kind of activity (either in depth, or in distance from shore, or in location on the globe).

In terms of volume, the majority of the SRW dumped in northern seas is low- and intermedi-

ate-level RW produced during the operation of Naval nuclear-powered surface vessels and NS's

and the nuclear icebreaker fleet, and at the corresponding shipyards. Fig. 4 showed the location of

the main sources ofSRW in northern Russia.

As a rule, low- and intermediate-level SRW sunk in northern seas was enclosed in metal

containers. Large pieces of RW were sunk separately or within specially designated

ships
—

barges, lighters, or tankers (Table A4 in Appendix). This SRW comprised mainly:
• contaminated film coverings, tools, personal protective devices, uniforms, fittings,

pipelines, activity filter boxes, pumps, steam generators, and various contaminated

objects produced during ship repair work. The total activity of sunken intermediate-

and low-level SRW, according to available data, was over 15 5 kCi (574 TBq) in the

Kara Sea and 40 Ci (1.5 TBq) in the Barents Sea. The most SRW in terms of vol-

ume was dumped in the Kara Sea, in Area 1 (Novaya Zemlya Depression), and in

terms of total activity, in Area 2 (Sedov Inlet, Novaya Zemlya) (Table A4 of Ap-

pendix, Fig. 6, and Table 2).

The largest number of dumpings of low- and intermediate-level SRW was in the years 1967

and 1982, and the greatest activities ofSRW dumped was in 1983 and 1988 (see Fig. 5).

Since 1986, the Murmansk Maritime Shipping Line has halted disposal ofSRW at sea.

Table 2. Summary Data on Low- and Intermediate-Level

Solid Radioactive Waste Dumped in the Kara and Barents Seas

Area

(See Fig. 4)
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Table 2 (continued)

Area

(See Fig. 4)
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^
m

Figure 6. Expert Estimates of Maximum Possible Total Activity (at time of disposal) of All

Forms of Solid Radioactive Waste in the Kara Sea.

Size of symbol is proportional to activity; figures are in kCi. Exact coordinates of areas are

given in Tables A3 and A4.
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As the table indicates, the inlets along the coast of Novaya Zemlya hold one NS with two re-

actors containing fuel in place, a reactor compartment with two reactors containing SNF, a reac-

tor compartment with one reactor containing SNF in place and one reactor with SNF removed,
and an NS reactor with SNF in place. Removing the SNF from all six sunken NS reactors was

impossible due to the damaged condition of their cores For the same reason, 1 25 irradiated fuel

assemblies (FA's) could not be removed from the core plate of the OK- 150 reactor unit on the

nuclear icebreaker Lenin. Thus, according to available official data, six reactors with SNF in place

and one shielding assembly from the Lenin with partially removed SNF were dumped in the inlets

ofNovaya Zemlya and the Novaya Zemlya Depression of the Kara Sea.

An exact estimate of the radionuclide content of these cores (without knowledge ofwhich the

environmental consequences of each dumping cannot be assessed) and determination of their total

activity requires laborious scientific research. Such estimates can be made only after analysis of

data on the operating conditions of each nuclear reactor throughout its life. Such an analysis has

been performed only for the Lenin. This permitted the activity of the SNF at the time the reactor

was dumped in 1967 to be estimated at 100 kCi. This work has not been done for NS reactors

sunk off Novaya Zemlya, and the minimum estimate of their total activity fijmished by the Navy,
120 kCi, is not well enough grounded and requires fijrther calculations that account for the reac-

tors' operating conditions. The maximum estimate of the overall total activity at the time of

dumping, in the opinion of one Commission expert, could be at least 2.3 MCi (see Table 3 and

Fig. 6).

We should note the activity of the reactor sunk as a result of the accident aboard the NS
Komsomolets, which is lying at the boundary between the Norwegian and Barents Seas at a depth
of 1,700 meters 300 km from shore. According to expert estimates, the total activity of this NS's

reactor core is at least 150 kCi.

Before sinking, reactor compartments with SNF in place were filled with a hardening flirfu-

rol-based mixture (except one NS reactor). According to estimates by the power plant's designer,

this filling will prevent the SNF from contacting seawater for a period of several hundred (up to

500) years. As noted in Table 3, the shield assembly with SNF from the Lenin was additionally

placed in a reinforced concrete container and a metal shell. Table 4 presents available data on the

disposal of reactor compartments and reactors with SNF in place in northern seas. These data

show that a grand total of 10 reactors with SNF in place have been dumped in the inlets of Nova-

ya Zemlya and the Kara Sea.

It is difficult to determine their total radioactivity accurately enough. In these reactors, most

of the radionuclides were produced through the action of neutron fluxes in the working reactor,

so their activity is also crucially determined by the reactor's operating history. Moreover, the ac-

tivity of these objects depends on their elemental makeup. Thus, in the structural members of the

Lenin, cobalt was used, which resulted in a very high level of induced ^''Co activity (about 50

kCi). An expert estimate of the total induced activity is at least 1000 kCi at the time of sinking.

Thus, available data show that RW was discharged and dumped in the Barents and Kara Seas

beginning in 1960. This was were mainly liquid and solid RW (the latter low-, intermediate-, and

high-level, including reactor compartments from NS's with fuel in place) produced during opera-
tion of nuclear icebreakers and Naval vessels.

Analysis of the situation with radioactive contamination of the northern seas will not be suf-

ficiently complete without an account of the possible entry into the marine environment of man-

made radioactive substances from the atmosphere, from river runoff, possible drifl from the Gulf
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Stream, one branch of which passes through the Barents Sea, and products of underground and

surface nuclear tests on Novaya Zemlya.

Table 4. Objects without Spent Nuclear Fuel Dumped in Northern Seas, 1965-1968

Object
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Figure 7. Distribution of Radioactivity in Surface Waters of the Barents, Kara and Greenland Seas.

A: Distribution of radioactivity ('^^Cs), based on 1982 daU; B: Hypothetical distiibution of radioactivity of sur-

face waters of Barents and Kara Seas if the source of the radioactivity had been ti-ansport by currents from
northern seas. Hatching indicates areas of high and low concentrations (near Spitzbergen Island) that cannot be

explained by transport from the Arctic Sea alone. Arrows: directions of major currents.
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Table 5. Anthropogenic Radionuclide Budget
of the Barents and Kara Seas Ecosystem, 1961-1990

Source of Long-
Lived Radionuclides
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dumped in far eastern seas in 1975 and 1985.

Table 6 presents all available data on the disposal ofNS reactors in far eastern seas.
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Figure 9. Rate of Disposal of Radioactive Waste in Far Eastern Seas by Year.

A: dumping of liquid RW; B: disposal of low- and intennediate-level solid RW. Bar height is proportional to an-
nual dumping activity.
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Table 6. Disposal of Reactors with Spent Nuclear Fuel in Place in Far Eastern Seas

Object
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• radioactive materials aboard NS's that sank as a result of accidents (including nu-

clear reactors and NWH's);
• radioactive materials aboard other objects that suffered accidents and fell into the

world's oceans (nuclear reactors on satellites, NWH's that fell into the sea from air-

craft accidents or failed launches),
• radiation sources that accidentally fell into the ocean;
• LRW that accidentally entered the sea from shore storage facilities as a result of

leaks;

• products of underwater and surface nuclear explosions.

Sufficient information is not available on a single one of the items listed above, so its collec-

tion is an urgent objective. Available data on all these sources of radioactive contamination of the

world's oceans are presented in Table 7.

Table 7. Information on Radioactive Objects that Have Fallen

into the World's Oceans Through Accidents with Soviet Submarines

Object
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Despite the comparatively low values of activity for dumped RW. it should be reemphasized
that this has placed the Russian Federation in the position of having violated the provisions of the

London Convention, which it has obligated itself to observe, and has also led to violation of the

Russian Federation Law, Protection ofthe Natural Environment.

Table 8. Summary Data on the Scale of Contamination of the Worid's Oceans

by Radioactive Wastes from USSR Territory, 1961-1990

Source of Contamination
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Section 3. Radiological Conditions in Marine
Radioactive Waste Disposal Areas in the North and Far East

Before reviewing the specifics of the radioecological situation in the seas adjacent to the

northern and far eastern coasts of the Russian Federation, we should address the organization of

radiation and sanitary-epidemiological monitoring in marine RW disposal areas.

3.1. Organization of Radiation and Sanitary-Hygienic Monitoring
in Marine Radioactive Waste Disposal Areas

Until 1983, monitoring of radiation conditions in marine RW disposal areas was performed

by the forces and assets of the Northern and Pacific Fleets. The scope and ft^equency of monitor-

ing was regulated by sanitary requirements for disposal ofRW at sea, with the most attention de-

voted to investigating levels of biologically hazardous radionuclides in seawater, bottom sedi-

ments, and commercial and marker species of water life in RW disposal areas.

Radiation hygiene studies of RW disposal areas were performed using radiation monitoring

ships, which were part of the Navy's support fleet and represented modified MRT class fishing

trawlers. In technical condition and navigational properties, the radiation monitoring ships did not

fully meet the requirements placed on ships for navigation in open seas with difficult ice and

weather conditions. For this reason, monitoring could not always be complete.

More detailed radiological studies of marine areas were carried out during the performance of

a series of scientific research studies on the problems ofRW disposal at sea in 1960, 1966, 1967,

1972, 1980, and 1984-1990 by the Maritime Branch of the USSR Ministry of Defense's Twelfth

Central Scientific Research Institute, the USSR Ministry of Defense's 126th State Scientific Re-

search Test Area, Roskomgidromet's Typhoon Scientific Research Institute, and the Navy's Cen-

tral Medical Laboratory These studies were aimed at assessing possible radioecological conse-

quences and developing optimal conditions for discharge of liquid and dumping of solid RW by
nuclear vessels and ships at sea at high latitudes with severe ice conditions, in coastal and non-

coastal waters, and at Naval bases.

Before areas designated for discharge and dumping of waste began to be used, preoperational

radiation inspections were conducted according to special programs including determination of

radionuclide activity in seawater, commercial water life, and bottom sediments.

With the implementation of the PS-82 regulations specifying procedures for issuing approvals

to dump RW at sea, monitoring of radiation conditions in RW discharge and dumping areas began
to be performed by the forces and assets of Goskomgidromet, and in water areas of basing, refuel-

ing and repair areas for nuclear-powered ships, by radiation safety services of ship formations or units.

Radiation inspection of seas used for RW disposal was performed by Goskomgidromet in a

series of expeditions by research vessels. In 1975, the Navy hydrographic ship Abkhaziya per-

formed a radiation inspertion of the Sea of Japan. In 1982, the research icebreaker Otto Shmidt

performed a radiation inspection of the Kara Sea. In 1992, a joint Russian-Norwegian expedition

on Roskomgidromet 's WW Viktor Buynitshy performed a radioecological inspection of the Bar-

ents and Kara Seas (Fig. 10).

An expedition plaiuied for 1992 by Roskomgidromet and the Navy to inspect SRW disposal

areas in the bays and inlets of the eastern coast of the islands of Novaya Zemlya did not occur

through the Navy's fault.
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All studies of radiation conditions since 1967 have been performed in water areas loca-
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ted 50-100 km Trom SRW disposal areas. Direct monitoring of radiation conditions in such

waste disposal areas themselves has not been performed for 25 years.

It should be noted that the dumping of RW in containers does not guarantee absolute safety

from the standpoint of possible seawater contamination, since the container material is subject to

corrosion. Metal containers fail in seawater after 10 years, and concrete ones in 30 years. The

possible pollution of the marine environment by flirfiirol, which was used to seal many reactor

compartments when they were sunk, has been insufficiently studied.

On the whole, the state of radiation and sanitary-hygienic monitoring at RW disposal sites in

both northern and far eastern seas in recent years should be recognized as unsatisfactory. Despite
the fleets' annual generation of a large quantity ofRW requiring disposal and dumping at sea over

the course of decades (including high-level and potentially hazardous RW), a system for observing

and monitoring the condition of radioactive objects dumped at sea is practically nonexistent, al-

though the systems of the Russian Ministry of Defense, Ministry of Industry, and Ministry of

Atomic Energy have numerous scientific research institutes involved with the development and

operation of nuclear-powered vessels.

Work to develop a system of marine radioecological monitoring in disposal areas was not be-

gun by the Navy until 1 992

3.2. Radiation Conditions in Seas Used for Radioactive Waste Disposal

In the course of radiation hygiene inspections conducted at SRW disposal sites before 1967

and areas ofLRW discharge before 1990, no cases of dangerous radioactive contamination of the

marine environment were discovered, either in the disposal areas themselves or in adjacent water

areas, with the exception of brief (up to several days) local increases in radionuclide activity in

seawater during discharge ofLRW.
Information is lacking on the status of radiation conditions at SRW disposal sites themselves

in northern and far eastern seas. This has evoked not only concern by specially authorized gov-
ernment agencies of the Russian Federation for monitoring of the status of the environment in the

Russian Federation, but also sharp criticism directed at Russia on the part of other countries and

international public organizations.

An assessment of the total radioactive contamination of sea surface waters where RW dis-

posal took place requires more detailed data. Levels of radioactive contamination of northern and

far eastern seas discovered so far show no dangerous rise in levels of radionuclides in the marine

environment (Table 10).

3.3. Anticipated Changes in Radioecological Conditions

at Sites of Radioactive Waste Disposal at Sea

An estimation and prediction of possible radiation hygienic and radioecological consequences
of sea disposal of RW produced during the operation, refueling and repair of nuclear-powered
vessels and ships were performed on the basis of a study of documentary data on the quantitative

and qualitative composition ofRW, analysis of technology and radiation protection measures used

in preparing RW for disposal and disposing of it, and a comparison of various sources of radioac-

tive contamination of Russia's Arctic and Pacific coastal seas.

The analysis shows that there are important differences in the estimated impact of liquid and

solid RW dumped at sea.
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Table 10. Average '"Sr Concentration in Sea Surface Waters, 1990-1991, pCi/1 (23]

Area
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Serious concerns are provoked by ever more frequent cases of diseases and pathological changes

(including those to the cardiovascular system) noted in pinnipeds inhabiting the Barents-White

Sea ecosystem [27]. These changes cannot be unambiguously linked to LRW dumping, but the

theoretical possibility of such a link exists.

At the same time, budget calculations of the share of total anthropogenic radiation contami-

nation of marine ecosystems due to LRW (2.5-5.0%) indicates with a fair degree of certainty that

the effect of discharged LRW on marine ecosystems cannot be a determining negative factor on

the scale of the northern and far eastern seas adjacent to Russian territory.

The radiation hygienic and radioecological danger of SRW dumped at sea is determined by
their radionuclide content and activity, the condition of their protective barriers (degree of water

tightness of their packing containers, rate of the latter's corrosion, etc.).

A comparative analysis of the potential danger of SRW dumped at sea from vessel and ship

nuclear power plants suggests the conclusion that the greatest threat in radiation hygienic and ra-

dioecological terms is presented by reactors with SNF in place in the Kara Sea. In cases when re-

actor compartments and reactors with damaged cores in place dumped at sea were specially pre-

pared with reinforced protective barriers (filling internal cavities with flirfijrol or cement, additio-

nal sealing, etc.), a substantial release of radionuclides in the near future seems unlikely.

However, this theoretical conclusion may be incorrect, since the actual course of corrosion

processes and transformation of protective barriers erected is unknown. No full-scale experiments

of sufficient duration and similarity to actual conditions were performed during the development
of protective barriers and estimation of computed time to seal failure. And until each and every

dumped SRW with high activity levels is inspected, no final conclusions concerning them can be

drawn.

The computed design time to possible seal failure for the block of the first nuclear power

plant of the icebreaker Lenin, which contains three reactors without nuclear fuel, is up to 500

years. No similar data for other sunken reactors were furnished to the Commission, and reevaluat-

ing all these calculations, if they exist, is an important objective for the immediate future. More-

over, it must be kept in mind that a number of reactors with SNF removed were dumped at sea

without the creation of any additional protective barriers to the release of radionuclides into the

marine environment.

The aforesaid also applies to containerized SRW, and to RW dumped in the holds of sunken

vessels. According to calculations, the container walls (3-4 mm of steel 3) could be subject to

significant corrosion within 20-30 years af^er dumping at seal. Since the corrosion of steel 3

would proceed unevenly over the surface of the container, the flushing of its contents will not be

uniform. In that period, all radionuclides with half-lives shorter than 3 years will decay, and '^'Sr

and '^^Cs activity in the waste will decline by half

The rate of release of the remaining long-lived radionuclides seems impossible to estimate

with certainty, although there is no doubt that the process will inevitably take a long time.

Unfortunately, even these theoretical calculations could be far from reality. We know from

eyewitness testimony that during the disposal of low-level SRW, cases were noted when metal

containers were shot to accelerate their sinking. This means that without the slightest doubt, tHe

release of radionuclides began immediately ailer disposal of the containers. The radioecological

consequences of the release of large amounts of radionuclides in the shallow areas ofthe Kara Sea

must have affected the ecosystems, but this effect can be assessed only after observations are

made in the disposal areas.

For now, we have only some alarming data indicating that in a number of water areas in the
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western Kara Sea, the concentration of radionuclides C'Cs) rises at depth (Table li

Fig. 10).

Table 11. '"Cs Concentration (Bq/m') at Various Depths

in the Southwestern Kara Sea at Five Sampling Points

see also

Depth
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Figure II. September I, 1981, Stepovoy Inlet (Novaya Zemlya): Sinking of a damaged NS with two liquid metal

reactors. Depth about 20 meters.

An urgent task is the organization of reliable monitoring (observation, tracking and analysis)

of the release of radionuclides from dumped SRW.
Since all dumpings of SRW in northern seas (and most dumpings in far eastern seas) were

made in gross violation of international standards, and considering their potential radioecological

hazard, the only reliable solution to the problem can be to raise large high-level SRW from shal-

low disposal sites and reinter it in specially equipped repositories on land. However, this solution

must be adopted after comprehensive studies to assess the radiation risk of such SRW dumpings.

3.4. Accident on a Nuclear Submarine in Chazhma Bay (Maritime Territory), 1985

On August 10, 198S, during completion of reactor refueling work on an NS at a pier in a Na-
val shipyard in Maritime Territory (Chazhma Bay, town of Shkotovo-22), due to violation of nu-

clear safety requirements and reactor lid raising technology, an uncontrolled spontaneous uranium

fission chain reaction occurred in the port reactor.

The resulting thermal explosion of the reactor destroyed the forward and aft machine rooms
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and the forward compartment of the control system. One assembly with a freshly loaded core was
blown out of the reactor. The fueling shack was also partially destroyed, and its roof was blown
off to a distance of 70-80 meters, landing in the water 30 meters from shore. The NS sustained

damage to its pressure hull in the aft portion of the reactor compartment.

Immediately after the explosion in the reactor compartment, a fire broke out, which was
brought under control after four hours. The combustion products, along with fission and activa-

tion products and particles ofunreacted fuel compound in the form of fine particles and slurry, fell

out within a radius of 50-100 meters around the damaged NS.
A radioactive plume was deposited with an axis intersecting Dunay peninsula in a northwest-

erly direction and extending seaward toward the coast of Ussuri Inlet. The plume was 5.5 km
across on the peninsula (later fallout of aerosol particles occurred on the water surface up to 30
km from the release site).

The release of radioactive substances into the atmosphere was calculated (neglecting radio-

active noble gases) at about 185,000 TBq (5 MCi). The release of radioactive noble gases was
estimated at approximately 81,000 TBq (2 MCi). The heaviest contamination was noted at the

epicenter of the release and along the axis of the radioactive plume. Seven and one-half hours af-

ter the accident the exposure dose rate (EDR) of radiation in the area of the accident reached
250-500 mr/hr, and contamination of surfaces by beta-emitting nuclides was 0.5-4.0x10* de-

cays/cm^-min.

Significant radioactive contamination affected submarines and special vessels near the acci-

dent site, piers, and the shipyard's land and manufacturing structures.

Also radioactively contaminated was a large part of the water area of Chazhma Bay, especial-

ly near the damaged NS. Contamination of the bay occurred at the time of the explosion and for-

mation of the plume, and also when radioactive water from the damaged compartment entered the
water through the hole formed in the pressure hull. One hour after the explosion, the activity of
short-lived radionuclides in the seawater reached 74 kBq/1 (2 \iC\A). Two months after the acci-

dent, radionuclide levels in the seawater had declined to original background values, where they
remain today.

The accident created a focus of radioactive contamination on the bottom of the water area of
Chazhma Bay. The area of intense radioactive contamination is concentrated at the accident site

and within the limits of EDR>240 nr/hr occupies an area of about 100,000 m^. In the central part
of the focus, the EDR is 20-40 mr/hr, with a maximum of 117 mr/hr as of 1992. Currents are

gradually moving the radioactive contamination toward the entrance to Chazhma Bay. The radio-

activity of bottom sediments is due mainly to ^Co (96-99%) and partly to '"Cs.
The maximum ^^Co unit activity in bottom sediments at the accident site is 78 kBq/kg (2.1

nCi/kg), and in marine water life 670 Bq/kg (18 nCi/kg). The total ^OCo activity in the bottom
sediments ofChazhma Bay as of 1992 was approximately 185 GBq (5 Ci).

Contamination of bottom sediments by '^^Cs is seen in local areas and in concenuations

comparable to or slightly above background values.

Radioactive contamination of the water area affects the southeastern part of Chazhma Bay.
The area of maximum contamination of the bay bottom is 0.08-0.1 km^ (within limits of gamma
ray EDR>240 jir/hr). Contamination of bottom sediments can be observed moving from the acci-
dent area toward the western entrance to Streiki Inlet. Contamination of the water area of eastern
Ussuri Inlet within a radius of 3-5 km from the explosion site of the shore radioactive plume cre-
ates an elevated gamma ray EDR over background ofbetween 1 and 8 jir/hr.

Radioactive contamination in the water area of Chazhma Bay, the western passage of Streiki
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Inlet, and the eastern part of Ussuri Inlet is caused by concentration of radionuclides, mainly ^Co,

by bottom sediments. The activity of radionuclides in the seawater in these areas is at the level of

background values typical of other parts of the Pacific coast. All activity is concentrated in the

bottom sludge and can be removed only along with it or from the surface mud layer.

The observed tendency for radioactive contamination in the bottom layer to move and dis-

perse along the bottom of Chazhma Bay will entail no serious ecological consequences, since the

total radionuclide activity in the bottom sediments is relatively low (about 5 Ci), and the leading

radionuclide is *'^Co, with a half-life of 5.26 years.

During the accident and cleanup, 290 persons were exposed to elevated radiation. At the time

of the accident, 10 persons died of their injuries (eight officers and two enlisted men). Ten per-

sons developed acute radiation sickness, and 39 displayed radiation reactions.

Continuous monitoring of radiation conditions in the accident area and in the radioactive

plume has been performed by the yard's radiation safety service. Periodic monitoring of radioac-

tive contamination of natural environmental systems is being performed by units of the Pacific

Fleet's Chemical and Medical Services, the Maritime Flotilla, the Maritime Territory Sanitary and

Epidemiological Service, and the Maritime Hydrometeorological Administration.

In the future, radioecological studies of the consequences of the NS accident in Chazhma Bay

(including to refine the boundaries of the radioactive plume in the marine environment and its rate

of dispersion along the bottom of the bay and inlet) must be continued.

3.5. Accident on the Nuclear Submarine Komsomolets in the North Atlantic, 1989

On April 7, 1 989, a fire broke out in the stem section of the Komsomolets, a nuclear subma-

rine. The vessel surfaced, but af^er several hours' struggle for survival, it sank, killing 42 crew

members. The NS reached bottom at a depth of 1680 m at a point with coordinates 73 "43' 16" N
by 13''15'52" E, near the island of Medvezhiy. The site is about 300 nautical miles from the Nor-

wegian coast.

One difference between this accident and others, including those involving American NS's, is

the threat of accelerated release of radionuclides into the marine environment. The reason is that

the Komsomolets has a titanium pressure hull. The rate of corrosion is increased manyfold when a

titanium hull reacts in seawater with the steel reactor parts and other ship components made of

various metallic materials.

The reactor was switched to stable cooldown mode, ensuring nuclear safety, both at the time

of sinking and when the vessel remained sunken.

From the time of sinking, engineering design features of its NWH's made a nuclear explosion

absolutely impossible, so the problem of nuclear safety for the ship in its sunken position can be

regarded as solved. However, the problem of ensuring radioecological safety remains.

From information on the power generated by the power plant of the Komsomolets, experts

estimate that the reactor core contains approximately 42 kCi of '^Sr and 55 kCi of '"'Cs. The ra-

dioactivity of its NWH's, resulting from their ^^'Pu content, is about 430 Ci.

The area where the accident took place is among the most biologically productive in the

world's oceans, and is of special economic importance. It falls within the spheres of interest of

Russia, Norway, Sweden, Great Britain, and Iceland. Even minimal transport of radionuclides

(fission products and transuranian elements) up the food chain from seawater to plankton to fish

could have grave political and economic consequences.

The first expedition in the area of the NS's sinking was undertaken in May 1989 by the RA'
Akademik Mstislav Keldysh. The results of the study were of a reconnaissance nature.
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A full-scale research program was carried out on a second expedition on several ships from

April to September 1991. Two Mir deep-water manned submersibles were outfitted with standard

dosimetric instruments and specially developed radiometric apparatus. The submersibles delivered

special cartridges with selective sorbents to capture certain radionuclides to the NS and recovered

them. Between August 23 and 31, 1991, both submersibles dived to the Komsomolets simultane-

ously for a total time of 66 hours 3 1 minutes. Thirty-two water and soil samples were taken im-

mediately alongside the NS's hull. The results of analyses obtained by January 1992 showed that

although the primary loop of the reactor was not watertight, the release of radionuclides was ex-

tremely low C^'Cs concentrations not over 10 pCi/1).

It was learned that the upper part of the pressure hull in the area of the forward compart-
ments is damaged. It was also found that the doors of the torpedo tubes are open and seawater is

in contact with the bodies of the missile torpedoes. The casings of the NWH's have lost their

seals, and active warhead materials are in contact with seawater.

A third expedition to the Komsomolets was conducted from May 7 to 18, 1992 aboard the

RA' Akademik Mslislav Keldysh and the IW Ivan Knizenshtem. Submersibles performed six

dives to the Komsomolets and to a rescue chamber discovered to have surfaced 300 meters away.
Even the second expedition noted that the NS's hull had sunk into the mud relative to its base

plane at least 2.5 meters at the bow and up to 4.5 meters at the stem. In 1992, noticeable changes
were found compared to 1 99 1 . Hull encrustation by living organisms was less noticeable than in

August 1991, evidently due to seasonal variation.

The pressure hull had significantly more damage in the bow than had been recorded in 1991

videotapes. Along the port side, in the area of the bulkhead between Compartments I and 11, a

transverse crack about 2 meters long and up to 50 mm wide was discovered. Along the same port

side of the pressure hull, a long longitudinal crack had appeared, approximately 30 mm wide

along nearly its entire length, and in some areas the crack's opening had reached 400 mm. In the

upper part of the pressure hull of Compartment II, along the port side near the attachment of an

emergency flotation buoy, the damage comprises a crack at least three meters long and up to 300

m wide. A noticeable increase in the amount of corrosion products (ferric oxide) within torpedo
tube 2 has been recorded.

The predicted entry of small quantities of '"Cs into the seawater, first recorded in 1991, was

confirmed. The maximum cesium concentration near the NS was 180 Bq/m', and it averaged—on

the deck above the reactor compartment
—29.6 Bq/m^ (the allowable concentration of "'Cs in

drinking water is 550,000 Bq/m^). Although the official report states that analyses of water sam-

ples, bottom sediments and selective sorbents did not detect ^^'Pu release from the NWH's into

the environment in 1992, other data indicate that such releases have already been observed, albeit

so far not in dangerous amounts [32].

Inspection of the area around the Komsomolets disclosed local irregularities in the distribu-

tion of natural and artificial (technogenic) radionuclides in bottom sediments. Areas with some-

what elevated but not ecologically hazardous radionuclide concentrations have an area on the or-

der of tens of m^, located at distances of tens of kilometers from the NS. At present, the area's

complex hydrology (currents up to 1.5 m/s) and geomorphology do not permit an unambiguous
link to be drawn between the presence of irregularities in technogenic radionuclides and their re-

lease from the Komsomolets.

Turning to predictions, we can note that it is rather favorable for reactor radionuclides and no

significant change in the marine environment should be expected in the inunediate fiiture.

The radioecological situation regarding the plutonium component of the NWH's is more
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alarming. The beginnings of ^^'Pu escape can be expected in 1995-1996. The uncontrollable

process of plutonium escape could occur in pulses and last several years. This could create a zone

of stable contamination by ^^'Pu corrosion products, which will be both highly active and chemi-

cally toxic, on the bottom near the NS.

The Polar Institute of Marine Fishery and Oceanography (PINRO) has made assessments of

the potential economic damage due to ^^'Pu contamination of sea products. Commercial fish can

be expected to be contaminated to levels double the allowable limit for ^^'Pu. Moreover, in addi-

tion to the heavy economic damage (up to 2.5 billion rubles in 1991 prices), negative political re-

action by the Scandinavian countries will inevitably follow.

The most radical preventive measure would be to raise the NS. The costs of such an opera-

tion would exceed 250 million U.S. dollars. Existing damage to the pressure hull and continuing

corrosion could make salvage impossible.

Local sealing could impede the rapid release of radionuclides. One proposed method of seal-

ing the NS is to pump in a gel consisting of 1-2% chitosan (an active absorber of heavy metal

salts). The gel would undergo polymerization in the presence of calcium contained in seawater,

forming a glassy substance (which would not erode quickly even in strong currents), and practi-

cally completely prevent radionuclides from entering the external environment for decades.

Yet another alternative solution to the problem is to detach and raise only the NS's bow sec-

tion containing the torpedo tubes (or only the torpedo tubes) and the NWH's they contain (with

subsequent destruction or disposal of the warheads).

If any of these alternatives were selected, systematic radioecological monitoring at the resting

place of the /ro/n5o/wo/e/j would remain mandatory. International participation in such monitoring

must be expanded.

3.6. Conclusion

Direct measurements of the radioactivity of surface seawater in areas used for LRW disposal

have shown no dangerous rise in levels of radioactive contamination over backgrounds.

At sites of direct disposal of the most hazardous SRW (reactors with SNF in place), no ob-

servations have been made since 1967. Now, a quarter of a century later, such observations must

be made immediately. With this aim, a full-scale expedition must be organized this very season

(summer 1993) to inspect the condition of sunken objects in inlets of the eastern coast of Novaya

Zemlya and the Novaya Zemlya Depression. The expedition plans must include all SRW disposal

areas, in both northern and far eastern seas.

The organization of radioecological monitoring at RW disposal sites must be done jointly by
the Navy, the Russian Ministry of Nature and Roskomgidromet. For objects proven to be a radio-

ecological hazard, the Russian Navy, Committee for Special-Purpose Underwater Work

(KOPRON), Ministry of Atomic Energy and Ministry of Nature must develop a plan of measures

to raise them to the surface and subsequently dispose of them on shore.

Fleet hydrographic services must establish the precise coordinates of sunken large objects and

show their position on maps and in piloting books.

To assess the radiological consequences ofRW disposal at sea, scientific research should be

initiated immediately concerning a) the radionuclide composition of sunken objects and the condi-

tion of their protective barriers, and b) the uptake of radionuclides by food chains and dose bur-

dens in water life.

A thorough study of the radionuclide budget of ecosystems in northern and far eastern seas

should also be assigned.
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Section 4. Ways of Solving the Problem of Handling
Radioactive Waste Produced in the System of the Navy

AND Murmansk Marine Shipping Line

The widespread practice ofRW disposal at sea, followed in the former USSR from 1959 to

1991, arose as a result of unpreparedness for the deployment of an industry specializing in the

handling ofRW.
The design and construction of complexes for treating liquid RW and compacting solid RW,

begun in the 60s, was terminated for reasons of false economy and due to the lack of immediate

danger from RW dumping at sea. As a result, Russia now faces a whole series of acute problems
with the operation of its nuclear fleet, which require immediate solution.

The USSR (and now Russia) possesses 235 nuclear-powered vessels and ships, including 228

in the Russian Ministry of Defense's Navy and seven in the Russian Ministry of Transportation

(394 nuclear reactors in the Navy and 13 on icebreakers—60% of the world total). Each year, the

operation of NS's and nuclear-powered ships produces up to 20,000 m^ of liquid RW and up to

6,000 tonnes of solid RW.
Clarification of ways of solving the problem requires a clear idea of the features of the RW

produced.

Most of the LRW (up to 70%) is low-salinity discharges of circulating waters and water loop
flushes with activities on the order of 1 (iCi/l. Higher levels of activity are typical of wastes from

loop decontamination, water from spent fuel assembly (SPA) holding ponds, and a number of

other liquid wastes. This LRW has high salinity and comprises up to 15% of all LRW. Most of the

total activity comes from this group of LRW. A third group includes waters from special sewage

systems of shore sanitation stations, laundries, decontamination stations, and radiation safety labo-

ratories. Their activity is low (up to 10 nCi/l), and they difiFer little in salinity from the second

group, but contain surfactants. In volume, the third group also comprises about 15%.

The highest levels of contamination in SRW are found in equipment used in reactor com-

partments.

Significant levels of activity accumulated on filters during treatment of LRW. The majority

(by volume) is contaminated film coatings, uniforms, and other objects. SRW with high levels of

activity was produced in operations with SNF. Handling of SNF should be singled out as an es-

pecially important problem, along with the problem of decommissioning and recycling NS's.

4.1. Problems in Recycling Decommissioned Nuclear Submarines and Handling

Spent Nuclear Fuel in the Northern Fleet and Murmansk Marine Shipping Line

As a result of arms reductions and for technological reasons, the Russian Ministry of De-

fense's Navy is decommissioning NS's.

On an NS being decommissioned, SNF must be removed from reactors, decontamination

must be performed, reusable equipment must be removed, and the reactor compartment must be

cut out and placed in a properly equipped, ecologically safe storage or disposal site. However,
due to technical unpreparedness, this cycle cannot presently be fully implemented.

The most urgent problem is removing SNF from reactors. As of January 1, 1993, SNF had

been removed from only 15% of NS's decommissioned by the Navy. Only six reactor compart-
ments had been prepared for long-term storage. A special problem is the removal of SNF from
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NS's with damaged cores, which is impossible with current technology Abroad, such damaged
NS's are placed whole in underground repositories for long-term storage.

The removal of SNfF from other NS's requires properly equipped transfer points and suffi-

cient capacity for its storage.

As of January 1, 1993, the Northern Fleet was storing 3,000 bundles with SFA's. Since each

bundle contains seven FA's, the total number of SFA's is 21,000.

The Murmansk Maritime Shipping Line is storing SFA's on the tenders Lepse. Imandra, and

Loiia. They hold a total of about 4,500 SFA's, and their reserve storage capacity is practically ex-

hausted. Conditions of removal of SFA's are just as unfavorable for the Murmansk Maritime

Shipping Line as for the Navy The repository aboard the Lepse is damaged, with a current activi-

ty of 750,000 Ci (and 17,000 Ci of that is due to long-lived and toxic transuraruan elements).

However, the Navy and the Murmansk Maritime Shipping Line have not decided to send

SFA's which are damaged, come from reactor cores with liquid metal coolant, or are being stored

in containers at outdoor sites for reprocessing.

As a result of the unsatisfactory organization of work to provide timely removal of SNF from

units of the Russian Navy to reprocessing plants of the Russian Ministry of Atomic Energy, exist-

ing SRW storage facilities are overflowing, both in the Navy and, to a lesser extent, in the Mur-

mansk Maritime Shipping Line and at enterprises of the former USSR Ministry of the Shipbuild-

ing Industry. Sufficient capacity for compacting solid (flammable) RW exists only at the Mur-

mansk Maritime Shipping Line's Nuclear Fleet Radio Regiment, but it has not set up a special

system for treatment ofLRW The Navy lacks such systems.

At present, on orders from the Russian Ministry of Defense's Navy, industry has manufac-

tured 50 TK-VG-18 containers, whose use will support the disposal of SNF, but their use is being

held up by the fleets' lack of SNF transshipment terminals (their creation is planned for 1998).

According to schedules, the Navy is prepared to dispose of SNF beginning in mid- 1993 using the

TK-VG-18 containers.

4.2. Problems in Recycling Decommissioned Nuclear Submarines and Handling

Spent Nuclear Fuel and Other Radioactive Waste in the Far Eastern Area

The shore bases and ships of the Pacific Fleet store 1,200 packing bundles (8,400 SFA's).

Only four reactor compartments have been prepared for long-term storage. As in the North-

em Fleet, the problem of SNF storage facilities is extremely critical: they are overflowing and do

not comply with international requirements. The condition of low- and intermediate-level SRW
storage facilities also does not comply with these requirements.

Storage facilities for SFA's at floating maintenance centers for reactor refueling are in a dan-

gerous condition, and the SFA's cannot be removed. Moreover, damaged reactors from three

NS's are being stored with nuclear fuel, and the SFA's cannot be removed from them. This is

creating a problem with future disposal of these reactor units.

Thus, the Pacific Fleet, like the Northern Fleet, lacks regional strategies for handling RW and

SNF that specify and develop all technological operations involving RW from the time of produc-
tion until disposal. A consistent technical policy in this vital area of fleet activity can be termed

lacking. Developers and manufacturers of nuclear-powered ships and vessels are not properly co-

ordinating their actions with local governing bodies. Their disregard for the interests of these

bodies is absolutely intolerable at present.
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Figure 12. Decommissioned Nuclear Submarines Awaiting Reactbr Core Removal and Further Recycling Pa-
cific Eeet, Pavlovskiy Bay.

i

Figure 13. Pacific Fleet Nuclear Submarine on Which Unauthorized Reactor Startup Was Performed in August
1985, Accompanied by Thennal Explosion and Fire. Nuclear fuel fiom re-
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4.3. Analysis of the Proposed Russian Government Programfor Handling,
Recycling and Disposal ofRadioactive Wastes and Spent Nuclear Materialsfor the

1993-1995 Period and Through 2005, and of the Russian Federation Government
Resolution of August 31, 1992 on the Recycling of Nuclear Submarines

The teimination of discharges ofLRW produced on Naval ships and at shipyards requires de-

velopment and implementation of a special program. Expert assessments show that the realization

of such a program will require at least five years and expenditures on the order of a billion rubles.

A program of compaction, reprocessing, storage and disposal of SRW will require significantly

greater outlays. The implementation of both these programs can be realized in the framework of

the special-purpose Russian Government Program for Handling, Recycling and Disposal ofRa-
dioactive Wastes and Spent Nuclear Materialsfor the 1993-1995 Period and Through 2005. The

program is presently under review by the Government of the Russian Federation.

Section 9 of the Program, titled Handling Wastes Produced in the Operation and Decom-

missioning of Nuclear Propulsion Units, stipulates the allocation of over six billion rubles (in

1 992 prices) for the creation of shore and ship systems and units for reprocessing liquid and solid

RW produced during the operation and repair of nuclear power plants.

The Program for Handling Radioactive Waste schedules for 1993 the conduct of a general

analysis of the formation and accumulation ofRW in northern and far eastern areas of Russia and
the workup of a feasibility study for the development of specialized industrial capacity that will

meet the needs for temporary storage, processing and disposal ofRW. Under the 1993-1995 Pro-

gram, pilot repositories are to be developed for disposal of solid and solidified low- and interme-

diate-level RW.
If work on the Program is begun immediately, capacity for disposal of high-level SRW could

be brought on line in 1996. The plan calls for developing designs and by 2000 completing work
on the decommissioning or modernization of radioactively contaminated engineering structures of
shore maintenance centers and other Naval facilities.

Measures to normalize the radiation conditions in Chazhma Bay and the town of Shkotovo-

22, Maritime Territory, are to be developed in 1993 and implemented by 1995.

One item in Section 9 of the Program provides for assessment of the radioecological conse-

quences ofRW disposal at sea and the sinking ofNS's.

A study of sinking sites of reactors with SNF in place is an urgent priority and must be per-
formed by the forces of a Russian expedition with international involvement no later than summer
1993.

The other urgent measures included in the Program for Handling Radioactive Waste must
include immediate organization of the removal of SNF fi-om storage facilities (primarily floating

ones) of the Navy and Murmansk Maritime Shipping Line. Construction of new SNF storage fa-

cilities at Naval bases must also be arranged immediately and included in the program, and the

commissioning of the proposed SNF storage facilities of the Murmansk Maritime
Shipping^ Line

must be advanced fi-om 1995 to 1994.

Thus, the current draft Program does not take sufficient account of the RW handling prob-
lems that have arisen in the operation of nuclear-powered ships and vessels.

A source of concern is the slow progress of the Program. Financing of work for the Program
appears clearly low and does not correspond to its stated objectives.

A Resolution adopted by the Government of the Russian Federation in August 1992 specified
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practically the entire range of priority steps to recycle NS's and nuclear-powered ships decom-

niissioned through 2000. These steps include the construction of temporary storage sites for

floating NS's; the retrofitting of shelters for temporary storage of NS reactor compartments; and

the construction of shore bases for vessels, compartments and equipment for removing reactor

cores and receiving and reprocessing RW, decontamination shops, sections for preparing SRW
for disposal with incinerators, special water treatment and laundries with tanks for temporary

storage of liquid RW and space for temporary storage of solid RW.
On the other hand, the resolution does not resolve questions of the disposal of NS reactor

compartments from which removal of SNF is technically impossible, and does not resolve ques-
tions of the selection of optimal methods and techniques for disposing of reactor compartments
and their equipment and technologies for dismantling and recycling nuclear-powered ships and

NS's and their weapons and armaments in order to prevent radioactive contamination of the envi-

ronment.

4.4. Conclusion

Thus, the Northern and Pacific Fleets have accumulated an aggregate total of about 30,000

SFA's, which corresponds to the contents of about 140 NS reactor cores. Storage facilities have

free space to accept only three more cores.

Given that the normal operation of NS's requires the transfer of about ten reactor cores in

each fleet annually, it is obvious that a critical situation now exists that rules out the further safe

operation of the NS fleet.

At present, the Navy is not prepared to completely halt the discharge of LRW at sea before

commissioning of shore processing centers, planned for 1997

The current draft of the Government Program for Handling Radioactive Wastes does not

sufficiently account for problems connected with the comprehensive solution of the RW handling

problems created by the operation of nuclear-powered ships and vessels.

The Government resolution adopted in August 1992 provides for the solution of most of the

urgent problems relating to the recycling of NS's and nuclear-powered ships. However, even if

the measures called for in the resolution are fully realized, the necessary capacity to recycle RW
produced thereunder will not be commissioned until 1996-1997. The resolution also does not ad-

dress the problem of recycling liquid and solid RW produced during the operation of nuclear-

powered Naval vessels, and does not resolve problems of the disposal of damaged reactor com-

partments.
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Conclusion

In accordance with the objectives stated by the President of the Russian Federation, we have
examined two basic aspects of the problem, international and domestic Russian.

The problems ofRW disposal at sea have acquired special importance from the standpoints
both of Russia's compliance with international obligations and of ensuring Russia's ecological

safety.

The unacceptability of RW disposal at sea for Russia follows from the Russian Federation

Law, Protection of the Natural Environment, Article 50, Paragraph 3 of which prohibits the

sinking ofRW, and from the repeated official position of the Russian Federation, which signed a

corresponding declaration in Rio de Janeiro and two conventions on the protection of the marine

environment (the Baltic and Black Seas) that prohibit the disposal ofRW at sea.

The performance of Russia's international obligations under the London Convention require:

1) presentation of data collected by the Commission on RW dumpings conducted at

sea and official statistical manuals to the Secretariat of the International Maritime

Organization and the IAEA;

2) inspection of RW disposal sites at sea with the support and participation of repre-
sentatives of interested nations and competent international organizations;

3) orgaiuzation of effisctive monitoring of sites where dumpings of high-level RW have
been conducted in the past;

4) development of plans for purifying seas of high-level RW that presents an environ-

mental hazard;

5) immediate resolution of problems of processing and safe storage of RW produced
by the operation of nuclear-powered vessels and ships (primarily regarding the con-

struction of storage facilities and commissioning of capacity to process RW)-
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Findings

1. We have established and documented that beginning in 1959, the fonner USSR disposed
of various levels ofRW. This refers to RW produced during the operation and repair of nuclear-

powered Naval vessels and ships of the Murmansk Maritime Shipping Line. There were cases of

unauthorized and accidental sinking of vessels containing RW. Some RW (including NS reactor

compartments and damaged reactors with nuclear fuel residues) was transferred for sinking from

ship repair enterprises of the USSR Ministry ofthe Shipbuilding Industry.

In 1991-1992, the Navy continued dumping liquid RW in the Barents Sea, as well as liquid
and solid RW in Far Eastern seas.

2. The Soviet Union did not fiimish any information to the International Maritime Organiza-
tion of the International Atomic Energy Agency on RW dumping at sea performed by the USSR.

Normative legal acts and departmental instructions regaiding the disposal ofRW at sea that

have been retained from the time of the USSR and are applicable on Russian territory either do
not comply with or directly contradict the London Convention accepted by the Russian Federa-

tion, other international agreements in this area, and the 1991 Russian Federation Law Protection

ofthe Natural Environment.

3. Due to the fleets' unpreparedness for a transition to new means of transporting SNF,
existing temporary storage facilities for SFA's are overflowing. SRW from vessels, ships and

yards is accumulating in containers in outdoor areas.

This is why it is practically impossible to halt RW dumping at sea without simultaneously

solving problems of handling it on shore. It would lead to a further accumulation of RW at its

points of production and temporary storage, degrade radiation and overall ecological conditions,
and cause a rise in social tensions and a real threat to personnel and the public.

4. Because the leaders of the fonner USSR adopted the concept of disposing of intermedi-

ate- and low-level RW at sea, construction of capacity for processing solid RW and purifying liq-

uid RW, begun by the Navy in the 60s, was halted in 1972.

The 1985 USSR Government decision to build special storage facilities in the northern and
Pacific Fleets for disposal of reactor compartments from NS's, with conunissioning of their first

stages scheduled for 1993, has not been implemented.
5. It appears impossible to establish the amount of radionuclides that entered the marine en-

vironment in RW discharges fi-om the territory of the USSR with the desired accuracy. According
to documentary data at the Commission's disposal, the activity of dumped RW was 325 kCi. Ac-

cording to expert estimates, the maximum activity ofRW that entered seas adjacent to Russian

territory could have been as much as 2,500 kCi (at the time of disposal).

6. The greatest potential radioecological hazard is presented by reactors from NS's and the

core plate of the nuclear icebreaker Lenin, with nuclear fuel in place, which were dumped in

shallow inlets ofNovaya Zemlya archipelago in the Kara Sea.

7. Monitoring of radiation conditions in marine disposal areas for SRW has not been per-
formed for over 25 years.
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Appendices

Table Al. Characteristics of Liquid Radioactive Waste

Discharge Areas in Northern Seas

Area
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Table A2
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Table A2 (Continued)

Year
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Area

Table A3, Characteristics of Solid Radioactive Waste
Disposal Areas in the Kara Sea

Coordinates

N. Lat.

72°5'

73°17'

74°40'

74°42'

74035-1"

7407.

74°22'3"

74°22'0"

72033.4..

72°32'4"

7r56'5"

71°56'0"

75040.9..

75°58'

75=59'

E. Long.

57'='30'

60°0'

59°53'

60° 17'

59° 18'

59° 12'

58°42'1"

58°41'0"

55°34'

55°23'3"

55°22'1"

55019.,,..

63°59'

66°20'

66° 18'

Geographic Location

Kara Sea,

Novaya Zemlya Depression

Sedov Inlet,

east coast of Novaya Zemlya

Oga Inlet,

east coast ofNovaya Zemlya
Tsivolka Inlet,

east coast ofNovaya Zemlya

Stepovoy Inlet,

east coast of Novaya Zemlya
Abrosimov Inlet,

east coast ofNovaya Zemlya

Blagopoluchiye Inlet,

east coast ofNovaya Zemlya

Techeniye Inlet,

east coast of Novaya Zemlya

Depth,

meters

380

13-33

24

56-135

25-27

12-20

13-16

up to 50
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Table A4 (continued)

Year
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Table A4 (continued)

Year
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Table A4 (continued)

Year
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Table A5. Characteristics of Liquid Radioactive Waste Discharge
and Solid Radioactive Waste Dumping Areas in Far Eastern Seas

Area
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Table A6. Characteristics of Liquid Radioactive Waste Discharge
in Far Eastern Seas

Year

Total*

Area 1

Volume,
m3

16250

Activity,

Ci(TBq)

1.5

(0 1)

Area 2

Volume,
m3

3156

Activity,

CiriBq)

0.9

(0.03)

Area 3

Volume,
m3

1513

Activity,

Ci(TBq)

0.1

(0.004

Area4

Volume,

m3

4803

Activity,

Ci(TBq)

0.2

(0.007

*—For Areas 1-4, only summary data are presented, without year-by-year breakdown.

Year
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Table A7. Characteristics of Solid Radioactive Waste Dumping
in Far Eastern Seas

Year
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Table A7 (continued)

Year
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Table A7 (continued)

Year
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Table A7 (continued)

Year
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Table A7 (continued)

Year
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